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FOREWORD

The rood safety problem has rea:hed crisis proportions from both the social and economic points of view. The fatality rate

per vehicle registered on African highways cwrently ranges from eight 10 fifty times higher than what IS registered in
induslrialized countries. Since the Fizsl African Road Safety Congress held in 1984, road accident fatalities have, on
average, been increasing at the rate of nine per cent per annum compared 10 a reversing trend in the industrialized world.
Moreover, the economic cost of road accidents has been estimated at aboutlWo per cent of the GNP in various developing
counaies. Only well-<levised and co-ordinaled remedial actions would rever.;e the existing growing rate of road accidems
in Africa The prospects of sustained development could easily be compromised unless substantial actions are taken to

drastically improve the road safety siWation in the African countries.

In a continued effort to enhance the safety of road users in Africa, the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa
(ECA) in collaboration with the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). various donor
agencies and fInancial institutinns organized, as a follow-up 10 the Coogress of 1984. the Second African Road Safety
Congress in October 1989 in Addis Ababa with the generous~ of the Government og Elhiopia. the cooclusions
of the Second African Road Safety Congress. reinforced by those of the FIrst Congress, have provided the basis for the
understanding of road safety problems, and the development of new road safety strategies and programmes 10 be

implemented during the Second United Nations Transport and Communications Decade for Africa (1991-2000)
(UNTACDA H).

I am indebted 10 all those who devoted so much effort to the prepar.llion and presentation of the high quality papers on their
road safety activities and experiences in Africa I am also grarefullO the OECD member Slales - namely FInland, Norway,
France and Great Brittin - for their contribution in ftmding certain aspects of the Congress and in the preparation and overall
running of the Second African Road Safety Congress. My heartfelt :JPIRCiation is particularly extended to the T0! of
Norway and INRETS of France for the efficient manner in which they compiled the technical papers and to their respective
Goverments for funding production of this Compendium of the jairu ECNOECD SECOND AFRICAN ROAD SAFETY
CONGRESS.

May I wish you Safer Drivin g!

Adebayo Adedeji

Under Secretary General of the United NatiQns

and

Execut1~ Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

In the early 1980's it became increasingly clear that the road accident situation in developing countries in genetal, and in
Africa in particular was alarming. Even if most countries in Africa were in the fIrst stage of mOlOrisation, the accident risk
and the number of killed and injlll'ed on the roads were exuemely high. Whereas the~ip in industrialized counDies
was IO lO 100 times as high in industrialized counDies. the fatality rnte due lO IOOd accidents was more than IO times as
high in most African countries. Road accidents represenle<l a high social bunien. Economically they conswned I to 2 per
cent of the GNP. They mobilized medical perwnnel badly needed for general healt care and they led lO great losses in
foreign exchange.

Thcre was an increasing awureness of the nature and the magniwde of the road accident problem in Africa. The loss of
human lives, the nwnber of disable people, the need for medical care and the overall cost to society had reached a level
which could no longer be accepted. It was against this background thaL the Economic Commission for Africa, in cooperation
with the Nordic counDies. organized the First African Road Safety Congress in Nairobi, Kenya, in 1984.

The fust congress gave African road safety officials and technical experts a brnod inlfOduction to the various IOOd safety
problems. It was clearly demonstrated that road accident causation is a complex matter, and that road accidents have
implications in all parts of a nation's social and economic life. A nwnber of experts from the industrialized countries and
from developing countries throughout the world presenle<l their experience from road safety actions.

Accidents are due to a number of different causes, and accident prevention must therefore be based on a combination of
various countermeasures. In the indusDialized counDies road safety actions have been based on activites within a variety
of public sectors. like educauon, health, justice and urban planning in addition to the road transport seclOr. It was indicale<l
that the efficiency of IItc roild safety work is highly dependent on the way in which it is administrated and fmanced on a
national basis. Experience from the indusDialized counDics clearly showed that road safety actions must be based on a
political recognition of tile road safety problems and a willingness at all levels to improve the siWation. Only then has it
been possible 10 achieve positive results and to reduce the accident risk lo the level experienced in industrialized countries
loday.

The First African Road Safety Congress in Nairobi in 1984 was to a large extent based on papers on road safety experience
from industnalized countries. It was felt necessary to raise the road safety awareness thoughout Africa. Emphasis was
thererfore put on the indentifIcation and quantifIcation of the problems relale<l to IOOd accidents.

Since 1984 many African counDies have gained considerable experience in road safety work. It was therefore an aim for
the Second African Road Safcty Congress lo move forward and lo present geniune road safety experience gained in Africa.
Emphasis was equally put on the possibilities of IraI1Sfer of experience from the indusDialized countries lo developing
countries, and between African countries. It was also an aim for the congress 10 explore the possibilities of financing road
safery activities through bilateral and multilaleral a&reemems as well as through national finaneial arrnngements. The
possibilities of subregional coopemtion and exchange of data and experience was emphasized.

9
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THE CONGRESS AND THE COMPENDIUM OF PAPERS

The Second African Road Safety Congress which was jointly CIganized by ECA and OECD was held in the Africa
Hall at the ECA headquarters in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia from 16 10 20 October 1989.

The Congress was attended by representatives from 34 African countries as follows:
Algeria, Benin, Botswana, CamelOOl1, Cape Verde, Comoros, Congo, COle d'Ivoire, Djibouti, Egypt, Ethiopia, Gabon,
Ghana, Guine Bissau, Guinee, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Malawi, Mauritius, Madagascar, Mozambique, Niger,
Nigeria, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Sudan, Tanzania, Tchad, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe.

Representatives from Finland, Norway, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Sweden and the Uniled StaleS of
America participaled at the Congress.

The Congress was auended by representatives of the Islamic Development Bank, the International Labour Organizati
on, the United Nations Development Progrnm and the World Banle

The following organizations were also represented: ENCER, ESAMI, INRETS, IRF, ODA. PIARC, PRI, SATCC,
TRRL and T0I.

The lis! of participants IS presenled as Annex I.

The Congress unanimously elecled the following officers:

Chairman:
First Vice-Chairman:
Second Vicc-Chairman:
Rapponcur.

Ethiopia
Algeria
Cameroon
Cape Verde

The Congress adopled the agenda as presented in Annex 2.

A Iota! of 138 delegates, representatives and observers were present at the Congress. 56 papers were presenled, of
which 31 were presented by African participants.

The Compendium of Papers follows the strueture of the Congress. All available papers are presenled in the Compen
dium.
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1. OPENING OF THE CONGRESS
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1.1 WELCOMING ADDRESS BY PROFESSOR ADEBAYO ADEDEJI.
UNITED NATIONS UNDER·SECRETARY - GENERAL AND EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY OF THE ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA.

Excellencies,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
It is an honour and a privilege for me 10 welcome you alI here 10 this Second African Road Safety Congress, organized by
the Economic Commission for Africa in collaboration with the Organi2ation for Economic Cooperotion and Development
(OECD), theWorid Health Organization (WHO) and several other agencies of the United Nations system. Let me, fIrst of
all, ta1<e this opportunity 10 thank most sincerely the Host Govenunent of Ethiopia for the counesy and hospitality extended
to the delegales 10 this Congress since their arrival here in Ad1is Ababa. I also thank in panicular the Governments of
Finland and Norway which have provided direct assistance 10 ECA; the Islamic Development Bank which has financed
the participation of several African delegates; Japan, the United Kingdom and WHO which have channelled their
conuibutions through OECD.

Excellencies,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
In my sralement 31 the opening of the First African Road Safety Congress in Nairob~ in August 1984, I said the fOllowing:
"The primary purpose of this FU'St Road Safety Congress is 10 make Africa aware of the hazards of road accident fatalities
and injuries, and property damage estimated 10 Cost between 1 and 2 percent of GNP. I am happy 10 see WHO, the World
Bank, the British Transport and Road Research LaboraIay (TRRL), and the Nordic CounDies joining hands in the fIght
against these unnecessary and avoidable deaths and damage 10 persoos and property on our highways and streets. It is a
clear indication that by concerled action, inlem3tional organizations and friendly governments are ready 10 demODSll'ale
tha~ as has been done elsewhere, the trend towards an increasing rale of lIaffic accidents can be checked and revcrsed in
Africa, provided, of course, that African Governments and instimtions, are prepared 10 make fum commiunents to initiale
and implement concrete highway safety programmes".

Five years have elapsed since I made this sratement in Nairobi but the main issues raised 31 that time are still with us. Road
accidents have not decreased; on the contrary, they have substantialIy increased during these last five years due, inler alia,
10 road delerioration and 10 insufficient training of drivers. Road safety programmes, where they exist in Africa, have not
always been adapted 10 local conditions and have not always been implemented satisfaclOrily; efforlS 10 make the counaies
of a same subregion adopt the same road safety measures have not always been successfuL

In view of alI this, a second road safety congress is certainly not redWldant, since one of the objectives of such a congress
is to increase awareness of the problem in Africa as well as in the international community, in the hope that African counDies
will be more active in fmding appropriate solutions to road safety problems, and that the inlemational community will
conDibule to road safely worle in Africa, both IeChnically and financially.

This Congress is, of course, a direct response to the calls made by panicipating counlries at the flISt Congress and 1 am
gratified by the presence here of so many African and non-African Governments and InstiDltions. Together, I am sure we
will demons1l'ale that, as has been done elsewhere, notably in Europe, NOM America and Japan, the worsening trend of
road Il'affic fatalities and injuries can be checked and even reversed in Africa.While still anempting 10 focus inlemational
attention on the adverse pressures lIaffic accidents put on socia1 and economic development, this Second Congress will
also aim 31 charting possible future counler-measw-es, and initiate cooperntion in road safety activities among African
Counaies, and between !hem and the induslrialized nations.

Cooperntion among African Counuies is a must in view of !he fact that African experts in road safety mallers are scarce
and, in fact, some of them die in road accidents too. Il is an esrablished fact that road accidents involve a high proportion
of the most educated people; this is SO panly because a high proportion of accidents occur in the central areas of towns and
cities, and partly because the most educated people are those who own and use cars most The best way of efficiently using
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the scarce Afric:m cxpens in rood safety is through sub-regional and regional cooperation. Of course, positive lessons and
experiences from industrialized countries, which could be applied to African conditions, are welcome and, in this respcc~

cooperation OClWCCn Africa and industrialized countries should be encouraged.

Excellencies,
Honourable delegates,
L~dies and Gentlemen,
The programme before you deals with· a number of pertinent issues that will require your careful attention and scrutiny.
The first substanuve agenda you will deal with, agenda item 2, provides an opporwnity to review in depth the road safety
situation in Africa since our first Congress, This will include an extensive =nent of the problem based on slUdies carried
out recently, and on slUdies on the role of health authorities, services and facilities in the fight against the menace of traffic
accidents. Other contributions in this section provide insights on the cost of road accidents in Africa. the magnilUde of the
moo safety problem in socio-economic terms, and possible benefits to be derived from the conlrol of road accidents. This
will be followed by a prescnllltion of road lr3ffic accident problems region-wide based on recent stUdies inside the African
region by a number of intemational and biJaleral organizations, and on case slUdies on urttan lr3ffic situations in such cities
as Abidjan and Nairobi.

The next imponant issue to be addressed by this Congress ·is a review of the implemenllltion experiences in road safety in
Africa by international agencies. Traffic safety officials and enforcement agencies from the Egyptian Police Force, the
Zimbabwe Traffic Safety Board, the Road Transport Authority of Ethiopia, the Kenya Traffic Police, and the Botswana
Road Safety Brnnch are also contributing papers on their own experiences.

The next major item, Agenda item 4, treats in gene:al terms the financial and organizational aspects of rood safety work
and examines. inter alia, the imponance of infonnation and documentllion systems for safety work, the role of African
lnstitutions such as ESAMI in road lr3fflC safety training, and the role of intemational road and safety organizations such
as the Permanent Intemational Association of Road Congress (PlARC) and the International Road Safety Orgllllization
(PRJ) in me conlrol and improvement of road safety in developing countries. A conlribution from a leading African
instilUtion, the Nigerian Institute of Trnnspon and Technology (NITIj, compares user-funding of road safety work against
government funding, an original proposition worth serious considerntion. The imponant roles played by non-govemmenmJ
crganizations, such as the role of vehicles rnanufacturm, and their contribution to road accidents in Africa, and the role
of insurance companies in road safety work, are also examined under this agenda item.

The fmal imponant substantive item, agenda item 5, provides the oppatunity to formulale road safety activities for future
implementation, including the prospects of extensive research in Africa, and the mastering of teChnology from the
industrialized countries by the developing countries. I would like to recognize the e!fons of the Federal Highway
Administration of the USA, the Intemational Road Federation. the Road Safety Research Organization of the OECD, and
within Africa, the Universiu! Nationale de COle d'Ivoire and the University of Nairobi, which have contributed to e!fens
to chan a credible and practicable programme of road safety work in Africa in the foreseable future.

While the above may provide an overview of the important issues you will be concemed wid> during the remainder of the
week, it would be fitting and proper for me, in paying tribute to all those who made this Congress come true. to single out
and highlight some of the milestone events of this Congress, events that I am sure will have a lasting impact on any future
rood safety work in Africa.

The first item I wish to mention is the publication. at long last, of the first phase of the African Highway Code. a guide for
long distance professional drivers on tt3IlS-African Highways. produced and presented here with the assistance of the
United Kingdom. A high proportion of the highway accidents is attribulllble to driver errors and especially driver faugue
when on long distance journeys. The knowledge and behaviour of professional drivers needs, therefore, to improve
dr.lstically. This can be accomplished, inter alia, by means of continuous training and retraining. The manual, designed for
the African terrain, teChnology and temperamen~ has aetually been tested in a number of African countries including
Cameroon and Zimbabwe, and is considered very useful indeed. I hope you will examine it in delail and provide useful
and pertinent comments for its improvemen~ before its publication in fInal form.

The other item of imponance is the linking of the OECD's International Road Rese:m:h Documenllltion system (IRRD)
with ECA's Pan African Documentation and Information System (pADIS). The PADISIIRRD connection will acwally be
demonstroted to participants in the course of this Congress, thereby providing African member countries the'opportunity
and possibility of direct access to the IRRD data base, both in English and French. Member counlries can henceforth get
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access to the IRRD for infonnation on published current research, and computer progrnmmes. In this manner. access to
road lraJlspon technology and road engineering via PADIS is drastically simplified.

Still another milcstone event is the production, thanks to FlNNIDA and Fil1COnsuI~ of a manual on low COSt engineering
counler·me:>sures for Africa, applicable in all African countries, to fight the traffic accident problem by eliminating, or
reducing. the effects of dangerous road locations or intersections.

Last, but by no means 1C3S~ I would like to pay tribute to the World Health Organization for setting up, specifically for this
Congress but also in recognition of the fact that the gravity of road accidents is becoming a major health problem in Africa,
a permanent African WorKing Group of Experts for Road Accident Prevention. The formation of the African Expert Group
is considered particularly significan~ therefore, sinoe one of its objectives is to provide preventive training and education.
WHO, recognizing that road accidents are prime kiUezs in developing countries, and that the injured victims of road
accidents occupy more or less 30% of hospiral beds in many countries, ha<; made a signiflCallt contribution to IOOd safety
in establishing this Expert Group. Since road safety is a multidisciplinary and multisectoral issue, I welcome WHO's effortS
and effective participation in the fight to reduce road accidents.

Excellencies,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
In its efforts to promote an efficient and safe transpOrtation system in Africa, the ECA. as the lead agency of the Second
United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa, ha<; placed road safety as one of the priority areas of
concern, and this concern ha<; been shared by the Inter-agency Co-ordinating Committee of the Dec:!de. The IACC ha<; Just
endorsed the inclusion of road safety as one of the Primty Areas of UNTACDA II.

May [ reiterate my heartfelt gratitude to all those countries, organizations and pelSOns who have contributed SO much in
the organization of this Second African Rood Safety Congress, not only in terms of finance and technical knowhow, but
also by personal commitment Jl1d dedication to the cause of road safety.

I wish you a most fruitful Congress.
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1.2 FORWARD STRAnGY FOR AfRICAN NAnONS TO SHAPE TRAFFIC SAFETY
SAfETY POLICY - WELCOMING ADDRESS BY MR B.E. HORN,
HEAD OF ROAD TRANSPORT RESEARCH PROGRAMME OF OEeD.

1 THE CHALLENGE

A forward Str3lCgy is needed lO conlain the funher surge of read uaffic accidents in Africa. As in other parts of the
world.mOlorised road traffIC is bound lO increase in Africa and will continue lO exen pervasive economic and social effects.
It is virually ineviiable that these pressures will command massive actions lO develop, reshape and implement focused
trnffic safety policies and programmes. Like road infrastructure maintenance and environmental issues, road traffic safety
has become and will continue lO be a priority concern in third world countries with especially severe problems in Africa:
rood traffic safety will be one of the major challenges of the 19905.

2. CONGRESS OBJECTIVES MID PROGRAMME

This Congress - the second of lhis type - is aimed at increasing the political and international awareness of lhe particularly
serious traffic accident situation in African' nations causing rapidly growing concerns for their leadership, lheir
administrations, lheir economies and lheir societies.

Against this background lhe objectives of lhis Conference are lO:
- Assemble recent information on the scale and nall.1re of lhe problems including approaches to assess their so<:io-economic
dimension and try lO quantify accident COSts as a proportion of GDP or olher economic indicalOrs as a policy-making
crilCrion and incentive;
- Promote an interdisciplinary and interregional approach 10 traffic accident analysis, policy development, and safety
progmmme design and rnanagemen~

- Interchange information on - and highlight successes and failwes with - national interregional and international trnffic
safety progmmmes and most effective !ow<ost safety measures and components with focus on AfriC3fl practice and mOSt
appropriate overseas experience;
- Develop a common understanding of the financial implications for fuwre road safety ""tions and propose practical models
and concepts for financing road safety work in Africa taking full account of inremaI and exremaI sources;
- Encourage cc>-operative systems for appropriate rechnology transfer and co-oo1inare needs- and policy-related R&D
trnffic safety progrnmmes and demonsuation projects involving balh AfriC3fl nations and donor agencies.

It is hoped lhat the follow-up actions of lhis Conference will fllSt of all contribute to the development of a common st.atement
on road safety needs in Africa with the possibility of joint policy actions and programmes. This should be done in
concenation, involving ECA and its Member SlaIeS as well as the leading international and national donor agencies.
Secondly, we hope that this Congress will provide material on the basis of which a future joint international research agenda
can be shaped.

3. CONGRESS ORGANISATION AND PREPARATION

[n view of lhe importance of the traffIC safety issue and the benefits of co-operative research amongst interested OECD
and African counlries, as well as international and national donor agencies, the OEeD's Road Transpon Research
Progmmme - in close consullation wilh lhe Economic Commission for Africa, the 'Mlrld Health Organisation, and the
World Bank - took !he initiative in early 1988 lo launch an ad hoc activity in preparation of the Second African Congress.

Under the Chairmanship of Professor H. Knotlacher from the University of Vienna, Austria, and in co-operation wilh Mr.
R. Muslcaug from the Norwegian Instirute of Transport Economics. delegates from France, Germany, the Netherlands,
Sweden, the United Kingdom and lhe United Stares (with corresponding members from Australia, Belgium, Denm3rl< and
It.aly), as well as represenlatives of ECA, IRU, PlARC, WHO, lhe World Bank and lhe OECD Development Centre, met
in "",ly 1988 3t OECD Headquarters in Paris to prepare for and organise lhe Congress. Furlher mt:etings were held in
October 1988 and April 1989.
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A questionnaire on me road accident situation in African nations was issued and a provisional programme including
presenlations mainly from interested African nations was developed. Concomitantly, sponsorship and fUl:lllciai suppon of
the lIavel of me African expens was sought from bam govemmenlll1 and private bodies in OECD Member counaies as well
as international agencies and banks responsible for development aid. Finally, mission grants for all African nations
interested to participate were obtained from mese sources.

~. STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT

A forWard straIegy for uafflC safety in Africa must have sufficient brelldth and be based on me solidarity of the various
actors. It must be built on four pillars:
_ FU"St, human development - often called me neglected dimension - is necessarily at the base of a well functionin~ and
effective safety programme involving II3ditionally lhe creation of human resources - education, tIaining, hea1m • and more
recently, deployment strategies for human resources . managerial abilities, skill formation and research and technology .
and incentive S1!UCtures to realise such strategies;

• Second. public management. Although in some (OECD) counaies private sector initiatives are becoming more common,
road safety programmes in Africa seem to need public • in essence governmenlll1 . management and implementation
structures; while enlrepreneuriaJ ability and competence are frequently well developed in lhe African uanspon sector.
traffIC safety policy must be framed by a public instiwtionai netwodc which will have to ovezsee private associations of
national or international origin;

- Third, integration. It is argued that me tolll1 effect of a well-adjusted package of safety measures is larger man me
aggregated effects of separate measures. An "integraled programme" can be deftned as a set of ro-ordinated activities to
be carried out by a variety of agents of different nawre. with me aim of solving a number of well-defmed problems. safety
targets being included among others. Integration of individual programmes and measures as well as co-ordination of
agencies and actors are now widely accepted to be conditions sine qua non for su=fu1 safety programmes.

- Fourth. technology infusion. It is now increasingly recognised that enhanced application of existing technology,
improvements of infrasll'Ucwre as well as adaplations of technologies effectively used overseas can substantially rWuce
accident risks at low cost and relatively high efficiency. Thus, as in other pans of the world, technology invesunems in
Africa for traffIC and traffIC safety purposes offer substantial accident prevention potential both in the long.term and in
focused shon·term applications.

5. FlNANCING

Wilhout wishing to preempt lhe discussions of lhis SUbject during this Congress. it is clear lhat all possible internal and
external sources must be motivated. Experience from overseas counoies may help.

As a genernJ. all-embrncing fmancing soun::e. it is common that a pan or all of the mineral oil tax oc other vehicle taxes
goes to road infrasll'Ucture investments. including traffIC safety components. so villl1 to the economies of any country. Also.
some public health programmes should be used as a vehicle foc road and traffic safety promotion. A special issue concerns
lhe insurance system and how ilS role can be enhanced to promote traffic safety measures and accident prevention policies.

The major inlernationa1 donor agencies must try to devise financing stnX;wres that will be viable in lhe long-term. It is clear
that the 'Mlrld Bank, other development banks and national donor agencies have a special role to play. Traffic safety needs
are and must continue to be built into road investment and road maintenance proJCCts, earmarlced urban transportation aids
and traffic control means, education. training. schooling and targeted publicity campaigns.

We are prepared to join forces with interested nations and international agencies to design a viable programme of action
for the future. The recent justified emphasis on environmenlll1 programmes raises lhe question to what extent road and
traffic safety needs should be pan of broader environrnenlll1 schemes.

Fmally. lhe idea of supporting traffic safety wodc lhrough voluntary conaibutions by the organisers of me auto/mOlO and
truck rallies in cenain African nations should be further pursued.

6. NEED ASSESSMENT PROGRAMMES AND RESEARCH
There is increasing recognition of me need to join effons in developing and implementing programmes lhat help in
assessing lhe diverse traffic safety needs in lhe various African nations, evaluate programmes and policies so far undenaken
and orienlate future R&D projects.
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[t is clear that traffic safety needs will have 10 compete with priorities in other sectors. It is up to the African nations and
os their collective representative· the Economic Commission forAfrica - to agree on an authorimtive position in this regard.
This would provide a reliable and realistic basis for future national research and co-ordinaled joint ventW'eS. We, at the
OEeD, and, [ am sure, at the World Bank, in WHO and other international circles, are willing to contribute to long-term
mrgelS and goals.
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2. .THE ROAD SAFETY SITUATION
AND ROAD SAFETY WORK IN AFRICA.
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2.1 STATEMENT BY MR B. BONGOY, CHIEf Of TRANSPORT,
COMMUNICATIONS AND TOURISM DIVISION Of l'HE ECONOMIC
COMMISSION fOR AfRICA

Excellencies,
Honourable delegates
Distinguished guests,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
The ecooomic history of today's industrialized countries, testifies invariably that transpOrt and communications played and
continue to playa primary role in these countries: by facililaling the convergence of supply and demand. propagating the
benefilS of innovations, bridging the distance gap between men, who, as we know, are both the archileClS and beneficiaries
of development, etc. The imponance of the transport and communications sector in any development process is, therefore,
quite patent

In ilS efforlS to promOle an efficient and high-pert"ormance transportation system in Africa, the Economic Commission for
Africa, as lead agency for the Transport and Communications Decade in Africa, laid emphasis on the establishment of an
integrated transpOrt system. which provides for a functional relationship and complementarily between river and road
lI3IISpoIt, for instance, or between maritime transport and railways, through applOprhlte port suuctures. Thus, ECA is duly
concerned about all modes of lI3IISpoIt, However, there is no shadow of doubt that road transpOrt plays a particularly
important role in Africa, As a mauer of fact, in Africa, mae than 85 per cent of goods and people are transpOrted by road.
Besides, there is every indication that road transpOrt in Africa will continue to increase because of ilS flexibility and
adaptability, among other things, compared to rail lI3IISpoIt, for example.

However, unlike rail, air and maritime or inland water transport, which operate specific activities on pre-determined
schedules, and generally, in conditions of very liuIe traffIC congestion, road transpOrt, is very hazardous because it is the
somee of many diverse accidenlS. In fact, it would IlOt be an exaggeration to say that road transpOrt is the most dangerous
of all the modes of transport.

In the wake of their political independence, African countries embarked on the construction, expansion and moderniza
tion of their roads. An increase in the vehicle fleet followed swiftly. To iIIustrnte this point, it is observed that Cote d'Ivoire
had a total of200 vehicles in 1913. This figure rose to 53,353 in 1970 and by 1980 had escalarerlto 243,780. On 31 December
1988, Cote d1voire had 346,688 vebicles. In other words, between 1970 and 1988, therefore, within a span of 18 years,
the number of vehicles in COte d1voire multiplied seven fold.

As road conditions improve and the passable road mileage increases, there is the constant temp13tion to "step on the gas"
and exceed all speed limilS. But, speed kills! Particularly if it is provolc:ed by drunkenness and coupled with diverse other
factors, such as ignorance of driving rules. disregard of regulations, Wlderestimation of the danger that one is likely to incur,
overestimation of one's ability to confront danger, recklessness. nervousness at the wheel, eu:.

Roads accident are common currency in Africa, and in some African cities, have reached alarming proportions. Whereas
in the United States the number of deaths per ten thousand vebicles involved in accidenlS is three (3), and in France and
in England five (5), in Cote d1voire, on the other hand, the figure is 40 deaths per ten thousand vehicles and in Nigeria,
as high as 230 deaths. According to Dr. Taddele Dessie, the situation in Addis Ababa, where only 52 percent of the roads
have binunen surface, is no better than in other African cities.

Road accidenlS, whether they occur in the town or in the country side cause all kinds of losses: demise of dear ones, loss
of brain power and manpower, loss of means of transpOrtation, fresh expendiwre for purchsing new vehicles or repairing
damaged ones, various operating costs requiring the use of scarce resources which could be used more profitably elsewhere
and many others socio-economic costs, etc.
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In fact, the consequences of road accidents are a rich and inexhaustible topic of research: they have a direct impact on the
process of. development of our young States, which today are confronting both internal and external problems.

The industrialized counlries which have bener roads and where vehicle ownership per thousand inhabilallts is much higher
than in our counlries, have succeeded in checking and even reversing the trend towards an upsurge of road accidents. The
case of the counlries of Northern Europe illustrates the situation very well. Thanks to the conSlallt improvement of their
roads, the improvement of awareness campaigns targeted at citizens and drivers in particular, and the institution of severe
penalities for drunken driving, these counlries have mamaged to eslllblish specific road safety programmes and today, are
reaping palpable benefits.

In the industrialized counlries, the search for ways of reducing road accidents is intensifying, and, already, knowledge
accumulated in these counlries on the topic we are discussing today is impressive. It is, therefore, not swprising to say that
one of the objectives of congresses of this kind is to consider ways and means of using this accumulated knowledge for
defming positive measures suited to the circumstances, environment, mentalities and ecologies of our African counlries.

Excellencies,
Ladies and gentlemen,

As the saying goes, (and I give you literallranSlation) "tomorrow is the SCI! of today and the grandson of yeaterday." Since
this Congress aims 10 be forward-looking, on the one hand, and since it is the second of its kind organised in Africa, on the
other, let us quickly examine the problem in its context

The main topics considered at the first Congress organised in 1984 were: road safety problems in Africa. illustrated by case
studies of the cities of Abidjan and Nairob~ financing of technical solutions such as appropriate low-<:ost highway design;
role of the health sector in the prevention and treamlent of road accidents; the best sttalegies for the ll'3I1fer of technology
from the industrialized counlries to African counlries and fmally, collection and dissemination of research fmdings and
information.

At the Nairobi Congress, the 'ifuid Health Organization clearly demonstrated the role and imponance of the health services
in the prevention of road accidents and the treatment of these. TIle Organization drew our attention to the protection and
treatment of the vulnerable groups including children, old people and the handicapped, and insisted on the need for
appropriate education at all Iavels and for all· ages.

Concerning finance, the document presented at Nairobi by the World Bank had already drawn our attention to the fact that
in Africa the cost of road accidents was nearly 2 per cent of GNP, that the frequency of accidents was 5 to 10 per cent higher
than in the induslrialized counlries, which have better roads and more vehicles! It is in recognition of the impact of road
accidents on the budgets and finances of African counlries, that the World Bank, the lsIamic Development Bank and other
fmancial institutions are vigourously supporting projects and programmes aimed at improving road safety conditions in
Africa. These projects include, for example, thare telating to the improvrnent of the layout of the roads, highway legisUltion,
measures for applying the highway code regu1ations on vehicles occupants, road safety education, assistance after
accidents, ere. Already, many African countries have received assistance from financial institutions, specifically to this end.
Among the African countries which have received such assistance, mention can be made of Benin, Botswana. Burkina Faso,
Camerron, Cate d'!voire, Egypt, Kenya, Mawitius, Nigeria, Tanzania, Tunisia and Zimbabwe. Of COU=, these counlries
fIrst had to show that they were interested in road safety problems, by allocating some of their local linancial resources to
the sector, before resorting to external assistance.

Another important topic that the Nairobi Congress debated at length was, as I recall, the collection and dissemination of
information, without which no realistic programme of action can be effectively implemented.

It is fIve years now, since the fll'St Road Safety Congress in Africa ended its delibellltions in Nairobi. During this time, ECA
has pursued contacts, in COnformity with the conclusions and recommendations of Nairobi and has requested the Trnnspon
and Road Research Labo13tory (1RRL) of Great Britain to assist in the production of an African highway code, based on
an outline prepared by ECA and approved by the various African intergovemmenla! entities, among whom the Trnns
African Highway Authority. The objective of this highway code is to inform pedestrians and drivers and to ensure that
vehicles are roadworthy before they are put on the road.

The fIrst pan of the code is a guide for professional heavy lorry drivers. This code explains, in simple easily understan
dable language, the essential elements of road safety and provides a means of checking if a driver is in a position to take
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the wheel, and if vehicles can be pm on the road. The information contained in the docwnent is very helpful to experienced
as well as to new drivers. In as much as knowledge of these regulations and their application can conttibute to a reduction
in road accidents, this follow-up action, initialed and carried though between Nairobi and Addis Ababa, is worth nothing.
I therefore lake this opporwnily to reiterare our gratitude to TRRL, and hope that the other parts of the code will also be
published soon.

Still in connection with the collection and dissemination of infonnation, CCKlperatiOn in this area between ECA and the
Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development (GECD) has resulted specifically in the exchange of
information between the International Road Research Docwnentation System (IRRD) of the GECD, and the Pan African
Docwnentation and Information Sysu:m (pADIS) of ECA. The inter-wnnection of IRRD to PADIS, which is going to rake
place soon, offers enormous poSibilites for exploiting road safely infonnation, not only in Africa but also elsewhere in the
world. It is, therefore, a fervent hope that Africans will use these new possibilities for enrichment and action advisedly.

It should also be noted that, one of the concrete results of CCKlperation between ECA and the Nordic countties is a manual
on low<ost highway engineering. The production of this manual was fmanced by Finland. Futher information concering
this important docwnent will be given during the Congress.

Excellencies,
Ladies and gentlemen,

Since it cannot be said that road accidents in Africa have reduced from the time the flrst Congress was organized in Nairobi
and today, this Congress should necessarily address itself to the problems of information, education, flnancing and lechnical
aspects of infrastructures. However, beyond these conciderations, which are no doubt important and very pertinent, is it
not JXlSSIble to envisage mechanisms for dynamic co-operation in the area of road safely, firslIy between the subregions
of Africa and then between Africa and the other parts of the world? Since road safely is essentially a multi - and
interdisciplinary discipline, what should be done and how should it be done, to ensure that the message intended for road
users in Africa, and particularly dwellers of cities, where over 40 per cent of accidents occur, reach them quickly and in
full.

A shott while ago, I referred to the socio-economic costs generated by road accidents, and their impact on the flnances,
budgets and development programmes of our countties. It is exactly because of this that ECA, more now than before, is
concerned about road safety. In fact, although within the frameworl< of the preparation of the second TlllI1sport and
Communication Decade in Africa, ECA, in collaboration with various partners, is doing its uanost to ensure thal the
programme of the next Decade is realistic, feasible and useful, and that the problem of maintenance and rehabililation of
roads especially is resolved. safely on these same roads, inevitably, is a prioriI)'. This is why it should be expected of ECA
to play an active role in the process of the transfer of road safely technology in Africa, In this regard, the proposition of
the delegate of the United States Federal Highway AdminiSlration on the establishment of an African Center for transport
technology transfer ought, a priori be of interest to ECA, and we eagerly await the paper and explanations of Mr. George
Shrieves on the maner.

Excellencies,
Ladies and gentlemen,

It only remains for me now to wish you every soccess in your deliberations.

ThanIc you.
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2.2 ROAD SAFETY IN AFRICA - BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW
1. S. Yerrel, Head, Overseas Unit, Transport and Road Research Laboratory, UK

1. INfRODUCTION

Road safety cannot be considered in isolation. Its problems and possibilities are intimately linked to social and economic
conditions, as is the ttansport system in which they arise. In this background paper I shall take a broad look at the road
accident silllalion in the African continent, particularly the changes which have taken place in this decade since the FIISt
African Road Safety Congress was held in Nairobi in 1984. I shall then auempt to set these in the context of some of the
other major changes taking place, and draw, some general Iessons roc the future as well as provide a bockgrotmd against
which the more specialised papers of this congress can be considered. A recurrent theme will be the scaxcity of reliable data
on which to make statistically-sound smtements, and the dangelS in looking foc "global" !rends in a continent as richly
diverse as Africa.

2. ROAD DEATHS IN AFRICA

The 1984 Congress examined data relating to the siluation around 1980, the latest year roc which a sufficient quantity of
national statistics was available. Table 1 records the change in absolute fatalitites for certain countries between 1980 and
1986. The detailed statistics are given in an appendix to this paper, and have been drawn from a variety of SOUlteS, including
the questionnaire compiled and distributed specifically roc this meeting. The table covetS 22 countries lOr which reliable
data exist for the two years in question. (Egypt, Nigeria and South Africa. are listed separ.llely, because the size and nature
of their contributions could dislDrt the statistica1 picture.) ,

The most striking feature of the final line of table I is the relalively small increase in absolute farality numbelS over the
six year period. The earlier dire warnings of impending crisis and of a new form of "epidemic" appear, with the benefit of
hindsight, to have been misplaced Whether they were mistala:n or simply premature remains, of COUlSe, to be seen.

The fall in the number of faralities in Nigeria is to some exlent an artifa::t of the two years chosen roc comparison; recorded
totals have been volatile for the past decade rising from arolllld 8CXXl in 1977 to a peak of nearly 11,400 in 1982 and falling
back to below 8CXXl in 1987. The decline is clearly asm.ted with a steep decline in the amount of travel, but unfortunalely
reliable data on vehicle ownership and use are not aVailable.

Even a cUlSOry examination of the other national data reveals some striking differences. The average of 9.4% for the 19
nominated countries conceals national increases of grearer than 25% for Botswana, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Kenya and
Rwanda, and decreases of grearer than 25% for Ghana, Liberia and Niger. Although absolute figures are of concern to
national administrations and policy makers, they can, by themselves, give a misleading impression of the true siwation and
they are, of cowse, unsuitable for inlemational comparisons. Two measures which allow for exposure are commonly used:
fatalities per head of population (personal safety) and fatalities per vehicle or vehicle-km (syslem safety). The latler are
more customary amongst road and transport authorities and will be used in the subsequent <fucussion. Ideally, we would
consider fatality and casualty rates per vehicle kilometer, but in the absence of this data for most African countries the
simpler statistic of fatalities per 10,000 vehicles will be used. The relevance of this is immediately obvious from table 2,
which shows vehicle numbelS focl980 and 1986. (The sample size for the group of countries has dropped from 19 to 16,
with the omission of Liberia, Mozambique and SenegaL The exigina! 19 countries covered some 35% of the African
population, and inclusion of Egypt, Nigeria and South Africa boosted this to 68%.) The vehicle figures foc Egypt and
Nigeria have been estimated assuming that vehicle growth is directly propoctional to gross national product - an estimate
which is likely to be on the conservative side.

Table 2 suggests that the fatality rate with respect to vehicles has in fact improved in our selected group of countries, but
wOlSened in South Africa. To examine the siwation in more detail, we need to include population numbelS, and examine
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the relationship between farality rares and vehicle ownership levels. Plotting national da!a of faIalities per vehicle against
vehicles per head of population produces what is sometimes called a Smeed diagIam, after the English professor who first
used it to demOllSlr3le a seemingly global slatistical relationship between these two quantities. Such a diagram was
presented at the FIISt Congress, summarising information for severnl African countries fer the ye31S around 1980, and this
is reptlllluced as figure 1. The regression line from that figure appe3IS again in figure 2, which also now includes national
da!a points for 1980 and 1986.

A general drift in the direction suggested by the regression line as molOrisalion increases can be detected, but there is clearly
a wide range of movements which makes any genernIisations suspect, if not meaningless. This point is brought home more
forcibly in figure 3, where the 16 sub-Saharan counIries have been aggregated to give a single "African" da!a point The
movement of this point between 1980 and 1986 indicates a deaease in the futality rate per vehicle as the number of vehicles
bas grown. and even a slight improvement in the futality rate per head ofpopulation. However, if the da!a from South Africa
is included. the siwaIion becomes almost stalic, since that country experienced a slight worsening of its fatality rate per
vehicle over the six yeaxs in question which does not appear to have been compensated by an increase in the number of
vehicles.

This limited analysis sugges!S that:
• (i) the daea should be re-examined and individual countries added to provide more verified national da!a
• (ii) when more countries are represented, a clearer picture may emerge at the sub-regional level.

3. SAFETY AND 11IE ECONOMY

To some extent the slow moving and occasionally anomalous picture presented in figure 2 can be explained by the general
state of the African economy. As well as providing an explanation fer the present situation, this also gives imporcant pointers
for the future.

The individual African nations present an enormous range of conditions in land area, population, climate and natmal
resources. GlQ!S national product per capita ranges from $5500 in Libya to $120 in Ethiopia (1987 figures). Of 423
mainland countries, 18 lie in the range $200 to $400 per head, and 10 between $400 and $1000. Eight countries lie below
the S200 marie, with only three between $1000 and S2OOO. Three countries lie above this (Libya, Algeria and Gabon), but
even the sample of 19 countries grouped together in the analysis of fatalities covers an order of magnitude, from Tunisia
at $1210 to Ethiopia at $120.We cannot escape the imponance of this when we consider the cost of accidents and the
resources that can reasonably be allocated for road safety measures. But it is worth noting now that the absolute sums
available to many African countries are very srnal1 compared to those which can be called upon in the industrialised
countries. This suggests that African road safety policy makers should draw a clearer distinction between collective
measwes (governed by national GNP) and individual measwes (governed more by GNP per capita). However, the
changes in GNP per capita are equally, if not more, imporcant Table 3 shows that the 1980s have seen economic conditions
declining in much of suJ>.Sabaran Africa, compared to the modest growth in the rest of the world. Most African countries
have been facing negative economic growth, falling agricuItmal production and a heavy burden of foreign debt The World
Bank estimates that the net flow of capital to the region fell from an average of $14 billion a year during 1980-1882 ID

US$8.5 billion a year during 1984-1986, and that the level of external debt is such that 30% of expon earnings goes to debt
repayment Investment per head in real tenns halved during the period 1980-1987, while imports, in dollar tenns, fell by
35%. 'The Bank concludes that !he average African is poorer llXlay than in 1970, and this !rend must surely be having an
effect on the short t.eml physical condition of roads and vehicles and also on the region's long tenn ability ID invest in road
safety measwes.

The situation is not, of comse, uniform. Of the 42 mainland countries mentioned earlier, two (Botswarla and Cameroon)
experienced real growth in GNP per capita of over 4%; however, they were balanced by six with a corresponding decline
of the same amount One country (Egypt) experienced growth between 2 and 4 per cen~ but this was more than counter·
balanced by 10 countries which declined by the same amount

4. AFRICAN ROADS

Between 1950 and 1970 there was massive, and much needed. investment in the road networlcs of sub-Saharan Africa.
Using a combination of aid and internal money, thousands of kilometel'S of highway were bui1~ and much of this networl<
is now reaching the end of its design life. Before the end of the century, the region will face a crisis of road maintenance
which will involve harsh decisions to be made on priorities; it bas been suggested that some parts of the network will have
to be allowed to deteriornte to save the rest
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Tables 4 and 5 summarise infonnation coming from the v.brld Bank's Road Maintenance Initiative - a component of its
sub-Saharan African ttanspOrt programme (SSPJP). Table 4 shows !hat the countries of West. and East and Southern Africa.
some 39 in tora!, have only about 30% of Ille main network paved, and a quarter of this is in poor condition. Only 50% is
classified as good, and Ille situation with the unpaved network is even worse. Although table 5, which shows Ille figures
for 1984 in parentheses is, suggests !hat the situation is relatively stable, the projections for the future are not optimistic
and point at best to a barely adequale network.

There are two immediate lessons for road safety:
- (i) there will be a premium on small low cost improvements which could be integraled with minor upgrading and
maintenance activities;
• (ii) the number of accidents which can be directly attributed to poor road condition (and related factors such as marking
and signing) is likely to increase on parts of the network.

S. ROAD SAFElY AND THE YOUNG

National safety staIistics from Africa show !hat a high proportioo of the casualties are young people. To a coosiderable
extent this is to be expected, being simply a reflection of Ille typical age distributiolL Figure 4 shows the population pyramid
for Africa as a whole (although the data is for the male population, the female numbers are vinualIy identical until over
the age of f{)) Nearly half the population is under the age of 15.The situation is projected to be very similar in 15 years
time - only the absolute numbers will have been increased by some 50%. By COlIlI3St, the population of western Europe
(shown on the right of figure 4) is remarlcably stable and the only new problems flK:ing the road safety planners is a modest
increase in the number of elderly people who, hopefully, will be increasingly active as medical and social care improves.

The implications of these curves for planning and resoun:es is clearly immense, but they immediately suggest !hat measures
which concentrate on school children should have both priority and longterrn benefits. They also suggest !hat such measures
will consume an expanding share of available resources - and, if directed at training and behaviour, will need constant
renewal as well as growth. Collective measures, as distinct from individual ones, will be preferable. Progress in the general
area of education may well be limited by the channels of communication, as much as by the availability of suitable rnaterials.
A survey of a sample of 33 COIlIlIries reveals !hat just under a half have mae than 80% of eligible children in primary
education, and !hat at secondary level only one COWltry (Egypt) can claim mae than f{)% attendance. The majority are
below 20%. (Table 6). The figures vary coosiderably from country to country and careful country-specific swdies will be
needed before efficient programmes can be drawn up and implemented.

6- URBAN ROAD SAFElY

Another facta" which is having, and will continue to have, an important impact on road accidents and their distribution is
the growing urbanisation of the continent This is already reflected in the national accident statistics from several cOWltries,
and is often accompanied by a reduction in overall severity and an increase in the number of reported accidenlS. Increases
in pedestrian death and injury are also reported.

Urbanisation is a global phenomenon, but whereas the relatively low income countries of the sul>-SahaIan Africa have the
lowest absolute figures they can boast the greatest rate of growth (Table 7). Once more, the situation is diverse, with a sample
of 37 countries showing a quarter with less than 20% of their population in towns in 1987, but an equal number in the range
40-49%. (Table 8).

The relative affluence of the urban areas means !hat the levels of motorisation are well above the national average, even
if !hat motorisation is reflected in rwo-wheeler ownership or fleets of public service vehicles rather than the private motor
car which dominates western transport planning.

The growth of urban traffic presents both challenges and opportunities to the road safety community. The challenges are .
self-<:vident, but the opportunities lie in the greater accessibility of the urban network both for remedial measures (wbether
they be in traffic engineering, enfon:ernenl or wherever)and for post-accident emergency services and medical care. A
World Bank paper at this Congress points out !hat urban accidenlS concentrate along busy city corridors and in commercial
areas, enabling safety measures to be targetted at the most sensitive parts of the network.

7. ROAD SAFIITY PROGRAMMES

It would be premature at this opening of the Congress to discuss road safety programmes, but it is safe to predict !hat at

least two themes will emerge:
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- (i) the wide diversity of road safety actions thal are possible, and the need for cost-effective prognll11mes which are tailored
to suit the nalional and local conditions and situations.

• (ii) the need fa: mu1ti-{\iscip\inary action in devising and nmning such programmes, and a corresponding need for close
collaboration and imersectorial cooperation to make the best use of scarce resources.

Road safety is not unique in its diversity of actions and its possible spheres of influence, but the number of different sectional
interests it penetr3leS make the instibltional challenges a significant part of the overall problem. It is therefore encouraging
thal 8 of the 23 countries which responded to the questionnaire mentioned earlier reported an active national road safety
committee, either governmental or non-governmental, and actioos being taken on a significant number of fronts.. Table 9
summarises the reported activity in the 23 countries, although it must be stressed that the replies gave no details of exlent
or duratial of the measures planned a: implemented. There is no apparent =larion between the level of activity reported
and the GNP of the COlDllry.

At the F"1IS1 African Road Safety Congress I closed with a plea for a scientific approach to the wide range of national road
safety programmes which Africa needs, with an emphasis 00 data collection, rational analysis and experimentation and
evalutaion. I make no apology for repeatiog thal plea some five years later, together with the confident assertion that the
qualities of teehnical comperance, goodwill and enthusiasm which were displayed then will once mere be in evidence.
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1980 1986 GROWTH 7-

19 COUNTRIES 10719 11724 1005 9.4

EGYPT 5000 5200 200 4.0

NIGERIA 8736 8154 -582 -6.7

SOUTH AFRICA 7572 9343 1771 23.4

TOTAL
(22 COUNTRIES) 32027 34421 2394 7.5

Table 1 ROAD ACCIDENT FATAUTIES • AFRICA

1980 1986 GROWTH 7-

16 COUNTRIES 2304 3091 787 34

EGYPT 725 964* 239* 33*

NIGERIA 640 567* 73 -11.4*

SOUTH AFRICA 4118 4674 556 14

TOTAL
(22 COUNTRIES) 7787 9296 1509 19

Table 2 VEHICLE NUMBERS· AFRICA (10) • ESTIMATED ASSUMING PROPORTIONAL TO TOTAL GNP
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1973- 1980- 1985 1986 1987
1980 1984

,

INDUSTRIALISED 2. 1 1.3 2.4 2.0 2.2
COUNTRIES

DEVELOPING"
COUNTRIES 3. 1 0.7 3.3 3.1 1.8

SUB-SAHARAN
AFRICA 0.7 -4.9 2.9 -0.2 -4.6

I

AV. 1980-87 -2.9%

I
Table 3 AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH OF GNP PER CAPITA
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MAIN PAVED NETWORK

LAND TOTAL MAIN
SUBREGION AREA NETWORK NETWORK '1 OF CONDITION

(OR COUNTRY) 10' Km2. 10:\ Km 10~ Km TOTAL MAIN
GOOD FAIR POOR

NORTH (4) 3,094 244 104 69 38 35 27
(EX. LIBYA)

EAST &. 11, 105 589 191 24 42 32 26
SOUTHERN (19)

WEST (20) 8,891 431 144 37 52 23 25

-- I-
NIGERIA 924 108 29 72 62 15 23

UK TRUNK ROADS 1983( 85 I 12 r 3 I



PAVED UNPAVED

1-GOOD 1-FAIR %POOR 1.GOOD 1-FAIR 7.POOR

EAST and 50 33 17 28 I 30 42
SOUTHERN (20) (42) (32) (26) (42)

I

(30) (28)

WEST (21 ) 54 17 29 19 34 47
(52) (23)

I

(25) (20) (36) (44)
•

I I

TOTAL - ALL 52 25 23 29
I

32 39
SUB-SAHARA (41) (47) (27) (26) (33 ) (32 ) (35 )

Table 5 ROAD CONDIDON SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA 19I18 MAlN NETWORK CONDIDON SOURCE: WORLD BANK
ROAD DETERIORATION STUDY WEIGIITED AVERAGES ACCORDING TO LENGTH

0-201- 21-407. 41-601- 61-801- 81-1001-

PRIMARY 1 6 4 8 14
EDUCATION

SECONDARY 18 11 3 1 0
EDUCATION

Table 6 EDUCATION IN AFRICA· 1986 SAMPLE OF 33 COUNTRIES
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1965 1987

1: RATE 1: RATE

LOW INCOME 14 4.8 24 5.6
(less INDIA & CHINA)

LOWER MIDDLE 39 3.8 51 3.5
INCOME

UPPER MIDDLE 46 3.9 66 3.2,
INCOME

I

SUIl-SAHARAN 14 5.5 27 6.9
AFRICA

OECD 77 0.8

Table 7 URBANISATION· GLOBAL TRENDS

201:
I

20-291: 30-391: 40-491: 501.

9
I

9 6 9 4*

Table 8 URBANISATION IN AFRICA • 1987 SAMPLE OF 37 COUNTRIES' INCLUDES SOUfH AFRICA

ACTIVITY NO MEASURES MEASURES
AREA REPLY PLANNED IMPLEMENTED

Data collection I 10 4 I 9,

I
Datl' analysis I 11 6 6

I
Traffic legislation I 8 5 9I

Law enforcement 6 4 13
Driver'training/test 6 6 11
Vehicle testing 6 8 9
Engineering (road) 7 5 11
Education/publicity 6 8 9
Alcohol measures 12 7 4
Emergency services 14 4 5
Public transport 13 5 5
Goods transport , 14 4 5

,

TOTAL
II

113 66 97

Table 9 RESPONSES FROM 23 COUNTRIES (SELF-COMPLETION QUESTIONNAIRE)
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2.3 THE OCCURRENCE AND IMPACT OF MOTOR VEHICLE INJURIES IN
ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA
Teddele Dessie, Cherkos District Health Manager, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

1. INTRODUcnON

Most developing African nations are in a trnnsitioo from the fir.;t to second S13ge of motorization. In these countries a large
proportion of financial resources have been diverted to lhe impooation of vehicles and new road constructionJII
The health impact of this trnnsition has not been well documented in Africa and motor vehicle injuries have not figured
prominently as a priority public health problem.

Worldwide, according to the World Health Organization, 36% of all injuries involve mota vehicles and annually more
than six million people are injured in road accidents. /11 KnoWledge gained from the few African swdies conducted suggest
motor vehicle injuries (MVI) are emerging as an important public health problem, with the absolule impact reaching that
of more developed countries. /3-5/ To our knowledge swdies of the occmrence and impact of MVI's in Ethiopia have not
been conducted. This lack of epidemiologic documentation was considered to be an important deficit and impediment to
future preventive efforts.

The pmpose of this swdy was to detennine to incidence of MVI's in Addis Ababa, to document the characleristics
descriptive of lhe injury event and its outcome. This information will be useful in documenting the current health impact
of MVI's and in assessing its relative priority as a public health problem.

2. METIlODS

SllxIY~: An incidence density SWdy of hospital treated motor vehicle injuries among the Addis Ababa population
between August 21, 1988 and November 12, 1988 was carried ouL At the time of swdy the population of Addis Ababa was
approximately 1.6 million and 48.1 thousand vehicles had been registered during the year.

SllxIY~: The source population included any resident of Addis Ababa (potential host). A MVI was defined as
any individual treated for an injury attributed to a motor vehicle in any of the len Addis Ababa hospital emergency
departments.

M'd'S!Ire!!lSnt: All ten hospitals with a surgical emergency department treating MVIs agreed to participate in this swdy.
A unifonn dam collection protocol was established and piloted. This began with the hospital registtars, who were engaged
as research assisl3l1lS and trained to collect the required baseline infC&1Tl3lion from the patienL This interview included
social and demographic information. For those unable to complete an interview demographic information was obrained
from relatives or in their absence from data available on the patient's In card. NexL treating physicians were informed of
the swdy and information required from the hospilll1 record. in particular a descri¢on of the injury and ilS oU!come. Chan
reviews were carried out once/week at each hospital..

AnlllYm: The incidence density of MVI's was calculated. Next, the frequency distribution of injuries by social,
demographic and characteristics descriptive of the injury event was determined. The impacl of MVI's was further measured
in terms of morlality rates and years of POlelltial life IOSL

3. RESULlS

During the 12 week study period 1,050 persons were injured and 66 died as a result of MVIs (Figure I). The incidence
density rare was 1:79 MVI's per 100,000 person-years exposure. Age-gender specific incidence rates are summarized in
Table 1. II was found that 81.8% of the injured were !reared as outpatients, 119 % were hospiralized, and 6.3% died. Of
those dying about half died at the scene (n=38), and about one third died within minutes of reaching hospital (n=19).
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The overall MVI mortality rate was 4.05/100,000/year, wilh the gender specific rares being 1.66 and 6.66 for females and
males respectively. Highest mortality rateS occmred among males 20 to 29 years of age (7.34 deaihs/lOO,ooo/year). The
total years of polential life lost (YPU-) was calculated to be 2,.560 years over the 12 weeks or 681 YPU- per 100,000
population per year. There was a Large gender difference in the YPU- raleS; males 1150 and females 260 YPWlOO.OOOI
year.

Most MVI's (77%) occmred during daylight hours, wilh 49.7% between 0601·1200 hrs and 31.3% between 1201·1800
hIs. It should be noled a curfew is in effect from 2400 to 0500 hIs. Allhough only 52% of the roads in Addis Ababa are
paved, nearly all MVrs (993%) occmred along paved roads and 86.6% of these in the road itself. Among those wilh a non·
fatal MVI. 56.4% had one injury, 36.0% had two and 7.6% Ihree or more. The body parts affecled by Ihe MVIs are
summarized in Table 2. The distribution of injury by type and severity is summarized in Table 3. Lacerations were the most
common type of injury.

Addis Ababa
Population
1,628,751

Hospital Treated
MVI

over 12 weeks
N = 1,050

Died
N = 66

Injured
Pedestrians

N = 892

Injured
Vehicle Occupant

N = 92

Injured
Drivers
N = 8

Injured
Passengers

N = 84

Figure 1. Study enrollment and results of motor vehicle injuries
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TABLE I

Age-gender specific MVI incidence density rates

Male Female

Age (years) No MVI's Rate* No MVI's % Rate*

0 - 4 26 2.5 108 8 0.8 39.4

5 - 9 96 9.1 340 94 4.2 158

10 - 14 122 11.6 439 42 4.0 140

15 - 19 88 8.3 436 43 4.1 160

20 - 29 158 15.0 679 71 6.8 228

30 - 39 108 10.3 400 32 3.1 119

40 - 49 59 5,6 376 17 1.6 159

50 - 64 65 6.2 623 25 2.4 227

65 + 21 2.0 419 17 1.6 254

* per 100,000 person-years exposure
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TABLE II

Body parts affected by the injury

Body Part Number Percentage

Multiple

Head

Lower extremities

Upper extremities

Trunk

Others

429 43.6

217 22.0

201 20.4

60 6. 1

34 3.5

43 4.4

TABLE III

Distribution of injuries by type

Type of Injury No. (% )

Concussion 139 (14.1 )

Sprain 171 ( 17.4 )

Laceration 450 (45.7)

Dislocation 11 ( 1.1 )

Fracture 160 (16.3)

Amputation 3 ( 0.31

Contusion 130 (13.2)

Others 5 ( 0.5 )
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~. DISCUSSION

This investigation was successful in documenting the occurrence and impact of hospital treated rvlVrs in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia. The MVI rate found in this investigation was very high, at two to three times greater than the rates rejXlrted in
other developing countries/l,3/ and up to five times higher than rates reported in several developed countries. /6. 7, 8)

In Addis Ababa the numter of vehicles per capita is far fewer than most developed countries, at one car per 34 people. This
would tend to lessen the opjXlnunity for host-agent contact and thus reduce MVI's rates, A similar influence is exerted by
the Sunday driving restrictions and the midnight to 5 AM curfew,

A large proportion of injuries occurred while in a street This pattern is different from developed countries where a large
prDjXlrtion of injuries are vehicle occupan!.l9, 10/ An imjXlrtant factor forcing people into the streets is the absence of
sufficient and segregated sidewalks. Another factor which would tend to increase MVI's rates is pedestrian behaviour. In
Addis Ababa many people do not know or follow basic road safety thus crossing in the middle of streets and often within
traffic.

Several studies have made it apparent that MVI's are most prevalent among adolescent and young adult males)ll, 121
Similarly in this study, young males were two to three times more likely to sustain a MVI's or death. This may be explained
by the fact that males are in the streets far more than females. As well, risk tehaviour or unsafe road practices are more
common in malesJ1/

The body parts affected by MVI's are similar to those reported in other sWdies, with multiple parIS affected, the extremities
and head injuries teing the commones!.l9, 13/ Frequency of MVI's varies by the day of the week and hour of the day.
Saturdays, Mondays, and Tuesdays were high incidence days. There are two possible expl2nations for the finding, one
focussed on the tehaviour of the drivers and the other focussed on the tehaviour of pedestrians. Because of gasoline
rationing, most drivers obtain enough fuel to drive vehicles on Saturday, Monday and Tuesday. Thus MVI's may occur
on these days simply tecause more vehicles are teing driven. The tehaviour of pedestrians may better explain why tetween
6.00 am and 12.00 noon there are more MVI's. These are the hours when students and workers travel to their work site.
In fact, around noon, two sessions of swdents are of the streets,one on their way home, and the other on their way to school.
While the influence of these f""tors has been reported elsewhere, the patterns vary considerably from one country or urban
centre to the next/14, 15, ltV

5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of a 12-week sWdy of MVIs in Addis Ababa, the incidence density was calculated to be 279 per 100,000 person
years. This was considered to te very high particularly given the relatively small numter of vehicles in the city. An analysis
of the significant determining factors indicates that many of these injuries could te prevented.

In order to present the siwation accurately, the city of Addis Ababa requires a more systematic reporting system. At the
present time, not all accidents involving injuries are rejXlrted by the jXllice. For example, police records were lacking for
40% of the hospital cases in the present sample. In addition the seriousness of the situation must be recognized and then
jXllicies developed,

Recommendations are organized according to the three constiwents of motor vehicle injury: the host, the agent and the
environmenL

1. The Host
Education and training programs should te expanded for the public using the mass media.

2. The Agent
The only feasJble recommendation here is to standardize the examination drivers take in order to oblain a
licence. Drivers who are responsible for accidents should receive demerit jXlints and have their licenses
suspended for a period of time when they reach a set numter of points.

3. The Environment
Starting time at work could te staggered for some of the larger industries and companies to reduce traffic at
certain times such as when children are going to school.
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Other aspects of the environmen~ such as the presence of sidewalks, crossing zones, stop signs, speed limit
signs, and pedestrian lraffic lights were not examined in the present snxly. Further research into these variables
is necessary in order to make confident recommendations about improving the environmenL
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2.4 THE INCLUSION OF ACCIDENT SAVlNGS IN HIGHWAY COST·
BENEFIT ANALYSES.
G. D. Jacobs, Senior Reseach Officer, Overseas Unit, Transport and Road
Research Laboratory, UK

1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of providing a new road may be to support a particular developmenlal activity, to provide fundamenlallinks
in a country's or a region's road network, or perhaps to meet a strategic need. Alternatively a road improvement may be
proposed to increa<;e the structural or volumetric capacity of an existing road to cope with higher IIaffic flows. Occasionally
the objective of the road improvement may be, quite specifically, to improve its safety. Depending on the objectives of the
invesunent. the project will be appraised against different sets of criteria.

In order to appraise a project. estimates need to be made of the costs associated with the project and the benefits that are
expected to occur. The benefits which might be considered are: -

(i) direct savings on the costs of operating vehicles
(li) economies in road maintenance
(ill) time savings by travellers
(iv) reductions in rood accidents
(v) wider effects on the economic development of the region.

Historically highway cost-benefit analyses carried out on projects in Third World counlries have tended to be based on
operating cost savings only, although in recent years time savings are becoming more common. Three reasons are usually
put forward for excluding savings based on reductions in road accidents. These are: -

(i) road accident costs are difficult to determine
(li) changes in rood accident rates following a specific road improvement are difficult to predict
(ill) even if accident benefits were to be included, their effect on the economic appraisal would be minimal.

After commenting on points (i) and (u) above, this paper presents results of worle carried out in a number of counlries which
indicates that economic benefits from reduced accidents may add significantly to Net Present Values or rates of return

derived and that the ranking of alternative schemes may change with the inclusion of accident savings.

2. METHODS OF COSIlNG ROAD ACCIDENTS

Whilst few people would deny the extent and importance of the road accident problems in developing counlries, many
planners, politicians and economists avoid the explicit quantification of the cost of accident prevention on the grounds that
to do so would be too difficult and indeed too controversial. If in fact accidents are not costed then the overall expenditure
on road safety is unlikely to be "optimal". In particular, if road safety effects are ignored in transpon planning and design
then there will eenainly be a severe under investment in safety. Even within a given transpon budget. too much might be
spent on some aspects of safety and too little on others. The inefficient allocation of resources in this way could cenainly
be avoided by the constant use of costs of accidents and values of accident prevention in highway and transpon planning.

The question is then how are coots of accidents and values of accident prevention to be defmed in principle and estimated
in practice. In order to assist with this problem, the Overseas Unit is presently preparing a document advising developing
counlries on how to coot road accidents. Whilst no single method can be said to be ideal (not least because the defmition
of accident costs and values depends crucially upon the use to which they are put), two methods appear relevant The first
of these is the "value of risk: change" approach in which one proceeds from the premise that the typical public sector
invesunent in safety improvement, in effect provides each individual affected with a very small reduction in the risk: of
involvement in a falal accident The value of prevention of one accident involving one fatality is defined as the amount in
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aggregate that all the affected individuals in society are willing to pay for these small (marginal) risk reductions both for
themselves and for those they care about Whilst ideally suited for use in conventional cost-benefit analysis, the major
difficulty with this method is deriving a value based in tum on complex questionnaires where individuals are asked to place
a monetary value on what they would pay for very small reductions in accident risk.

The second acceptable method is the "gross output" (or "human capital") approach in which the cost of a traffic occident
involving one fatality is treated as the sum of real resource costs (such as vehicle and property damage, medical and police
costs) and the disrounted present value of the victim's future output (based in WID on average current wage rates). The value
of the prevention of an accident is correspondingly defined as the avoided cost In this approach it is common to add a
significant sum to reflect the "pain, grief and suffering" of the accident victim and those who care for him or her. This
method has until recently been used by the British Department of Transpon for the last twenty years or so and was used
by the author in the case smdies presented in this paper.

3. PREDICTING CHANGES IN ACCIDENT RATES

Apart from the problem of costing road accidents, another reason put forward above for their common exclusion in highway
cost-benefit analyses is that changes in accident rates following a specific road improvement are difficult to quantify.
Indeed, few studies of factors affecting accident rates have been carried out in developing countries and at this stage,
predictions cannot be made with any certainty. Also, many of the results indicate that findings from developed countries
cannot be directly lr3I1Sferred to the Third World because of the different physical, cultural and traffic conditions found
in most developing countries. In spite of this scarcity of data, specific comments on the effects of highway engineering
improvrnents on accident rates in developing countries can be made and are described in Overseas Road Note 5... "A guide
to road project appraisal" (IRRL Overseas Unit 1988). In considering the effects of highway improvements on road
accidents, Overseas Road Note 5 draws a distinction between: -

(i) accident prevention resulting from improved standards of highway design and planning and

(ii) accident reduction resulting from low cost engineering counter measwes introduced to improve the safety of specific
sites.

Most highway design and safety studies in developing countries (TRRL Overseas Unit 1988; Jacobs, 1976) have
investigated the relationship between (personal injury) accident rates and geometric design characteristics for rural roads.
In these studies, the nwnber of junctions per kilometre, horizontal and vertical cUIVamre and road width were found to affect
accident rates. In one particular study (TRRL Overseas Unit 1988) the construction of a dual carriageway road carrying
up to 20,000 vpd was found to reduce injury accidents by up to 50% and fatal and serious accidents by about 25%. The
effects of the different improvements in highway design are not additive and there is clearly a limit to the likely benefits
that can be obtained from improved design. From the studies referred to above, it may be possible to expect up to a 40%
reduction in accident rates on an existing road with comprehensive improvements in geometric design and planning.
Although these studies only allow for broad estimates of accident reductions to be made for any given road improvement
the costs and benefits. can of course, be examined over a range of likely outcomes.

4. THE EFFECTS OF INCLUDING ACCIDENT SAVINGS IN ECONOMIC APPRAISALS

In otder to illustrate the effects of including accident savings in highway cost-benefit analyses, use is made of data collected
by the Overseas Unit on projects undenaken in Cyprus and Jordan over the period 1982-84. As part of these studies it was
necessary to cost road accidents either nationally or on specific roads under investigation. In all these projects the "gross
output" or "human capital" method approval was used to cost accidents and in most cases costs were derived both with
and without swns added to reflect pain, grief and suffering. As stated above, it is difficult to assess with any degree of
accurncy the likely effects on accidents of specific highway improvements. Consequently results are presented such that
economic benefits from reduced accidents are assessed over a range of possible percentage reductions in accidents.
Information is also presented on a more "hypothetical" exercise carried out using data obtained from a project in India.

4.1 Feasibility studIes in Cyprus
Over the period 1980 to 1986 the British transpon consultants Hughes Economic Planning carried out a number of
feasibility studies in Cypnts. These included a sbldy of a proposed road improvement from Lirnassol (1982) the main pon
of Cyprus to Paphos, the centre of a thriving tourist industry (see Fig. I) and an appraisal (1985) of the likely benefits which
would result from an improved road link between the new dual carriageway running from Nicosia, to Limassol and the busy
pon of Larnaca. At the time of this smdy there were three roads all of relatively poor alignment linking the new road and
Larnaca (see Fig. I) and the options were to either improve routes A and C or routes B and C.
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Fig. 1 Roads studied In Cyprus
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The Overseas Unit was asked to assist in these two swdies by providing estimates of road accident costs on each of the routes
and the benefits likely to result from reduced accident rates following the proposed road improvements.

Having derived the above, the effect of including accident savings on the Net Present Value (NPV • defined as the total
discounted net benefits estimated over the life of the project minus total discounted costs) assessed by the consultmlts for
the Lirnassol • Paphos Road was determined. The results are given in Figure 2. The proposed improvements to the highway
included road widening from an average of 6 melreS to 7.5 metreS, a reduction in the number of junctions per kilometre
from 1.7 to .5, improved sight distances and reduced road roughness. Earlier research work (Jacobs, 1976) carried out by
the Overseas Unit suggests that the combined effect of these improvements might be to reduce accidents by some 25 • 35%.
Thus the effect of including accident savings in the appraisal (with benefits covering the period 1984 . 2004) would be to
in= the NPV, assessed at about £145 million at 1984 prices by 16·20% if accident costs included sums to reflect
pain, grief and suffering and 10 • 15% if they did not
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Fig. 2 Feasibility Study Limassol • Paphos Road Cyprus 1982: percentage Increase In net pre5ent value hy including accident
cost savings

In the appraisal carried out in 1985 the alternatives were 10 improve the alignment of existing routes with the road being
widened from 6 metres 10 eithet 7 metres or to dual carriageway standard. From the results given in Table 1. it C3Il be seen
that by including poSSIble accident cost savings in the apprnisals, the NPY's are increased by 10 to 25% depending on either
the standard of improvement or the routes selected.

Tabl. 1 Larnaca Link Study Cyprus 1985

Per cent increase

OPTION DESCRIPTION
in NPV by

including accident
savings

A+C Both 7m 10

A+C A = Dual carriageway 15
C=7m

A+C Both dual 20

B+C Both 7m 11

B+C B = Dual carriageway 16
C=7m

B+C Both dual 25

Table I Larnaca Link Study Cyprus 1985
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In these analyses therefore, it would appear that the inclusion of possible accident savings incre=s the derived Net Present
Values significantly and that accident savings, when measured against the more traditional benefits from reduced vehicle
operating costs, are by no means insignificant

4.2 Feasibility studies in Jordan
Over the period 1980 • 1981 the Britisb transport consultants Halcrow . Fox were involved in a range of transport projects
in Jordan including feasIbility swdies of proposed major road improvements. Amongst these were proposed improvemenrs
to the road from Salt to Suweilib and Zarqa to Rusaeifa (see Fig. 3). The former involved the upgrading of 8.4 Ian. of road
from single to dual two-lane carriageway and the latter the upgrading of 22 Ian of road from single to dual two-lane
carriageway. The consultants estimated the fJISl year rates of rewm of the proposed improvements using 1990 as the first
year of full benefits.

Rusaeifa

,
,

Fig. 3 Roads studied in Jordan

Whilst the swdies by HaIcrow • Fox were drawing to a close, a joint Britisb . German consortium were making a broad
review of the transport sector in Jordan and they asked the Overseas Urtil, TRRL to advise on road safety issues including
the costing of road accidents. Using the data collected for this review it was thus possible to determine the likely accident
cost savings in two of the feasibility swdies undertaken by Halcrow . Fox and the results are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. S.
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Work carried out by the Overseas Unit suggests that the upgrading of a single carriageway to dual carriageway may have
the effect of reducing accidents by 30 to 50%. On the Salt to Suweilih road the effect of including accident savings might
be to increase the estimated first year raIe of return by 10 to 16% (assuming sums are included to reflect pain, grief and
suffering). On the Zarqa to Rusaeifa road, however, possible incre= range from 40 to 60%. In both cases (unlike those
in Cyprus) benefits estimated by the ccnsultants included time savings as well as changes in vehicle operating ccsts. Even
so, possible savings from reduced accident rates are by no means insignificant and in the C3Se of the Zarqa to Rusaeifa road
represent almost 50% of benefits from time and opetating cost savings, This road is in fact particularly dangerous with,
on average, over 20 accidents taking place per kilometre of road per annum. In these circumstances it may well be that a
project which appears not to be feasible (ie. with a first year raIe of return below the disccunt raIe) may beccme so by the
inclusion of accident savings.

4.3 Case study in India
In order to detennine the effects of including road accident savings on the ranking of projects, Hills and Jones-Lee (1981)
used data from a study in India detailed by Adler (1971). Whilst the projects were, in the strictest sense "hypothetical", they
were sufficiently typical of a Third World road improvement decision making task to form a legitimate basis for the
analysis. The example was as faUows.

Two cities in India, with populations of I million and 400,000 respectively, aboUI 190 lans apart, are ccnnected by a two
lane srabilised gravel road. The highway authorities are considering a number of mutually exclusive schemes to improve
conditions for traffic between the twO cities. These are as follows: -

Scheme A the "invest-nothing" C3Se, with ccntinued maintenance of the existing gravel road;

Scheme B paving the existing gravel road, with minor improvements to alignment and minimal local widening;

Scheme C paving the existing gravel road, together with substantial improvements to the width and aligmnent of the right
of way, reconstruction of bridges, drainage culverts etc.
and

Scheme D the construction of an entirely new and shaner road with the existing road remaining in use, mainly for local
traffic. The new highway will have some restrictions on access and a design speed of 100 lan per hour throug
hout its length.
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In all the scheme, 1969 was used as the base-year with a time horizon of 1990: the monetary Wlits used for costs were the
Indian Rupee and Paisa (RI = 100 Paisa) at 1969 prices and, where appropriate, laIcing into account the foreign exchange
costs (using a shadow weighting of 1.75). All are net of taxes and subsidies. A 12% per annum discount rate was used
throughout.

As far as capital costs, vehicle flow, vehicle operating costs etc. were concerned assumptions were adopted that were
realistic and representative of such schemes in developing counuies. FoUowing discussions with members of the World
Bank who have direct experience of such schemes, it was assumed that Scheme B would raise accident-rates by 30%,
Scheme C would have no effect on accident-rates, while Scheme D, which was purpose-designed on a new alignment,
would incorporate a number of safety features which together would serve to reduce accident-rates by 30%.

The authors then examined the effect upon project-tlltlkings of varying the cost of a fatal accident from 0 - 400,000 Rupees
and of varying the ratio of fatal to non-fatal accident-<:osts from five to twenty. For all ratios of fatal to non-fatal accident
costs, variation in the cost of fatal accidents had a significant impact upon the Net Present Value of those projects that alter
accident rates and, more significantly, had a substantial effect upon project-tlltlkings. The results for an intermediate faraJI
non-fatal accident cost ratio are summarised in Figwe 6 and it can be seen that an increase in the COst of a fatal accident
from 0 to say 150,000 Rupees serves to raise Scbeme D from third to flISt place in the project-tlltlking.
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Proposed Road Improvement, India
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Fig. 6 The eff~t. on overall net present value or accident-prevention (where a fatality is 3S."iumed to have a value 10 times that
or an average Injury)
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5. SUMMARY

Over the last ten years or so there has been a growing awareness of the seriousness of the road accident problem in
developing countries. With scarce financial resources it is important to ensure that any safety improvements that are
introduced to deal with this problem can be justified on a cost-effective basis. In order to do this and also to determine the
amount of money in total that can justifiably be spent on road safety, it is essential that a recognised method be used to cost
road accidents. The Overseas Unit 1RRL is presently preparing a manual on how best to do this.

Another problem associated with the inclusion of accident savings in highway cost-benefit analyses is that changes in
accident rates following a specific road improvement are difficult to quantify. Whilst it is true that relatively liule work
has been done on the relationships between accident rates and highway design in developing countries, sensitivity analysis
can be used to determine for a given road improvement the possible benefllS over a range of likely outcomes.

This approach has been used on a number of case studies with results presented in this paper. These analyses indicate that
far from being a matter of subsidiary importance, the size of accident costs or values of accident prevention can (and in
most cases almost certainly will) have a marked effect on both the ranking of trnnsport projects, in terms of Net Present
Value within mutually exclusive groups, and on the magnitude of net benefits generated by any given project. In shon it
would appear that the issue of the "appropriate" cost to associate with particular types of accidents· or values to place on
their avoidance· is not one that can legitimately be ignored on the grounds that accident costs have little overall importance
in project appraisal The message of the sensitivity tests presented in this paper is that such costs are potentially very
important indeed.
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2.5 SUB·REGIONAL EXPERIENCE OF SATCC IN PROMOTING ROAD
SAfETY IN SADCC·COUNTRIES
G. Mabila, Director, Technical Unit, Southern Africa Transport and
Communications Commission, Mozambique.

Director of the Technical Unit of SATCC - Southern Africa Trnnsport and Communications Commission, Maputo.
Mozambique.

Thank you very much Mr. Chairman for offering me this singular opportunity and distinguished privilege to address this
celebrated and august gathering of high ranking and illustrious Govemment Officials and eminent and outstanding experts
in the field of Road Safety.

My task is to share with my learned colleagues SATCC experience in promoting Road Safety in the Southern African
Development Co-ordination Conference (SADCC) Sub-region. I would like to stan off by giving a brief overview of
SADCC.

SADCC was initiated on the 1st of April, 1980 through the Lusaka DeclaIation:; "Southern Africa-Toward Economic
Liberation", which was signed by the Heads of State or Government of Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique,
Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

The first paragraph of the Lusaka Declaration states that

'We, the undersigned, as the Heads of Government of majority-ruled States in Southern Africa, offer this declaration to
our own peoples, to the peoples and Governments of the many countries who are interested in promoting popular welfare,
justice and peace in Southern Africa and to the international agencies who share this interest In it we state our commitment
to pursue policies aimed at the ecooomic liberation and integrated development of our national economies and call on all
concerned to assist us in this high endeavour."

Lower down it says:

"In the interest of the people of our countries, it is necessary to libetate our ecooomies from their dependence on the
Republic of South Africa to overcome the imposed ecooomic fragmentation and to coordinate out efforts towards regional
and national economic development"

"Economic b1Jeration and development in Southern Africa cannot be attained either easily or speedily. What is therefore
needed is sustained cooperation."

In order to xhieve ecooomic liberation the Heads of State or Government of SADCC set the following objectives to be
"pursued through coordinated action."

"I. The reduction of economic dependence, particularly, but not only, on the Republic of South Africa,
2. The forging of links to create a genuine and equitable regional integration;
3. The mobilisation of resources to promote the implementation of national, interstate and regional policies;
4. Concerted action to secure international cooperation within the framework of our strategy for economic liberation."

SADCC is composed of the following Institutions:
a) The Summit of Heads of State or Government
b) The Council of Ministers
c) Sectoral Commissions
d) The Standing Committee of Officials
e) The Secrerariat
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It was clear to the SADCC Heads of State or Govemment that to achieve economic liberation the key strategy is the
establishment of a reliable and effective transport and communications system. Furthermore, they realized that without the
establishment of an effective and reliable transport system which would promote the best interests of the region other areas
of cooperation could be impractical. Hence, they said:

'We will therefore create a Southern Africa Trnnsport and Communications Commission to coordinate the use of the
existing systems and the planning and fmancing of additional facilities. The Commission will be located in Maputo and
serviced by a small Technical Unit"

SADCC assigned to the People's Republic of Mozambique the responsibility for coordinating cooperation in transport and
communications notwithstanding that the ultimate responsibility rests with SADCC.

1. THE SOUTHERN AFRICA TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Institutions of the Commission are:
a) The Committee of Ministers;
b) The Coordinating Committee;
c) The Technical Unit

The objectives of SATCC are:

a) To provide coordination in order to:
i) Overcome transport and communications problems in the Region;
ii) Promote economic and efficient means of transport and communications in the Region;
iii) Enable the Region to achieve self-sufficiency in technical and professional manpower for operation and maintenance
of equipment and plant;

b) To encourage the efficient utilization of available resources for the improvement of transport and communications
service in the Region,

2. THE COMMITTEE OF MINISfERS

The Committee of Ministers formulate policies for SATCC, recommend to the Council of Ivlinisters for approval the
Sectoml Programme of Action on Transport and Communications, and discharge any other functions which the Council
of Ministers may assign. The Committee of Ministers meets at least once a year, to review and approve the work of the
coordinating Committee. The chairman of the Committee of Ministers is the representative of the People's Republic of
Mozambique,

3. THE COORDINATING COMMfITEE

The Coordinating Committee recommends to the Committee of Ministers policy proposals and programmes for SATCe.
Direct and monitor the implementation of work programmes and activities of SATeC and cany out such other functions
as the Committee of Ministers may determine and assign to the Coordinating Committee.

The Coordinating Committee reports and is responsible to the Committee of Ministers. It is chaired by a representative of
the People's Republic of Mozambique,

4. THE TECHNICAL UNIT

It consists of technical experts recruited from any source. It has, to a large extent, been staffed by expaniate smff; but by
April next year, sixty percent of the staff will be from the SADCC Region,

Responsibilities of the Technical Unit are to:

a) Submit to the Coordinating Committee recommendations on policy and programmes relating to Transport and
Communications;

b) lmplement the programmes and activities assigned to it by the Committee of Ministers;
c) Prepare and publicise regional development programmes and projects, and assist in the mobilisation of the necessary

resources for their implementation;
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d) CoIlaie and compile data on lransport and communications and disseminate the same, as appropriate, to Member States
and Cooperating Parlnets;

e) Advise Member StaleS on the best SOUICes of supply of technclogy on Iransport and communications;
f) Assist Member Sla1es, where necessary, in the preparation of documentation in connection with the development and

appraisal of projects;
g) Recommend measures to optimize the utilization of the regional lransport and communications infrastructure and

facilities;
h) Recommend m= necessary to meet traffic demands;
i) Carry out such other functions as the Coordinating Commiaee may assign to the Technical Unit

5. ESTABLISHMENT OF GROUPS OF EXPERTS (WORKING GROUPS)

The Commiaee of Ministers of SATCC approved, at its meeting held in Maputo, People's Repuplic of Mozambique on
the 14th of January 1981, the establishment of groups of experts to handle operational cooperation technical requirements
and planning of the programme of action in the varied and variegated subsectors of Iransport and communications.

6. POUCIFS FOR ROADS AND TRANSPORT

The Commiaee of Ministets of SATeC at its meeting held in Lusaka, Republic of Zambia on the 29th of March 1983
approved regional Transport and Communications Policies. For Roads and Road Transport the Policies included:

a) The development of a regional tIUIIk road network and long term programme for the implementation of the nerwork;
b) Harmonization of road design standards;
c) Harmonization of road traffic regulations and collaboration of road Iransport issues.

In order to achieve the above Member StaleS were to:

a) Follow the latest United Nations Conventions on Road Traffic, Road Signs and Signals;
b) Harmonize the provisions of the law, standards and regulations related to road traffic, issuance of driving licenses,

documents, insurance, speed limits, safety requirements concerning dangerous substances and special transport
requiring escort;

c) Adopt common rules and regulations governing technical requirements, dimensions, gross weight and axle loads of
vehicles,

d) Construct inter-stale tIUIIk roads linking the Member Sla1es to common standards of design and maintain existing road
networks and the segments of the Trans-East African Highway in their terriroties as well as its feeder roads;

e) Apply non-<!iscriminatory practices in the levying of frontier toUs and in relation to Iransport rouleS and =tment of
operatots;

f) Ensure that inter-state Iransport work is shared between their own carrier.; and those from other Member StaleS.

In addition common rules and procedures for intraregional transport, bilatera1 road agreements, introduction of common
documentation and procedures and facilitation of border formalities should be promoted within the SADCC-region.

7. GROUP OF EXPERTS ON ROAD TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORT

The first meeting of the Group of Experts on Road Traffic and Transport was held in Maputo, the People's Republic of
Mozambique on the 4th and 5th of October 1983. In his opening Speech his Excellency Honourable Lazaro Mathe,
Secretary of SlaIe for Road Traffic of the People's Republic of Mozambique, among other things, said:

'"The present situation inherited and imposed on our countries concerning the existing infrastructure, nature and the type
of vehicles used leads us to make our first approach in some of the aspects connected to road lransport, such as to analyse:

- the legis1ation that exists in our countries
- the use and safety of our roads and
- the training and licensing of drivelS."

Deliberations of the meeting centred on the Tenns of Reference for the group of experts derived from the pJlicies for Roads
and Road Transport subsector and the paper on operational cooperation presented by the Technical Unit Among other
matters, the following were discussed:
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Free competition v. s. Regulation
Differences between passenger and Goods Transpon
International Road Transpon
Logistics
Transpon Policies v. s. General Development
User Charges
Weights and Dimensions

The various Member States presented pipers on the status of Road Trnffic and Transport Systems of their counaies and
it became evident that Road Traffic and Transpon Systems of the nine Member States of SAOCC were varied and
fragmented. Among other things, variations were unmisla1cable in legislation, quality of road networks, traffic signs and
signals, and administrative set up: a consequence of colonial traditions.

To begin improving the state of affairs the meeting directed the Technical Unit to prepare a comprehensive programme
embracing organization of driving schools, teaching of learner drivers, driving examinations, issue of drivers licenses,
validity of drivers licenses, preparation of a model of hannonized draft legislation for the administration of dimensions,
axle load and technical requirements of motor vehicles. Proposals on the technical requirements aspect must take into
account the promotion of Road Safety.

First phase • Action Programme and activities
Based upon in-&pth sOldies in two Member Slates and a brief review of the road safety siwation in other Member States,
the Commission has issued policies with regard to:

- Road Safety Organisation
- Accident reponing and accident statistics
- Vehicle testing
- Comrol of overloading
- Drunken driving

Second phase • Definition of National Road Safety Projects
Flowing from comprehensive swdies in each of the SAOCC Member States, independent National Road Safety projects
have been defined. The projects have subsequently been included in the SAOCC programme of action and have been
presented at SAOCC donor conferences.

So far, national road safety projects have been described for Swaziland, Zambia, Tanzania, Malawi, Lesotho and
Mozambique, and within 6 months, projects for Zimbabwe and Angola will be defined. It is hoped that Sweden will
continue to suppon the Botswana Road Safety project.

It is the result of a review of existing Road Trnffic legislation of Member States that, a model hannonized Road Traffic
bill, based on the UN 1968 Vienna Convention on Road Signs and signals, has been adopted by the Commission.

The hannonized SATCC-document and the follow-up in Malawi will be presented to the congness in the chapter on African
Experience.

Third phase • Development of Road Safety Manuals
As a follow-up on the general worlc on legislation and on the administrative frameworlc for national road safety work, the
Commission has initiated the development of manuals needed for sul>-regional road safety work. At present the following
manuals are being prepared.

- Highway Code
- Manual for learner drivers
- Manual on signs, signals and marlcings

In addition, specific vehicle regulations are being prepared as a pan of the hannonized Road Traffic Bill.
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8. FUTURE ACTIVITIES

As indicaled above, two national road safety projects will be defmed in the near fuwre; i.e. Zimbabwe and Angola.

Several donors have already shown interest in fmancing some of the programmes. In order to facilitate implementation and
future cooperntion between SADCC Member States and the potential donors a seminar will be organized to discuss poSSIble
problems of implementation of the road safety progrnmmes.

It is believed thai most Member States will secure funding for their road safety projects next year.
The next step of emphasis in stJb..regional cooperation in Road Safety will be on;

• Procurement of equipment
- Training of personnel
- Development of planning manuals
• Mortitoring
• Research

Zimbabwe has developed training centres for vehicle examiners and driver instructors. These have been used by other
Member States in the sub-region, such as BOISWllIla. Zambia and Malawi,

But in a number of specialized fields there is a need for highly qualified personnel. In most Member States it is difficult
to find such highly qualified persons with specific reference to training experts, maintenance of equipment, data analysis
and research. When national road safety projects are initiated in the other Member Slates, it is believed that other regional
training centres may be established in order to train for example

• Road Safety teachers
- Accident data analysts
- Law enforcement officers
• Road engineers

9. CONCLUSION

Mr, Chairman, distinguished delegates, ladies and gentlemen,
I wish to end my short outline of sub-regional cooperation by stating thaI the above is what we have managed to do. There
is a quite substantial piece of work to be done, We believe that by means of a coordinated approach and more effective
partnership between police, legislators, teachers, journalists, engineers, planners, doctors and the individual citizen, we will
achieve more in lesserting road accidents.
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2.6 NATIONAl, URBAN AND CITY ROAD SAfETY COMPARISONS
R. Barrett, Senior Urban Transport Specialist, Infrasttucrure Division, Technical
Department. Africa Region, World Bank, USA.

ABSTRACT:

This paper draws attention to the importance of road safety improvement measW'CS in large cities. Between 70 and 80 per
cent of occidenlS in African countries occur in urban areas. These accidents are concenlrated along main roads and in
commercial centers. Because of the large number of accidents in urban areas and their geographical concentration, the
potential impact of road safety programs focussing on remedial measures at locations along city corridors and in
commercial areas could be significanL The paper recommends that agencies involved in urban ttansport projects, such as
traffic and road maintenance improvement programs, should also include a comprehensive program of road safety remedial
measures.

PREFACE:

The data presented in this paper come from a wide range of sources some of which may be questionable. Inter<OllI1lry
comparisons should therefore only be carried out with prudence and caution. More confidence can be expressed in
comparisons of national, urban and city dala from a given counlry, since these dala generally come from a single source
and are less subject to variability.

1. INTRODUCTION

The cost of occidents to the economies of developing countries is significanL Various researchers, using different methods
seem to agree that the cost represents approximately 1 percent of GNP. An important part of this cost represents foreign
exchange expenditures for spare parts, replacement vehicles, drugs and medical facilities. In many African countries
foreign exchange is in very short supply and allocations to treat accident victims and reinstate vehicles reduces the
availability of these important resources for more productive development projects. Anything that can be done to reduce
the cost of occidents would therefore have an economic as well as a social impacL

The Role or Urban Areas
Cities are currently absorbing two-thirds of the developing world's total population increase. At this rate, the urban areas
of developing countries will have a population of at least 1.9 billion by the year 2000, having to absorb more than 600 million
people over the next 11 years. Moreover, the majority of these new urban residents will be living in large cities (with
populations over 500,000) where already half of the urban population is now located. In Africa, a large proportion of new
urban residents will come from rural environments. These migrantS, together with normal increases in population, have
led to very high population growth rates in Africa's urban areas. Annual increases of the ortler of 3-10-5 percent have been
common during the past two decades.

Social and economic progress is invariably associated with increasing urbanization and the ascendant role of cities in the
development process. Productive octivities rend to be concenlrated in urban cenrers, where 60 percent of gross national
product is generated by about one-third of the national population. Cities make possible the formation of a complex
marketing and fInancial network through which agricultural commodities are collected, processed, redistributed and
monelarily exchanged for farm equipment and implements. This in turn increases agricultural productivity and rural
standards of living. It is the concenlration of economic octivity Gob opportunities), and improved occess to social services
(health care, education ere.) that has spurred on the growth of urban areas throughout the world.

Governments and Local Authorities in Africa fmd themselves lacking in financial and human resources to cope with the
rapid urbanization that has laken place. Consequently, infrastrueOJre is not maintained to adequare slandards and demand
far outreaChes the absorptive capocity. This is particuJarly true in the road and public lransport sectors. As a consequence
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urban highways are very congested and public transpon: vehicles heavily overloaded. In urban areas, the juxtaposition of
market areas. schools and industrial sites next to important transpon corridors leads to constant conflicts between vehicles,
pedestrians and other road users. This high concentration of activities on the highway results in large numbers of accidents.
Poor enforcement of trnffic laws. rural migrants unused to heavy trnffic conditions and urban dwellers lacking in road safety
education. are all factors that contribute to the high accident rates.

2. PROPORTION OF ROAD ACCIDENTS IN URBAN AREAS

Accidents in Urban Areas
Data from seven countries in Africa was used to investigate the proportion of accidents occurring in urban areas. Tables
1,3 & 5, and Chan 1. show that the proportion of accidents in urban areas is much higher than the proportion of population
living in those areas. Approximately 70-80 per cent of road accidents occur in urban areas. whereas between 20 and 50 per
cent of national populations live in urban areas.

Ideally. comparisons between accidents in urban and rural areas should be done on the basis of accident rates which take
account of vehicle kilometers. Unfortunately. this type of data is rarely available in developing countries. However. it is
generally recognized that in the majority of African countries a very signifIcant proportion of vehicle kilometers take place
in urban areas. This would account for the large proportion of urban accidents. Although the proportion of fatalities and
casualties on urban roads is quite large. it is generally found to be smaller than the proportion on inter-urban and rural roads.
Tables 1,3 & 5 and Chan 2. show that fatalities are roughly between 20 and 40 per cent of the national total and casualties
between 30 and 60 per cent The proportion of urban fatalities and casualties is higber in Morocco and Senegal, where the
level of urbanization is greater.

Accidents in Cities
Data from seven countries was used to investigate the proportion of accidents occurring in cities. The results (Tables 1,
2 & 4. and Chan 3) show that between 30 and 50 per cent of accidents occur in the largest cities and that between 5 and
15 per cent of the national population live in these cities. The proportion of accidents in Lagos is relatively small because
there are several very large cities in Nigeria. Very few African countries bave more than one or two large cities.

The proportion of fatalities and casualties on city roads is not as large as the proportion on inter-urban and rural roads. Tables
1 & 3, and Chan 4. show that fatalities are roughly between 5 and 20 per cent of the national total and casualties between
10 and 25 per cent The number of casualties per accident was found to be significantly less in cities. compared to the
national avernge. The results of comparisons in eight countries (Table 1 & 2, and Chan 5 & 6) show that casualties per
accident are signifIcantly lower in all cities, and that the severity index') is generally lower. In some cities (Addis Ababa,
Nairobi and Lagos) the severity index was higber than the national average.

A comparison of accident, casualty and fatality rates (per 100.000 population) for national, urban and city areas (Tables
6. 7 & 8. and Cbans 7. 8 & 9) shows that
- accident rates in urban areas are significantly higher than national rates. and city rates are significantly higher than urban
rates.
- casualty rates in cities are generally higher than the national rate.
- fatality rates in urban areas and cities are sometimes higher and sometimes lower than the national rate.

Accident Concentrations
Evidence suggests that a large PiOPOrtion of accidents in a given city are grouped along the main roads. Data from two cities
(Accra and Douala) show that accidents are highly concenlrated. For example. in Douala, an average of 53 per cent of fatal
accidents. 71 per cent of serious injury accidents, 61 per cent of slight injury accidents and 75 per cent of damage accidents
occwred on ten roads (Chan 10). In Accra in 1985.46% of accidents, 41% of fatalities and 39% of injuries occured on five
roads. If such concenlralions are common place then focussing accident blackspol remedial measures along corridors or
in specific areas could bave potentially high payoffs.

1) The number of fatalities divided by the sum of fatalities and injuries.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

In most AfriC3Il countries there are a few large cities and many small urban communities. Because of the concentration
of economic activity, population and vehicles in these few large cities, the proportion of accidents occurring in them is very
signifiC3IlL The large cities are expanding rapidly bet:ause they offer services and access to employment which cannot be
found in the smaller communities. The proportion of urban accidents is likely to worsen in the fuUJre as the proportion of
urban population increases. AfriC3Il countries need to develop a road safety strategy to combat the growing accident
problem. This strategy should recognize the imponance of the urban accident problem by focussing resources on city-wide
accident reduction programs as pan of a national road safery effort. The priority given to urban accidents as opposed to

rural accidents, will depend on the degree of urbanization and the proportion of fatal and serious accidents occurring in
urban areas.

Where urban accidents are highly concentrated along a few main roads, corridor improvement programs of remedial
measures at bla::kspotlocations should be undenalcen. The potential imj:OCt of such measures could be significant - not only
in terms of foreign exchange savings, but also in terms of national productivity and efficiency. Improvements in capacity
and vehicle flow could also result Because the majority of urban accidents occur on the main road networl<, the potential
gains C3Il be increased further by designing accident reduction programs as integral parts of comprehensive traffic
management / road maintenance improvement schemes. The potential savings and impacts from carrying out road safety
remedial measures as pan of integrated traffic management and road maintenance schemes are signifiC3Ilt Agencies
involved in urban transport improvements should attempt to integrate all these three areas into their projects.
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TaW. 1: F'OPULATlON VB-oafS ACOOENl'S.-.NO CASU....lTIES IN S!LfCTlO COUNlRI£S

1 .... -
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Table 2 : POPUlATION ACOOENTS ANO CASU.ALTIES IN SElECTEO OTIES

I~ c-""
T""" T""" e-alties Sewrity

Veo< P Ac~ Oeatils 1....- e-altiel - Accdt. Ind..

Ca.menx>n Yaounde 1979 786,000 ~,20~ . ~ 1,180 1,226 0.3 3.8 1/
Cote d'lvoire Abidj811 1982 1,~21,ooo 1,513 56 1,973 2,029 1.3 2.8 1/
Ethiopia Addis 197~ 1,153,000 . 12~ 531 655 . 18.9
Ghana Accra 1985 885,000 2,637 I~ 1,760 1,906 0.7 7.7
Kenya Nairobi 1984 1,108,000 ~,608 281 2,399 2,680 0.6 10.5
Kenya Mombasal985 ~19,ooo 710 91 ~79 570 0.8 16.0
Nigeria Lagos 1978 3,517,000 ~,~78 927 2,352 3,279 0.7 28.3
Sien-a Leone r-toW1\19~ 4-U,ooo 1,590 ~7 1,356 1,~03 0.9 3.3
SUdan Kh2rtou 1984 1,761,000 2,7~ 2~ 2,100 2,3~6 0.9 10.5
ZiInb8b... Harare 1984 9~8,ooo 8.133 156 2.7~ 2,902 0.4 5.~

NOTES: 1/ ClJy pcpuIotion __ 1983.

Table 3: POPUlATION, ACOOENTS ANO CASU.ALTIES IN SElECTEO URBAN AREAS

Counnv
r..... T..... , CosuoItie s-rity

V_ Accid_ O..,d" 1..-
e-alr;., .... Attdt. Ind..

Cameroon 1980 3,744,000 9,~88 151 2,860 3.011 0.3 19.9 1/
Cole d'!voire 1982 ~,180,ooo 2.315 202 2,~78 2,680 1.2 13.3 1/
Kenya 1985 2,059,000 5,955 539 4,009 ~,5~8 .0.8 . ' 8.~ 2/
~orocco 1987 10.565,000 20,746 832 2~.303 25,135 -1.2 '30,2
Senegal 198~ 2,363,000 12,973 188 4.4~ 4,652 0.4 24.7 1/
Togo 198~ 686,000 83 1,490 1,S73 19.0 1/

NOTES: 1/ Urban P''!'''101ion eslimot. "" 1983: 2/ Data "" 7 largest urban areas.
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Tabl.4: SElECTEO <JTY DATA AS A P~OPO~noN OF NATIONAl

PreP"".... c/ P"",,1cricn
ICountrv GIY Year NaI""'aJ Uri:xm Accid_ DeC... Iniuries COSlJCIlties

Cameroon Yaounde 1979 9.1% 21.0% 35.0% 6.0% 14.8% 14.0% 1/
Cote dJlvoire Abilljan 1982 15.9% 34.0% 32.9% 8.1% 21.3% 20.4%1/
Ethiopia Addi.! 1974 3.0% 37.0% . 13.8% 12.2% 12.5%
Ghana Accra 1984 7.3% 14.0% 35.9% 20.7% 25.2% 24.8%
Kenya Nairobi 1984 5.9% 31.7% 56.0% 18.9% 18.3% 18.4%
Nigeria Lagos 1978 4.5% 22.5% 12..4% 10.0% 8.2% 8.6%2/
Zimbabwe Harare 1984 12.0% 50.0% 42.5% 16.2% 29..4% 28.1%

NOTES: 1/ • ur!>on """""""'" 1983 2/ Pop I 'iOIl estimates 1983

Tabl. 5: SElECTED U~8AN AREA OATA AS A PllQPORTION OF NATIONAl.

I Countrv Year Paculcricn Aced-. Deatfts Iniun. Casualties

Cameroon 1980 43.1% 79.5% 22.5% 41.9% 40.2% 1/
<Ate d'lvoire 1982 "6.7% 50.3% 29.3% 26.8% 27.0% 1/
Kenya 1985 11.0% 70.3% 29.9% 29.5% 29.6% 2/
Morocco 1987 45.3% 76.4% 36.7% 65.9% 64.2%
Senegal 1984 33.0% 84.0% 31.6% 56.7% 54.9% 1/
Togo 1984 21.2% 78.0% 34.9% 54.8% 53.2% 1/
zambia 1983 48.0% 76.0% 41.0% 53.0% .

NOTES: 1/ Ur!>on populGlion (eslimaledl fer 1983:
2/ D<Ita Fer 7 Iarg... urban coni....

Tol>Ie 6: ACaOENT VEHIO.E AND CASUAlTY !!ATES IN SElECTED COUNTRIES

V.tocl- Acciden.. Fotolilie CasuolIie
Nalionol /10,000 /100,000 /100,000 /100,000

Countrv Y- Pooulorion P"",,1oIion Pooulot....

Benin 1980 3,434,000 43.7 · 2.9
Botswana 1984 1,050,000 331.0 · 16.0 171.3
BurIdna Fuo 1983 6,751,000 41.2 · 0.7 13.7
Cameroon 1980 8.684,000 86.1 137.4 7.7 86.3
CAR 1985 2,686,000 . · 1.8 11.6
<Ate d'lvoire 1982 8,954,000 285.0 51.4 7.7 111.0
Ethiopia 1982 39,932,000 17.5 8.7 2.6 .
Ghana 1984 12.200,000 51.6 60.2 5.8 63.1
Kenya 1987 21,400,000 138.3 45.7 8.8 87.9
Lesotho 1983 1,437;000 160.1 126.1 10.9 75.2
Liberia 1981 1,909,000 94.7 · 5.1 92.9 1/
Mali 19n 6,043,000 31.6 · 1.9 13.0 2/
Morocco 1983 20,926.000 336.0 119.8 10.1 171.4
Nigeria 1983 89,022.000 73.0 4.2 11.8 41.9 3/
Senegal 1985 6,565,000 161.5 212.6 7.4 125.04/
Sierra Leone 1978 3,434,000 73.5 95.4 10.4 118.4
Togo 1985 2,984,000 91.2 · 13.4 108.6
Uganda 1985 15,680,000 26.2 31.3 2.3 39.5
Zimbabwe 1984 7,900,000 350.5 242.3 12.2 130.6

NOTES: 1/ POf"JIoIion 1982 (_I: 2/ vehicle Il.ol 1974:
3/ Veloid. Reel 1980: 4/ Vehicle Roe! 1979.
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Table 7, ACODENT AND CASUAlTY RATES IN SEtECTtD ones
Accidents Dea.... e-.allies

CauntTY
Oty /100,000 /100,000 /100,000

GIY Yoor P PooulCltion POClularion Pooukllion

Cameroon Yaounde 1979 786,000 534.7 5.9 155.9 1/
Cote d']voire Abidjan 1982 1,421.000 106.5 3.9 142.8 1/
Ethiopia Addi5 1974 1,153,000 . 1.1 56.8
Ghana Accra 1985 885.000 298.0 16.5 215.4
Kenya Nairobi 1984 1.108,000 415.9 25.4 241.9
Kenya Mombasa 1984 419,000 169.5 21.7 136.0
Sierra Leone Freetown 1984 4.44.000 232.0 10.6 341.4
SUdan Khartoum 1984 1.761.000 254.3 14.0 186.3
ZImbabwe Harare 1984 948,000 857.9 16.5 306.1

NOTES: 1/ War!d Ban.. Po~latian Clime•••

Table 8, ACODENT AND CASUAlTY RATES IN SEtECTtD URBAN AREAS

A<c;d_ Deoths e-.alti..
Urban /100.000 /100,000 /100,000

. CauntTY y- 1/ P Poaulatian P~tian

Cameroon 1980 3.744,000 253.4 4.0 80.4
Cote d'!voire 1980 4.180,000 55.4 4.8 64.1
Kenya 1985 2,059,000 290.6 26.3 222.0
Morocco 1987 10,565.000 196.4 7.9 237.9
Senegal 1984 2,363,000 549.0 8.0 196.9
Togo 1984 686,000 - 12.1 229.3

NOTES, 1/ world BanI-. Populatian CIimot.. for 1983,
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2.7 ROAD ACCIDENTS AND SAfETY PERCEPTION IN URBAN AREAS
F. Saad, Senior Researcher, InstilUt National de Recherche sur les Transpons et
leur Securite, France.

1. INTRODUCTION

The trnffic safety problem in developing countries has obviously become more and more imponant over the !ast fifteen
years/I2I. It is related to a general trend of both urban and motl?rization growth, which we will briefly decribe herel3/.

[n the past twenty years, utban areas have been developing at a fast pace in most African countries (often with increases
of about 10% per year), due mostly to migrations from rural areas. Some describe this phenomenon as "thorough urban
inflation". Inside a given countty, urban development is not uniform, and it is often a single city, usually the capital, which
aumcts most of the growth. It is also in such cities that most motorized vechicles are concenaared, and car ownership grows
the fastesL

Urban development as well as increase of carownership require that individuals adapt to new conditions of life and mobility,
and create complex problems for the decision-makers in term of space-ailocation and traffIc managemenL Solving the
problems is made even more difftcult by the fact that they are associated with accidents in large numbers and with high
severity rates/4/.

In view of these facts,it is obvious that the urban safety situation deserves particular attention.

Through a case swdy, we would like to illus= the methods contributing to safety diagnoses in urban areas, and the
dclinition of measures likely to improve reliability of the trnffic system. The sWdy presented here was pan of a larger
project on road accidents in COle d'Ivoire, which was carried out in 1983-84 by a multi-disciplinary team representing the
association of three French consuIlanlS: ONSER (National Organisation for Traffic Safety, to-<Jay a pan of INRETS),
BCEOM and SCETIVOIRE/5/. The project was financed by the World Bank and the government of COle d'!voire.

2. METHODOLOGY

The methodology applied to draw an urban safety diagnosis was based on two complementary approaches:

2.1 Accident analysis
Two different types of work were performed:
- a statistical analysis, aimed at estimating the impolWlCe of urban accidenlS, and identifying their leading
chamcteristics/6/;
- an in-depth analysis, examining the accident generating processes in order to fU1d Out the main explanatory factors.m
Studies were carried out on accident dam from Abidjan, the large city in Cote d'Ivoire, and twelve smaller towns in the
inner part of the countty.

a) statistical analysis
As the national accident fIle was not exhaustive, the swdy had to be based on a random sample of accidents: one accident
record out of fourteen filled in by the Police in Abidjan in 1981-82, with a second sample of similar size being drawn as
controls from the 1984 records. Represenmtivity of the two samples was checked as much as possible, on the basis of the
distribution of accidents according to categories of road-users involved.

Analysis of the first sample identified the main characleristics of accidenlS (number, severity, types of collisions, time
distribution, etc.). The second sample produced additional information on accident locatlons: ha=dous spots or arteries,
specific accident situations in different urban districts.
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As no detailed data was available for inland towns, a special data collection was organized in a representative sample of
twelve of them, from the daily register kept locally by the Police. Although of limited scope. the statistics obtained were
sufficient to show that accident rates in inland towns were far from negligible, and that it would therefore be unwise to
concenttate all accident prevention efforts in the sole city of Abidjan.

b) In-depth analysis of accident causation processes and flCld-observations
Accident statistics provide objectives and priority targets for corrective action. In order to design such action, it is also
necessary to identify the main accident generating processes, or associations of explanatory factors related to road-user
behaviour, to vehicles or to the road environment

A detailed study was carried out on a random sample of accident reports, drawn from the mes of the Coun for Driving
License Withdrawal. It is to be noted that Police reports for urban accidents, whether in Abidjan or the inland towns, were
often incomplete; for pedestrian accidents in particular, the interview of the victim was often missing (for obvious reasons).
As a result, field observations also had to be performed as a complement to accident analysis. In spite of time constraints,
the few observarions that could be carried out largely contributed to the interpretation of accident causation processes, by
helping to establish a better balance between behavioural factors (usually over-estimated in accident reports) and
environmental ones (too easily ignored by non-specialists).

2.2 Survey of drivers
The survey aimed at further explaining accident causation by gathering information on drivers' habits and attitudes with
regards to mobility and safety./8/ The survey method used was intensive, based on in-depth semidinective interviews
performed on a sample of 16 candrivers and 12 professional drivers (taxi, lorry, bus, gbaka). lnterviews were articulated
around three main themes:

- mobility and speed behaviour;
- safety problems perceived in lrllffic and representation of accident causes:
- awareness of, and opinions on current safety actions.

The survey was carried out in Abidjan, with the participation of students in Ethnosociology from the Faculty of Literature
and Human Sciences.

Such investigations are meant to improve our understanding of driver behaviour and enable us to formulate hypotheses on
explanarory factors in accident processes. They are particularly useful in providing bases for the design of road-user
information policies, by showing what people know and do not know, and indicating road-users' positive or negativ biases
towards the problemS they have to solve.

3. MAIN CHARACfERISIlCS OF URBAN ACCIDENTS

In COte d'Ivoire as in mOSt African countries, urban development and vehicle-ownership growth have accelerated in the
last fifteen years. Car-ownership has particularly increased in Abidjan, while mopeds have multiplied in the inland towns.
Hence the importance of the urban safety problem: a third of all injury-accidents in the oounlry occur in Abidjan (with an
average of 1550 per year), and inland towns acoount for a further 17%.

3.1 Statistical anal~ of urban accidents
The following features werw put forward by statistical analyses;

- pedestrians are the first victims: they are involved in two-thirds of injury prodocing accidents in Abidjan, and acoount
for three-quarters of fatalities. Similarly, over half the accidents in inland towns involve pedestrians. Qrildren aged 5 to
9 are a highrisk group, and 40% of the urban victims at least (varying according to the town) are under 15.

- over half the drivers involved in accidents are professional drivers. Moreover, three-quarters of the drivers do not own
the vehicle they were driving when the crash occurred.

- accidents involving buses or lorries are particularly severe; in Abidjan, 17% of fatalities are passengers or drivers of
public-ttanspOn vehicles. Overall, heavy-weight vehicles Oorries and buses) are involved in over a fifth of injury accidents
occurring in the city, corresponding to 46% of fatalities.

- night-accidents are frequent in Abidjan (a third of all injury accidents) and severe (13 fatalities per hundred injury
accidents against 10 in the daytime). On the oootrary, night-accidents are rare in the inland towns.
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- the high percentage of two-wheeler accidents in the inland towns reflects the local modal split two-wheeled vehicles are
involved in more than a quarter of all vehicle-accidents, and also playa part in 20 to 50% of pedesnian accidents (varying
according to the town). This explains that the annual accident rates in the largest inland towns are of the same order of
magniWde as in Abidjan (between 12 and 1.5 accident per thousand inhabilants).

Ovemll, the analysis stresses that in Abidjan as in the inland towns, pedesnians are the most vulnerable road-users in urban
trnffic. Moreover, it shows how the accident siwation varies in relation to the modes of motoriultion and of mobility that
dominate in each urban area.

It can also be shown tha~ within Abidjan itself, the disnibution of accidents varies from disnict to disnicl The sample of
accident forms from 1984 provided a geographical classification, based on a mapping of the city in ten zones. Accident
characteristics proved very different in each of these zones.

Some disnicts, heavily populated and/or including large shopping areas or other activity centres generating high pedesnian
flows, display a very high percentage of accidents involving this category of road-users; for instance:

- Adjame has a high proportion of pedestrian accidents, outside the main arteries (79%) as well as on Boulevard Nangui
Abrogoua where the Mosque and the central bus-Stltion are located (88%);

- in Treichvil1e, 82% of accidents involve pedestrians;
- in Koumassi, 91% of accidents involve pedestrians, and 60% of them are children.

In other wnes including the main through-traffic arteries of the city, where car traffic is heavy and speed often high, it is
the collisions between vehicles that dominate:

- on the boulevards along the Water-edge and on the bridges, there is a high proportion of four-wheeled vehicle accidents
(40% of accidents involve two vehicles and 11% are single-vehicle collisions). Moreover, night-accidents are frequent
(36%). Fmal1y, most pedesnians casualties are adults (6% only are children).

- Boulevard Valery-Giscard-O'Es1aing displays a high proportion of accidents involving two four-wheeled vehicles: 63%.
In general, such collisions occur at intersections or are rear-end siwations. Night-accidents are also particularly frequent
(42%).
The safety situation in Cote d'!voUe's largest city is thus very heterogenous. Priorities are different in each disnict taken
sepaIalely: in some, measwes should aim primarily at protecting pedestrians, while in others, the target groups should be
collisions between vehicles and night-accidents.

3.2 The main accident factors
Among the factors taking part in accident generating processes, either singly or in association with others, some are
particularly frequent; these are summarized in the following table.
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Table of the most frequent accident factors

Description af accident
factor

No acccunt taken of
pedestrians by car or
lorry drivers

Lack of peaestrian
facilities (sidewalks or
crossing areas)

Speeding (in relation to
type of urban env ironment)

Lack of safety facilities
on large urban arteries
(avenues or expressways)

Dangerous or risky
manoeuvre by a driver

Lack of experience of
driver

Deteriorated surfacing

lnsufficlent pub Iic
lighting

Dangerous parking

Vehicle defect

Vehicle overloading

Estimated %of urban
accidents in which the
factor plays a part

40 %

40 %

39 %

30 %

24 %

20 %

20 %

12 %

12 %

10 %

5 %

,

Estlmatea % for a
particular type of
accident

60 %of pedestrian
accidents

60 %of night accid.

50 % of night accid.

The frequency of appearance of other accident factors was more difficult to estimate from accident reportS; in IXUticular.

- effects of through-traffic flows in an UIban area; it can be noted, at least, that three-quaners of urban accidenlS are located
on a through-traffic artery;

- poor quality of jW1Ction design; half the accidenlS occur at intersections;

- pedestrians crossing carelessly;

- insufficient knowledge of lraffic rules (or refusal to comply) of cwo-wheelers; this factor could be important in inland
towns.

Although the pan played by these factors cannot be quantified, they should nevertheless be taken into account when
sean:hing for solutions.

The number of relevant factors identified through the in-depth study of accidenlS iIIustrntes the complexity of causation
processes. It must also be stressed that the factors listed above are not independen~ but interact to produce accidenlS.

Accordingly, they sugges~ rather than single countermeasures, design and implemenUltion of coordinated action
programmes, such as, for instance: improvement of pedestrian facilities and safety campaigns addressing both drivers and
pedestrians; ttaffic plarming and public trnnspon managemen~ re-design of large urban aneries and jooctions, and trnining
of professional drivers; speed reducing measures on specific types of urban streelS and C3lTlpaigns against speeding.
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This rust description of the urban safety problem should be extended through a more delailed examination of particular
accident situations, in order to improve our understanding of the possible malfWlctions in the traffic system. For example,
it seems necessary to sWdy more indepth pedesaian and two-wheeler accidents, while accident causation in the inlmld
towns remains to be analysed.

4. SAFETY PERCEPTION IN URBAN AREAS

Simultaneously with the "objective" analysis of the safety situation in mban areas. it was thought essential to examine how
drivers descnbe their driving habits, what representation they have of accident causes, and how they assess traffic risks
and the part themselves play in the unsafety phenomenon. The survey of drivers thus aimed at providing insight inro the
psychological context of accidents, in order ro conaibute ro the diagnosis and to countermeasure design.
We will present here the main results relaled ro safety problems, with particular emphasis on the aspects of interest for road
user information.

4.1 Representation of accident causes and image of traITlC in Abidjan
From what was expressed by the drivers interviewed, it appears that their explanations of how accidents occur focus on
two poles:

- the first pole addresses Fale, destiny, or bad luck, making the accident appear as a random event or the consequence of
a superior will;
• the second pole takes into account the various components of the traffic system (driver, roads, or the vehicle), ataibuting
accident causes to any of these components.
Fate and the "human factor" play the central part in the represenration of accident causes for both groups of drivers.

a) Fate
For most of the drivers interviewed, Fale seems to be the ultimate cause of <l:Cidents. If some factors of risk are mentioned,
the malfunction, the accident, is seen only as the effect of a random coincidence of such factors. In many cases, the accident
itself, as a unique and brutal event, is attributed to bad luck or destiny, especially when it strikes a careful and competent
driver. Fate is often expressed as an unlucky encounter with the "other driver", the consequences of whose fault or
incompetence one has to bear. In other words, "Fate" for the victim and "fault" for the road·user responsible for the
collision.

For some drivers, an accident appears as the consequence of a superior, divine will. This "fatalistic" pole has to be
lilldersuxxl within the wider context of the causal representation of other phenomena such as disease, or death, which are
often perceived as imposed from outside, as an aggression resulting from an ill-disposed power or an evil intentionJ),IO/

b) The human factor
When the persons interviewed review the causes relaled to the various components of the traffic system, it is road-user
behaviour that comes out as the main accident fuctor. For a large number of subjects, it is even the only risk factor
mentioned. Secondary factors are relaled to the vehicle (one third of interviews), while factors related to the road come only
in third position (one fifth of interviews).

It is interesting to note, that a quantitative survey carried out by OSER in 1984 on a sample of 855 road-users confirms this
ranking/Il/: professional drivers and other road-users rate as primary cause of accidents the driver (respectively 74% and
84%), as second cause the vehicle (17% and 9%), and finally roads (6% and 4%).

The drivers interviewed llIlanimously criticize road-user behaviour in traffic: non-<:ompliance with the highway code,
speeding, careless or risky behaviour, alcohol or drug usage, etc, Most of the time, it is ''the others" in general, or particul3l'
categories of road-users considered as mainly responsible for accidents, who are thus accused: the young, beginner drivers,
private cars, !aXis, ghakas, buses, etc". but also pedestrians.

Through the expression of the drivers interviewed thus appears a rather negative image of traffic in Abidjan, and an
opposition, more or less acute, between the different categories of road-users sharing mban space,

4.2 Perceived safety in urban trips
UrOOn traffic is heterogeneous, due to the large number of possible transport modes. We have tried to show how drivers
assess risk in traffic according to the different modes (waIking, two-wheeled vehicle, private car, etc.). The analysis stresses
that the risk sustained by pedesaians in urban traffic is under~mated by a large number of drivers: a third of the drivers
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interviewed do not pen::eive any particu1Jlr risk for this category of road-users or minimize it For some drivers, risk is similar
for all modes of rransport; for others, danger is essentially perceived as resulting from use of a mOlOrized vehicle and/or
direct participation in traffic. It is therefore drivers and two-wheelers who are considered as mostly involved in accidents.

Moreover, for a majority of drivers interviewed, pedestrian unsafety is primarily an effect of their own behaviour: they are
not aware of traffic rules, or do not comply, or again ignore the constraints and requirements of vehicle use and therefore
behave inadequately. Behaviour of drivers themselves IOwards pedestrians is only mentioned by a few drivers, as well as
the difficulties created for pedesoians by some forms of road-<Jesign.

The level of perception of the problems experienced by pedestrians in urban traffic and the amount of consideration given
10 them are very low.

4.3 Road-user behaviour and attitudes towards spero
The speed problem deserves particu1Jlr attention, for it plays a leading part in traffic unsafety. We have therefore anempted
to describe speed behaviour and 10 identify its determining foctors.

a) Speed and perct!ption of the urban environment
A majority of both private and professional drivers interviewed declare that they currently drive at more than 60 kmih in
Abidjan. More precisely, there are two speed levels, one currently adopted on the interstitial urban network (within the
"districts''), and the other on the city's main thoroughfares, usually inter-district disoibutors. On the latter, speeds
mentioned are of the order of 8D-l00 km/h.

Drivers are not clearly aware of legal maximum speeds, so much more so as the main thoroughfares are considered by a
fair proportion of them as arteries with mOlOrway charocteristics. Thus, the drivers interviewed describe urban through
traffic routes such as Boulevard Valery Giscard d'Es!aing or the waterfront Boulevard (Charles de Gaulle), or some
expressways such as the Abobo road or the link berween Abidjan and Yopcugon, as Abidjan's "molOrways".

Drivers' representation of these arteries, which is related to their design (wide carriageway, few trafficlights and pedestrian
crossings, sometimes a central reservation), encourages speeding and provides cartraffic with a priority image. It seems
essential therefore to clarify the starus of the main thoroughfares and to emphasize the urban characteristics of traffic. Road
design itself should be reconsidered, in order 10 induce a more homogeneous perception of the environment by drivers and
to focilirate speed regulation.

It is to be reminded that, dtning a speed-control operation organized by OSER (from 20 December 1979 10 2 January 1980)
on Boulevards Valery Giscard d'Es!aing and Charles de Gaulle, a third of the 50 000 vehicles observed were found
offending, with regards to the 60 kmih speed limit applying 10 the urban area. Offenses were just as frequent by day and
by nightJl21

b) Other factors determining speed and risk related to speeding
All the drivers interviewed agree that current speeds are high in Abidjan. They consider that speeding is the fact, either of
all drivers, or of some particu1Jlr categories of road-users (taxis, gbaIcas, pcwe:ful cars, etc.). Speeding is atoibuted 10

problems of time·management, generated by the pace of life and work: activity centres spread over large disrances, time
constraints, personal or professional constraints, are considered as so many reasons for practicing high speeds.

Some symbolic determinants of speed also appear: speed as a means 10 gain foce or 10 show competence, but also as a
reflection of some sort of competition or oppcsition between road-users, sometimes even between social classes.

FInally, although most drivers are aware of the link between speed and accidents, it seems that the speed level generating
extra-risk is ill-appreciated in urban surroundings, at least if one refers 10 declared speeds. These are performed on the mnin
thoroughfares, but are nevertheless excessive in an urban environment because of mixed traffic, of the multiplicity of
potential manoeuvres, and above all, of the presence of pedestrians.

4.4 Summary of results
Fatalistic attiwdes IOwards the road accident phenomenon are vivid among drivers. This has 10 be raken into account in
any psychological form of preventive action. It appears essential, in order 10 compensate for this global attiwde likely 10
generate passivity with regards to risk, to make precise the 1inks between some specific typeS of behaviour and safety, SO

as to induce appropriate attitudes' and behaviour,
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At the same time, a dominant !rend towards a disengagement of personal responsibility in accidents has been identified.
The collective aspects of safety problems, particularly in the urban environment where oppositions between various
categories of road-users are acute, must be strongly stressed.

It seems that the negative image of Irnffic in Abidjan tends to undermine credibility of the rules that are supposed to apply.
For instance, most drivers SlreSS the frequent 1Jlck of complicance with the highway code. It is essential to try and change
this image, as one can fear it will legitimate, or authorize at the individual level, non-<:ompliance with rules that are believed
generally ignored by other road-users. Changing the image is also a condition to ensure acceptability of future safety
measures.

We have seen that the risk sustained by pedestrians in urban Irnffic is grossly underestimated, and that drivers lake little
account of the difficulties often experienced by !his category of road-users. It is therefore important to make drivers more
aware of the pedestrian problem by informing them, with special emphasis on child safety.

Finally, the crucial problem in Abidjan is certainly speeding. Risk related to high speeds in urban surroundings is
underestimated. This is in part related to an erroneous representation of some arteries of the city. It is highly desirable to

lift the ambiguity as to the speed levels authorized on these arteries, and to emphasize the urban quality of traffic. It is just
as important to work on the environment itself, in order to induce a more unified perception of urban space, and thus to

influence speed regulations.

S. CONCLUSIONS

The two approaches described in !his paper produce complementary information, useful for the safety diagnosis and the
design of meastlreS aimed at improving reliability of the traffic system.

Accident analysis provides an objective image of risk factors and priority targets for safety action and is also a tool to

identify the main accident locations, both at the national and the local levels. Moreover, it provides means to monitor safety
problems, and to define orientations for research and actions. Withiin the Ctile d'Ivoire safety study, accident analysis has
served to describe urban accidents, and to identify common features and particular characteristics of the safety situations
in Abidjan and in some inland Illwns.

Road user surveys provide a beaer understanding of the psychological background of unsafety, and are the indispensab
le basis for the definition of measures to influence behaviour. For instance, the survey carried out in Abidjan showed a neat
discrepancy between objective risk for pedestrians in Irnffic and the risk perceived by drivers, and indicated that the risk
resulting from high speeds in urban areas was under-estimated. These results supplement the accident diagnosis by
identifying dark areas in drivers' knowledge that may explain some items of behaviour observed in traffic. They also
underline the influence of some features of road design on the drivers' environmental perception., that generates errcneous
representations leading III unsafe behaviour. FInally, they help explain the risk factors identified in the accident analysis
and provide additional and precise elements for the design of meastlreS aimed at drivers.

Safety problems in urban area develop in a complex environment, due to the number and variety of urban activities, the
needs for mObility they generate, and the divernity of traffic participants. Because of the complexity, it is clear that several
methods must be used in order III draw an in-<lepth diagnosis.

The approaches described in this paper are only part of the investigations that would be necessary: for example, observation
and measurement of behaviour in traffic, Irnffic counts on vehicles and pedestrians, analysis of the knowledge acquired
by different categories of road-users and of the training systems, study of aanspon management and of work conditions
for professional drivers, or analysis of child mobility, are as many methods and investigation fields wonh developing in
the light of the first diagnosis.

From a prnctical viewpoint, it is essential that diagnosis results be communicated to the decision-makers who have a pan
III play in the implementation of the meastlreS recommended (urban planners, Irnffic or road engineers, teachers or training
instruclllfS, civil servants in charge of regulations and enforcement, professionals of public information, etc.).

This common information base should promote integration of a safety dimension withiin the different sectors of activity
involved, as well as coordination of actions, and should help solve some of the contradictions that often slow down safety
progress (for example, opposition between needs for smooth traffic flows, local activities and pedestrian traffic;
conlrndiction between aaining programmes putting forward driving rules, and heterogeneity of road design or lack of
signing).
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2.8 TRAfFIC SAfETY CONCEPT AT THE SOURCES
H. Knoflacher, Professor, Institute for Road and Traffic Engineering, Technical
University of Vienna, Austria.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is obviously to ride a horse, to saddle it in the stall and not try to saddle' it when it is running, Many traffic safety concepts
are similar to the second situation. A running horse has to be saddled calmed and attempts are made to bring it under control.
The presented paper deals with the attempt to a new system analysis together with the human behaviour as an approach
to an effective traffic safety concept

2. ELEMENfS

Human characteristics are responsible for modal split, length of different trips, development of settlements, development
of society and as a part of most of this factors also for the traffic safety. Traffic is a part of a more or less selforganising
system as well as traffic system is a part of this kind of system. A basic characteristic of the man is his laziness or in scientific
term his tendency to minimize his personal energy expenditure for inattraetive movements, as well as he is willing to spend
a lot of personal energy for movement, if he got some positive atoactionJl/

Fig. I shows the decreasing attraetivity with increasing length of way to walk, the environment plays an impormm role and
this contextf21

Fig. 2 shows two curves one in an environment, which is designed for pedestrians like pedestrian areas, parlcs, and so on
and another curve, which is the normal way in an innercity environment,f21

If the man use a car he try to prevent walkways, which means he try to find a parking place, which is as close as possible
to his origin or destination.

Fig. 3 shows the empirical results of observations of car-users searching for a parking place near to the destination. On the
x-axes the length of the final position of the car to their destination is shown and the vertical axes the time the car-user spent
to looking for a parking place closer to his destination. It is shown that an exponential increase in searching time with
increasing length of walkway was observed.l3/ This finding shows that we C3IU101 use physical scales for time and space
to describe the human behaviour. There are nonlinear relationships between the physical scale used in traffic engineering
and traffIc planning and the transformation in human behaviour.

If we design therefore as il was done till now, the environment in physical scale and expect a behaviour which is to the
expectations of the planner. we are rather unrealistic.

3. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

The system we have to handle can be described in the simplest way by more or less three blocks:

block 1 is the man in his environment together with his decision process for different modes of transport.

block 2 is the traffic systems it means the modes. There are great interelations between block 1 and block 2 specially in
the case where the traffic system is the environment of the man.

block 3 are the effects of block 1 and block 2 with feedbacks to block 1 and 2.

In reality these blocks are parts of a circle with different feedbacks which includes a distribution of shops, housing, factories,
working places, and so on. (Fig. 4)
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Now we have to look for the elements which have the grearest elasticity to traffic safety. We have seen in above that human
behaviours showes a high elasticity, if we touch his personal energy expenditure. It means moving of his body over a certain
distance. Differences of 100 or 200 m shows differences in elasticity of 50% and more.

The environment of the man of today is characterized by
a) parking places in the house or near to the house
b) dynamic and physical barriers for all other kind of movements. pedestrian, cycling and public transpon
c) great differences between acCe5S1bility to public transpon and to his own car
d) the informations based on the traffic policy which propose priority for public transpon using the safest mode, ere.

4. MEASURES

Using the fmdings of chapter 2 we come to the measures, If we rebuild the trnffic system in such a way. that equal distances
to the stops of public transpon and the parked car at the origin and destination are established we have to build multistorey
gazages like we build multistorey houses for me man for the car. Fig. 5 /41

The secondary road system in this case will be much cheaper than it is today as well as the whole costs of the traffic system
will decrease in such a system. For the fll'St moment this solution seems a little bit unrealistic. bIlt in reality we fmd, if we
know the behaviour of the system, in most of our cities ready parts of these principles. So if we observe the human behaviour
we find, that this system has no effect on the car ownership, but it has sttong effects on malal spli~ housing patterns.
shopping patterns and working patterns. The amount of car trips decrease. the number of walkways increase as well as the
number of cycle.trips and an increase of public transpon trips can be observed. 10 knowing the elements we can stllrt wi th
special swdies in analysing the different components of the system and its effect on the traffic safety.

5. EFFECfS

The environment after realising the measures of chapter 4 is now (partly) car·free and produce primary pedestrians, cyclists
and at the SlOps of the public transpon they are converted to car drivers usually with a higher occupation-rate (because the
probability of same origin and destination is increasing) or public transpon users.

The change in the environment has an effect on the human behaviour like a catalysor. The environment became a catalysor
for the human behaviour. The effect of the kind of environment-<:aialysor is dependent not only in quantitative lerms but
also on qualitative terms. In calculating the effect for traffic safety the probability of a Dip for a certain length has :0 be
multiplied with the probability of using the car or an other mode and the accident rate for a certain Dip-length.

he efficiency of this environment-caialysor can be calculated for a region (the data are from Austria; Salzburg) and is shown
in fig. 6.15/

f we look to the distribution of trip-lengths with car and using the survey of Germany KONTIY161 and Fig. 7 we can make
a brief calculation ofthe effect on trnffic safety of these measures. We need for this case some assumptions about accident
rate on different roads and different environments. For trip lengths over 10 km the accident rate should be 1, which means
a motorway a rate of 2 for trip length of 6-10 km, which means access-free two lane road. For trip lengths from 2 to 6 km
the accident rate should be 4 and for Dip lengths up to 2 km the accident rate might be 6.

f there are special studies with better figures of accident rates depending on Dip length lhey have to be used.

1
length of
trip/kIn

2
efficiency

k(l)

3
sphare
of trips

4
relative
a=.rate

4x3
existing
system
a=

(1-2X3.4)
new
system
a=

<

>

2 0.8 0.2 6 1.2 0.24
2-6 0.45 0.3 4 1.2 0,66
6-10 0.38 0.18 2 0.36 0.22
10 0.30 0.32 1 .Q....TI 0.22

3.08 1.34
100% 44%

In the table column I shows the trip-length. column 2 the efficiency of the environment-eatalysor using chapter 2. 3 and
4. Column 3 is the percentage of trips within a range of me length of column 1. Column 4 is the accident rate.
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llnax

IIp = Jam [UR(l) x P i(l) - UR' (1) x p i(l) x k(l) ]

k (1) = efficiency of the measure on the modal split (Fig. 4)
Pi (1) = probability of car-trip with length I
UR (1) = accident I1lte (for trips of the length I)
Llp = change in risk-potential (accikm)
"'p. M = change in the number of accidents (acc)
M = car traffic-volume (km)

Using the formula we find that

a) The accident can be decreased down to 44% of the existing figure.

b) The car mObility is decreased to about 54%

c) In the e;tisting system about 60 - 64% of all accidents occur within urban areas. In the new organised urban areas only
about 40 - 42% of the accidents occur in the urban areas.

The system is therefore most effective at the pans where most of the accidents occur.
If we look to the diagram of Part 3 we lind that at the same lime, by reorganising the neighborhood. the accident rate for
pedestrians will decrease too. So the calculated effect of the system is closer to the upper limit of the accident rate. because
there are some more side-effects in direa:ion to a safer traffice system. The trips with public transport will not increase the
accirent figure so much. Fig. 8

6. SIDE-EFFECTS

a) One of the sire-effects wa'l described above. it means safer environment, safer ways for pedestrians. cyclists and public
transport users. This means more atttaclivity for these modes as well as less problems in searching for parking places for
the carouselS.

b) The degree of freedom is increasing because everybody has in this kind of system a greater choice of different modes.

c) Higher occupation rates of cars which decreased the number of car trips. because more people have in this system the
same origin and same destination.

d) Higher soci.a1 concrol

e) Less costs for the whole system

f) Positive environmental effect with increasing health. due to less noise and air pollution.

All these side-effects have feedbacks on the traffic safety too. Most of these feedbacks have positive effects on traffic safety.
This system has much more selfcontrol dynamic than the e;tisting one.

Another effect is the better quality of the car-fleet, because the cars are parked in the garage and not on the road.
The control of this system by education, social control. enforcement, is easier and much more effective than the existing
ones. The whole system has a higher degree of organisation than the existing one and one of the side-effects is the
tremendous increase in tIaffic safety.
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2.9 NATIONAL ROAD SAFETY COUNCILS IN AFRICA
Shifarraw Bizuneh, Regional Adviser, Transport, Conununication and Tourism
Division, Economic Commission for Africa, Ethiopia.

In Nairobi in 1984, during the F"U'Sl African Road Safety Congress three of the participating countries, Kenya, Uganda and
Botswana presented papers on their National Rood Safety Councils to participants. The Uganda Road Safety Council was
cre3led as far back as in 1970, but for internal reasons it had been inactive for several yems. The Botswana Road Safety
Committee had been cre3led in 1975 and already in 1984 it was co-oper.lling with foreign donors in Older to carry out a
comprehensive road safety project in the country. These examples clearly indicate the differing experiences of road safety
work in different countries, some inactive while others are very active.

In 1989 we know that many African countries have eslablished their National Road Safety Councils or Committees or
Boards, with different comlXlsition and fimction. According to the information available, the majority experience some
difficulties in making road safety a high priority tlSk on a national level.

There will be a few JreSeDtations here on National Road Safety Councils, to provide you witll the aspirations and limitations
of National Councils in Africa.

Before that happens, the ECA would like to take this opporwnity to present a few ideas and the IXlssib1e direction Member
countries that have not as yet established their councils may wish to adopt

THE ROAD SAFITY PROBLEM

Accident causation is a complex matter. Road accidents happen due to many different causes, normally the result of an
unfortunate combirtation of factors.

Road lIllffic is a continuous intera:::tion between the three elements related to the traffic itself, and the inter-action within
the three groups:

- man or the human factor,
- vehicle
- road, or simply the environmental factor

Attempts have been made to determine and eatagorise the factors leading to road accidents. with the result that a great
majority of the accidents have been attributed to the "human factors", which often means that the driver of a vehicle has
failed to make an action or has made an improper action. or the pedestrian has failed to observe basic traffic rules and
regulations.

It should, however, be remembered that there is a long chain of factors leading to an accident. and that man, or with due
respect the woman, is only one part of the man-vehicle-environment 5ySlelll.

Unless a driver is committing suicide he does actually believe that his driving and his actions will take him safely through
the traffic sySlelll. All driver behaviour is meant to take the driver safely to his destination.

It is therefore generally accepted that road safety work has to deal with the whole man-vehicle-environment system. It is
also widely accepted that many of the different road safety measures are closely linked and hence they should be considered
as natural componenlS of a package of measures, or a chain of factors with different measures, including:

- legislation, or eoaction
- information, and
- enfortement and sanctions
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We therefore need to make a multi-disciplinary approach to road safety work. National road safety work IS essentially multi
sectorial in organisation, linking different ministries and other administrative lxxiies.

Such as
- the Ministry of Works and Tr:msport, The National Road Administration
- Ministry of Home Affairs, and Police
- Ministry of Infonnation
- The Ministry of Health
- Ministry of Education
- Ministry of Urban Development, and City Council
- The Ministry of Justice
- The Ministry of FInance, and Planning, and Insurance.
- Private automobile and oil agencies, and NGO's

A comprehensive road safety work involving different public lxxiies and possibly private and non-profit organizations will
need a certain level of co-ordinative actions between lhe different lxxiies, and co-ordination of different activities within
each body.

Such co-oper:llion and co-ordination is crucial: and often difficult to obtain. This is partly because road safety is a minor
activity for many of lhe lxxiies involved.

As in all parts of public life, it is necessary to have somebody responsible for progress. This is specially important for road
safety in Africa today because, as I said earlier, road safety is a minor activity for the public agency involved, resources
are limited, and expertise and experience might also be limited.

Road transpOrt is traditionally governed by several goals, such as mObility, capacity and efficiency. Road accidents have
only gradually reached the volume and lhe attention that we experience today, and traffic safety has now become a crucial
and independent goal within road transport, When planning for improved traffic safety, it is, however, important to bear
in mind that lhe safety aspect is to some extent in conflict with other aspects of social and =nomic importance. The cost
of safety measures and their cost efficiency is therefore of importance when it comes to the allocation of funds in
competition wilh other objectives, primary health and adult education for instance.

When planning road safety measures it is equally important to bear in mind that even if long tenn success is the ultimate
gcal for traffic safety work, the continuation of the work depends on a reasonable success also in the short and medium
tenn perspective.

Success in road safety work does not come by itself. Unlike many other fields, road traffic is a field where everybody seems
to have an opinion. Consequently there is much debate on road safety meas=. It should also be remembered that road
safety meas= are felt as negative actions by the road user, limiting his freedom of action.

It is therefore important that road safety work is based on problem orientated activities as part of a comprehensive national
strategy. Only then is it possible to:

- maximize the 100al output of the different traffic safety activities by using the most fruitful combinations of actions, and
by avoiding measures that may neuttalize each other.

- minimize the possible conflicting interests berween traffic safety and other important goals for road transpOrt and other
sectors. This will in= interest in and suppon for traffic safety work as a whole.

Efficient traffic safety measures may somedmes involve considerable costs. TIle relationship between cost and effect may
not always be known, especially when introducing new countermeasures. In addition special training of skilled personnel
at lhe various administrative levels may be required. It is therefore ofren advisable to initiate the introduction of a safety
measure on a small scale. Close monitoring of the efficiency at this scale and a proper evaluation of the required
administrative and technical capacity for full scale implementation will prepare the ground for successful further
implementation.

here may be differert alternative ways of organizing the national road safety work. It should, however, be clear, that the
management of national road safety work requires the establishment of a centtal body dealing with policy, planning and
co-ordination.
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Different countries have chosen different solutions, but there is a slrOng need for co-ordination.

Road Safety work will normally contain the following elements:

Legislation
Driver lraining and licensing
Vehicle testing
Traffic engineering
Information and education
Police enforcement
Rescue of accident victims
Road-and Traffic Planning

All the above activities have their responsible public agencies. If implementation of measures is to be carried out in a co
ordinated manner there must be one body respol1Slble for the policy and planning function. Only then is it possible for the
different sectorial bodies to see the totality of the road safety work, to under.;rand the need for co-opemtion and co
on:lination and hence comply with an overall road safety strategy.

This body could be a National Road Safety Committee (or Council or Board). The actual SlIUCture and responsibilities of
the various ministries and central authorities in the counrry considered determine which of them should be represented in
a National Road Safety Conunittee. The Committee could be composed of all the Ministries and agencies mentioned earlier
(Le. Transport/Worics, Health Education and Justice, Tnlffic Police, FInance and Planning).

Member.; from other relevant organisations can be:
• Drivers' Association if any
• Insllnll1ce Companies or corporation
- Mass Media
- Motor Vellicle Traders
- National association of Town Councils.
- Other NGO's

uch a committee will basically have to be advisory. In ortler to obtain the necessary influence within the executive bodies,
the functions of the Committee must be imposed by law.

The normal functions of the National Road Safety Committee will be to:
• Monitor and analyse the develolJllent of road accidents in the counrry and recommend preventive action.
• Prep1fC short term and long tenn traffic safety plans covering the following rnatJerS:

· Vehicle safety (srandards. occupants restraints, measures inspections, testing).
· Roads safety srandards, traffIC managemen~ environment planning, "Black spot" improvemen~ signs and

markings, speed zoning ele.
· Driver training and retraining, spon testing practices,
· Information and education campaigns, school safety cunicuJa, education in schools, multi-media campaigns.
· Tnlffic law relating to drunken driving and speeding, use of seat belts and helmets, driver behaviour etc.

- To give advice to the relevant ministries regarding traffic acts and other maners relevant to road safety.

In order to fulfil these lllSks, the Committee will have to rely on a Pennanent Secretariat or a National Road Safety Office
(or Agency).

Whereas the Committee may meet 3 • 4 times a year, the Road Safety Office must work on a pennanent basis.

Planning and policy making are the basis for all coherent road safety work. The quality of the office staff is therefore of
vital imp<rtance. In onler to develop strategies and plans for the national road safety work, the Road Safety Office must
have first hand knowledge of the road safety situation and recent development, and the treatment and publication of accident
daIa may therefore be a natunl! task for this office.

The SlIUCture of the National Road Safety Office should therefore have at least two main tasks, and subsequently the
following two urtits.
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- Planning unit with responsibilities for preparing road safety, plans, for compilation of information about road safety, for
sponsoring research and development relevant for road safety and providing professional advice to the various agencies
and authorities
- Accident analysing unit which should be responsible for the national accident recording system, analysing of accidents,
establishing and guidelines for accident black spot analysis for providing consultative advice to local accident analysing
units and for undertaking research based on accident Statistics,

If road safety work is a relatively new activity there may be a need for national co-ordination of road safety information
and educarion. In that = the Road Safety Office may be a natural choice because they have all the data and all the
knowledge about the current road safety activities. Thus there will be room for yet another unit for information and
education in the National Road Safety Office.

These propc&lls are for a National Road Safety Council under ideal conditions, and are not necessary applicable to every
C3Se. In many countries, for instance, the Traffic Police are well equipped and prepared to carry out statistical work on road
accident data. Essentially though, llteir interest is in prosecution in identifying the guilty party, For a comprehensive
information, one needs to obtain data from Hospitals, and consider insurnnce claims, relating to road accidents. That is
where the :'>Iational Council or committee is needed to collect data and information from all possible sources.

The development of a National Road Safety Council should perhaps be introduced gradually, starting with the necessa
ry legislation. But the potential will to to establish the National Council is crucial.

The United Nations Economic Commission for Africa is prepared to assist Member Countries in llte establishment of
National Road Safety Councils. All you need to do is ask for such assistance, even by telex (or Fax these days). That is why
Regional Advisers are there.
I thank you for your attention.
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2.10 ROAD SAfETY IN THE IVORY COAST
A. Kablan, Office de Securite Routiere, Cote d'Ivoire.

INTRODUCTION
Recent road traffic accident statistics have demonstrated that the hazard to users is related to the large increase in vehicle
ownership.

This phenomenon. which first appeared in industrial nations in the 19705, gpread to developing counlries including the
Ivory Coast a few years later. However, as a result of their priorities fcc development., road safety was considered of less
importance than nutrition, education, and the shortage of economic and financial resources.
However, it was very soon realized that in developing countries the road hazard was the third major cause of mortality and
morbidity after tuberculosis and dysentery.

It must be stressed that whereas the situation particularly in Europe, Japan and North America is progressively improving,
the road hazard in most developing countries is increasing or remaining static, with a serious financial impact on their
economies.

The aim of this document is to show the fundamental reasons for this wccrying situation in the Ivory Coast It also presents
an opponunity of outlining the solutions implemented up to the present and of assessing the results of the methods used
to reduce the extent of this catastrophe. The difficulties encountered and future prospects are also touched upon.

Although large-scale vehicle ownership in our counlry is comparatively recent (e.g. only 200 vehicles in 1913), the Ivory
Coast underwent a period of re=kable development between gaining independence in 1960 and 1980. This favourable
setting has led to a higher standard of living and a rapid increase in the number of vehicles.
But in correlation with this, road Irnffic accidents have increased over the years in a disturbing way.

1. GENERAL DATA

II Description or the Ivory Coast
The Ivory Coast is in West Africa on the Gulf of Guinea and is washed to the south by the Atlantic Ocean. Its area is 322,000
lan2. Although mainly flat the counlry possesses one range of mountains in the West., the highest peak of which is Mount
Nimba, at 1,752 m.

The country is watered by four major rivers and is genernlly hot, varying in climate from wet equatorial to dry tropical.

The pq>ulation increased from 2,000,000 at independence in 1960 to 6,700,000 in 1975 and to 8,500.000 in 1980. It is
cwrently estimated at 10,000,000, which gives a population density of approximately 31 inhabitants per lan2•

At 4% annual growth the population of the Ivory Coast will be approximately 15 million by the year 2000. The population
will mostly be young, with 50% of them less than 20 years old.

I.2 Development of the road network
As in most African countries. road tnlffic in the Ivory Coast only really started mcrea"ing after the Second World War. The
increase was, however, very rapid, as shown by the following table:
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'D6i/U.oPmcfV T of lHG
RuRAL- RoflD s"ys1'an

LE/l/6ni. of R,offJJ (kJn)
CATEGORIES

1976 1980 19881948 1961 1968

TfUrC,/«S 7 200 14 800 21 000 32 100 32 000 )

l 63 000)

UN-PflV@ R.O~b5 3 600 10 000 12 800 11 200 10 300 )

Ptl V€D RaflDS SO 700 1 300 1 900 3 100 4 500

TOTAL •••••••• 10 850 25 500 35 100 45 200 45 400 67 sod

This increase is combined with majoc improvemems in the quality of the network, of which the development of the paved
road network is Wldoubteilly the most import3llL

The paved network. which was virtually non-existent in 1948. consisted of 7000 kIn at Independence, rose to 3,100 kIn
in 1980 and reached 4,500 kIn in 1988.

It is expec1ed that this in= in the bituminous network of approximately 7% will continue.
At the same time regular maintellal1ce is carried OUI by sraff of the Minisay of Public Works and Transpon in order to
preserve the quality of roads and rel3in access to them throughout the year.

The 140 kIn of mororway opened in 1979 should be added to this list This is the Ivory Coast's only section of motorway.

1.3 Increases in the number of vehicles and traffic
At Independence (1960) the total number of vehicles was 23,746 and moce than doubled over the next ten years to a figure
of 52,353 vehicles in 1970.

This figure was itself practically multiplied 5 fold by 1980, to srand at 243,780 vehicles.
It is estimated that the total number of vehicles in 1988 is 346.800.

There has therefore been a spectacular increase in the total number of vehicles in the last 30 years:
The number of vehicles in 1960 had been virtually multiplied by 15 by 1988. In correlation with this traffic has increased
from 400 million vehicle kilometres in 1%3 to 2,000 million vehicle kilometres in 1980 and aimost 4,500 vehicle
kilometres in 1988 with an average annual rate of increase in the order of 100/0 to 15%.

The vehicles fall into the following major groups:
• private = :60%
- commetcial vehicles (vans) : 15%
- heavy vehicles (I00ies and trailers) : 11%
- motolt:ycles : 7%
• coaches and buses : 5%
- ItllCtors and other.; : 2%

The annual increase in the total number of vehicles is about 4%.
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The average age of vehicles in use has risen from 3.9 years in 1979 to 5.8 in 1987 in the case of cars and from 4.3 lO 6 years
in the case of lorries.

The vehicles in use have therefore tended to age in recent years as shown by the following table.

DA TE F'il W?JIia-eR VI'rrJ5 lRl1c;(6R5'
c.I'rRj + LolU?J€S

1/1/1979 3,90 4,26 5.52

1/1/1980 3,91 4,31 5,70

1/1/15'81 3,94 4,35 5,93

1/1/1982 4, 18 4,55 6,38
.

1/1/1983 4,49 4,86 6,76

1/1/1984 4,81 5,26 7,32

1/1/1985 5,22 5,62 7,69

1/1/1986 5,58 5,91 8,03

111/1987 5,77 5,95 8,16

1/1/1988 5,77 6,02 8,43

2. REGULATIONS AND LEGISLATION

In the Ivory Coast. highway traffic is governed by regulations and laws which make up what is commonly refened to as
the highway code.

Before the country achieved independence while stilI under the French colonial administration. road traffic in the Ivory
Coast was mainly subject to French regulations.

The first texts and laws for a highway code genuinely intended for the Ivory Coast were not inrroduced until the 1960s after
Independence.

Sir.:e ihen, wiih the increase in the number of vehicles which resulted from increasing economic activity, !he highway code
underwent 13pid changes which also reflect ihe increasing impcnance assigned to road safety.

2.1 Major regulations

2.1.1 Vehicle Testing
Vehicle testing has been compulsory in the Ivory Coast since 1964 at me following intervals:

• quarterly for public passenger transport vehicles
• lwice yearly for private passenger transport vehicles and for all vehicles or combinations of vehicles involved in public
or private freight transport wiih a payload in excess of 1,000 kg.
• annual for commercial vehicles wiih a payload of less than I.(XX) kg and for private cars.

It should be noted ihat ihere have been changes in ihe regulations concerning ihe last category (commercial vehicles and
private c=). Before 1977 the need for testing only came into effect 5 years after entry into service. This period was reduced
to 3 years in 1977. Since 1982 testing is compulsory for ihis c31egory of vehicle from entry into service.
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2.1.2 Speed limits 00 roads and motorways
- 60 knl/h in built-up =
- 80 kn1!h 00 urlJan and suburlJan roads with multiple carriageways (expressways)
- 100 krn/h on tnmk roads
- 120 krn/h on mmorways

In addition the highway code in the Ivory Coast prescribes special speed limits for certain types of vehicle, in particular
heavy vehicles and public lransport vehicles.

2.1.3 Safety belts
IS! January..121l: a decree made the wearing of safety belts compulsory on the front seats of passenger cars in rural areas.
4th March 1281: An amendemeOl extended the compulsory wearing of safety belts to urban areas and the front seats of
commercial vehicles.

The fitting of safety belts to back seats was also made compulsory. The Ivory Coast was one of the first countries in the
world to introduce the compu1sory wearing of safety belts.

2.1.4 Alcobol
26th December 1263: Parliament passed a bill aimed :tt preventing driving under the influence of alcohol and fixed relevant
penalties, in particular 2 months to one year's imprisorunent coupled with a fine of between 100,000 and 2 million African
Financial Community francs.

4th Jooe 1278: An order from the Transport Ministry fixes the legal1imit for the blood alcohol content (0.8 g per 1000)
and provides for the suspension of the driving licence for a 3 month period.

However no measure has yet been adopted vvith a view 10 preventive testing or systematic testing after an accident or serious
road lIaffic offence.

2.1.5 Measures related to 2-wbeeled vehicles
A ministeria1 decree of 1st February 1965 inttoduced a driving licence for 2-wheeled vehicles vvith an engine capacity of
less than 50 ern'.

This licence was granted after an amI test which covered knowledge of the principal road signs, the rules of the road and
the machine's safety equipment

Still in connection vvith 2-wheeled vehicles, a decree made in 1970 made the wearing of crash helmets compulsory for
drivers of all 2-wheeled molOrised vehicles and the passengers of mOlOrbikes vvith an engine capacity greater than 50 cm3.

2.2 The driving liceoce system in the Ivory Coast

2.2.1 Types
As is the case in all counaies which participated in the Vienna Convention of 1968 there are six types of driving licence
in the Ivory Coast.

A: pennitting the driving of mOllXCycles vvith an engine caplCity of less than 50 cm3 (minimum age 16 y=)
B: for driving saloon cars and freight Iransport vehicles vvith a total laden weight of 3,500 kg (minimwn age 18 years)
C: for driving vehicles used in the trnnsporl of freight or equipment vvith a total laden weight of 3.5 toones (minimum age

18 years)

D: for driving passenger IranSpOrt vehicles seating more than 8 passengers (minimum age 21 years)
E: for driving type B, D or F vehicles lOwing a trailer the total laden weight of which exceeds 750 kg
F: for driving vehicles specially modified for handicapped drivers.

Type C, D and E licences are issued for a maximum period of 5 years and are renewable on presentation of a favourable
medical certificate.

2.2.2 Conditions of issue of driving licences
Issue of a driving licence is dependent on medical examinations in the case of types C, D and E. All types of licence require
a technical test cooducted by a specialist recognised by the Ministry of Transport (driving examiner).
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The technical test is in two pans:
- theory: oral test covering knowledge of the main rules of the highway code, traffic signs and road safety.
- practical: manoeuvres in a special test area and day-time driving in a built-up area.

In conjunction with these regulations it was necessary to introduce a system of continual surveillance and intervention to
restrict the results of rapidly increasing mObility, in panicuJar by various measures in the spheres of driver awareness.
surveillance and prevention.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF PREVENTIVE MEASURES IN THE IVORY COASf
The tables are diagrams appended to this document show trends in accident statistics between 1970 and 1988.
At the beginning of Independence, in 1964, the Ivory Coast Road Safety Authority (Prevention Routiere de Cote d'lvoire)
was created by the following associations:

• L'Automobile Oub de Cote d'lvoire
- Le Bureau VerilaS
• Le Comice des Assureurs de COte d'Ivoire
• L 'Office National du Tourisme
- Le Syndieat National des Transpo= de Marchandises et Voyageurs de COte d'Ivoire
· L 'Union Routiere de Cote d'lvoire

This private organisation, financed by members' subscriptions, organised competitions (for example for the best taxi
driver, etc.) and various campaigns from 1969 to 1974 with the aid of frrms (e.g. SARI, RENAULT, ALITALIA, etc.)
In the same year the Ivory Coast Automobile Testing Organisation (SICI'A) was set up. Its function was to undenake the
compulsory mechanical teslS hitherto carried out by the Bureau VerilllS, a French private body.

In conjunction with this in 1965 the public authorities introduced special mobile units whose function was to detect and
punish infringements of the highway code. Also in 1965 the National Technical Commission for the Withdrawal and
Suspension of Driving Licences was founded.

The National Coordinating Committee for Road Safety Measures was formed (by decree No. 70-368 of 26 May 1970
supplemented by decree No. 72-375 of 16 June 1912) to step up the struggle against road traffic accidents.

To the same end considerable financial resouII:eS enabled the Inswance Directorate at that time to set up special units with
suitable logistical support, i.e.:
- radar vehicles and equipment to combat excessive speeds with the cooperation of the Gendarmerie. in 1972.
- Rescue and accident intervention vehicles thanks TO the collalxlraticn with the G.S.P.M founded in 1974 and the SAMU
fanned in 1976.

The dedication with which these methods were combined was a major cause for the fail in the graphs showing accidents
and casualties (fatalities and injuries) between 1973 and 1975.

Very soon, however, the trend began to increase due to a lack of sufficient rescurces to sustain the entire road safety policy
as it stood. It was therefore necessary to undertake effective measures with respect to the resurgence of road traffic accidents
which peaked in 1977 in the Ivory Coast.

The number of accidents in that year shows a 51% incIease as compared w the preceding years. This led to, respective.
ly, 42% and 27% more fal31ities and injuries than occurred in 1976 (See appendix II).

Thus in its concern for a proper road safety policy in order to effectively and efficiently combat road accidents, the State
decided to create the Road Safety Office (Office de Securitt Rouriere). known as OSER in its abbreviated form.

4. TIlE ROAD SAFETY OFFICE

4.1 Formation and Operation

4.L1 Fonnation of the Road Safety Otrlce
The Road Safety Office is a public administrative body under the dual supervision of the Ministty of Public Works and
Tnmsport (administrative and reehnical supervision) and the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Finance (financial
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supervision) in accordance with the decree of implementation No. 78-1088 of 12 December 1978 modified by decree No.
84-916 of 25 July 1984.

The aim of the Office is to increase road user safety by reducing the severity and number of road tmIfic accidents in the
Ivory Coast It is concerned with SllJdy, research and implementation and also coordinates the human and material resources
involved.

4.1.2 Operation
Thus the Road Safety Office was fonned to create. develop and implement a proper safety policy which is general, coherent
and sustained.

So the purpose of the Read Safety Office is:
i) - Accident prevention by educating, infonning and increasing the awareness of road users (by means of both continual

and short campaigns).
ii) - The initial training, re-training and further training (in-service) of driving instructors, driving examiners and

professional drivelS.
iii) - The combat against road accidenrs, in collaboration with the Police and Gendannerie whose role it is to apply

sanctions against offences.
iv) - The provision of r=ue and intervention services for accident victims in collaboration with the GSPM and the

SAMU.

The scale and diversity of the activities of the Road Safety Office is evident from this list of its tasks.

The organisation is structured in the following way:
Headed by a Director, appointed by decree, the Road Safety Office is supervised by a Consultative Mangement Committee
made up of:
- the Minister for Public Wolks and Transport (Chainnan)
- the Minister for Economic Affairs and Finance
- the Minister for Defence
• the Minister for Internal Security
- the Minister for Public Health and Population
Each year lhis group produces a programme of activities in consullation with the Technical Committee and the Educational
Committee.
- The standing Technical Committee, the function of which is to propose programmes of activities.

This committee meers quarterly and whenever necessary.

The Education Committee is given the task of proposing and issuing programmes of activities to aid the education of road
users.

It meers twice yearly.

The Road Safety Office consisrs of the following departments:
• The Sub-directorate for Studies
· The Sub-directorare for Training
• The Sub-directorate for Operations

4.1.3' The Structures in the Road Safety OffICe
The Sub-<!irectorate for Studies

This is responsible for all issues relating to sWdies of road tralflC accidenrs and their trends. It consists of:
- The Statistics Department
respoOSlble for collecting data on the nature, me location and me circumstances of road lraffic accidenrs. It also deals with
the accident register.

• The Documentation Department
responsible for organising and using road safety documentation.
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• The Accident Swdies Deparunenr
responsible for sWdies and research relating to the causes of accidents and proposing preventive and punitive measures.

The Su!Hlirecrorate for Training

This is respolJSlble for training, informing and educating road users. It consists of.
- The Education Deparonent
responsible for implementing educational measures aimed at road users:
supervision of school and university activities, production of radio and television programmes, magazines and pamphlets.
etc.

• The Centre for the Initial Training and the Re-training of Driving Instructors:
Responsible for the initial training and the retraining of Driving School Instruetors and Driving Test Examiners, linked to
the Land Transpon Directorate.

The Sy!HlireclOrate for Operations

RespolJSlble for introducing all road traffic accident prevention measures. It ccnsists of:

- The Major Campaigns Department
which plans and organises national campaigns to improve the awareness, training and knowledge of road users.

- The Intervention Department
responSlble for carrying out and monitoring specific accident prevention measures.

- The Radar Department
respollSlble, with the backing of the Police and Gendarmerie, for carrying out speed checks on motorised vehicles. It
operateS in cooperation wilh the Transport Directorate.

4.2 An account of the activities of the Road Safety Office
Since it was formed the Road Safety Office has aimed its accident prevention measures at the three elements which
make up lhe road system, namely: people, vehicles and roads.

42.1 Studies
Studies are the main activity of the Road Safety Office. It is they which direct, inform and ccmplete all its activities.

a) collecting and processing of statistical data,
The collection system, which has been much improved, was originally set up with lhe collabor:ltion of lhe Police and
Gendarmerie who were joined \aier by Departments from the Public Works Adminislration.

Data from these various departments is assembled and processed by lhe Road Safety Office.

Processing has, however, remained manual as the Deparonent has not yet been ccmputerised.

The processing of statistical data enables accident trends, typeS and causes to be ascertained and appropriate measures
planned. Thus, for example. in the Ivory Coast, the common causes of accidents are the following:
• driver carelessness
• lack of skill
• excessive speed
• mechanical failure

These account for almost 80% of accidents.

The commonest victims are pedeslrians (panicularly children) accounting for 400/0 of all casualties, and passengers.
Together these groups account for more than 50% of all casualties.

It is also important to consider separately ABIDJAN, nowadays the economic capital, and all the oilier towns in lhe country.
When the country is divided in lhis way the two zones each contain almost half lhe country's accidents.
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b) studies carried out
• A loan granted by the World Bank to the Road Safety Office enabled it, by me<U1S of a technical assistllIlt, to carry out
in 1984 a general study of rood accidents and propose a programme of rood safety measures (BCEOM - ONSER - SCET
_ NOIRE Smdy). The results and recommendations of this repon have made a very interesnng connibution, nOlably:

- the economic and social costs of road accidents (approximately I% of GNP);
- a project to provide effective back-up for training and education (a road education track for example).

• A sociological survey in the form of a public opinion poll has been carried out on the topic:
'"The inhabitants of the Ivory Coast and rood traffic accidents".

It emerged from this smdy that rood accidents are the hazard which the population fears most

• Several other specific studies have been conducted on the follow;ng problems:
- accidents involving public passenger transpOn coaches w;th 22 or more seats
- accident black spots in Abidjan
- accidents involving taxis
- accidents in a panicular disnict of Abidjan ete.

New specific studies are undertaken each year.

4.2.2 Communication activities
Road traffic accidents are a social phenomenon which touch all levels of society in a country irrespective of age or sex.
Thus, any prevention policy wishing to be thorough and effective must involve everyone in society genuinely realizing the
issues and their obligations. In order to change public opinion, people must be informed and made aware of the issues ...
in a word, one must communicate w;th them. This has been well grasped by the Road Safety Office which has made
communication the mainstay of its activities and uses highly varied techniques to achieve it

a) Campaigns for educatioo and driver awareness
These accOlmt for almost 50% of the Office's activity and cover a w;de range of topics:
• the safety of pedestrians, in panicular children
• the safety of 2-wheeled vehicles especially in the North of the CQlllltry
• compliance w;th rood signs (traffic signals, signs, priority rule)
• wearing of safety belts
• driving 00 the right side of the road and overtaking to the left
- an accident-tree week
• vehicle testing (tyres, headJamps, brakes, ete.)

The campaigns are chosen each year according to trends in accident statistics and may be either national or regional
depending on the imponance of the topic.

Measures of this type seem to have a generally beneficial impact as they have led to a greater awareness amongst the general
public in the Ivory Coast of cenain specific road safety issues. They have also helped at times in the successful
implementation of regulations such as the wearing of safety belts or crash helmets.

These kinds of measures require considernble resources, which explains why we often make use of the logistical and
fmandal backing of various associates such as local authorities, "Les Professionnels de l'Automobile" and Maintenance
Clubs..

b) the audio-visual media
This is nowadays the most effective means of communication w;th its ability to carry a message right into people's homes,
even in the most remote areas of the country.

The media make a substantial connibution to prevention in several different ways:
- regular information programmes, for which we have 30 minutes airtime on the 1st 1V channel and 45 minutes on the

1st National Radio Stltion.
• Popular game shows giving away large prizes.
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c) the production of educational documents and back-up material
The Road Safety Office devises and produces the following, with assistance from local advertising agencies:
- educational films on road safety
- sets of slides on first aid for victims of road accidents
- posters for display in permanent campaigns
- booklets aimed at informing and increasing awareness and a magazine containing road safety news.

These various items are widely distributed to the public and support the various preventive measures Ulken by the Road
Safety Office.

4.2.3 Education and Training
a) Driver training
This is C3Iried out by private educational establishments for all types of driving licence.

To dare 129 driving schools have Ministry of Transport approval and train drivers.

Under the current driving licence system there is no differentiation between Public Transport and Heavy Vehicle licences.
This is an important issue for road safety. Possibilities have been outlined for the initial tnlining and re-training of
professional drivers (coaches, heavy vemcles and taxis) but nothing has as yet come of them.

b) The training of driving instructors
Since 1979, tnlining for the Certificate of Professional and Educational Competence has Ulken place in the Centre for the
Initial Training and Re-training of Driving Instructors run by the Road Safety Office. Up till now the centre has lrained
or re-trained 150 qualified instructors (with the Certificate mentioned above).

Before 1979, driving instructors were qualified through possession of the Certificate of Professional Competence obtained
after a course lasting a few weeks.

c) Road Safety Education in schools
Road Safety has been taught in schools since October 1983, from the nursery section to the age of II at the instigation of
the Road Safety Office.

In coMection with this, illustrated back-up material (teachers' books and posters) has been devised by the Road Safety
Office in collaboration with the Ministry of Primary Education.

In our country children are greatly affected by the road hazard. It was considered that by instilling them from the earliest
age with traffic and safety rules not only would they be able to avoid the immediate dangers of the road but also, even more
importantly, gradually acquire the knowledge and reflexes which would make safe road users out of them in the future.
To make the tnlining fuller we intend to install road education tracks in towns to enable children to practise in traffic
situations.

4.2.4 Methods of Control and Surveillance

These are of several types:
a) Traditional (police) road checks
These are outline checks of driving licences and other papers connected with vehicles and the punishment of infringemems
of the highway code. This is a continual activity C3Iried out both by the Police (in built-up areas) and the Gendarmerie (in
rural areas).

There is also a special surveillance squad operating on the 140 km of the Northern Motorway.

b) the combat against excessive speeds
In the Ivory Coast speeding is one of the main causes of accidents.
It is for this reason that in the early 19705 radar equipment was made available to the National Gendannerie to monitor
observance of speed limits.

This radar equipment was then Ulken over by the Road Safety Office from the beginning of me 1980s until 1984. Its use
was stepped up as increasing efforts were made to combat excessive speeds. However as the equipment wore out its use
diminished and stopped completely in about 1985. Its replacement is necessary now.
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c) the combat against drink driving
in 1978 an investigation conducted by an interministerial committee into alcohol and driving showed that there are re:ll
signs of an alcohol problem in the Ivory Coast

As a consequence of this observation. regulations were introduced which ftxed the legal limit for blood alcohol at 0.8 per
1000 and the sanctions and penalties which could be imposed on offenders. However the lack of means of detection makes
these regulations difficult to enforce.

d) Suspension and Withdrawal of Driving Licences
in the Ivory Coast the temporary or permanent withdrawal of a driving licence as a sanction is the responsibility of a special
technical committee created by decree on 26 May 1964.

This committee is chaired by the Director of Transport and its main function is to make rulings on all highway code offences
or accidents in all parts of the country. This it does on the basis of Police and Gendarmerie reports.

The role of this committee is an important one as it tends to maintain an equilibrium on the roads by curbing dangerous
behaviour and discouraging repeated offences.

4.3 Problems encountered
The Rood Safety Office is faced with two types of problem:

* Financial:
The funds allocated to the Rood Safety Office for its operations are insufficient to allow it to undertake all the activities
in its field, in particular.
- training of driving instructors and examiners
- seminars for primary school teachers as part of the popularisation of road safety education in schools
- large-scale communications
- replacement of speed checking equipment
- purchase of equipment to detect blood alcohol levels.

* Logistical:
As the processing of statistical data is not yet computerised the organisation lacks an effective analytical and decision·
making tool.
However steps are cunrentiy being laken to purcbase a mini<omputer.

S. FUTURE PROSPECTS

From this body of experience and knowledge many short, metlium and long-term needs are apparent
The majority of these possibilities are to be found in the following fields:

1 . Training

• Completion of the rood safety education lrnCk project would provide an important back-up to the practical education
of primary school children.

• Replacement of the equipment in the Centre for Initial Training and Retraining of Driving Instructors would lead to
an improvement in quality.

* This is also lrue of the introduction of a lraining and re-training structure for professional drivers.

2 - Studies
Acquisition of computing equipment would allow accident statistics to be processed rapidly and could provide all the
information required for certain studies.

3 • On-site prevention

Purcbase of equipment to detect speed and blood alcohol levels would be effective in permanent prevention activities. Their
dissuasive consequences would have an astounding effect on drivers' habits.

6. CONCLUSION
In new developing countries like ours. road traffic accidents are a sad fact which costs the population dear. both mentally
and economically.
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Of COUISe, African States have other problems which are definitely more urgent to solve, such as food supplies and endemic
diseases. However, nothing would justify a failure on our pan to take action against a problem of the size of the road h=d.
For if nothing is done now to limit this menace there is a danger that in a few years. with the combined effect of economic
and demographic growth. we will be faced with a situation of unparalleled social and economic dimensions. It is for this
reason that our national plans should be adjusted to make available preventive means on the scale required by the problem.

In the Ivory Coast, it is true that the measures employed by the public authorities enabled the number and seriousness of
accidents to be reduced in an initial period. We must, however. recognise that in the last few years with the continual
wmsening of the serious economic crisis affecting our counay we are wimessing a disturbing return of the problem due
to a considerable reduction in the means of prevention and combat. Among other combat and prevention strategies we will
be concentrating in future years on two areas:
, driver training
- increasing methods of surveillance and prevention

However the implementation of the above programmes reqttires large-scale investment which unfortunately is difficult to
fmance in our current economic position.

We are therefore appealing for international aid to implement the various programmes in question.

This aid would be essentially logistical in nature and could be concentrated on the following:
- the introduction of a training structure for driving instructors and professional drivers.
- the purchase of equipment for checking speeds and blood alcohol levels.
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TABLE 1

SOOISITCl\L PARl\MEl'ERS (1970-1988)

(IVORY <XlASl')

Total rn1!J1b;>r Total number of casualties
of personal

Year Total vehicles injury accidents Fatalities Insurerl

1970 52,353 3,079 376 4,960
1971 68,082 3,418 332 6,389
1972 82,739 3,844 385 7,126
1973 97,750 1,113 375 2,521
1974 110,732 1,514 356 3,780
1975 124,486 2,372 464 4,849
1976 146,716 2,572 422 4,950
1977 162,981 3,894 600 6,266
1978 181,801 4,962 695 10,400
1979 213,126 5,127 668 10,267
1980 243,780 4,677 719 10,241
1981 264,642 3,988 571 9,362
1982 281,575 3,936 552 8,482
1983 298,208 4,171 549 9,263
1984 309,542 4,287 503 9,162
1985 319,385 4,625 734 10,560
1986 333,518 4,234 728 9,137
1987 320,219 7,259 1,019 15,321
1988 346,688 6,071 1,071 14,681
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TABLE 2

APPE1IDIX V

RATIOS (1970-1988)

(IVORY CDASI')

Alxidents per casualties per 10, 000 vehicles

Year 10,000 vehicles Fatalities Injured

70 588 72 947
71 502 49 938
72 465 47 861
73 114 38 258
74 137 32 341
75 191 37 390
76 175 29 337
77 239 37 384
78 273 38 572
79 241 31 482
80 192 29 420
81 151 22 354
82 140 20 301
83 140 18 311
84 138 16 296
85 145 23 331
86 127 22 274
87 227 32 478
88 175 31 423
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2.11 COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF ROAD ACCIDENTS IN THE IVORY
COAST
T. Keita, Office de Securile Routiere, Abidjan, Cote d1voire
N. Muhlrad, Reselli'ch Director, Instimt National de Recherche sur les Transports
et leur Securite, France.

INTRODUCTION

Since the Frrst World War, industrialized counlries have had to face a problem of road accidents, as one of the main causes
of mortality and morbidity. Considerable amounts of money have been spent to implement appropriate measures in order
to redoce the nwnber and severity of accidents.

Developing counlries started facing the same problem in the 70's, due to a sharp increase of motorization.
This new preoccupation motivated the comprehensive accident study carried out in COte d'Ivoire.

1. REASONS AND OBJECllVES FOR THE STUDY

1.1 The reasons
In COte d'Ivoire, accidents started increasing in the 70's at the following rate:

- 1976: 2512 accidents, 424 fatalities, 4950 injuries.
- 1977: 3894 (+51.4%), 600 (+41.5%), 6266 (+26.6%).
- 1978: 4962 (+27.4%), 699 (+16.5%), 10409 (-H56.1%).

The financial bunlen of the accident situation was estimated at 1% of the Gross National Product, which was far too heavy
for the national economy.

As a consequence, OSER, the Office for Road Safety, was created in 19~, in order to define, implement, and coordinate
all possible means to improve road-users' safety.

The tlsk was vast and difficult and results were needed rapidly. The Government of Cote d'Ivoire then determined to launch
a comprehensive road accident study, taking into account the =io-economical background of the people concerned.

U The objectives
The main objectives were the following:
- to design and implement a comprehensive system for accident data collection and treatrnen~

- to analyse in details the characteristics and causes of accidents, on the basis of existing data and of complementary
investigations in UIban areas and on rural roads;
- to determine the sociaI and economic cost of accidenlS in order to set up a reference for the evaluation of safety measures:
- to identify the most appropriate measures to improve safety.

1.3 The funding of the study
The study was financed through a loan from the World Bank. Among the consultants invited to submit a proposal, a group
of tIuee French firms was selected: BCEOM (Central Office for Overseas Equipment), ONSER (National Organization
for Traffic Safety, now part of lNRETS), and SCET (Central Office for Equipment), represented by its branch in Cote
d'!voire, SCET-IYOIRE.

The study started on 15 April 1983 and ended on 15 December 1984').

2. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STUDY

2.1 Methodology
The methodology designed for the Cote d'lvoire study was later specified and published by INRETS'). It is based on the
following principles:
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• to C3lTY out an in-{iepth diagnosis of the accident situatiDn, in order to identify the most critical accident situations and
their detennining factors, from which the directions for action will fDllow;
• to cover, both in the analysis of the current situation and in the search for appropriate modes of action, the entire field Df
possible activities likely to have an influence on accidents, laking into account their cDmplemenlJlry aspects and the need
fDr coordination;
- to take into account the psychological, cultural, and socio-eeonomic background of the country in the accident analysis
and in the design of countenneasures;
- to articulate within an integrated programme all the courses of safety actions derived from the diagnosis;
• to propose an institutional structure able to enswe future action and coordination of all sectors involved in the programme,
as well as a follow-up of the accident situation and of the measures implemented.

The safety study is planned in five steps, that may partially overlap:
1 - Analysis of the current situation: sources and quality of data, institutional organization for trnffic safety, safety measures
already implemented.

2 - SupplemenlJlry data collection and analysis: gathering of local accident data, of trnffic data, ere., ad hoc investigations
and surveys on accidents and their psycho-sociological context, etc.

3 • Extended safety diagnosis: accidents and causal factors, regulatory framework, human background, potential for funrre
action, cost of accidents.

4 - Definition of basic principles for action, taking into account the critical accident problems and the causal factors as well
as the institutional oppornrrtities and the psycho-social data providing indications of the acceptability of specific modes
of action.

5 - Integration of the proposed safety measures within a programme, putting forward the priorities, the complememariti
es, and the means necessary for implementation.

Clearly, this type of approach requires a multidisciplinary team, gathering enough skills to cover the entire range of possible
measures.

2.2 The tasks carried out and the dilTlCulties encountered
The objectives of the swdy (diagnosis and integrated programme) were not easy to reach, due to severe lack of accident
data at the beginning, as well as to insufficient manpower for traffic safety in Cote d'lvoire (OSER then counted only a
few members who were already overworked and did not have any counteJparlS in the inner pan of the country). Although
collaborations were found at the University of COte d'lvDire, the mililJlry Frre-Brigade, and the Police in the inland cities,
possibilities of field-ol>servations remained limited.

The main tasks eventually carried out were the following:
- a detailed examination of the national accident data system and of jJOSS1ble ways of improving it, and the design of a new
computer-based system to provide periodical statistics and a thorough follow-up of the safety situation;
- an estimate of the socia1 cost of accidents, based on conventional indicators (lass of productivity, direct medical COSts,
insurance and damage costs);
- a statistical analysis of accidents on rural roads, using a representative sample of 500 accident records provided by the
Genctannerie (road-police);
- a statistical analysis of accidents in Abidjan, using a representative sample of 225 accident summaries provided by the
Police; results were confirmed by a second sample of similar size, drawn the following year as controls;
· a simplified accident data collection in a representative sample of inland cities, in ooler to get a first estimate of the local
safety situation; the reference period varied between six months and a year;
- an in-{jepth study of accident causal !!'OC=, using a random sample of 135 accident reports provided by the Coun for
Driving-License Withdrawal, in a view to identifying the main causal or aggravating factors;
- a psycho-sociological investigation in Abidjan, consisting in semi-{jirective interviews of a representative sample of
drivers, and aimed at determining the attitudes towards mobility and the choice of trnnspon means, the degree of SUbjective
unsafety, and current knowledge and opinons as to safety measures;
- an institutional analysis, with a view to identify opportunities for safety action, and to suggest improvements in the
administrative structure;
- a detailed accident investigation, organized with Abidjan's emergency services (SAMU), in order to prepare some
complete accident files as pedagogical supports for future professional training;
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- a safety II'aining seminar for professionals and decision-makers; it took place in Abidjan in October 1984, under the
sponsorship of the Ministry of Public Works, Housing, Transport and Communications, and was publicized on television
and in lhe papers.

The diagnosis put forward as priorities pedestrian accidents (in urban areas and on rural roads), single vehicle occidenls
(particularly on din-roads), the over-involvement of public-transport vehicles, night accidents in urban areas, the high level
of risk oil large urban arteries !Jlcking the basic safety facilities, and fInally a two-wheeler safety problem in inland cities.
Excessive or ill-regulated speed appeared as the most frequent accident facror, combined wilh defects of the road or lhe
roadside in rural areas, insufficient roadsigning, overloading and bad maintenance of vehicles, and lack of driving
experience of some road-users. In urban areas moreover, conflicts between lhrough traffic and local life, lack of pedestrian
facilities, and insufficient public lighting also take their roll.

These findings led ro the design of a five-year multi-secroral action plan.

2.3 The final proposlls
The final proposals that were fonnulated in lhe study report') can be classified inro four broad categories:

1 - CompUler-based accidelll-dala collection and treatmelll:
- Implementation on a pennanent basis of lhe system experimented dwing lhe study, that relied on intennediate data
gathering and checking at lhe regional level before the fmal centralization and computer treatment of lhe data at OSER;
- Acquisition by OSER in the medium-tenn of micnxomputers, ro replace the heavy infrastructure currently used for
accident data base managemen~ data processing programs elaborated dwing the study being compatible wilh this new
form of equipmen~

2- Road infrastrw::ture and traffic:
- Improvement of lhe rural road-networlc; in particular, lateral protection on narrow road sections, advanced signing of
hazardous locations, planning of road-maintenance;
- Traffic management in urban areas: installation of pedestrian facilities on the main traffic-arteries (side-walks and
crossing areas), speed-reducing measures, child-protection measures in residential areas and around schools, improvement
of public lighting and of road marking, safety equipment of lhe main urban junctions;
- Extension of lhe progrnmme of mandatory technical visirs for vehicles (to include suspension checking), and organiza
tion of random checks of the mechanical state of vehicles on the roads;
- Further development of the school education programmes already launched by OSER, as well as of lhe lI'aining of driving
instructo<s; organization of a specific II'aining system for two-wheelers (moped-riders), especially in inland cities.

3 - 11lStitUlionai srructures:
- Development of OSER, balh in ternls of manpower and technical equipmen~ o:ansfer of lhe Office from lhe Ministry of
Public Wades directly to lhe Cabine~ in order ro provide it with more independence and greater aulhority. Creation of
decenlrll1ized branches, with a view ro better treatment of local accident problems.
- Creation of a networle of local agencies to teach the highway code. the main target being the light two-wheelers who escape
the traditional channels of driver II'aining and licensing.
- Establish a directory plan for public infonnation, in order ro coordinate media-activities and rationalize the safety
messages publicized.
- Finally, further develop lhe emergency services already at worle in Abidjan (extension of the regulation centte), and
progressively extend the soucture ro lhe whole country, wilh the necessary adaptations ro take care of local opportuniti
es or conslI'ainrs.

4 - Research and studies:
- Creation of a National Committee for Accident Investigation, aimed at making lhe decision-makers more aware of the
accident problem, and at gathering pedagogical material for the training of future road safety professionals; such a
Committee is necessarily multi-discipinary and should involve representatives of all administrative secrors concerned wilh
safety (public worlcs, public health, education, etc.); some preliminary knowledge of accident investigation methods is
essential.
- Analysis of the processes generating pedestrian accidents, on lhe basis of detailed accident investigation fJles and of
behavioural observations, in order to define more specific safety measures (lhe classical ones being rather costly).
- Detection of urban bIackspors (particularly in Abidjan area), identification of the local causal factors and appropriate
treatmen~ to carry out the operation, a comprehensive accident file must be available for the urban area, including precise
accident location.
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. In-depth study of the problems related to speed (in urban and in rural areas), alcohol, 3I1d drugs; it will be necessary to
invest in specialized equipment, and field surveys will have to be carried out
• Follow-up of safety programmes and measures, based in the short-lenn on the observation of the behavioural changes
induced, and in the longer tenn on accident trends.

The proposals summarized above were detailed in the action programme; it was left to the professionals to finalize them
for application and to the decision-makers to coordinate and fmance their implementation...

3. APPUCATION OF THE PROPOSALS OF THE STUDY

3.1 Institutional structul'l!S
Generally speaking, lack of strong political will has so far delayed application of the institutional changes suggested by
the study, particularly as concerns the development of the authority and means of OSER and the organization of a structure
to teach the highway code to moped·riders.

The emergency rescue system based in Abidjan, which has been working since 1976, is now autonomous (SAMU), and
answers to the Ministry of Health. The economic problems currently experienced by the country have so far prevented the
desired extension of the sysrem to all the main inland cities. However, two btallChes of the SAMU have been established
in BouaJce and Yamoussoukro.

3.2 Computer-based accident data collection and treatment
The study suggested improvements of the data recording and treatment system, conditional to the acquisition of appropri.
are computer mataial. This has been SO far delayed, for la:k of fmancing. Accident data treatment is therefore still
perfooned manually, which limits OSER's ability to fulfill its mission.

3.3 Road infrastructure and traffic
The main proposals of the study were improvements of the nual national road netWork, and implementation of safety
facilities on the street netwerl< of Abidjan and the inland cities.

Although directly related to traffic safety, such measures have to be applied within the genernl programme of development
and maintenance of road infrastructure, which is lISlla1ly oriented by economic, or even political. objectives.

Recently, the national road network has been considerably improved through various sectoral development and
maintenance plans, financed with the help of international agencies such as the World Bank.

As far as traffic is concerned, the main proposals were to increase efficiency and coordinate measures for vehide safety,
and to develop safety education and II'lIining.

Technical visits for vehicles have been mandatory in Cote d'!voire since 1964; they are performed by an !vorian fmn,
S!crA. which is currently being privatized., and with which OSER has regularly been coopernting, for irtstanee to organize
campaigns.

Road safety education in schools has been organized by OSER and mandatory since 1983, and keeps progressing in the
primary classes. However, the II'lIining seminars proposed for school teachers could not be implemented for lack of
flllllflCing, as the number of teachers concerned is quite high (3COOO in toIai). OSER is thus taekling the problem within
its regular activities, by organizing conferences, games and competitions laTgeted both at the teachers and at the pupils,
in order to make them more familiar with traffic safety within the school environment

As far as driver trnining is concerned, OSER periodically organizes post-license courses, aimed at particular categories of
professional drivers, to make up for the lack of an adeqwte and permanent structure to train the users of high-tonnage
lorries.

Finally, although there is in the country a distinct need of trained driving instructor'S, the specialized training sessions have
been interrupted since 1985, for la:k of fInancial means.
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3.4 Research and studies
1 . Creation of a Committee for Accident Investigation
In spite of all the advantages that would present a multi-disciplinaIy Committee gathering all the main actors for trnffic
safety in the country. with the particular aim of examining the most serious accident cases, it has not yet teen crelled.

2 . Analysis of die processes generating pedestrian accidelllS
The pedestrian safety problem is an acute preoccupation for our country. Although in-{!epth re=h has not yet been
undertaken in this field. OSER regularly carries out safety actions, based in particular on statistical accident data treatment
• information and education campaigns, aimed at all pedestrians;
• traffic education programmes at school and games or competitions on trnffic safety, aimed at young children and
teenagers.

Moreover, efforts are made, in coqJeration with local authorities, to improve the surroundings of schools (special signing,
crossing facilities, proteetion of children at the beginning and the end of classes).

3- Accidelll blackspot treatmelll
In this particular field, a mu,lti-disciplinaIy ad hoc commission has been set up by the Ministry of Public W0Iks and
Tnmsport. The commission now works on Abidjan area, where about ferty blackspots have teen detected. To start with,
about ten of them are being smdied in-{!epth. in order to treat them through adequate safety measures.

4 - Evaluation of safery measwes
Evaluation is an important step in safety work, in order to check the impact of safety mesures and increase their efficiency.
However, the shortage of manpower and of technical means at OSER has prevented the Office from mastering this activity
so far.

5 - Speed tllId alcohol problems
Speeding and drinking-and-driving are important safety problems in COle d'Ivoire.
Unfortunately, OSER does not have the necessary technical means to tmdertake in-{!epth investigations of these problems.
Moreover, the present lack of speed measuring sysrems and breathalizers does not allow the police forces to organize
systematic or preventive checks, although there are provisions for them in the national regulations.

4, CONCLUSION

GeneraJ]y speaking, the difficulties encotmtered in the implemenilltion of the action programme designed by the group
BCEOM-ONSER-SCETIVOIRE result from several facts:
- on the one hand, the serious economic crisis undergone by the country since the beginning of the 80's has not allowed
the government to integrate traffic safety into its current development programmes;
• on me other hand, the present administrative and technical status of OSER does not allow it to control the whole range
of traffic safety activities, as it is difficult for the Office to acwally coordinate the various services involved in safety
management.

However, OSER has started to reorganize in order to improve its efficiency.
In addition, a cooperation with University and the Engineering CoUeges is now beginning, which should make it possible
to introduce research in the range of current activities in the near future,
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Geography
The Republic of Niger is located between 12° and 22° North and between 0° and 16° East Surface area is 1.2 million square
kilometreS and climate is typical of Sahel countries.

In addition to suffering from difficult climatic conditions, Niger is enclosed by land, which hinders economic development
and trnffic. Access to the sea can be gained only through the harbours of Cotonou or Lome which are more than 1000 km
away. Lack of tnlfiS!XJn infrastructureS other !han roads makes such constrainlS even stronger.

Niger is a relatively flat country, with aItiwdes between 200 and 500 metreS, and only a few mountain ranges and plateaus
in the centre (AIr, Djado, and Tibesti). Hydrography is dominated by River Niger, which watelS the southern part of the
country over 500 Ian, and by River Komadougou, along the border with Nigeria Other rivers are llSually seasonal.

I.2 Demography
In 1988, total population of Niger was estimated to be 7.25 million inhabitants. Population density is 5 inhabitants per
square kilometre, but geographical dislribution is very uneven, with the highest concentration around Niamey.

Only 16% of inhabitants live in urban areas, and N"lllI11ey itself accounts for 45% of the urban population. The rural
population (over 83% of tolll!) includes 15% of nomads. 74% of the population are under 30.

1..3 Road netwurk
The road network in Niger includes 10,160 kIn of roads, out of which 3,743 are unclassified. The struewre of the network
is as follows:
- Surfaced roads:
- modem din roads:
• other din roads:

The network is generally built to adequate standards, with carriageways 7 metres wide for surfaced roads.

The main roads include:
- an east-west axis, National Road nOI (RNI) which links Mali to lake Tchad over a dismnce of 1,850 km;
- a north-south axis linking Arlit to the border of Nigeria via Agadez and Zinder, and fonning an 800 kIn long section
of the trnns-Sahara route;
- a lItird highway joining the twO tim ones through Tsemaow, Tahoua, Agadez (525 kIn).
. some feeder roads radiating from RNI and giving access to neighbouring countries (Nigeria Benin, ere.).

1.4 Accidents and need for tratrlC safety action
Over the last few years, changes in traffic conditions in Niger have generated a sharp increase of the number of accidents
and their severity, to the point that the accident siwation started to be felt as a heavy burden for the country. To give an
example, the Highway Police ("Gendarmerie") recorded 850 accidents on rural roads in 1988 against 689 in 1980. Tolll!
number of injury accidents in 1988 was over 2000. including 271 falll! ones.

In view of the problem, the Ministry of Transpon and Tourism and the National Committee for Road Safety launched in
early 1989 a comprehensive Road Safety Swdy, with the aim of planning action in the medium term (five years). The study
is financed by the World Bank and cnrried out willl a French consultant, BCEOM. with technical assistance of INRETS
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(the French National Instiwte for Transport and Safety Research). Fmal results are due at the end of the year. but due to

the shon time available, funher detailed studies will still be needed before implementation of the fust steps of the action
programme can begin.

1.5 The comprehen.sive Road Safety Study
When the study started in the spring of 1989, there was a need for a thorough diagnosis of the safety siwation in Niger:
sources of occident data were scattered and global acdOom statistics were missing; probable causes of accidents were
unknown. Most of the efforts were therefore concentrated on producing a soWld basis of knowledge for future action. To
this PlU]JOse, the following investigations were C31Tied oue
- a statistical analysis of accidents, including building up an accident me from the data available from different sources
(police, gendarmerie, hospitals, courts).

• a detailed analysis of a representative sample of accident repons, both in Niamey and on llll'll1 roads, in view of identifying
major accident factors likely to be influenced by preventive action;

- psycho-sociological surveys aimed at improving knowledge of some human factors identified as potential accident
generators, and at preparing safety measures such as information campaigns or driver lIaining programmes;

- an inventory of a sample of roads, also aimed at creeking some accident factors and improving our understanding of
accident causation pattern;

• an economic study of the cost of accidents.

On the basis of this comprehensive diagnosis, the first lines of an integrated action programme are being drawn, including
targets in tenns of particular categories of accidents to eliminate, priority areas of intervention, and integrated slrategies
including intersectoral coondination. lnstillltional requirements are also being e:<amined.

In what follows, the paper concenlrates on the statistical analysis of occidents, which provides an overview of the safety
problem, the main targets for action, and basis for economic studies. A picture of the existing organisation for traffic safety
worle is also briefly sketched.

2. TIlE ACCIDENT SITUATION IN NIGER

One of the objectives of the comprehensive Safety Study carried was to esUlblish the tolal numbers of injury accidents and
of victims, on the basis of existing dala sources and statistical files, and of complementary data collections. The occident
silllation was described for the year 1988 and its evolution was smdied over the last 15 years. The method used is described
here.

2.1 Accident data collection
The gendarmerie (highway police) and the urban police are responsible for investigating and reporting aU injury accidents
and collisions wilh heavy materia1 damage. The police wodes in 8 major urban areas (including Niamey) which are the
regional capitals and in 27 others which are district head-towns. The gendarmerie covers all rural roads, as well as the
smaller urban areas, and also deals wilh urban accidents involving a vehicle or a person belonging to the Armed Forces
of Niger (FAN).

Accident reports are very comprehensive. written in French and include a sketch of the accident location as well as
wimesses' accounts.

It seems that the gendarmerie or police are systematically called when an accident occurs. Current prnctice of gendarmes
is to go first to the hospital or medical centre where the victims have been lrarlSferred, then to proceed to the accident site.
In addition to writing full reports, gendarmes send a radio-message of one to two pages to different ministries or
administrative bodies, briefly summarizing lhe accident circumstances and consequences.

[t can be considered that the accident data collection is complete over the llll'll1 road network. as well as in Niamey and the
seven other regional capitals.

2.2 Data collection on accident casualties
The gendarmerie and police establish an annual count of victims, with a distinction between falalities, serious injuries and
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light injuries. However, there are no precise rules to define these categories. It seems that famlities are counted if death has
occurred on the spot, while classification between serious and light injuries is based on the judgement of the physician.
The main hospilals keep a record of admissions, which provides the number of persons hospitalized after an accident, as
well as a classification according to severity of injuries, time spent in hospital, or death on arrival or during an operation.
The Ministry of Interior intends to produce statistics of morol1ity, based on death cenificates. The data lreaUnent system
is being set up. Traffic accidents are one of the causes of death mentioned and the importance of getting accurate information
should be stressed.

2.3 Slatistical data treabnents
1) The gendarmerie centralizes accident reports at their headquarters in Niamey in order to produce statistics. A series of
statistical bulletins established for the year 1978, 79, 81, 85, 86 and 88 are available.

They include:
_ a distnbution of accidents in three categories of severity (faml, injury-producing, damage·{mly), and one of victims also
in three categories (famlities, serious injuries, light injuries);
- a distnbution of accidents according to:

• categay of road
• gendarmerie group (7 regions)
• gendarmerie brigade (the 20 brigades with highest accident numbers)
* time
• human or material causes
• monlh (with also number of fatalities and injuries)

- the list of the 20 most serious accidents in lhe year, in terms of number of famlities and injuries, with indication of brigade,
date, road category, and causes.

Results are difficult to interpret as the accidents included in the statistics are very heterogeneous: injury and damage
accidents on ruraI roads, injury and damage accidents involving a vehicle or a person from FAN in urban areas.

2) The police do not treat information as systematically and do oot produce statistics at the national level. Some attempts
have however been made at lhe local level. for instance in Niamey in 1988. Special investigations have been carried out
in the seven other regional capilals in order to get a total number of accidents in 1988, classified in four categories (damage
only, light, serious, and faml).

3) In !lie hospilals, data treatment has been performed for example in Nl3lIley, using the re<:ord of admissions over 8 years,
from 1974 to 1981 (TRASU, 1982); data artaiysis separated light injuries without hospitalization, serious injuries with at
least one day in hospital. and deaths on arrival or later on, resulting from the injuries sustained.

Following this exa1l1ple, additional data treabnent has been requested and carried out for 1988 in Niamey hospital and in
the seven other regional hospitals, in order to obtain a count of victims admitted in the emergeocy ward following a road
acciden~ victims are classified as light injuries, medium injuries, serious injuries, dead on arrival or during operation; the
number of victims hospitalized is also provided. Information is missing only from the missionary hospital in Kalmi in the
Soulh part of the CO\lllrry.

4) The Court for driving license withdrawal, under !lie Dim:tion of Land Transport (DTI), produces annual statistics from
the cases tried. The sample is struewrerl in relation to the way the Court worics. The drivers called to appear have at least
a B license (two-wheelers with an A license are mrely called), and a personal address; some drivers do present themselves
to the Court without being called (the provisional receipt for the driving license is valid for only three months).

The drivers without a license are excluded from the sample, as their case is directly examined by Justice, and cases of drivers
killed in an accident are archived. Most drivers appear in Court in order to get !lIeir license back. But drivers living abroad
do not Accidents in Niamey are tried more rnpidly due to proximity of the Court.

A file is archived after three or four monlhs. Statiostics take into accOllllt all files tried in Coon during the year (about 10
a week).

The resulting sample of accidents includes both damage and injury collisions, reported by gendanmerie or police. Apart
from the biases already mentionned, it can be considered as random, and covering a whole year with a delay of three to
four months.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 TOTAL

Month I
1 0 a 1 2 2 6 14 1 6 6 a a 48

Dec. 88 3 3 5 5 3 3 0 a 2 a 1 1 26
July 88

1 12 13 1 1 3 0 0 0 1 2 1 3 47
June 88
May 88 3 1a 8 1 1 a a 0 1 1 1 3 29
Apri 1 88 7 9 5 0 0 2 1 0 1 2 1 2 30
March 88 a a 0 0 1 0 15 15 551 9 4 1 0

TABLE 1: DISTRIBUTION OF ACCIDE!I<T CASES ACCORDING TO MONTH OF ACCIDENT (COLL"MN) AND MO!l<TH
OF TRIAL (LINE)

Slalistical bulletins are available for 1981 to 1985 and for 1987 and show the distnbutions of accidents, fatalities, and
injuries according to:

• region
• month
• time of the day (I.QO..7.00, 7.QO..13.00, 13.QO..19.00, 19.QO..I.OO) and type of road

(urban, sufaced road, modem din road, other din road)

• type of vehicle (motOlcycle, car, van, lorry, tractor, bus)
• Type of road and type of vehicle
• age range of drive~ (18-20, 20-25, 25-30, 30-40, 40-50, 50.60, 60-70)
• date of licensing (1 year before, 2 years..., over 10 y~) and COlUlay licensing (Niger or foreign counay)
• nationality of drive~ (Niger citizens, others)
• hwnan causes (6 categories) and physical causes (6 categories)

2.4 The accident situation in Niger in 1988: an estimate
2.4.1 Accidents
10 1988, gendarmerie recorded 850 accidents, including 204 fatal ones. 510 accidents producing non-fatal injuries and 136
damage-only collisions; the figures show a sharp increase (30 to 40%) in reference to 1987 (Source: gendarmerie slatlstics
for 1988).

For the same period, the police =rded 14% accidents in N'l3/lley, including 171 damage-on1y collisions, 45 fatal
accidents, 242 serious ones and 1038 light ones, figures also showing an increase of about 30% with reference to 1987 (1091
accidents including 43 fatal ones). 10 addition, 40 damage-on1y collisions, 211 light accidents, 95 serious and 22 fatal ones
were counted in the seven major cities.

GendanTl!rie Niamey Other major
cities

TOTAL

Fatal
accidents

A.ccidents
with injuries

Casua i ty
acc'identS

Damage-only

204 45 22 271

510 1280 306 2096

714 1325 328 2367

136 171 40 347

TABLE 2: THE ACCIDENT SITUATION IN 1988 IN NIGER
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The loral number of casualty accidenlS in Niger was thus 2367 in \988, including 27\ fatal accidenlS. The cily of Ninmey
accounlS by ilSelf for more than half the accidenlS (56%).

After a logarithmic aansformation, a linear relationship appears between the number of casualty accidenlS and the
population (1977 census) in the sample of the seven major cities (Fig.I).

C.lsua I ty
accldents

1000~~~~=~~~11~<e= "
~~~~~~~~~~_~~~~~§~.~I~.~.Z~in~d~e~r

100
~Tahoua.,.

10~~~~
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FIGURE 1 Number 0( C2SUalty accidents In relation 10 population In Ihe seven major cilles of Niger.

The urban accident situation as reponed by the police covers only the eight main urban areas in Niger that totalled 4\0,\63
inhabitants in 1977, or 62% of the total urban population (656,203).

2.4.2 Casualties
On the road network under the responsibility of gendarmerie. the 7\4 casualty accidents recorded generated 245 faralities,
753 serious injuries and \297 light injuries.

In Niamey, accident victims were counted from a sample of \064 casualty accidents recorded by the police; they totalled
33 fatalities, 255 serious injuries and 970 light injuries ( for 33 fatal accidents, 232 serious ones and 799 light ones).

Casualties
Type of ace. Fata 1ities Serious injuries Light Injuries Accidents

Fatal

Serious

Light

Casualty

33 0 0 33

0 255 1 6 232

0 0 952 799

33 255 968 1064

TABLE 3: MORTAUTY AND MORBIDITY ACCORDING TO TYPE OF ACCIDEi"'T IN NIAt'lEY.

The number of victims in urban areas in Niger is estimated by applying the mortality and morbidity rates calculated from
the Niamey sample to the actual numbers of accidents in each city; the fmal estimates are 45 fatalities, 266 serious injuries
and 1254 light injuries in Niamey, and 22 fatalities, 104 serious injuries and 258 light injuries in the other urban areas.

Casua Itfes GenGanr2rie Hl......y Othe..... jor
Clt1es

TOTAL

Fata llties

Serious injuries

Lignt injuries

TOTAL

245 . 45 22 312
, .

753 266 104- 1123
. ,

1297 1254 258 2809

.
2295 1565 384 4244 -<

TABLE 4: TRAFFIC ACCIDENT CASUALTIES IN NIGER IN 1988
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The fatality rate (34 per 100 casualty accidents) is very high on the ruraI road networlc (gendarmerie). This is due to some
catastrophical accidents involving public uanspon vehicles: in 1981 for example. 29 casualty accidents recorded by
gendarmerie made 27 fatalities and 371 injuries. or 22.3% of victims for 5% of accidents. The fatality rare is down to 4 per
100 accidents in urban areas.

Figures from hospitals surveys are used 10 complete the epidemiological ovetview. From the sample of injury accidents
collected in Niamey. the distribution of victims was estlblished, acccrding 10 the type of road-users involved and their age
group (Fig. 2 and 3). The figures sbow in pasticular the over-involvement of children (aged 0 10 6) in fatal and serious
accidents, as well as high involvement of the age group 20-50 as light injuries in mOlOlCycIe accidents.

•
676 644 1320

715 436 121 1

BOO 423 1223

921 814 1735

36 95 131

925 1B65 2790

Oead

Medium injuries

Serious injuries

Lignt injuries

Admltted in hospital

TABlE 5: CASUALTIES, VICTIMS ADMITTED IN HOSPITAL, AND DEATHS FROM ROAD ACCIDENTS, IN
RELATION TO NUMBER OF HOSPITAL BEDS IN NIAMEY

The lOla! number of light and medium injuries obtained from hospiral data (2531) is slightly lower than the figure recorded
by gendannerie and police (2809). Numbers of serious injuries are quire similar (1223 against 1123). The discrepancy of
178 injuries between the two data somces is redoced 10 47 when deaths occurring on the operating table or on arrival to
the hospila! are added, which confinns the validity of stltistics on road accidents in Niger.

When considering, in addition 10 faralities counted at the accident sire, lite deaths occuring at hospital, the rectified numbers
of victims in Niger in 1988 are 443 faralities. 992 serious injuries, and 2809 light injuries.

FIGURE 2: Number or rataUtles and serious injuries accordlng to age and category of road-user.> in Niamey
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FIGURE 3: Number or light Injuries according to age and category or road-users In Niamey
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2.5 TratrlC safety trends in Niger
It was possible to gather statistics from gendannerie for the period 1974-1988, with the exception of 1982, and to add some
indieatots of economical development GIP and kilometers of reads. AccidenlS recorded by gendarmerie ceased to be
ventilared by type after 1983: proportions of damage-Qnly, casualty and falai accidents had to be estimated from the
percentages calculated over the period 1979-81 (16%, 60% and 24%).

Frequency and severity of accidents reconIed by gendarmerie are partly related to the evolution of the COUDII)"S economic
activity, willt an upward lrend from 1974 to 1981, followed by a decrease conesponding to the uranium crisis and further
aggravared by a dry year in 1984, and again an upward lrend starting in 1988 (Fig. 4).

Underlying lite accident trend, there is also the growth of the road network, willt conslIUction of new roads and
improvement of old ones, which generntes more trnffic and also higher speeds, due to improved quality of road surfacing.

FIGURE 4: Evolulioo or annual number or fatal and non·fatal accidents and of GIP In Niger.
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3. TIlE INSTITunONAL FRAMEWORK FOR TRAFFIC SAFIITY ACTION

Analysis of the accident situation in Niger clearly indicates a need for quick action before the problem gelS too much Out
of hand. The Comprehensive Roas Safety Study will identify priority areas of inrervention, but implementation of the
system of coordinated measures proposed wiu be possible only if the instiwtional framework works efficiently.
In Niger, ttaffic safety action comes under several different ministries:
- The MinisII)' of Defense with regard to surveillance on rural road (operared by gendarmerie);
- The MinislI)' of Interior for surveillance and ttaffic conllOl on urban roads (operated by police), as well as emergency
rescue of accident victims (carried out by the fue-brigade);
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- the Ministry of Public Works and Habitat for the constrUction, equipment and improvement of road infrastrUcture;
- the Ministry of Public Health and the Ministry of Social Affairs and Women's Rights for emergency rescue of accident
victims and medical care;
- the Ministry of National Education for traffic education programmes in primary schools;
- the Ministry of Justice with regard to detennination of liabilities in accidents;
- the Ministry of Transport for driver and vehicle regulations.

Within the Ministry of Transport, it is the Directorate of Land Transport and Waterways (DTT-MF) which is directiy
concerned with matters related to traffic management and safety. The Service of Traffic and Road Safety, one of the four
Services of the Directorate, deals with preparation of traffic laws, organisation of licensing exams, vehicle registration, and
organisation of safety campaigns. Several specialized bodies also come under the supervision of DTT-MF:
- The National Council of Road Transport Users (CNUI');
- the Training Centre for Road Transport Techniques (CFITR);
- the National Company of Transport of Niger (SNTN);
- the Common Organization Benin-Niger.

Anoiher institution related to traffic and traffic safety is the Technical Commission for Driving License Withdrawal, which
includes only ten members (most of them also belonging to the National Road Safety Committee); they analyse each injury
producing accident on the basis of the investigation report, and propose penalties for drivers involved to the Minister in
charge of Transport.

The multi-disciplinary aspects of road safety action and the need for several institutions to work together has led the
Government to create a National Committee for Road Safety, as well as regional sub-rommittees.

The National Committee includes 19 members who represent the administrative bodies or services in charge of traffic
safety problems and prevention. It is legally responsible for:

- studying traffic accident causes in order to help defme adequate regulations and proposing countenneasures aimed at
reducing accident number and severity;
- analysing why some road-users do not comply with existing traffic regulations and proposing steps towards better
enforcement of these regulations;
- infonning the public and making road-users aware of safety problems, in particular by preparing regular infonnation
campaigns.

Immediately after it was set up in 1981, the National Road Safety Committee became active, contrary to the Prevention
Routiere Association of Niger which had been created in 1977. The most significant achievements have been so far
production of a Slatistical Report on Traffic Accidents for 1985, an inventoryof possible actions to reduce accident number
and severity, defmition of a public information programme, and participation in the Road Safety Week organized by the
Red Cross of Niger.

However, the National Committee now needs a second breath. In order to improve its efficiency and enable it to follow
up the comprehensive Traffic Safety Study, some measure of reorganization is necessary. It has been suggested:

- to nominate Committee members officially, in order to ensure some continuity in road safety activities;
- to widen the scope of the Committee by including new members representing in particular the Ministries of Education
and of Universities. the Association of Women of Niger, and the emergency services ("Protection Civile"), that so far did
not take part in coordination;
- to create a technical body for traffic safety that will prepare action proposals for the National Comminee;
- to allocate a budget to the Committee for current activities.

Such institutional improvements should make it poSSIble for Niger to develop appropriate strategies for traffic accident
prevention.
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Year Accidents Casualties
Fatal Injury Damage Total F'ata 1ities S. I. L.I.

1974 95 202 55 354 169 472 333
1975 79 234 43 356 132 442 564
1976 66 250 62 378 102 445 508
1977 98 290 78 466 1<18 551 774
1978 132 296 82 510 172 458 838
1979 III 340 84 535 170 461 828
1980 169 411 109 689 219 615 1176
1981 184 408 119 711 238 676 1049
1982
1983 162 406 108 676 240 621 1103
1984 153 385 103 641 218 558 992
1985 165 415 III 691 196 534 956
1986 154 386 103 643 158 682 919
1987 163 410 109 682 182 5<18 1064
1988 203 510 137 850 245 753 1297

Indicators
GIP Surfaced roads Dirt roads Rough dirt roads

Year

1974 126.0
1975 180.4 1530 2525 2897
1976 237.9
1977 268.8 1765 2791 3031
1978 359.2
1979 443.2 2024 2847 2784
1980 536.2
1981 536.2 2768 3436 2343
1982 601.4
1983 687.1 2904 3289 2395
1984 626.4
1985 682.3 3199 4072 2356
1986 734.6
1987 786.0
1988 841.0
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2.1 3 'rHE EGypnAN EXPERIMENT OF THE ROAD SAFETY SYSTEM
M A. Gaber, General, Chainnan, Egyptian Road Safety Committee, Egypt
W. Y. Boutros, Brigadier, Manager, Central Traffic Department, Egypt
E. A. Sharaf, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering, Cairo University, Egypt.

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a brief desaiplion of the Egyptian experience in the area of road safety systems. Though several studies
were tried out in the 1960's in this area, the actual start of a practical and integrated approach lOOk place in the early 1980's
when the Egyptian Academy for Scientific Research and Technology (ASR1) and the Transport and Road Research
LaboIll/Ory (TRRL) merged their efforts in this area into one study aiming at the development of a road safety system for
Egypt

The purpose of this paper is to describe the various phases of this study which can be summarized in the following four
phases:
- Phase I: From an accident report sheet to an accident report booklet
• Phase II: Development of three additional accident booklets
• Phase Ill: System implementation
- Phase IV: The future

The main charncteristics of each of the above phases are presented along with rellSOns thaI made the study = move from
a phase to the next It is not, however, the intention of this paper to present specific results, but rather to share the experience
of an African country with other fellow countries.

It is believed that the experience gained through the various phases of this study, as presented in this paper, will be of
significant assistance to other African countries.

1. INTRODUcnON

Hislllrically, the accident problem started with the invention of the automobile. In spite of the radical improvements in the
vehicle and roadway technology, the accident problem continued and became even more severe. This serious problem was,
however, recognized and scientifically dealt with by the developed countries during the last two decades. This has resulted
in the decrease of accident rates in those countries.

In developing countries, road accidents represent one of the most serious problems in terms of both the direct economic
losses and the shocking social impacts. One factor that makes the reduction of road accidents an urgent need is the tol3l
dependency on road II3IlSpOrt, particularly in developing countries. In Egypt, for example, more than 80% of the total
freight transport is made using the road networl<. This share is expected to be even higher in the near future. Also, similar
shares exist for passenger transport.

The severity of the accident problem in Egypt was recognized by the academic society in Egypt during the l%O's. Several
efforts were made to identify the problem and to suggest alternatives to reduce its severity. This, however, was kept in the
domain of pure academic research and never crossed thaI level to the practical and implementation side.

In the early 1980's, it was decided to start a national study entitled "Analysis of Traffic Accidents on Rural and Urban
Roads".

This study was a result of a request from the Ministry of Interior to the Egyptian Academy for Scientific Research and
Technology (ASR1). The ASRT formulated the objectives of the study to achieve the following:
1 • Establish the proper means to record and oblain reliable data and inforntation on traffic accidents.
2 - Identify the main causes of traffic accidents and suggest measures to reduce the number and consequences of traffic

accidents.
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3 • Develop the models to estimate the direct and indirect costs resulting from aaffic accidents.
4 - Highlight the effect of aaffic accidents on tile National Economy.
5 - Identify legislative and administrative. actions required to reduce aaffic accidents.

The scope of the study includes the six main rural roads and three urban areas. The selection of those urban a= was
carefully made to represent different social and aaffic intensity patterns.

At that time, a cooperative program started between the Central Traffic Department (CID), Egypt, and tile Transport and
Road Resean:h Laboratory (fRRL), United Kingdom. The main objectives of this pmgram are:
I - The development of an accident report bookIet for use by police in Egypt
2 - The development and evaluation of a microcompUler-based accident analysis system for use with tile report booklet
3 - The identification of black spo<s and leSting the effectiveness of some low cost remedial measures.

The obvious agreement in the general objectives of the above two efforts made it more efficient to merge them into one
study under the supervision of the Egyptian ASRT.

The purpose of this paper is to present the different phases of this study wl1ich can be swnmarized in the following four
phases:
I • Pl1ase I: From an accident report sheet to an accident report booklet
2 - Pl1ase II: Development of three additional accident booklets
3 • Pl1ase UI: System implementation.
4 • Pl1ase IV: The future.

The computerization of the new accident analysis system received conside:1lble attention from the study team. It was cl=ly
understood that it is nO! the presence of Ille data that makes the study successful one, but ratI1er it is the presence of a
systematic approach to record, save. retrieve, analyze and generate reports. It was felt that without the use of computers,
this objective could not be achieved.

The level of compuler use. bOlh hardware and software, has gone Ihrough several changes to satisfy the needs for various
phases of the study. Actually, in many cases, it was the availabilityllimitations of computers that directed the progress of
the different the phases of the study.

In this paper, the development of computer use will be highlighted parallel to the development of other activities of the
various phases of the study.

It might be werth mentioning here, however, that it is not the intention of this paper to present specific results, although
some results are shown. The main purpose of this paper is to share with Olher African countries the Egyptian experience
in the development of an accident analysis system.

2. PHASE I: FROM AN ACCIDENT REPORT SHEET TO AN ACCIDENT REPORT BOOKLET

It is generally agreed that the pwpose of any accident analysis system is to fmd the poss>ble causes of accidents related to
vehicles, roadways, drivers and pedestrians. and to plan measures to proleCt the motoring public by reducing the frequency
and severity of accidents. These and Olher related objectives are not expected to be achieved or partially achieved without
a proper accident reporting SYSlern. Accurate accident repons and records are the foundation for analysis and
prevention of traffic failures. They serve, not only in guiding engineering measures, bUt also in shaping aaffic law
enforcement and aaffic education policies and procedures as well as in legislation and administration of motor vehicle law.

With tl1at in mind. the review of the existing reporting system in Egypt at the beginning of the stlJdy revealed tllat the amount
and quality of collected data is far from enough to establish a successful accident analysis program. The accident reporting
system at tllat time depended on a sheet (called fonn 100) containing minimum guidance for the reporting officer. This,
coupled with the fact that there were no efforts, at that time, for a systematic use of the collected data, even with its poor
quality, made it imperative to fmd ways to improve the existing police accident reporting.

The choice of the final accident reporting booklet was nOt a single shot process. In fact, it took the study team considerable
effons and time to reach the final form. The process of selection of the fmal booklet went through three successive steps.
each leading to the following one. FII'Sl, four pilOt booklets were reviewed and tested under classroom environment This
led to the design of two revised booklets which were then tried OUt in a short field SUJdy. The results of this later step
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highlighted the successful features of each of the two booklets. This, in turn, led to combining those successful features
into a single design of a booklet which was then tested in both classroom and field environments. The result' of these tests
led to some fmal improvements followed by extensive field testing and the development of the fmal :lCCident report booklet
used by the Egyptian police. More detailed discussions about the above steps are presented in the following paragraphs:

The four pilot booklets considered for review in the first step were designed: two in Egypt and two at the TRRL, UK. These
four booklets are:
1 - a booklet designed by the Egyptian Academy for Scientific Research and Techoology (ASRn.
2 - a booklet designed by the National Institute for Criminal Research (NICR) of Egypt
3 - a booklet designed by the 1RRL which only includes written questions and will be referred to as the TRRL written

booklet
4 - a booklet designed by the TRRL which includes symbols and will be referred to as the 1RRL symbolic booklet.

The four booklets were similar in general content but different in design. For instllllce, the ASRT booklet was the most
comprehensive one and the most complicated too, since it consisted of 7 pages with several sophisticated questions which
require a special level of experience to be answered correctly. The two TRRL booklets are identical in contents but the first
(the 1RRL written booklet) used only text while the second (the TRRL symbolic booklet) used only diagrams and symbols
to represent the road accident information to be reported.

The four booklets were subjected to classroom testing procedures. Thirty policemen were carefully trained in completing
the information required by the four booklets. They were then asked to complete the information based on hypothetical
data on three accidents. Although the total rime consumed in filling each of the four booklet was recorded, it was
emphasized to the participants that the accum;y in reporting the required information is by far more impoltll/lt than the
speed of the tilling process. They were also instructed to indicate which of the four booklets they prefer the most on the
basis of how they found the booklets offering their preferred mode of filling the required infonnation; written or using
symbols.

To evaluate the results of this testing procedure, four types of errors were detected:
1 - reporting the right infonnation in a wrong place.
2 - reporting wrong information in the right place.
3 - reporting a wrong answer in a '-"TOng place.
4 - skipping a required piece of information.

The results showed that the least numter of etrorS was in the NIRC booklet This may be referred to the fact that this
particular booklet is similar to the sheet used at that rime in reporting accident infonnation. Also, it was generally noticed
that errors in the ''text" booklet are less than those in the "symbolic" booklet, except in filling the information related to
vehicle type and intersection type and control.

Regarding the participants views on their preference with respect to the four booklets, the results showed that the majority
prefer the "text" booklet over the "symbolic" one because they found the "text" questions easier in underst:lllding and
reporting.

The second step started with the presentation of two revised booklets. The design of these two booklets was based on the
following considerations:

1 • to have identical questions in the two booklets with the difference being in the form of presentation of the questions.
One booklet is mainly based on symbols and the other on words.

2 - to make use of the results of the first step and use a symbolic presenration of questions that were found to be easier in
underst:lllding and reporting using this type of presentation.

3 - to have the design taking into account the association with a microcomputer system and its application in accident
reduction and prevention programs.

A group of policemen were carefully trained in reporting accidents using the two booIdets. They were then asked to use
the booklets in reporting acttJal accident data from severnl rural and urban locations. The policemen were divided into two
groups with each group using one booklet for two months, then they were asked to exchange the use of booklets for another
two months.

The results of this experiment showed that more errors occurred when using the "symbolic" booklet (163% errors) chan
when using the ''text" booklet (7.8% errors). Also, it was found that about 75% of the participants preferred the written
questions to the symbolic ones.
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On the third and final step of this phase, a single design of booklet was prepared taking into occount the results of the field
trials of the twO revised bookle" as described above. For insWlCe, the symbolic presenmtion of questions about vehicle
type and intersection type and control was used because it was found to be more effective in occident reporting than the
written presentation, In addition, the symbolic presentation was also used in indicating the accident location. This deSign
was tested and minor improvements were introduced which resulted in the Egyptian accident reporting booklet.

Generally, the fmal Egyptian booklet had space for two drivers and their vehicles, six injured passengers, Ihree pedestrians
and the accident site, in addition to space for information about date, time and the prevailing environment.

Due to the radical change in dala coUection from the accident reporting sheet to the accident reporting booklet, it was natural
to expect a significant increase in the amount and types of coUected infonnation. At this point of time, the type of the
computer and associated software had to be determined. Since the study is ex~rimenla1 in nawre and only covers a small
portion rJ: the entire roads and streets network, it was decided to use a microcomputer. This decision was reinforced by the
decision of the Overseas Unit of TRRL to offer the study team a microcomputer as a gift along with a micrOCDmpUler
accident analysis package,

The package was found to be sufficient for the study level, at that time. TIle main outputs of this package are:
a • srandanl tables which give a general overview of the accident problem in the sOJdy area or one of its regions.
b . graphical analysis which enables those locations in the study area with high accident rates to be identified.
c • stick diagram analysis which assists the investigator in uncovering common factors in groups of accidents.

To effectively use the package, an extensive training program was developed and applied through the cooperation between
the stUdy team and the TRRL expertS. The training program included two runs of hands-on training sessions on coding,
entering and generating reports from the data coUected using the accident reporting booklet.

The package was used to save, retrieve and generate the rnjuired reports since then,

3. PHASE n : DEVELOPMENf OF THREE ADDmONAL ACCIDE.'IT BOOKLETS

Although the use of the Egyptian accident reporting booldet proved to be sufficient in terms of identifying black spa" and
in providing the necessary information On accident distributions regarding location. serverity, collision ty~, time
(monthly, daily, and hourly), etc., the study team felt that one of the major objectives originally set by the ASRT was not
yet achieved. This objective is the determination of the social and economic consequences of traffic accidents,

As a result, it was decided to design three additional booklets to be used over and above the accident reporting booklet to
provide the SOJdy team with enough infonnation to assess the consequences of traffic accidents. The Ihree additional
booklets are:

Engineering booklet: to provide technical information on vehicles involved in an accident, such as braking SYStem, tires,
lights, steering devices, make and production year, etc., in addition to the detailed damages resulting from an accident and
the most probable vehicle related cause of the accident

MediC31 booklec to provide infonnation on accident victims regarding the type and severity, position in vehicle (i.e., front
or rear seats), position of injury in the victim's body, in addition to infonnation on hospilals that received the injured persons
and the~ of Slay in these hospilals.

Economic booklet: in which the infonnation gathered from the accident reporting, technical and medical booklets is
processed to determine the social and economic consequences of accidents. Generally, this infonnation is used to calculate
four cost items:

(i) cost of human injuries and fatalities;
(ii) cost of vehicle damages;

(iii) cost of pro~rty damages at the accident location; and
(iv) cost of traffk delay due to the accident.

At this point the TRRL expertS showed their concerns about the effectiveness of these new booklets particularly with the
expected additional effon required to fill these forms. The Egyptian study team, however, felt that collection of such
additional infonnation will undoubtedly benefit the study in the long run in tenns of getting more detailed information and
in estlblishing a team of trained personnel.
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To ensure a minimum level of reliability of the collected data, extensive training programs lOOk place. The training
programs included two main partS. The fust was to train the personnel involved in data collection of a particular booklet
on general aspects related to the infonmation required by the bookleL For example, for the engineering bookleL special
training programs on vehicle mechanics, accident progression and causes were implemented. Similarly, training programs
on how to follow up casualty cases, whether in accident location or in the hospital, were set up and implemented. The second
part, however, was on how to fill the booklet itself.

The booklets were designed taking into account the use of a computer to enter and analyze the collected infonnation. It
was very important to provide enough keys in these forms SO that information from different booklets for the same accident
can be easily linked together.

At that time, it was felt that any additional duties on the em perso1ll1el will disturb the study. This is in addition to the
fact that the capabilities of the microcomputer availilble at the ern at that time were way below the expeeted size of the
data and its analysis requirements. Therefore, it was decided to conaact the duties of data input and analysis of the new
booklets 10 the Military Information Center (MIC). The mainframe of the MIC was used to accomplish these tasks since
then.

4. PHASE ill : SYSTEM IMPLEMENTAnON

The use of the four booklets in collecting accident data marked the acwal SlllIt of applying an integrated approach to solve
the accident problem. There are two general aspects that characterize this phase:
a - The trained personnel.
b - System outputs which identify to a great exlent the dimensions of the accident problem in EgypL

Concenning the trained personnel, there are about 900 trained persons from different specialities who participated and are
still participating in !his study. They are all cooperating in:
• collection of data using the four booklets.
• ccxling and entering data to the microcomputer based syslem in the em as well as in the Military Infonmation Center
mainframe computer.
• Analysis of accident data to identify locations with high accident rates (black spors), highlight the most probable causes
and quantify the consequences of such accidents.
· investigation of black spot locations and suggesting the necessary low cost remedial measures.
- Supervising the execution of the recommended and approved remedial measures.
• Conducting comparative studies (before and afler) to evaluate the effectiveness of the suggested accident reduction
measures.
• continuing data collection and monilOring the appearance of new black spots.

On the other hand, the system outputs have helped the study team to beaer understand the dimensions of the accident
problem in Egypl The system outputs can be classified into four groups:
1 . Accident repcrting booklet (police booklet) outputs. They are generally produced in three forms:

• - standard tables which give a general overview of the accident problem in the study area or one of its regions.
b . graphical analysis which enables those locations in the study area with high accident rates to be identified.
c • stick diagram analysis which assists the investigator in uncovering common factors in groups of accidents.

2 . Medical booklet outputs. These OUtpUts include all health related information for any group of accidents or for one of
the study area regions or for the study areas as a whole.

3 . Engineering booklet outputs which present the teChnical information of the involved vehivles for any group of accidents
or for one of the study area regions or for the study areas as a whole.

4 - Economic booklet outputs which are, in fact, a result of utilizing information from the other three booklets which are
processed to quantify the economic cOCtsequences of any group of accidents or for one of the study area regions for
the study area as a whole.

The four booklets, as generally descnbed above, were to derive the general characteristics of the accident problem in EgypL
The foUowing are some of the major features of the accident problem in Egypt
I - about 90% of accidents on rural roads involve human c.asualties with about 22% fatalities and 68% injuries. On the other

hand. only 35% of the total accidents on urban street involve human c.asualties.
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2 - number of accidents on rural roads during me summer season is noticeably higher than mat during me winter season.
This trend is, however, reversed on urban Streets.

3 - pedestrian accidents and oose-lO-tail accidents represent me most common types on rural roads (27% and 22% lOUll
rural accicdents, respectively). On urban streets, it was found lhat me side and nose· to-tail accidents are me mOSt
common types (42% and 33% of total urban accidents, respectively).

4. me age group wim highest accident rates is from 21 to 40 years old (about 60% of me total number of accident victims)
5 - Head, face, neck and abdomen were found to be the most affected positions in heavily injured passengers (drivers and

front seat passengers).
6 - It was found that about 42% of the total accidents involved relatively new vehicles (production year 1980 or later).
7. Generally, it was fOUl)d lhat more than 80% of me total accident victims have some sort of education. The distribution

of those victims is as follows:
45% know how to read and write.
11% primary school
4% junior high school
5.5% high school
5.7% college education
0.5% graduate studies (Diploma, Masters or doctoral)

8 - The total loss resulting from traffic accidents in me sOldy area alone is estimated 10 be about L. E. 60,000,000 or about
L. E. 8,500 per accident Fifty percent of this total loss is due to human injuries and fatalities, 40% due to vehicles
damages, 7% due to traffic delay, and 3% due to property damage.

At this point the sOldy team felt mat the study had reached a level where activities were systematically executed and the
general objectives of the study satisfactorily achieved. It was necessary, merefore, to share me experience and results wim
the top decision maker levels, particularly those who are directly affected by me accident problem. The sOldy team called
for a meeting which was held in July, 1988. The audience of mis meeting included the Ministers of Interior, Transport,
Economy, Health and Scientific Research as well as Cairo and Giza Governors, in addition to several key persons in the
areas of scientific re=h, police and insurnnce.

The main objectives of this meeting were set to be as follows:
I . to inform the audience about the sOldy phases and the general approach of data collection and analysis.
2 • to give the audience a full picOJre of the consequences of the accident problem in Egypt
3 • to get the necessary feedback to further improve the current study.
4 - to get the audience's support on expanding the scope of the study from a pilot to a national one including all rural and

urban roads of Egypt

The results of this meeting were beyond the expectations of the sOldy team. The key recommendations made by me top
decision makers were:
I • There is an urgent need to establish a National Road Safety Council (NRSC) 10 take me full responsibility for providing

a safer road transport system.
2 - It is equally important to establish a center for traffic accident analysis which operates under the NRSC and be

respol1Slble for the technical and research aspecrs.
3 - Since the accident problem in Egypt has reached a stage where its negative impact on the national economy cannot be

ignored, it is very important 10 stan a national program to educate the public and inform them about the seriousness
of the problem.

5. PHASE IV : THE FUI'URE

The recommendations of me meeting were seriously taken by the administration of me ASRT. The ASRT decided to direct
efforts towards establishing a "body" capable of performing all duties necessary to have a successful accident analysis
progrnm. In fact, several positive action were taken to achieve this goal.

Several meetings were held between the head of the ASRT and the leaders of the study team to put the general framework
of the proposed "body".

The general features of this ''body'' are:
I • This ''body'' should act as a research center in addition to performing the duties of accident data collection, analysis

and reporting. This is to be performed on the national rural and urban road network.
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2 - The organization of this "body" should include representatives from minisnies and authorities directly affected by the
problem. in addition to experts from different specialities such as engineering. police, social. economics, medical and
computers.

3 - This "body" should be capable of perfonning training programs to ensure the continuity of the activities.
4 - This "body" should be financed through different user groups and organizations benefiting from ac:::ident reduction,

with minimal dependence on the government

It is strongly believed that the establishment of this "body" will have several positive impacts including the following:
1 - This "body" will be the first of ilS kind, at least in the Middle East area.
2 - The documents and reports produced by this "body" will undoubledly be of direct use by the legislative authorities.
3 • This "body" will be the ceOler for most of academic research activities in the area of accidents and rood safety.
4 • The "body" can act as a focal point for other international organizations concerned with the accident problem.

The team of the current study has lately taken several actions to adopt in the near future changes due to establishing the
proposed "body". For example, it was decided to develop a new computer program that combines the current efforts of the
CTD and the Military lnfonnation Center in entering data. This program is intended to be a bilingual one (Ar.lbic and
English) to speed up data input a;:tivities. In addition, the program will be developed taking into account the future
expansion of the system as well as connecting the system to olher relevant data bases such as traffic counting and road
inventory data bases.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Fmally, it should be repeated here that the intention of this paper is nO( by any means to present specific results but to present
and share the experience of an African counay in the subject of traffic accident analysis systems, hoping that other African
counlries can benefit from this experience. The sWdy team slrOngly wish that, in the near future, the African counnies can
come to a unified approach for accident analysis.

It is believed that the fust step towanls this goal is to exchange ideas about the existing accident reporting systems and make
necessary modifications to end up with a unified reporting system for African countries. This can be followed by developing
a data bank for African accidenlS.

A periodic African accident fa;:ts publication will certainly help in:
a - exchanging inf<Xmation on the dimensions of the accident problem in various African countries;
b - exchanging ideas about the proper means fer accident reduction; and
c • stimulating the research and development activities aiming at solving accident problems in African countries.

Fmally, the writers of this paper hope that we could all join hands in our various efforts for the welfare of our nations.
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2.14 ORGANIZATION AND STATUS OF ROAD SAFETY WORK IN NIGERIA
J. O. Asalor, Mechanical Engineering Department, University of Benin, Nigeria.

1. INTRODUcnON

Nigeria withnessed a rapid growth of boI1J road netwodc and automobile ownership in the last three decades. Between 1951
and 1969, the length of roads with biwminous surface increased nine fold while the widths increased from predominantly
single lane to two IailesJl/ The above trend has continued since then and today the country is well connected by an
extensive network of roads which includes some dual carriageways. There has also been an equally phenomenal increase
in the number of vehicles ope:aling in Nigeria Figure 1 shows the annual rates of increase of vehicle population in a number
of coumries within this period. It shows that at 19%, Nigeria has one of the highest rates of growth. Table 1shows the growth
of vehicle numbers between 1954 and 1981. While the number of vehicles is smaII in relation to the population, the rate
of increase is high with serious implications for facilities for driver training, traffic control and vehicle maintenance. The
same table shows that road traffic accidents per 10,000 vehicles remained substantially high through out the period. The
number of deaths and injuries per 1000 vehicles however dropped from above 100 to about 50. The lOla! number of falalities
or injured increased between 1960 and 1978 and began to drop gradually between 1980 and 1983. Figure 2 (a) and (b) shows
the trends and further reveal a high accident rate for 1987.

The response to the high accident rates C3ITle from different sectors of the country. Firs~ a number of transpon compani
es or companies with large fleet of vehicles introduced stringent driver training and testing procedures as well as vehicle
maintenance P'llCtice as a way of improving the safely of company fleet of vehicles.

A rypical example is Shell Petroleum Development Company Nigeria Limited which has run such a programme since the
I960sJ5/ In 1972, the Nigerian anny introduced the Army safely Campaign which runs annually for one week. First it
was directed at anny drivers with emphasis on careful driving, general driver training and vehicles maintenance. The
programme achieved good results in the army/6/ and since 1974, it has been expanded to focus on the general public as
an awareness programme.

The FederaI Government declared 1974 a National Road Safety Year and in the same year, a Road Safety Advisory
Commission was established with a base in the Federal Ministry of Works and HousingJ7/ It can be seen from the statistics
in table I, there was no signifICant reduction in accidents in 1974 and 1975, suggesting that both steps did not improve the
road safety sillJalion in the country.

By edict No. 18 of 1977: the Oyo State Government established the Oyo Road Safety Corps. Its main assignments are:
(a) prevent/minimise road accidents
(b) Illke prompt care of victims of motor accidents
(c) educate drivers and prospective drivers in the proper use of the highways
(d) conduct research into causes of motor traffic accidents and methods of their prevention.

The Oyo Road Safety Corps had power amongst others to:
(a) anest any person suspected of committing or having committed an offence under the edict
(b) detain for a reasonable length of time, any defective vehicle until such a defect is rectified and the driver of such a vehicle
has complied with any reasonable instruction.
(c) to seize when necessary the driving licence of any person suspected to have committed an offence under the edict
before a coutt of law.

The Oyo Road Safety Corps operated in Federal, State and Local government roads in Oyo Slate with emphasis on the ftrst
two. It is generally accepted as the most active road safety effort in the country up till now. An evalulaion of the effectiveness
of the Corps showed that it significantly reduced the number of persons with slight injuries between 1978 and 1981. It did
not make a significant impart on the numher of fatalities or serious injuriesJ8/ The Oyo Slate Road Safely Corps died
naturally when the Federal Government banned it from operating on Federal Roads in thal Slate.
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After the Oyo Road Corps, the National Road Safety Commission was fomed with bases at the Federal Ministry of Works
and Housing and Scare Ministries of Works and Transport. At the Federal level, the commission was chaired by the ~linister

of Works and Housing while at the Stall:> level the Commissioner of Works and Transport is chairman. The Commission
works with two important committees namely Research Committee and Implemenlation Committee.

While the National Road Safety CommissIon was successful in gelling many people in the Slates as weU as the Federal
level to become more aware of the road safety problem, it experienced difficulty in funding research and much greater
difficulty in implementing research results.

One of the recommendations contained in the communique of the First International Conference on Road Traffic Accidents
in Developing Countries in 1986 was that ''The present National Road Safety Commission should be made an executive
commission that is capable of vigorously prosecuting a dynamic national Road Safety programme".

CURRENT STATUS OF ORGANISATION FOR SAH.'Y WORK:
The bodies and agencies that are or should be directly involved in safety work in Nigerian can be classified into tenJlO/
These are:

1. Federal Road Safety Commission
2. Nigerian Police
3. Ministries of Work and Transport
4. Nigerian Instinlte of Transpon Technclogy
5. Hospitals
6. Vehicle Inswance Companies
7. Standards Organisation of Nigeria
8. Vehicle and Spare pan manufactures.
9. Instillltions of Higher Learning and Research Instilllte

10. Inrerest groups

We shall now outline what each group is doing or is supposed to do to improve road safety in Nigeria.

Federal Road Safety Commission:
The Federal Road Safety Commission was established by de=e No. 45 of 1988 (9). It is fashioned after the Oyo Road
Safety Corps with Prof. Wole Soyinka who was Chainnan of the Oyo Road Safety as its first Chairman. It also has an
executive direclOr. The Commission is charged amongst others with the responsibility for:
(a) policy malcing
(b) the organisation
(c) the administration
of the Federal Road Safety Corps - the work force established by the same decree. Also the commission is empowered to
establish, investigate and certificate driving schools as well as provide training and in road traffic regulations to potential
drivers.

The functions of the Corps includes:
(a) malcing the highways safe for motorists and other road users
(b) recommending works and devices ... to minimise accidents on the highways and advising the Federal Ministry of Works
and Housing on the localities where such works and devices are required.
(c) educating motorists and members of the public on the imponance of discipline on the highway.
(d) clearing obstructions on any pan of the highways
(e) giving prompt attention and care to victims of accidents
(I) conducting researches into causes of motor accidents and methods of preventing them and putting inlO use the results
of research
(g) determining and enforcing speed limits for all categories of roads
(b) cooperating with bodies or agencies or groups engaged in road safety activities or in the prevention of accidents on the
highways

Like the Oyo Road Safety Corps, the Federal Road Safety Corp members have powers to enforce a comprehensive C1lflge
of traffic laws and regulations. They are restricted 10 open1te only on Federal Roads.

The Federal Road Safety Commission has been active since its inauguration on 18th February, 1988 and it has the following
accomplishments to its credit
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(1) introdoction of a maxinnll1 l00km/hr speed limit on all Federal Highways.
(TI) identificatioll of black spots on highways using reflecting warning signsJlOl

(Ill) reducing overloading and reckless driving by drivers of luxury cooches
(IV) mounting nationwide publicity campaigns against reckless driving especially during national public holidays.
(V) maIdng defmite effons to reach the drivers of luxury buses as well as other commen:ial drivers.

It has revised the Highway Code, a task that was started by the defunct National Road Safety Commission. It would have
launched the new driving licence but for technical hitches which it is hoped will be soned Ou( soon. It is perhaps necessary
to comment on the impact of restricting the operations of Federal Road Safety Commission to Federal Highways. In every
State in Nigeria, there are Federal, Slale and LocaI government roads. Studies have shown that accidents on some of the
most haulrdous Federal roads in the country may account for less than 15% of the accidents in a such a State./l11 Also,
a significant proportion of accidents occur in urban cenlreS 112/ where the proportion of Federal highways is low. It would
seem necessary that States and LocaI governments should evolve bodies to perform similar tasks on their roads,

Nigerian Police
The Nigerian Police has the responSIbility amongst others for.
(a) reccrning road traffic accidents especially those involving death or personal injury.
(b) check vehicle particulars including driving licence
(c) control Eraff"IC (traffic wardens)
(d) prosecute offenders before a court of law
(e) keep custody of accidented vehicles until the condition(s) for their relase have been met

The Nigeria Police operates on all roads and in all the 450 local government areas in the country. Most of the data used
for road safety campaigns are derived from police sources. However, with increasing need for gneater infonnation about
road accidents, the information lraditionally recorded by the Police is found to be too scanty, seel13/. Some of the problems
respol1Slble for this have been identified as being due to too frequent transfers and changes in officers' assignments./14/
There is little doubt that the presence of traffIC wardens at road junctions in a toWTl greatly helps in reducing traffic hold
ups and possibly accidents. There is little independent published evaluation of the effectiveness of the work of the police
known to the author.

Ministries of work and transport:
The Federal Ministry of Works and Housing (FMWH), State Ministries of Works and Transport (SMWT) and local
government works departments are responsible for:
(a) road design, conSJruCtion, control and maintenance
(b) installation of appropriate safety devices, road markings on roads
(c) control of drivers in their respective domains
(d) control of mechanics in their respective domains.

It is generally accepted that there has been much improvement in the quality of roads in Nigeria over the last 20 ye:us. While
the various ministries are to be commended for this development, it is observed that even dual carriage ways have too many
level =ings, resulting in high acddent rnresj151

Similarly, many roads are without markings even at junctions so that motorists are often at a loss on where to stop. Road
maintenance is still a major problem }16/ which is~ cornmon to many developing nationsJ/17,18,191

The M1rtister of Transport and Aviation set up a committee in 1986 10 evolve a National Transport Policy. One of the sub
themes considered is Transport Safety and Management Soon after the Committee completed its assignment, the ministry
was split into two - The Minislry of Transport and The Ministry of Aviation. A government decision on the committee's
work is expected to bear on road safety.

Nigerian Institute of Transport Technology
The Nigerian lostitute of Transport Technology was established by decree :-<0. 6 of 1986. It has wide ranging responsibi
lities covering all roads of transportation. Its furICtions that are most revelant to this paper are:
(a) to provide approved and adequare training in the design, installation, maintenance, operation and modernisation of
technical equipment relevant to all form of transportation sectors.
(b) to provide facilities for the training of persons in the installation, operation and maintenance of technical equipment
and in the formulation and administration of rules, procedures and practices calculated to increase the margin of operational
safety of transport services.
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(c) to provide equipment and facilities for the encouragement, promotion and conduct of research in all fields of
transpOrtJltion, ensure the periodic evaluation of transport plans and programmes and the formulation of s""h policies on
transpOrtJltion as may from time to time te authorised by the Minister.

In line with its mandate and within the consoaints imposed by its temporazy location, the Nigerian Institute of Transport
Technology (NITT) has run a number of courses, workshops and seminars for some 300 participants./201 These cover such
areas as maintenance management in transpon industry, mass transportation planning and management, and maintenance
of transpOrt f3Cilities. While some of the courses cover road and vehicle rrulintenanee, which have direct bearing on road
safety, the depth of covernge could te advasely affected by attempting to cover equipment relatirtg to airport, railway, road,
Water and pipeline modes of transportation in 100 short a time span. There is much work to be done in the country in the
area of vehicle maintenance with specific reference to road safetyJf21;22;231

Hospitals:
The aaditional roles of hospilals is to provide emergency medical services \0 victims of road accidents and TO document
cases brought inlO the accident ward of the hospitaL Hospital records have proved useful source of awareness materials
particularly in identifying road 3Ccidems as teing a more frequent cause of deaIh in the country than any single disease.
(241 Hospital figures are yet TO be collected nationwide and used as a second source to the police records.

Vehicle Insurance Companies
By virtue of their functions, insurance companies possess data on road lraffic accidents involving insured victims. One
would expect insurance companies to provide 3CCident dara that could help for example to assess the cost of repain; in the
industry. Also one would expect insurance companies to ensure that only competent drivers operate vehicles that they
insure.

In Nigeria, insurance companies normally do not act as source of accident dara nor insist on driver competence. They are
however acting within the limits of the insurance edict The consequence is an extremely high accident rnte per 10.000
vehicles insured, which not only harms the country but the insurano: companies themselves.

Standards Organisation or Nigeria
The Standards Organisation of Nigeria (SON) has the overall responsibility of specifying the minimum reelmical standards
for automobiles and automobile partS and other devices relating to road safety. To date, SON has compiled and approved
a number of standards relating to road safety. These include standards on vehicles, vehicle lighting, rear view mirror for
mota: vehicles, government test stations for motor vehicles, birumen for road purposes and pneumatic passenger car tyreS.

There is viItuaIIy no information on the extent to which the various standards are adhered to.

Vehicle Assembly Plants and Spare Part Manuracturer&'Importers
There are a number of vehicle assembly plants in Nigeria. These companies as well as spare part manuf3Cturers are
represented when standaIds relating to them are being considered. The author served in the Committee on vehicle lights
together with the representative from Peugea Automobile Nig. Ltd. and Volkswagen Nigeria Ltd. There is no published
evaluation of the extent of compliance known to the author. The companies in this group have not shown more than avernge
tnterest in road safety as it affects the general public.

Institutions or Higher Learning and Research Institutes:
Road safety is taught partially as part of a numbet of = in faculties of engineering, social science, science, education.
art, law and colleges of medicine but it is h:lrdIy taken as course by itself.

This manner of teaching the course produces persons who at best see a road safety task from a narrow perspective and are
insufficiently grounded to analyse any but the simplest problem. Research is conducted into the various aspects of road
safety in vir1uaIly all the faculties listed above. A major problem for researchers is funding to support such research. Our
review so far has not shown any single agency or body that provide funds for researchers. The situation is that virtually
all the Nigerian aul!lor.l from Universities and Polyteclmics who allended the 2nd International Conference on Road Traffic
Accidents in Developing Countries not only personally funded their sWdies but also the cost of allending the conference.

The only research Institute that conducts research relating 10 road safety is the Nigerian Building and Road Research
Instiwle. It has also fostered collahorative work with UniversitiesJI41

Interest Groups
This presentation would not te complete without mention of a number of interest groups in the country that have continued
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safety including
in various compa-

popularise
road safety
nies

of Safety
BODY
Nigerian society
professionals

to playa very important role in sustaining the road safety work in Nigeria. Some of these were mentioned cmlicr in the
inlroductory part of the paper. Others are listed in table 2. It is needless to add that the list is not intended to be exhaustive.

MAIN ROLE

2. Nigerian Road Federation Professional group interested
in standards of road construc
tion and maintenance

3. Large Scale Systems Research
Group (LSSRG).

Provides conference avenue for
diverse disciplines to meet
and discuss road safety

4. International Bank for
West Africa (IBWA)

Produced a road safety film
and sponsored it on television
nationwide

6. Road Safety Consultants

road
the

to
in

Regular references
accidents problem
country

Maintaining interest in the
design of safety related devi
ces, infrastructure etc.

Nigerian Writers and
Researchers

5.

7. Newspapers

8. Nigerian Society of
Engineers

Carry articles and advertise
ments that highlight the acci
dent problem

Mounting and popularising
courses on equipment and road
maintenance

9. Nigerian Medical Council For part support of research
on road safety

TABLE 2: SOME ACTIVE INTEREST GROUPS IN ROAD SAFETY IN NIGERIA.

2. CONCLUDING REMARKS

From the foregoing, it is clear that a number of bodies have responsibility for different aspects of road safety work in
Nigeria. This calls for a high degree of coordination if complex safety progrnmmes are to be executed effectively. The
outline report also reveals a general absence of evaluation of some vit:l1 prognunmes. The need for evaluation of safety
work cannot be over emphasised. At the level of road safety work in Nigeria, it is perhaps too much to expect that road safety
work would have covered all the main areas. However, it is a matter of StIqJrise that the use of seat belts has not received
much emphasis given abundant facts of its effectiveness in reducing accident severity in other places./25/ Another area of
urgent need is road marlcings at junctiorts in urban centres. The absent of such marlcings rend to lead to disorder and
confusion at such jlUlctiOrts. The provision of funds to SUWOrt research effort is yet another issue that requires attention.
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Year Vehicle Persons killed Deaths per Deaths or in-
population in accidents 10,000 juries per

(+) (*) vehicles 1000 vehicles

1954 35,043 563 161 137
1955 43,243 489 113 108
1956 50,000 826 165 130
1960 90,804 1083 119 124
1961 104,783 1313 125 114
1962 98,211 1578 161 121
1963 106,831 1532 143 87
1964 136,312 1769 130 134
1965 132,609 1918 145 105
1966 143,610 2000 139 104
1967 139,425 2400 173 89
1968 93,019 2808 302 132
1969 107,601 2347 218 104
1970 100,268 2893 289 160
1971 198,757 3206 161 90
1972 231,483 3921 169 87
1973 253,450 4537 179 90
1974 280,340 4992 178 84
1975 421,528 5552 132 61
1976 733,760 6761 92 48
1977 1,009,044 8000 79 38
1978 874,044 9252 106 44
1979 507,841 8022 158 58
1980 615,863 8736 142 56
1981 702,528 10202 145 52

Source: + S.O. Odula 3 )

* Nigerian Police Report
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2.15 ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENT SITUATION IN ETHIOPIA
Road Transport Authority, Ethiopia.

Martha Shipton had a prediction in her 15th centllry poem, the ''PROPHECY''. It re:K!s, "Carriage without horses shall go
and accidents will fill the world with woe"Jl(

There are always substantial risks which are contained in road transport This is because quite a large number of smaller
units of vehicles are involved., where the foons of control are in shon supply, and if available the problems to be encountered
are diverse when compared to air, sea and rail transpon modes. The inadequacies of the control mechanisms, especially
in the developing countries. have left road traffic accidents to become a greater challenge.

When we consider vehicle registration trends in Ethiopia for the last ten years there was a constant increase from the year
1979 to 1985. and the trend remained relatively constant for the last four years. within the range of 61,000 to 66,000 while
the tola1 number of road traffic accidents has increased. In the same way the tola1 number of casualities has also shown an
upward surge.

Year

1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

National
Population

42,184,952
43,349,924
44,654,797
45,958,716
47,305,304
48,696,078

Urban
Population

4,313,915
4,473,705
4,661,955
4,653,232
5,052,201
5,259,168

Annually
Registered Vehicles*

62,331
63,408
66,013
62,46:1.
64,277
61,227

TABLE L POPULATION AND ANNUALLY REGISTERED VEIllCLES IN ITffiOPIA
NB* Dala does not include mililary and police vehicles.

With the data available for the last five years there were a total of 31907 road traffic accidents reported to the traffic police
departmen~ of which S(J7S were fatal accidents. About 6:137 people died in these xcidents and a further 21990 people
sustained serious or minor injuries. Nevertheless the number of road traffic accidents and casualties that are reported or
recorded through the traffic police depanmem may not be comprehensive. The study carried out in 1984 has also supported
this argument of under reporting. It Slates that

'"There is evidence to suggest that published casualty figures for Ethiopia over recent years have little credibility and the
under reporting of these accidents is considerable"J4/

It is therefore safe to assume that the number of accidents and casualties xtllal1y occurring in Ethiopia is far higher than
what has been reported in this paper. Furthermore. xcording to a sWdy made "about 30 percent of hospital treated motor
vehicle injuries in Addis Ababa had no police records, while nearly all police recorded injuries had a hospital record."/5/

The main problems of under reporting are believed to be:
1. In areas where there are no police Slations. or where these stations are in far locations (the cases in ruraI areas) a small
number of the accidents are reported or the infoonalion is received long after details of the data elements are missed.
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2. Some injury accidents (mainly if pedestrians are involved) on rural roads. are rarely reported if an agreement is reached
between the agent and the accident victim or/ and his relatives.
3. Hit and run road traffic accidents are not easy to report.
4. No road traffic accident reports are available that use coordinates, maps, kilometer posts and major land-uses; this is
considered to be a problem for black spot identifications.

Despite the problems contained in the road traffic accident information. the graph below gives some clue as to the general
trend in the road traffic accident situations in Ethiopia.
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Figure 1. Rood Trame Accident Situation In Ethiopia
Source; Tralflc PoUce Department

Furthennore. deaths resulting from road traffic accidents in Etiopia have shown a tremendous lead compared to other
causes of hospital deaths. The picture becomes threatening if injuries are also considered. implying how serious has road
traffic accident become.

Data obtained from the Minisllj' of Health and the Traffic Police Department has helped here to make a comparative
understanding of the situations between the major causes of hospital deaths and deaths from road traffic accidents. As
indicated in the graph below, road traffic accident has become amazingly the leading cause of death to be succeeded only
by Tuben:ulosis. Pneumonia and Enteritis respectively.
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From this analysis we can understand !hat the problem of road ttaffic accidents in Ethiopia thoroughly demands closer
attention.

The other way of assessing the challenges and seriousness of road ttaffic accident in one country. according to JD Jacobs
and W. Hards, /61 is to compare the falalily rate of that country with the corresponding values of the other country. The
rate in this respect as calculated for Ethiopia. taking deaths per 10.000 annually registered vehicles. remained nearly
constant with an average of 191 over the last four years.

This result suggests !hat the road lraffic accident problem in Ethiopia remained un-improved if the comJXlIison that has
been used by Jacobs and HartIs was applied again.

Years 1986 1987 1988 1989

Annua1y Registered

Vehicles 66013 62461 64277 61227

Death/10,OOO

Vehicles 191 194 182 197

Table 2. ROAD ACCIDENT FATALITY RATE (ETIDOPIA)
Source: RTA Vehicle regJstratlon records (excludes military and polke vehicles)
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Taking imo account the level of vehicle ownership in Ethiopia, which is 1.5 vehicles per 1,000 inhabitants, {7/ the
consistency of fatality rate substantiates the following statemenC

"As the level of vehicle ownership increases, the falality rate decreases, thus those countries with the lower level of vehIcle
ownership are those with the higher fatality rates."//8,9/

It is clearly illustrated in the graph below that the number of annually registered vehicles remained constant and also the
computed falality rates.
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Figure "- Annual Fatallty Trends 10 Elhiopa
(Death per 10,000 annually registered vehicles)

According to the figures that appeared in the tr3ffic police annual reports, the most affected road user categories are the
pedestrians with an aclllll1 falality rate of 50%, compared to 43% for passengers and 7% for drivers! riders for the last four
years. This figure can give some crude idea as to where one should start to deal with the problems of personal casualties.
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PEDESTRIAN PASSENGER DRIVER/RIDER

Year Fatal Ser; ous Mlnar Total Fatal Seri ous Minor Total Fatal SerioLls Mi nor Total

injury injury injury injury injury \njury

1986 7S0 1027 861 2638 420 1082 1079 2580 88 187 149 424

1987 646 1135 1028 2863 457 1024 1206 2687 98 186 162 446

1

1988 636 1133 1380 3149 431 1130 1140 2701 97 180 130 407

1989 732 1143 1382 3257 377 976 1034 2387 90 157 134 381

Table 3. CASUALTY BY ROAD USER CATEGORY IN ETIllOPIA
Source: Trallic Police Department

A higher pedestrian casualty has been attnbuted to lack of pedestrian care and attention; funhermore the Road Transpon
study (Ethiopia 1984) pointed that very few drivers are prepared to stop for pedestrians using crossings in Addis Ababa
and few are prosecuted for SO doing. The sWdy indicated that 99 percent of the drivers in Addis Ababa failed to stop for
pedestrians using the crossings. There are no sufficient data for other major uIban cenrers whether there are any kind of
pedestrian facilities as those few in Addis Ababa.

For passenger casualties the main problem is mainly associated with high rare of overloadings and poor vehicle conditions
especially for commercial vehicles. As indicated in The Road Transpon SWdy (1984), "few buses leave before they are
full and over loading is not uncommon ... from a minimum of 25% and above their seat capacity"j1l/

Hence since accidents are random occurrences, one can easily judge thaLany ill-fare on any of these over laden commer
cial vehicles will result in a higher rore of exp06ure to accidents and casualties. It is then expected that casualties from these
commercial vehicles will be higher than what has acwally been when accidents occure.

CONCLUSION

It may be !DO early to draw a firm conclusion, it would be erroneous to conremplate a recipe of remedial action with the
data used in this article.

The composition, comprehensivity and reliability of rood accident information at this level does not permit a rigorous
catalogue of the road accident problem in Ethiopa. Nevertheless, with a limited resource of accident data in hand a
generalised picture of rood accident sillJation has been displayed.

With the insight obtained from the preceeding pages one can judge that the road traffic accident problem in Ethiopa is a
mailer of great concern.

To alleviate the problem of traffic accidents in Ethiopa two major Slrategies were devised. In order to set targets a well
documented and detailed accident repon has become a necessity. Thus, by making use of the knowledge and technology
developed in the industrialised counaies and with the experience gained from oiher African countries a microcomputer
package and a format to collect first hand information on accident has been introduced. The second and srill major
undertaking is the formation of National Road Safety Committee (NRSC) which is expected to come into action within
a very short time.

When both the committee and new data collection systems are set in motion, we can bave a detail account of problems and
their remedy.
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2.16 REVIEW OF EXPERIENCE WITH ROAD SAFETY MEASURES IN
GHANA
J. M. Y. Arnegashie, Executive Director, National Road Safety eOlUleil, Ghana.

1. INTRODUCTION

Road Safety has in the recent past become an emergent issue receiving attention of Governments, transportltion researchers
and planners. The changing attiwde towaros road safety is undersrandable as the costs of road accidents are becoming
available to politicians and leaders of opinion. In the case of Ghana it has been estimaled that in 1964, road accidents cost
Ghana an amount of US $ 55 million (fifty-five million dollars) which represents 1% of G. D. P. in that year. This figure
has certainly increased over the years in view of the increase in vehicular population and accidents in rhe wake of the
libeIali.sation policy of the Government on imports of vehicles in the last three years. At the current rate of G. D. P. road
accidents would likely cost Ghana US $ 57 million in 1989. Road transport is the OOsic mode of transportltion in most panS
of the world The economies of countries are heavily dependent upon efficient road transport. One of the basic principles
of transport efficiency is that vehicles should be kept moving. However, this has to be done safely as the occurrence of road
accidents apart from social and economic costs can also lead to delays, congestion and problems affecting efficiency.

The purpose of this paper is to identify, and to review and road safety measures in Ghana in order to provide an overview
of how Ghana is taclding its road safety problems.

2. TRAFFIC SIGNS AND ROAD MARKINGS

Traffic signs and road markings are collectively trnffic control devices which are to function in regulating, warning,
guiding, and/or channelizing traffic.

To achieve these purposes, the traffic signs and road markings must be regularly maintained renewed and replaced when
this becomes necessary. Maintenance, renewal and replacement are dependent on the availability of FInance. On many
occasions the organisations charged with the maintenance of these signs operate very tight budgets. Many a time therefore
some of the roads are without traffic signs, and where some of the signs are defaced or where road markings have
deteriorated through heavy concenlIations of vehicles they are left unattended until the next budgetarY allocations. It is
lcnown that many accidents have occwred where there are no traffic control devices. In Ashanti Region out of a total of
1548 recorded accidents that occurred in 1987, 1148 occurred where there were no traffic signs. These clearly indicate the
inadequacy of tIaffic signs on the road

3. RULES, REGULATIONS AND LAWS

Road Safety can appropriately be described as a regulatory issue in transponation. The consuuction, registration,
examination and licensing of drivers and vehicles and vehicle operation are all clothed within regulatory frame-worle. The
formulation and promulgation of such extensive body of laws, rules and regulations underscores their use as a measure and
insaument to achieve road safety.

For instance, there is a law in Ghana on drunlc-<lriving. This law has been on the statute books of Ghana since 1952, a clear
indication that it was noted more than thirty-seven years ago that there is a relationship between drink and safe driving.
It is common knowledge and experience that many fatal accidents are alcohol-related. The law even prescribes penalties
which include an imposition of fine and a possibility of being banned from driving for a period of twelve months. For a
law of this nature to be applied it must be simple to enforce. The law does not set any legal limit by medical srandards on
the level of alcohol which is permissible for safe driving. The same law specifies drugs as well, without specifying the level
and contenL Many ill motorists must be deemed 10 be under influence of drugs for it is lcnown that some medical drugs
contain some amount of alcohol. The law also empowers the arresting officer to arrest on suspicion that a person is incapable
of driving a motor vehicle safely. Where enforcement agencies suspect a driver to be under the influence of drinks while
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driving, they do not at present have breathalysers or other hand-held equipment to administer to suspected motorists so they
must be taken to hospital to undergo blood and urine tests. Even when the suspected motorists are sent to hospitals, medical
personnel are often not disposed to conducting blood and urine tests on them bec:luse of the ardcus and time-conswning
judicial procedures and processes in court when they have to testify as prosecution wi01ess.

Although the law is well intentioned, it is riddled with problems in formulation, implementation and enforcement The laws,
rules and regulations contlin provisions for speed limit and speed limit signs installed and posted on the roads. There are
no radar guns to enforce speed limit regulations.

The rules and regulations recognise the right of pedestrians on the road and enjoin motorists to pull to a stop upon seeing
a pedestrian on the pedestrian crossing. The regulation further provides for penalty against offending motorists. There have
been many instances of pedestrian-vehicle collision through pedestriarts crossing the road.

Instances of motorists prosecuted for failure to slop for pedestrians to cross are few. It is generally observed that motorists'
behaviour towanls pedestrians is rather poor especially when the latter are about lO use that traffic safety facility.
(please see Annexures 2 & 3).

The law sets 18 years as the legal age at which an individual is eligible to obtlin a private drivers licence. It also specifies
20 years as the legal age for which a pernon can obtlin commercial drivers licence. There have been instances where
juveniles have been found with licences. Commen:ia/ vehicles include taxi, articulators, delivery vans and uaiJers. Once
a person aaains 20 years, there are no limitations as to what age or proficiency he/she must attain before driving a three
tonner or 7 tonner, or tIlliler. Some road accidents may be prevented if the nature and content of licensing administration
is thoroughly looked at

Rules and regulations provide for vehicle testing every six months. The vehicles are lO be tested every six months in order
to detmnine whether they are roadworthy.

It is a common sight to find on the roads some vehicles with weak structures and defective systems. Standards of testing
and vehicle inspection are not at present adequate and rigorous.

Although the laws, rules and regulations are numerous and extensive, some are defective and need to be amended while
others are difficult lO enforce. There are no laws yet on transponation of hazardous materials and wearing of seat belts.

4. ENFORCEMENT

Essentially, enforcement is embodied in laws, rules and regulations relating lO transponation projects, systems and
facilities, not only lO ertsUre that there is law and order within the realm, but more importantly to achieve the goals and
objectives of transport systems. The objectives of enforcement of the numerous and extensive body of rules and regulations
are ensuring traffic flow, redu::tion of congestion, increase in roadway capacity, prevention of road accidents and earning
revenue. Enfon:ement is therefore a road safety measure which is a nec=ry complement to the body of laws. rules and
regulations. To be successful and effective any programme of enforcement is dependent upon a number of variables
amongst which are finance, equipment, personnel and public education. Fmance is required to purchase equipment, raise
public awareness and undenake enforcement activities.

The law on drunk~ving has remained on the statute books of Ghana frx more than thirty years. Enforcement is inlubited
by lack of equipment Enforcement is unable lO achieve its goals and objectives because of lack of participation and c0

operation of some medical staff and personnel.

Many a time law enforcement agencies are not adequately informed as to what faclOrs 011 a vehicle endanger road safety.
Some of the law enforcement personnel do not know how to drive. This is not a pre-requisite but it is cenainly of assistance
to them if they have a fair knowledge in driving. In many cases therefore emphasis, interest and putSuits during enforcement
drives are misplaced and mis-din:cted, leading to non-achievement of intent and purposes of legislation and regulations.
The number of personnel who are currently assigned Motor Traffic duties is not adequate. Since staff are rotated and moved
about, any knowledge gained by an enforcement personnel is lost aftel' having been posted out of the Motor Traffic Units
lO other IDlits within the Police Service. Continuity of presence of staff on motor trnfJic duties promotes success of
enforcement programme. Enforcement agencies and personnel are not given tIllining and orientation lO enable them
appreciate the relationships between their functions as inherent road safety measure, and road accidents.
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5. PUBLICITY, EDUCATION AND CAMPAIGNS

Publicity and education are one of the road safety measures which are undertaken in Ghana Publicity is made up of
publication of posters. em stickers and banners which are posted at work places. schools. lorry parks and other places in
order to atlraCt and obtain the attention and command of road users on the road.

The columns of the news media, and the Radio and Television are also used to educate !he public on road safety through
!he release of slogans. The National Read Safety Council undertakes driver education for motorists in both the Public
Service and private institutions. Also traffic safety lessons are held for school children.

Read Safety campaigns are held during the Christm3S and Easter seasons. These camptign< are launched on both the Radio
and TV and on a number of occasions at one of the Regional capitals. The week following the launching of !he campaign
is declared as Read Safety Week. The week is marked with the delivery of speeches, holding of conferences and symposia,
and discussions of read safety issues in the various Ghanaian languages on Radio and Television. These efforts however
are not sufficient., for road accident and read safety are daily issues and must be addressed on a continuous basis and not
only on occasions.

Publicity, education and campaigns are aimed at changing and correcting of attitudes of road users which constiOJte major
sources of road accidents. To be effective as a road safety measure, it must be regular, varied, continuous and must be aimed
at a tlrget audience and users. Mere display of posters is not enough, the road users must have !he owortunity to see.

In assessing campaigns as a road safety measure, there should always be data on previous occurrence of accident in the
region or throughout the country prior to and after the launching. It is then !hat the week-long campaign can be deemed
to be successful for !hal season, !hat region and the country. Accident data in that respect if even available is not related
and cannot be used as point of reference and comparison to make any analysis.

6. GOVERNMENT RESPONSE

In 1986 the Government of Ghana became concerned about !he accident rates (in terms of its vehicular fleet) and which
at the rate of 112 deathsllO,OOO vehicles is known to be 35-40 times higher than industrialised countries and also higher
than some developing countries. It was the view of Government therefore that some of the measures being taken are not
effective, adequate and co-<Jrdinated and therefore decided !hat skills and capability of Ghanaian professionals and key
organisations be strengthened and consolidated so that the road safety problems of the country are more effectively tackled
and on a continuous basis.

Negotiations between the Ghana Government and the World Bank led to the inclusion of the Ghana Road Safety Project
under the Transport Rehabilitation Project, CREDIT 1858-GH of Februllry, 18, 1988 which is being fmanced by the World
Bank. The World Bank is making available to the Ghana Road Safety Project an amount of US $ 136 million which is
approximately Cedi 242 million over a 3-years period that is from 1988 to 1990. The in-puts to be funded consist mainly
of commodity aid (vehicles, equipment and Materials) which are meant to increase the quality and quantity of resources
for the principal organisations.

Ghana Government under the first phase of the Ghana Road Safety Action Pian is to make available Cedi 2'n millions
which is approximately US $ 1.57 million. The conmbution of the Ghana Government is related to coot in personnel and
services which the principal organisations will bear. The key organisations whose activities would be co-ordinated are the
Ministries of Transpon and Communications, Intericr, Ghana Police Service, Ghana Highway Authority, Deparunent of
Urban Roads, Building and Road Research InstiOJte, Information Smice Department, Vehicle Examination and Licensing
Division.

7. CURRENT ROAD SAFFfY MEASURES AND PROGRAMMES

Under the first phase of the Ghana Road Safety Improvement Programme which COveIS the period 1988 - 1990, 5 major
areas have been identified for improvement

7.1 Improved Road Accident Data System
A new and improved accident data system has been installed at the Building and Road and Re=rch Institute. A new Motor
Accident Police Report Form has also been designed and is currently being used by the Police. The Transport and Road
Research Laboratory of the United Kingdom has been of immense assistance in the implementation of the new system as
it gave to Ghana an Accident Package SYl>tem at no cost and expense and this has been adapted to the Ghana system.



Transpon and Road Research Laboratory, on behalf of the principal institutions and organisations we acknowledge your
invaluable contributions towards road safety in Ghana The Computerised accident reporting system is currently in use in
the Ashanti Region, one of the most populous regions in Ghana A = of the Building and Road Research Institute are
currently working with the Motor Tmffic Unit of the Ghana Police in Accrn. Thereafter the IeaIT1 will introduce the new
system throughout the countty. With the introduction and use of the computerised accident reponing system it is now
possible to produce various out-puts, namely accident records by location, accident frequency distributions versus a
number of underlying factors, identification of various road user groups involved in particular accident typeS and the ability
to search for accident pallemS at specific locations. These and other outputs can be utilised in framing and establishing
policies aimed at improving safety and also in understanding underlying conttibutory causes.

7.2 COoQrdinatioo of Road Safety Matters
In collaboI3lion with the Ministties of Transpon and Communications, Interior, Ghana Police Service and the Informa
tion Services Depanment, a permanent Secretariat has been established with increased financial resources. The new and
expanded Secretariat will playa much more active role in road safety issues for it will liaise with and co-ordinate the
activities of relevant organisations connected with road safety. New SulrCommittees namely Road Safety Research and
Legislation Committee, Information and Education SulrCommittee, Fmance and Fund Raising Committee, Physical
Improvements and Compunter measures are being formed to assist the Secretariat The necessary infrastructure is in place
to increase contact between the National Secretariat and !he Regional Road Safety Committees and the local groups for
the promotion of road safety throughout the countty.

7.J Elimination of Blackspols on Ghana Roads
Road Safety Units have been set up within the Ghana Highway Authority, and the Depanment of Urban Roads. Presently
the engineers of the two organisations are undergoing training.

The two organisations are also working in close relationship with the Ghana Police in the identification of the blackspots.
A major pan of their practical training will be !heir involvement in a demonstration project to Ire3t 10 black spot sites in
the Ashanti Region. These sites have already been identified from the available accident database and schemes are being
designed for implementation within the next 6 months. During subsequent years the two organisations are expected to
identify at 1= 50 sites and they are also expected to incorporate Cedi 50 mill. in their recurrent budget solely for initiating
remedial action on blackspots. These efforts are new and therefore seek to establish an on going programme of
improvement to secure safe road transpon system.

7,4 Strengthening of fume Police Enforcement
The Mota' Tmffic Unit is being strengthened through the provision of vehicles and Equipment Under the first phase of
the Ghana Road Safety Project rndar guns and breathalysers are to be introduced on trial basis and thereafter more of this
equipment will be purchased. In addition, the Tmffic Unit personnel are scheduled to stan receiving training in enforcement
activities staning from November, 1989. Funhermore, instructors at the Accra Police College are being encournged to

include in their syllabi traffic policing matters on regular in-service training courses for MTU personnel. The Police
Enforcement Adviser from the United Kingdom will train Police Personnel on the use of equipment, tactics, site selection,
staff deployment at enforcement sires and methods and teehniques of enforcement suitable and appropriate for the
conditions in Ghana. It is expected that with the strengthening of the MOlOr Tmffic Unit, the enforcement personnel will
be in a position to lay emphasis on enforcement prnctices which would assist safety on the roads.

7.s Improvement of Road-worthiness testing of Vehicles
The current phase of the Ghana Road Project has identifred the ineffective manner in which vehicles are rested. It is believed
large scale un-roadwonhiness of vehicles could be a major factor in accident causation in Ghana. For this reason, provision
is made for the improvement of facilities at the vehicle testing stations at Accra, the capital, and Takoradi, one of the regional
capitals. In addition various vehicle inspection equipment such as roller brake testers, headlight testers. axle play testing
devices are among the equipment being introduced in order to strengthen the Vehicle Examination and Licensing Division.

8. FUTURE EFFORTS

The [liSt phase of the Ghana Road Safety Project is due to end around December, 1990. Thereafter a detailed and more
comprehensive road safety progrnmme will be initiated to extend the systems, procedures, measures and improvements
that were put in place during the fliSt phase. New sectors which did not receive specific attention will be addressed during
the second phase which may stan in January. 1991. These areas will include improvement of pedesttian safety in urban
areas, improvements to emergency medical services for injured victims, improvements to driver tests, traffic education for
school children and improved road safety legislation to create a beuer, and safer, road tnlJ1spon environment
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9 CONCLUSIONS

The experiences reviewed and the efforts being taken to cope with them are indications of the concern of the Government
of Ghana to reduce accident costs on its economy. Some of the efforts so far initialed come as a result of the contributions.
assislallCe and suppon of the World Bank. Transpon and Road Research Laboratory. Organisation for Economic Co
operation and Development, Economic Commission Jor Africa and other donor agencies. The Goverrunent and people of
Ghana will like to take this opponunity to thank you donors for your interest and efforts. We hope you would not relent
in your efforts to assist Ghana and other developing countries. Road Transport, you would agree with me. cuts across
national bcundaries and links countries. It is a source of dependeoce for the economies of countries. For these reasons.
collective interest and contributions would lead to a better and more efficient road transpon system.

Your continuous support is always welcome. I thank you my sponsors for this rare opponunity and to all of you for lending
me your ears.
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ANNEXURE 2

s:rANDARD CASOALTY TABTE 11 T'iPE E. PEDESTRIAN CASUALTIES ONLY

ACCID:mI' mx:::oRD FILES: Pn.ar 87
OJNDrrIONS SEI': NONE

INJURY SEVERITY
AGE Fatal Haspl Not-H Total

0- 5 18 37 20 75
6-10 30 80 38 148

11-15 15 42 43 100
16-20 7 41 32 80
21-25 11 36 38 85
26-30 7 26 33 66
31-35 8 23 24 55
36-40 8 24 17 49
41-45 5 12 11 28
46-50 8 17 9 34
51-55 4 10 6 20
56-60 8 8 6 22
61-65 4 9 3 16
66-70 4 7 1 12
71-75 3 5 1 9

>75 2 3 2 7

Total 142 380 284 806

(Total N\Jmb3r of casualties on File = 3164)
(Number of satisfyin; con:litions = 806)
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ANNEXURE 3

srANDARD CASUALTY TABLE 12 TYPE E. PEDESTRIAN Cl\SUALTIE'S ONLY

ACCIDEN1' RECORD FILES: PTI.Or 87
ClJNDrrIONS SEI': N:lNE

PED'N INJURY SE'VERITY
ACrION Fatal Hospl Not-H Total

None 2 5 9 16
crcss 110 276 150 536
on Rd 10 15 34 59
Edge 12 33 51 96
PlayR 4 2 3 9
onPav 3 8 17 28
other 17 55 53 125

Total 158 394 317 869

(Total Number of casualties on File = 3164)
(Number satisfyin;J corditions = 869)
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2.17 THE CAMEROON'S EXPERIENCE OF ROAD SAfETY AND ACCIDENT
PREVENTION .
J. B. Sindeu, Director, Inland Transport, Cameroon.

1. INTRODUCTION

Throughoot the world the mad hazard is ODe of the major threats facing contemporary societies. While it is true that
considerable progress has oow been made in the combat against road tllIffic accidents in developed coontries, the siwation
is still worrying in the Third \\brIll, particularly in Africa where road accidenlS remain one of the main causes of monality.
In the light of cwrent trends it is even possible 10 fear that economic and human losses will increase in the next few years
as a result of improvements in the road system and increases in the IOtal number of vehicles.

The Cameroon is both an African country and a developing one and has not been spared by this onslaught Despite the
attempts that have been made in the past 10 combat the increase of roadaccidents, the whole problem of the road hazard
is one which the people of the Cameroon has yet 10 tackle. In this Sllltement I shall limit myself 10 discussing the Cameroon's
experience of road safety and accident prevention. The IOpics which will be dealt with are, in the order that they will be
covered:
- the Stale of road safety in the Cameroon
- the activities undert3ken 10 srem the tide
- the resullS
- difficulties encountered, and
- future possibilities.

2. THE STATE OF ROAD SAFElY IN THE CAMEROON

SECTION 1.

I) - Improvement of the mad nelWorlc
This has been both qualitative and quantitative with the inauguration of new major bituminous roads.

ncrease in the road networlc

~
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Source: Directorate for Roads

Bituminous Road
2.271
2,383'
2,495
2,506
2,522
2,782
2,922
2.928
2,928
3,070

Total Roads
28,675
30.700'
32,725
32.714
32,781
32,893'
33.005
33.065
33,065
33.604

2) - Increase in lOla1 number of vehicles

Year . 1980

Total Number 105,500
of Vehicles

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

114.600 129.500 142,800 152,700 166,700 183.400
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3) - Stare of confusion about regulations.
The COURtly is in two parts: the French-speaking and English-speaking parts have different regulations, which leads 10

harmonization problems.

SECflON 2
The combination of the three factolS described in (I), (2) and (3) above has been accomopanied by a remarl<able increase
in the number of road uaffic accidents.

a) - Increase in the number of road accidents from 1978 to 1985.
Personal

Injury

Xlli Tota! Accident! Accidents Casualties Fatalities

1978 3,280 2,394 5,096 622
1979 3,295 2.515 5,675 589
1980 3,526 2,445 3,960 520
1981 3,902 2,789 5.638 704
1982 4,590 2,921 5,927 872
1983 4,989 2,792 6.791 797
1984 5.336 3,894 7,789 973
1985 5.736 4,449 8.449 1,123

The respective increases in the period 1978 - 1985 for these columns are as follows:
74.9% for the totl! number of accidents,
85.8% for the number of pelSOnaI injwy accidents,
67.8% for the number of canalties.
80.5% for the number of fatalities.

b) - Increase in social cost
The social cost has more than doubled between 1980 and 1985. increasing from 26.00 to 56.15 billion CFA francs.

Year

Estimated cost in
billion CFA francs

1980

26.00

1981

35.20

1982

39.20

1983

43.85

1984

48.50

1985

56.15

3. TIIE ACCIDENT PREVENTION AND ROAD SAFETY POUCY IN TIIE CAMEROON

3.1 Regulations
Standardisation of the highway code established by edict No 79/341 of 3 September 1979 and subsequent modifying texts.

This highway code combines regulations from the French and English speaking parts of the COURtly. For example at
rolDldaboulS priority is to tile left whereas elsewhere it is To the right

3.2 Organisation
1) Fonnation of a Sub-DirectDrale for Accident Prevention and Road Safety within the Ministry of Public Worlcs and
Transpon.

The r6le of this Sub-Directorate is to:
plan and implement activities to improve me awareness and
education of road uselS. develop and enforce accident prevention and road safety measures and 10 liaise with the other
organisations involved in otder to monitor and coordinate
activities in these fields.

In this connection the Sub-DireclDnlle:
.- develops accident prevention progzammes
- fixes the norms for vehicle inspection
- designs road signing in conjunction with the other technical Directol1lte5
- conducts analytical studies of road ttaffic accidents
- carries out activities to improve the awareness and education of road uselS.
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2) Fonnation of an lntenninisterial Committee for accident prevention and road safety.

88/8987/8886/8785/8684/85

3) Granting of an annual budget, drawn from the Stale budget since 1980. This budget has increased as shown below:

Year Prior to
84/85

Tela! budget in
million CFA francs

280 40 340 100 300 200

N.B.: Tela! prier to 84185 ~ 280 million

3.3 Operations
I) - infrastructure:

- signing integrated with the design of new roads, which was nO! previously the case;
- accident problem at level crossings solved by overpasses ar underpasses;
- improvement of standards for roads (carriageway 7,4Om + shoulder l,5m);
- improvement of billckspots (March<! Folcou);
- smdy of urban traffic at Yaounde;
- construction of higher quality roads.

2) - driver training;
- introduction of new regulalions fer llle opening of driving schools;
- reas<;eSSment of teaching requirements in driving schools;
- reassessment of what is required in Older to pass driving rests with an oral stage and a practical stage conducted in front

of a multidisciplinary jury.

3) - equipment
· inttoduction of inspections far all imported. used vehicles before granting type-approval ar registration.

4) • improving awareness seminars:
- organisation of driver awareness seminars (ie. 3-5 November 1987 at the Palais des Congres);
- organisation of lraining seminars far driving instruCtors and driving school managers

(July 1989 at the Ecole des Trnvaux Publics);
- series of lecmres at the Ecole de Gendarmerie and the Ecole de Police;
• national radio, television and press campaign;
- organisation of competitive games with prizes on radio. television and in newspapers to coincide with major events

(fairs, public holidays. etC.);
- advertising campaign with badges, stickers, tee-shirts, films, spOlS, streamers;
- inttoduction of a record of cooperation with national television.

5 • organisation:
• existence of a special squad in the Ministry of Public Worlcs and Transpon with motorcyclists for special operations,

The special operntions involve the anival of multidisciplinary teams at a point where they:
- check the mechanical stale of vehicles,
• check the genernl behaviour of road users.
• check vehicle loads,
• locate objects obstructing the carriageway,
- improve the awareness and education of road users.

6 - Irevention:
- strentherting of police and gendarmerie road checks;
- purchase of equipment such as car-locks, wheel clamps and road cones which are put at the disposal of the gendarmerie.

4. RESULTS

Overall. the measures described above have produced results which indicate that the Cameroon has adopted the right lcind
of policy. This should be intensified and extended.
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After a period of more than ten years in wltich the number of road ltaffic accidents increased steadily, the fIrst improvement
occurred in 1986 (shortly after the stan up of the major operations). And not only was the worsening trend halted - the
following reductions were registered in comaprison to 1985:

1.98% in the number of accidents
3.16% in the number of falai accidenlS
1.51% in the number of personal injury accidents
0.53% in the number of fatalities
5.96% in the number of casualties.

The downward trend wltich began in 1986 continued in 1987 with even greater reductions in some areas.

Table comparing reductions in 1987 and 1986.

Number of

- accident
- fatalities
- personal

injury accidents
- fatal accidents

% reduction observed
Reduction

in 1987

2.59
7.43
5.15

9.10

Reduction
in 1986

1.98
0.53
1.51

3.16

5. DIFFICULTIFS ENCOUNTERED

The grearest difficulties are in rite areas of financial and human reso= The lack of statistical data on road accidents and
other aspects of road safety should also be mentioned. Such data would have enabled a better understanding of the
phenomenon and hence the finding of a more suitable tteattnent In particular it would have solved the fundamental problem
of the optimum division of resources, ie. the maximisation of results within the limit of available resources.

These difficulties and the results obtained in the fiels have promp<ed the Cameroon to undertake a number of projects aimed
at increasing the safety of those using the Country's roads.

6. PROJECfS

Amongst other lCpics these projects are concerned with:
1) - the introduction of a data collection and analysis system in order to better direct full.lre activities,
2) - the strengthening of velticle testing IJOCedures. In connection with this two centres for type approval and vehicle

testing are being considered., one in Douala, the other in Yaounde.
3) - the inclusion of road safety in the school curriculum so as to train mas users from an early age.
4) - the retraining of driving test examiners and vehicle inspectas. the introduction of ltaffic guides and a driving test

inspecta', and the formation of a group of road traffic inspectors.
5) - me Strengtbening of regulations.

7. CONCLUSION

No Stale cr Decision Maker can afford to ignore the threat of traffic accidents. The problem is also so large, complex and
varied that it cannOt be overcome bY one country alone, particularly an African country. This is a problem wltich must be
taelded by concerted international activity. In spite of the dvances it has made the Cameroon remains convinced that the
only way of sremming the tide of road traffic accidents is an exchange of experience which leads to genuine international
cooperation. This is a uitable occasion to extend sincere thanks to the lYganisers of this meeting. They have realised thaI
the world is not only threatened by AIDS but also by the increase in road accidents.
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2.18 ROAD SAFETY PERSPECTIVE IN ZAMBIA
P. J. Kalinda, Director, Roads and Road Traffic Board, Zambia

Road Traffic accidents have been the cause of deaths more than those caused by some of the natural diseases all over the
world The silllation of road accidents is more pronOWlced in developing countries in comparison to the situation in
developed countries. This state of affairs can be attributed to the fact that the people in newly independent countries have
eXperienced a sudden a:msition from low mode of transpOrt - foolpalhs and animal drawn sledges - to modern mode of
InlI1SjJOlt ie. motor cars on modem roads, without sufficient and clear knowledge and experience to be able to use those
facilities properly, let alone the science and technology involved to maimain road safety standards.

Zambia as one of the emergent African Countries is also sharing this bitter experience, particularly during the period from
Independence till now.

Zambia has a population of 7.8 million inhabitants and covers an area of m,614 square kilometres. The total road length
is 20782.6 Ian. Vehicle population is about 160,000 including GRZ vehicles. Each Provincial cenlre is connected to Lusaka
the Capital City by Tannack roads and a few districts are connected to Provincial centres by Tarmacked roads; the rest are
on high grade gravel roads. Trunk roads between Districts, Proviocial Centres and Lusaka are maintained and managed
by the Department of Roads under the Ministry of Power, Trnnsport and Communications.

All District roads are managed. maintained and built by District Councils. Therefore they are respoOSlble for the longest
lengths of roads.

The magnitude of traffic safety can best be measured through road accident statictics. The road accident situation since
independence in Zambia up to 1988 is as follows: -

Year

1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1987
1988

A=idents Killed Seriously Slightly Total
injured injure:i casualties

3,680 300 1,220 1,268 2.818
4,717 369 1,355 1,318 3,042
5,466 390 1,599 1,454 3,403
7,722 525 2,015 1,900 4,440
9,760 617 2,729 2,317 5,663

10,077 631 2,513 1,828 4,972
10,160 723 2,537 1,760 5,020
10,637 794 3,017 1,777 5,588
10,318 832 2,704 1,764 5,300
10,465 935 3,161 1,850 5,946
10,829 890 3,020 1,801 5,711
9,296 860 2,698 1,685 5,243
9,188 828 2,737 1,782 5,347
8,078 751 2,681 1,395 4,827
7,621 812 2,639 1,656 5,107
7,049 717 2,505 1,418 4,640
7,606 673 2,604 1,577 4,854
7,916 714 2,747 1,773 5,234
7,410 750 2,526 1,408 5,684
7,699 705 2,748 1,465 4,918
8,559 719 2,907 4,872 7,779
7,977 680 2,773 1,714 5,167
8,994 944 3,192 1,621 4,813

10,161 902 3,517 2,328 5,845
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The most affected areas of classes of road users involved in both fala! and injured in rood accidents are vehicle passengers
and pedestrians. These two groups of rood users, especially vehicle passengers, are victims of cold blood killings, since
they only happen to be passengers and their lives are encrusted in the hands of drivers while on board vehicles. Had drivers
been careful. these accidents would not have occurred.

A Pedestrian is the slowest rood user, able to control his movement with very little difficulties, yet is the second highest
on the list of victims. This would be attributed to ignorance of road safety regulations and misjudging the speed of
approaching vehicles on crossing the roads, or crossing the road under the influence of drink and drugs.

It can be o~rved that after the aWlinment of independence there was a dramatic increase in road accident occurrence owing
to rapid promotion to high income positions in both public and private sector, which fact gave rise to a relatively strong
purchasing power of the population who acquired motor vehicles even before the appropriate driving smndards were
achieved.

By mid 70s the trend slowly reduced owing to intensified accident counter measures and the world wide economic recession
which reduced the purchasing power of the individuals, because of reduced vehicle population due to high costs of buying
and running and maintenance costs of machines.

It is difficult to generalize about the forms of road accidents that have been brought to the attention of reponing authority
without committing errors of oversimplification, bu~ bearing this in mind I have tried to examine a few common pas~

present and fuwre road safety features in Zambia

Hither-IO the accident statistics are based on the infonnation reported to Police which provides in general terms. for the
causation factors such as the type of vehicle, the road situation and the weather condition, without specifying the type of
collision, the name of the section of the road, the age of the driver, the age of the passenger, the drivers experience and so
on and so forth. However, efforts are being made to bring the road accident recording system in line with that recommended
by the Southern Africa Transport and Communications Commission Group of Experts on Road Traffic and Trnnspon.

1. ROAD SAFEfY AT TIiE DAWN OF INDEPENDENCE AND A FEW YEARS AFTER

During the colonial administration when the European population became apparent owing 10 increased development of the
copper mining industry, ownership of a motor vehicle by whites was a definite scheme 10 ensure that the presumed
superiority of that race was kept in exclusively the best standards of living in separate suburbs, where by design public
transport system which carried black passenger population was considered inferior.

With increased number of road vehicular o:affic the municipal Councils encoUIllged individual vehicle owners to form local
road safety associations with the suppon of local road IranSpOn related companies. In view of the limited number of the
white population in relation 10 the high European incomes these associations flourished to the extent that they had facilities
comparnble to those in Europe for the dissemination of road safety infonnation among the whites only. It was then
considered unnecessary to carty out a road safety compaign among the blacks other than occasonal police visits to
Secondary Schools siwated near busy roads in towns, as it was thought that an African would not with his low income be
able to acquire a motor vehicle, except in employment as a driver who was subjecte}l to stringent driver test which was good
in itself, bUl for quite different motives.

Independence brought with it dramatic changes in income and life style among the black population. With more Africans
occupying senior positions in public and private sectors and with the exodus of the white population in this and many other
African countries like Zambia at an unprecedented rate leaving behind motor vehicles at give away prices, there was a good
supply of vehicle population on the market' which could be bought at random with or without motoring safety experience.
This situation gave rise to an equally unprecedented rate of road accidents in which a lot of life was lost and propeny worth
thousands of pounds was damaged.

Just before independence and in anticipation of the apparent disaster the brief African Self Government of Northern
Rhodesia administration formed the National Road Safety Council in 1963 under the supervision of the 1vlinistry of Power.
Transpon and Worlcs.

This organization which enjoyed a quasi government staws was responsible for road safety education campaign for all races
and among other fuctions, it served as official advisor to the Central Government on all matters, relating to road IJ:Iffic
safety and 1ranSpo~ but did not have stabJtory powers to directly review Roads and Road Traffic Laws and Regulations.
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In spite of this handcap the organization became bigger and popular. as all the local road safety associations developed the
desire to suppon and affiliate themselves to the Council in order to attract the favour of the Cenual Government with
increased annual grants.

As the nation had developed a general sense of road safety awareness there had developed along with this awareness the
feeling that, if the council had statutory powers in the form of a Board the promotion of road safety would be more effective.
And in 1974 the Roads and Road Traffic Board was established by Parliament Act No. 35 whose Secretariat was operatively
open to the public on fll'Sl January. 1977. maintaining similar formations as the former National Road Safety Council with
a view to extend its operational base and increase its staff establishmenL The establishment of the Board was faced with
serious =nomic setba::ks when the prices of copper slumped to all time low level. This situation was precipitated by the
drop in the suppon received from road ttanspon related companies whose profits were equally affected due to reduced
business activities from their main customer - the giant mining industry.

2. ORGANIZATION

However. the struggle to reduce carnage on the roads continues under the Board, comprising representatives from various
government Ministries. Parastatal Otganizations and private individuals. To ensure that issues are thoroughly investigated
the Board has four Committees:-
i. The Technical Committee charged with responsibility to deal with issues of teChnical nature.
ii. The Legal Committee which reviews the law and regulations.
iii. The Publicity Committee which recornmends the type of road safety materials and information which should be exposed
to members of the general public.
iv. The Fund Raising Committee which tries to raise funds using approved ways and means.

The Chairman of the Roads and Road Traffic Board is the Minister of Power. Transpon and Communications.

3. POWER AND FUNCTIONS

1. In broad outline. the Board is responsible for finding ways and means of preventing accidents and for ensuring safety
on the road. The Board exercises its powers by carrying out education and publicity campaigns in schools. colleges and
in road transpon related companies.

2. It also carries out law enforcement by deploying officers in the field to stop and advise the road users. In cases of serious
violation of the law and regulations. officers charge offenders and take appropriate measurers as prescribed by the law. It
also pays attention to the road safety engineering to ensure that the roads are appropriately designed to accommodate the
current road traffic volume and to ensure that order is maintained by all road users.

The Board also pays particular aaention to the needs of operatOrs in the public ttanspon sector to ensure that both public
and private-operators meet the aspirations of the nation to ensure worlclble public tIansport system. Fmally and not the least,
the Board endeavours to ensure that drivers receive appropriate ttaining to ensure that the motoring public is competent
enough to maintain road safety and prevention of road accidents.

4. MEASURES BEING TAKEN TO CURB ACCIDENTS

The state intends:-
1. Intro:luction of Safety Belts.
2. ConstruCtion of safe crossing places.
3. Introduction of driving and drinking laws to reduce drunken driving.
4. Increased fines to discourage committing offenses by drivers.
5. Increased insurance coverage for passengers: presently the K40.000 cover for all passengers is inadequate.
6. Abolishion of Act only Insurance to full third pany insurance.
7. Group Accident Insurance covering all Bus passengers.
8. Abolition of Drunken Drivers-weekend irnprisonmenL

S. ROAD SAFETY EDUCATION AND PUBUCITY

Education and Publicity are expensive items in road safety wOIX the world over. with the present trend of costs hindering
effective application of the same due to inadequate funding to cover educational material production. workers salaries,
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acquisition of modem equipment of tools and equipment (these include manpower and vehicles) and many other too
numerous to mention.

Nevenheless despite limited funding the Board continues to educate and produce liternture with the limited resources at

its disposal.

6. SPONSORSlllP OF ROAD SAFETY WORK

There is need for sponsorship of road safety WOlf< in Zambia both internationally and locally, in order to assist In reducing
road carnage. During the past ye3l' also, many local sponsors showed some intereSt in road safety but no tangible resultS
yet This might have been due to devaluation of our kwacha which has affected the envisaged profitability of Companies.
Moreover, international sponsors pledged through SADC in 1985/86 did not implement their commiunentS due to
unknown reasons. Should there by any sponsor willing to assist in this regard Zambia will be glad to accept the assistance.

7. FUTURE PLANS

10 view of the past experience, with regard to the implementation of the decisions the Board is current!y planning to increase
its manpower, financial and material resources so that the activites for road safely can be intensiJied. Given tbe resources
included in the plan the Board should be able to disseminate information at very high frequency so that the road user could
be made more aware of his responsibility on the road and reduce the number of accidents both within and outside the urban
areas. When this is done the Board hopes to intensify even further its contribution in loternational Road Safely Fora with
the guidance and encourangement of tbe United National Independence Party and itS Government
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R~05 ANQ ROAO TRAfFIC (NO. af 1974 179)

(AMENDMENT)

•
GOVERNME~rr OF LKM8IA

ACT

No. J5 of 197«'

Date of Assent: 27th December, 1974

An Act to amend tne Roads and Rcad Traffla ~~t

(30th Qecember, 1974)

ENACTED by th~ Parliament of ,ambie Ellaetment

1. This Act may be cited as tne Roads and Road Short title
Traffic (Amendment) Act, 1974, and snall be reaa
as one with the Roads and Road Traffic Act, here1. Cap. 766
after referred to as the principal A=t.

2. SEction two of the principal Act is amended
by the insertion in the appropriate places of the
following definitional

"Board" means the Roads and Road Traffic
Board established under the provisions
of section three A.;

"member" means a member of ti"le Board.

The principal Act is amended by the insertion
after Part I of the following new Parts

PART lA·
E5T~BlISHMENT QF BOkRQ

3A. There is hereby established the Roads
and Road Traffic Board which shall deal with
all ml'ltters relating 0 roads B'1d road
traffic in the Republic.

4A. (1) The Soard shall consist of
(a) The Minister as Chairman. the

secretary to the Cabinet, a~d

Permanent secretery of the
Ministry of Power, Transport and
Communications. ·all of whom shall
be permanent mBmbers; and

imendment
of sect1 on 2

Insertion
of new Part If,
and Part 18

Establishment
of Roads and
Road Traffic
Soard

Composition
of Board
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(b) Such other members being not less
than three nor more then seven as
may be appointed by the Minister
from the fallowing.:

(i) one member from the medical
profession;

(ii) one member from the legal
profession;

(iii) one member from the motor
trade industry;

(iv) one member from the Zambia
Police Farce;;

(v) one town engineer nominated by
the Minister responsible for
local government and housing;

(vi) two members of the general pUblic
who have had experience of, and
shown capacity in dealing with,
matters relating to rOHd traffic
and road safety.

(2) There shell be a Vice-Chairman of the Soard who
shall be sppointed by the Minister from amongst the
members.

SA. (1) The Road Traffic Commissioner, the Dire~tor

of Roads and the Director of Mechanical Services
Department shall attend meetings of the Soard but shall
have no vote.

(2) Whenever the Commissioner is unable to attend any
meeting of the Board, he shall nominate in writing
either the Assistant Commissioner (Education and
Training) to represent him at such meeting.

GA. There shall be appointed a Secreta y to the
Board who shall be a pUblic offic~r not below the
rank of Assistant Secretary.

7A. (1) SUbject to the provlslons of this section
members other than permanent members shall hold
office for such period, not exceeding two years, as
as the Minister may determine at the time of
appointment.
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(2) A retiring memb~r shall subject to the
provisions of this section, be eligible for
re-eppointment. .

(J) On the expiration of the period for which
8 member is appointed, he shall continue to
hold office until his successor has been
appointed but in no case shall such further
period exceed three months.

(4) No person shall be appointed a member:

(a) while he is an undischarged bankrupt~ or

(b) if he is convicted or an offence and
sentenced to imprisonment without the
option of a nne.

(5) The office of a member shall be vacated -

(a) upon his death;

(b) if h~ is absent from three consecutive
meetings of the Board and he is unable
to give explanation of such absence to
the satisfaction of the Board;

(c) upon communication in writing to the
Minister of his intention to resign
and acceptance thereof by th~ Minister,
or upon the expiry of such period of
notice as he andthe Minister may agree
upon;

(d) if he becomes~ in the opinion of the
Minister, mBntally or physiCally
incapable of performing his duties as
a member;

(e) If any circumstances arise that, if
he were not a member, would cause
him to be disqualified for appointment
as SUCh; or

(f) in the circumstances set out in krticle
34 (2) of the Constitution.

(6) When a member's office is vacated the
Minister shall appoint a person to fill the
vacancy until the expiration of the period
during Wilich such member would, but for the
vacation of his office, have continued in
office •
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(7) A member who is not a public officer
shall be paid aut of the funds of the
Board such remun~ration and allowances
as the Minister may determine.

P':'RT lB

POWERS hND FUNCTIONS OF BOhRD

,-
8A. Notwithstanding any provisions contain~d

in any other Hct, the Board shall have powers
to-

(a) issue directives to all organisations
in the Republic on all matters
relating to road safety;

(b) approve the siting of dwellings of
public houses by the roadside;

(c) make regulations governing the use of
roads ,_ and to undertake periodic reviews
of existing roads and road traffic
legislation with a view to recommending
to the Minister any necessary amendm8nts;

(d) review the Highway Code and to determine
the standard13 of traffic signals and
regulations relating to traffic signs;

(e) lay dawn sp~cifications of vehicles in
regard to minimum standards of safety
an the roads;

(f) determine requirements in regard to
standards of fitness for vehicles;

(g) fix standards snd methods of examination
for certificates and to approve minimum
specifications for new models of vehicles
before their introduction on the Zambian
market;

(h) prescribe procedures for the issue of
certificates of fitness for old vehicles;

(i) specify the type of uniforms for bus
drivers and taxicab drivers.

(j) deal with any other matter relating to
roads and road traffic •
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Functions
of Board

9k. Notwithstanding any provisi8ns contained
in any other kct, the Board shell perfurm the
following functions:

(a) consider applicetions from motor clubs,
speedw~ys and racecourses in respect of
their activities involving the use of
roads;

(b) introduce from time to time safety
measures and make new proposals for
road safety, taking into account
technological developments, legal
requirements and social and economic
conditions;

(c) introduce new methods of traffic contrul
and revisw existing traffic control
methods with a view to improving the
~tandards of road safety and enhancing
public awareness of road safety;

(d) review the effectiveness of road safety
operations conducted by police officers
and road traffic inspectors;

(e) co-ordinate road safety programmes and
organise publicity and educational
campaigns in matters relating to road
trsffic and road safety;

(f) review accident statistics and analyse
the causes of major accidents at regular
intervals;

(g) review the operations and standards of
driving schools;

eh) dischRrge any other functions relating
to roads and road traffic.
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THE CONSTITUTION OF THE NATIONAL ROAD SAFETY OF THE REPUBLIC OF
ZAMBIA - ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NATIONAL ROAD SAFETY COUNCIL

Whereas the Government recognises the need to encowage and promote road safety measures in zambia and whereas the
Minister of Power, Transpon and Works (hereinafter referred to as the Minister) has therefore, caused to be established
a central road safety authority to be known as the National Road Safety Council of the Republic of zambia (hereinafter
referred to as the Council) which shall consist of:-

OFfiCIAL MEMBERS:
(a) The Represemative of the Ministry of Health
(b) The Representative of the Ministry of Education
(c) The Representative of the Ministry of Defence
(d) The Road Tramc Commissioner
(e) The Representative of the Commissioner of Police

NON-OffiCIAL MEMBERS:
(a) Chairman - to be appointed by the Minister on the recommendation of Council from amongst Council's non-officmJ
members. To retire annually but eligible for re-appoinunenL
(b) Vice Chairman - diao.
(c) Three additiormJ representatives appointed by the Minister after consultations with the Chainnan, and raking into
account nominations from within each Province as recommended by the Branches within that Province.
(d) The Council shall have the power to co-opt specialists to serve on the Council, with full voting powers.

NOTE: Where a member of the COImcil is mentioned specifically he may be represented by his immediate Deputy.

NOW TIDS CONSTITUTION WITNESSETH THAT THE OBJECTS AND POWERS OF THE COUNCIL
SHALL BE:
(a) To encourage and promore Road Safety in zambia in all its aspects towards:
(b) Publicity and Road Safety Education
(c) The re-enforcement of road safety work by brnnches of the Council.
(d) The recommending of road safety policy, which the local branches may implemenL
(e) The recommending to the Minister of Road Safety Legislation.
Without derogation from the generality of the provisions of sub-clause (a) OF TIllS CLAUSE, THE COUNCil. MAY:
(a) By means of appeals, or in any olber manner, mise funds for its activities from Government, Local Authorities and other
bodies, persons or sources:
(b) Administer the funds available to the Council;
(c) Invest funds not immediately required., in such a manner as the Council may from time to time determine;
(d) In accordance with such principles and conditions as it may lay down, invite existing brnnches to become branches of
the Council and to encourage new branches to be formed in areas where such brnnches would serve a useful purpose in
the promotion of road safety;
(e) Purchase, lease or hire real estale;
(I) Appoint such staff on such terms and conditions as the Council thinks fit

Submission of Annual Report:
The Council shall submit to the Minister at a meeting of Council an Annual Repon reviewing its activities PROVIDED
that annual report shall not be submitted until it has been approved at a meeting of Council.

Remuneration and Expenses Payble to Members of Council
The taleS of any remuneration of allowance payable to members of Council and the reimbursement of out of pocket
expenses shall be as determined by the Council.

Meeting of Council
(a) All quarterly meetings of the Council shall take place in Lusaka The Council shall meet every quaner or more frequent
at the Chainnan's discretion.
(b) The Chainnan may, in his discretion, and shall at the written request of four or more members of the council and within
twenty one days of such request, cause a special meeting to be summoned at such place as he may appoint
(c) All recommendations of the Council shall be derermined by a majority vore of those present at the meeting at which
such recommendations are made.
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(d) At any meeting of Council, five members shall fonm a quorum.
(e) A full thirty days' notice shall be sent 10 all members of Council indicating the date, time and place of meeting.

General Meeting of Council
Once in every year there shall be a general meeting at which all branches of the COlUlcil shall be represented and at which
the accOlUlts of the COlUlcii shall be tabled.

Minutes of Council Meetings
The Council shall keep minutes of its meetings fJled in book fonm. The minutes of any meeting shall be confinmed and
signed at the next subsquent meeting by the Chainman 10 that meeting.

Casting Vote of !be Chainnan
The Chairman at any meeting shall have both a deliberate and casting vote.

Committee of the Council
The Council shall have the power to appoint from its members or associate members such committee as are considered
necessary for carrying out the nonmal business objects and funcions of the Council. during the inlerVais between Council
meetings. In particular it shall appoint an extended executive Committee, the membership of which shall be:-
(a) The Chairman and all members of COlUlcil
(b) Provincial Chainnan
The Council may delegate any power considered necessary for the proper working of Council 10 the extended Executive
Committee.
The Chairman and Vice-Chairman shall retire annually but shall be eligible for re-appointment by the Minister. Of the three
other non-official members one shall retire annually in rotation. He shall be eligtble for re-appointmenL
The Council shall have the power 10 appoint one or more special committees for specific tasks, with a membership not
necessarily restricted to Council members and with power and functions as may from time 10 time be detenmined by the
Council.
If the Chainnan or the Vice-Chairman is missing at any COlmcil meeting or Committee meeting, members present may
elect an acting chainnan amongst themselves.
The quorum at all extended executive committee meetings shall be the Chainman and seven members.

Financial Matters
(a) All monies accruing to the Council, shall be deposited at a Bank or Building Society 10 be decided by resolution of the
Council.
(b) The Council shall appoint a pmel of four signatories which shall comprise the Chainnan, two members or the Council
and such person as may occupy the post of National Organising Secrelary 10 the COlUlcil The Signatures of any two of the
said pmel shall be sufficient 10 operate any Banking or Building Society accOlUlt provided that one of the said signalOries
shall be that of the Chairman or National Organising Secretary.
(c) The Council shall cause proper accolUlts to be kept in a form approved by the Minister. Such accounts shall be audited
at least once in every calender year by a qualified auditor.
(d) A statement of such accounts having been duly examined as provided for in sulK:lattse (b) of this clause shall be certified
as =t under the hand of the Chainnan and two members of the Council and shall be submined annually to the Minister.

The OtT'lCe of !be National Organizer
The CoW1ciI shall appoint a National Organizer who shall be the Principal Executive of the National Road Safety Council
of the Republic of zambia.

Duties
In his capacity as Principal Executive, the National Organizer shall be responsible for the day to day
runrting of the Council and its affairs. Without prejudice derogatory to his general duties the National
Organizer shall have the specific duties:
(a) Carry out disciplinary action against members of staff of the Council.
(b) Keep minutes of Council meetings, Extended Executive Committee and Annual General Meetings.
(c) Recommend to the Council conditions of service of all the Council's employees.
(d) With the approval of the Council to sign and enter into contract on behalf of the COlUlcii.
(e) With the approval of the Council to purchase equipment necessary for the COlUlcil's work.
(I) Shall supervise the Council's record of accounts including income and expenditure.
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Branches
(a) The Council may delegate any powers to local Council Branches in so far as they apply to the area covered by the branch
only.
(b) Each branch shall appoint
i. Chaimtan and Vice Chairman
ii. Secretaryrrreasurer
The post of Secretaryrrreasurcr may be occupied by one person.
(a) An Executive Committee composed of the above together with at least 5 other members.
(h) A quorum shall consist of 3 members.
(c) Branch meetings shall take place as often as considered necessary by the Branch Executive Committee but they shall
be elected.
(d) The Treasurer shall account for all expenditure to the Council for audit
(e) Branches shall communicate through the correct channel with National Bodies or figures through the Council only when
dealing on matters of National Policy or issues.
(I) Members of local Council Branches shall be considered as Associate Members of Council and shall elect amongst
themselves the representative to attend the General Council Meetings and Provincial Meetings.

Provincial Meetings
Branch Chainnan or representative shall elect
(a) Provincial Chainnan who shall call meetings of Branch Representatives within his Province and forward recommen
dations to the Council, such meetings to take place at least quanerly before the Extended Executive Committee Meetings.
(h) Provincial Chairman shall attend the Extended Executive Committee of Council which shall be called quarterly, always
provided that they may appoint an alternate or proxy to attend in their stead.

AMENDMENTS TO TillS CONSTITUTION
No amendments to the Constiwtion (unless directed by the MInister) shall be declared carried unless two-thirds of the
members present at a meeting of the Council vote in favour thereof, nor shall it be effective until confumed by the Minister.
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2.19 ALGERIAN EXPERIENCE IN ROAD SAfETY FROM 1980 TO 1989
A. Benghezal, Project Director, Centre National de Prevention et de Securite
Routiere, Algeria.

Mr Chairman,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
1 would like to thank the organizers of this important congress which enables us to meet and share our experience and
thereby help each other in our combat of road accidents, the curse of the modern world.

1 would also like to express my personal thanks to the organizers for making it poSSIble for me 10 participate in the work.

The paper 1 would like to present on Algerian experience in road safety over the period 1980--1989 first draws up a brief
balance sheet of the socio-economic consequences of road accidents, goes on to give a short analysis of the role of the causes
of accidents, draws up a full list of the steps and actions tlken to combat road accidents. then assesses the efficiency of these
measures, and, lastly, proposes further measures which, it is hoped, might reduce me number and severity of accidents. A
schedule for implememation of these measures has been put to the proper authorities to be used as a guideline for the
National Road Safety Programme.

1. SOCro-ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES

From a statistical point of view, road accidents cause 4,000 deaths and 38,000 injuries per y=, which rougWy corresponds
to the figures of the carastrophic Chief earthquake of 1980.

In terms of acwaI expenses, accidents account for 1,230 million Algerian Dinars (hospital care and social security costs
for 1986), but the real cost of accidents is far higher: it occounts for 1% of the Gross Domestic Produc~ i.e. 3.065 million
Dinars (m 1987).

On the human fron~ the terrible consequences of road accidents cannot be truly assessed. They are frightening.

2. DlAGNOSIS

Examination of the causes of accidents· causes delern1ined in SI3listics drawn up by the Gendannerie and DGSN - cIearly
show the overriding significance of the human factor. The road user himself is given as being the cause of 80% of accidents,
the road and the vehicle being responsible for 10%, and the remaining 10% being of diverse origins.

To put it anothe.- way, road safety is fundamentally a question of behaviour. Accidents are not an inevirable sacrifice to be
made to the motor vehicle. They are a problem of community life which requires coilective discipline, the respect of one's
neighbour, and a certain amount of legislation.

Black spots, sections of road where occidents are particularly frequen~ represent a small percentage of accidents.

Mechanical defects and breakages also account for a significant proportion of accidents due to the high average age of
vehicles (00% of vehicles on the road are more !han 10 years old).

Identifying the role of each of these factors requires the setting up of a system for cailecring and interpreting standardized
statistics, followed by systematic analysis. Special studies will also be necessary 10 defme top-priority rargets and
appropriate countermeasures.
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3. MEANS OF COMBATIING ROAD ACCIDENTS STILL LIMITED, BUT SIGNIF1CANT RESULTS

The results obt:lined in the years 1986, 1987, and 1988 auger well for new progress in the years to come if efforts are
maint:lined and amplified. Figures for the first half of 1989 confum the improvement, which is even more significant for
July 1989. It is considered wise to inventory the actions taken over the last few years in order to stress their role in the
substantial reduction in the number and seriousness of road accidents, but also to stress the relativity of their efficiency due
to the lack of a global programme and the poor co-ordination of actions undertaken by the various services and authorities
concerned.

3.1. Public Awareness and Enforcement to be Enhanced
Accident and enforcement camrraigns undertaken in recent years by the authorities in charge of the traffic police have made
an important conlI1bution to the improvement in the situation. But such actions are still only partial and limited due to the
lack of common and concened scheduling and the fact that other services which are also concerned do not yet participate.

Nevertheless, since 1989 the campaigns have been implemented on a national scale (multisectDr and multimedia), go on
for two months. and include the involvement of other organizations alongside the Ministry of Transport. These actions are
also systematically assessed by means of an opinion survey at the end of the campaign which aims at appreciating the
interest aroused, the impact of the campaign, and the degree of ignorance of regulations.

As pan of the "pedestrian" campaign currently underway (1/10 to 30/11/89). safety instructions for pedestrians are being
taught at school level. The Ministry of Transport has printed 150.000 roadsafety education posters. Hand in hand with
teachers and researchers at the National PedagogicallnstiOJte. a teachers' guide has been prepared for 6 lessons to be given
during the year 1989-90.

3.2. Regulations with Limited Effect
Numerous measures - especially regulations • have been announced by the Ministry of Transpon in association with the
departments concerned. With respect to this, it is wonh mentioning the rehash of the 1974 Road Code in 1983 and the
passing of the 1987 law on traffic organization. safety, and police, followed in 1988 by the publicatiOll of the telmS for its
application.

The new Road Code introduces many new safety measures (speed limit, compulsory use of seat belts. obligatory road
safety education, special training for professional drivers. obligatory technical inspection, research institute. elC.)

These measures will be implemented slowly and will require consitlernbJe resources as well as foreign technical assistance.

Improvement of the status of driving test examiners and an increase in their number and quality is aimed at providing better
supervision of the training of new drivers by reducing their daily work load and enhancing their qualifications and job
sUlbility. The introduction of the new "driving skills" test prior to the practical driving test on the road is aimed at ensuring
that the driver has sufficient skil1 in manoeuvring his vehicle.

Compulsory use of heImets and seat belts, fotbidding use of front passenger seats by children less than 10 years old. and
special speed limits for novice drivers and vehicles weighing more than 55 tonnes have· by means of a publicity campaign
and practical implementation by the gendarmerie, police, and the operntors concerned • helped reduce the seriousness of
road accidents.

3.3. Incomplete and Complex Legislation Little Heeded
The legislation updated recently or drafted in recent years is still somewhat difficult to encompass because of its complexity
and the absence of popular illustrated road code manuals.

Funherrnore, the legislation is sti11 not complete, and many standards or procedures are not defined due to lack of expertise.
Appropriate action to determine the required measures and steps would help make an overnll improvement in the road
safety situation in Algeria.

Above all. the current legislation is largely unknown and ignored by road users. There is no innate sense of discipline; it
can only be acquired through education and sanctions. It is therefore necessary to examine traffic habits and detect and react
to deviant behaviour.
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3.4. Recent Media Involvement
The involvement of the national media (television, radio, press) in the question of road safety h:ls had a defmite impact on
the awareness of road users to the dangers they run.

The number of articles in the national press h:ls multiplied, and the interest in the problem has been sustained. Since January
1988, there has been one article per day devoted to the road accident curse in one or another of the daily newspapers.

Weekly papers have not been left behind and have produced investigations into this serious social phenomenon.

At the same time many radio and television shows have been presented, in French and in Arabic, by gendarmes and police
officers.

The Ministry of Transport is planning a weekly 2 to 3 minute show which will be highly informative and attractive. The
preparatory wolks are well under way.

The show will mark the difference between the good rule and bad practice.

As part of these campaigns there will also be documentaries and publicity spots.

35. Not Very ElTlcient Sanctionary Procedures
The chances of being "caugh~' are llOl very Iligh (once every twenty or thirty years approximately), so sanctions are not
dissuasive with respect to serious infraction. Greater credibility must be given to the arsenal of repression by setting up
fast judicial procedures, by giving time·restricted powers to the supervisory authorities, and especially by giving them the
right means.

It is also necessary to rethink the existing system of sanctions and adapt it to the current environment This means
rehabililaling the prerogatives of me wiiaya (county) councils as regards suspending driving licenses, and uniformizing
the system of sanctions by establishing a scale of standard sanctions proportional to me gravity of infractions. This will
avoid the excessive disparities which have been obsaved in the pasL

It would be worthwhile examining me possibility of legislative arrangement which would allow severe sanctions
proportional to infractions concerning road safety, and fIxed fUles for miner infractions which. would no longer be a judicial
matter.

3.6. Overburdened Judiciary
In me last few years mere has been a distinct improvement in the courts' treattnent of traffic violations. But me judicial
system stands out nonetheless in that it has no judges for lIa1lic violations, and in the chronic overload of its services due
to me encrmous number of proceedings fer traffic and parldng offenses. This means only a very small number of violations
can be dealt with before time of prescription. Since, under present circumstlJlCes, the judicial system cannot cope with the
volume of road safety violations, it should be relieved of me minor infractions - especially parking offenses - which. could
be dealt with especially by the administIative commissions for suspension of driving licenses.

3.7. Gradual Elimination of Black Spots
Improvement of me national road system, mOlkrnizJltion of state highways, and th.e construction of sections of motorway
have cenainly improved ttaffic flow and safety.

The ccrrection of local faullS in th.e road infraslJ'UClUre has been furthered. Black spots should be inventoried and correctly
identified so that annual progrnmmes fer meir systematic elimination can be implemented. This of course implies a certain
budget, but this type of werle should get budget priority.

3.8. Poor Organization for Acquisition and Processing of Statistics
The statistics available in Algeria are fragmenlary, incomplete, and insufficiently reliable. Nor are they uniform.

Much information is simply not available for me following reasons:
- lack of co-crdination between me structures concerned and the centIalized SlJ'UCtures;

- lack of uniformity between police and gendarmerie statistics. especially as regards me age and sex of road users and me
category of vehicle involved in accidents;

- lack of co-ordination by safety services with public bealth services and public worl<.s services.
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This state of affairs means much under-<1eclaration is possible. Only deaths at the site of the accident are declared in counlTy
locations; in an urban.environment many injured do not go down on statistics.

The quality of the available information must be improved by harmonizing the acquisition of data and undertaking more
reliable enquiries or surveys, especially as regards serious infractions.

With this in mind, a National Road Acddent Statistics System (SNAR) has been set up. A bodily-injury rood accident data
sheet (FACR) has been prepared by the Ministry of Transpon in association with the authorities concerned (police, health.
public works, etc.)

The SNAR and the data sheet will undergo trials in a eenain number of test wilayas in 1990, and will be spread nationwide
in 1991 after any necessary modification of the sheet and training of personnel.

3.9, Underdeveloped Road Safety and Emergency Phone Systems
The setting up of road-safety stations near some lllrge towns and on some main roads has made rapid and efficient
intervention possible in order to save lives. But the system is still insufficient with respect to needs.

Real emergency communication and intervention systems must be developed along the counlTy's roads in order to be able
to provide first aid at the site of the accident and transpon the injured to nearby medical centres.

Ai this stage, despite the progress made in better care of the injured in order to reduce the number of deaths, complications,
and handicaps, there remains much to be done. The lack of road accident traumatology services with the required means
and specialists for all necessary interventions to be performed at the scene of the accident in accordance with the seriousness
of injuries - and not aL random or in accordance with the means available within different services at different locations
within the hospital - is hard felt

A road accident ttaumatology centre is currently being set up for the Algiers region.

3.10. Study and Research
Studies performed in Algeria are few and far between. For the moot pan they are the work of doctors who have examined
the phenomenon of road accidents from an epidemiological point of view. These studies should become general practice.

As pan of the national road-ttanspon study, a diagnosis of road accidents was made. This study should make it possible
to identify the categories of road-users who are over-represented in accidents as well as accident-causing factors.

Other steps are envisaged in association with foreign involvement This will focus on the training of Algerian expens and
management staff, and will aim at developing better handling of the road safety through better understanding of driving
behaviour and accident factors. These arrangements form pan of the setting up of the C.N.P.S.R. which was established
by the law on the Road Code.

4. STEPS PROPOSED

Combatting road accidents is everyone's business. Public opinion must be brought to bear on the problem. This means
making people aware of the curse and its consequences. To change behaviour and attitudes, road users must be continually
informed and made aware of the problem.

The national education and training system must participate on a lllrge scale in this programme. The teaching of road sense
aL school level, and special training of professional drivers are the essential pages in the overall policy for road safety.

Improving the examination system and the examiners themselves in order to obtain greater objectivity and credibility also
has a definite impact on the prevention of accidents.

Driving schools and the whole sub-system involved in driving instruction should be subject to a series of organizational
and pedagogical measures capable of making them competent, and attractive.

Road checks will be made systematic and more frequent by equipping the ttaffic police with the appropriate technical
means.
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Redeveloping the enforcement system is a vital need. Neither credible nor efficient, the present system will continue to
tolerate deviant behaviour and let it go unpunished. The rules currently in force must be questioned from the base up in
order to effectively and rapidly accomplish the steps envisaged.

Medical care of accident victims must cease to be haphazard. The efficiency of the emergency, first-aid, and para-medical
services must be enhanced.

The organization of national files for driving licenses, vehicles registrations, and violations of the road code should be
deeply considered and be given sustained inlereSt Quick computer processing of the data would make research easy, and
would relieve the services concerned of much tediwn, thus allowing them to spend more time on more useful tasks.

It is also important that the content of the statistical data put together at the time of accidems be made uniform. This data
would make it possible to 'fme nIne' public awareness campaigns and assess their impact, as well as that of road safety
regulations.

Black spots (frequent accident locations) should be inventoried and identified to allow for systematic and cMrdinated
works under yearly programmes: The laying out of safety facilities on roads needs proper regulations which will have to
be updated and checked to avoid mis-use which could compromise road safety (road markings and speed bumps).

With respect to motor vehicles, periodical inspection of parts with a role in the safety of the vehicle must be made possible
by improving the availability of spare parts and the setting up of technical inspections for private motor vehicles.

The present motor vehicle inspection system should be taken in hand on order to give it recognized status and make it an
effective tool.

The implernenration of this programme of action requires the setting up of a National Plan for Road Safety within the
National Plantting Process, a co-ord.ination authority, and a research institute.
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APPENDIX

roAD ACCIDENT wrrn P.ODILY INJURy IN ALGERIA

NUMBER OF ACCIDENI'S NUMBER NUMBER ~X100YEI\R REFORl'ED INJURED KTIJ,m

1970 24,437 17,430 1,374 7.9%
1971 24,163 20,072 1,484 7.4%
1972 23,621 21,833 1,601 7.3%
1973 25,714 23,423 2,106 9.0%
1974 26,650 24,618 2,313 9.4%
1975 29,484 27,954 2,579 9.2%
1976 31,424 27,530 2,862 10.4%
1977 31,111 27,860 3,061 11.0%
1978 32,616 30,143 3,046 10.1%
1979 32,335 30,118 3,114 10.3%
1980 33,275 31,928 2,967 9.3%
1981 36,428 35,616 3,216 9.0%
1982 36,984 35,429 3,136 8.9%
1983 38,197 35,996 3,315 9.2%
1984 37,872 36,612 3,628 9.9%
1985 38,164 37,936 4,134 10.9%
1986 34,899 38,548 3,948 10.2%
1987 34,324 38,067 3,693 9.7%
1988 33,436 36,654 3,456 9.4%

1970-1988 605,134 577,767 55,033 9.5%
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3. THE VARIOUS ELEMENTS OF ROAD
SAFETY AND THEIR INTEGRATION

A REVIEW OF IMPLEMENTATION
EXPERIENCE IN AFRICA
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3.1 ROAD SAfETY - AN OVERVIEW Of WORLD BANK EXPERIENCE
R. Barrett, Senior Urban Transport Specialist, Infrastructure Division, Technical
Department, Africa Region, World Bank, USA

ABSTRACT:

This paper presents a brief overview of World Bank experience in road safety. One hundred and six projects have been
undertaken by the Bank with a direct or indirect impact on road safety. Of the 106 projects, 36 included specific road safety
components. The paper identifies and explores some of the key issues contributing to the success or failure of these
components.

1. INTRODUCTION

Awareness within the World Bank of the need to incorporate road safety components in its projects began to take place
in the 1970·s. As this awareness increased it became clear that the Bank could playa more important role in this sector.
In oIder to explore what that role might be, the Bank sponsored together with the P:ln American Health Organization
(pAHO), a seminar on road safety in developing countries in May 1979. This seminar resulted in a long list of
recommendations for actions by the Bank and the PAHO. As a result, the Bank issued a note to staff on road safety in
developing countries') and carried out a review of road safety components in World Bank projects.') At this time (1981),
42 World Bank projects were identified with a direct or indirect impact on road safety. These projects contained 59 road
safety components. A further note giving infonnal guidelines for road safety components in World Bank projects was
issued in December 1982. The principal recommendations are reproduced in Box 1. These guidelines resulted in a
significant increase in road safety related components. Between 1981 and 1989 a further 64 projects with a dire<:t or indire<:t
impact on road safety were commenced. These projects contained 173 road safety components. Thus, over the period 1981
1989 the Bank averaged 8 road safety related projects, and 22 road safety components per year.

Given the growing importance of this area of !ending, the Bank decided in 1989 to undertake a second review of its road
safety related projects. The main purpose of this review is to identify the successes and failures of Bank actions in this sub
sector and suggest ways in which the Bank can improve its performance. Although the results of this review are still in a
draft format the main findings are presented below.

') Road Safety in Developing Camtri.., Suggestioos for Projea ApproUsal, Rayrnatd S. 'liIIatd, W.... Africa Highway•• World Bank, Sep<ember 1979.
') Road Safety Canpooenu in Bank Financed Projects. Melody Mason (Con,ullan'). Transport Warr.r and Telecommunication. Depanmcn~ <:<n,ral
Projects Staff. World Bank, Oaober 1981.
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Box 1: Informal World Bank Guidelines for Road Safety Components, 1982.

Trnnsport Sector Memoranda or other transpOrt reports should review the current road safety scene in the
countty concerned where a serious problem is helieved to exist. Such reviews should present whatever
infonnation is available on past and present road accident rates and current road traffic safety legislation
features, and describe the organizations in government and in the private sector concerned with road safety.
Inter alia, they should assess the current level of concern within the countty to abate the road accident
problem and the effectiveness of the existing efforts and programs.

In appraising highway and urban projects, reference should be made to such reviews, and in their absence
the preparation or appraisal could provide the opportunity to have such reviews prepared. Where there is
evidence of concern about road safety, and need for additional assistance, specific road safety components
should be developed for inclusion in the project

In all project components concerned with road construction or improvemen~ whether urban or rural, the
preparatory studies should give explicit consideration to road safety, in particular seeking to segregate
pedestrian and vehicular traffic. Where main roads in rurnl areas run through centers of human habitation,
the traffic studies should include collection of data on foot traffic in order to indicate what provision should
be made for such traffic separate from the vehicular highway.

Safety intervention programs should be encouraged on a pilot or demonstration basis. Fmancial support in
an amOWlt up to 5 or even 10 per cent of the Bank loanlcredit for highway and urban trnnsport projects (but
not more than US $ 5 million equivalent) may be considered without ex-ante benefit~st justification,
provided that measures are la1cen to establish monitoring and evaluation or the effectiveness of the major
items.

2. DISTRIBUTION OF WORLD BANK ROAD SAFETY INTERVENTIONS

The World Bank has carried out one hundred and six projects containing road safety related elements. Of these, 36 included
projects where improving road safety was a specific objective. In the remainder of the projects, where road safety was an
indirect objective, road safety impacts were achieved as part of traffic engineering, traffic control, and/or ttaffic
management components. In many of these projects, safety-related elements include physical engineering measures such
as improvement of signals, intersections, or enforcement equipment such as axle weighing machines. Although it is
questionable whether such components should be categorized as road safety measures, they can have an indirect impact
on road safety.

Projects with road safety elements have been underla1cen in 51 COWllries (Africa 17 COWllries, Asia 7 counlries, Europe
Middle East and North Africa (EMENA) 14 cowuries and Latin America and Canbbean (LAC) 13 counlries). These
projects are fairly evenly distrIbuted amongst World Bank regions (See Chart 1) (Africa 28 projects, Asia 30 projects,
EMENA rI projects and LAC 21 projects).

The most common safety elements in the World Bank's African region (subsaharan) projects were physical engineering
improvements (included in 46 per cent of projects). Traffic regulation and enforcement was also popular, with thirty-seven
per cent of projects including measures to assist the police (equipment and vehicles for checkpoints and ttaining).
Equipment purchases for vehicle inspection centers, and vehicle registration and licencing featured in 29 per cent of
projects. Technical assistance and training for instiwtional development were included in 20 per cent of projects. Technical
assistance and training for institutional development were included in 20 per cent of projects. World Bank loans 10 the
African region for road safety related components have IDlalled about US $ 120 million. Expenditures on road safety
elements represent about 5j per cent of lDial project costs.

To summarize, most World Bank road safety related components in Africa aim 10 provide the basic infrastructure (physical
and institutional) and equipment necessaty for establishing road safety programs. In practice, however, many of the projects
only manage 10 get as far as purchasing and sometimes insialling equipmen~ and most programs have not yet been fully
launched.
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3. EVALUATION OF ROAD SAFETY INTERVENTIONS

A fundamental problem in dealing with road safety in developing counaies is that not much is known about the
imJXIcts of road safety measures. The recent review of World Bank road safety components attempted to evalume
some of these imJXIcts.

3.1 Physical Engineering (Infrastructure Improvement)
Gener:illy, infrastructure improvements have been judged to be successful. but little evidence exists on the results of these
interventions. This is due to a lack of accident data and adequme monitoring of improvements. Lack of accident data often
leads highway authorities to identify sections of road with poor geomeaic feawres as "hazardous" locations rather than
as "substandard" sites. Because of their poor geomeaic feawres. such locations are extremely expensive to improve.
Deployment of funds to improve such sites may. in some cases. diven scan:e resources away from "real" accident
blackspots. Even where accident blackspots have been properly identified and suitable countermeasures have been
designed. it is often still necessary to follow up and check that the improvement implemented has. in facl improved safety.

Lesson Learned: There is little doubt that properly designed channelization. road marlcing and road signing programs,
including retro-fitting of safety facilities such as guard mils, will help to make road networKs safer and should be included
in Bank projects. However. programs should be based on high frequency accident locations rather than hazardous sites.
Formal road safety audits should be undenaken at the various design stages to verify that the sites chosen are indeed accident
blackspots and that the propa;als put forward will resolve the problems. Good basic road safety data is necessary for this
to happen. In the absence of adequate data, police experience may be used to identify sites and the most frequent causes
of accidents. Wherever fea51ble. before and after studies should be completed so that the effectiveness of the measures
implemented can be gauged A major research effon is needed to identify what constitute effective countermeasures in the
African context Up to now very little worle has been done in this area.

3.2 VehicIe Inspection
This is a very frequent element in Bank projects. These components typically comprise the purchase of vehicle inspection
equipment and sometimes the construction of vehicle inspection stations. However. instiwtional strengthening. training
and suppon systems are also necessary to make such systems worlc effectively.

Lessons Learned: It is absolutely essential that vehicle testing equipment is not included in a project as an isolated element,
but that it forms pan of a broader institutional strengthening effon of the vehicle inspection services. Sometimes this is best
done through a pilot project Only if that first pilot station worKs well, should consideration be given to further purchases
and an extension of the system.

3.3 Road User Education
This element included a wide range of actions such as the development of children's education. driver training schools.
driving courses and publicity campaigns. Very little information is available on performance in this area other than that
some of the campaigns seem to have been a success.

Lessons Learned: Experience shows that publicity. proJXlganda campaigns and the development of children's education
in schools can best be undenaken by a national coordinating body such as a National Road Safety Council Samples of ideas
and approaches for books, texIS, posters and teaching maIerials from developed counaies can be used to provide ideas. but
these should be related to local conditions.

3.4 Highway Legislation
The Bank's experience in this area is limited. One project with proposals for changes in highway legislation has not yet
staned In another project, highway legislation is being examined as pan of the consultancy effon and considerable delays
and probiems have occurred These problems are mainly due to fragmented responsibilities within the road safety sub
sector. making it difficuit to coordinate the invoivements of several minisaies.

Lessons Learned: Highway legislation changes are best made under the direction of an inter-ministerial subcommittee or
a National Road Safety Council Subcommittee (NRSC). In this way all agencies can feel involved in the development of
the legislation and the inevitable compromises that have to made. Trying to impose a draft provided under the direction
of a single interested JXIfiY with vested interest is likely to cause problems with other Agencies.
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3.5 Enforcement
Enfo\Cement elements normally include upgrading traffic policing activities by providing equipment or training, or a
combination of both. Such components seem to be genenilly successful in thai equipment gets delivered and the traffic
police. in theory at least, increase their enforcement capabilities. In one project several years elapsed before the equipment
was acllla1ly brought into use. In this instl/lCe. as with the vehicle inspection equipment mentioned above, insufficient
attention had been paid to the end users' ability to fully utilize and operate the equipment supplied and the key ministries
had not cl3rified such issues or made provision in their budgets before the equipment arrived.

In a more successful example. the recipient minislIy and the Police had fonnal agreements signed by their respective
ministers specifying the obligations of each minislIy with respect to the supply and operation of the vehicles and the
provision of personnel for training in the use of enforcement equipmenL

In another project 20 traffic police were sent off to the U.SA. for 6 months to be trained as instructors. However. on their
relurn many of them left the public sector because of the low saIary levels. Because their English had improved they went
to worl< in other countries. or joined the private sector. The net effect was that very few of the 20 personnel remained in
the jobs for which they had been trained.

Lessons Learned: In general. this is an area where equipment and training does tend to get used effectively. However, it
is essential that assurances are received and recorded in inter-ministerial agreements about responSIbility for operating
costs, distnbution of equipment, etc.• and that adequate provision has been made in minislIy budgets to cover operational
costs. The establishment and/or development of in-counlIy training for enforcement officials provides a belter use of
resources than expensive overseas training courses for large numbers of officials.

3.6 Post Accident Assistance
This element typically includes ambulances and tow trucks for rescue services. Often such services are operated by the
Police Highway patrOls as these are often the only emergency services available in rural areas. Recognition and correct
handling of spinally injured casualties during transport to hospital is vitally important if the victim is not to be permanently
paralyzed. Ambulances should be provided where victims can be laid flat, and proper lI3ining for ambulance crews
attending accident scenes should be provided. The widespread practice in developing counlries of doubling up the victim
and carrying him to hospital in the back seat of a car should be discouraged through driver education and through provision
of post accident assistance along major highways.

Lessons Learned: The provision of ambulances opernted by highway patrols on major rmds is certainly beneficial and
genenilly a reasonably effective alternative for the interim period until such countries can develop more comprehensive
national ambulance services operated by Ministries of Health. Provision should however be made for first aid training of
the ambulance crews.

3.7 Data Collection and Analysis
In some cases. this was just a "one off" exercise to collect and analyze accident data so that accident blackspots could be
pinpointed, while in other projects, it involved the setting up of an accident data system. and the training of a small accident
analysis unit to operate it and to disseminate information. Accident data systems have been set up in several countries using
the TRRL (Transport and Road Research Laboratory) accident analysis system which has bc:en designed specifically for
use in developing counaies. Modifications can be made to items of data to suit any particular country's needs and computer
displays and menus can be amended to suit any language. Various versions of the 1RRL system have been established (as
pilot projects with a view to eventual extension) via Bank projects in China (in Chinese) in Saurli Arabia (in Arabic) and
in Ghana em English). Since all the analytical programs are already written, the basic system can be established at minimal
cosL 1be only costs are for a microcomputer and about 6-12 man-months of specialist time to assist in intrOducing and
training staff on the system. The computer programs are available free from the 1RRL Bank experience in this area has
been very satisfactory.

In a non-Bank project in one counlIy. cOllSlt1tants aied to develop a microbased system ramer than using and adapting an
existing system. Despite considerable consultancy resollICes, applied over a two year period, the system still had significant
"teething" problems and rlid not result in a fully functioning system by the end of the consultancy period.

Lessons Learned: There is no merit in reinventing the wheel Rather than IIying to develop new accident data systems, it
is better to use existing systems designed for use in developing countries. This can be used at least for the first 5-10 years
until same accident analysis capability and expertise can be developed amongst local personnel. If necessary more
sophisticated systems can be developed in later years once the basic 3pplO3Ch and procedures for systematic collection.
analysis and dissemination of accident data are in place.
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3.8 Safety Studies
Bank fmanced road safety studies have generally sought to review road safety in the counlries concerned so that deficiencies
could te identified and a prioritized action plan prepared to improve road safety. Success has varied markedly and is often
relared to the commiunent of the government concerned. A five man-month study in one country stimulated considerable
activity by the government This led to a multi-million dollar national road safety program. In another country, with more
than 90 man-months of technical assistance, a much larger series of studies had little real impact

Lessons Learned: It is often more productive to start with a shorl initial study to identify key problem areas. This study
should define the main building blocks needed to improve road safety. A second phase study should te undertaken once
a general consensus has been reached by all the minislries and agencies concerned.

3.9 Institutional Strengthening
This nonnally entails technical assistance to train local per.;onnel and to establish road safety, accident or enforcement
units. Institution building actions can also include the development of in-<:ountry training, provisioo of equipment and
policy studies. To implement such components effectively requires an awareness and commitment on the part of Govern
ment to deal with the problem. Without Government comrnitrnent it is very difficult to achieve any lasting results.

Lessons Learned: Sustainability of road safety activities can only te achieved by building up a safety lobby in a country
and by creating a COOIdination mechanism. Very often this takes the form of a National Road Safety Council If it has
representatives from all key agencies and has adequate technical and financial resowees, a National Road Safety Council
can te very effective for promoting road safety issues and inttoducing new legislation. Without some fonn of coordinating
agency it is very difficult to make significant road safety improvements.

4. CONCLUSIONS

There is a growing recognition by Governments, Aid Agencies and Professionals that road safety in developing counlries
is an imPOllant economic and social issue. However, because of the difficult financial times. resowees are in very sholt
supply. There is a great need therefore to consider ways of incorporating road safety interventions into various types of
infrastructure projects. Road safety remedial actions should become an integral part of infrastructure and urlJan ttansporI
projects. Rehabilitation projects involving roads should also incorporate road safety remedial measures particularly in
urlJan areas. Wherever jJOSSIble, road safety institutional development measures should also te included. Interventions of
this type are complex and require intensive multi-d.isciplinary interventions during design and supervision.

Experience shows that the main strengths of the Bank in road safety lie in infrastructure improvements. equipment
procurement and institutional and human resources development However, Ibe success of the Bank depends to a large
extent on the commitment of the Borrowers. Evidence suggests that without the Government's full commitment it is
unlilcely that any significant improvements will take place in road safety. This leads us to postulate a number of
preconditions necessary for the successful completion of a road safety project FIrstly, there should be awareness and
commitment at the highest levels of Government to reducing accident rateS. Secondly, there should be a national
coordination agency responsible for road safety. ThinIIy, this agency should te adequately funded and have technical
resources at its disposition to carry out road safety studies. Finally, there should be national and/or local agencies
empowered to implement road accident remedial measures with regular and adequate sounces of funding.
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3.2. THE BOTSWANA INTEGRATED ROAD SAFETY IMPROVEMENT
PROJECT
B. S. Tsayang, Transport Director, Department of National TranspoIt and
Communications, Ministry of Works, Transport and Communications, Botswana.

ABSTRACT
The integrated Road Safety Improvement Programme for Botswana and the experience from implementation of the
programme are described. The programme was originally compiled by the Swedish Govemment-owned consulting
company, Swe-Road. With funding from the Swedish International Development Authority (SlIM) SweRoad was also
engaged to provide support in implementing the programme. The programme, which is multidisciplinary. is creating the
foundation for planning and implementing road safety activities on a coordinated basis in Botswana. A major feature of
the programme involves training local staff.

1. BACKGROUND

BotsWana has since its independence in 1966, experienced a steady improvement in its economy and is at present showing
one of the highest growth rates in real terms on the African continent This has also led to a steady increase in the vehicle
population, which has been abcve 10 per cent a year during the past ten years.

Together with an impressive road construction programme. from 6 Jan in 1966 the tarred road network has grown to almost
3000 Ian this year • the amOUnt of traffic has increased and so has the number of road accidents. The number of road
accidents reported to the police is increasing by 20 • 25 per cent a year and has been doing so for the past ten years.

YEAR I BITUMEN I GRAVEL I EARTH/SANDi TOTAL I
1982 1 495 1 529 5 002 a 026
1983 1 723 1 349 4 954 a 026
1984 1 848 1 285 4 893 8 026
1985 1 885 1 266- 4 875 8 026
1986 :2 039 1 02.4 5 087 8 150
1987 2 156 940 5 054 8 150

Fig. 1 Gazetted road netwnrk, kilometres

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

YEAR
Index 1981 • 100

Fig. 2 Increase or accidents and vehicles in Il<JISWana 1981 • 1988.
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The road safety situation in a country Cllll be described in many ways, but the lack of reliable data is a serious problem in
many developing countries. Thus, a comparison between different countries has to be based on some simple measures for
which the quality of data is acceptable.

One widely used quantity is the fatality rare, defmed as the nwnber of fatalities a year per thousand mOLOr vehicles. The
fatality rnte defmed in this way varies between 40 for developing countries with a very unsatisfactory road safety situation,
and 0.2 to 0.4 for developed countries with a compmuively good road safety situation.

Figure 3 shows this quantity plotled against the nwnber of motor vehicles per thousand inhabitants. Regression lines have
been drnwn to show the relationship between these two quantities. The value for Botswana for 1987 can be seen to be above
what could be expecled. Thus, the nwnber of fatalities is higher than that of other countries with the same level of
motorization.

The road safety situation in Botswana has continued to deteriorate during the past years. Regardless of how the figures are
compared or analyzed, the same pattern of increased accident tates is found.

There are of course several explanatory factors for this. The same pattern is also observed in most other developing
countries in the third world. One factor that makes Botswana different from most other developing counaies is the
flourishing economy, unmatched during the past five years by most other non-oil-pnoducing counaies in AfriC3.

The fatality rate (killed per 1,000 vehicles) in Botswana for 1988 was 3.8. This figure is amongst the lowest in the region.
Compared with indusaia1ized counaies in Western Europe, USA and Japan, however, it is more than 20 times as high.
Other more sophisticaled measures indicate an accident rnte that is about ten times as high as that in western counaies.

COMPARISON BClWEEN 34 COUNTRIES 1979--8.:3 & SMEED'S FORMULA FOR "OMLCPi;D" COUNTRIES 1938
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Fig. 3 Comparison or road sarety
Soue..: The World Bank, Discussion paper, FebMJary 1989 GUMar Carlsson, Karl-Olov Hedman.
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Against !his background !he Botswana Govenunent in 1983 approached the Swedish Government and requested assistance
in surveying !he sillJation and proposing a programme to rectify the deteriorating Slate of affairs.

The Swedish International Development Au!hority (SIDA) conuacted SweRoad to undertake !he sUJdy, and the terms of
reference indicated lhat the study should cover all aspects of road safety, not only in urban areas but also in rural are:lS. The
programme was requested to cover a five-year period, wi!h the two first described in greater detail than the last three.

SweRoad, which is a Swedish Government-owned consulting company, has employed experts from appropri3le organi
zations, not only from Sweden but also from Denmark and Brilain. SweRoad took a muItidisciplirulry attiwde from the very
beginning and we feel !hat most relevant areas of road safety are covered by the programme.

The programme was presented for the National Road Safety Committee in 1985. The Committee approved it and the
Botswana Government requested Swedish suppon in implementing the programme. Such suppon was granted - though
on a smaller scale than !hat proposed in the 5·year programme - and the second period of the suppon is now almost finished.
Talks are now being held about possible support for a thin! period, which would be regarded as the final support period
under the present organizational arrangement

2. LEGAL FRAMEWORK

Road Safety Committee Regulations, 1975
The legislation on the road safety organization dates back to 1975, when a regulation was inlroduced in Botswana to form
a National Road Safety Committee. The Committee consisted originally of 11 members but was later increased to 12. The
chairmanship rests with the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Works, Transpon and Communications, and the Chief
Road Engineer is the vice chairman.

Other members are the Permanent Secreraries (or their representatives) of
• The Ministry of Fmance and Development Planning,
• The Ministry of Education,
• The Ministry of Commerce and Industries;
• The Acromey Genera!,
• The Commissioner of Police,
• The Transpon Secretary, and representatives of
• Inswance cornpmies
• The O1amber of Commerce, and a few associations like the Red Cross, some service clubs, ele.

The objectives of the Committee acconIing to the Regulations are to foUow closely the development of the road safety
siwation and promote road safety by various means.

The Committee is supposed to meet at the intervals it deems necessary and not less than four times a year.
In order to achieve its objectives and perform its functions the Committee has been given the power to finance different
activities from a special road safety fund. This fund receives money mainly through a speciaI levy of 1 pula (about 0.5 US
doUars) per vehicle a year • both domestic vehicles and visiting ones. It is also possible to receive money through special
contributions and money decided by the Parliament, but this has not been practiced so far.

District Road Safety Committee Regulations, 1983
In 1983 the regulations were amended by !he addition of a District Road Safety Committee regulation. This was introduced
to= an organization to work with road safety matters on a regional basis. These committees - at present 16 in the whole
country - carry out both octivities decided by the National Committee and activities they decide themselves. It is felt !hat
the district committees are necessary to encourage road safety work at district and local levels. The link between national
gools and local needs is felt to promote road safety awareness.

Represented on the District Road Safety Committees, which are chaired by the District Commissioner, are the sarne
authorities and organizations !hat are represented in the National Committee, e.g. the Police. education authorities, District
Councils, physical planners, Roads and Transpon authorities, ele.

Administrative organization
Even though the Committees form a necessary legal background for the road safety work they are not enough to carry out
the real ground work. It is necessary to have an efficient administration to carry out all the decisions laken by the
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committees. The road safety work also involves a number of other aspects, and there are many people in the field who
contribute to the overall effort.

The main responsibility rests of course with the Ministry of Works, Transpon and Communications. There are mainly two
Depanments who do the bulk of the work:

• the Depanment of National Transpon and Communications, and
• the Roads DepanmenL

The Depanment of National Transport and Communications basically coordinates and monitors the road safety work
in the COWltry. It is organized in four different divisions:

• Yebicle examination and ttanspOn conttol,
• Moror vehicle register and licensing,
• Road safety, and
• Adminisuation.

The Vehicle Division is responSIble for testing and inspecting vehicles, examining new drivers and for transpon conttol
and inspection.

The Motor Vehicle Register and Licensing Division is responsible for licensing vehicles and drivers and also keeping
registers of these, together with a register for tIansjXXt permits.
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The Road Safety Division is the secretariat for the National Road Safety Committee. It is responsible for all informati
on and education activities. This division also maintains the accident information system and is to analyse the road accident
situation.

The Roads Depanment is in charge of all gazetted roads in the country. Apart from being responsible for designing,
constIUcting and maintaining a safe road network it is also responsible for correcting or reconstIUcting pans of the network
that are shown to be dangerous. The Roads Depanment is also in charge of axle-load cOllttols throughout the country.

The Ministry of Local Govemment and Lands is the ministry in charge of all district roads in the country. It also monitors
and supervises the urban street network which is the responsibility of the municipal authorities. This duty is perfonned by
the Depanment of Town and Regional Planning.
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The Commissioner of Police is responsible for all traffic surveillance including that in urban areas. This duty is
decentralized, with a small Traffic Department at Headquarters working as a staff unit to the Commissioner. The
operational responsibility rests with the Officer Commanding in respective districts.

The Ministry of Education is responsible for the public school system. This means that inclusion of road safety activities
in the syllabus must be done in close cooperation with school authorities. which will be described Later during this congress.

3. CONTENTS OF THE 5-YEAR PROGRAMME

The compilation of the 5-year improvement progrnmme was based on an extensive fact-finding mission in Botswana. The
Swedish team travelled throughout the country and had meetings with all our disoict committees and the disoict
administration in addition to those with the central government administration.

The programme was divided into six sectors:

• Organization, administration,
• Vehicle safety,
• Information, education,
• Accident information,
• Environment,
• Law enforcement

• Organization
The consultants outlined the basic strUcture of an organization covering both the national and regional levels, based on our
legislation on National and Disoict Committees. The basic idea is to have a National Road Safety Committee to be the
government's policy-setter.

The administrative otganization of the Department of National Transport and Communications has recently been approved
and is oow being established as descnbed in chapter 2. The launching of this new organization is crucially important to
the implementation of the programme.

The secretariat of the committee is to be the Road Safety Division of the Department of National Transport and
Communications. This division is also to be link between the National Road Safety Committee and the District Road Safety
Committees. This regional organization is meant to cover the whole country and to be able to work mainly on the
information and education side.

• Vehicle Safety
This pan of the programme outlined a number of activities covering the original five-year period but also indicated
programmes for the period thereafter.

The main idea was to introduce compulsory inspection of all vehicles over a certain age. Compulsory inspection already
existed for commercial vehicles, pUblic service vehicles and the like.

Another component was the revision of legislation governing vehicle safety Slandards in order to introduce some standatds
to be applicable to all new vehicles after a certain year model.

A training progrnmme was outlined to provide the new organization with qualified inspectors to run the system. FInally,
a construction progrnmme was proposed to establish vehicle inspection stations in the five main centres in the country. For
the rest of the country it was proposed that facilities already existing in the Government's Central Transport Organization
be used.

• Information, Education
This programme suggested a comprehensive plan for information activities over the five-year period. It focused mainly
on three different programmes:

• Road safety education in schools,
• Driver licensing and training, and
• Road safety information campaigns.

All these areas have been covered in the programme and are described in separate papers.
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• Accident Information System
This sector involved two different programmes. The fIrst one dealt with the design and implementation of a new occident
reporting system. It was suggested that at a later stage this would enable integration of occident data with other tnes of
road traffIc information.

The second one suggested the introduction of an evaluation programme. mainly to be able to assess the impact of safety
on various road safety activities.

• Environmental Improvements
This sector proposed a programme for rectification of hazardous sections of the road and street network. It suggested both
engineering measures to solve acute road safety problems and administrative measures.

The technica1 part recommended that low-cost engineering measures be given priority and that the dangerous exposure of
unprotected road users be given high priority.

The administrative part recommended the development of guidelines far planners and designers and a review of speed
limits, fWd marlcings and road signs. It also proposed special tIaining of traffic engineers to make them more able to lake
road safety aspects into account in their daily work.

• Traffic Police and Law Enforcement
Fmally this sector of the programme empsized the paramount importance of efficient traffIc surveillance in combating the
growing number of accidents. Four different programmes were proposed:

* Organization and managemen~

* New technica1 equipmen~

* Training and
* Manuals and guidelines for traffic officers.

This part of the programme was given high priority from the very beginning of implementation of the improvement
programme.

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAMME

The National Road Safety Committee approved the programme in 1985. It was realized at an early stage that BOlSWa
na would not be able to implement the proposed activities on its own. both because lack of knowledge and the lack of
adequate staff. On top of tha~ we were in the middle of a severe drought and as many domestic resources as poSSIble
were being directed to the drought relief programme.

The Swedish Government was consequently approached once again, with a request to provide support for the implemen
tation of the programme. The request was for a considernbly less comprehensive level than had been proposed by the
Swedes in the five-year programme, mainly because of the drought

The first request for support covered a two-year period and a subsequent request far continuation covered slightly more
than one year. This was later extended to bring the total up to almost four years. In terms of manpower and financial inpu~

however, it has not included more than about 50 per cent of what was originally proposed. Consequently, the pace of
introducing activities has been slower than was originally proposed.

One of the prerequisites for a successful road safety work is of course to have the necessary organizational tools and the
necessary manpower to do the work. This has unfortunately not been the case during most of the four years. The
organizational structure, however, has now been approved and the manpower ceiling set This, again, at a much less
comprehensive level than was requested.

• Economy
One of the studies made during the project was to describe the economic implications of road accidents. This is presented
in a separate paper, but it should be emphasized even here that the economic burden of fWd accidents on the Botswana
society is by no means negligible. Various surveys made in other parts of the world indicate costs around I per cent of the
GNP. In Botswana it was found that the cost is closer to 2 per cent of the GNP. It goes without saying that considerable
resources could be invested in a road safety programme and provide a very high rate of rewrn if accidents are reduced.
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• Vehicle Safety
This is an area in which priorices have been fairly low so far. Only recently have we started the necessary revision of our
road traffic legislation to provide the legal framework to introduce mOre efficient vehicle inspection.

The main input through the project has been to:
• ttain 15 vehicle inspectors for employment as examiners,
• ttain 20 traffic police officers in vehicle inspection,
• outline the structure for the vehicle inspection system and the design of vehicle inspection stations,
• propose seleered vehicle safety standards to be introduced in the legislation.

Vehicle inspection training has been provided in cooperation with another SATCC member Stare - Zimbabwe. The new
Training Centre in Harare has undertaken the theoretical training of both the inspectors and traffic police officers. This was
done in 1987 and 1988. During the 1987 courses the suhsequent practical training was given in Zimbabwe, but the 1988
practical training was given in BolSWal1a This had ntany advantages since the Botswana vehicle legislation was then really
resred in practice. One of the effects of the training was that a number of vague regulations were identified and are now
the subject of proposed changes_

When the improvement programme was starred in 1985 there were only four qualified vehicle inspectors in the COlIDlI)'.

Through the project we now have 15 qualified inspectors and feel confident to embark on the introduction of more vigorous
inspection procedures.

• Accident Information
When implementation of the Botswana Road Safety Improvement Programme was starred in 1985 one of the first subjects
to be addressed was the recording of accident information. This was regarded as crucial to be able to gain a better
understanding of the accident pattern and thereby provide a better base for decisions on the allocation of funds in the future.

The Botswana Police already had a system for recording accidents., but its main purpose was to have correct information
for the handling in courts. Once a year an annual return repon was produced, which mainly stared the number of accidents,
casualties, causes of accidents, etc. For accident analysis, however, it was very difficult to use and there was no central
register.

A computerized teehnique was considered to be the most efficient way of handling information in the future. To develop
an entirely new system was found to dentand considerable resources and be very time consuming. It was also found that
very few, if indeed any, such systems exisred which could easily be tailored to suit needs in Botswana - but there was one.
The Transpon and Road Rese:m:h Laborntory (1RRL) in the UK had developed a microcomputer-based system especially
to meet the needs of developing counDies.

This package has been described on several occasions like seminars, congresses, etc. and is also described in articles. This
presentation will not go into any details of the system as such or the various parameters it includes. It will instead describe
how the system was integrated inID the Botswana Road Safety Improvement Programme and our experience from using
the system.

The system was offered ID Botswana together with an offer ID assist with the adjustment of the computer programmes to
suit the needs of Botswana Assistance was also offered in tenns of software suppon and upgrading as and when the
programme package was developed In rewrn the TRRL should receive accident information from Botswana.

Early in 1986, Dr. Brian Hills from the Overseas unit of the TRRL, who developed the package, made the necessary changes
in it and also designed the new accident repon form, together with a project team from SweRoad. The new form was based
on the existing form used by the Botswana Police.

During 1986, the system was introduced on a trial basis in the Gaborone Police district This is the district of the capital
of Botswana. Approximately 35 per cent of all accidents in the country are recorded in this district It contains urban, semi
urban, rural and viI1age environments. It was consequently considered to be an appropriate test area. Comprehensive
training was provided for the investigating police officers and from mid-1986 all accidents in the district were recorded
on the new form.

During 1987 the test period was evalwred and with the experience from the rest a countrywide ttaining programme was
launched for all police officers who would have to fiD in the forms. Gradually, in step with the training, the system was
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inlroduced throughout the counlry. From mid-1987 all occidents in Botswana have been reIXJrted on the new form and
entered into computer flies. Today the system contains information on approximately 10CXX) accidents.

MAAP, Microcomputer Accident Analysis Package, is user friendly and very few problems have been encountered in
training staff to handle the system.

It is a package for recording, storing and analysing accident dara. The following feawres are included:
• production of cross-tabulations;

provides a general overview of the accident problem in a specified region or in the whole counlry.
• graphical analysis;

enables location of the worst occident spots. The location can be traced either by nodes. links,
coordinates or kilometre posts.

• stick diagram analysis;
enables detailed investigation of a group of accidents.

The accident report form has precoded answers wherever possible. The data can then be entered directly into the
microcomputer without being lI'ansferred to a coding sheet.

Basically the reIXJrt form contains information on the following:
• general data on time, place and severity of the accident
• location of the accident and a sketch plan
• particulars of vehicles, vehicle manoeuvres and drivers
• particulars of passengers and pedestrians who have been injured
• infonnation of traffic, weather conditions, road data and location
• general information for use in the courts

During the past six months it has been possible to start producing reIXJrts and dismbuting infonnation on accident patterns
to other consumers. This has also been done on a test basis and the intention is to. create a dialogue with different
organizations and to get an idea of the type of accident information that is most suitable.

TRRL Accident knalysis Package.
Version 3.1

STANDARD CASUALTY TABLE 1
• ===- =-=-

TYPE A. ALL CASU~LTY TYPES-
ACCIDENT RECORD FILES:

COl/DITIONS SET:

BOT188
BOT288
BOT388
BOT187
BOT287
NONE

*-----*-----*-----*------*
326 1264 3160* 4750*

.-----*-----*-----*------*

CASUALTIES
(Type A)

*Fatal*Serio*Minor*Total ..
*-----*-----*-----*------*

POLICE
DISTRI

Franc
Serow
Gabor
Lobat
Maun
Ghanz
Rasan
Letlh
Tsl\bo
Sellb
l101ep
l10chu

Total

"Accidents'
*----------*

1204
832

3019
1005

237
94
55

363
90

549
248
400

*---------.
8096

'*---------*

·Vehicles Inv1d*
*--------------*

1818
1116
5352
1395

296
120

67
450
100
761
345
539

'*--------------*
12359

'*--------------'*

68
56
59
59

9
8
5

20
5

14
7

16

160
179
347
189

44.
18

6
76

6
109

68
62

446*
409*
948*
425·

72*
28*
21*

190*
20*

306"
143·
152*

674*
644*

1354*
673*
125"

54*
n*

286*
31*

429·
218*
230*

(Total number of Casualties on File - 47S1)

Fig. S Print-out (rom the TRRL Accident Analysis Package
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When some test projects involving reconstruction of hazardous spots in the road network are carried out later this year. the
system will be able to provide some information on changes in accident patterns etc.

In conclusion it can be said that the MAAP has provided us with a very efficient tool to gain a bener understanding of the
accident pattern in our counlr)'. This type of information would otherwise have demanded so much in the way of resources
that it would probably not have been done.

It must also be remembered that the system does not run without proper supervision and support In this connection we must
also remember that the Botswana Police has played an irnportlllt role in launching the system.

We can also foresee that unless we are able to produce valuable infonnation for other consumers it will probably be difficult
to maintain and justify the system in the future.

• Information
The information programme has been largely run in cooperation with staff from the Danish Road Safety Council. One of
their pedagogic experts worked together with our staff in Botswana on severnl occasions and two members of our staff have
also had on-the-job ttaining in DeI1lTl3Ik and Sweden. .

Unfornmately this is an area where shortage of staff restricts our progress. With only twO officers and at times Q/lly one
at our disposal the potential is limited Nevertheless, a number of campaigns have been designed and a few have already
been run. Basically the ideas for the campaigns have been worked out in Botswana, and the layout and production of the
material has been done as on-the-job tIaining in Denmark.

The structure for the design of campaigns and the worldng procedure has been compiled through the project and in the fonn
of ttaining. Sometimes we would have liked to obtain more assistance and for longer periods, but in the end we feel
confident that the approach, in which our staff does much of the work under supervision. is making them more competent
and confident for the future.
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When you are sober. you are able to detect danger. and avoid it.
Fa a sa nwa bajalwa, a kgana ga lemaga ka/s;, mme a ba a ka kgana ga e heme.

Alcohol influences your
ability to drive safery
Bojalwa bo kgoreletsa nonoio ya
gago go sa kgweetsa sentle

When you are drunk, you may miss some very important information.
Fa 0 nole, 0 ka nna wa seka wa bona mo/aetsa wa botlhokwa.

FOR YOLIR OWN SAFETY, DON'T DRINK AND DRIVEl
GORE 0 TSHELE, aSEK4 W4 NWA 0 KGWEETSAf

FIg. 6 Poster from campaign against drunken driving
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• Education in Schools
The education in schools programme has so far focused on the primary and secondary schools, and material for the primary
schools was produced during the [nst period of the programme. This material contains three different traffic books for
children between the age of seven and fourteen. The material focuses on the specific problems related to different age
groups.

The material for secondary schools is in the form of an educational video ftlm to encourage senior students to help their
younger friends and relatives. This programme will be presented separately by the Botswana representative from our
Ministry of Education.

• Driver Training
The standard of driver training and licensing in Botswana is at present very poor. The existing system for training and
examination of new drivers leaves much more to be desired. Since the drivers we produce today ane going to be in our traffic
system for many, many years to come we regard this IWt of the programme- as very importanL

The project started by describing the different components in the system in CIder to gain an acceptance from the Botswana
authorities on the base for an integrared system to produce qualified drivers. This has now mainly been accepted at the
administrative level and our next step is to convince the politicians about the necessity of a new driver training system.

The proposed new system has been largely based on recent research within the Organization for Economic Coopemtion
and Development (OECD). The system components will be described in a separate paper during the congress.

The following different components of the package should be mentioned in this context
• training and authorization of qualified driving instructors
• sttlndaJdized driver training
• registration of driving schools and demands on their facilities
• compulsory aaendance at an authorized driving school
• training and authorization of govemment-employed driving examiners
• standardized test
• production of handboolcs for learner drivers and driving instructors.

It goes without saying that some of these proposals ane going to be very hard for politici:lns to accept, like for example,
compulsory attendance at an authorized driving schooL At this point in time it is not possible to foresee with any certainty
what the outcome of that will be.

• Environment and Engineering
The proposals in the programme have to a certain extent been dealt with. At an early stage the training of traffic engineers
and road designers was carried out in cooperation with the Roads DepanmenL

By means of a manual accident analysis - based on accidents reported to the police - and covering the main urban areas
and villages with through tIaffic, a list of the most accident prone areas was drawn up. The list reflected the recommen·
ded priorities, namely to concenlrnte on low-<oost engineering measures and on the problems to which unproreeted road
users ane subjected.

The list contained 20 different objects, and from that list the Ministry of F'mance has now allocated money lD the Roads
Department for three projects. The three projects were selected as pilot projects and aimed a150 lD provide information on
the effects of various measures like street lights, pedesaian and cycle routes, pedestrian crossings etc.

In this context it is important to remember that the Department of National Txansport and Communications is not the
authority lD implement engineering measures. This falls entirely on the Roads Departmen~ District Councils, municipa
lities, etc. The road safety organization's accident analysis urtit is merely advising the other authorities and providing
information on where problems are located in the road network.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------
ROAD SAFETY CATALOGUE OF EXAMPLES
-----------------------------------------------------------------
2.2 MARKER POSTS

Comments:
Parking along roads could be
prevented by installing marker
posts as shown in the figure.

Figure 2.2.1
Based on the accident analysis system a Catalogue of Examples was later compiled. This aims at giving simple hints to

road authorities and councils on frequent traps in the road and street environment and ideas for low-cost remedial measures.

• Traffic po6ce and law Enforcement
The law enforcement part of the project was given high priority from the beginning.

One of the ways of improving road safety is to ensure that road users abide by the road lI'affic rules and regulations. This
can only be accomplished if law enforcement agencies work in a way that is felt to be efflCienL Efficiency means that
1. Road users perceive that there is a considerable risk that they will be apprehended if they commit offences.
2. The punishment for an offence is correct and imposed shonly after the offence is committ.ed.

The only way to increase the perceived risk of apprehension is to have rolice officers on the roads to a greater extenL This
means that their work in the office must be reduced. During the implementation of the programme considerable efforts have
been made to achieve this. Traffic rolice officers have also been given comprehensive training and, through the project,
almost 100 officers have undergone some training.

Two fields have been found to have a good rotential in making law enforcement more efficient the handling of admitted
minor offences and the handling of other lI'affic offences - mainly drunken driving - in COttrL

For minor offences it was recommended that
1. A list of fixed fines be established for common minor offenses.
2. It should, in principle, not be rossible for a driver to change his plea from guilty to not guilty.
3. In the case of Admission of Guilt, a fixed fIne should be imrosed by the TraffIc Officer or - ifone has not been aprointed

at the station • the Station Commander.
4. In the case of Admission of Guilt, the cottrts should be relieved of the need to review the case.
5. In cases in which guilt is not admilted, it should be ensured that the fine imrosed by the court is not less than the fixed

fme.

As for the handling of other lI'affic offences in court, it was recommended that the training of prosectttors shottld be
improved and that a number of the court procedures be simplified.
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As for the traffic police a completely new organization has been proposed. which was launched on a test basis earlier this
year.

The aim of the new organization is
1. To make more police officers available for traffic surveillance duties. and
2. To make the traffic police more independent from general duties in order for them to be able to plan their operations

on a longer-term basis.

The IIllining programme for the traffic police started with a full time course for five police officers on all traffic surveillance
related subjects. The course was run in Sweden with two senior Swedish traffic police officers as their instructors. The aim
was to introduce them to modem methods of traffic surveillance and for them to be able to act as instructors in subsequent
courses.

After that initial training three courses in traffic surveillance duties have been held in Botswana During these courses one
or two Swedish police officers have acted as instructors with assistance from the Botswana instructors. The courses
included both police cars and police motorcycles as pattol vehicles.

In both cases the initial stages of the course have focused on advanced driving skills to make sure that the officers can handle
the vehicles as a tool in their work, even in emergency situations. Ten new police-type motorcycles have also been
purchased and a new system of highway pattols introduced in the most populated areas of the country.

New equipment to improve the efficiency of traffic surveillance has been inttoduced through the project and the handling
of that equipment has been included in the training. This equipment has included both sophisticated equipment like radar
speed check machines, and simple equipment, like measuring wheels, stop watches, retaIdation gauges, ele.

Special manuals have been compiled for the courses to descnbe in detail the new methods and the way to handle equipment,
how to service the equipment, service intervals, elC. 'These manuals have been produced both in a pocket version for all
traffic personnel to carry when on duty and in full-size version for use in training, in offices ele.

To follow up the proposed techniques and methods in the road safety work, the legislation also needs a revision. A working
committee has therefore been established to go through all traffic legislation. The committee includes representatives from
the appropriate minisaies.

The overall aim of the work is to dmft a revised Road Traffic Act and the regulations deemed to be necessary. The revised
Road Traffic Act should fulfil the basic requirements of conaibuting to the improvement of road safety and facilitating the
law enforcing authorities in their work.

The committee will consider whether the present system of distrIbuting rules between the Act and the regulations is the
most appropriate one. It would of course be of great benefit if only the most important rules were given in the Act while
administrative, technical and other such maners were dealt with in the regularions.

Botswana has rarified the 1949 Geneva Convention on road traffic but not - so far - the 1968 Vienna Conventions on road
traffic and on road signs and signals. SATCC has made a stUdy in order to stale the conditions for rarification by its member
States. With this in mind it is of great importance that the drafts be consistent with these conventions. [t should therefore
be a task for the committee to compare Us drafts with the conventions to make sure that the drafts meet the requirements
laid down in the conventions.

The first phase of the work includes the most urgent needs for revision:
1. Law enforcement procedures,
2. Road traffic penalties,
3. Vehicle safety requirements,
4. Driver training and licensing, and
5. Drunken driving.

This is scheduled to be ready in early 1990.
The second phase of the work deals with the more general review of the Act and regulations. This is meant to be finished
by end of 1990.
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S. FUTURE PLANS

By accepting the initial five-year plan for improving road safety in Botswana we feel we have started with the important
task. The future will probably place increasing demands on our effons and we feel thar, so far. we have managed to start
in the right directiDn.

One Df the important tasks fDr the future has already been mentiDned. namely the revisiDn Df Dur legislatiDn. There are many
mDre. One Df them is to strengthen Dur Drganizational set-up, thDugh the approval Df Dur new departmental strucrure has
given us the necessary stable foundatiDn. All posts have to be mled with qualified and determined staff. A good start has
already been made. A great number Df BalSwana have been trained both Dn the jDb and Dn fannal courses within the projecL
Nevertheless more is needed. The road safety divisiDn, for example, is undermanned, with only 2- 3 staff members at
present.

A number Df the proposals made by the project need a determined effan to get them started, such as the vehicle inspectiDn,
driver training and public school training systems.

In order to benefit from the accident analysis system we wDuld like to see the road and street authorities launch a regular
programme to correct hazardous spots. This could be achieved by means Df specially earmarl<ed funds in the annual budget
to make local improvements to road safety.

In the future we would also like to start some kind Df research programme, Dr to be mDre modest, we want to introduce
a system by which we can learn from what we are doing. Simply, some son Df measuring Df effects. This is where it is felt
that Botswana cDuld benefit greatly from DVerseas research institutes, and research institutes from Dverseas are kindly
invited to come and assist in this way. As has already been mentioned, a number Df physical engineering projects have been
identified and we would hate to miss the Dpponunity Df learning from them.

The original programme also needs to be revised and this is a task we would like to see as a regular exercise, let us say every
three years, to prepare plans. Not to mention the importance of knowing where we wish to gD.

We feel that we have managed to start the wDrk. We still have a long way to go and we Dnly hope that this programme has
been an eye-qJener, not to those already cDnvinced, but to our decision makers, who will be the Dnes to allocate funds in
the future. And that is probably our mDst important task in the immediate future.
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3.3 ACCIDENT DATA SYSTEMS· ADS, KENYA - FINLAND ROAD SAFETY
PROJECT
K. Lindfors, Consultant, Finnconsult, Finland.

1. SYSTEMATIC ROAD SAFETY WORK REQUIRES RELIABLE DATA

The Kenya - Finland Rood Safety Project was commenced ten years ago with a study phase. Already then it was pointed
out, that systematic work for improvement of the rood safety situation would require more accurate information about the
lIaffic accidents than was available.

There was already a data collection system, maintained by the Kenya Police. This gave a good basis for the development
of a more comprehensive data system to provide information in addition to mere national annual statistics to all concerned
authorities and decision makers. The existing statistics gave a good indication abeut the severeness of the situation; the
number of accidents and especially the number of falalities within was rising at an alarming rate. On the other hand, the
data was not recorded in such a way that any proper conclusions abeut the causes, locations, times or possible
countenneasures could be drawn. The statistics were kept manually and it became quite obvious that the big amount of data
would require computer processing to enable adequate analyses within reasonable time,

2. ACCIDENT DATA IS RECORDED TO A DATA COLLECIlON FORM BY THE POllCE

The first (and not the least) problem was the development of the accident report form which could be approved beth by
the Police and the rood authorities. The data collection would have preferred a separate Data Form, but the Police were
hesitant to inlroduce any additional forms in fear that it would increase the amount of work and bureaucracy.

Fmally the only remaining solution was to compromise and develop the existing Accident Report Form P4l in such a way
that it could serve both parties at least in the most important matters, As usual a compromise is only a compromise and will
always contain seme shortcomings. This is especially true in this case, where another preset requirement was that the form
must be fitted into one double-sided A4 size sheet of paper. This was to allow the usage of ordinary carbon papers in
producing required number of copies (4) without multiplying the actual typing. The point is quite important within the
police organization in Kenya because of the non-availability of copying machines or self copying papelS. The limited space
compared to required information prevented alsc the usage of pre-coded forms.

After the new design of the form was approved, it was experimented on the police stations covering the main road from
Nairobi to Naivasha. The distance was abour 100 lcm and the area covered apart from the trunlc road seme urban streets
and busy rural roads. All police stations were visited frequently during the ttial period and their pelSCnnel lectured about
the features of the modified fonns. In addition, printed detailed filling instructions with examples were handed over with
the necessary stationery.

The ttial revealed several shortcomings as well details which were continuously misundelStood, but it also made clear that
an average police officer was capable of using the form if instructed.

The form and the filling instructions were then revised accordingly and printed by the Government PrintelS,

In order to achieve the set goa1, special emphasis was pur into an extensive training programme which was to cover the
whole police force working in traffic enforcement duties. The administration of the Kenya Police is divided into Provinces,
Divisions, Stations and Police Posts. It was decided upon that lectures will be conducted in every Divisional HeadquartelS
where representatives will be drawn from every station within. In addition lectures were held alsc in Kiganjo Police
College, Nairobi Traffic HQ and Highway Palrol Bases. Newly printed forms were distributed during the lectures to ensure
their availability throughout the country, However. when the forms started to flow into the Road Safety Unit, it was noted
that there were still far too many inadequacies and the exercise was repeated within the busiest stations after one year.
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Even now the situation is far from good. It would require a pennanent body in the Kenya Police to monitor the quality (and
the quantity) of incoming fonns and give necessary feedback and training to the officers attending the accidents.

3. ACODENT DATA IS ANALYSED WITH THE ACODENT DATA SYSTEM

Road Safety Unit of the Ministry of Public Works (fonner Ministry of Transpon and Communications) serves among other
duties as the data centre for accident statistics. The fonns which are filled by the investigating police officers and conveyed
through Traffic Police Headquaners to the Unit are processed there. On arrival the fann is registered to the register book
and then checked for possible shonromings. If faults are detected the Unit will correspond with the Police in order to correct
and fulfil the information. From corrected fonns the data will be coded to a special coding fann for computer entry. Location
code is picked up from a special road network map with node point information. The entry procedure is very easy for the
user and does not require any prior knowledge of programming or DOS commands.The operator is merely replying to the
questions set by the program. In order to minimize entry faults there are several logical checkups built in to the system.
The fanns can be entered in free order but it is recommended that all accidents occurring within the same calendar year
should be entered to the same register. The base for all other operations are these annual registers. The operator can also
open new registers whereto he can collect and combine data from basic registers using his own selection of filters e.g.
locarions, accident typeS. pedestrian accidents only, time of occurrence. etc. This means in practice thal with very simple
operations it is possible to reoieve data e.g. from all accidents which have happened in a cenain junction in Mombasa from
85 to 89 during the afternoon rush hours involving a male pedesoian aged from 7 to 12 years.

Before any further steps are taken program LIST is normally run. The output is a list where the content of the relevant
register is printed out in logically organized formaL The order of the accidents is organized according the province, division•

.station and accident register number. The list gives the user a general picture about the situation within the selected area
and serves also as an effective check for possible remaining inconsistencies.

The most common output is produced by program CONSTANT STATISTICS. This program prints automatically 26 most
common tables either from the whole content of the register or selected data by the user's definition. Naturally there is also
a posSIbility to run individual statistics in free 3-dimensional fannaL

Statistics are used for identification of the accident prone locations. basis for design enforcement planning. The annual
statistics are also imponant for policy makers.

All tables can be produced also graphically in the screen. printer or plotter. They can be used in publications and
presentations.
Data can also be further analyzed by in-built regression and floating mean methods. Additionally any statistical package

like SPSS can be applied.

4, ACCIDENT LOCATION INFORMATION IS THE BACKBONE OF DATA UTILIZATION

One of the most demanding and most interesting tasks in developing the program was: How to incorpornre the location data
to a system which is meant to be operated on the national level in a huge country like Kenya in such a way that at the same
time there is still a possibility to study the accident situation in details within a specific place? Afrer evaluating different
approaches the real coordinate system was selected. Kenyan main road network was defined by links and node points
separating the links. Then all node points were digitised to a computer rue in Pseudo Projection where X-coordinare starts
from the Equator (1,000,000) and Y-coordinate starts from East 33 degrees (1,000,000). The program calculates the
coordinates of every occident sire if the distance from the nearest node point is known or can be measured.

The system allows the production of schennatic accident maps based on the known coordinates of the links, points and
accidents. Because the scale can be freely selected the scrutiny of these maps has proved to be an excellent method in
locating accident concentration points or sections. FIrst draft within a city can be drnwn to 1:20,000 and within rural area
1:200.000. With the help of these drafts. possible problem areas can be identified and more accurnte maps can be produced
accordingly.

If the accident maps are required for e.g. poblications there is also a program for improving their layouts.

To see accurnte accident locations within a link an accident histogram can be produced. The histogram gives distanee from
the start node towards the end node and also gives some basic infonnation about the nature of those accidents.
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5 ACCIDENT DATA SYSTEM WORKS ON MICROCOMPUTERS

Aa::ident Data System has t'een designed to be run within microcomputer environment Therefore it can be =ily adopted
to any municipal, governmental or other office with minimum expenses.

The main hardware componenlS in the Kenyan project were:
• IMBiPC A1'2 with 640 kb RAM and 20 Mb fixed disc
- 1MB colour display
- Hewleu-Packard HP 7475A Plotter
. Digitiser TG 1017
- ffiM Proprinrer

The equipment was protected against electrical failures by UPS-unit.

Programming language was Fortran which was at that time the only available one.

6. LESSONS LEARNED

A "tailor" made system is never ready. Modification work has to be stoP>ed to a certain point
Avai1ability of data must be ensured beyound any doubt before any programming or investment can be done.
Data Centre should be established for that organization which is providing !he data.
The whole system should be inlrodueed and completely tested in a limited area e.g. a province before proceeding to the
national level.
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MICRO COMPUTER BASED
ACCIDENT DATA SYSTEM,

KENYA
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Need for Accldent Data System

Road traffic accidents compose a remarkable loss of
human and economic resources in developing countries.
Relevanl accidenl data and a possibility to analyze
accidents are a prerequisite for organized, successful
road safety work. An easy-to-use accident data system
has been developed for Kenya by FIDDconsuil in 1985
ifT, financed by the Fmnish International Development
Agency (FINNJDA). The data syslem was tailor made
for Kenya, but can be easily modified to meet different
requirements in other countries.
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".".... "...,,,.. _.....- Accldent Report Form

In addition 10 the documents for legal proceedings, the
Police is reporting accidents for statistical and other
purposes in the police organization. The Accident
Report Form P 41 has been developed to cover also tbe
data needs for road safety work.
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HanIware and Output

The Accident Data System will operale on all IBM·
compatible micro computers with minimum 0.5 Mb CPU
and 10 Mb fixed disc. The software is coded in
FORTRAN·Tllanguage. A printer, plotter and digitizer
are also required.

As output the Accident Data System produces Armual
Reports, Special Reports and statistical analysis. By
using the Road Network Record it is possible to draw
accident maps. The structure is described on back page
of this brochure.

Cross tabulations are used as a basis for graphics. They
are also printed and used as tools for the analysis of the
nature of the accidents.

Graphical Outputs

The data to be publisbed will normally be printed as
graphical outputs, like bar graphs and pie charts.

Cross Tahulatlons
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Accident Investigation

The Police investigate accidents following the regulations
of each country. In Kenya all injury and fatal accidents
are investigated and reported by the Police. The main
purpose is to provide the court with relevant and
complete data necessary for legal proceedings. In Kenya
the same data form, which is completed at the accident
site, serves a.s basis for accident statistics.

Running of the System

The Road Safety Unit of the Ministry of Public Works
is responsible for the running of the system. The system
has been developed keeping the easy use in mind; the
operator is not necessarily required previous knowledge
of computers. The programme asks and the operator
lype$ the required data or his selectioo of options. The
systems includes also various internal controls to monitor
the input data
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The Road Safety Unit receives the data from the Police
on Copy "D" of the Accident Report Form. The RSU
checks each form and requests for additional data. if
necessary, before loading the data into the computer.

The Police is in practice the only source of accident
data. Good collaboration between the Police and RSU
is a necessity.

Utilization of Data
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The Accident Data System provides sufficient data for
in·depth analysis of causes of accidents and
countermeasures to be undertaken. The development
of the number of accidents and casualties, types of
accidents, vehicles primarily responsible and other
general data can be analyzed on country level. More
detailed analysis has naturally to be made for smaller
areas, e.g. for town or road section.

Preventive Police Enforcement

The Police can use the system e.g. for planning of
enforcement operations. By analyzing accident data it
is possible to find out specific locations, where e.g.
incidence of overspeeding, overloading or drunken
driving is much above normal level.

Engineering Countermeasures

Analysis of the accident data gives to the Road Safety
Engineer basis for fmding out accident prone ·locations
and the typical accidents at each localion. Effeclive, low
cost measures can only be designed, when the reason
for the high accident rate has been identified.
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The system can be used also for decision making in
planning or practical road safety work.
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ACCIDENT DATA SYSTEM CHART

ACCIDENT
RECORD

ROAD
NElWORK
RECORD

INPUT
CHANGE
DELETE

SCREEN
VIEW

STATISTICAL
PACKAGE

ROAD
NETWORK
GRAPffiCS

ANNUAL MAPS
• accident tates
• black spots
• etc.

SPECIAL MAPS
• municipalities
• road sectioas
• etc.

ANALYSIS
• research
• planning

SPECIAL REPORTS
• municipalities
• police
• planning

ANNUAL REPORTS
• standard aoss

tabulations

The task was to build a computerized road accident
data system using modern information technology
and knowledge.

The computer hardware consists of a micro
computer, printer, plottcr and digitizer. Minimum
hardware requirements are 0.5 Mb CPU and 10 Mb
fixed disk. The software is coded in FORTRAN-77
language.

The accident data system uses two registers, Le.
accident register and road network register. These
registers are linked together only by location
information of the accident.

The accident register contains the accident data from
accident report forms· in Kenya Police Form P41.
The system is easily adaptable for any accident report
form.

The programme can control up to 10,000 accidents in
onc register and the number of accidents in one
register can be increased easily to 15,000, if
necessary.

The output includes graphics and tables, either
displayed on screen or printed.
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3.4. HARMONIZING ROAD TRAfFIC LAWS AND REGULATIONS IN
THE SADCC·COUNTRIES
E. 0stvik, Legal Expert, Deparnnent of Traffic Safety and Traffic Engineering,
Instirute of Transpon Economics, Norway.

1 MAIN PROBLEMS IN THE REGION

The main problems concerning traffic safety and enforcement are more cr less the same in all Member States. There are,
however, many differences in the regulating of traffic in the countries.

Many of the Member States are earlier British colonies or prorecrcrates. One could lherefore believe that the legal systems
are the same in these countries. This is not the C3Se. In fact there are important variations in respect of legal basis and acwal
regulations. Some of lhe variations are minor, but anyhow interesting. Others are major and can certainly lead to confusion
and accidents wilh lhe increase of international traffic.

For irntance two countries do not have specific rules of the road, only a Highway Code. However. lhey seem to prosecute
offences according to very exoct legal wording. The most dangerous difference, probably, is the regulating of right of way
at intersections.

Give way.
FIrst of all I will jX)inl out that there is left hand driving in all countries except Angola.

In Botswana, Lesotho, Tanzania and zambia you have to give way for traffic from the right. In Zimbabwe you have to give
way from the right in urban areas, but not in rwaJ areas. Here you have to give way to main roads, but in inte=tions wilh
roads of equal SlaWS it is in the Highway Code recommended that the frrst to the inte=tion has the right of way.

In Angola you have to give way from the right.

In Swaziland, Mozambique and Malawi the first to the inte=tion has lhe right of way.

However, in all countries give way signs or Slop signs are used 10 a great extent. With a simple regulating of the right of
way like in countries whose traffic keep to the right !his should be quite unnecessary. Too many road signs also create
problems. The use of too many regulatory signs can lead to a general lack of respect for all road signs.

Road Signs
The most signiflcant variarions in the region are the use of different types of road signs. Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland
are using road signs similar to those of the Republic of South Africa These road signs are in some ways similar to the
international ones, but some could be difficult to understand, e.g.:
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E2Z:l RED

~ BLUE

o W'HITE

In Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe the signs are of old British model Most of the signs are understandable, but even here
there could be difficulties. Attention is drawn to this road signs:

m RED

_BLACK-.

D\v'HITE

which means mandatory direction to be followed According to the international system the natural interpretation of this
sign would be the opposite: passage prohibited.

In many of the counlries the use of signs in words (main signs and additional panels) are common. This is not advisable.

Ex:

STEEP DO\JHW ILL ANb SHARP tUBYiS

OVERTAKE WITH EXTR EME C.AUTION

In Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland the danger warning signs have blue background and white figures. These colours are
not allowed according to the Vienna Convention. Otherwise these signs are very similar to the international standard.
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Speed Limits
General speed limits vary in the Member States. In zambia there is no general speed limi~ the limits are always given by
signs. The speed limits in urban areas in the region vary: 50 krnth, 60 kmIh or 65 kmIh. The speed limits on uunk roads
vary from 80 kmIh to 110 krnth. The actual speed on trunk roads in most countries often is 110-130 krn/h.

In most countries the speed limits outside urban areas are vehicle based This means that there are many different speed
limits which drivers must be aware of. This could be difficult for international drivers.

Against this background the Member States were advised to simplify the speed limit regulations. There should be not more
than one limit for mopeds, one limit for all heavy vehicles and one limit for light vehicles (incl. motorcycles) outside urban
areas.

It is much more important to enforce these speed limits than to have a subtle legal system which is not enforced or at least
difficult to enforce.

Passengers on Trucks
A special problem in all Member States is the C<lITying of passengers on IIUCks. The problem varies in imporumce, but all

countries feel this adds to the accidents rate,

To solve the problem, however, is more difficull The need for this transpon most certainly is there. The Member Stares
should have this in mind and as the need diminishes (when public transport becomes better), the respective governments
should tighten the allowance as to C<lITying passengers. rn Zimbabwe for instance the only passengers allowed on trucks
are people working in the company of the truck owners.

Driving Licences
Driving licences vary a great deal in Member States. The categories vary in substance, are called different names and the
age limits are not the same. Most countries accept foreign licences which are valid and have a photo; some counuies,
however, only accept international driving licences.

Two countries have a lower age limit than 18 years for driving light vehicles.

The Member States were advised to transform driving licences to the international standard (which are in use in some
countries). The classes should then be:
A - motor cycle
B - light motor vehicle
C • heavy motor vehicle
D - bus
E - trailer

In this way the acceptance of driving licences in other COlUltries will be no problem and the need for the special interna
tional driving licences for drivers from SADCC-counuies will not be there.

Vehicle Conditions
The conditiorts of vehicles vary a great deal in the region. The reasons for this are:

* Iaclc of spare parts in some countries
* lack of enforcement in some countries
* different vehicle regulations

The Convention gives requirements for brakes, lights and reflecting devices, and some other requirements. The vehicles
shall satisfy these provisions and shall also in other ways be in good working order.

The requirements in the Convention are not very strict and normally the lllltional requirements are even more strict The
Iaclc of spare pans is of course a difficult problem to overcome. However, counuies that put effort in having good standards
on their vehicles might not allow dangerous foreign vehicles into their territories.

The national regulating of vehicles (construction, equipment and use) does not necessarily have to be the same in the
Member Sla!eS. However, it would be an advantage 10 have similar regulations. By joining forces and acting as a block
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vis a vis the vehicle manufacturers the outcome could !:e !:etter. On this background the Wooong Group has decided to
make harmonized vehicle regulation This work is now in progress.

Enforcement of Regulations
The two main enfon:ement priorities in the region are:

• drunken driving and
• speeding

To solve the problems with drunken driving, inlIOduction of more efficient enforcement and a relatively low maximum
BAC·level will be most important It is now decided that the maximum BAC·level inlIOduced in all mem!:er States should
!:e 80 mg/ml.

However, it is obvious that even if the police in the Member Stares are aware of the big problem of drunken driving, it is
difficult to enforce the law without the use of random breath rest This was therefore recommended and accepted.

Variations from country to country in the ability to enforce the law are evident Some of the pclice forces are fairly equipped
and have the manpower required. Othets lack both manpower and equipment All countries, however, will evidently gain
by escalating the enf=emen' of speed limits. Even those with good enforcement do not enforce speed limits as efficiently
as in most industrialized countries. The escaIating must not only include more manpower. Manpower without equipment
to enforce speed limits will !:e of little use. Also lraining and information will be essential to successful introduction of new
equipment.

Knowlege of the Regulations
The enforcement officers in the Member Stares seem to have fairly good knowledge of the regulations. The knowledge of
the regulations by the public vary, but on the whole the knowledge could have been better. There are vaious reasons for
this, e.g. that there is no Highway Code available, that there are no articulated rules of the road or that the training of drivers
(either new tr old) is not adequate.

The best way to cope with this problem is believed to make rules of the road Furthermore, priority should be given to make
the Highway Code available to the public at a cheap price (or free of charge). The Working Group has decided that a regional
Highway Code should be lt13de.

It also should be considered to make the curriculm of the driving rests more comprehensive than the Highway Code. The
drivers should know somewhat more about the exact rules of the road and the other essential regulations. A permanent
arrangement to update the knowledge of old drivets when no tests are required after obtaining a driving licence the first
time, could also be useful. The Working Group has therefore decided that a regional "Manual for Leamer Drivets" should
be made. Both a Highway Code and the Manual are now in progress.

2. INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS

Since the 1930's a rapid development of the road network and a strong increase of motorized traffic have taken place. Most
of the developed countries have already reached the saturation stage in this respect In the developing countries the rapid
increase of road II'3f!ic is going on tr is about to start It has been estimated that the number of motor vehicles in the future
will increase by 1-2 percent per annum in Europe and the United Stares, but by 5-7 per cent per annum in most of the African

I

countries. More international II'3f!ic is also expected in Southern Africa as a result of the regional co-operation within
SADCC.

IAs a result of increased international road traffic in Europe the need for international harmonization of laws and regulations
Isoon became evident

IThe work for international regulations started in Europe as early as in 1909, but only 16 countries were part of the agreement
'that was made at that time. In 1926 a new agreement was made, but with few participating nations. In 1949 the United
rations organized a conference which led to the Geneva Convention of 19 September, 1949. 80 stares, also African stares,
acceded to this Convention. However, it soon became clear that this Convention did not take care of all needs created by
rodern road traffic. Two conventions therefore were made in VielUl3 8 November, 1968 - the Convention on Road Traffic
rod the Convention on Road Signs and Signals, to which most countries in the wtrld have acceded

~e Vienna Conventions were modified in 1971-73 by European trnnsport ministers and an "European Agreement" was
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made in 1974. Even these conventions and agreement are nO! fully up to date and there are discussions going on to revise
the Vienna Conventions and the European Agreement.

The motivation for the international conventions is to facililate international traffic and make it more efficient and safe.
When the opportUnity to make a harmonized legal instrument is present, as in the SADCC counaies now, the two Vienna
Conventions are the only practical guidelines for such work.

According to the Conventions the conll1lCting parties shall take appropriare measures to ensure that the rules of the road
in force in their territories confirm in subs/anu to the rules in the Conventions.

The text of the conventions is as in most agreements a minimum text with several options and must therefore be transformed
into exact legal text

3. PREVIOUS WORK IN THE REGION

The problem of ttaining and licencing of drivers in the SADCC-counaies was early considered a priority by the Working
Group on Rood Traffic and Transpon established by the Southern Africa Transport and Communications Commission
(SATCC) and a special document on this issue was prepared in 1984.

A UNDP/UNcrAD project report (RAFmlOl7) dated September, 1984, called "Report and Recommendations on the
RelOOvai of Non-physical Barriers to Road Transport" rook up the problems of the different rules of the road and road signs
in the Preferential Trade Area (PI'A- counaies). The report recommended the harmonization of rules and regulations, but
did not go inID details in these maners.

In OCrober 1984 the Group of ExpertS decided that one of the priority aspects should be the harmonization of road trnffic
regulations in the Member Slates.

A draft report on "Road Traffic Laws and Regulation in Southern Africa" was presented to the Working Group in
November, 1985. An amended report, based on comments received, was presented and accepted by the Group in September
1986. The SATeC accepted the document in 1987 and recommended that the harmonized regulation should be introduced
in all Member Slates.

Other reports prepared for the SATCC Working Group, like "Drunken Driving in Southern Africa - Problems and Counter
measures", and ''Conanl of Overloading in Southern Africa", give the background for several issues of concem to the
harmonization work. The Director of SATCC, Mr. Mabi1a, has presented to you an overview of the previous work in the
region.

4. RECOMMENDED LEGAL TEXT

The recommendations to the Member States were based directly upon the two Vienna Conventions. The laws and
regulations in the Member States were also in several parts used as model. However, as pointed out, the legal systems in
the counaies vary considerably. and for some counaies the recommendations will imply a radically new system.

The recommendations represent a minimum text that must be introduced to get a harmonized system in the region. Local
needs can in many respects be taken care of by adding more lext to the recommended.

The objective of the Road Traffic Act is twofold: 1. To promote traffic safety and 2. To make traffic flow efficient The
recommendations include the main objects in the Rood Traffic Act and with details in subsidiary regulations.

The rules of the road are made as a part of the Act, mainly because it is the most essential in the work for harmonizing and
that the legislative body should consider these aspects. Ths system is new to some of the counaies.

The rules of the road include:
- position of the carriageway
- overtaking
- speed limits
- bralcing
- giving way
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- turning
- level crossing
- behaviour of drivers towards pedestrians
- rules for pedestrians
- parking and SlOpping
- use of signals
- use of lights
- pennissible weights
- behaviour after traffic accidents

The Act itself includes genernl regulalions for drivers of mOlOr vehicles. for example
• driving licenses
- age limits
• validity of licenses
- foreign drivers
- disqualification of licenses
- Impaired drtvelS (BAC limits)

The Act also includes regulations on registIation of vehicles and provides a basis for subsidiary regulations concerning
vehicles. A part of the Act concerns Motor Dealelll.

A part of the Act regu1ales some severe offences, like reckless driving and false srarements. 1be Act also regulares the use
of penalties.

The legal system of penalties has been difficult to hannonize. due to the different systems in the countries. The
recommendations introduce a system with subsidiary regulations dealing with penalties. This is new to all countries. It is.
however, not essential that this is hannonized. But when using harmonized penalties you give the public in all counlries
the same signals as 10 the imporrance of the regulations and offences.

The Act provide a basis for the Minister to make subsidiary regulations.

The subsidiary regulations that are recommended include:
- Penalties Regulation
- Signs. signals and marlcings Regulations
- Speed limits Regulations
- Protective devices Regulations
- Vehicle Regulations (in progress)
- Leamer Drivers Regulations (in progness)

The Penalties Regulations regu1ales the use of spot fines. A series of offences, the most common traffic offences. can he
punished by fixed fmes. The regulations also deal with offences that should be mandatory for coun appearance.
In the Signs. Signals and Markings Regulations the symbols of these and their use and contents are presented. A special

manual is also in progress. This is meant for !he road workers that aect signs. The Speed Limits Regulations specifies speed
limits for speciaJ vehicles in addition to the general speed limits in the Road Traffic ACL

The Protective Devices Regulations regulates the use of seat belts in mOlOr vehicles and the use of helmets on motor cycles.

The Vehicle Regulations and the Leamer Drivers Regulations are not yet ready for presentation.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

GeneraJly, implementation of the recommendations here brought forward requires fairly limited funds. In most c:lSeS the
legal text must be adapted to national ::anditions by the legal drnftsmen in each of the Member Slates.

Some items of the law, however, will require funding. This is particularly valid for the regulations on signs, signals and
markings. which should be lmplemented within a reasonably short time period. This may be difficult to fmanee over the
current budgets. and there may be a'need for seeking financing from international agencies.
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A nawrnl consequence of the implememation of the proposals is the need for a massive information campaign in most of
the Member SlateS. Also this might lead to a need for outside assistance and fIn""cing.

As presented in the fIrst part of this paper, the SATCC have accepted the proposed regulations and have recommended that
the Member SlateS should introduce these. It is now up to the Member States to introduce new laws and regulations based
on this te,~ As far as I know, all countries are now preparing this. 'The progress in this work is, however, differen~
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3.5 HARMONIZATION OF ROAD TRAFFIC LAWS IN SADCC·COUNTRIESi
MALAWI EXPERIENCE
L. T. Mwamlima, Executive Secretary. National Road Safety Council. Malawi.

1. BACKGROUND

Malawi iEpended upon the railway lines to the ports of Nacala and Beira in Mozambique when exporting and importing
goods. The weight of goods vehicles which were transporting goods wilhin the countty was less than 30 lOllS. All the roads
which were CDnsttuered before 1975 were not designed for vehicles whose weights were more than 30 IOns. The closing
of the railway lines 10 Nacala and Beira and the establishment of the Southern Africa Development Coordination
Commiuee forced Malawi 10 tmnspon her exports and imports by road through neighbouring countries such as Tanzania.
zambia, Mozambique. Zimbabwe, BOlSWaOa and South Africa. Since the policy of SADCC countries was to increase and
encourage the tmnsponation of goods wilhin member SlateS. many heavy goods vehicles srarted coming to Malawi to
deliver and collect goods. Wilhin six months, the road between Mchinji near the border with zambia to Blantyre was badly
damaged.

Since vehicles from all SADCC counaies were Ii'ee to IraOSpOrt goods in these countries, it was imperative to consider the
harmonisation of road safety. In these circumstances. the Southern Africa Transport and Communications Commission
(SATeC) established the WOIking Group on Road Traffic and Transport in order to promole operational coordination and
harmonisation of road safety within the region.

2. ORGANiZATION OF ROAD SAFElY WORK

The SATeC WOIking Group recommended that the road safety organisations in the SADCC counaies should be re
organised so that their aims should be: to give high priority to road safety; to coordinate the activities of different authorities
and to hannonise the work to oblllin the best results and to prepare road safety programmes and plans which might cover
the various sectolS to secure the most efficient activities. The Working Group recommended that the power. function and
duties of the National Road Safety Board must be imposed by a Jaw, and that the main task and duties of a National Road
Safety Board should be:

- To monitor and analyse the development in road accidents in me couotty and recommend on actions to
prevem road accidents

- To prepare shon tern1 and long = tIaflic safety plans covering the following matters:
Vehicle safery (safety standards. occupants restraints, inspections. testing)
Road and the environment (safety standard of roads. traffic management, envirorunent planning,
"Black spot" improvement, signs and marlcings. speed zoning etc.)
Driver training and examination (teamer ttaining, driving leSt)
Infonmation and education (campaigns. education in schools. mass media etc.)
Traffic law and enfon:emem (drunken driving and speeding, use of seat belts and helmets. driver
behaviour etc.)

- To give advice to the relevant minisaies as to questions about
Traffic law (Road Traffic Act and subsidiary Regulations)
Regulations as to vehicles stand:ud. equipment and restraints use.
Regulations and guidelines for land use planning, road plannmg and road design and road maintenance
relevant for road safety
Questions about driver training and examination. infonmanon through mass media etc.
Any other maners relevant to road safety.
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In Malawi, Board members are nOl full time employees of the COWlCii. This being the case, it is practically impossible for
them to perfonn all the duties outlined above. Members of staff of the National Road Safety Council initiate road safety
programmes and present them to the Board for consideration.

3. LOCAL ROAD SAFETY COMMITTEES

The Southern Africa Transport Coordination Committee recommended that there should be local rood safety agencies in
every district which should be responsible for dealing with road safety problems at district level.

The National Road Safety COWlCii of Malawi has established Regional Road Safety Committees which deal with traffic
safety problems at regional level. The Chairmen of these committees are also Board members. The Council has also
established Town Road Safety Committees in some towns where there are traffic safety problems. The Council will
continue to establish Town Road Safety Committees in other towns Dr districts when such a need arises.

4. ACCIDENT RECORDING SYSTEM

The National Road Safety Council of Malawi receives the monthly traffic accident report from the Police which gives a
summary of the traffic accidents in the whole country. These reports help the Council to compile statistics on the traffic
accidents in the country.

The Southern Africa Transpon Coordinating Committee recommended that the Police should be sending copies of
individual traffic accident reports to the Road Safety Councils which should be analysed by them. The advantage is that
the Councils will be ahle to know what countenneasures should be taken in order to reduce the number of accidents in the
country. The proposed accident recording fonn was sent to all SADCC countries and Malawi approved the proposal. We
hope this fonn will assist the SADCC countries to compare their traffic accident statistics and share any methods which
can reduce the number of traffic accidents in the region.

S. ROAD TRAFFIC ACT AND REGULATIONS

The proposed Road Traffic Regulations which SATCC submitted to all SADCC countries for consideration was the
centerpiece of activities to hannonise road transport regulation in the region. It brought together legal aspects of all previous
and ongoing studies into specific areas and propa;ed a standard law in each country. In some areas (e.g. licencing and
regulations), it had been agreed that standardisation was not necessary if counlries had a strong preference to retain existing
practice.

Malawi's Present Regulations and differences to the SADCC's Text
(a) The draft style of the proposed draft Road Traffic Act by SATCC was different from what obtains in Malawi. The
existing Road TraffIC Laws in Malawi is very comprehensive. Malawi was nOl a party to the Vienna Convention on Road
Traffic and Convention on Road Signs and Signals.

(b) Wben you recalI carefuily our Road Traffic Act alongside the proposed draft Road Traffic Act, you would observe that
some very important issues were nOl covered in the proposed Road Traffic Act which were very important to Malawi, and
which are felt should be incOJporated into the proposed Road Traffic Act for the benefit of all member States of SADCC.

(c) The Road Traffic Act for Malawi contained some very good definitions of certain words that were used in the text of
the proposed Road Traffic Act, For instance, words like driver, laden weight, motor vehicle and road were clearly defined
and we felt that the model law by SATCC should incorporate such deflnitions. Besides this, the following words - animal,
axle weight, code commissioner, cycle, track footpath and many others were not defined in the proposed Road Traffic Act
or I should say they were not clearly defmed. We wanted these to be defmed as was done in our Road Traffic Act. We felt
it was especially important to clearly deflne all weighl tenns used in the Act (gross, net, maximum, pennissible, ele.)

(d) The proposed Road Traffic Act by SATCC had left out many important issues, some of which are listed below. They
were submitted to SATCC so that they mighl be incorporated into the proposed model law for this region:

(i) all driving licences shall be the property of the Government. It was also necessary that a provision srating the procedures
for obtaining a driving licence should be provided and that provisional licences should only be issued to those who are
physically flt, in addition to the age limit.
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(ii) under Malawi Road Tramc Act, there is a procedure for registering motor vehicles. Although this was provided for in
the proposed Road Traffic Act, it lacks derails. We pro(Xlsed that what was provided for in Malawi should be included in
the pro(Xlsed mooel law for use in the region.

(iii) Malawi felt that there must be provisions relating to the disqualifications of a driver after commiting an offence and
the endorsement of the driving licence; such power should be given in the couns.

(iv) the proposed Road Traffic Act did nOl provide for punishing a pelSOll who put up an obstnx:tion such as a rope or Iree
across the road for his own intentions. We felt it was important that a provision should be incorporated into the proposed
model law.

(v) We recommended that the proposed Road Traffic Act should have se\llfate pans dealing with the driving of animals
and bicycles at night and during the day.
There were many more amendments to the proposed Road Traffic Act which Malawi presented to the SATCC for
discussions. Malawi felt there was a need for SADCC countries to have one Road Traffic Act since this will greatly reduce
road traffic accidents in the region.
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3.6. SAFETY ENFORCEMENT - THE ROLE OF THE POLICE
E. Opiyo, Assistant Commissioner of Police, Deputy Commandant of the Kenya
Police Traffic Department, Kenya.

INTRODUCTION:
The primary duty of the Police is to proll:Ct life and property. From II'affic point of view it is the prevention of accidents.
investigations of accidents, enforcement of all II'affic laws, provision of the free flow of traffic and promotion of road safety.
We will now have a close look as to how the Kenya Police Traffic Department is gearing its programme to taclde this issue.

SET UP
The Kenya Police Traffic Deparunent is composed of the following units/sections to fulfil its functions: -

(i) HIGHWAY PATROL SYSTEM
In March, 1972, the Police established a Highway Paaol system in a small way; by 1988 we had almost covered the main
highways of the Republic. At the moment we have the following Traffic Bases within the Republic: .

1. Nairobi Paaol Base
2. Nyeri Paaol Base
3. Naivasha Paaol Base
4. NaJruru Paaol Base
S. Kericho Paaol Base
6. Kisumu Paaol Base
7. Webuye Patrols Base
8. Eldoret Paaol Base
9. Makindu Paaol Base

10. Voi Paaol Base
II. Mombasa Paaol Base
12. Mariakani Weighbridge Station
13. Athi River Weighbridge Station
14. Nairobi Area Traffic

(which operates within the City limits).
IS. Kiambu Patrol Base

16. Kikuyu Patrol Base
17. Thika Paaol Base
18. Machakos Paaol Base
19. Murang'a Paaol Base
20. Meru Paaol Base
21. Kitale Patrol Base
22. Kakamega Paaol Base
23. Bungoma Patrol Base
24. Kisii Paaol Base
25. Homa Bay Patrol Base
26. Malindi Paaol Base
27. Siaya Base
28. Kirinyaga Base
29. Ernbu Base
30. Laikipia Base

Originally this move was made to give some form of traffic police enforcement and attention outside urban areas. Now
the patrol bases enforce traffic laws within and outside urban areas. They are established after due consideration and each
Base has one or two patrol cars fully equipped with Basic First Aid and Accident equipment, road block equipment
including a radar machine for dell:Cting speed cases, an ambulance to remove injured people to the nearest hospital.

The main object of the Highway Patrol system is to deteCt speeding cases, deal with unlighted obsauctions, general
obsauction, drunken driving, overloading of passengers. unroadworthy motor vehicles, general disregard of various traffic
signs and road markings. The main duty now is prevention and investigation of accidents and subsequent prosecution of
offenders.

(ii) GOVERNMENT VEHICLE CHECK UNIT
1ltis Unit was formed in 1967 to curb misuse and unlawful use of Police vehicles only. Later the Head of the Civil Service
recognised the useful role it was playing to control expenditure on police transport and he formally requested the
Commissioner of Police to cover other government vehicles. This Unit indirectly promotes the safety of civil servants on
Kenya Roads by ensuring that only properly licensed and permitted drivers drive the government vehicles. This unit covers
an area which would require a talk of more than one hour. Perhaps it will be covered more adequately in a fUIlJre seminar.
subject to availability of ample time.
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(iii) VEtUCLE INSPECTION UNIT
Although a technical unll is an arm of the Traffic Dep:lI1lT1ent. [t is playing a significant role in prevention of accidents.
Under Kenya Traffic Laws, a commercial or a public service vehicle requires a mandatory vehicle inspection for its co
adworthiness, construction, equipment etc. before it is issued with a road licence. This Unit is manned by technical and
qualified officers. It has seven centres within the republic, of which three are modem with latest type of equipment except
that we do not have equipment to assess emission of excess smoke. Each unit has a weighbridge to check gross vehicles
and the tare weight.

Apart from mandatOry inspection as required by the law, additional technical officers are attached to busy traffic stations
to inspect vehicles involved in road accidents and also carry out general roadworthiness inspections on vehicles detained
by police suspected to be unrcadworthy. The government intends to introduce mandatory inspection of all vehicles of
certain age. If this is approved, then the present facilities will have to be extended. This Unit is also a very useful arm of
the Traffic Department in its objective of minimising road accidents caused by unrcadwonhy vehicles.

(iv) WEIGHBRIDGE STATIONS
The government being aware that excessive overloading of goods on commercial vehicles also contributes to road accidents
not to mention the damage and enonnous cost to the Government in the upkeep of various roads, has instl1led two
weighbridge stations which are operated by the traffic police. More weighbridge stations will in the near future be
constructed so that the major Highways are covered. Now we have mobile weighbridges operated jointly by the Police and
officials of Public works.

(v) DRIVING TEST UNIT
[n order to promote beller driving and minimise road accidents, we must have competent drivers on our roads. The police,
therefore, took over the administration of the driving test unit in 1972. Officers of good repute, clean driving licence and
with minimum driving experience of five years in a particular class are recruited as driving test examiners, After
recruitment, these officers are trained to handle various classes of vehicles at the Police Driving School for one month.
Thereafter, the officers will go through an inservice training for a period of one month working under an experienced
examiner. It is only after this training that he will be gazetted and allowed to conduct driving tests on his own. Officers
attached to this duty are changed every two years for obvious reasons, The driving test includes general knowledge of traffic
signs, road markings, knowledge of the Highway Code and general competence of the applicant on his ability to handle
a motor vehicle. This Unit has seven Driving Test Centtes throughout the republic. Each station visits nearby centtes twice
a month thereby providing services to the community in urban and rural areas.

(vi) DRIVING SCHOOLS AND DRIVING SCHOOL INSTRUCTORS
Until October, 1971, there was no legislation to control driving schools or a driving school instructor. Anybody could open
and run a driving school with no qualifications whatsoever. The same applied to an instructor who could obtain a driving
licence in the morning and be an instructor in the afternoon. With the new legislation, the police have been able to register
all the driving schools and instructors within the republic and many schools have been closed down. The same applies to
instructors who have failed to pass the required examination every two years. The renewal of school licence is on annual
basis.

TRAINING OF TRAFFIC POLICE OFFICERS
As in any other job it is impol1illlt thai those employed in traffic duties are properly trained. Therefore, in depth traffic
training is the real foundation to our aim of reducing accidents. The Kenya Police Traffic Department embarks on the
following courses:

(a) Two months course for subordinate officers of the ranks of constable to sergeant.

(b) Two months course for Inspectors and one month special traffic course for Inspectors jointly run by local police
lecturers and a foreign traffic expert. We have been running such special traffic courses with the help of a traffic expert
from Finland since 1981.

(c) A special one month course for gazetted officers of the rank of Superintendent. This course is also jointly run with the
help of a foreign expert. These courses enable the officers to acquire good knowledge of traffic, insurance and transportation
Acts. In addition, they are taught about accident and enforcement returns, maintenance of Accident maps, operation of
''Peed check equipment. drawing of sketch plans to scale, photograph, drunken driving, speed Regulations, selective
enfonoement, causes, timings of accidents and inservice training at Traffic Base Level.

There is a Traffic Faculty in the Kenya Police College to cater for the above courses. Apan from thIS FxuIty we have been
able to send out officers for training in Finland, Japan and West Gennany, and the United States of Amenca.
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ACCIDENTS
It is of great importance that trnffic officers C3Il intelligently interpret the accident and enforcement statistics and then use
them in information effectively. We attach great importance to aaining our officers in this aspecL Unlike developed
countries, we do not have computors or data collection specialists who would study the causes, timings eu:., and forward
a print out to the station concerned to direct certain action at specific roads. It is hoped that such technology. will be
introduced to our department in future.

ACCIDENT INVESfIGATION
OBJEer - When an accident occurs, trnffic personnel should be sent to inquire into the circumstances, with complete
authority, to investigate it for the purpose of:

(a) obtaining detailed and accurate illformation as to its cause;

(b) determining whether or not there has been any violation of the law, and to panicipate in the gathering of such evidence
as may be necess3lY to support a prosecution, eu:. should such be thought desirable; and

(c) preventing the re-occurrence of further accidents. The collection of adequate information should be the foundation of
any accident prevention organization.

ACCIDENTS· SEC. 73 TRAFFIC Aer
If, owing to the presence of a motor vehicle on a road, an accident occurs whereby injury or damage is caused to any person,
vehicle, dog cr cattle, the driver of the motor vehicle shall stop and, if required to do so by any person having reasonable
grounds for so requiring, give his name and address, and also the name and address of the owner and the identification marks
of the vehicle.

Any person in the vehicle at the time of the accident shall also, if required to do so, give his name and address.

If in the case of any such accident as aforesaid the driver of the vehicle does not stop and give his name and address to any
such person as aforesaid or if any injury is caused to any person, cattle or dog, the driver shaU report the accident at a police
station or to a police officer as soon as reasonably possible, and in any case within twenty four hours of the occurrence
thereof.

INSPECTION OF VEIllCLES INVOLVED IN ROAD ACCIDENTS· Sec. 74 T/A
When an accident arises out of the presence of a motor vehicle on a road, any police officer may inspect any vehicle in

connection with which the accident arose, and for that matter may enter at any reasonable time any premises where the
vehicle is and if any person obsauclS such police officer in the performance of his duties, he shall be guilty of an offence.

TYPES OF ACCIDENTS
1. INJURY ACCIDENTS
(a) Faral - Where any of the persons involved has died
(b) Serious - Where there is a serious injury or there is a possibility of the injured persons to die.
(c) Slight - Where there are slight injuries to the persons involved.

2, NON·INJURY ACODENT
No injury to persons but only damage to vehicles.

3. POLlCE ACCIDENTS
Where a police vehicle is involved, whether somebody is injured or noL

4. HIT AND RUN ACCIDENTS
Where as a result of a road accident, the driver of the motor vehicle fails to SlOp and to furnish his name and address or other
means of identification and then fails to report such accident at a police station or to a police officer within twenty four hours.

CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS
There can be no effective reduction in the accident rate unless we know the causes of accidents. The cause of every accident
should be carefully investigated as soon after the occurrence as possible. The location and cause of accident should be most
meticulously recorded, as such recording is of the uanost value in accident prevention. Here are the more important causes
of accidents:
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1. Driving under the influence of drinks or drugs
2. Driving recklessly, dangerously or without due regan! for other road users.
3. Driving 100 fast
4. Failing to observe traffic signs
5. Playing in the street - especially children
6. Careless wallcing, such as walking on the wrong side of the road.
7. ObstrUction of all kinds
8. Roads WlSUirable for motor traffic (too narrow, defective or with dangerous curves, intersections etc.)
9. Inadequate street illumination

10. Mechanical defect of vehicles (Defective brakes, lighting ete.)
II. Failing to dim the lights when meeting other IIaffic
12. Incompetent drivers.

ACTION BY POUCE AT THE SCENE OF ACCIDENT
(a) Proceed to the scene immediately accomjJlllied by the repartee if he was a witness.
NOTE: The Police Officer to arrive at the scene of accident often finds himself in the difficulty of deciding whether he
should fust attend to the injured persons., and he will not fUld it easy always to make up his mind whether the injuries are
sufficiently serious to do SO flISl, or not or to occupy himself initially in raking names and addresses, and statements from
anybody who witnessed the accident If the officer does not attend promptly to cerrain kinds of injuries, the result of his
neglecting to do so might be fraught with serious consequences for the injwed person. If, on the other hand. he does not
at least take the names and addresses of possible witnesses, with as little delay as possible, important evidence of the
accident might be lost

Whatever he decides the situation demands that he should do fust, he should carry QUt his investigations and other duties
in connection with the accident systematically so as to miss doing as little as possible of what he should do. To this end
the foUowing procedure will serve as a guide:·
(a) Upon arrival, the officer should leave his vehicle in such a position while he is carrying out his duties. that it will not
create an obsauction or hazard 10 other road users;

(b) He should ascerrain if anyone is injured. and, if so, he should administer fust aid himself, or if he thinks the injury
requires more expert attention he should either trnnsport the person to where such remedial attention may be administered,
or summon iL

(c) He should mange a safe way round the scene of accident for other mola' traffic. The vehicles involved in the accident
should not be moved from the point where they came to rest (until everything has been finalized) unless they seriously affect
safe tratIic manouvre.

FOOTNOTE: POINTS TO CONSIDER WHEN PREPARING TO VISIT A SCENE OF ACODENT
(i) What necessary items of equipment to carry e.g. stretcher, blankets, first aid kit IIaffic signs ere.
(ii) Whether to contact the scenes of crime for pholOgraphing
(iii) Whether to alen your lceal hospital authcrities to be ready to receive the injwed persons.
(iv) Whether it is necessary to caU for a breakdown (big or small depending on the type of vehicles)
(v) What information to pass to your senior officers
(vi) How many men you may need at the scene of accident

ACCIDENT PREVENTION
The primary traffic responsibility of the police is the prevention of accidents. Most accidents are directly auributed to the
improper conduct of some individual, which it is the direct responsibility of the police to prevenL It is not generally
appreciated that losses arising from uaffic accidents are greater in a given community than are those from any other thre:lt
to public safety.

Here are some accident preventive measures .
1. Prosecution of drivers who are primarily responsible for road accidents.
2. Prosecution of drivers who drive vehicles whilst under the int1uence of drinks 10 such an extent as to be incapable of

having proper control of the vehicles.
3. Speed checks especially in built up areas and near schools
4. Checking unroadwonhy/defective vehicles and prosecution of persons who use them.
5. Frequent traffic cheeks especially in built up areas. near schools and black spots (guided by elTeenve law enforcement)
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6. Removal of obstruction and erection of ttaffic signs by !be Highway Authority
7. Road Safety exhibition and lectures to schools

ACTION BY POUCE WHEN AN ACCIDENT REPORT IS 1\olADE
I. Record the full names and address of the person reporting the accident
2. (a) Find out from !be reportee (if applicable) !be type of accident he is reporting 

(i) Is it falal, serious, slight, non-injury or hit and run
(ii) When and where did the accident lake place
(iii) Approximately how many people have been injured
(iv) Is there any person trapped in any of the vehicles involved
(v) What type of vehicles are involved· lorries, buses, car.; etc.
(vi) What is the extent of damages to the vehicles involved
(vii) Is there any obstruction

. (b) The scene of accident should as far as possible be guarded off in some way, so as not to allow such photographic
evidence as skid marks to be obliterated by other motor traffic.

(c) Oblllin particulars of witoesses with the least possible delay. When possible, record srarements from wimesses
at the scene with a view to checking their veracity with skid marks, damage, etc.

(d) He should thoroughly examine the physical condition of the vehicles, making a note of any damage or marks. He
should give particular aaention 1O the braking system and the steering assembly, looking for previous damage that
may have conlributed 1O the accident Care will be taken that nobody tampers with a vehicle until it can be examined
by a vehicle inspeclOr.

(e) Measurements will be l:lken and a sketch plan prepared.
(f) When possible photographs of the scene should be taken.
(g) Scientific assistance is often of great value, particularly in a case where a vehicle does not stop after causing an

accident The investigating officer should not hesitate in applying for such assistance from the Scene of Crime
personnel.

(h) It is important that the nearest relative of any person killed or taken 1O hospilal should be informed at the earliest
opponunity.

N01E: In some instances, the above procedures may overlap, as this order is based on only one officer being present When
more than one officer is present, these functions should be performed concurrently by the officers.
On returning 1O the station -

(a) The accident will be registered in the comet accident register,
(b) an accident file will be compiled and proper investigations carried om;
(c) when considering the action 1O be l:lken against the parties concerned, the investigating officer will be influenced

by the degree of negligence displayed and not by the seriousness of injuries caused.

INDEXING OF ACCIDENT FILES
Sub File "A" - All initial reportS like signals, O. B. extract PAl and any other document related 1O the fust report
Sub File "B" - PholOgraphs, sketch plan (both rough and fair), legends measurements and documentary exhibits. They may
be in an envelope.
Sub File "e" . Repon from experts e.g. medical examination report, post monem report, vehicle inspection report,
prohibition order, repon from Government chemist, P.70 etc.
Sub File "0" - All witnesses' statements, identification parade forms.
Sub File "E" - Statements of the accused driver and any other cautionary statement
Sub File "F' - Investigation Oiary
Sub File ''G'' - Copy of charge sheet, N.!.?
Sub File "H" - List of wimesses, exhibits, prisoners' Properties; Accused's records - fmger prmts, descriptive forms etc.
Sub File "I" - Covering report, summary and recommendation.
Sub File 'T' - Minute sheet - for comespondences etc.

STATEMENT TAKING OF A TRAFFIC ACOO&VT
Object.
(a) Is 1O give a clear picture of the incident as seen by an individual person.
(b) Readily available accounts of events in writing.
(c) The chain of evidence in a concise way of placing all facts before anyone who requires them: e.g. Attorney General's
officer, court,prosecutor, magistrate etc.
Contents or the statement -
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(a) Show date, time and place it was taken or recorded.
(b) Name and address of the witness
(c) Language the wimess wishes to record with
(d) Full name, age. registration number, occupation and any other relevant particulars of the wimess.
(e) Brief detailed of the incidence recorded chronologically in accordance with the points to remember when recording the
statement.
(I) Read the statement over to the witness and request hirn/her to make any corrections.
(g) After cOITeCtions, let him;her sign and you countersign

POINTS TO REMEMBER WHEN RECORDING A STATEMENT
(a) Put himiher at ease and be friendly with himlher.
(b) Let himiher tell you ille whole story of the incident/accident in hisiher own words but do not interrupt himiher when
speaking.
(c) After finishing, as himiher questions to enable you to have a clear picwre of the whole incident in your own mind
(d) Take a pen and paper (statement form) and begin recording the statement
(e) Read it over or let hirnlher read it and see if helshe would like to make additional facts, or do some corrections. If any,
correct and initial them.
(!) Read it at once and get it signed.
(g) Co not forget the certificate of translation used.
Endorsement •
(a) When a person knows how to read his own statement ask him to do so.
(b) Read by..... himself and found correct
(c) If he does not know how to read. read it for him and sign to signify that you have read it over correctly. He has. also
to countersign.

If the wimess refuses to sign the statement recorded by him, make a note at the end of the statement and write the reasons
why helshe has refused to sign or affix hi.sIher thumb print if the reasons can be ascertained.

EXAMINAnON OF VEHICLES INVOLVED IN ROAD ACCIDENTS:
Vehicles involved in road accidents should as far as possible be examined by a vehicle inspector for the purpose •
(a) Axertain whether or not there were any mechanical defects prior to the accident which could have conaibuted to the
cause of accident
(b) Avoiding or challenging any extravagant claims. After examination the vehicle inspector shall give a certificate
(inspection report) which can be read in court as evidence although the inspector is not called as a wimess. The court, if
it thinks fil, may however summon and examine the inspector as to the subject matter of his certificate. (Sec. 108 of the
Traffic Act).

ROAD ACCIDENT SKETCHING
A skelCh plan is a valuable adjunct to any accident report. both as an aid to memory and as a permanent record. It presents
a clear picture of the scene of accident, It is often difficult to follow the sequence of events from a long and complicated
description. involving such details as description of vehicles, positions, damage, measurements ele. A well drawn plan
clarifies the evidence. A skelCh plan should be drawn whether the scene has boon disturbed or nOt whenever -
(a) a person is injured however s1igh~

(b) a person is complaining of internal injuries;
(c) a government vehicle is involved;
(d) there is a likelihood or possibility of prosecuting one or more drivers involved in the accident whether there is injury
or not; or
(e) vehicles involved are extensively damaged.

At the scene of accident the investigating officer should choose his ftxed points and then construct a base line on which
all the measurements must be based e.g. shortest distlIlCe from an objeCt to the base line, from rear/from comers of the
vehicles to the base line etc. The fixed points should be permanent in such a way that they will enable the investigating
officer to pin-point where the vehicles and olfier objects were should it be necessary for such an officer to go back to the
scene at a later date and explain to the court how he drew the sketch plan.
(a) Point of impact on road
(b) Track marks of vehicles concerned in accident
(c) Positions of vehicles after the accident
(d) Width of roa<i and nanrre of road surf:JCe-whether tarmacked or otherwise ell:.
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(e) Skid marks and braking impressions
(I) Position on the road of glass or other debris from the accident
(g) Dimensions of vehicles concerned
(h) Width and nawre of greensward
(i) If visibility obscured by hedges, fences, walls etc. and if so, measuremems thereof.
(j) Road directions
(k) Traffic signs and road marl<ings
0) Note should be made of the weather conditions at the time of the accident

Although everything at the scene should be included in the sketch plan. it should not be dermed that where there are pieces
of broken glasses is a point of impact The decision must be left to the court, cfr. NZI0KA Vs Rep. Cr. App. No. 429/1972/
lie. of Kenya.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN ACCIDENT PREVENTION
Photography is of the greatest value in the prevention of accidents, because nothing better explains a matter than a reliable
and easily lUIderstood picwre. or series of picwres. of it With the aid of good picwres a police officer can often greatly
simplify the explanation of even an apparently complicared case. both for the benefit of his superior officers and the court,
There is always a tendency when a wimess describes a scene or damage in words for the judge. magisttate etc, to reconsttuct
what he says in their minds out of their own experience; with the result that eaeh of them has a different mental picwre of
what is being described. A photograph will ensure that everybody concerned has precisely the same scene in his or her mind,
When the police are able to show the damage. position of the vehicles involved in the accident, and the general scene of
it by a::lUaI picwres the apparent accurncy of their testimony will be very greatly increased. Photographs of accidents are
also of great value in helping to solve road engineering problems. as well in road safety education.

MAPS. STATISTICS AND GRAPHS OF ACCIDENT
It should always be borne in mind that maps. statistics and graphs of accidents are not of value in recording the incidence
of accidents. but also in indicating how their repetition can best be avoided The value of maps. graphs and charts for the
purpose of recording accident statistics is that they provide a simple and ready method of reference and comparison, By
this means it is possible to record statistics of any kind. Certainly, maps. graphs and charts can be made to serve a valuable
purpose in recording and prevention of a::cidents; but they must be at once perfectly cleat and not require detailed
explanation as to their Object The accident maps will commence with effect from 1st January and will show the following
accidents •
(a) Fatal injury accidents· Pin 5 red
(b) Serious injury accidents· Pin 5 blue
(c) Slight injury accidents· Pin 5 green
(d) Accidents involving animals • Pin 5 black

The graphs will include •
(a) Comparison graph of all types of accidents
(b) Comparison graph of monthly totals of persons killed and injured
(c) A chart showing hourly record of accidents (accident clocks)

ACCIDENTS INVESTIGATION BOARD
[t was in June 1982 that the Accident Investigation Board activity was initiated by the National Road Safety Council of
Kenya by selling up a special committee. The ttaining of the comminee members was arranged by a specialist Senior Police
Officer from Finland. The financing was arranged by the Finnish Aid Programme which would meet the costs and the
equipment needed for the project

The main purpose of the baffie accident investigating board is particularly to ascertain the circumstances that cause baffic
accidents, without dealing with the judicial question of guilt, which will be the duty of the police and the court, The
investigation team comprises a representative from the Traffic Police. Road Authority, Vehicle Inspection Unit, Ministry
of Health, University of Nairobi, Council of Insurances, Automobile Association of Kenya, Ministry of Transpon and
Communications and City Council of Nairobi. This team lries to dig out what really happened at the Accident site and what
could be done in order to avoid similar accidents in fuwre by making various recommendations to the relevant authorities,
for example:
- The board can make proposals for various immediate road improvement measures.
- The police can channel its baffie enforcement resources to such sillJations where most of the accidents occur.
- The vehicle inspectors will learn to pey attention to matters that are significant from the safety poim of view.
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- The road Authority will be able to see what kind of road and traffic conditions are apt to increase me accident risk.
- The Health officials will be able to direct their first aid activities and treaDnent of the accident victim and assist the Boord

on post mortem repotts as to cause of death or injuries.
- The emphasis of information and education can be put on road users group that are mOSI m need of training.
- To give information and material for road safety week and fuwre legislation.
- To increase the co-operation of various road safety organisations. The pilot project has been a tremendous success and

it is hoped that this programme will be a pennanent feawre of the National Road Safety Council of Kenya

ROAD SAFETY
The police have continued to play an important part by giving lecwres to schools, encouraging road safety competitions,
particularly with other Social Organisations like Lions Club, Kenya Breweries, Kenya Power and Lighting Company,
Transportations firms, National New~ Ltd.. Total Oil Ltd., in various road safety weeks and lecturing on various
aspects of road safety matters.

The Traffic Police also participates fully with the Automobile Association of Kenya, Institute of Advanced Motorists,
Kenya MOlOC Sports Club and the Insunmce Association of Kenya not to mention the most imponant body which is the
National Road Safety Council of Kenya.

PROBLEMS
The main problem facing us in enforcement is lack of adequate lI'3JIspon and detection and monitoring equipment This
springs directly from lack of adequate finances to pun:hase the equipment

PROJECTED GOALS
Though there is increase in both human and vehicular IIaffic. it is the desire of the Traffic Depanment to put an end to road
carnage. Both long and short term measures are being implemented. Selective enfoo;ement is in operation using marked
and unmarked police cars. The Traffic Act is also under regular review with the aim of making it more effective.

The Traffic Police have also employed a systematic implementation of well planned and coordinated accident counter
measures directed to both the man, the vehicle and the envirorunenL The counter-measures are listed hereunder: -

1) Organization of Road Safety wOOc in Kenya
2) Accident Data System
3) Tmffic Engineering and Highway Improvement
4) Road Safety Legislation
5) Traffic Police enforcement
6) Driver training and resting
7) Vehicles inspection and resting
8) Road Safety Education through the mass media
9) Road Safety Research

10) Emergency medical service
II) Road safety education is now part of primary schools syllabi. A Traffic Park has been buill in Nairobi for the purpose.

Another one is almost ready in I<akamega in Western Province of Kenya

Tmffic Accidents statistics are anached as appendix "A" ~ this paper.

CONCLUSION
From the above facts that you have with you, let it suffice to say that the Traffic Depanment is aware of the problems and
its obligation to prevent road accidents and promote better standards of driving, promote roadworthy vehicles and road
safety generally. While the Traffic Depanment has an impol1lll1t role to play, it should be remembered that road safety and
accident prevention is not their entire responSibility; unless the Legislators, the Judiciary, the Road Engineering
Depanment. Transponation fInTIs, Medical Services, Civil Authorities and the people at large join hands in = work. the
goal will not be achieved.

Kenya like the rest of the developing countries of the world, has its share of traffic accidents brought about by the advent
of modern trnnspcrtation facilities.

Similatly a lot of changes have taken place such as urbanisation, belter roads. increased vehicular and pedestrian traffic
and more demand by citizens because of improved living and employment conditions since independence. [f only everyone
would remember by hean and practice the following paragraph then it will go a long way in achieving our objective.
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"EVERYONE HAS THE RlGHr TO USE THE ROAD. BUT THAT RIGHr EXISTS ONLY WHEN THE ROAD IS
USED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW OF THE LAND AND RULES OF THE HIGHWAY CODE. THIS CODE
REPRESENTS THE CUSTOMS AND COURTESIES WHICH ARE ACCEPTED AS BEST BEHAVlOUR ON THE
ROAD, AND HAS AS ITS OBJECTS, THE SAFETY AND CONVENIENCE OF ALL ROAD USERS. SINCE THE
MANNER IN WHICH WE USE THE ROADS AFFECTS OTHER WHO USE IT WITH US. IT IS DESIRABLE THAT
ALL ROAD USERS SHOULD R)LLOW THE SAME RULES AND PRACTICES. THESE RULES ARE LAID DOWN
IN THE TRAFFIC ACT AND THE HIGHWAY CODE. IF BOTH ARE FOLLOWED, THE USE OF OUR ROADS
WILL NOT ONLY BE PLEASANT AND SAFE, BUT WILL ALSO ENCOURAGE AND CAUSE SMOOTH FLOW
OF TRAFFIC BOTH OF VEHICLES AND PEDESTRIANS AND MINIMISE ACCIDENTS ON OUR ROADS"

In conclusion, I wish to remind the participants in this seminar of the big three E's, namely Engineering, Education and
Encorcement the Police comes last and the task of the police will reduced considerably if the first two E's are regiously
practiced by the concerned authorites.



APPENDIX A

KENYA ANNUAL TRAFFIC ACCIDENI' STATISITCS FOR THE YEARS
1986, 1987 & 1988

1986 1987 state 1987 1988 state

'l"Ol'l\L NUMBER OF AccmENI'S j 9066 9783 + 717 9783 9763 - 20

ct>.SUlIT!T'Tf$ :
Persons killed 1832 1889 + 57 1889 1919 + 30
seriously injured 5701 6385 + 684 6385 6460 + 75
slightly injured 9676 10540 + 464 10540 10280 - 260

CIASSES OF PERSONS m.I.m & INJURED

DEIVERS
Killed 226 241 + 15 241 217 - 24
seriously injured 699 817 + 118 817 741 - 76
Slightly injured 1314 1318 + 4 1318 1136 - 183

MJIPR rycuSI'S
Killed 38 23 - 15 23 26 + 3
seriously injured 166 157 9 157 139 - 18
Slightly injured 248 259 + 11 259 157 - 102

PEDAL cvq.rSI'S
Killed 99 97 2 97 90 7
seriously injured 359 291 - 68 291 237 - 54
Slightly injured 457 425 - 32 425 425

PASSENGERS
Killed 688 720 + 32 720 823 + 103
seriously injured 3269 3702 + 433 3702 3786 + 84
Slightly injured 5637 6057 + 420 6057 6042 - 15

PEDESTRIANS
Killed 781 808 + 27 808 763 - 45
seriously injured 1208 1418 + 210 1418 1467 + 49
Slightly injured 2020 2481 + 461 2481 2520 + 39

AGE GROUPS OF INJURED PERSONS
PERSONS OVER 16 YEARS
Killed 1547 1644 + 97 1644 1669 ,+ 25
seriously injured 5145 5800 + 655 5800 5813 + 13
Slightly injured 8671 9564 + 893 9564 9309 - 255

PERSONS UP TO 16 YEARS
Killed 285 245 - 40 245 250 + 5
seriously injured 556 585 + 29 585 647 + 62
Slightly injured 1005 976 - 29 976 971 5
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PERSONS & OIHERS PRIMARTI..Y RESPONSIBLE

1986 ~ state 1987 1988 state

Drivers including m/cyclists 4056 4292 + 236 4292 4526 + 234
Pedal cyclists 446 557 + 111 557 535 - 22
Pedestrians 2488 2708 + 220 2708 2515 - 193
Pa.ssen:Jers 627 705 + 78 705 750 + 45
Animals 102 89 - 13 89 92 + 3
obstruction 86 86 86 88 + 2
Vehicle defects 554 591 + 37 591 581 - 10
Road Defects 114 135 + 21 135 118 - 17
weather 19 27 + 8 27 38 + 11
Other causes 574 593 + 19 593 520 - 73

RAGf!5 OF PERSONS RFSPQNs!B[,E

El.lrcpeans 268 243 - 25 243 230 - 13
Africans 7665 8369 + 704 8369 8389 + 20
Asians 441 482 + 41 482 634 + 152
Others 314 353 + 39 353 343 - 10
Not known 378 336 + 42 336 267 - 69

VEHICLES AND OIliER PRIM1IRIT..Y RESPONSIBLE
cars & utilities 3964 3964 4115 + 151
Lorries 1069 1069 1163 + 94
Trailers 57 57 50 7
Tankers 106 106 16 - 90
Tractors 187 187 211 + 24
urban l:llses 180 180 420 + 240
country l:llses 413 413 451 + 38
Taxis 110 110 276 + 166
Matatus 1106 1106 1127 + 21
Motor cycles 260 260 316 + 56
Han:i carts 49 49 40 9
Pedal cycles 222 222 272 + 50
Animals 164 164 59 - 105
Persons 1334 1334 991 - 343
Not known 562 562 256 - 306

TIME OF ACCIDENTS
Day tine 5771 6370 + 599 6370 6338 - 32
Night tine 3295 3413 + 118 3413 3425 + 12
Total 9066 9783 + 717 9783 9763 - 20
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NB
Pl= note thal under "Vehicles and Others primarily responsible" 1986 is blank as compared to 1987 and 1988. Prior to
1987, Malatus, Pick Ups, Panel vans and cars were classified together under cars and utilities. Lorries, trailers and tankers
were classified together under buses & taxis, but with effect from 1/1·87 this column was amended to have each group of
vehicles classifies on its own. However below are the figures for 1986 under "vehicles and other primarily responsible"
as they were classified at that time and the preceding years:

.l.2SQ
Cars & utilities· 4458
Lorries . I 134
Tractors - 191
Buses & taxis - 1145
Motorcycles • 298
Hand carts • 44
Pedal cycles - 253
Animals . 116
Persons· 1156
Not known· 271
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3.7 DRMR TRAINING AND TRAINING OF DRIVER INSTRUCTORS
L Hayes. Director. Zimbabwe Traffic Safety Board, Zimbabwe.

In Zimbabwe the classification of vehicles and the issue of Drivers Licences is governed by the Road Trnffic Act of 1976.
This Act has effect as a consolidation and continuation of the previous laws !hat it repealed.

The Act provides that no person shall drive a mawr vehicle on any road unless licenced ID do so.

The first drivers licences were issued in Zimbabwe on 7th August, 19\8. seventy one years ago. when it was a Municipal
function. This continued Wltil the end of \927 but history does not indicate what training or testing, if any, was carried out
From the beginning of \928 the issuing of drivers licences has been a National responsibility and is now overseen by the

Minisay of Transport through their driving examiners. who are ap\Xlinted in tenDS of the Road Trnffic Act of 1976.

With the evolution of the modem motor car and better roads it was apparent that better training methods for not only the
examiners were needed, but also for the drivers and those tasked with their lIllining, the Driving lnsuuctors.

As long ago as 1973 the Zimbabwe Trnffic Safety Board first compiled a memorandum on the need for some type of
umbrella organisation !hat would be volWlIaI)' for the Driving Schools and would lay down a code of ethics and a set of
standards for the schools to follow. This was accepted in principle by the Driving Schools that then existed.

By the middle of 1974 the Zimbabwe Trnffic Safety Board had compiled a draft set of standards and the emphasis had
moved from an Association of Driving Schools as it was felt !hat this was the prerogative of the schools themselves. The
objective by now was to encourage the Driving Schools ID volunlllrily register with the Zimbabwe TraffJC Safety Board.
It was not considered \Xllitic at that stage ID have cOOlroning legislation as large pans of the counay would have been
deprived of lIllining facilities and the "one man band" in the rural areas with no fixed premises would be deprived of his
right to earn a living. Any school who registered with the Board would be able to include this fact in their advertising. The
prime objective of the scheme was to ay and improve and standardise teaching methods for the benefit of all concerned.

By early 1975 the draft standards had been circulated to 17 reputable Driving Schools. Much ID our pleasure at the time
the majority ",cepled the proposals. with some very minor modifications. Most comments revolved around the fact that
if the standard of teaching was to be improved it must follow that the examiners must raise their standards. This gave rise
to many interesting discussions from the two groups on the basis of who came first "the chicken or the egg".

It was during the mid 1970's that Zimbabwe became involved in an escalating war siwation which slowed down many kinds
of developments in the counay. not least the scheme of Registration of Driving Schools. The very small slatI of the Board
in those days did not help and it was not until early 1978 that all preparations for the scheme. including the Course
CUIriculum for schools to fonow, were approved by the then Minisay of Roads and Roads Trnftic. By the middle of the
year all Driving Schools, the Police, A.A.. and various interested Ministries had been CIrCulated with copies of the proposed
scheme.

It was at this stage that a cenain amount of resistance was felt from some schools who felt the standards were 100 high but
nevertheless applications for Regislration started to trickle in and it was felt by Government that the time was ripe for the
Zimbabwe Trnffic Safety Board to have a hand in the training of Driving Examiners. and this scheme commenced during
1979. The scheme of volunlal)' regislration on a tria1 basis was scheduled to start on 1st January. 1980. By this stage more
momentous happenings. in the form of forthcoming Independence, overtook the counay and the whole project was shelved
until after the elections.

In the end the first instructor was certificated in March. 198], and the first school registered m July of the same year. It is
probably a measure of the concern of the schools that the standards were 100 high that only 3 schools were regIstered Out
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of the first 50 applications. It is probably also true to say that the standards were not !DO high and achieved their objective
of rnising standards because lcrday over 100 schools are regiSlered with the Board. This number has been fairly smtic for
some years and would indicate it is the ideal number for present conditions.

By 1985 the country was effectively covered by schools who had registered voluntarily and accordingly became effective
in legislation on the 25 th October of that year.
Before becoming registered a school must satisfy lhe Zimbabwe Traffic Safety Boan! !hac-
(a) the school premises have a floor area of at least 14 square metres. and such premises are suimble and adequate for the
purpose of operating a driving school;
and

(b) lhe school is staffed with qualified inslructors and suitable instruction in the theory and practice of the driving of a motor
vehicle will be provided by such instructors;
and

(c) there is in forte in relation to every vehicle used for the purpose of driver inslrUctioo-
(i) a valid licence issued in terms of the Vehicle RegiSlration and Licensing Act (Chapter 265); and
(ii) a personal accident policy covering any liability up to and including $200Xl in respect of the death of, or bodily

injury to. the driver under tuition. and any liability up to and including $2000 in respect of medical expenses:
(ili)a certifrcate of road worthiness issued by an inspecting officer in terms of section 3 of the Road Tralfic

(Construction Equipment and Use) Regulations. 1972, and renewable every six months.

As a natural extension we also insist on certain conditions relating to the vehicles used for driver instruction. These are that
every vehicle;

(i) is fitted with an additional adjustable intemal rearview mirror for the use of the inslrUctDr, and
(ii) is fitted with a driver's seat which is adjustable and
(iii) has. if not fitted wilh a dual foot braking system. a handbrake which is so rcsitioned so as to be readily operated

by the instructor, and
(iv) has the name of the driving school clearly and prominently displayed on the vehicle.

As regards the Instructors themselves there is no legal obligation. at this stage, for any- formal training. other than 12 months
"on the job" training as an Assistant Instructor. Neverlheless they are actively encouraged to take our Defensive Driving
Course and the vast majority do so . the Government is presently considering making it a prerequisite for holding a licence
to drive heavy vehicles.

However the Zimbabwe Tralfic Safety Boan! have held courses for Driving Instructors on an "as required" basis. These
courses are loosely based on the course curriculum laid down for the reistered schools plus the Defensive Driving Course
and an assessment of the would-be instructa's own driving.

Perhaps at this junc1llre I should briefly describe the Defensive Driving Course for those of you who may not have heard
it, I think it IS commonly accepted that the major factor in traffic accidents is the human element, the driver.

Defensive Driving is driving to prevent accldenlS. despite the incorrect action of others and the presence of adverse driving
conditions. The Course sets out to leach the driver, however experienced he may think he is, to recognise accident
producing situations and, more imrcrtant, what to do abOut them before becoming involved in the accident,

The Course consists entirely of class room lectures. of which there are eight, Each lecture lasts abOut 70 minuteS and
numerous visual aids and fIlms are used to back up the srcken word. Most imponant is the fact that student participation
is actively encouroged.

The Course was developed by the National Safety Council of America, and where companies in Zimbabwe have done
before and after srudies it has clearly shown a decline in accidents. Unfortunately. as is the case in many IypeS of courses.
the effect seems to wear off fairly mpidly and we consider Defensive Driving Courses should be repeated every two years
for lhe best resullS.

The instructor's course is a mixture of theory and practical. The theory concenlrates on the Highway Code. Rules of the
Road. Road Signals and road signs and the Driver's Licence Regulations. Before anyone is permitted to give driver
lllslrUction on a commercial basis, as opposed to a iather teaching his children, that person mus.:
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(a) be twenty-one years of age or over, and
(b) have passed the examination covering the Highway Code, have a practical knowledge of the rules of the road,

road signals and road signs; and
(cl have a good practical knowledge of the control of a motor-vehicle; and
(d) be the holder of a valid driver's licence and within one year prior to the date of registration as an assistant instructor,

nO! have been convicted of an offence under the Road Traffic Ac~ 1976, and sentenced, in respect thereof,
to imprisonment without the option of a fine or to a flOe exceeding oile hW1dred dollars, and

(e) be mentally and physically fit and free from any disease or other disability which would render such person incapable
of effectively performing the duties of an assistant instructor,

If he meets all the above qualifications he becomes an assistant insllUctor and must then work a 12 month period under the
supervision of a qualified insllUctor.

In termS of the Driving Schools Regulations the assistant instructor may advance to being a qualified insllUcror after. 
(a) being registered as an assistant insllUctor and, for a period of one year, performed the work of an assistant insllUCtor

under the direction and conlrol of a qualified insllUCtor, and
(b) having passed the examination conducted by the Zimbabwe Traffic Safety Board relating ID the teaching of subjects

set out in the driver insuuction recognized by the Zimbabwe Traffic Safety Boards as being equivalent to the Zimbabwe
Traffic Safety Board's examination; and

(c) being the holder of a valid driver's licence for a period of five years and, within two years prior ID the date of
registration as an inslrUctor, not being convicted of an offence under the Road Traffic Ac~ 1976, and sentenced in
respect thereof to imprisonmen~ without the option of a flOe or to a fine exceeding one hundred dollan;,

This of course is not the end . the certificale is only valid for two years and dwing this period the instructor is subject ID
sporadic checks by the staff of the Z,T.S.B. to ensure standards are being maintained.

After two years the inslrUcror can be re-registered automatically, Of course if his pass rate is below standard he may be
required to re-take any or all of the examinations, In certain cin:unnstances the Z.T.S,B. may cancel an assistant inslrUctDr'S
or insuuctor's certificate and this has happened On more than one occasion. The reasons laid down by law are if the
instructor:
(a) has been guilty of improper or unprofessional conduct; or
(b) is grossly incompetent or has performed any act pertaining to his profession in a grossly negligent manner, or
(c) is mentally or physically disabled ID such an extent thal it would be contrary to the public interest to allow him to

continue ID practice as an assistant insuuctor or an inslrUcror, as the case may be; or
(d) has been convicted of an offence under the Road Traffic Ac~ 1976, and sentenced, in respect thereof, to imprisonment

without the option of a fine or to a fine exceeding one hundred dol!aIS.

If the person feels aggrieved he may appeal fin;tly to the Zimbabwe Traffic Safety Board and secondly to the Minister of
Transport,

At present there are approximately 450 registered assistant inslrUctors and insllUCtors in Zimbabwe, including two who
have had their insllUctor's certificates cancelled and after a period of time have restarted the whole process again.

When a pupil signs on with a Driving School for a course of inslrUction culminating, hopefully, in obiaining a Driven;
Licence he is issued with 'The Sllldent Driver's Handbook". This lays down quite clearly the inslrUction that he can expect·
to receive and which the law states he must receive, The curriculunn is divided into thirteen separnre work plans but this
does not necessarily mean 13 lessons - this depends entirely on the learning ability of the student driver. Not urmaeuraJly
the course culminates in a pre-test cbeck out to enable the insllUctor to make a fmal assessment of the pupil's driving so
he can decide whether or not he, or she, is ready for the driving test From this final assessment the insuuctor should be
able to;
(a) determine the pupil's overall ability
(b) determine in what areas additional training is needed, and
(c) pomt out errors which need correction,

Hopefully the sllldent has now reached the stage where he can confidently expeCt to pass his test and obtain what is r.Jpidly
becoming a SlatUS symbol, a driving licence. Bu! is this the end of driving training? Sadly, in the legal sense, it [s.

:-.Ionctheless I am happy to say many persons do not subscribe to this view and consider further training is essential - It is
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basically a question of economics. We have already heard here what accidents cost and no one wants to be3r these
unnecessary costs.

With this in mind many of the larger companies in Zimbabwe have realised that fW1her training is essential and many have
set up their own driver training centres, nOlID help people ID obtain their drivers' licence butID train them ID a more advanced
level after obtaining their licence. TItis is fast becoming an economic necessity and sucn is the demand from the smaller
companies that one or two of the registered driving scnools in Harare are concentrating their effons in this direction.
I believe the Institnte of Advanced Motorists also plays a valuable part in further training. More and more people are
recognising the value of raising lheir driving standards and voluntarily taking their training and test to become members.
It is pleasing to report that lhe Zimbabwe United Passenger Company (ZUPCO), wnicn is lhe prime mover of urban
passengers in the COUnlry, has severnlnundred of their drivers in the ranks of the LAM. and all paid for by the company.

In conclusion let me stale mat the Zimbabwe Government is most concerned wilh drivers behaviour on lhe roads and the
standard of training. They are already actively looldng at lhe question of making it compulsory for some categories of
drivers, norably those of neavy buses, to undenake fW1her training, sucn as D.D.C., before obtaining lhis grade of licence.
The legislators are already looldng aI1ead to the time when we can emulate the developed nations of lhe world and have
compulsory annual driving tests for the aged.

And who knows, the next step may wellte to Irulke it compuJsory for the would-be driver to talce his fmal lessons before
a test with a state registered Driving School.
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3.8 DRIVER TRAINING IN AfRICA - THE UN·ECA DRIVING MANUAl
A. Downing, Senior Research Officer, Overseas Unit, Transpon and Road
Research Laboratory, UK.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been demonstrated earlier in this Congress that African cowuries have a very serious road accident problem. For
example faJality rates per vehicle registered on the road are usually between 20 10 30 times higher than those of developed
counlries.

As driver error is always the most common accident cause identified by the police it would seem likely that improvements
in driver training have some potential for accident reduction. Also the introduction of a manual for drivers and instruclOrs
which lays down an agreed system of driving is a logical first step 10 rnismg driving standards and hanmonising them
regionally in Africa To work IOwards meeting this requirement, the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa
CECA) has developed a guide for heavy goods vehicle (HGV) drivers with the assistance of the Transport and Road
Research LaboralOry (lRRL), UK. This guide represents the fust phase of the ECA's African Highway Code initiative.

The development of the guide including the backgroood 10 it and the results of trials in Cameroon and Zimbabwe is the
main subject of this paper. Other training improvements are also considered and the paper concludes by making some broad
recommendations for the fulUre.

2. THE NEED FOR DRIVER TRAINING IMPROVEMENTS

ill most COoolries it is noomal for the police 10 blame at least three quarters of the road accidents on road users. A more
detailed breakdown of causes given in Table 1, indiC3leS that it is usually the driver who is held responsible and, in all but
one of the four COoolries, driver error was considered 10 have been the main cause in close 10 70 per cent of the reported
accidents. It should be noted that there may be some bias in the police statistics in that the police reports may ooderestimate
the role played by such factors as poor road design because the police investigate the accident with prosecution in mind.
Nevertheless, even if other faclOrs have conlributed 10 the accidents it is clear that in a very large proportion of them, one
Dr more driver errors were committed. This in turn suggests that there is some scope for reducing drivers' mistakes by
improving the training of learners Dr qualified drivers.

Comparisons between developing and developed country police statistics do not reveal any marked differences between
the pattern of road accident causes. However, an international study of driver behaviour (Jacobs, 1981) indicated thm
drivers were less disciplined in developing cooomes. For example, in Nairobi only 16 per cent of drivers chose to stop for
pedestrians on an uncontrolled crossing compared with up to 72 per cent in Great Britain. Similarly, results from
observations carried out in Egypt (see fig I) indicated poor driver behaviour at major road junctions and, perhaps more
worryingly, they demonstrated that the professional drivers were the worst offenders with thirty per cent of bus drivers
failing to give way.
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TABLE 1 CAUSES OF ROAD ACODE:'ITS

Percentage of accidents

Causes
Kenya Malawi Swaziland Zambia Zimbabwe
(1986) (1987) (1983) (1983) (1988)

Driver error i 44.7 65.7 72.4 60.4 71.3
,

Pedestrian error
,

27.4 13.2 5.2 14.4 11.7,
i

Cyclist error 4.9 - 3.7 - 1.8

Drinks/drugs/
Ifatigue etc 1.8 1.0 3.3 1.2 3.2

Road/weather
conditions 1.8 4.8

i
1.0 0.7 0.1

Mechanical fault 6.1 6.3 I 9.6 5.8 4.4

Other I
(Passenger. 14.7 8.9 I 4.8 8.5 7.5I
animals) I
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Figure 1 Driver behaviour: drivers not stopping or giving way to tratTlC on the major road (Egypt, 1986)
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CI=ly it is difficult to generalise such fmdings to the whole of Africa from SO few observations. However they imply that
there is a need to raise driving standaIds and this is supported by the results from mutiple choice knowledge tests given
to professional drivers in Cameroon and Zimbabwe. From Table 2 it can be seen tha~ in Zimbabwe, drivers scored fifty
per cent or more correct for four out of the five topics tested but they were poor at the questions on safe following disllll1ces.
In Cameroon the drivers generally did less well than their counterparts in Zimbabwe and from the interviews it was cle'1f
that drivers in Cameroon were often less well infonned than those in Zimbabwe.

The problems of driver error and poor driver behaviour and knowledge illustrated above must be, to some exten~ a
consequence of inadeqUllCies in the driver trnining provided. In Africa as a whole, the methods and procedures of driver
trnining and testing have often not kept pace with improvements in developed countries. For example many countries do
not test or monitor their driving instructions nor is there a manual for drivers or instructors. There is then considerable scope
for raising driving standards in Africa by improving driver trnining. However the improvements to be considered must be
appropriate for the drivers abilities and conditions prevailing in Africa.

i
Average percentage correct

Topic tested Number of
questions I

Cameroon I Zimbabwe

Night driving 11 58.2 62.7

Turning left/right 8 47.5 60.0
,

47.5Control questions 8 I 58.0
(mixed topics)

Stopping distances 7 38.6 50.0

Following distances 4 27.5 32.5

TOTAL 38 46.6 56.3

TABLE 2 TRIALS OF DRIVER TRAlNJNG BOOKLETS: KNOWLEDGE TEST SCORES

3. DEVELOPMENT OF THE GUIDE FOR HGV DRIVERS

3.1 Background
[n the early 1980's the United National Economic Commission for Africa CECA) proposed the production of an African
Highway Code as a first step to raising standards of road user behaviour and improving road safety. The ECA prepared
a comprehensive outline of the code and this was officially endorsed by the African intergovernmental highway organi
sations. Thereafter the ECA approached the Transpon and Road Resean::h Laboratory (IRRL) for assistance and its
Overseas Unit agreed to help with the production of the code.

After reviewing the outline and discussing the proposal with representatives of African countries, the Unit opted to develop
a series of guides for different groups rather than a single comprehensive booklet The reasons for this were as follows:
1) Most African countries already had comprehensive highway codes.
2) Although these codes were aimed at all road users, in practice they were usually only read by learner drivers :lJlplying

for a licence. Therefore the benefits for other groups were likely to be minimaL
3) Individual guides prepared and Iargeted at specific groups were likely to be more effecuve in raising stand'lfds of

knowledge and behaviour than a multipurpose code.
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Having opred for a modular approach, the Unit agreed with the ECA that for lhe fIrst phase of the African Highway Code
worle it would develop a guide for heavy vehicle (HGV) drivers. This target group was chosen because:
1) It was a clearly identifiable group of drive'" who were relatively easy to communicate with through fleet opemtors and

lheir associations.
2) It was an important group economically and goods vehicles accounted for a reasonable share of the traffic in Africa For

example from fig. 2 it can be seen tha~ on avemge, medium and heavy goods vehicles represenred twelve per cent of
the vehicles registered on lhe road. However their share of the traffic is celarly higher than this, possibly around six per
cent higher according to the Kenyan statistics, and if one includes all goods vehicles then the group is likely to account
fur over tifty per cent of the traffic on African roads.

100 0 Traffic census, Kenva

~ Registration figures. Kenya

• 80 IZZI Registration figures. 13 African countries"~"'• 58>
60'0

g. 46 44

~ 40 36
~• 26.. 23

17
20 12

5 3 3
0

Light Medium Ca" Buse$

goods .nd and
heavy taxIs
goods

FIGURE 2 Vehicle population and tralIIc composition, Kenya.

3) Drivers of goods vehicles were involved in a significant proportion of road accidenlS. From figure 3 it can be seen that
these vehicles were involved in just over a fIfth of all road accidents in Zimbabwe and just over a tenth in BotsWana.
However, for fatal accidents the figures for goods vehicles were up to ten per cent higher and not surprisingly the
consequences of accidents involving trucks were clearly worse than those involving lighter vehicles.
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F1GL'RE 3 Accidents imolving trucks and bll'teS
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4) A large number of HOY drivers operated across national borders and therefore an international driving guide was more
appropriate to this group.

3.2 Objectives
The objective of the guide is to provide and explain a standard of driving and related matters which will lead to the following
benefits.
I) Improved driving standards
2) Improved instruction standards
3) Increased harmonisation of driving and instruction standards throughout Africa.
4) Fewer road accidents.

It is aimed at both learner and qualified drivers who are literate and it is being produced in two versions; one in English
with a drive on the left system and the other in French with a drive on the right system. To try and ensure that the guide
will be appropriate for the target groups it has been developed to m;:et the following criteria.

I) W JO read. The average reading age level of the English language version is about nine years compared with over
thirteen for typical highway codes.

2) Well illusll'ilted. Wherever possible. illustrations have been provided to help explain the advice given. The types- of
picwres chosen were based on the results of pilot testing a series of booklets on professional drivers in Cameroon and
Zimbabwe (see 3 below).

3)~. The content of the gwde is comprehensive but a balance has been struck between presenting the most
important and relevant information and the need to keep the guide as short as possible.

Also. the guide has gone through two evaluation stages prior to ilS forthcoming publication and distribution to African
counlries. The first of these was a series of !rials with a short six page booklet (see 3 below) and the second was the reviewing
of colour phoJOCopies of the complete draft by African counlries and expert groups. The guide is cwremly going through
this latter process and comments are being collected. When these have been received the final version will be completed
and distributed to African counlries free of charge.

3.3 Trials of extracts from the guide
To examine the usefulness of the approach used in the guide. 529 professional drivers in Cameroon and Zimbabwe were
given a small booklet on four topics extr:lCted from the guide. Before reading it they were given a series of tests and
interviews which were repeated again after they had fmished reading the bookieL The details of these tests and the order
they were given is shown in Table 3.

1. Comprehension test (CLOZE)

2. Knowledge test (multiple choice)

3. Criving test (Zimbabwe only)

(Drivers read the booklet - up to 30 minutes
allowed)

4. Knowledge test (same multiple choice)

S. (Drivers read the training booklet - up to
30 minutes allowed)

6. Interviews (to assess opinions)

7. Picture ranking test (helpfulness of different
types of picture)

TABLE 3 TESTS GIVE:'>! TO DRIVERS I:'>I C\:'>fEROO:'>! A~l) Z1\lBAllWE
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In both countries the drivers knowledge scores on these tests improved by thirteen per cent after reading the booklets and
from Fig. 4 it = be seen that the biggest increases were for the questions on following dislmlCcs. All of this improvement
can be attributed to reading the booidet as there was no significant change in me answers to the "control" questions on which
no advice was given. -

c
2 50 0• Cameroon driven ~ 140 I,
"

~
I

~ 40
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I'1GlJRE 4 The effect of reading the driving booklet on knoWledge scores

Reading the booklets also resulted in significant improvments in driving test performances wuh an overnll reduction of
twenty eight per cent in errors made. Fig 5 shows mat, as with driving knowledge. following distance was the topic most
affected and faults such as following too closely were reduced by half. In the case of the driving tests there was some
improvement in other "control" faults assessed. Ie there was some reduction in errors made which did not relate to any
advice given in the booklet This reduction was not statistically significant but it implies that some of the overall
improvement on the second test could have been due to practice and increased familiarity with the route.
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I'1Gl:RE 5 Driving test improvements resUlting from reading the booklet (Zimbabwe. drivers = 160)

The tests given to the drivers also revealed that different types of illustration and the amount of colour used seemed to have
little effect Dn knDwledge but the drivers on the whole preferred the following:
1) Line drawings rather than photographs of either models or real life situations.
2) Full colour rather than two colour.
3) Through the windscreen views rather than side or overhead (plan) views.

Overall the drivers reaction to the training booklets was very positive and less than one per cent rated them as nDt useful.
-:nerefore, in conclusion. the trials results indicate that the guide has considerable potennal for raising driving standards,
However. it is only a ftrst step and on its own it will not be sufficient to bring about change. Odler training improvements
ore Jlso required and some of these are outlined in the next section.
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~. RESOMME,'I/DATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

~.1 New Drivers
Intuitively it would seem easier to raise driving standards by concentrating first on the new drivers rather than on the existing
drivers whose habits may have become resistant to change. Therefore it is recommended that priority is given to improving
the craining of all new drivers and the fIrst step should be the production of a driving manual. Possibly the ECA guide for
HGV drivers could be used as the basis for national driving manuals as much of the advice given also applies to other groups
of drivers. Such a manual would set the driving standards for learners. instructors and driving examiners.

In many African countries it is also necessary for the quality of perofessional insttu:tion to be improved and for more
learners to be encouraged to use professional instructors. In systems where learners are free to choose how they learn to
drive, they will generally buy only the minimum lraining required to pass the test Therefore it is important that the driving
test demands a high standard of driving especially for the practical "on the road" assessment

Also the training, licensing and monitoring of instructors can be further improved in many African countries. In particular
it is recommended that driving instructors should be able to drive to a higher standard than ordinary drivers and also that
they should be able to rea::h effectively. Regulations should concentrate on these last two criteria rather than on others such
as the level of classroom facilities driving schools can provide.

4.2 Existing drivers
It has already been demonstrated that there is a need to provide more advice and guidance to qualified drivers. The guide
for HGV drivers is a necessary step in the right direction but it is unlikely to be sufficient as there may be little incentive
for drivers to read it Many organisations in Africa do provide some form of advanced or refresher driving training courses,
for example the Zimbabwe Traffic Safety Board (ZTSB) IUns defensive driving courses for professional and non
professional drivers. However sOJdies of the effectiveness of such courses have failed to provide conclusive evidence of
accident savings.

The ZTSB has reported some success with their courses (Sandwith. 1980) and the analysis of the company's accidenrs (see
fIg 6) showed a large drop in accident rates after drivers had attended the course.
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FIGURE 6 Accidents and the defensive driving course in Zimbabwe

However a study of a one week relraining course for bus drivers in PakIstan (Downing. 1988) failed to demonstrnte any
accident savings after training (see fig 1). Indeed the trained drivers seemed less safe than the unlrained drivers. This
difference was due largely to the company's policy of selecting their oldest and least able drivers fur retraining thus leaving
their best drivers out of the courses,
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Although the course did not reduce accidents it did improve the drivers knowledge by thirteen per cent and reduce driving
errors by sixty seven per cent under test conditions. However it had little or no effect on the drivers' behaviour when they
were observed unobtrusively and the bus drivers clearly returned to their old habits when driving in normal conditions. Thus
the Pakistan swdy highlighted the imponance of the need for drivers to be motivated 10 raise their standard of driving.
Therefore 10 change driver behaviour gener.illy it is clear that retraining on its own will not normally be suffiCIent and it
is recommended that such ccurses are integrated with incentive schemes and, if necessary, enforrement campaigns.

Also, it seems likely that the resistance III change was grealel' in Pakistan because only a small group of about five hundred
Jrivers were involved. If such resistance does exist genernily then not only are integrated packages of measures required
but also they need to be aimed at the majority of drivers, both new and old.
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3.9 EDUCAnON AND TRAINING, A DIFFERENT WAY OF CONSIDERING
TRAVEL SAFETY
c. Blanchan!, Director, Ecole Nationale des Conseillers en Education Routiere,
France.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today it is commonplace to state the importance of the development of private car ownership having led to access to
mobility for a very high pen:entage of young people. This development was possible thanks to pennanent effoltS in view
of improving the whole very practical system for individual lravel having dealt mainly and in an empirical way with
technical sOIutioos by means of successive instaIlatioos and improvemenls relalive to inftasttucture, to the very vehicle
and to regulations that are very coofusing foc the user. The consequences are of course those that we state today. If the
problem of fight against accidents becomes the necessary reference for criticizing the abuses of this use, it remains
nevertheless very important to state that it is becoming more and more difficult to taelde this field without taking partisan
positions for its defence or suppression. Should we not taelde the problem in anolher way, innovate and try to launch actions
susceptible of keeping deeply with the use made of Ihese means of lravelling by users?

As !he development of use of the private car for lravelling has reached a Ihreshold difficult to go beyond in highly
industrialized countties. it is necessary to consider this use and its consequences in a different way and underline what could
be recommended as priorities in developing countries so that they can prevent the dysfunctioning we still have and Ihey
risk encountering in a near future.

I will make several remarks of a very general character, for, too often, road safety actions are limited to puncwal
improvemenlS creating other problems. The human mind works more often !han we Ihink by inwition, satisfying itself by
one Sll'ategy serving as an anchorage point for inleIpreting everylhing around it Recognizing that we are ignorant and that
we cannot conlrol what results from our mind of innovation, would be accepting that we are inconsistent troubling our
satisfied content Resean:h and science may develop sectarism and "dogmatic sleep" Just as well as fmesse and wisdom.

My first remarl<: It is the overall problem of car use and trnvelling that we must consider. Man knows how to invenl devices
and tools foc ruling over time and space, but he encounters real difficulties in cOnlrolling their use, so much the more as
they are used by a very great number of people.

My second remarlc Society, in Ihe present state of Ihe technique. seems to be able to respond to the constrnints of Ihe systems
it is creating only by questioning Ihe human actor, whence a still more widespread pressure 00 Ihe individual presented
as a misfit

My third remark: Ihese tools and their use change man's ideas. making him adopt new ideas still more complex to codify.
Without forgetung that man in Ihe twentieth century functions physiologically like man in Ihe preceding centuries
trnvelling at horse and walking speeds.

All the answers to the system of individual trnvelling have been the subjects of pulling into place technical solutions for
solving the problems of trnffic control and road accidents.

Road arrangements: motorways, special road surfaces, rest areas, safety fences, protection devices, directional guidance.
signs and signals and now aids to driving with use of in-vehicle data prOCessing.

Vehicle arrangements: braking system, lyreS, comfort, driver information.

Legal arrangements: driver licencing, technical vehicles inspection, repression policy. mandatary use of seat belts, speed
limilS etc.

EconomIC =gements: insurance, road pricing. paying for pariang, road laX eli""" etC,
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Cor ownership continues to increase like me populations of me eanh. The car has become me symbol of free societies having
stated in iheir constitution ihe right to ihe freedom of traveling. But ihe back of ihe medal is me cause of too numerous
JCcidents representing also a very high economic cost for society, human tragedies impossible to value.

:Vly fIrst statemene in me present transpon system, we can state ihat mere exist different rranspon modes defIned on the
basis of travel distances and times:
- very long distances and very shon time: spaceship (about 6,000 knvh)
- long distances and shan times: aircraft . 1,(XX) knvh
- medium distances and medium times: rnilway transport - 250 knvh
- medium distances and short and medium times: road transpon· 90/100 kmth
- shon 10 very short distances and long times: bicycle and walking • 20 kmth to 4 kmth

My second statemene ihe faster ihe rranspon means are and ihe faster ihey go, me safer they are (numbers of kil1ed/km
travelled) and ihe more comfortable ihey are; and me slower mey are and me less far mey go, me unsafer, more painful
they are (in China. there are probably more bicycle accidents than car accidents).

My third statemene the more they are used by a great number of people and the more they are intenrelated, me unsafer mey
ore:
- pedestrian/cyclist/molOr vehicle •
- motor vehicle/motor vehicle •
- pedestrian/molOr vehicle/train -
-train/rrain-
- Jeroplane/aeroplane -

Unsafety seems to be slI'Ollgly associated with me variety of transport means and the number of mobiles on the same
rranspon infrastructure. It is extremely rare to fmd a collision between an aeroplane and a pedestrian.

My last statement in all the cases of configurations, speed depends on the rranspon means used for covering the distance
you want to travel. The speed of a rranspon means is defmed by the manufacturer, who is subjected 10 technical constraints.
The highest speeds are not causes of unsafety. The reliability/safety ratio depends directly on the number of transpon means
in motion at a give moment "t" in a given place.

These are a cenain number of remarks without any pretention of being exhaustive but just aiming at underlining that the
road safety problem must be analyzed inside the use people make of the motor vehicle.

[n the present state of the system, a mainly technical or even just normative approach will probably be fragmentary and
develop ihe antagonistic positions that we observe today. People do not travel for proving something, they do not go fast
by disrespect of the regulations, but in order to go to a place, to their work, to a rendez-vous '" The present approaches are
not only insufficient but they also delay the emergence of serious questions.

We suppose that me toOls produced by man are there for his wellbeing and not for his misfornme. So it is imponant to teach
him as early as possible to use them in a way corresponding to his needs in the respect of the community, of the others and
his own life.

In our highly technical societies, travelling is a function of people's activities. So it is because we know the basic role of
human faclOrs in the very rraining of individuals that it is urgent to speak of a right to Road User Education.

The action of contemporaries on contemporaries is more than limited and often the consequence of opposed positions. It
may be of a certain interest to underline that it is perhaps diffIcult for our contemporaries 10 develop a Road User Education
oround discoveries that are after all recene the motor vehicle and the internal combustion engine.

Education concerns above all the action of adults on younger people. Human behavioural patterns are acquired by external
lr:lI1Smission from generation to generation. A Road User Education cannot be created "in abstracto". Its development will .
depend as much on the development of sciences as of the stale of industry, and it should consi6t in a methotlical socialization
of the young generation. We can suppose that the fuwre generations will be more and more surrounded by techniques, and
if we want man to keep at a cenain distance from these toOls. which are Just the prologation of his body. and to adapt mem
to his needs, it is indispensable to do so by means of Education.
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My intention is to see how and by what means it is possible at present to laclde the problems of reliability and 'SUfety by
means of educational octions in order to help future genemtions to solve the complex and sometimes trngical problems
raised by mobility by means of private motor vehicles.

2. A PLAN OF ROAD USER EDUCATION IN VIEW OF DEVELOPING ACTIONS
OF SOCIAL COMMUNICATION

If you want to have a real road safety policy at the national level and thus reach all the classes in society. it is indispens
able to flJ( a certain number of objectives in order to accelerate the educational process of young generations and also make
the other actors of society aware.

The fIrst effon should deal with a c(}-Ordination of the educational activities. which. until now, have more been the subjects
of numerous speeches and good intentions than of concrete reali2ation. The decision to prepare the young to the use of
trnnspOn means depends more on a postulate than on scientific assessment (postulate: a proposal that is not evident in itself
but !hat we are led to receiving because we do not see any other principle with which we could associate a uuth !hat we
could not question. or an opemtion or an act whose legitimacy is not contested. A. LALANDE. DictWnnaire phi/osophique,
PUF, 1972). Several objectives appear necessary to be pursued jointly:

A) Q2jective' Educating the whole PQPlI!JlljQn
I) - Promotion of Road User Education during the whole lifetime

- Safety training of children as early as in nursery schools
- Safety training of children in primary and secondary schools
- Safety training of adolescents
- Safety training of adults
- Safety training of elderly persons

2) Developing of octions of Communication. Public relations of Road User Education.

3) The promotion of activities related to Road User Education should be developed by initiatives of public and private road
safety organizations under Government's control.

B) ~n:pare. train retrain motor vehicle drivers to responsible driving
Reinforcement of driver training
-a) - Reinforcement of the training of future drivers
-b) . Reinforcement of the retraining of drivers
-c) - Promotion of safe driving of two-wheeled vehicles
-<1) - Reinforcement of Road User Education of elderly drivers

C) Q.ljective· Tutor and PWare road safety teachers and driving instrucIDrs
-a) - Reinforcement of the training of driving insU'Uctors and Road User Education advisors
-b) . Reinforcement and control of Road User Education centres
-c) - Reinforcement and control of centres for training of drivers in trnnspOn companies
-<!) - Creation of a driver improvement centre

D) Q!2jective: Improve the driver licencing p;riod and reinforce the system of supervision of drivers .
-a) Improvement of the system of authorizing the driving of a motor vehicle and reinforcement of the pan played

by the inspecIDr involved in the driver licencing.
·b) Reinforcement and creation of a system for supervising Highway Code offenders (A system of didactic follow-up).

E) Objective: [ncwS' and sU'Ucture information on traffic safety for road users
·a) - Create an educational documentation centre for the distribution of knOWledge of road safety
-b) • Increase the effIciency of the regional road information
-c) - Improve weather forecasts
-<1) • Develop in·vehicle information systems

My intention is not to develop all these points, which will be the subject of another report, but JUSt to underline some great
trends in order to facilitate the construction of such a system, which appears indispensable if we lVant to act in a coherent
way on the use of private transpon means.
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3. ROAD USER EDUCAnON - A PRIORITY

3.1 Modern Training
Solving rapidly the problem of application of this teaching as a di<hlctic activity to be developed through contents and
methods in view of programme application.

111e education process should be applied in the framework of concrete activities to children between 5 and 18 years old.

There have been enough studies and tests made until now allowing to genera1i2e this activity at all ages before adolescence.
The didactic activities during adolescence should be particularly extended because it is the age of autonomous trips with
motor vehicles and also the age of a specific attiwde to the risks generated by this use.

At presen~ the legal aspects of regulations and repression of trips are the only approach of the system of ttaffic on the
national road network. If it is lIUe that one does not Irllvel in order to shew one's knowledge in this field, it is indispens- .
able to frod other reference axes and olher methods for reaching the motivations of = of tIaI1SpOn means.

In fac~ all the transport modes should form the subject of animation. video displaying. concrete exercises. problem solving
for lIaveUing from one point to another. Our whole technical society must be assimilated from oW" earliest childhood.

It is imponant to develop these practical and empirical practices of use of all the trnnspon means in order to favour the
acquisition of indispensable experience. It is so much the more imponant as the present learning processes are more and
more means of infoonation trnnsfer that do not necessarily appeal to profound technical knowledge (TV, radio).

This education should aim as much at young pedestrians. cyclists. mopedists. motorcyclists as at future car drivers and
professional drivers in order to increase the comprehension by aU the users, of the use of private transport means in order
to reduce accident risks on the roads but also to facilitate the use of other trnnsport modes.

Applied Road User Education Action programmes should be extended to all the age classes before adolescence. if we want
to obtain a eenain efficiency and change of ideas acquired at the time when trnnspon organization and the trnffic system,
even the tIaI1SpOn means. were very simple.

In-depth thinking about the contents of this Education is indispensable. if we want it to integrate the evolution of mobility
taking into account the needs for personal development of the young and their social or even professional insertion.

3.2 Better Training and Recruiting
Solving the problem of road safety wtors and teachers. that is to say the staff to be in charge of this educational task.

· Introduce specific programmes of knowledge indispensable for tackling the field of road safety and stimulate vocations.
in all the authorities susceptible of preparing these WtolS (colleges and universities ttaining future =hcrs in the secondary
schools, for instanee).

· Mnny people already have an activity orientated towards the use of tIaI1SpOn means and teaching vehicle driving. But we
cannot st:lle that this population has got adequate ttaining for ensuring a real Road User Education.

The need for teachers. ttainers, tutors and instru:tors is recognized by everybody. So it is indispensable to create StnlCW·

res in charge of promoting and implementing all that which is necessary for valorizing the functions of mese teachers and
ensunng a psn played at all the levels of this Road User Education system, independently of institutional rifts.

· Road. User Education requires the participation of teachers in nursery schools. primary and secondary schools, and ttainers
and instructors of vehicle driving, also people in charge of all the trnffic problems. like gendarmes. policemen, road
engineers. medical staff and judges. Education is a societal problem and not a problem for specialists.

So it is important to put into place general ttaining courses for all these populations so that they can participate in the effons
undenaken and intended to all road usell;.
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How to attain these objectives

A) In the IQng run: make develQp progressively existing private and public structureS having a direct cQnnectiQn with all

the road users.

These structureS are a privileged relay fQr having a direct influence Qn these populations impossible to make sensitive by
means of the present formal infQrmation actions spread by mass media in fonn Qf recommendatiQns iO be careful. In fact,
as a specialist in this field, LEN MAS1ERMAN, underlines: "television is a teaching system leI1ding to produce citizens
whQ pose no more questiQns about society than they do about the nature and meaning Qf the messages they receive every
evening Qn their televisiQn screens". HOOD, 1980.

But the appropriation Qf a technical tool goes by several steps. Our whQle higlily technical society Qf today has omitted this
basic process. This is perhaps one Qf the reasons for use cleviating from all that which the technique has been producing

since a wbole century.

New dynamics is indispensable for aaaining these objectives.

Existing structures:
a) - CQlleges roc training primary school reachers
b) - Driving schools
c) - Technical Vehicle Inspection Centres
d) - Driver Improvement Centres (Driving licence with points)
e) - Centres for handicapped persons
f) - PrQfessiQnal training centres
g) - PrQfessiQnal training schools
h) - AssociatiQns

These are structures existing in Frnnce, but every counlI)' has other names fQr similar structureS. In fact, these are all the
institutions associated, on the Qne hand, with education, and on the other hand with transport.

B)- Mean tenn obj~: Tutor and preJXlre road safety reachers by means of actions Qf Road User EducatiQn and safety
training

- a) ReinfQrcement Qf the training Qf driving instructors and Road User EducatiQn advisors (retraining)
b) ReinfQrcement and control of Road User EducatiQn Centres (training Qf educational sraif)
c) ReinfQrcement and cQntrol Qf centres fQr training Qf drivers in transpon companies
d) CreatiQn Qf a Driver Improvement Centre
e) ReinfQrcement Qf the training Qf supervision and repression staff participating in Road User EducatiQn actiQns
l) ReinfQrcement Qf the training Qf NatiQnal Education staff participating actively in the training Qf children and

adolescents

Rood User EducatiQn should be a joint action berween the different panners whose task it is to prepare the citizens fQr the
use Qf tmnspon means fighting thus against the risks due to the cQllective use Qf the national road nerwQrk.

Putting into place to this end training modules cotresponding to the different populatiQns to train Qr prepare fQr becQming
teachers and tutors capable Qf mQtivating and making acquire a CQncrete experience Qf the use of tmnspon means to the
great public.

C) Slructures to develQp
- Create educatiQnal documentatiQn banks: [books, video and technQIQgicai devices)
- Cre:ue pilQt centres capable Qf distributing and leading this training at different levels. Have an empirical approach

fQr putting into place such Slructures using all the results Qf research made for several decades and mobilizing all the
initiatives.

In the shQn run: elaborate and realize the fnunewQrk Qf CQntents Qf this training, useful fQr this project
I) - elaborate traffic safety training modules for the teachers in primary and secQndary schools

- elaborate training modules for teachers and tutors
- elaborate training modules fQr vehicle instpectiQn Qperators
- elaborate training modules for the "moderatQrs" in the driving system with points
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- elaborate training modules for Ihe educational ccrordinators and examiners of Ihe driving licence test
- elabo.l1lte training modules for Ihe different p<;Jpulations using Ihe national road network: taxl drivers • ambulance

drivers and staff - delivery van drivers
- elaborate training modules for institutions in direct contact with transport (Departmental Equipment Directions,

Gendarmery, Police ere.)

~. ROAD USER EDUCATION: PER1"lANENT EDUCATION

Road User Education enters a category of measures aiming at spreading as widely as possible !he know-how of and positive
attiwdes to the use of private transport means and !heir safely, while driver training enters Ihe category of measures aiming
at maintaining safety on Ihe road.

These two categories should not be W1derslOOd as independent but fit into !he same preoccupation of "spreading knowledge
and facilitating Ihe acquisition of experience of road safety" to everyone "ensuring safety training" of all Ihe educators.
So it is also necessary to imagine for Highway Code offenders an educational-repressive, and not only repressive system,
and above all it is necessary to reform Ihe driving test, Ihe last social rite of our technical society. It should be a mawrntion
examination rather Ihan a simple test of skill and knowledge of Ihe Highway Code rules.

Until now, Road User Education and driver training were tackled in separate ways and. above all. planned in different
activity axes. The introduction of Road User Education Actions "during Ihe whole lifetime" should allow us to combine
all !he educational actions relative to Road Safety and to have remur.;e to Ihe rep-essive system only in exueme cases. So
it is necessary to have trained people being able to fJll this task in Ihe framework of Iheir professional activities.

If you want to act by means of educational measures on Ihe private IIllvelling system, we must speaJc about pennanent
education beginning at home in earliest childhood, continuing by means of local road safety activities in associations and
systematic reaching in nursery, primary and serondary schools. At Ihe age aulhorizing driving of a motor vehicle, we must
develop training courses for learners, new drivers, Wltil Ihey have reached !he experience level, and finally, organize
educational retraining of all drivers, favouring Ihe development of user clubs and associations. Make the commWlities
participate in this educational effort.

The education actions ought to rake place at home, in associations, at school, in places of work, and include any action of
educating pedestrians, cyclists, mopedists, motorcyclists and drivers of passenger vehicles and lorries.

It is difficult to dissociate the preparation to driving a private motor vehicle and road safety training. These two actions
should be combined in a programme of permanent road safely training. Today when 95% of men and 65% of women have
Iherr driving licences, this education should fonn the subject of a special effort referring to !he assumption lhat almost the
whole population is driving in practice or, at least, lives in a narrow relationship with the car, above all as any citizen is
authorized to drive a car from the age of 18 and Wltil 70, or even 75, which represents a long period at Ihe sreering-wheel,
and it is very important for road safety to know how he drives during Ihis long period.

Road User Education should not be limited just to preparing drivers competent in !he driving task but also aim at each
individual's being capable of particilllting, as a responsible citizen in Ihe meaning of safety, in motor vehicle !ravelling
belonging to an essential aspect of social life. Every citizen ought to be a full member of Road User Education.

So Road User Edueatton from Ihe nursery and primary schools should be linked to later vehicle driver training. This is a
capital and ceroinly difficult point, when you know Ihat Ihe whole body of reochers in National Education has not really
implemented Ihis reaching in Iheir schools in spite of the decree of 1957.

Today. !he fact lhat Road User Education has a certain importance for parents of schoolchildren and begins to be timidly
accepted by Ihe public opinion, underlines !he urgency of putting into place a reaching of high qualily for Ihe future.

5. ROAD USER EDUCATION AT THE LEVEL OF THE LOCAL COMMUNITY

1) Because of Ihe considerable place Ihat transport occupies in our society, it is necessary to put Ihe child into contact wilh
Ihe reality of uanspon modes as early as in Ihe nursery schooL

The organizing unit of Ihis educational activity should be at Ihe local level of school in collaboration wilh parents. In each
nursery schooL Ihere should be narrow association between (he teachers and the pnents m view of pumng into place m
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the official framework educational actions in fOnTI of exercises relative to travelling (songs, fairy tales, rhythmical dance,
games, video, marionettes etc.) aiming at adapting the children's behaviour to transpon modes, traffic and its environment.

These activities should be programmed over the whole school year at the rate of once a month a5 a minimum, and in order
to facililale their realization, the depanmental or regional authorities should be able to distribute the materials, advice and
examples necessary for such activities.

The participation of parents in such activities should be strongly recommended, on the one hand because they desire 10

participate, and on the other hand because this mother-child education increases the resj:Xlnsibility of the parents for safety
training.

The organization and running of these activities may be different from one school group to another and according to
localities. Safety training is a j:Xlssibility of opening the nursery school to the parents, who can ensure it just a5 well as other
local re5j:Xlnsible civil servants participating in this education.

2) A National Authority could be created in order to promote the participation and grouping of nursery school associa
tions with parents for children's protection.

For instance, in France inside the national body ''Enfance et Famille".

The participation of parents is imj:Xlnant for the protection of children confronted with the problems of traffic and road
accidents.

6. ROAD USER EDUCATION IN THE GENERAL EDUCATION PROCESS

Rood User Education should be officially included into the process of general education and more broadly in the framework
of health and safety training.

In spite of the effons made for nearly two centuries, we cannot say that this teaching is really and systematically given
neither in the primary school nor in the secondary school. Together with Spain and Italy, France remains one of the countries
in EEC that encounter important difficulties in integrating this teaching deeply, and this is also true for technical schools,
which should, however, thanks to their specificity, be more favourable to such a teaehing.

Problems JXlSCd by such a teaching:

- to what subject to link this teaching, what contents are to be Illught and, above all what duration, periodicity and basic
interrogation in our French educational system? Should it fonn the subject of an examination? If the answer is negative.
there is a great risk that it will be of no interest for stlldents, thus it is vain 10 Wa5te one's time in this field that, besides,
does not correspond to any University title.

The resj:Xlnsible in the field of National Education must know that "learning to use a motor vehicle is the major
preoccupation of all adolescents, especially of males, and is the cenae of interest and motivation far before French
literature, mathematics or foreign languages"; this may be regrettable, but it is a fact.

It is true that the smff of teachers can hardly meet this social demand. So we must tind another solution than recording a
several year long activity ensured by nobody or almost nobody.

If the smff of teachers is not prepared to ensure such a teaChing, we must open the schools to interveners from the outside
capable of talcing into charge this teaching, which can besides take different fOnTIs. if they have the required competences
and remain under Government control (the present driving teachers having the Certificate of Aptitllde to Driver Instruction
Training could be in charge of such teaching). But the present programme and training should fonn the subjects of
improvements.

Certification by means of an examination in the framework of National Education remains a problem, because of the
existence of the driving licence obtained by means of a lest depending on the Ministry of Transpon and the Horne Office.
But they could very well ask oml questions for the Cenificate of Secondary Education or even the ma01culation
examination, on road safety problems, as an either optional or mandatory subject, and transfonTI the driving test into a purely
practical leSt, the testing of knowledge having been made for the Certificate of Secondary Education or matriculation.
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Advantages of such an organization for oral and even writlen lest by means of the examinations of National Education:
- lesser cost for the candidates to the driving licence
- possibility of raising the level of knowledge not only of regulations but above all of road safety and the responsibility

of drivers
- higher consideration of road .safety by the public opinion
- importance for National Education reinforcing its educational mission among the young.

Disadvantages:
- supplementary costs for Government
- there are young people who do not go as far as to the C.SE. and still more as to the matriculation wanting, however,

to pass the driving IeSL

They can of course follow the traditional way of driving schools, but they will have to pay for their theoretical training,
thus a penalty for the poorest ones,

Driving schools will strongly oppose such a system, because they will be deprived of the "theoretical" reaching, the most
profitable at present

A national programme should be elaborated to this effect eXlending from nursery school to the end of the secondary school:
- Nursery school
- Primary school
- Secondary school

In this programme, we must not forget that adolescenlS are beuer motivated for learning how to drive mOlOr vehicles than
atlending courses on road safety.

7. DRIVER TRAINING

Although driver training in driving schools is not made mandatory by regulations, it is in reality attended, with more or
less variable durations, by 98% of the adolescenlS reaching the minimum official age for driving a motor vehicle.

In France the minimum age for driving a motor vehicle is Slated by law and depends on the vehicle category. but trnining
can start before, which is rather logical.

For driving licences of Category B (passenger cars), by far the most asked for, the legal age is 18 years old, but it has just
been modulated by the creation of the AAC system allowing a 16 year old perscn to drive a car accompanied by a person
who has had his driving licence for 5 years at leasL

Many researchers stale that the accident risks of the young are considerably increased by their lack of experience. The aim
of any training to using a private trnnsport tne:lllS, especially a motor vehicle, should be to prolong this training period by
accompanied practice. So, following the examples of numerous countries (USA, Norway, Germany, Japan, Australia,...),
it would be preferable to put into place three training steps for new drivers, sanctioning [wo degrees of authorization: the
1st Degree and 2nd Degree; which would have the advantage of obtaining safety gains for new drivers thanks to an increase
of driver training and accompanying this use.

The present trnining is made rigid by the only objective of obtaining the driver licence: so it does not allow to fUl a real

educational function.

Basic education and training with an adult during a period of one year at least and the [Wo educational controi Iests should
allow a perscn to obtain the first Degree authorizing him to drive alone with some restrictions.

This first Degree would include:
- a) the 2 educational control tests made by driving licence Inspectors (evaluation of knowledge and practice)
- b) an audiovisual leSt and a control leSt of practice for the candidates who do nO! follow this way

- displaying a distinctive sign ("L" for instance with 80-100)
- speed limits of 80 kmih on the roads and 100 kmih on motorways
- interdiction against driving a vehicle wilh trailer.
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The implemenmtion and generalization of the MC system should allow all the candidates to reach the first Degree at the

age of 18.

Reaching the first Degree gives the provisional authorization to any learner to drive a motor vehicle alone with the few
restrictions to be discussed with his partners.

The second Degree:
For rea:hing the second Degree, there must be a minimum time of two years between obtaining of the first Degree and its

end.

1st case: the driver has had neither accident nor Highway Code offence.

He attends a course of defensive driving and urgent manoeuvres (theory and prnctice) (2 days) during the second year and
obtains his authorization to drive definitely at the end of this period.

2nd case: the driver has had one cr several accidents and Highwy Code offences
a) He must reccrnmence his uaining period and the two control tests in the first Degree.
b) If he has had offences with too high alcohol conten~ he must attend nOl only a driver retraining course but also a-driver
improvement course.

1) Entering the first cycle: 16 years old
Initial training
- 1st control test after 12 months
- 2nd control test at the age of 18
From 18, authorinltion to drive in the fIrst Degree with resuictions.

2) Entering the second cycle: 18 years old
Complementary training in the second year if no penalty and evaluation.
Over 20, obtaining of a fInal authorization to drive a motor vehicle.

The putting ineo place of such a preparation for the learners leads to solving two major problems which, if they are not
solved, will entail the failure of such an orientation.

I) In the present state of implementing the MC system, we can expect a maximum participation of about 10% of the
population in this new way of training. So this measure remains very marginal. Moreover, it will touch almost essential
ly people in rural zones and rarely those in urban zones, without mentioning the privileged classes.

In order eo incite the yOWlg to follow this way, it is necessary that two so-called educational sessions replace the present
driving test and, above all, to make all the driving schools play the pan of a relay with the yOWlg, solving thus the problem
of the driving schools (see solutions above).

2) For the second phase, it is indispensable to have an operational file of driving licences. This tool is necessary for
following-up the new drivers during the two years after the authorization to drive with some restrictions. This file has
existed since 1921 but is unusable in its present state.

8. PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

One cannot dissociate the effons to be made for all the users from the safety aspects of professional drivers in road transport
to be dealt with simultaneously.
Road transpon activities cover numerous specific professions:
Taxi driver
Ambulance driver and staff
Delivery-van driver
Lorry driver
International driver
Bus and coach drivers
School-bus driver
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The preparation for these activities is ruther heterogenous, and, above all, knowledge in the field of safety is particulariy
absent.

In France, only the lorry driver training by two branches, sanctioned by a Certificate of Professional Aptitude, is relatively
well organized m professional schools and adult training cencres.

This training aiming mainly at professional pructice hides, however, all that is connected with safelY.

We mllSt take into account the associations working in these fields and capable of developing such activities and forming
indispensable relays for increasing the safety of these transpon means.

The effon to be made would rather aim at pulling into place training of safety engineers, particularly lacking at present
While there exists in all companies of some importance responsible slaff for safety, this activity is non-existent or almost
non-existent in transport, even in important vehicle fleets.

This activity has well been developed in the passenger bllS transport companies, like RATP in Paris, for instance.
The Objective to be amlined in several years would be the training of professional staff to this function by means of specific

leaching.

9. CONCLUSION

[f there is still antagonism in the positions taken about ROAD USER EDUCAnON, any efficient solution for the
wellbeing and protection of everybody can come only from a global approach to this use. We may suppose that fuwre
generations will be more and more dependent on IeChniques. If we want man to conlrOl the IOOls he invents, that is to say
all the lOOts that are just the prolongation of his body, it is indispensable that society in its present state of IeChnical
development imagines an educational system innposing itself on individuals with an inesistible force. In fact, this llSe
cannot continue to transmit itself in a anarchic way, with society ignoring it So this is the subject we have dealt with:
Transport User Education and Training. The debate about this educational solution is open, but it can be put in concrete
form only by an effort made by the whole commWlity.
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3.10 IMPROVING ROAD SAFETY BY LOW·COST ENGINEERING
COUNTERMEASURES
N. N. Gekonge, Head, Road Safety Unit, Ministry of Public Works, Kenya
T. Granberg, Consultant, Fmnconsult, Finland.

1. NUMBER OF ROAD ACCIDENTS KEEPS ON GROWING

Development during the recent decades has made road accidents the major cause of untimely death in developing
counlries. It is known that the same problem also exists in developed countries despile large swns of money spent annually
on information, education, police enforcement ell:,

However, it is also proved that road safety wort has great implCt on the nwober and seriousness of accidents. This worlc:
. though demanding resources . pays back beller than most other shon and long lerm investments.

In developing counlries road accidents most often have a very special characler: the losses are direcled to the best-educaled
people of the nation, the actively working and mobile people who are essential for the development Compared with
ttopical diseases, road accidents are more selective and violent And even more: the share of faialities caused by the diseases
is decreaing while that of the road accidents is growing. E.g. in Kenya the statistics told that there were about 500 deaths
caused by the diseases but nearly 2000 faialities in accidents in 1985. Fifteen years ago things were opposile. And nwober
of accidents keeps on growing.

The causes of accidents tend to be the same in most countries: 1.00 high speeds, careless rushing onto the road, misjudging
speeds and distances, and then other human reasons. The most of the above causes are true facts but they do not help except
in finding somebody guilty. In accident preventive worlc: there is a beller approach in lrying to fmd common feawres in
accident-prone locations in order to improve the physical environment This wort aims al pennanent changes in roads and
lIaffic conttol for better road safety.

There are several studies concerning general development in road safety (like Smeed's law) which show a connection
between car density and road safety. It is evident that these two facun indicace a complicaled relationship between road
safety and something which we could call a cultural stage of tl3lISpOrtalion. Inlemal facun of this "civilization" are
education, infonnation, police enforcement expectations towards other drivers, and quality of roads, as well.

Anyway, engineers cannot just sit and wait for the change in this cultural climate, they have 10 fight for beller circwostan
ces. In this fightlow-cost engmeering counlermeasures are an especially efficient way of saving lives and propeny - while
we wait for a new well-educaled generntion which IOgether with advanced police enforcement wipes aU accidents off the
globe.

2. LOW-COST ENGINEERING COUNfERMEASURES - what are they?

It is not very easy to defme such a concept as low-cost engineering counlerrneasures. We can give out some examples, like
the fact thal conslruction of a new road is not a low.,;ost operation, or thal setting up of a new sign post evidently is.

One approach to define a low.,;ost engineering counlermeasure is to limit aU except road markings, traffic signs and traffic
management schemes outside those low-cost measures. Another one is to add 10 the above list minor consauction works
like traffic islands, kerb stones, shoulders and bus bays. Turning lanes, ovenaking lanes etc. are borderline cases.

Implementation of road safety counlermeasures must be preceded by careful studies and analysis. Engineers live in a world
of logism. This feature is common to both them and legiSlators.

Subsequently both of these protCsslon groups agree thar the cure for accidents is 10 create new regulations. new rules and
more control ar road side. It is logical that this makes people behave in a better way - they think.
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Traffic psychologists see people behaving in a different way. Any new sign, any new regulation etc. is there for people to
test whether it can be ignored. Any new OOnslrUction is a challenge to fmd ways for shortcut

The laller point of view is very important in road safety worle and especially in Africa. [n many of the Africnn countries
there are tens of tribal languages beside the official languages. The situation means that there are many people with only
li[!.Je competence in wxIetStanding official information. The knowledge is gained through experience. If a change in traffic
control is not supported by information campaign and strict police enforcement there will be no results. (As a matter of fact
this is quite true in any country, e.g. SlOp sign is very willingly ignored.)

The willingness and abilily in taking shortcuts is sometimes really impressive. When planning and designing low-cost
engineering countermeasures it is of vital importance to check all possible and even impossible ways which could be used
to cancel the positive effect of the improvement

Low-cost engineering countermeasures should be self enforcing as a rule.

3. NAIROBI DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

3.1 Background information
Nairobi Demonstration ProjeCt is a part of a Road Safety Project which was agreed to Slatt by the Governments of Kenya
and Fmland in 1979. It has served as the main training facilily to increase knowledge and capability on traffic engineering
and road safely issues. The Project star1ed in 1985 and part of the implementation was carried out in 1988 for pilot PlllpOses.
The major part of implementation is supposed to take place in 1990.
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Figure 1. Accidents and casualties in :'Iairobl 1982 - 1986.

There were twO separate worle teams consisting of engineers from the Minislry of Public Worlcs (earlier Mry of Tmnspon).
Ministry of Local Governments - both engineering and land use planning 89 sections, Universily of Nairobi and Nairobi
City Commission. These teams have actively been involved in accldent data collection and analysis, road safety designs
and experimems to test cenain typeS of countermeasures.

The Objectives of the Nairobi Demonsuation Project have been
- to provide pra::tical training in accident collection and analysis, and design of low-cost engineering countermeasures, as
well.
- train researcher.; and also other engineer.; in mOnitoring road safely programmes.
. produce real improvements m e.g. pedestrian safety and junction accidents in Nairobi.

It was aimed thaL minimum 10 detailed designs should be worked out, implemented and monitored 'n"; f",,,j M ,~ ,
the planners. .., 0'Ve llMJ we... lOr
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The project was programmed to be as follows

April 1986 June'86

Data Collection

Sept'8 Dec'86 Mar'8

Field Surveys

Data Analysis &
Preliminary Designs

Final Designs

Monitoring 
"Before"·

The Implementation was supposed to take place during the six fIrst monlhs of the year 1987. After the implementation
period monitoring studies were programmed to be carried out, and followed by final analysis and reporting.

One reason to poslpOne the project schedule was that no detailed accident data collection was included in it The analysis
was thought to be based on the accident material Nairobi City Commission was collecting for continuous fOllow-up.
However, it was found out that accident data must be much more detailed than such general summaries by road sections
as the data was. Later accident date collection fonned a base for the whole project

Instead of acwal implementation some full scale pilot experiments were carried out There were four road sections where
a series of bumps and rumble strips were implemented Also rood signs and reflective swds were used. The experiences
gained from these tests give information of problems which may appear.

3.2 Accidents at dangerous locations
To get acquainted with the problems of so called dangerous locations or black spolS some statistical analyses were carried
out The idea was to compare accidents in Nairobi in general to those occurring in black spolS. Typical feawres were such
as
- comparison by time showed certain accumulation in hours just before sun rise and little after sun set, i.e. at twilight time.
Probability of accident is about 100% higher than in other sites at the same time.
- The relatively most dangerous week days are Thursday and Friday
- One-vehicle accidents (loss of conlrol) are quite rare in black spots. Respectively accidents between vehicles in

converging directions are well represented
- In dangerous locations most victims are pedestrians, while elsewhere the most of them are passengers. Also drivers are

more common victims than in average.

Typically loss-of-conlrol accidents are spread out and not very common in black spots. Buses and minibuses (mataws)
often are involved in this accident type. On the other hand the dangerous sites are located where great pedeslrian nows exist
e.g. close to CountIy Bus Station or along major pedestrian routes to Industrial areas and City Centre. These two factors
explain the difference in vicums' disaibution (Figure 2). See also Appendix 1.
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Figure 2. Accident victims by type or person

Another typical zone for black spolS is situated along major streets leading to the City cenlre in a such "border area" where
congestion SIlIrIS dwing peak hours. The speed distribution in Figure 3 helps to explain the problem.
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Figure 3. Typical speed distribution in an arterial street in fringe area in ~airobi
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3.3 Bumps, raised zebra crossings and rumble strips
There were lhree main causes of accidents in dangerous locations pointed out by the analysis:
- High speeds and wide speed differences
- Wide junction areas without proper channellization and control
- Poor pedestrian facilities which force pedestrians on driveways. cause unsafe crossings and result in a lJJtally mixed

traffic system

Most often high speeds were the key problem. Two separate approaches were recommended. one was training and
equipping the police for active enforcement, another 10 find strucwra! measures wltich would reduce speeds.

In Kenya there are several examples of "self-made bumps" used lJJ control speeds. and so the construction is familiar lJJ
everybody. The problem was lJJ fmd such a form that could allow reasonable speed but cut the lJJp speeds off (Figure 3).
Because Nairobi City Commission was working lJJ find out a solution how lJJ slow down speeds close to a school area, an
experimental sWdy was decided 10 organize. About the same time two other road secuons had been decided to arranged
with bumps.

The teSted constructions included seven sets of rumble strips. six bumps of lhree types and one r.tised zebra crossing.
Monitoring swdies "before" and "after" were carried out Additionally a number of engineers drove with two rypes of
vehicles using different speeds over the construction lJJ get an idea of the physical impact on driver.

Results of these teSt were compressed in recommendations and a figure to be used for the design of bumps or raised zebra
crossings (Figure 5).
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The recommendations were as follows:
- Rumble sDips should be used only as a warning measure in connection of a warning sign close to the hazard.

The sDip layer should nO! be more than 20 mm thick.
- Bumps are a hazard, there should be a set of rumble sDips on both sides. Also reflective posts and road signs are necessary.
- Raised zebra crossings work like bumps, they should be wide enough and the slope should be gentle (l : 15...30)
- Bumps should be 50...90 mm in height If they are lower, car suspension will eliminate the effect, if higher they may

scrape or otherwise harm vehicles.
- Shon and relatively high consauctions should be used in connection with stop sign or where a tola! stop is necessary.

Long and low consauetions can be used to slow down speeds e.g. to 40 kmih.

3..1 Accidents, designs and effICiency estimates
The accidents collected in police stations were moved on collision diagrams for futher analysis. After this each site was
visited and accident causes were checked using physical and operational checklists. Also comprehensive studies were
camed out concerning vehicle speeds, traffic volumes, conflicts ere.

The accident analysis, studies and site visits aided in defming the countermeasures needed in improving the situation. The
aims were to maximize accident reduction and minimize costs, to use cenain standard designs which could be easily
adopted elsewhere, and finally to cause minimum negative effect on other transponation factors like capacity and travel
time.

To check the accident reduction efficiency of different countermeasures a comprehensive lilterature srudy was camed out
Unfonunarely only linIe marerial was available from Africa Therefore each countermeasure was split in factors (speed
reduction, visibility, shelter for pedesDians ere.) which could be either measured or estimated more reliably. Then the
changes of these factors in before and after siluations, in Africa and the original srudy area were compared. Efficiency
calculation method which was fmally worked out needs nalllrally all possible feed-back in any country, where it will be
used.

Also the economic losses cause<! by accidents were estimated by Sludying the costs of medical rreaunem, losl work days



etc. It was found out that the costs of fatalities and injuries in different counlries can be estimated by use of GNP relatively
well, while the losses of property - mostly vehicles - mainly vary according to the site or speed being nearly the same in
different counlries.

In Appendix I there are two examples of collison diagrams and efficiency estimates from Nairobi.

The dangerous locations consisted of five rOlUldabouts, nine road sections and seventeen junctions. The total number of
accidents, estimated accident reductions, construction costs and time of return have been collected m Table 1.

Type of location number of average cost benefit
accidents annual estimate Icost

(number of in one year savings
sites) (average) (1000$) (1000$)

Roundabouts (5 ) 90 (18) 93.6 37.6 2.5

Road sections (9) 129 (14 ) 167.4 57.8 2.9

Junctions (17) 243 (14) 319.0 47.9 6.7

Total 462 580 143 4

TABLE 1. INJURY ACCIDENTS, COSTS AND EFFlClENCY OF COUNTERMEASURES

Accident reduction was estimated to be 244 per year or nearly 8 accidents per black spoL The highest benefit/cost ratios
were nearly 50. Although there were some rather expensive countermeasures it is wonh noticing that the whole investment
would be back in three months. As a matter of fact the time is even shorter because the number of noninjury accidents are
supposed to be reduced also and thus improve rate of rerum.

.1. IMPROVING ROAD SAFETY ON RURAL MAJN ROADS

A general programme for improving dangerous road locations on rural main roads was prepared during 1983 - 1986. The
study was launched in 1983 by accident data collection and analysis. The sllldy area covered 2<XXl kIn of road network.
Approximately 3100 accidents were recorded and 2400 accidents were analyzed in more detail. Almost I<XXl people were
killed and 6000 injured in these accidents from years 1981 and 1982. The sample represented about 25% of all fatalities
and injuries of the above years.

Methods to defme a location as dangerous were based on statistical analysis. Accident rate dislribution is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Accident rate distribution

Based on the preliminary analysis 61 sileS were selected for a more detailed analysis. Fmally. implementltion plans for
26 locations were presented.

The dangerous locations on rural main roads in Kenya are usually of three main typeS. There is a number of road =tions
with poor alignmenL The dominant accldcnt types are "loss.()f-control" and "head-on.,;ollislon". Second group consislS
of trading centres. The most common accident type is one with pedestrians involved. The third main group is junctions.
Accident types are mainly between converging or turning vehicles.

For each location the remedial measures were divided into two categories: low-<:ost and high-«Jst measures. The Iauer
included e.g. realignment, climbing lanes and footpaths.

During 1985 and 1986 the tinal designs were provided. This work included site surveys and final engineering.

The approximate expendiwre of the low cost measures in the selected 26 locations is estimated to be 300 COO US S. The
Idea was that after a follow-up period the high cost alternauves would be implemented as need arises. It is emphasized that
without intensified police enforcement in the dangerous locations. positive results cannot be achieved.

The spotwise countermeasures on rural main roads are supported with implememaion of differentiated speed limit system
and by revision of the speed limit system :or different classes of vehicles. The later was accepted and taken in use in 1987.
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ROAD SAFETY COUNTERMEASURE EFFICIENCY ESTIMATE
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P. o. SOX 4 02101 ESPOO 10
FINLAND PHONE 90.460511

NAIROBI DEMONSTRATION PR~ECT

CLIENT

Ministry of Transport and Communi·
cations. Kenya
FINNIDA, Finland

YEAR COMPLETED

1987

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

In 1979 the Government of Kenya
and the Govemment of Finland ago
reed to start a Road Safety Impro·
vement Project within their develop
ment co-operation programme. Via
tek ltd.. Partner of Finnconsuit. has
been In charge of the project
throughout on behalf of Finnida As
a part of this project. Nairobi De·
monstration Project was started in
1986.

Nairobi Demonstration Project has

been devised to act as a central
training facility for providing practi·
cal training opportunities. Training
wi II be provided

in accident analysis and design
of low cost countermeasures for
engineers within the Road Safe
ty Unit of the Ministry of Trans
port and Communications. MI·
nistry of Local Govemment and
Nairobi City
in monitoring safety program·
mes for researchers.

In addition, real improvements in
pedestrian safety in Nairobi will be
achieved, because funds have been
reserved for the implementation of
some of the low cost improve
ments.

The key tasks for the experts of
Viatek ltd, Partner of Finnconsult
are to act as advisers to the Kenyan

project team comprising engineers
and technicians drawn from the
Road Safety Unit of the Ministry of
Transport and Communications, MI·
nlstry of Local Govemment and
Nairobi City, The Kenyan team is
carrying out the actuai analysis
wo"", outlining designs ete.

Furthermore, the practical knowled·
ge and expertise galned about the
planning, design and effects of
such low cost countermeasures will
be included in the manual on low
cost countermeasures, which is un·
der preparation by the experts of
Vlatek ltd, This manual is to be
produced in co-operation with the
Ministry of Local Govemment for
distribution to municipal engineers.
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3.11 PROTECTION OF SCHOOL CHILDREN
E. Gnahou-Debiti, Chainnan, Prevention Routiere Togolaise, Togo.

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Dear CoUeagues,
I am most happy to speak here to give a brief accounl of the experience of the Togolese Road Safely Organisation (The
Prevention Routiere Togolaise; PRT) concerning the safety of children on the way to and from school.

OvernU the experience is very positive. Although I am unable to provide statistics I can, however, state thaI until now, after
the experiment has run for three years, none of the protfCted schools has been touched by a road traffic accident

This projecl has been greatly appreciated and several Iccal authorities and prefeclS' offices have asked to be involved.
A't the suggestion of the PRT the teaching of Road Safety has been made compulsory in both Primary and Secondary
Schools.

A SlX3Iled "programme developmenl committee" has been fonned to lay down a specific programme. II consislS of the
Director of Planning, the Inspectors of N=ry, Primary and Secondary Schools for pupils up to 16 years of age.
MagistroleS, the Police, the Gendarmerie and the PRT,

The PRT has produced a booklet intended for teachers entitled "Cod'Ecolier", II has placed 5.CCO of these bookJets :n the
dispos:d of the Ministry for Education and Scientific R=h.

On the basis of this booklet the Ministry has produced the texl book for pupils at Nursery. Primary and Secondary Schools
up to 16 years of age. II is enoded "Prevention Routiere" (Road Accidenl Prevention). This texl book is in two pans.

The firsl part is intended for 7-9 years aids and teaChes the difference between roads and streets. nighl and day behaviour.
how to cross a road at an appropriau: point correct behaviour on footpaths and the observance of IJ:Iffic lights and police
signals.

The second pan is intended for 9-16 year:< olds. II examines two-wheeled vehicles, driving, recognition of signs, roads. the
type of behaviour to adopl in IJ:Iffic so as to avoid minor errors (which often have such serious consequences), vehicle
priority and general trnffic regulations with written examinations.

The programme developed in this way forms part of general education and it is Iaught in Primary Schools and thrOughout
thc Secondary School System.

The Togolese Road Safety Organisauon then lOOk upon itself the task of stimulating children's interest in raid IJ:Iffic so
that they would take over the regulation of IJ:Iffic themselves. It therefore orgnnised a campaign known as "Crossing a
Road." To cony this out the PRT selected 12 pilot schools whose gates lead onto highly trafficked roads. A pedestrian
crossing was marked in front of each school. These crossings were cross-hatched so as to be noticed by drivers. "School
Take en" signs were then erected md the schools were provided with reflective jackets. whistles and STOP signs. The
equipment therefore consislS of:
- 2 pupils known as patrollers or guides
- 2 retlective jackets 1<) be wom by these pupils
- 2 STOP signs
- I whistle
- cross-hatched pedestrian crossing.
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The campaign took place in two stages: a preparatory stage within the schools, and an operational stage on the road.

Preparatory Stage
Officers from PRT requested that the Head Teachers of the schools involved provide them with a regularly updated list
of hard-working pupils. This approach was adopted in order 10 encowage those children wanting to become guides or
patrollers to work hard at school. A set, consisting of a simulated street, was created in the school playground and training
continued until the guides had acquired the necessary skills.

Operational Stage
I - Two patrollers position themselves. staggered. on opposite sides of the carriageway at the pedestrian crossing. Each

of them is equipped with a STOP sign and one of them carries a whistle.
2 - Children gathered at the side of the carriageway wait for the patrollers 10 give the signal 10 cross.
3 - When the patroller blows the whistle. both patrollers simultaneously hold out their STOP signs 10 halt vehicle traffic.

They then verify that the vehicles have in fact stopped.
4 - They allow the group of children 10 cross the carriageway, and verify thai the children have done so.
S - The whistle is again sounded. They lower their signs and free the traffic.
6 - The patrollers repeat the action as many times as is necessary. Since 1986 no accident has been reported at these

schools. We have therefore extended this practise throughout the country.

Currently the PRT has received requests from several schools. We are. however. nO( able to satisfy all these requests as
our organisation has no budget for this activity and receives practically no fmancial aid for this projects.

Laides and Gentleman. fellow congress members. now that I have said what I wanted 10 say to you. [ suggest we watch
the ftIm before embarking on any further discussion.
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3.12 TRAINING OF CHILDREN - TRAFFIC EDUCATION IN BOTSWANA
F. M. Leburu, Principal Curriculum Development Officer, Ministry of Education,
Botswana.

ABSTRACT
The paper oudines the development of traffIC education m:ueriaJs for priIrulry and secondary schools in Botswana These
materials were developed under the auspices of the Botswana Road Safely Improvement Project and consist of three
booIdets covering activities for children of age 7 to 14 years. The activities are to be integrated into various subjects in the
school curriculum such as language, mathematics, social studies, science, etc. Accompanying these booklets a slide series
and a leaChers' manual have been developed. These are to help the teacher in the teaching of aaffic education. For children
above the age of 14 years a videofdm has been developed with the aim of encouraging them 10 trnin and help the YOlUlger
children in ttaffic.

I. WHY TRAFFIC EDUCATION

We have during the past few years wimessed a rapid development in Botswana This development has led 10 movement
of families from rural areas into IOwns, acquisition of more cars hence more cars in Ihe srreets. This development has also
led to higher enrolments of children inro primary schools. Children are now leaving home at an early age, they begin 10
use the road and are more exposed 10 road lumlrds. This e,posure is wiatessed by the rising number of children involved
in road accidenlS. We hear and read about children knocked by cars: this used not to be case. Some of these children own
bicycles so they ride to school. This increases their risks. they get hurt in the roads.

2. THE ORIGINS OF TRAffiC EDUCATION IN BOTSWANA

The origin of this type of education in Botswana daies bale to the early 80s when the government emtml<ed on a massive
revision of the school curriculum. The focus then was on a broad based approach to safety. Children were to be taught about
safety in the home then move 10 safety outside the home. Safety outside the home had some element of ttaffic education.
This element was limited to the knowledge of road signs and creating an awareness of how 10 use the road.

3. THE PROBLEMS

The programme outlined above laid a lot of emphasis on the initiative of the te:lCher. who was not familiar with traffic
education. She/he did nO! have suppon materials e<cept the road sign chan and the three suggested activities in the teacher
guide. These activities covened leaming about different road signs and how 10 use them; describing different causes of road
accidents and inviting members of tnlllsport department to introduce children ro the notion of joining the BotSwana Road
Safety Poster Competition. These were very limited and limiting 10 the reacher. Some problems were posed by Ibe
environments which varied very much. In rum! areas Ibere were fewer vehicles. bad roads and sometimes no signs so
reachers were teaching out of context Lemning became memorising what the reacher said. In towns It was different and
so were Ibe problems. The streets had heavy traffic, teachers were scared 10 ",pose the children, illey had no suppon. They
did nO! know what to do. Children met wilh accidents and the silllation was desperate.

4. THE INTERVENTIONS

The Minislry of Education's stand was not 10 have road safety as a subject in the school system. The curriculum was already
loaded so ille only possibility was 10 integrate. In 1986 the Minislry of Wori<s Transpon and Communication in consultation
wlill SWEROAD ran a Road Safety Improvement Wori<shop which auned at e,ploring ways by which road safety could
be incorporated into syllabuses for primary and secondary schools. It also aimed at pulling IOgether all those involved in
rratfic education. The approach was intersectoral. officers from Minislry of Education met with officers from Minislry of
Works. The workshop was not to discu&.\l. incorporntion only but to look into the futW"e of road safety education in BOL'Swana.
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It was co plan the development and production of relevant teaChing/le=Ung materials for both teaChers and children. The
focal point of this process was the Ministry of Education. It was CO assist with the development and production of lhese
relevant materials.

Foilowing the Road Safely Improvement Workshop the Road Safely Education Project started operating. It focused on the
following slnilegies:

a) Development of 3 students booklets for use in the lower Primary. These booklets focus on:

RULES: where do you walk on the road, how do you cross the carriageway; and all information relating co
rules of road usage.

THE INDIVIDUAL CHILD: what type of problems does she have and what limitations.

OTHER CHILDREN: as road users what limitations do they have and how these affect Olhers.

THE VEHICLES: where do they move. how do they operale (indicate change of route etc.) how fast are they.

THE ROAD: what type of roads and what type of problems are associated with these roads.

TIME: does time have and effect on road usage, how about the road user behaviour.

1RANSPORT: how do we best protect ourselves riding and as passengers in vehicles and olher special modes
of IranSpOrL

The three booklets are developed in such a way that they address traffic problems which relate co different age groups.
They are illustrated with phocos of real traffic situations and an work which relates co Botswana setting. To make the
booklets relevant CO different environments in the country. traffic situations from different environments were used.
This makes it easier for children CO relate with the booklets because you present situations which are familiar, not foreign
and artificial CO them. The booklets become very interesting CO the children. .

In developing these booklets there was a lot of consultations done. Schools were visited. tea:hers were interviewed and
roads observed and children using the roads observed. The te3Chers and children were aLso used in the development
of the rnaterials. They prnctised on the road and pictures taken CO illusuate the booklets. It was indeed a joint effon.

b) Development of a tea:hers manual which aims at enabling the texher to convey knowledge, promote the develop
ment of correct attitudes and provide an understanding of the realities of traffic. This manual contains proposal.sl
suategies for texhing lessons both indoors and outdoors. It provides infonnation on types of frequently occurring
accidents.

c) Development of a series of slides aimed at creating awamess. These slides focus on mistakes that are commonly
committed by children and grown ups and also show good road use. Explanation to these are provided through the
manual under sections outlined in (a) above. The slides are meant to be used by:

i) Te3Cher Training Colleges to create an awareness of road safely among lhe teaCher trainees and also help
prepare lhem for their te3Ching roles.

ii) DisttiCl Road Safely Committees to help disseminate infonnation on road safely to the community.
iii) Te3Chers in schools as teaching aids in lheir road safety lessons.

d) General traffic advice on exercise books. Every school going child handles an exercise book every day. It was felt
that these could also provide a chance for children to learn about traffic. Messages in canonn fonn were printed on
the back covers of the exercise books. Subconsciously children will learn these messages.

e) An exua-curricular activily - Road Safety Competitions. Children are invited to participate in an an competition
on road safely. This exercise is geared towards giving children a chance CO think about road situations, retleet on
these then present their perceptions through anwork. They provide through their an work road siwations, "'luses
of accidents and how these could be avoided.

t) Outreach programme based on the child-to -child approach which is an approach aimed at changing the attiwdes
of people to be responsible for others. They learn then teaCh others what they have learnt.
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A video has been developed to train secondary school children to rroch the younger ones how to use the rood. The
content focus of the video is the content of the 3 booklets and the pedagogical method of training young children in
traffic is described in the trocher guide. We plan to screen this video mm in secondary schools with the hope that it will
encourage secondary school swdents to help Irnin their younger brothers, sisters and relatives. In order to motivate the
secondary school children we propose to give them badges indicating that they are road safety assislni1ts. These will
only be given to those students who have viewed the video, behaved in a safe manner in the traffic by helping younger
children, They will have to work for the badge.

There is also a Radio Programme which features road safety education geared to all road users. When parents know
what to do lhey can texh their children. The radio progrnmme is aimed at addressing those common problems found
on the road and allows !he public to ask questions about some of !he things !hey do not understad. Time and ag:lin there
are also messages through the radio to create awareness. These could take a form of a campaign on a particular issue.
This type of campaign will also have some coverage in !he mass media, radio, television, magazines, newspaper, ete.
The message will be disseminated lhrough posters displaced at work places, schools, shops, ete.

5. POST MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT PHASE

Having developed lhe pupil and teacher material we moved into the training phase. Inservice EduC3tion Officers were
invited to a day-long Irnining seminar. The seminar gave lhe officers a chance to go lhrough materials page by page, ask
questions and lhink of other alternatives. The Irnining was also to provide the field officers with skills for training trochers
on the use of the materials. It is the wish of the projectlhat core trainers will go back to !min others who will then trnin others
thus pro\iding a self propelled training programme.

6. MATERIAL DISTRlBlITION

Following !he training of core Irniners, materials were lhen despatched to disnict for distribution to schools. We still have
to follow up lhese materials, collect information on their usage and suggestions for future improvements of the package.

1. THE FUTURE

We started an education programme which has to continue, it has to be sustained and developed as the needs arise. We plan
to integrate traffic eduC3tion in teacher trnining college curriculum so that texhers can go into the community to suppon
the efforts of the d1saict road safety committees. We have limited resources and rechnical know how. We need suppon and
we are looking to lhose who have been in the field longer to assist. We also thank lhose who have seen US lhrough lhis stage
and hope we have not disappointed lhem.
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3.13 ORGANIZAnON OF TECHNICAL INSPECnON OF MOTOR VEHICLES
IN THE COUNTRIES IN PROCESS OF RAPID MOTORISAnON
Adnana and Pocci, Union of Technical Assistance for Motor Vehicles and Road
Traffic, Switzerland.

It is well known tha~ lOday, in order to be accepted in uaffic, a vehicle must meet a nwnber of requirements, namely:
. have good inttinsic safety characteristics (active and passive)
- respect the quality of the environment (polluting emissions and noise)
. make the best possible use of fuel so as to save energy.

This is why, in all counuies with a high automobile density, motor vehicles have to meet numerous technical specifica
tions before they are registered and authorized to cin:ulate.

However, the requiremenlS mentioned above do not concern only the ProlOtypes or the vehicles fresh from production, but
they must be met by all vehicles in service. Therefore, once a vehicle has been admiaed to uaffic (either through the
homologation procedure per type, or through the accep1lll1ce procedure). another important problem arises: the technical
inspection of vehicles in service.

The technical inspection which, we should not forget i~ protecls the human beings and the environmen~ is an indispen
sable service in a modem society. As a matter of fac~ it is the only system able to guarnntee that the requried initial
characteristics are being maintained (or are at least still satisfactory) in the vehicles in service.

In order to undersrand the philosophy of this problem and to look for solutions, one must not forget that the technical
inspection presenlS a number of practical difficulties. As a matter of fact, in the course of the homologation procedure, the
complicated and severe teslS made are being facilitated owing to the fact that they are carried out in well equipped
laboratories and by a specialized personnel with plenty of time at disposal. On the contrary, for periodical or unexpected
inspections, only a shan (20 to 30 minutes) time is at disposal which should be sufficient to check almost all characteristics
of vehicle and equipmenL When multiplying this time and the operations by the nwnber of vehicles, one gelS astronomic
figures. It is therefore necessary to use simple and rapid methods and easy to employ apparatuses by a qualified personnel
which, however. has not the same proficiency as laboratory technicians.

In reality, nothing is more complicated than doing simple things!

It is indeed impossible to check during the technical inspection of a vehicle in service whether all characteristics and
perfonnances of this vehicle are the same as they were originally or whether they, at leas~ meet official regulations.
A determined refernce characteristic should therefore be chosen. with a test made at the time of homologation and later
repeated during the inspection: comparison of the resullS of these rwo IeSlS would provide an "idea" or a measure of an
acceptable conformity or. on the comrnry. of an unacceptable wear and tear (due to a lack of maintenance. wrong settings.
etc.)

In a paper presented at the "International Conference on Road Safety" of 1983 in Brussels. we suggested a number of
methods to solve these problems by means of referance oials; however, we must give up these methods for UlOse counoies
where motorization is not yet much developed. because adoption of the proposed measure would involve complications
and the necessity of equipment incompatible with the economy and general possibilities of these counuies.

In the counoies where the motorization rate is far behind the one of the induslrialised counuies. but where it is developing,
we are of the opinion that the technical inspections should be limited to the usual checks carried out at the present time in
most European counoies (and which have been considered ,"sufficient with regard to the progress of the automobile
technology mainly in the last few years).

This does not mean that inspections are of secondary importance in these developing counoies. QUIIe the contrnry, it is in
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these countries that a great part of road traffic accidents happen due to the poor mechanical conditions of vehicles resulting
from a lack of maintenance and checking knowledge; in addition to tha~ wear is more rapid owing to the climatic conditions
and the poor stale of the roads.

It has been found in ""rtain developing countries tha~ when periodical inspections were initiated, the rate of the turned down
vehicles amounted to 50% whilst it feU down to 15% after 5 years of checking activity, which shows that inspection has
prompted motorists to have essential repairs carried out

The resulting improvement in the traffic cooditioos can be illustrated by the fact that the number of traffic fatalities, after
8 years of inspection activity, remained roughly the same as it was before, in spite of the fact that the number of vehicles
increased 3.6 times during that period.

After these first consideratioos, we shall now examine what we deem are the basic requisites for the organisation of an
inspection scheme in a developing country.

Implementation cost
This cost must be low enough because the entire operation must be profit-eaming without penalizing the motorists for that.
However, a low cost shall not be reached for example through a reduction of the system performan""S, a purchase of low
quality equipment or a careless lraining of the personnel.

An effective means to reduce the implemenlatioo cost is, first of all, to worl< rapidly, then to shorten the durntion of the
SlaY of the European specialists in the place. How to reach these aims? By the use of standardized modular elements
(modules), pre-mounted in Europe inside big packages or cootainers. These elements are, for example: director's office,
reception desk with cash register, administrative office, teChnical shop, sanitation, lavatory, ele.

The local enterprise only builds the foundations and the masonry for the test lanes and insures the supply of electricity,
water. telephone and the organisation of the clearing system and sewage. Once these works are completed, the installati
on of the control smtion is made in a few weeks with the help of European specialists.

The assembled standardized modular elements form the carrying frame of the roof; they can by multiplied depending on
the importance of the station.

Organisation of the system
The whole system may be a private, semi-private (with a warranty) or state-owned enterprise and, in any case, it must have
qualified personnel.

A ~-index system seems to be preferable to an informatized system.

Besides, periodical convocation of single users should be avoided and it would be more suitable to indicate on the driving
document a de:Jdline date after which, to be authorized to circulate, a vehicle must undergo a new inspection. Such a system
requires, at all events, close coUaboration with the Police.

The control tests
The control test could be restricted to foUowing operations:

external inspection and inspection on the pit (rust, tyees, glass-work, leaks, signalisation lights, exhaust, ele.)
control of the headlights (with a regloscope)
summary check of the geometry (toe-in from wheels)
contrOl of the wheel trnin (play in the direction and the front wheels)
control of the brakes on a roller "break-Q-Meter" (with the special equipment for 4-wheel drive vehicles which are many
in developing countries)
checking of the polluting emissions (at the beginning, restricted to CO with the engine idling)
if there is a test lane available (even a small one), a shon drive can be useful to check the general behaviour of the vehicle.

Either two contrOl lanes - one for the light vehicles and one for the heavy ones, or one lane only with double purpose
appamlllses should be planned.

With regard to the checking instruments, only fully reliable appamlliseS with simple characteristics should be chosen in
VIew of the severe aunospheric conditions (danpness, dust, temper:lIllre): their maintenance and repair should be easy and
not expensive.
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Funhennore, it should be compulsory to have in stoCk a set of spare pans selected among those which are subject to We:Jj"

and tear.

EleclrOnic insauments should not be used, even if they show some progress in comparison with purely mechanical devices.

Training and education of the personnel
Concerning the personnel who will carry out the routine work for the various checks, it seems convenient to have their
training and education made in the country by European instructors. As for the managerial staff, their education should be
made in Europe during a period of instruction with experienced organisations.

This way of doing would reduce by 1/2 to 2(3 the cost of education of the entire personnel in Europe.

The economic problems of management
One should nOt ignore the fact thaI the installation of an inspection station ta1<es time and is costly. At the beginning, the
assistance of European engineers is a necessity; this entails economic difficulties, more especially because the price for
each inspection cannot exceed a reasonable amount (comparable to the other expenses which have to be borne when using
a motor vehicle).

Some help could come from a collaboration with the insurance companies and State offices interested in understanding
the changes in the accident causes and their cost to the community.

This possibility could be sustained through organizing a statistical system suitable for judging the influence and effects of
inspection, assessed in human and material gains and also in relative saving in paid indemnities.

If the inspection administrailon were also entrusted with the distribution and sale of the number plates, this would mean
a welcome additional income.

Implementation place
The detenninative criteria to be considered are:
- the area
- the impact on traffic
- the cost of improving the access roads
- the quality of the ground and subsoil
- nearness of the main roads (especially for the heavy vehicles)
- the cost of the fittings (water, electricity, telephone, sewer, eoc.)

It is obvious tha~ when planning and constructing a conlI'Ol station. it is necessary to ta1<e into consideration the future
foreseeable development of motorisation, specially with regard to the dimensions of the space still available for test lanes.
There is therefore an additional expense for the ground space, which is higher than that which would seem necessary at

the beginning to satisfy the ftrst requirements.

It will also be necessary to ensure tha~ in the vicinity (or at least in the town where the station is), there are repair workshops:
otherwise. the inspection would be limited to the ftnding of a vehicle defects, but the latter could not be repaired to get back
its previous characteristics.

.\ most interesting solution for the developing countries is a "mobile station". Such a mobile station is composed of a trailer
(preferably a semi-trailer)fitted out with the necessary measuring inswments to carry out the essential tests (specially those
related to traffic safety).

.\ mobile station can serve a vast territory, sparing the automobilists the trouble of trnvelling a long way to the station and
thus encouraging them to make sure thaI their vehicle is in good driving condition.

Funhennore, one single mobile station is able to do the work of several standing stations, whose implementation and
admlOistration expenses would be much higher; it can also help a standing station to cope with its many tasks in the case
of overwork caused by an abnonnal number of customers.

The reverse side of the medal is that a mobile station is, first of all. intended for light vehicles. and thar it is relatively
expensive: moreover. it may deteriorare rapidly, which means an important and regular maintenance.
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A good solution seems therefore to have a standing station in a town and mobile stations for the open country; the mobile
stations would always have to come back to the standing station for maintenance, calibration of the inslruements, etc.

A complete description of mobile stations formed the subject of a paper presented by Mr. G. A. Leschot at the "International
Conference on Traffic Safety" in November 1983 in Brussels.

In view of the fact that the technical inspection cannot have a great influence on tJaffic safety without the availability of
repair shops, one should examine the possibility of organizing mobile repair shops for the more frequent repairs which
could accompany or follow the mobile inspection stations.

When talking of technical inspection in the developing countries, it appears useful to explain the scope and action
programme of UNATAC in this fiels.

The Union of Technical Assistance for Motor Vehicles and Road Traffic (UNATAC) is a non-profit making a.sscciation,
with seat in Geneva, formed in 1978 in accordance with articles 60 and followings of the Swiss Civil Code. It is on the roster
of the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations as consullative agency.

The basic scope of UNATAC is to give technical assistance, mainly to the countries where motorisation is developing
rapidly; this comprises all problems related to the conSlJUction characteristics, the use, the maintenance and the inspection
of road motor vehicles, and also the carrying out of any other rask in relation to this scope,

The UNATAC activities are well within the framework of the efforts made by the developing countries where road traffic
and 1ranSport, though still in their initial stage, are beginning to present problems with regard to traffic safety as well as
to technical efficiency.

A concrete form of this activity is putting at the disposal of these countries the results of research and the knowledge existing
in the countries within a high degree of motorization; this includes, more particularly, the experience gained in Europe,
and also the errors made and which had to be corrected later at great COSL

With respect to the technical inspection of vehicles in service which is a special part of its activity, UNATAC is in a position
to carry out all related services, that is to say from the first study up to the completion of the station, including the education
and lIaining of the personnel and the organisation of the administrntive section.

UNATAC has already studied and devised complete projects for setting up an inspection service in certain African
countries, but these projects remained unfortunately without practical results owing to a lack of funds. One should not forget
that, in developing countries, the economic difficulties are the main obsraele, even in those where the Authorities have
shown their interest and good will to increase vehicle safety.

UNATAC has already conslructed mobile conlrOl smtions.

Before closing this paper, we deem it useful to stress that almost the torality of vehicles fabricated today (4-wheel land
vehicles excepted) seems to be too complicated and too perfected for use in the developing countries.

They require a specialised maintenance and particular conlrOl insmunents and cannot be inspected rapidly; in addition to
thaL their conslruction characteristics do not make them well suited for the climatic and road (poor roadways, trneks and
mounlalnous grounds) conditions prevailing in the developing countries. Furthermore, it should be taken into consideration
the fact that local labour cannot yet reach the same degree of specialization as in the industrialised countries.

It is also very necessary to give one's full attention to the repair problem. As a matter of fact, it often happens that a simple
and easy repair can take a lot of time and be very costly; a lot of time, because replacement of a very simple part may require
a lot of work to dismantle and equipment, followed by a still more difficult re-mounting work, sometimes with the special
tools for the particular type of vehicle; costly owing to the price of the specialized labour, and also due to the fact that a
smaIl part with the value of only a few francs is not supplied by the car manufaclllrer, which obliges one to purchase the
complete equipment at a much higher price.

The con""luences resulting from such a situation can be very serious for the safety of use of a vehicle, because it often
happens that an automobilist, unable to remain without this transport or working means for a long time, or not in a position
or not willing to bear an exorbitant expense. puts off "sine die" a repair which. on the contrary, showd be done urgently.
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The entire philosophy is therefore to be re-examined if one wants motorization to increase in the developing countries ond
all requirements for a minimum safety to be met.

UNATAC
- Union of Technical Assistance or Motor Vehicles and Road Traffic

Association founded in accordance with the Swiss Civil Law, having its headquaners in Geneva, and appearing on the
Roster of Non-Governmental Organizations having an advisory staOJS by the Economic and Social Council of the United

Nations.

The Union of Technical Assistance for Motor Vehicles and Road Traffic (UNATAC) is a non-profit malcing international
organization with h~quaners in Geneva; it was established in 1978 by the terms of the Article 60 and following ones of
the Swiss Civil Law. It is a Non-Governmental Organization with consultative StalllS of the United Nations Economic and

Social Council (ECOSOC).

The prime aim of UNATAC is to render technical assistance regarding the conslIUction characteristics, use, maintenance
and inspection of road vehicles to those countries where motori7.ation is developing rapidly and also to carry out all tasks

connected with this object

And. of course, we deal with the various aspects of road safety.

In addition to that, we investigate also the problems set by the environment protection (air pollution, noise) as well as by
the economy in energy consumption.

Experts in the various fields mentioned above and members of national and international bodies specializing in these same
fields are among the members of our Association.

Owing ro its international nature, UNATAC is cooperating with various Commissions of the United Nations. Several
members participate actively in the work of the Group of Experts on the Constroction of Vehicles (WP29) and of the Group
of Experts on Traffic Safety (GE20) of the Economic Commission for Europe of United Nations-

UNATAC's activities come within the frameworl< of the organizing efforts undenaken in developing countries where road
II3ffic and transport, though still in the initial phase, begin to create problems concerning safety and technical efficiency.

Such an assistance results concretely in putting at the disposal of these countries the outcOme of research and the knowledge
existing in counaies with an already well developed motorization, particularly the experience gained in Europe where a
number of errors have been made and which had to be corrected later on at sometimes grear cost

We have made a number of studies regarding certain existing problems and have perfected programmes to initiate a system
of driving schools as also a scheme for technical vehicle inspection for an African counay.

We have also set up an Information Service relative to the international regulations covering all requirements of vehicles
(SIRIV).

With regard to the technical inspection of vehicles in operaaon, which is the main pan of our activity, we are in a position
to assume the organization of all connected services. that is to say from the initial study up to the completion of the entire
installation, comprising also the training of the personnel and the administrative pant.

We have also conslIUcted mobile stations for the technical mspection of vehicles for those clisaicts where it is advisable
to avoid that users have to travel to get their vehicle checked up.

We are also able to provide a ''Road Traffic Code" which could be used as a guide in developing countries eager to adopt
rules and regulations covering road transpon. To our mind, this ''Rule of the Road" should be somewhat "simplified" in
comparison with the European Codes - often overweighted with too many regulations, signs, etc. which go inro a whole
lot of details with the risk of hiding, or making users forget the vital rules.

The regulations laid down in this "Rule of the Road" should. however, be in accordance with those existing internationally
(Vienna Conventions of 1968 on Road Traffic and on Road Signs, Regulations of the ECEiUN) and cover all aspects of
road traffic. users and vehicles.
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For the elaboration of such a Rule, we =have the collaboration of highly qualified expens, with great experience in the
work of the national and international bodies specialized in road transport.
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3.14 THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT TRAINING CENTRE FOR VEHICLE
'INSPECTORS AND VEHICLE EXAMINERS IN ZIMBABWE
M. Makundu, Ministry of Transport, Zimbabwe

I. ffiSTORY OF INSI1TUTION

During the Colonial era up 10 1978, Vehicle Inspection/examination was not a Queer or profession let alone occupation
one would choose or consider for life but I31her a pastime or coping method after retirement from useful service in the
British South Africa Police. the private seclOr in Rhodesia or for that maller, the United Kingdom and South Africa.

At the advent of independence, however, and in the light of the inevilable flight of "skilled" manpower including Vehicle
InspectorslExaminers mostly 10 South Africa. a need not only for a Trnining Cenlle but also to rationalise the training
become more and more readily apparent

Against this OOclcground of need characterised by closure of Inspection Depots due 10 staff shortages. the Ministry of
Transport of Rhodesia was compelled 10 recruit blacks but only if they were journeymen mechanics with at teast five years
apprenticeship experience. White recruits of cour.;e did not necessarily have 10 be journeyman mechanics let alone acquire
such apprenticeship experience as a prerequisite for acceplance 10 be Vehicle Inspectors.

Whereas the stalling salary for Vehicle Inspectors was S 700 then the private seclOrs offered S 1500 stalling salary for blacks
as decribed above. Thus only private seclOr unemployables and not-so-good mechanics were recruited as Vehicle
Inspectors.

The Ministry than approached Sweden for assistance in ideas and instiwtional support with a view to rectifying the above
anomalies.

The Swedish experience with regard to training of Vehicle InspeclOI'S/Examiners and the Zimbabwean fears and concern
of the slaWS quo then obtaining in Zimbabwe saw a novel idea hatched not only to suit the purse of the infant State but to
redress the imbalances and discrimination reminiscent of and implicit in the system of Vehicle Inspection.

In earnest training of Vehicle Inspectors started in 1982. SIDA of Sweden weighed in 1983 and in effect took over training
of Vehicle Inspectors in Zimbabwe thereby instituting a controversial system of training which Zimbabwe would learn 10
appreciate as appropriate to her circumstances.

It was controversial in so far as recruits were high schoolleavers with no knowledge in mechanics and legislation, in contrast
10 the black journeyman mechanics who at least had vehicular systems knowledge at their fmgenips and retired Policemen
who coullj read and understand Traffic Legislation.

SlDA reasoned and offered and Zimbabwe grudgingly accepted and later appreciated that specialization in Vehicle
Inspection alone rather than knowledge of the intricacies of mechanical theory would preclude f1ight of Inspectors to the
private sector, get the .JOb done and still have moneys saved for equally important Government tasks.

The immediate objective of the Trnining Cenlle was to train 150 Vehicle Inspectors. To date 60 Vehicle Inspectors have
completed their training.

The Swedes with Zimbabweans understudying them have evolved, if not the state of the art of an instiwtion, a model
VehIcle Inspection Depot. well equipped with modern equipment and a trnJIling programme peculiar to Zimbabwe.

The Cenlle which initially recruited Trainees from Zimbabwe only and trained for the Police an<l the army now trains
Vehicle Inspectors for other SADCC countries e.g. BOlSwana and Malawi. Zmnbia and Swaziland have enquired over the
trJlnmg programme 10 date.
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Certain constraints in system strategy are being addressed to perfect the Training Centre as you will discern from the
following pages.

1.1 Political linkages
The Training Centre gets its policy directives from the Secretary for Trnnspon throgh the Undersecretary/legislation and
down the heirarchy through the Chief Vehicle Inspector who receives the different repons on the Training Centre for
upwards transmission as feedback to the Secretary.
The Training Centre which serves as a research centre for YlD's makes recommendations to change policy affecting VID's
through the channel as aforementioned. The situation as regards response to recommendau'ons is a function of availability
of funds and the priority rating of such recommendations in the context of a comprehensive Ministry plan.

SIDA monitors the Training of Vehicle Inspectors at the Training Centre in Zimbabwe.

It is believed Government Inspectors of the Ministry of Education will take over this ftmction when the Swedes are through
here.

l.l Areas of Responsibility
Primarily, the Tnrining Centre is charged with the responsibility to mainlain supply of Vehicle Inspectors for employment
to full establishment at Vehicle Inspection Depots of the Ministry of Trnnsport.

In order to provide tntinees with a Depot environment whilst tntining, a Vehicle Inspection Depot for all taXis and
emergency taxis domiciled in Harare was commissioned here in 1989. Vehicles other than taxis may be inspected along
with these taXis.

The Depot here which is compared to the depot in the City of Gweru - the capital of Midlands Province - is reputed to be
the best equipped in Zimbabwe and in tenns of inspections per day only second to Harare (Capital City of Zimbobwe)
Vehicle Inspection Depo~ with an average of 50 inspections per day comll'fed Harare, VID's 100. The Centre provides
an ideal apparates for experimenting on new methods of inspection.

See Appendix.

The capacity to do more has been demonslrated, by its ability to widen its market of Trainee recruiunent from high Schools,
Zimbabwe Republic Police and the Zimbabwe Natinal Army - entirely within Zimbabwe to other ccunlries within the
SADCC region.

Botswana and Malawi have had Vehicle Inspectors for their countries tntined here.

13 Performance in Area of responsibility
Any evaluation of performance of an institution should juxtapose the intended targets of accomplishment with the result
both in terms of quality and quantity and as circumstances demand., amongst other things.

The primary target of the Training Centre was to tntin 150 Vehicle Inspectors by June 1990 to complement the nine
inspectors left to man all the Vehicle Inspectors Depots in Zimbabwe.

The establishment of Vehicle Inspection Depots is supposed to be 150 Vehicle Insepctors although there are 113 Inspectors
including Trainees at presenL

However, according to SIDA the product of the current training programme is a Vehicle Iilspector better versed in teChnical
knowhow and Road Traffic and Transportation legislation than ex-mechanics Vehicle Inspectors who may fmd it hard to
pass the current Vehicle Inspector's Examinations at the Centre.

l.~ Coordination with other Agencies
During Training and in course of study, Trainees make directed study visits to vehicle manufacturing and repair companies
mostly in Harare. These companies include AVM. Willowvale, Motor Industries PVT LTD, TinlO Industries and Harare
United Onmibus Company.

Guest lecturers from the Zimbabwe Traffic Safety Boord, Road Motor Transportation and Ministry of T=1JOrL Head
Office complement efforts by the Centre in instruction.
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To develop the syllabus in use (see appendix I), exhaustive consultations occurred between the Centre, the Curriculum
Development Unit of the Ministry of Eduction and the Harare Polytechnic.

This interaction of agencies towards a common goal can only help to sust:Un the sterting work the Centre is doing.

1.5 Staff Development
The table below summarises the training and experience Staff members draw on to, in tum. training Vehicle Inspectors:

POST ClW..IFICATI0'5 EXPERIOCE

CUef Vehicle Inspector CVI/Technical ~ineer More than 20 years
heacl.in:J Depots in
SWeden.

CUef Trai.nin; Officer CVI/Technical ~ineer More t-lJan 20 years
as a vehicle inspector
a.'"1d teacher in Sweden

Chief Trai.nin; Officer CVI/TIM/IMI/Trainin;J"
(designate) Diploma Polytechnic 5 years

Lecturer 1 CVI/TIM/IMI/Trainin;J"
Diploma Polytechnic 2 years

Lecturer 2 CVI/llM/IMI/Trai.nin;
Diploma Polytechnic 4 years

Part-time Lecturer 1 CVI/on probation 6lOOnths

Part-time lecturer 2 CVI/on probation 6 IOOnths

The table above amongst other things reveals a bias for products of the Centre to take up training of Vehicle Inspectors not
inadvertently. Trainers from other institutions or ex-mechanic Vehicle Inspectors would possibly have hangover of
approaches and procedures peculiar to their old professions. The distinct element that characterises the training strategy
is guarded jealously and none other than graduates of the Centre would do that beuer. both SIDA and the graduates of the
Centre believe.

The pool of experience of over sixtythree years and the wealth of training of the staff members of the Centre must ensure
continuity of purpose and approach as desired.

As for staff development programmes abroad, there is room for improvement as no one of the young and eager sllliT
members has yet been dispatched abroad for srudy yet.

Overall, training of Trainers would appear to be necessary especially in the tight of (I) the ever growing market of trainees
from counlries of different topographical, legislative, as well as social environment, (2) the technolOgical advances in
vehicle construction and (3) the introduction of multiple sophisticated gadgets for law enforcement purposes and fmally
(4) the wide range of instruments of measurement of mass. length and axle load capacity of vehicles of various
configurations.

2. CONCLUSION

The Training Centre has a Depot reputed to be the best equipped in Zimbabwe and a training facility better eqUiPped than
any such Training Centre in the sub-region. Appendix 2 tabulates some of the advanced and sophisticated equipment in
use both for training purposes and for inspections.

Ever-improving inspection yields are a testimony of the efficacy of this equipment.
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APPE~DIX 1

COURSE CONTENTS (VEHICLE llispECI'OR TRAINING)

SUBJECT INmJ PARr l PARr 2 PARr 3

Course start/ending 6 4 4 4

GENERAL TECHNOLCGY
- Forces & nx:>tion 1 2 - -
- Levers 2 2 4 -
- Matters 1 1 - -
- Electricity 2 3 1 -
- JOinin;)' of metals 2 2 - -
- Measuring 2 2 1 -
VEHICLE TECHNOLCGY
- Types of vehicles 2 2 -

I
I

S'IRucroRE I

- Frames 2 2 1
I
I

- MDnoconstructions 2 2 1 I
I
I

SUSPENSION
I
I

- Purpose 2 4 1 I
I

- Characteristics 4 4 l I

- Mountings 2 4 2
I
I
I
I

srEERING I

- Geometry 2
I- - I

- Iayouts 4 4 1 -- steering roxes 2 3 1 x
- Power steerin; - 2

....- '0
c
aJ

WHEEI.S & TYRES c.
- Huts 1 1 - c.

ro
- Rilns 1 l - QJ

- Tyres 2 2 1 aJ
UJ-

BRAKES UJ
- Principles 1 2 - -'"UJ
- Drum brakes 1 1 - ro
- Disc brakes 1 1 - ~

- Hydraulic brakes 2 4 - C.
;:J

- servos - 2 4 0
- Air pressure brakes 4 4 l6 >-;

C'

I- Other types of brakes 2 - 4
UJ
>-;

ENGINES ;:J
0

- General 4 4 - ..c
- Spark ignition 2 2 1 '"'- <:oI!;:lression ignition 2 1 4 '"
- Fuel system 1 2 1 I

I
- Exhaust system 1 1 - I

- Lubrication & cooling 1 2 1 I
I

- Other engines - - 1 I
I
I

TRANSMISSION I
I

- Clutch l 1 - I

- Gearrox 2 4 2
I
I

- Propshafts/Driveshafts 1 - -
I

I
I

- Final gears 2 2 2 I

- Hub reduction - - 2 I
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I PARI' 2
,

PARI' 3SUBJD:T INrnO PARI' 1

ELECI'RICAL SYSTEM
- Battery 1 1 -
- Chargin;J system 1 2 1
- starter system 1 1 -
- Headlights 2 4 2
- COmmunication lights 2 2 -
lliSl:RU!'IDlTATION - 1 -

'!RAILER CDtlPLINGS 1 1 4

lEISIATION
- Headlines 1 1 -
- Road Traffic Act - - 2
- Rm' Act 1 1 28
- Vehicle Reg & Lic Act 1 1 4
- CE&U 20 30 4
- Hazarrlous SUJ::st &

Articles regs - - - 2
- Axle loading regs - 1 4 -
I'KJRK SAFEIY & USE OF EQUTIMENl' 4 4 2 -
GUEST LE::I'l.JRERS
- Chief Vehicle Inspector 4 4 4 4
- Legislation 4 4 4 4
- mr - 4 4 4
- ZTSB 4 4 4 4
- staff office 4 4 4 4

lliSPEX::TION MANUAL 4 4 2 2

lliSPEX::TION HANDECOK 2 8 12 4

S'l1ITE WHI'INESS lli OJURI' - - 2 4

Aa::IDENr lliSPEX::TIONS 2 - 4 8

DUIY lliSPECI'OR 1 2 4 2

INDIVIDUAL sruDIES 16 12 - -
PRACI'ICALS
- Formal inspection T/C 40 8 8 40
- Brake cala.1lations 1 2 4 4
- Use of Beamsetter 4 4 2 -
- Workshop 20 16 16 8
- Axle loading 2 2 8 8
- Roadcheck 26 72 72 8
- Depotcheck 26 72 72 8
- A=ident inspection - - - 16
- Maintenance of equipment 16 4 4 4

TESTS: Practical/'Iheoretical 4/12 18/12 26/16 40/16

sruDY VISITS 8 8 8 8

SPAREl'IME 17 8 8 18

I '!OrAL: 320 400 400 320
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APPE;-;DIX 2

Workshop tools:
- general i.e. spanners, hacksaws, screw drivers,
- I engine jack

Classrooms
O/H projectors
- 2 JIld one portable
- I slide projector
- 2 screens
- V ideo camera and acessories

Inspection HaD
- 3 pit jacks
I brn1<e roller tester
14 pillar hoist
several craw bars
2 lIoiler jacks
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Special equipment
I. Video editing m3chine
2. Smoke meter
3. Injector pump tester
4. Timing light
5. Compressor meter
6. Hydrometer
7. Welding equipment (gas and electric)
8. Battery chargers
9. Compressor accessories
10. Power gun for removmg and tightening nuts
I!. Soldering equipment
12. Combined voltmeter. ammeter and ohmeter
13. Stenciling machine
14. Xerox machine
15. Electric typewriter
16. Various other too small to mention



3.15 INFORMATION CAMPAIGNS FOR SAFER TRAFFIC IN ZIMBABWE
1. Hayes, Director, Zimbabwe Traffic Safety Board, Zimbabwe.

The Zimbabwe Traffic Safety Board, which was established in 1971, is tasked by the Government of Zimbabwe wilh,
amongst olher Ihings. "planning and implemenlation of eduction, information and publicity programmes..."

Before giving you a description of our experiences in Zimbabwe it may well be advantageous to briefly mention the
considerations to take into a::count before embarking upon what is invariably an expensive programme of educational
advertising Ihrough the available media.

The world wide evidence that media advertising is, per capita, the cheapest way of passing a particular message is
overwhelming, provided one meets certain criteria. It should be obvious that the first of Ihese is an objective, which of
course is trUe of any type of advertising. In Ihe field of Traffic Safety the objective must be to reduce the frequency and
severity of accidents. Before embarking on any progrnmme of Ihis nawre it is necessary to be sure that the message is correct
and that Ihe effon is being aimed at the right audience. Otherwise it is money down the drain.

In Zimbabwe we are perhaps fonunare to have a::cess to a wealth of data on accidents wben compared to some olher
developing nations, but even now computer access is, to say the least. limited. However from this available data the
following is Ihe information we require in the early stages:·
(a) TARGET BElIAVIOUR • (What do we want to change?)
(b) TARGET AUDIENCE - (To whom do we direct the campaign?)
(c) APPEALS m MOTIVATE AUDIENCE • (How do we kindIe interest?)
(d) MESSAGE CON1ENT - (What do we want to say, and how)
(e) AUDIENCE ACTIVATION· (How can we make Ihe public act?)
(t) MEDIA SELECTION • (How and where do we present Ihe message?)
(g) TIMING . (How long and when and wilh frequency?)

1. TARGET 8EHAVIOUR

The objectives of any publicity campaign must be to produce changes in those behaviours that cause accidents. The prime
consideration must be to select the road user behaviours which are known to be related to the accident causes e.g. failure
to use Ihe mirror when ovenaking, drinking before driving etc...

Considerable thought should be given to Ihe selection of behaviour patterns which require alteration; and from a purely
practical point of view it must be realised that a number of behaviours such as those which are long standing, displayed
frequently or lead to advantages for Ihe road user concerned, will be extremely difficult to change.

2. TARGET AUDIENCE

The selection of a target behaviour will naturally reveal the need for a target audience. i.e. the section of Ihe community
at which the campaign or training scheme will be aimed.

Various target audience classifications may be useful, some of Ihese are shown below, but the choice for Ihose planning
Ihe campaign or !raining scheme will be more or less unlimited.

(a) Type of road user (drivers, passenger. pedesaians).
(b) Type of vehicle drivers (cars, motor cycles, light goods, heavy goods).
(c) Demographic classifications (age, sex, driving experience, occupation, mileage per annum).
(d) Type of journey (work, leisure. holiday travel).
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At the planning stage the target audience should be identilied, bearing in mind thal the choice of media will be dictated
by the demographic characteristics of the target audience. The target audience itself may be found to be highly selective
in its habits according to its socio economic groupings. The grouping may reflect the habits of the audience e.g. "",ding
ccr<.;:lln papers, magazines, travelling only by bus,

Evidence suggests thal publicity campaigns directed al large sections of the community are more likely to succeed with
common target behaviours than campaigns aimed at problem groups, e.g. alcoholics, drug addicts, the elderly, etc...

J.. MESSAGE CONTENT

The selection of the message and the design material will, to a large exten~ be based upon the skill and e<perience of the
Traffic Safety Officer or that of specialist staff al his disposal, such as in the case of the Z.T.S.B. our Advertising Agency.

At the design stage of the campaign it is imponant to be sure that the message chosen applies directly to the target audience,
otherwise there is the danger that it will be pushed aside as being directed al "someone else" in the same way that accidents
only happen to "other people".

ffuving decided what the changed ~haviour paaem should be. the selection of the message will be more effective if:
(a) The message is aimed directly at the road user.
(b) THE /VlESSAGE IS EASILY UNDERSTOOD.

~. MEDIA SELECfION

The use of the following media. most of which can be used within one campaign either simultaneously or in succession,
has been found 10 have encouraging results in Zimbabwe as elsewhere.

Television and CineTniJ - both have a wide coverage and have the advanmge of appealing to their audience with the aid of
a range of colour, movement and interest They will always be most effective when used in conjunction with surveys
designed 10 establish the nalure and size of the viewing audience at different times of day. Zimbabwe is also covered in
the rural areas by Government Mobile Cinemas.

RaailJ • also has a wide and varied coverage, and may be particularly useful for reaching car drivers during peak traffic
periods.

The Press - is. of course, one of the most common devices for influencing human opinions, altitudes and behaviour.
However, with regard to its use for promoting safety, it has to be borne in mind that the essential safety messages can and
do get mixed with a wide variety of news, views, advertisements and phOlographs which nOl only distract readers from the
safety appeal, but which may also conmin information which is contrary 10 the theme of the campaign itself.

Exhibitions - are a useful method of reaching a broad section of the population and indeed of modifying their attitudes and
behaviour. However, if they are to be aimed at the general publiC, they should be allied to local press publicity in order to
increase the size of the audience. The Z.T.S.B. use this method e<tensively at AgricultwaJ Shows around Zimbabwe.

POSlers anti. Pamphlers - can also be used to advantage but the wasmge is generally high, making them an expensive option
and are only used sparingly by Z.TS.B. - generally at Exhibitions.

5. TIMING

The decision to mount campaigns at certain times may depend upon the behaviour being advocated, e.g. driving in the dark
or after drinking, but other factors may be involved, such as movements of population due 10 holidays, which could
miluence the timing of the campaign.

What the campaign planner needs to establish is:-
(a) When and over how long a period do we say it? (campaign timing)
(b) What resources are available during this period?

The early campaigns mounted by the Z.T.S.B. were pretty much hit and miss affairs and n()-{)ne really knew what effec~

if any, they had on road users. Whilst encouraging comments and praise were received they were generally received from
people biased towards safety in the fIfSt place.
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More reliable evidence of the effects of publicity exercises may be oblained by carrying out properly construeted surveys
of the reactions of the intended target audience who have heard or read about the message impaned. Of even more
imponance to the campaign organiser is to discover the "penetration" of the exercise i.e. how much of the message has been
retained, digested and understood.

It was with this in mind that in 1983 alier the initiation of the Board's Campaign using folklore surrounding certain well
known African animals that we commissioned a Market Research Company to undenake such a survey with the following
specific objectives:

(1) awareness of the current road safety advertising campaign using a check list of real and fictitious advenisers.
(2) if the person was aware of the road safety campaign, the source of media conlllCt was established..
(3) (a) if unaware of the road safety campaign from (1), a prompted awareness question using the main slogan "Let's

Tame the Traffic Jungle Together" and the animal characters was used
(b) if prompted awareness is claimed, name of adveniser, and source of media conlllCt was established.
(c) specific further content recall was established •
(i) interpretation or meaning of the slogan "Let's Tame the Traffic Jungle Together"

(ii) nameslbreeds of animal characters
(iii) a probe on the significance and association of Kamba the Tortoise

(4) those spontaneously aware of the campaign from (1) and (2) were asked for specific content recall:
(i) the main slogan line (prompted if necessary) and what is meant by it

(ii) the animal characters/rtames/breeds
(iii) the significanceof or representation of Kamba the Tortoise

In addition, working stallls of the respondent was recorded, along with forms of transpon used during the past month
(including pedesuian), and whether licences are held to drive various forms of mOlorised transpon.

6, METHOD

A street interview was conducted with selected respondents around eatehment points in the City and high density shopping
cenlreS. Quota controls of age and sex were imposed, with an initial qualifying procedure eliminating persons not residing
in high density areas. A 10% backcheck on fieldworkers was undertaken by supervisors.

7, SUMMARY AND IDGHUGlITS OF THE F1NDINGS

7.1 The Sampie
50% of the sample were men aged 21 to 45, and 40% were teenagers of both sexes aged 15 to 20. Two thirds of the men
were employed, whilst three quaners of the teenagers were sllldents, a higher proportion of the latter occurring in Bulawayo.

The majority (77%) had travelled in a bus during the past week, whilst haif of those interviewed had been in a C:Jr, thIS form
of transpon being more prevalent in Harare. Bicycles had been ridden by 13%, and 41% had been pedesuians.

None of the teenagers conlllCted had obtained any licences, whilst a quaner of the men said they had a =drivers' licence,
and 12% were licenced to drive a truckJIorry.

7.2 Awareness of Publicity Campaigns
Establishing a true spontaneous awareness level here was difficult since the "product/service" category was not easily
definable. The closest Category embrncing such advertising was "public service" and this would have presented great
problems in translation. Accordingly a prompt list of "advenisers" in this type of league, were given - some real (3) and
some fictitious (3).

The small amount of false claiming on the non-existant advertisers shows elements of overclaiming for the campaign under
IeSC this figure must then be tempered with the ensuing answers given on the actual content or messages.

The Road Safety campaign was said to be rembered by 90%, younger male adults showing the highest levels. The Railway
Electrification campaign was known by 75% and the National Registration campaign by 57%.

It is suggested that a more realistic figure for Road Safety awareness would be closer to 80% taking into consideration the
ensumg responses both spontaneous and aided. It is difficult to be more precise than that.
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7.J :Vledia Recall
Of those clniming initial awareness of the Road Safety Campaign, radio was by far the most frequent cont;lct medium
(72%), newspapers and television were mentioned by a quarter of the sample each.

7A Conlent Recall of Road Safely Advertising
A total of 23% of the sample named the animal characters which appear in the advenising.Kamba the tortoise was most
well known. A further 8% qualified the significance of the animals and the way they are used as examples for the public.

Under the heading of "CarefulnessIRoad Signs" where such comments as "be careful of your lives on the roads/follow
road instIuctionSiknow the laws of the road" were grouped, a total of 32% of persons gave responses. Another well
remembered aspect of the advertising was the danger of drunken drivers, mentioned by 25%. A further 22% related aspects
of how pedesaians should behave on the roads, adults being more aware than teenagers of the precautions a pedesaian
should take. A total of 16% mentioned the slogan ''Let's Tame the Traffic Jungle Together".

Very few odd comments were noted which were obviously not connected to the current road safety advertising, particularly
in respect of confusion with the railway elecaification campaign.

7.5 Aided Awareness of the Campaign Slogan
As mentioned above, 16% had already recalled the slogan used in the campaign "Let's Tame the Traffic Jungle Together"
(in English, Shona and Ndebele). When prompted, a further 46% claimed they had heard it (total 62%).

7.6 Perceived Meaning of the Slogan
The meaning of the slogan was generally correctly understood and interpreted. A selection of comments given by
respondents which give the overall feeling were;
"encourage proper use of the roads/we must all help prevent accidents/care about other people's lives on the roadlhelp each
other to be good road users"

A small element felt a different meaning to the slogan was to prevent drunken people from driving on the roads.

7.7 Recall of Animal/Characters in tlte Advertising
A total of 78% spontaneously mentioned various animals appearing in the ads, teenagers showing much more knowled
ge than the men. A small clement of a few percent were incorrect their recall, but generally Kambaltortoise was named by
26% and 24% respectively (some duplication occurs). Njiri Warthog was known by 14%/6%, Mvuu!Hippo by 11%~%,
TsuroiRabbit by 10%/6% and Tsoko/Monkey by 7%f)%.

7.s Signilkance of Kamba the Tortoise
The vast majority understood the idea of using a tonoise for road safety. 80% made comments such as "Kamba is slow
and careful/accidents could be reduced if drivers are like Kamba/Kamba does not speed - we must learn to do the same".

An insignificant 4% felt a tortoise was quile wrong as an example as they felt more accidents can be caused by slowness.

8. CONCLUSION

1. Amongst the selected group of male adults and teenagers from high density areas, a realistic figure of 80% had some
correct knowledge or recall of the current Road Safety Advertising Campaign.

2, Radio had re:lChed 72% with this advertising.
3. The understanding and perception of the slogan "Let's Tame the Traffic Jungle Together" is encouragmg, and the depth

of explantory comments in this regard is noteworthy.
4. The animal characters penetrated well, and the "leader", Kamba the tortoise, was most known and the reasons for this

being so were intelligently interpreted.

These results were encouraging and Kamba the lOrtoise continues to spear head any advertising campaigns we are able to
afford.

9. REFERENCES;

Road Safety and the Media in Developing Countries, K. H. Jolly.
Gu.delines [or ille Preparation and Design o[ a Publicity Campaign, County Road Safety Officers Association, U.K.
Road Safety Campaigns Awareness Sllldy, Probe Markel Research, Zimbabwe.
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3.16 INTEGRATED SAFETY POLICIES: PLANNING, MANAGEMENT, AND
MONITORING
N. Muhlrad, Research Director, Institut National de Recherche sur les Transpons
et leur Securite, France.

1. INTRODUCTION

The papers which have been presented at lhis Second Africa Road Safety Congress iJlUS1Iale lhe number and variety of
fields of action lhat can comnbule to accident prevention. Any of these fields (regulalions, enforcement, driver ttaining,
Pl'OlfCtion of school children. low-cost physical countenneasures, rechnical inspection of vehicles, eu:.) has its own use.
and !he measures applied yield some results IOwards grealer safety. But we can wonder, flISl if all the effects expected have
really been obcained, and second, if a grealer accident reduction could not be reached through the same amount of effan.

The experience gathered in industrialized countries, and particularly in Europe, over lhe last lhirty years of accident
research and application of accident prevention measures indeed suggests lhat seclOrai policies. by which one action is
taken at a time in a given sector of activity (one of lhe lhree E's, for instance: engineering, or enforcement, or education),
reach a limit in time and in global efficiency, and lhat beaer approaches should be found.

Traditionally, European accident prevention SlraIegies have involved national governments, and included mostly "wide
scope" measures. applying 10 road-users lhroughout the counlry: general speed limits, maximum legal alcohol rote,
mandalory sear-bek or helmet wearing, education progrnmmes in lJirnmy schools, infonnation campaigns on national
media, improvement plans for !he road network (blackspot treaunent, for instance), and the design of safer vehicles /1/.
Through such seclllral SlIalegies, lhe upward trend of road falaIities was successfully reversed in lhe years 1973-74, and
accident rates and fatality figures kept decreasing until lhe beginning of the 80's, when they levelled out, LiUle progress
has been made since through lhe same kind of s1Ialegies /2/.

Why do sectoral measures lhus seem 10 "wear out" ? There are indications, for instance, lhat reguJawry measures have only
short-lenn efficiency, unless lhey are b3cked at inrervais by olher kinds of measures (public infonnation, road design,
enforcement) (3/; lhat safety analysis at lhe national level is 00sed on aggregated data, which oblilel'3leS regional or 1=1
differences, and lhus hides 1=1 safety problems lhat should have induced countenneasures /2/; or lhat some actions
belonging 10 different seclOr.; of national policies may be in conlI3diction wilh each olher (for insrance, speed limits in urban
areas and the widening of urban roads, general speed limits on the rural network and lhe design of ever-more powerful cars.
urban traffic and transport plans and lack of pedestrian facilities, eu:.).

Clearly, lhe two main directions for improvement should be increased diagnosis facilities and effollS (data base, in-<leplh
analyses at lhe national and lhe local levels, multidisciplinary studies of accident faclOr.;), and in=lOrai planning and
coordination of measures and policies wilh a bearing on !he accident sillJation.

African countries do not have !he same history of accidents and safety policies as lhe Ewupean ODes: they have been
experiencing road accidents mainly since !he late 70's, and have had liUle time 10 face the new phenomenon; rapidly
growing motorization roleS, inadequate urban and rural road networks, and summary driver training systems are now
quickly leading 10 an aJanning accident situation /4/. Road safety Slrlllegies have already become, in a number of countries,
a matter of emergency.

African countries can even less lhan Ewupean ones afford inefficient policies and trial-and-error approaches. The saucturnJ
problems which have been identified in past Ewupean policies are likely 10 repeat elsewhere, unless !he decision-maker.;
:Jre sufficiently aware of them ID Iry for a more rational approach /4/. Inlegrnted safety policies :Jre lhe only way out,

2. RATIONAL GROUNDS FOR INTEGRATED SAFETY MANAGEMENT

lntegrnuon includes two different types of processes lSI:
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2.1 Intersectoral integration of safety measures
Accidents always result from multi-factorial accident CilUsation processes: the development of a situation eventually
leading to a collision and injuries involves factors related to the hum3(l beings who playa part in it, to the vehicles. to the
road and its environment, and further. to the functional characteristics of the traffic system and the pauem of activities
generating trips /6/. Most of these factors are intenrelated.

Safety measures are designed to either suppress, influence or neutralize a particular factor repeatedly intervening in
accident causation processes. They will inevitably also modify other factors related to the target one, thus generating
unexpected or unwanted side effects. More positively, by trying to address simultaneously two intenrelated factors, one can
hope to obtain stronger effects than by tackling only the most prominent one.

There is therefore a case for designing programmes of coordinated safety measures rather Utan applying single measures
that negate the multi-factorial system generating accidents. To be efficient, such programmes should rely on a thorough
understanding of accident causation, which means that a comprehensive diagnosis of the safety situation has to be drawn.
To be effectively implemented, they will require cooperation of actors with different disciplinary backgrounds and
different administrative responsibilities, which means that an adequate decisionmalcing structure has to be set up lSI.

2.2 Integration of safety and other social objectives
Road accident prevention is only one of the preoccupations of decision-makers, whether at the national or at a local level.
Within a given budget, safety measures or programmes can be implemented only if safety is clearly identified as an
objective and is rated with a high level of priority.

When safety does not get enough priority for suitable action to be taken, a way out may be to associate accident prevention
with some of the other objectives adopted by national or local authorities, in order to design multi-targeted programmes
that will bener justify the money spent and beuer appeal to the citizens concerned. Road safety goals may be thus integrated,
for instance, with traffic or mobility goals (improve public transport, facilitate pedesoian or two-wheeler movements,
control car traffic, etc.), economic goals (develop activities, attrnet visitors, etc.), or other social goals (raise education level.
provide job opponunities, etc.).

Conversely, many decisions (or many practical actions) taken in the fields of urban planning, transport management,
indusaial development, etc., may int1uence the safety situation by generating trips or changing the modal split of daily
travels. It would cenainly be useful (and money-saving) to assess the possible effects on accidents of the changes planned,
in order to be able to influence action at an early level, and to avoid future problems.

The decision-making process leading to multi-targeted programmes is not an easy one. It relies on the confrontation of
several diagnoses relative to each of the objectives pursued and a search for common factors. It involves the participation
of a number of thorough professionals in different disciplines (including traffic safety specialists), and requires a fairly
complex communication network between the actors involved, at all stages of work (diagnosis, programme design,
implementation) /S,7/.

The complex organizational pattern required may be the main reason that integrated safety management has taken such
a long time to develop in European countries. When governments or local authorities are suuctured on a sectoral basis,
transversal links go against all set habits and are usually hard to establish. This also explains that most auempts at
integration have so far taken place at the regional or the local level, where the different actOrs are in closer contact with
each other, and where informal links may already have developed for.other purposes.

Strangely enough, it may be easier to design integrated safety policies at an early stage in developing countries, where the
accident problem is still whole, making it necessary to envisage all kinds of countermeasures at the same time. and where
institutional patterns may still retain some flexibility.

3. PLAI'<'NING, MANAGING, AND MONITORING INTEGRATED SAFETY POLICIES

3.1 Planning
Few safety measures have been evaluated in African countries. Few of the evaluation results available can be transferred
to national contexts different· from those in which they have been obtained. It follows that the only way to plan efficient
safety action is to get to thoroughly understand where, how. and why accidents occur, in order to tailor measures to the needs
and reach suitable eficiency by a rational consuuction of the action programme.
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This means that any integrated planning should sran wi!h a !horough diagnosis, describing the accident siwation in deiails
in order to identify problems to treat as a priority, and explaining why such problems have arisen and the factors involved.
Two types of accident analysis are necessary to drnw the diagnosis (statistical analyses. and in-depth studies of accident
generating processes), at different levels of aggregation of !he dara (national, regional. local); behaviournl observations and
road-user surveys are also needed to obtain additional explanatory data, especially if education or public information
measures are to be part of the integrated programme.

t is the diagnosis that suggests the most adequate areas for action and establishes complementarities. It remains to check
feasibility and acceptability for !he road-users of the actions evisaged. and to articulate and schedule !hem in view of
implementation 18/.

Drawing the safety diagnosis is a scientific and technical task. that has to be performed by a multidisciplinary team.
Planning action is partly technical. as safety measures are designed as a direct consequence of !he fmdings of !he diagnosis,
but it also involves an economic or a political dimension. as the fmal plan has to take into account institutional opportunities,
public acceptance, and fmancial constraints. A decision-making sttucture has to be set for !his purpose.

3. 2 Management
Experience shows that !he most difficult step of integrated safety management is initiating action after the piaruling phase.
Implementation of !he safety measures included in an integrated programme falls into different sectors of activity, which
are usually administered separately and have !heir own budgets (road consttuction, road maintenance, regulations,
enforcemen~ driver training and licensing, education, ere.). To be implemented, safety measures need to be made a pan
of each sector's programme.

It so happens that in most African counaies where !he integrated approach has been attempted (for example, Cote d'Ivoire
191, Niger /10/, Tunisia 1111), !he decision-makers aI the planning srage can only encourage action, but are not those who
can decide implementation within each sector. In particular, they have no financial power. This makes coordination almOSt
impossible.

In addition to the institutional problem, !here is often a technical problem, as the professionals with the necessary skills
to design each measure of !he integrated programme in sufficient details for application are not always available. This, of
course, makes it all the more easy for decision-makers in each sector to put aside safety objectives, pending fmal studies.
Clearly, !he management of integrated safety programmes requires the organization of a decision-making sttucture wi!h
actual powers to implement the actions reccmmended. Proper training of safety professionals in !he different sectors
involved is also needed (but !his is lnJe also for any sectoral safety policies).

3.3 Monitoring
There are two main reasons to advocate for proper monitoring of !he safety situation during and after implemenration of
safety measures:

- integrated safety programmes are medium term operations, often carried out in successive srages related to !he naIure
of !he measures applied as much as to financial constraints 18/. There may be a need to revise !he laIter srages after
implementation of !he first ones, in order to take into acccunt the changes induced in the aCCIdent situation, which may
or may not be those expected at !he planning stage...

- it has been seen that integrated safety management involved a large amount of etIo~ bo!h from decision-makers and
from professionals. It is important, in order to support !he eff~ to check that results are worlhwhile.

Monitoring !he safety situation requires comprehensive. reliable and updated data bases. If properly designed, each
measure of !he inregrated package is meant to aim at a particular target group of accidents and to influence specific causal
factors. Changes in accident numbers and characteristics have to be examined in !he light of such hypo!heses, in order to
identify any relationships wi!h !he action taken.

Monitoring safety and safety programmes is a technical task that should be carried out by a multidisciplinary team able
to keep an objective viewpoint The team who has been in charge with in-depth diagnosis and !he fmt srage of piaruling
may be the best to follow up the effects obtained, as its members are familiar wi!h all !he links between accidents, accident
factors, and programme design.

There is still linJe evidence in African counaies of permanent systems for evaluating safety programmes. Accident data
bases are progressing, which will make monitonng possible. Technical teams wi!h appropriate know-how have to be
created to make the best use of !he new data.
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3. ..\ Summary or institutional requiretnents
From the process described above, it appears that two complementary StrucU1reS are necessary to perform integrated safety
management
a) A decision-making structure, that will be involved at the planning and implementation stages, It should include

representatives of all sectors of activity related to accident prevention (governmental or non-governmental), with power
of decision within these sectors as well as in the imersectoral group, It should have a budget, as much to organize its
own activities and promote road safety image as to coordinate and implement action. It should be able to request studies
or research when necessary for decision-making.

b) A technical structure, that will be involved at the planning and monitoring stages. It should be organized as a multi
disciplinary team, with the appropriate skills to complete a diagnosis and outline all kinds of desired measures
(education progrnmmes, road design, traffic planning, driver Inlining, public information, ere.). It should be permanent,
have its own budget for investigations and surveys, and should have the facilities to request (and finance) scientific
assistance from University or other higher education bodies.

Such structures have to exist at the national level. But many African countries suffer from a communication problem:
territories are vast, and communication networks are too imperfect for the national government to be able to wholly control
country-wide action. Moreover, local decision-makers have often a more precise view of local problems and their origin
than central administtation, and particular opportunities for action may exist at the local level.

There are grounds for thinking that safety action should at least in part be decentralized, and that local integrated
programmes could usefully complement national ones. There is a case therefore to relay the two SO'UCU1reS described above
at a local level, for instance in large cities or in regions. Such organizational system needs further thoughts, and some
African countries have already started to experiment along these lines ( for example, Niger is now creating regional
intersectOral road safety committees II2/) .

.t, AN EXAMPLE OF Ii'<'TEGRATED SAFETY PLANNING BASED ON IN-DEPTH DIAGNOSIS

In 1989, a comprehensive road safety study has been carried out in NIGER by the Direction for Land Transport. with the
technical assistance of BCEOM and INRETS 110, 12/. The integrated safety programme is not yet fully established, but
we can give here an example of the method used for planning.

As a first step, a statistical accident fIle was created for the capital city of Niamey and for the rural network. It was
immediately clear that the occident problem in Niamey was very ocute, as more than 1300 injury collisions occurred in the
urban area in 1988 (for a population of about 300,COJ inhabitants). The urban problem therefore deserved particular
otlention.

A representative sample of 50 accident cases was drawn from the detailed accident investigation reports established by the
Police in 1988, and analysed in details, in order to reconstruct for each accident the causal process involved.
The main target group for action was fowKl to be pedestrian accidents, which are both frequent and severe, and particularly
occidenlS to young children in the age rnnge 3 to 10.

The main causal factors identified for pedestrian accidents were,by order of importance:
- very young children (3-5 years old) left to move about freely in the neighbourhood of high-tnlffic arteries:
- lock of traffic experience of children in the middle age-group (6 to 10):
- vehicle speeds in the vicinity of schools or on residential streets;
- lock of awamess of drivers of the behaviour specific to children in tnlffic;
- absence of a proper separation between pedestrian sidewalks and the carriageway, inducing unsafe bebavioor from both

pedestrians and drivers:
- lack of pedestrian crossing facilities on high traffic arteries.

Other important accident factors included insufficient public lighting on some streets with high pedestrian traffic in the
evenings, absence of evasive action of drivers who cannot control an emergency situation, or vehicles speeding at night
on the large urban arteries.

The series of primary accident factOrs leads to the defmition of a whole set of safety actions:
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a) Social action to protect the younger children: Very young children cannot yet be efficiently educated to manage traffic;
it is therefore essential to keep them off the most dangerous traffic areas. SIruClllreS are to be set up to take care of children
whose parents are out of the house in the daytime, and families should be made more aware of the danger.
Such action would be best carried out by local authorities and by associations, such as the Association of Women of Niger

(AFN).

b) TratrlC education of school·age children: trnflic education programmes, based on the actual environmental conditions
in the city, should be systematically made pan of the school curriculum, but parallel systems must also be found to educate
the childfen that do not have access to school.
Such action comes into the sector of Education, but should also involve youth organizations (Samariya) or associations

(AFN). Traffic safety specialists have a part to play in the design of the programme.

An accompanying measure is the introduction of a programme of traffic pedagogy in the ttaining of school teachers;
members of non-governmental bodies associated to educative action should also benefit

c) Safety improvements on residential streets: there can be two alternatives according to the saeet function. If it is
primarily an access streel, speed reducing measures should be implemented, in order to officiaJize priority to pedestrians.
If the street has to retain a through-trnflic function, it is then essential to separate pedestrian and vehicle trnflic, by
introducing kerbs, improving practicability of the roadsides for walkers, and providing crossing facilities.

A swdy of general trnflic patterns in the city and a draft traffic plan are necessary to identify streets with dominant residential
or traffic characteristics.

Such work should be performed by the road administration and the local authority, but could also involve the residents and
some associations.

Accompanying measures are campaigns to inform drivers and pedestrians of the environmental changes and their meaning,
and introduction of the corresponding behavioural recommendations in child education programmes.

d) Safety protection around schools on high-tratrlC arteries: Many of the schools in Niamey are located on the main
thoroughfares where car-speeds may be high. It appears that drivers do not always know that the school is there, and are
often not aware that behaviour of groups of children may not be rational. Schools should be heavily signed and local speed
limits should be posted. School patrols or police surveillance should be extended from the school entrance to the main
junctions in the vicinity. Crossing facilities should be installed on the main routes followed by pupils.

As an accompanying measure, information campaigns are needed to make drivers more aware of the kind of behaviour they
should expect when they see a group of children on the sidewalk, as well as of the rules they should follow at pedestrian
crossing facilities. This information should also be provided to learner drivers.

Such series of actions involves the road administration and local authorities, school dinectorates, the police (both for
protection and enforcement), specialists of public information in media, driving instructors, and driver licensing
authorities.

It can easily be seen that numerous actors are concerned by this first batch of measures related to only one target group of
accidents, and that intersectoral coordination is very necessary, particularly between the road administration, local
authorities, traffic planners, specialists of media-campaigns, teachers, driving instructors, and youth and women's
associations. Other sets of measures aimed at other target groups may involve additional sectors or disciplines.

[t is also obvious that a combination of all these measures will produce greater effects than any of them taken separately;
a dinect consequence of the amount of effon performed at the same time should be to focus public auention on the pedestrian
safety problem, which is, in itself, a measure of education.
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5. BRIEF CONCLUSION

Integrated safety management is not yet current practice in African ccumries. due mainly to problems of instillltional
organization and of lack of trained road safety professionals. Such problems do have solutions 3t least in the medium term.
While each country will have to find the most suitable decision-making structure within its own historical and
administrative context. training of traffic safety professionals and multi-disciplinary technical teams would best be
organized at the international level, in order to draw on the pool of knowledge (and the fmanciaJ resources) of ccuntries
more advanced in traffic safety action.

Integrated safety management is now starting in many European countries. in cities and at the regional level. It is essential
that the same trend get a chance of developing in African countries, where safety problems are now acute and accident
factors multiple.
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4. INITIATION, FINANCING AND
ORGANIZATION OF ROAD SAFETY WORK
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4.1 IRRD - A MECHANICM FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ON ROAD
TRAfFIC SAFETY
B. E. Hom, Head, Road Trnnsport Research Programme, OECD, France

SUMMARY

One of !he major aims of !he Rood TI1lI1SpM Resean:h Programme (RTR) of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) is to promote the international transfer of road transpOrt technology lhrough the Intemational
Rood Resean:h Documentation (lRRD) scheme. This system provides worldwide access to a bibliographical reference dlua
me on road engineering, road safety and road lI'3Jlsport research. It is open to all counlries, instiwtions and professional
users.

1. THE INFORMATION CHALLENGE

Money and time are saved and road and traffic conditions improved when the research and experience of different counlries
and/or regions are brought to bear on each others problems. The IRRD has been set up to disseminate road-related research
litenuure as well as information on research in progress wi!h the aim of reinfoI<:ing and consolidating worldwide knowledge
and avoiding as far as possible duplication of R&D efforts.

Since the 70's the IRRD recognized the developing counlries' special needs. The IRRD is conscious of the fact !hat
approprial.e knowledge and information responding to problems encountered in these counlries must be benet documented
and their availability enhanced. The IRRD datll:ase being self-fed and self-sustained - the data input is furnished by 38
institutes in 24 counlries - active involvement of developing counlries in terms of both data input and usage is highly
desirable and ensures subsllUltial benefits to the professional communities concerned.

2. PURPOSE AND STRUCTURE

The aims of the IRRD are LO coUect, gather and disseminate aU relevant information on road and road lI'3Jlsport research
of Interest to practising engineers, managers. researchers, educators and o!hers working in this area.

The lRRD being a Lrilingual dluabase its organisation is rather specific when compared to others: it is operated on a semi
cenrrnlised basis (see Figure I) by three co-ordinating linguistic centres: the BundesansLait fUr Str:tssenwesen (BASt) for
German: the Laboratoire Cenrrnl des Pants et Chaussees (LCPC) for French: and the Tnmspon and Road Resean;h
Laborntory (TRRL) for English. RepresenUltives of Lbe co-ordinating centres are members of the IRRD Operntional
Commulee and work in close co-operation with the RTR SecreUlriat responsible for the adminisll'ative and budgeUlry ma
nagement under Lhe supervision of the SLeering Committee for RTR. Input from participating IRRD centres is prepared
in English, French or German: the role of the three co-onlinating centres is 10 harmonize the information processed in their
respective language.

The IRRD contains about 200.000 records on road·related publications, including:
- Journals:
- senes;
- reports;
- con ference papers;
- books:
- standards;
- pmenLS. and
- theses:

IJl1d on research projects in progress. 850 JOurnals are regularly =ned and over 14,(J()(] abstraclS are prepared :mnually
by the twenty-four panicipating countries, gtving emphasis to innovetive and internationally-relevant work. The
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information on research in progress refers to more than 50 counlries. The indexing techniques are based on keywords
selected from a common trilingual thesaurus consisting of an alphabetical list., a numerical list and arrowed diagrams (see
Table I and Figure 2). The fields covered by IRRD are given in Table 2.

The information contained in the abstraclS covers the document references (title, author(s), piJblisher, date, type of
document., language, etc.), an analytical summary of the subject area, the field name and number as well as keywords and
respective codes.

3. ACCESS AI'll) MEMBERSHIP

The IRRD openuing within an international governmental organisation, only countries' or group of countries' official
agencies - in general, research institutions, highway departemenlS, etc. - can enter as an IRRD Member or Associate
Member. The righlS and obligations of {mticipating bodies are defmed in the Code of Practice allowing them to freely
disseminate the IRRD information in the countty concerned.

Members or Associate Members have to provide their national data input through one of the three above-mentioned
linguistic Co-ordinating Centres. They also participate in the financing of IRRD by paying an annual subscription fee which
presently amounts to 30,C<Xl French FlllIlCs for OECD countries. However, the Steering Committee for RTR decided tD
reduce the subscription fee to be paid by third world countries wishing to enter the system which amounlS to either 12C<Xl
or 15C<Xl French Francs. Moreover, some IRRD centres are willing to assist and advise developing countries when needed.

In relllm, IRRD Members and Associate Mernbers receive from OECDrrRRL the tDtality of the information gathered on
a monthly basis that is on magnetic tape, allowing computerised access in the countty in question or on microfiche (48X
COM) for semi-manual processing. Print-oulS of abstraclS are also available on request in some IRRD centres. A major
step forward occurred in 1982 when an agreement was reached between ESA-IRS (European Space Agency - Information
Retrieval Service) and the OECD-RTR ensuring a worldwide public access to IRRD (File 43 of ESA-IRS). Thus on-line
service is available through switched telephone lines and public data transmission network. A subset of IRRD in the United
States Transportation Research Information Services (TRIS) database is offered through the DIALOG Information
Service, another on-line host serving a worldwide market since 1985.

The advantage of the ESA-IRS service (an average search (around 50 records) amounts to about 25 A.U. = around 30 US S)
is that individuals as well as small information analysis centres having at their disposal just a simple terminal will be put
in a position to retrieve information from the computer-aided database. To do this, it is not necessary to own a main frame
computer and to build up a retrieval system and keep it up to date. At the same time IRS offers a number of other databases
covering mostly technical and scientific information which should be of interest for road research as well.

Several third world countries have already experimented with the use of the system including China, India, ~lorocco,

Tunisia and several South American States. It should also be noted that access to ESA-IRS and DIALOG is available tD
the professional community without passing through an IRRD Member instiUlte.

AIl these tools require different levels of skill, experience and budget, thus making IRRD versatile enough to respond to
countries' specific needs and possibilities.

4. A USEFUL TOOL FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

The increasing use of the database in developed countries proves, if need be, that IRRD is considered to provide a valuable
mechanism for information retrieval and exchange. It is maintained and continuously improved through the help of all
participating countries and institutes. This means that the participation of developing countries in IRRD would be beneficial
since it has been recognized that a relevant technology transfer from developed to developing countries and vice versa
cannot take the form of a simple superposition but that it must correspond to the real experiences, needs and conditions
of the countries concerned.

For the purpose of this conference, a retrieval on road safety and developing countries was made.

Only 134 abstraclS were selected, however this refleclS the increasing concerns for road safety and traffic accident
prevention in developing countries and in development assistance agencies of OECD countries. Large conferences dealing
with road safety issues in developing countries such as ATEC, World Road Congresses of the Permanent International
Association of Road Congresses, United Nations workshop on traffic safety held in Linkoping in September 1987,
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Table 2

FIELD COVERED BY THE IRRD

10 ECONOMICS AND ADMINISTRATION

20 DESIGN OF ROADS AND RELATED STRUCTURES
21 Highway and Transport Planning
22 Pavement Design
23 Properties of Road Surfaces
24 Design of Bridges and Retaining Walls
25 Design of Tunnels
26 Water Run-Off -- Freeze-thaw

30 MATERIALS
31 Bituminous Binders and Materials
32 Concrete
33 Other Materials used in Pavement Layers
34 Steels and Metals
35 Miscellaneous Materials
36 Aggregates

40 SOILS AND ROCKS
41 General Soil Surveys
42 Soil Mechanics
43 Rock Mechanics

50 CONSTRUCTION AND SUPERVISION OF CONSTRUCTION
51 Earthworks and Soil Drainage
52 Construction of Pavements and Sur facings
53 Construction of Bridges and Retaining Walls
54 Construction of Tunnels

60 MAINTENANCE
61 Equipment and Maintenance Methods
62 -- Winter Maintenance

70 TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORT
71 Traffic Theory
72 Traffic and Transport Planning
73 Traffic Control

80 ACCIDENT STUDIES
81 Accident Statistics
82 Accidents and the Road
83 Accidents and the Human Factor
84 Personal Injuries
85 Road Safety Devices

90 VEHICLES
91 Vehicle Design and Safety
92 Vehicle Comfort
93 Vehicle Nuisance
94 Vehicle Corrosion
95 Vehicle Testing
96 Vehicle Operating Costs
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Congresses of the International Road Safety Org3Ilisation, World Health Org3Ilisation conferences were retrieved as well
as other regional or international congresses on specific related topics.

The subjects address, among others, the following:
- Accident data,
- Law enforcement,
- Hum3Il behaviour, education and training,
- Vehicle characteristics and advisable standards,
- Linkage between road infrastructure, environment and road safety,
- Traffic management,
- Cost evaluation of I1affic accident,
- Public transpon and road safety,
- Remedial measures to road safety problems,
- Recommendations for enhancing road safety in developing countries.

As this area proves to be more and more imponant, especially in terms of life savings and economic implications, it is
obvious that a larger participation of third world countries and particularly African nations would be desirable to bener
document it and thus to enhance the decision and planning processes effectiveness.

Of special imponance are the OECD sponsored bulletins on Road Research for Developing Countries issued by the TRRL
and the French Scientific and Technical Development Institute for Equipment and Environment (ISTED). These
documents present in hard copy a selection of IRRD abStr1lCts of relevance to developing countries. They are sent to all
instimtions on the mailing list of the Overseas Unit of TRRL and the French agencies LCPC/SETRA/CEB11'IBCEOM.

5. SUGGESTED FUTURE ArnON

The above presentation shows that a fully operational information and documentation system exists in the road sector and
could be used easily by African countries.

What is needed is a commianent by those countries to co-operate on a continuous basis with the OECD/IRRD nations'
leading research instimtes and/or highway depanments for the benefit of all those involved in research, technology transfer
and mumal exchange of expenise.

National and/or regional focal points, i.e. permanent struemres, need to be identified in African countries so as ID establish
a well-functioning and cost-effective scientific and technical network for the exchange of recent safety study results, traffic
guidelines, technical recommendations, standards and the like. At the moment Morocco and Tunisia have recently joined
the IRRD as Associate Members (other Associate Members are People's Republic of China and Brazil).

In establishing such a network the international organisations active in the road and transpon field such as UN Sub- and
Regional Orgartisations - ECA and WHO for instance - the World Bank, EC, PlARC and others should join together
and lake full advantage of the existing links with the highway and traffic organisations in the African nations. A special
role could be played by PADIS in the framework of their priorities and work programme as well as the existing and planned
services offered.

To sum up. in order ID enhance the current effectiveness of often fragmenrary technology diffusion initiatives, berrer co
ordination of e!fons between OECD countries. donor agencies and African States is needed. The creation of regional or
subregional technology transfer centres in Africa should be actively considered, the IRRD system offering J realistic 3Ild
fully operational mechanism for international cO-Dperation.
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4.2 ROAD SAFETY EDUCAnON AND TRAINING, THE ROLE OF ESAMI
D. L. Banda, Consultant, Eastern and Southern African Management Institute,
Tanzania.

SYNOPSIS

This paper starts by presenting a brief ba<:kgrolDld of ESAMI befae examining irs role and mission. The Transpon and
Communications Management Division of ESAMI is discussed including the various progrnmme offerings. Thereafter.
the Seminars on "Design and Management of Road Safety Programmes" are analysed within the context of Road Safety
Education and tIaining. The paper concludes with the fulUre perspectives of ESAMI's involvement in Road Safety.

1. BRIEF BACKGROUND OF ESAMI

The Eastern and Southern African Management InstiWte (ESAMI) as presently constituted is serving as an inrergovem
menutl regional management development instiwtion, which has to be seen and to be operating in that setting. The roots
of ESAMI go back to the fonner East African COlllJ1lunity Mangement Instiwte (EACOMI), established way back in 1974.
The founding fiamework eslablishing ESAMI as presently constituted is based on resolution 306 of the 1977 Lusaka
UNECA (ECA) Conference of Ministers on Co-operation in Manpower Developroent and Utilizarion in the Eastern and
Southern Africa region, and 318 (XllI) on Tntining for DevelopmenL This Resolution, inter alia, called upon African stares
to make maximum use of the lIaining and research facilities of existing instiwtions for the development of appropriate
African multi-national, subregional or regionailIaining institutions and programmes designed to meet Africa's present and
future personpower needs. This emerges specifically from a collective recognition that the magniwde of the IaSkof
management development calls for concerted efforlS of a co-operative nature. Thus, in Febrauary 1980 ESAMI was
inaugurated when irs constitution was signed by six of the participating countries (Djibouti, Kenya. Uganda. Tanzania,
Comoros and zambia). This effectively broadened ESAMI's mandate to cover all Slates of the Eastern and Southern Africa
region (almost cotenninous with the PTA, but incorporating all SADOC countries) namely: Angola; Borswana, Comoros,
Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique,. Namibia, Seychelles, Somalia,
Swaziland, T3I112nia. Uganda. zambia and Zimbabwe.

In the past three years additional slateS have become members of ESAMI, thus bringing the number to ten. The most recent
member stares have included Zimbabwe, Namibia (through the U. N. Council for Namibia) Seychelles and Mozambique
which joined in May, 1989. It is important to note, however, that all other countries of the region have been utilising the
services of ESAMI.

In a bid to service the member states and client instiUltions belter, ESAMI has made modest attemptes by opening sub
regional field offices in member stales at Harare, Lusaka, Dar-es-SaIaam, Nairobi and Kampala. all headed by senior
professional slaff. As Namibia's independence day draws nearer, so is the day that ESAMI will open irs next field office
inside Namibia. Already ESAMI has progrnmmed to deliver a number of management development progrnmmes In

Windhoek nexl year.

2. ROLE AND MISSION OF ESAMI

Africa cannot afford to have managers who cannot manage. To oblain the right kind of personnel who are well tuned to
the demands of management of national economic progrnmmes and subsutinable development progrnmmes requires
managers and administrators who are regularly retooled and kept abreast of developments in their respecuve fields and
spheres of infiuence. In this regard, ESAMI fits in very well in that it provides three mutually reinforcing professional
services, namely management u-aining, management consullllncy and applied resean:h in such diverse = as Transpor
Ultion. Economic and Financial Management, Women in Development, etc. Its demonstrated ability to integrate these three
critical areas of professional services can be seen as part of ESAMI's mandate of "imparting 10 practising managers
increased managerial skills, and the knowledge of the principles underlying these skills. by de'/eloping and applying
management tools and techniques which would be disseminated through training, consultancy and research". As a
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Regional Mangement Development Center, ESAlvU brings IOgether people from different counlries to share and exchange
experiences in a regional framework.

ESMvU's capability is largely ingrained in the following qualities:
· Its core of dedicated indigenous high level tIained and experienced professional staff who know the African counlries
well and are pan of it;

· Possession of a broad and flexible mandate, guided by a dynamic Board of Governors;
· ESAlvU's high degree of financial self sufficiency arising from tIaining and consultancy revenues;
· The rapid deployment capability of ESAlVO's professional staff.

Indeed, ESANTI has been described as a .....center of management excellence..." in Africa Behind this success lies a full·
time contingency of 40 professional staff drawn largely from ESMvU's services area, who have distinguished themselves
in academia, industry, government, commen:e and international organisations, sUPlXlrted by a contingent of 120 sUPlXlrting
and teChnical staff.

Through its mission and role ESAM! stands to continue to make significant contnbutions to the process of economic
recovery in its service area by providing an appropriate cost-effective alternative management development center 10 the
ones available outside the continent Management Training at ESMvlI is at least three to four times cheaper than the cost
of similar overseas training, let alone the costs of re·location.

We analyse below, ESANTI's record in the service area in terms of Management training, Consultancy and Research.
ESAMI offers an average of about eighty (80) shon term (average 3-4 weeks) in-service management development
programmes both at its headquaners at Arusha, Tanzania and elsewhere in the counlries of its service area. These
programmes have attracted an increasing number of participants from all over the service area, including from such
counlries as Gambia, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Ghana and Nigeria ESAMI also designs and delivers programmes in
management trnining and development that are especially tailored to suit customer specifications for governments,
parastatal and private organisations. Such recent programmes have included a special six-month Public Finance
Nlanagement Programme for the Ministry of Fmance, Uganda; Special Accoonting Programme for the Treasury, Tanzania;
Senior Management Development programmes for the Central Bank of Tanzania, and the National Bank of Tanzania.
Tailor-made prognammes in Public Finance Management for zambia and future Namibia have not taken off due 10 lack
of necessary financing.

In the past nine years we have tIained over 20,000 people from the coonlries of the region. Within a period of rNa years
(1986 - 1988) the number of participants at ESANTI has almost doubled from 1499 in 1986 10 2,699 in 1988, coming from
allover the region. Present trends show that the numbers will continue to increase.

We would like 10 lXlint out here that among newer users of ESAlvlI are our brothers and sisters from Namibia and South
Africa who have been exiled from their home counlries. On 21 July, 1989, over thiny Namibians and r.velve South Africans
completed attending special management programmes at ESAMI. These programmes have been financed kincUy by the
Commonwealth Fund for Technical Co-operation. We value very highly our modest conaibution 10 improving manage
ment capabilities of the counaies yet to be free.

ESA1vlI is currently moving into other new directions in management training. Apan from offering management
programmes to midcUe and senior level management personnel, ESAl'vII is now according priority aIso to organizing top
level management development IXllicy level seminars and tIaining workshops for parastatal Chiefs and Senior government
personnel serving in consultative capacities. A good example is the programme for Heads of Civil Services, focusing on
devising strategies for managing our public services. The first such was held in Zimbabwe in 1988, and the second in July,
1989 in Uganda The most recent event organised by ESAlvU r.vo months ago in Mauritius was a Ministers' Round Table
on Issues of Trade Facilitation management [t was auended by sixteen Ministers and eighteen senior officials from
counlries of our region within the environment of a free exchange of views and not in a representational sening. The
Ministers asked ESMvlI 10 keep up the momentum so as to facilitate improvement in management and co-ordination. In
addition to the financial suppon provided by member states (12%) ESAl'vII also enjoys international suplXlrt and
recognition. Chief among SOUIreS are CFTC, UNDP, CIDA, ILO, USAID and many others (8%). Thus 80% of the financial
inflows to ESAlvlI are derived from training and consultaney revenues. Indeed ESAl'vII has recently been honoured as One
of the first regional Insollitions 10 execute a UNDP project directly. This project is aimed at 5o-engthening ESAlvU's
instillitional capacity 10 enable it service the region bener in the 1990's.
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2.1 Management Consultancy and Research
While management traimng builds the individual. management consultancy builds the organisation. Over the past 36
months, ESAMI has secured and successfully implemented over 24 major management consultancy projects for various
government agencies, parastatais, international agencies and private sector organisations in its service area ESA.\1I still
has additional C3pacities to provide consultancy services to other African coumries.

2.2 Transport and Communications Management Division
ESA.\1I and its predecessor - the East African Community Management lnstilUte - have been providing tI:lIlSport training
and consultancy services since 1967. ESAMI and the member governments see the transport and communications sector
as most crucial in the development strategy for the region. The Transport and CommuniC3tions Division of ESA.\>II is
responsible for developing and mounting top quality InlIIsport sector management training programmes as well as carrying
out InlIIsport sector consultancy and research activities. The Division sees its role in the InlIIspon sector as one of assisting
African countries in the pursuit of the following InlIIspon sector Objectives:

to strengthen the capacity of InlIIsport ministries, agencies and enterprises to undertake the vigorous analysis needed for
sound policy. planning. invesunem and operational decisions as well as their implementation;
to upgrade the performance. and adjust the balance of public and private transport enterprises so that they provide services
at costs and quality that are both efficient and responsive to public needs;
to achieve better and more cost-effective maintenance of transport infrastruewre and equipment fleets;
to improve rural InlIIsport networks and services through, among other drings, wider use of low cost transpol1 aids.
labour-based teehniques, infrastructure improvement and maintenance and greater participation by local people in the
planning, financing and execution processes;
to obtain higher levels of cost recovery and fmancial discipline in InlIIsport enterprises;
to facilitate the expansion of intra-African and international trade generally, and the needs of land-locked states in
particular. Comprehensive and top-quality management training is seen by many as an important pm for achieving the
above objectives.

2.3 Review of Transport Management Seminars
Currently, ESAMI's Transpol1 and CommuniC3tions Division concentrates on the following sutrsector activities:

(i) Overall Transpol1 Policy and Planning;
(ii) Roads and Road Transport;

(iii) Railways;
(iv) Aviation;
(v) Internationa!lInterregional Trade and Transport;

(vi) Urban Transport;
(vii) Pons
(viii) Transport Economics. Management and Tourism

Short-Term Programmes
The short-term programmes are, with a few exceptions, of four weeks duratioo and each is to be designed to focus on a
specific area of concentration. The portfolio of courses offered is wide enough to cover all the modes of InlIISPOrt, and
addresses directly the many and important InlIIsport related problems facing governments in sutrSahara Africa.

ESAMI carried out a review of InlIIsport sector training needs in the region. As a result, it has grouped InlIIsport programmes
in three major areas - Transport Policy, Transport Operations and Transport lnfrastrucnrre.

The following table gives an overview of the programmes. and they all fit into one of the three major areas identified above.
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Sllb.sector

All Modes

Roads and Road Transport

Railways

Aviation

Ports

Urban Transport

Interna!/Interregional
Trade and Transport

Transport sub-sectors

Areas of Concentration

- Increasing senior level managerial efficiency and effective
ness in sl1ategic and operational planning by increasing
awareness of policy options, planning techniques and analy
tical skills.

- Attaining better recovery in l1ansport organizations through
improved cost analysis and pricing practices and the screngh
tening of financial know-how, analysis and performance.

- Encouraging better management of resources by sl1eaffilining
procurement procedures and increasing efficiency of local
construction industries.

- Overcoming the road deterioration crisis and improving of
road maintenance programs.

- Preserving the life of existing vehicle fleets and increasing
operational efficiency and performance through enhanced
management techiques.

- Reducing(restraining the level of road accidents by increasing
general awareness of the counter measures available and how
to apply them.

- Improving rural l1ansport performance capacity and services.

- Improving physical and financial performance of railways by
increasing managerial effectiveness

- Increasing efficiency in airline/airport management including
better operational efficiency and cost recovery of the concide
rable resources invested.

- Improving the all-round pertormance of ports by mounting
executive development programs.

- Increasing urban l1anSport capacity through non-invesl1nent
policy options

- Furthering development of intermodai l1ansport operations by
encouraging policy coordination and harmonizing transit
produdures.

TABLE 1 AREAS OF CONCE1'<'TRATION FOR YARlOlJS TRA..'OSPORT SCBSECTORS

2A Training Methodology
ESA.c'vU employs a variety modern lIaining techniques. The major thrust of the lIaining methodology aims oJ: ensuring
maximum participation by Programme attendees - hence we call them "Participants". ESA~lI sees l1aining as a
management intervention tool designed to impart practical skills and techniques aimed at improving the indi,idual's work
performance and ultimately the organisation's.

Thus, we start from the premisis that our Participants already know something about the subject matter. Hence our role is
one of facilitating thelT acquisition of new techniques to improve upon their knowledge. ThIS assumpuon is based on the
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fact that all our Participants are alr""dy in full-time employment in the relevant areas which the ESAMl programme is
addressing. Thus, adult training techniques are employed. These include brief formal participative presenl<ltions, Case
Studies to illustrate major problems, Group work and discussions (Syndicates), Role playing, use of slides, video shows.
practical hands-on experience with Microcomputers.

2.5 Evaluations of S<!minars by Participants
ESAMI uses four types of evaluation instruments, the Weekly and End of Programme written forms, the open forum
discussions and the Impact Assessment surveys. The former is distributed to Participants at the beginning of the Week so
that they can evaluate each session on a daily basis soon afterwards. In addition, the form seeks to obtain participants'
impressions on a number of issues relaling to whether or not the programme objectives for that week were achieved, the
selection of topics, their flow and coverage, the adequacy or otherwise of the handouts. It also gives Participants an
oppcrwnity to evaluate ESAMI's support facilities such as accommodation, food, tea and coffee services, telephone, mail,
transport, laundry, library, bar, recreational and health services.

This Weekly evaluation form is confidential and participants do not have to write their names. It thus gives them an
opporwnity to be as frank as possible. It is used to review the week's presentations - on a daily basis - so as to improve upon
the subsequent ones.

Another evalutaion instrument used is the End of Programme one. This form also confidential, is in four sections and seeks
to obtain franIc impressions of Participants about the programme they have just attended in terms of Benefits· in the shon
and long run and how they propose to apply what they have learnt It also seeks to solicit from them the immediate action
Participants intend to talce when they go back to their offices.

Another section solicits participants' respcnses on the overall strong and weak points about the programme.
The third section asks participants as to whether or not they would recommend to someone else to attend the same or similar
programmes that are organised by ESAMI and conducted by the same Programme Director. The last section requests
participants to list down any specific observations and or recommendations.

The open forum discussions firstly discuss the summary of the End of Programme questionnaires. Thereafter, a general
and franIc discussion talces place on the whole programme including administtative, recreational and other relevant matters.

The last instrument, Impact Assessment Survey, is carried out after 1-2 years of completing each programme. Visits are
made by External Evaluators to work places of alumni with team interviews of both the alumni and their employers. Among
other things the Team ascenains the extent to which the ESAMI programme bas helped to improve their work perfonnance.
They also obtain their recommendations on bow ESA.\1I programmes can be further improved.

3. DESIGN A.'lD MANAGEMENT OF ROAD SAFETY PROGRA."IME

This programme was introduced into the ESAMI ponfolio in 1985 by Vincent Hogg, World Bank Transpon Economist,
then on attachment 10 ESA.\1l. The fIrst programme also benefIted from the extensive experience of Andrew Downing of
the Transpon Road Research Laboratory (1RRL) of the United Kingdom. Since then, ESAMI has been conducting this
programme with the TRRL. Other Resource Persons have been drawn from Zimbabwe TraffIc Safety Board, the Minisrry
of Public Works in Kenya. Kenya Police, Kenya Reinsurance Corporation. Last year, the programme greatly benefIted
from the inputs of Mr. Shiffaraw Bizuneh of the Economic Commission in Africa.

The venues for this programme were to alternate between Nairobi, Kenya and Harare, Zimbabwe. The rationale was that
both cities offered good illusttations of the main issues and actions being talcen to effectively deal with road safety. Thus,
the flIS! programme was held in Nairobi, from November 11 - 22, 1985, the second in Harare, from November 10 - 21, the
third in Nairobi from September 19 - 30, 1988. This year's programme will bowever be held in Lusaka, Zambia from
December 11 - 22, 1989.

3.1 Programme Objectives
The aim of this programme is to assist officials responsible for highway safety to reduce or at least contain the heavy social
and personal costs caused by the increasing number of road occidents I<llcing place in many countries of the region.

3.2 Programme Justification
These accident rates are much higher in Africa than in Developed Countries - yet the latter have a higher vehicle ownership
rate than the former.
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A heavy annual toll in terms of deaths, personal injuries and propeny damage is exacted - this has been calculated at about
1- 2 percent of the Gross National Product of developing countries. Already overloaded hospital, police and. Couns system
are further burdened. Rani-earned foreign exchange is wasted in, for example, imponing vehicles to replace those written
off due to accidents, spare pans, hospital equipment and medicine to rehabilitate accident victims.

Large insurance charges are passed on to road users as higher transport costs. Finally political demands for measures to
conlrol vehicle use on the grounds of safety may lead to economic inefficiencies in the transport system and ultimately the
whole economy. It is therefore a matter of great personal, social and political concern that effective Road Safety
programmes' are drawn up, implemented and regularly evaluated.

3.3 Programme Content
The Programme content covers the steps involved in designing and implementing a road safety improvement plan. It
includes the following topics:-

1. Determining road safety policy • Setting of programme goals and objectives.
2. Organisational arrangements and Responsibilities.
3. Road Accident Causes and Effects
~. Cost-effective Accident Reduction measures.
5. Data Requirements and Analysis
6. Hands-on experience with the 1RRL Micro computer Accident Analysis Package.
7. Regional Cooperation in Road Safety Work - The example of SAOCC.
8. Road Safety Publicity
9. Traffic Law Enforcement

10. Field Visit to Loal sites of Road Safety Improvements.

We present below, an in-depth analysis of the contents of this programme.

To set the scene, the fIrSt session analyses the Road Transport Industry in Africa and its implication for Road Safety. It is
postulated that the overall efficiency of the Road Transport Sector in Africa lies in the nature and condition of the road
network, the composition and condition of the vehicle fleet and the availability of qualified and experienced staff at both
technical and managerial levels. A common thread running through all this is the National Transport Policy, or its absence,
especial!y that pertaining to management and operations of Road transport organisations.

The poor condition of the road network is due mainly to inadequate maintenance. Reasons advanced for this include lack
of funds (both foreign and local) to buy equipment and materials, inadequate numbers of trained maintenance personnel
and a general lack of "Maintenance Culture". Alternative technologies to construction and maintenance of roads are
eX:lmined.

On fleet composition, the multiplicity of makes of vehicles is the common problem of African countries. Part of the reason
for this being that most of them are recipients of Aid through which various Donors bring in vehicles from their countries.
One of the consequences of this is to exacerbate maintenance problems in terms of the sources for spare pans, training
mechanics on the various vehicle types. This situation, however, differs from one where a foreign IJansport company forms
a Joint venture with a local one - in which case, obtaining spare pans, or loans for buying additional vehicles, is relatively
easy. And so is the training of mechanics since technical assistance is readily available from the foreign partner. This
=gement also assists in keeping one or two types of vehicles in the fleet since these would generally be supplied from
the parmer's country.

In terms of Government policy, an analysis is made on the allocation of resources for the purchase of private and public
vchicles, for example, cars and omnibuses respectively. This policy has implications on Accident valuation especially
lJ<."'Cause they have different safety factors - with the latter having a better safety record generally than the former. This also
includes the severity of accidents on these two types of vehicles. Thus, accident valuation influences assessment between
private and public transport policies. In turn, this may change the balance between investment in either mode. One of the
consequences of a Government policy which favours the importation of more private Cars than public ones such as
omnibuses is that it leads to a severe shortage of public transport Most African Governments' have responded to this
shortage by liberalising public Iranspon service provision. Consequently, rules and regulationfi regarding the type of
vehicles which could be used as omnibuses, minibuses and taxis are relaxed. Thus, Road haulage IJUcks, modified vanettes
and lorries are allowed to be examined, passed roadworthy and therefore licensed to carry fare paying passengers.
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However, a number of operators do not bother to foilow this procedure, hence continue to operate illegally. In consequence.
a number of road aCCIdents occur most of which are fal2l.

Yet another aspect of Government transport policy relates to Road user charges i.e. taxes and fees paid in relation 10 the
acquisition and use of motor vehicle on a given road. These charges are direct and include road toils and entry fees.

Indirect charges include licence fees, sales taxes, fuel and lyre taxes, taxes on spare pans and parking fees. The major aims
of these charges relate to:

(i) raising revenue for the Governmen~

(ii) restraining demand e.g. vehicle. fuel. taxes etc;
(iii) diverting traffic to other modes of transport, for example, by making private motoring much more expensive than

public transpOrt through a number of measures such as fuel. licence. and other taxes;
(iv) traffic management by restricting the use of vehicles to certain-areas especially Central Business Districts (CBD) e.g.

through the use of Licences and or restricting traffic to specific times of the day - i.e. an attempt to shift traffic from
peak to off-peak hours. higher parking fees and such others; and

(v) recovering marginal costs of operations tiom users. Here we can include road lOlls for use of certain roads, the revenue
so accruing being used 10 maintain the roads over which the revenue has been collected.

Another policy measure relates to Land use planning. The location of settlement areas and indusDial areas wtIl influence
the length of journeys into Central Business Districts (CBD's). the mode of transpOrt to be used (bus. car, wallcing. cycling
etc.) and the timing of the trips. Furthermore, the provision of employment opportunities and their location will influence
provison of transport services. For example, a "Worleers-lO-Work" policy would lead to the separation of industries tiom
residential areas.

A "Worle to Workers" approach would lead to a residential area incorporating industries etc. In this case. very careful town
planrting is required so as to ensure maximum use of cul-de-sacs and loops to avoid and or reduce road accidents. This is
because of the expected increase in traffic and its composition i.e. worker, factory trucks. private cars, cyclists. pedestrians
etc.

Alternatively, a "Workers to Work" policy would imply longer bus or car journeys and less walking trips. Hence, the effect
on Road Safety planning would be slightly different from the ''Work to Workers" approach.

The second session analyses the Road Accident situation in Africa. In so doing, the extent of the problem in Africa is
critically analysed in relation to Developed countries. The problem of international accident statistics is examined with a
view 10 cautioning the extent and accuracy of comparisons between countries. This relates to such factors as the definition
of death - i.e. whether 24 hours after the accident, seven days. 30 days etc. In addition, it is emphasized that without a
thorough knowledge of the exact nawre and extent of the Accident problem. it is not possible to design an effective road
safety programme. In this case, appropriate policy and planning counter measures would not be incorporated hence
rendering it difficult 10 evaluate their effectiveness. A number of countermeasures are analysed including highway and
vehicle engineering, regulatory framewori< and enforcement, road user eduQltion and trnining.

Regional Cooperation in road safety is analysed using the Southern Afri= Transport and Communications Commissi
on (SATCC) as an example. SATCC commissioned studies whose recommendations relate 10 organisation of road safety
work, accident recording systems, actions against drunken driving. motor vehicle testing, control of overloading, driver
training and licensing and harmoniz3tion of road traffic legislation. Country road safety programmes have been prepared
for Angola. Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Swaziland, Tanzania., Zambia and Zimbabwe costing US Dollars 14 million,
10 be implemented over a 3 year period starting in 1989. For Botswana, a road safety programme is being implemented
with the financial and IeChnicaI assistance of Sweden.

The work being done by the Economic Commission for Africa CECA) is also analysed, including the Road Safety
Congresses.

~ext, the programme examines Accident Reporting and Data Analysis. The main aim here is to demonstrate an appropriate
system of accident reporting and data analysis for African countries. The issues covered in this session include the
organisational requirements for road safety action, the objectives of accident investigation, the problems of lack of good
data due to under reporting and inadequate reponing, the requirements for data analysis, the :Vlicro Computer Accident
Analysis Package (lvlAAP) developed by TRRL of UK. Its demonstration uses a Case Study and Hands-on experience.
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Thereafter, a number of counter-measures are analysed. Firstly, a survey of costs and benefits of countermeasures is
examined with two major objectives reviewing accident costing and valuation techniques and their limimtions and to
illustrate the impormnce of undertaking such costing and valuation so as to ensure efficient resource allocation in road
safety improvement projects. The contents of this session include an overview of social cost benefit analysis, a review of
the Hills-Lee methodology of accident costing and valuation, its applicability and limimtions and international compari·
sons of cost effectiveness of various countermeasures.

Another set of counter measures analysed relate to Engineering and "black·spot" improvement schemes. The main aim of
this session is to examine physical planning policies, gecmeuic design standards and the engineering improvements
required for road safety and to consider their potential for Accident reduction in African countries. Contents include issues
relating to accident prevention Le. planning and land use policies and geometric design standards. Those relating to accident
reduction include road surfacing - skidding resistance, road markings and delineation. other low cost measures and
systematic procedures for introducing engineering counter-measures such as accident "black spot" improvement schemes.

Within the same broad category of Countermeasures, sessions on the use of the Microcomputer Accident AmtIysis Package
(MAAP) for "black-spot" improvement schemes are given. The main aim here is to have participants gain practical
experience of the accident investigation methodology and the use of the MAAP used for the improvement of "black spot"
sites. The contents include identification and investigation of both a rural and urban site in a Developing country.

A Field visit to sites of Road Safety Improvement is arranged. The main aim is to enable participants to see some places
where serious ttaffic safety problems exist i.e. with high accident rates due to high ttaffic volumes and or ttaffic conflict
The chosen site is one where remedial work to overcome the problem is in progress or has recently been completed.

Another topic under counter measures is Pedestrian Safety and Education. The main aim here is to examine the problem
of pedestrian accidents and consider the effectiveness of alternative engineering and education countermeasures.

The content includes the pedestrian accident problem, engineering countermeasures, road safety education, in terms of
what needs to be taugh~ how and who does and in school. Discussions on these issues lead to recommended solutions
appropriate for Africa.

Driver Training and Testing is another of the Counter measures analysed. The main aim here is to examine the alternative
methods of training and testing drivers and to consider the necessary improvements for African counDies. The content
includes the problem of drivers and accidents, the content of driver training courses, the effectiveness of different training
methods. advanced training/refresher courses, instructor testing and monitoring, recommendations for driver training and
Driver testing. what needs to be tested and the testing issues.

Another Countermeasure analysed is Vehicle Safety. Here the main aim is to examine the vehicle safety problem in Africa
and to consider what changes could be made to improve vehicle design, maintenance and overloading.

The contents include: the vehicle safety problem, improvements in vehicle design and construction (primary and secondary
measures), (legislation and administration). improvements in vehicle maintenance, reduction in overloading and recom
mendations for improving vehicle safety.

The role of the Police in Safety Enforcement is another set of Countermeasures analysed. Here, a Senior Police Officer from
the Local Traffic Depar1rnent is invited to present this session. The main aim of this session is to enable participants to
increase their knowledge about the objectives of ttaffic law enforcement and the role of the Police therein. Thus. the content
will mainly reflect local practices and legislation. However this covers issues such as organisational framework, traffic
legislation, training of traffic police officers, police duties and problems being faced by the ttaffic police in their duties and
recommendations for improving Safety enforcement.

This session is followed up by a Field Visit to the local Traffic Police Headquarters. The main aim here is to enable
participants to acquaint themselves with all aspects of traffic police work. After a briefing session at the Police Head
quarters. Participants go out with the police to sites in town for practical demonstration of Safety enforcement Participants
are thus able to see first hand the actual process of enforcement including the equipment being used such as speed guns.
etc. Participants also ask questions for which they receive answers on the spotThis remforces their learning.

Road Safety Publicity is analysed through a session on selling Road Safety Programmes. The main aim here is to analyse
the most effective means of communicating road safety skills and techniques to road users. Thus content includes
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discussion on the concept of Marketing, the design of the message to be communicated. the communication slr.ltegy
including choice of media and the evaluation of the effectiveness of the marketing campaigns.

Other sessions in this programme relate to Perspectives on Road Safety, the view points of differem groups - Road
Transporters. Insurance Companies and the Medical Profession. The aim here is 10 presem different viewpoints on the sarne
subject in tenns of the perceived e"tent of the problem accident causes and remedial measures. Thus, a representative of
each profession is invited to present sessions in their area of competence.

The transportation of hazardous materials is another topic analysed in the programme. The aim is 10 review the issues
involved in 1I1lIlS]JOning hazardous materials and the nature of the accidents SO as to recommend appropriate solutions. The
content includes the nature of hazardous materials. consequences of hazardous siwations. and emergency response and
rehabilitative systems.

Thereafter, Participants prepare individual (or group if they come from one country) Country Action Programmes on Road
Safety. These Action programmes are meant to incorporate the presen. si tualion and improvements in the light of what has
been learnt during the whole seminar,

Each Participant makes a presentation in class SO as to benefit from comments by other participants, resource perscns and
the seminar director.

Thereafter. participants are given an End of Programme Evaluation Form 10 complete.

3,4 Target Group
The target group for this programme is:
(1) Senior officials concerned with Road Safety in Ministries. of Transport. Works, Health. Education and Information
(2) Senior Traffic Police Officers
(3) Senior Officers in Insurance
(4) Representatives of Voluntary Organisation involved in Road Safety such as Red Cross.
(5) Road Transport Operators
(6) Trainers involved in Road Safety work
(7) Traffic PlannerslEngineers
(8) Private lndividuals interested in Road Safety work.

The mix of participants reflects the multifaceted nature of Road Safety. It also ensures the exchange of views and ideas
from a cross-section of participants with varying levels of both knowledge and experience.

The important qualification is that all participants are involved in one way or another in Road Safety work on a daily basis.

Annex I gives a full list of the participants who have attended these ESA,\1! Road Safety Programmes

4. EVALUATION OF SEMINARS BY PARTICIPANTS

As stated earlier, Participants complete weekly evaluation forms which assist the Programme Director to effect
improvements.

At the end of the Programme, Participants also complete an End of Programme Evaluation form. This gives their impres
sions and views on the Programme. Both forms are confidential. From the consolidated Summary of Evaluations, the
following points emerge:-
(I) All the participants who have attended this programme have found it extremely useful.
(2) The inputs of Resource Persons from TRRL, Police. ECA, Insurance. Road Transporters was very much appreciated

as it enriched the whole programme.
(3) Participants appreciate Group or Syndicate work as it enables them to get greater insight inlO the Road Safety problems

of other countries. In fac~ Participants tend to be amazed at the similarity of the issues and commonalty of the approach
to solutions.

(4) The potennal market is large. However due to the general poor ecom)l1)ic conditions of most African countries, they
are unable 10 pay for the attendance of their nominees. For example. to the September 19 - 30, 1988 Programme, a total
of twenty one nominations from eight countries were received. Of these. only seven (7) or 32 per cem of the tot2l
nominations received actually tIII11ed up. At the last minute, the others sem in their apologies "due to lack of fmancial
resources". It is for this reaSon that Participants strongly felt the need to request ESA.lvlI to look for willing Donors to

fund their partIcipation in future programmes.
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5. STRATEGIES FOR THE FUTURE

ESAlv!J will soon be expanding its infulstructtrral base largely through a capital grant from the EEC concluded in 1988.
The funding will enable the construCtion of five additional classrooms. a print shop, a library and ten staff housing units.
These geswres by the EEC and UNDP in particular offer us more modern permanent facilities for the benefit of all African
countries and indeed open up new horizons and opportunities for collective approaches in management development.
ESAMI also plans to construct additional accommodation space to house 30-40 more participants than the present
maximum of 120, using its own fmancial resources. The additional accommodation will largely be used to house senior
officials attending programmes at ESAlV!J.

In order to meet present and fUlllre challenges, ESAMI has formulated and is currently implementing its 1989-1992
strategic corporate plan (developed by its own personnel), focusing on the need for ESAMI to be adaptive and proactive
in promoting management capabilities through a more balanced blend of management training, consull3l1Cy and applied
management researt:h. Above all the plan seeks to institutionalise ESAMI's operations as the regional management
development center.

For the immediate fUlllre (1990), ESMII plans to organise a total of 62 management skills developmenr,!improvement
programmes at its headquarters in Arusha, and 35 others in a number of locations throughout the service area Africa's
answer to solving its basic management problems lies primarily, though not exclusively, within Africa itself, using African
professionals themselves as consullJlllts to governments, parastatals and other institutions and organisations.

Concerning transpOrt management the ESAMI Board of Governors decided in 1986 to transform the existing Transpon
and Communications Division into a quasi autonomous body to be called the African Centre for Transpon Management
The Centre would contribute to the achievement of the transport sector objectives. Stated abQve by developing and
conducting integrated programme of training, consullJlllcy and research activities.

Training will be both shan term and long term diploma programmes. The shan term programmes would continue to be
characterised by their practical management training orientation. These will continue to provide managers with the
opportunity to increase their skills and knowledge SO as to keep them abreast with the latest developments in various fields
and exchange experiences and ideas with colleagues from the ESAMI service area.

In the COOlext of the programmes on "Design and Management of Road Safety Programmes" the intention is to increase
the range of topics especially those related to Management skills and techniques. Consequently the duration would be
increased from two to three weeks.

As part of the ESAlV!J policy on training programmes, we intend to conduct more research and consultancy assignments
in the area of Road Safety. This is intended to assist preparation of training materials and cases. In terms of participants.
it is planned to seek fellowship assislJlllce from Donors to enable a large number of eligible ones from allover the region
to attend.

Collaborative arrangements already existing will be intensified and broadened. ESAMI is ready and willing to participate
in any manner material in the successful implementation of the resolutions and recommendations that will emerge from
tltis Second Congress.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
ESA,\1I has been involved in Road Safety training since 1985. Its programme is targeted at policyrnakers, road safety
officers, traffic planners, transpon operators, traffic police, insurance officers and road safery trainers. These are in the
category of middle to senior level management Judging from the evaluations, this programme is achieving its objectives.

It is intended to increase the duration by one week so as to cover more topics, especially those related to 1vlanagement.

As part of ESAMI's policy on training, research and consultancy activities in road safety will be intensified. In this way,
positive feedback will be used to continuously improve the design and delivery of this programme. ESM!J is =dy to
associate itself with any organisation in research, consultancy and training in road safety. We are also ready to participate
in whatever manner possible to ensure the successful implementation of resolutions and recommendations to emerge from
this Congress - as pan of our mission and role in the transport sector in Africa.
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APPENDIX 1
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS FROM THE COURSES ON DESIGN
AND MANAGEMENT OF ROAD SAFETY.

t!AME DlSIGNATION COUNTRY

Mr. Edwin M Libetso Trnnsport Off1SCl' LESOTHO
Ministry of Worlcs

Mr. Henry G. Kadzamila ConslrUCtion Superintendent MALAWI
Ministry of Worlcs and SLWlies

Mr. Lawrence T. Mwamlirna Executive Secretary MALAWI
National Road Safety Council

Mr. Hector Kapadlsa Senior Road Safety OffICer BOTSWANA
BotsWana Government

Mr. Ben 1. Emor T<affic Clearing Officer UGANDA
Uganda Cooperative Transport Union

Mr. Augustine C. Ojowi Engineer (Roads) KENYA
Ministry of Tronsport and Communications

Mr. Charles M Mwanyumba Mechanical Engineer KENYA
Ministry of Transport and Communications

Mr. Samuel G. Karianjahi Mechanical Engineer KENYA
Ministry of Transport and Communications

Mr. G. B. Gabasiane Road Safety Officer BOTSWANA
Ministry of Transport and Communications

Mr. B. M. Nthobatsana Senier Road Traffic Engineer BOTSWANA
Roads Department

Mr.A. H.E.Ali Head of Road Maintenanee SOMALIA
Ministry of Public. Housing and Works

Mr. L. Chigara Superintendent ZIMBABWE
Zimbabwe Republic Police

Mr. J. Marangira Chief Training Officer ZIMBABWE
CMED

Mr. R. Ncube Driving Examiner ZIMBABWE
Post and Telecommunication Corpollltion

Mr. T. Chitakunye Driving Exammer/InsbUctor. PTC ZIMBABWE

Ms. W. M Mhene T<affic and Tansport Planner ZIMBABWE
City of Hamre

Mr. C. Mupunga Principal Trnftic and Transport Planner ZIMBABWE
City of Harare

Mr. W. Zendera City Engineer, City of Hamre ZIMBABWE

Mr. S. Maguta Engineer. City of Hamre ZIMBABWE

Mr. J. A Lunga Regional TraffIC Safety Officer ZIMBABWE
Zimbabwe Trnffic Safety Board

Mr. 1. M. F. Hundah Secretary ZIMBABWE
Zimbabwe Trnffic Safety Board

Mr. E. Makwasha DevelopmentfTraining Officer ZIMBABWE
Zimbabwe Traffic Sct'ety Board
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Mr.' G. N, Mbatia Ag, Superintendent Engineer KENYA
:Vunistry of Transpon

Mr. T. Chigarna Regional Supervisory Officer ZIMBABWE
Zimbabwe Tralfic Safety Board

ivIr, R. M. Luwaca Deputy Director ZIMBABWE
Zimbabwe Tralfic Safety Board

Mr, V, Burale Senior Safety Officer BOTSWAc'lA
Central Transport Organisation

!vIr. H. G, L. Kadzamila Construction Superintendent MALAWI
Mnislry of Works

Mr. P, C. O. Aurugai Transport Officer UGAc'IDA
Uganda Red Cross Society/11K.

iv'Ir. Z. Gudza Senior Tralfic Safety Officer ZIMBABWE
Zimbabwe Tralfic Safety Board

iv'Ir. P. H. Kasambira Senior Tralfic Safety Officer ZIMBABWE
Zimbabwe Tralfic Safety Board
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Annex II Revised/1988

EASTERN ~ SOUTHERN AFRICAN MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE

~ Ql COURSE EVALUATION lQEH

COURSE/WORKSHOP/SEMINAR TITLE: DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT QI ROAD .
SAFETY PROGRAMMES ' ..

COURSE/WORKSHOP I SEMINAR CODE: .

COURSE DIRECTOR: ~ HOGG. ~ BANDA ,

DATE: ~ 11-22. 1985. NOV.1Q ~ 21.1986. SEPT .. 19 ~ 30,1988
NAIROBI HARARE NAIROBI .

Please summarize your frank impressions of the programme just
concluded in the space provided below:-

1.0 PARTICIPANTS BENEFITS

1.1 What are the major benefits you feel the programme has
provided for you and your organisation over the:

1.1.1 Short-run

- Knowledge about ~ many causes g1~ accidents
- Appropriate countermeasures .. , , .
- Importance 2!~ 1n road safety .. , .
- Setting objectives " :
- Accident Reporting ~ Analvsis .. , .. ,., .. , .
- ~ Benefit Analysis Qf Safety Programmes .
- 1QH~ countermeasures , .
- Road Safety Education and Pedestrian Safety .

1.1.2 Long-run

~ Acquired better knowledge Qn appropriate design ..
and 19n9 term safety programmes .

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• t • : _ • • • • • • • • • • • ••

~ Willingness and encouragement of ESAMI to train ..
· .more of our staff and to continue offering such ..
· . programmes ', .

1.2

1. 2.1

How do you propose to apply what you have learned?

Immediate Action:

- Discuss~ colleagues ~ technigues 1 have .
learnt , .

- Incorporating road safety countermeasures .
- Setting y£ Safety Campaign .
- Co-ordination with s1l other agencies involved .
~ Road Safety .
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2.0
=MobilisIng financial resources .

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

2.1 What have been the strong (good) points about the
programme (overall)?

- Marketing of Road Safety .
- Accident Reporting and Analysis : ..
- African Road Safety Facts and Figures .
- Engineering Aspects .
- Driver Training .
- Vehicle Safety .
- Methodology Qf designing gng Managing .
- Road Safety Programmes .
- Group Discussions and Exercises .
- Content~ adequate .
- Effective and Knowledgeable leeture~s ~.=Opportunity ~ share ideas with Participants .
. . . . . from other countries .
= Field Visits .

2.2 What have been the weak points about the programme
(overally) ?

Programme duration too short ~ the amount of .
materia ls , , , , . , ,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

3.0 Would you recommend to someone else to attend the same or
similar programmes that are:

3.1 Organized by ESAMI? :-----------:
: Yes : No :
:--y---: -----:
I I I
I I I

:-----------:
3.2 Run by the same Course Director?

:-----------:
: Yes : No :
1 1 1

'V I II I I
I I I

:-----------~

4.0 Please list down any specific other observations or
recommendations

- Role of Women in Road Safety Programmes in Developing
countries, , , , . , , , . , , , , . , , . , , . , , , , . , ..

- Increase duration of Programme" ,., ..... , , .. , .. , "
- ESAMI ~ follow-up Past Participants encourage and assist

them further ~ Research Consultancy., .. , ..... " .. , .
- ESAMI to try and find Donors to ££Y Participants fees ,.
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4.3 PART PLAYED BY INnRNAnONAl ORGANIZATIONS IN THE
CONTROL OF ROAD ACCIDENTS
P. Retour, Permanent International Association of Road Congresses, France.

How can an international road organization lJlke part in the improvement of road accidem control? How can it in practice
be useful to a country in that Field?

Most international technical organizations entrUSt to working groups (or r.echnica1 committees) the task of undertaking
research, analyses and syntheses and prepare repons on specific questions presentiog an interest on the international
level.Thus they publish documents imended for decision-makers and those in charge of surveys. carrying out of projects,
mailllenance and management of structures or services.

Most of the time the working group is composed of specialists appointed by their respective counllies. Within those groups
the members are nOl in a position to take decisions or undertake re=h (functions they are assuming in their own
counlries). Bur, slanding back from their daily concerns, they may consider together the development of the techniques
and are then in a position to make proposals to their immediate superiors and colleagues on synthetised reportS showing
the international consensus.

The role of an international organization within its field of activity is therefore:
- to collect, gather and produce the results oblllined and the current resemch to the international community;
- to refer to political decision-makers - with the authaity given by its intmlalional stal1lS- me essentials of the recommen-
dations produced by the groups of international experts SO as to enable them to put these recommendations into practice
within their own counllies;
- to encournge direct conl'lCt between me expens by providing joint working platfoons.

1. TO COLLECT AND ADVISE ON 1lIE RESULTS OBTAINED

It is essential before deciding to have enough information.

From the overnll analysis of a question presented by experts having data from the whole world, national decision-makers
may easily show how their own action can be compared with actions undertaken elsewhere. Likewise. mey may compare
more objectively the results they obtain with those from cooollies in similar conditions.

For example. in me field of road infraslIUctures, a World Roai Congress is being organized by PlARC every four years.
Each member country of the Association (there are sixty of them) is invited to present in a 20 page repon the results obtained
during the last four years in the sectors selected ahead of time according to the interest shown by me international
community. For the next Congress (Marrnkesh. September 1991), there will be a Question devoted to road safety. No doubt
that reading the synthetic national repons published on that occasion will be an imponant soUlCe of information for all.The
GECD repons ,nd mose from other organizations playa similar part.

2. REFER TO POLITICAL DECISION.MAKERS THE ESSENTIALS OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS
PRODUCED BY THE GROUP OF INTERNATIONAL EXPERTS TO ENABLE THEM TO PUT INTO
PRACTICE WITHIN THEIR OWN COUNTRIES.

When providing to decision-makers arguments in favour of actions difficult to take. it is often useful to refer to the
international consensus. This goes for all cooollies.

The last World Road Congress did not make any mislJlke about it by recommending that the countries should obUlin 
namely in malters of rood lraffic safety-valid statistics to be understood by all. and. If possible. to be comparable. It is useful
for me methods of calculation of statisucs to be as consistent as possible and their publication should be accepted. This is
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quite true when one tries to siruate one's COUOlTy by comparing it with other countries in comparable sirutions. But it is also
true within the same country in view of establishing procedures of identification and analysis for accidents allowing a
hierarchization of the si!es to be dealt with.

A recommendation often formulated'- and quite recently with more and more insistance - is relative to an assessment in
monetary terms of the grcaLest possible number of elements of decision. It applies more particularly to improvements in
traffic safety obtained through road construction, maintenance and operation actions. Not all administrations have such
means available and it is therefore necessary to continue putting them into shape and ensure their dissemination. This is
an important duty for in!emational organizations.

Referring to the elements of decision to the political people in charge will be all the more credible if there is a wide consensus
on the subject and especially on analyses carried out in countries placed in similar conditions; this means most of the time
in countries within the same geographical area having to face comparable economic problems and having similar socia
culo.tral structures. There again, international organizations can contribute a great deal through their experience.

But in order to be efficient, ihey should only do it if there is a local demand. One of the constants of the "technology transfer",
which is the term used in the international jargon to designate "the exchange of knowledge". is that its success depends
first of all on the capacity of the "receiver" to formulate his request When sevenal neighbcuring countries in Africa which
are aware of their common points, decide to share their know-how and concerns, the potential input from international
organizations is increased tenfold. PIARC is happy to be invited to the fIrSt Maghreb road meeting which will take place
in Tunis next month and which will gather highway engineers from five African countries. Coming home after that
exchange, there is no doubt that each of them will feel less isolated to present and defend his arguments within his own
country.

Apart from any project currently under discussion, where can relationships between the applicant and the lender take place"
The conditions to be met by international loans might thus be examined within the framework of non-political and non
commen;ial organizations outside of any kind of pressure.

3. ENCOURAGE DIRECT CONTACT BETWEEN EXPERTS

Beyond the links having arisen directly between the members of the working groups of international organizations, the
sessions for the presentation of the result (congresses, seminars, ere.) allow personal coOiacts to be established between
people from various OriglOS but with common concerns. Outside any kind of hieran;hy. of any innmediate operational
concern, it is necessary to encourage informal meetings to be set up where the reflections on the means and methods will
allow each and everyone to make an assessrnent on his own steps to take. There again, international organizations have
a special irreplaceable part to play.

It is quite useful in a country and even beyond, within a set of countries having enough sinnilarities or common concerns
of more or less the same size, to group together such organizations as road administrations, universities and technical
institutes, control and research labcratories, firms and engineering departments within a national organization. They can
thus face together - oUL5ide of any specific project - the challenges raised by roads, and particularly road accidenL5.
Through their advice, their experience and their help, the international organizations can funher setting up those permanent
structures of refection.

Bringing people closer, facilitating personal contacts and setting up conditions for a multidisciplinary dialogue around
Roads, and in particular road traffic safety, is one of the parts played by international organizations.

To introduce Ule greatest number of original initiatives taken on the matter, the resulL5 obtained - even the failures
sometimes - is not a plalonic participation in the collective effon of innprovement of road traffic safety: as soon as there
is an exchange of ideas, progress accelerates.
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4.4 THE ROLE OF THE INTERNAnONAl ROAD SAFETY ORGANIZAnON
- PRI - IN IMPROVING ROAD SAFETY IN DEVELOPING
COUN'rRIES
L. Nilles, President, Prevention Routiere Intemationale, Luxembourg.

On behalf of the International Road Safety Organisation, I have pleasure in addressing my most vivid thanks to the
organises of the SECOND AFRICAN ROAD SAFETY CONGRESS for giving me the opponunilY of exposing the road
safety programme of PRI for developing countries.

Allow me to briefly present PRI, irs activities, irs general strategy as well as irs specific programme for developing
countries.

Our association Iuls just reached irs 30th year of existence. It was indeed in 1959 that it was founded to unify the efforts
beyond borders in view of guaranteeing a safer road for all road users.

PRI has since develoj:ed widely and now groups the associations dealing with road safety of some 60 countries throughout
the world. With its strong position at the world level, PRI has - at this year's General Meeting - created a new opening for
road research centres and this in view of reinforcing the effICiency and the scope of irs war!< throughout the world.

Indeed, all the combined efforts of the fields of scientific research technology, psychology and engineering are necessary
to fight against accident tolls throughout !he world and which now show an unacceptable annual balance of 500,txXl
falalities and l5,txXl,txXl injured on the roads worldwide.

After 30 years of activities in the field of road safelY, we are determined to adapt our strategy and our measures to
requirements imposed by the fulUJe in a continually changing environmenL

In most countries, we unfortunately acknowledge an upsurge of road accidents, which shows that me traditional measures,
or mose of the fIrSt generation, are no longer sufficient

[ndeed, from the beginning, road safery Iuls had as main task to raise the awareness of authorities and responsible persons
to the serious problem of road traffic accidents. Its essential role was to make education, information and repression
campaigns. which were designed in a rather empirical way.

Today, mose measures must be founded on new orientations. Only by the application of measures based on scientific
research, the number of accidents can be further reduced. The fulUJe strategy of PRI must satisfy these objectives by the
general introduction of SCIentific lcnowledge to aU its action in an interdisciplinary framewor!<.

To make possible a systematic application of and facilitate access to scientific knowledge in road safety wor!<, umversi
ties and research institutes will from now on be introduced in our wor!<.

In this way PRI Will make possible a direct genesis of science and practice which tS inoperative for me c:urying OUi of
efficient prevenuon. PRI will have as task to conven the results of research into practical application. It is with these
objectives that we have adopted a medium-term action programme.

The road user has always beet> and will remain at the centte of aU our concerns. It is him we have to preJIDe to confront
a new tectmical environment with ilS dangers. it is him we have to protect in all circwnstances; this is even more oue in
mOlorising cQunlrics.

Education and training are at the basis of all road safety actions. The new leXhing measures and knowledge in psychology
must be applied to road safety education whilst respecting the mentality and the culture of the p<>pulations.
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We can no longer accept that man in traffic acts with thoughtfulness and reason according to given rules and principles.
All measures which rest on this reflection of human behaviour in traffic are inadequate.

Raising the awareness of road users must be carried out by campaigns which are conceived in confonnity with the
requirements of efficiency. They must be founded on statistical data and on fonner studies, take into consideration relative
innovations and select appropriate media to reach the target groups in their familiar environment The message of the
campaign must be unidimensional, motivated and guarantee the receptivity as well as memorisation. Futher it is important
to evaluate the profitability of a campaign according to its degree of efficiency.

Town and counlry planning must take into account the requirements of road safety whilst respecting the needs of traffic
and the concerns of the residents.

A particular attention must be granted to the design, the planning, the construction, the surfacing, the equipment the
management and the maintenance of the road network and its environment

Of aU these proved actions, a specific programme could be set up and adapted to the problems developing countries are
faced with. This programme must benefit from those experiences gathered in industrialised PRJ member countries. It is
above all important 10 endeavour to avoid errors of the past and not to repeat actions with no positive results.

PRJ PROGRAMME OF ASSISTANCE TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

A. RAISING AWARENESS
l. Raising the awareness of public authorities to the scope of the problem of the lack of road safety in their counlry and

making them aware that road accidents have also become one of the priority problems of public health.
2. Active preparation of the populatiOll 10 road traffic by continuous efficient infonnation campaigns specially designed

for the various target groups.
3. Mobilization of the necessary funds in view of guaranteeing continuous accident prevention actions.

B. ORGANISATION
4. Selling up of an inventory of all bodies and persons interested in cooperating in the field of road accident prevention

in their counlry.
5. Creation of a national cooperation body in countries where such bodies do not exist with following partners:

- the Government
- educationalists
- insurance companies
- media
- surveillance bodies
- industry

6. Gathering of typical characteristics of the given country based on:
- statistics
- accident reports
- main causes of accidents
- number of vehicles
• condition of road infrastructure
- condition of vehicles involved
- particularities of local population

7. Adaptation of the legislation, the regulations and the design of public transport systems.

C. TRAFFIC EDUCATION AND TRAINING
8. Appropriate traffic education for all user categories from infancy to old age.
9. Generalised introduction of traffic safety education in primary schools based on the experience gathered in industri

alised countries.
10. Training of professional drivers.
11. Training of national road safety managers.

D. ROAD AND URBAN PLANNING
12. Anticipation of traffic safety as a first priority in the design of roads.
13. Consideration of traffic safety aspects in country planning 10 avoid the creation of black spots and an overabundance
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of signs on the rood 'network,
14. Planning of safe spaces for 011 road user categories in the design of towns and villages.

E. EMERGENCY SERVICES
15, Increase the efficiency of emergency services by improving communications and transpon systems.
16. Training of first aid workers.

F. PROGRAJ\1ME MANAGEMENT
17, Improvement of the collection of accident data.
18, Common setting up of the main lines of a cost-efficient national road safety programme by PRJ expens and notional

managers.
19. SlIJdy of local modes of application of the national programme by local managers with the assistance of PRJ expertS.
20. Implementation of pilot project based on this programme in a model counll'y.

G. EVALUATION
21. Survey of the situation before/after the introduction of the programme,
22. Conclusions of the experimental project for adaptation and introduction in other countries.
23. Integration of the proved programme into the data bank of PRJ for general application.

H. MEDIUM-TERM OBJECTIVE
24. Development of a medium-tenn researth programme based on the conclusions of experience with the aim of

conlnbuting to the world objective: "MINUS 30 PERCENT ACCIDENTS" which PRJ set itself on the occasion of its
30th anniversary,

To implement this programme, PRI will organise a round table conference which will have as theme the direct means of
assistance to developing countries in road safety mallers. Governmental and non-govemmental intemational organisations
dealing with road safety, research centers, national expens as well as representatives from African member countries of
PRJ will be invited. The round table conference will be staged 011 9 November 1989 in Luxembourg,

The conclusions of this SECOND AFRICAN ROAD SAFETY CONGRESS will of course be highly useful for our
thoughts and be integrated into the programme of assistance.

In the name of PRI, I wish a lot of success to the Congress and I do hope that it WIll mark a step forward in reducing the
road hecatomb in developing countries so 1hal the vehicle and the road should become genuine elements of economic
progress for these countries with a rapid motorisation growth.
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4.5 THE ROLE OF HEALTH WORK - WHO - IN ROAD SAFETY
J. S. Yerrel, Head, Overseas Unit, Transport and Road Research Laboratory, UK.

I would fllSllilce to present the apologies of Dr Romer, !he chief of the WHO's global programme for injury prevention.
He had hoped to be present to talk aboot WHO's role, and it is a llIlIIIer of deep regret for him that he has been unable to
attend the congress. The Transport and Road Research Laboratory is a WHO Collaborating Centre, and it is both
appropriate and a pleasure for me Ul be able to say a few words on his behalf.

The Unired Nations symbol on the wall behind me is, by now, very familiar. When the medical staff and serpent are
superimposed, it becomes !he "logo" of the World Health Organisation; a symbolic reminder that !he WHO is a member
of the Unired Nations family, making it wholly fiaing that it should be represented, and playa part in, this Second African
Road Safety Congress.

The WHO's coocem for greater trnffic safety is within !he frameworic of its global injury prevention programmes. It sees
trnffic accidems from the perspective of a public health problem. Within its target of "Health for all" it includes a reduction
in death and injury from traffic and other accidents, as well as a reduction in the fear of death and injury. Traffic accidents
are a signiflC3llt cause of "unnatural" death, and !hey are increasing in relative importanCe in the developing wocld as
diseases such as sma1J-pox are erndicated (the effect that AIDS will have on this picture is not yet clear - although it may
be significant that the WHO is currently mobilising resources for its AIDS programmes which completely dwarf anyting
it has ever done foc road safety). Accidents are also a serious burden on medical services; roc example, the national
orthopaedic hospital in Lagos reportS that half its 4()() beds in the accidents and emergency department are currently
occupied by road accidents victims.

The WHO has had an interest in road safety in developing countries for many years. As far 00cl< as 1978, the Pan-American
Health Organisation (PAHO) approa:hed !he World Bank lD see whether collalxxative prevenllllive programmes could
be devised. In 1980 the WHO organised the FIISt International Conference on Traffic Accidents in Developing countries,
in Mexico City. There have also been many regional meetings; !he closest parallel to our cwrent congress was probably
a meeting in 1987 in Asia. in coUaboration with ESCAP. A WHO swdy group met in Europe towards !he end of 1987 lD

consider new approaches to road safety, and although nOl exclusively concerned with developing countries it proposed
some interesting new perspectives on the problem which could - through primary health care programmes . have
application in the Third World.

Earlier this year, 5 African countries met at the African regional offices of the WHO in Brazzaville with the aim of
presenting a combined paper at this congress swnmarising WHO's policy and proposals for action in Africa. Unfortuna
tely ci1cwnstanees have prevented this, but the main findings of !he meeting were as follows:
1. The health sector had an imponant part to play in road safety programmes, which for maximwn effect had to be
multisectorial as well as inter-<lisciplinary.
1. It was imponant that safety should be integrared into public health policies, and public health policy-makers and
practitioners made more aware of the possibilities for action.
3. The medical and public health sectors were well placed to provide better information to policy-makers, especially in the
areas of injury and medical costs, and the true costs of residual disability. (The meeting noted that the Lagos hospiral
mentioned above recorded 6000 inpatients in the years 81-89 with serious injuries resulting from traffic accidents; the
corresponding police records covered only 1200 casualties.)
4. The medical profession could raise national awareness of road safety problems, and campaign for specific counter
measures (it will be recalled that it was the AusuaJian surgeons who pressed successfully For seat belt legislation in that
country).
5. The sector clwly had a special responsibility and expertise in the area of emergency services, particularly in rescue and
trnnsport to hospiral.
6. Developments in primary health care could provide a delivery network for information and lraining, particularly For the
safety of children.
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7. The sector had research expenise in the areas of economics (in teons of potential years of life lost), the social impact
of accidents. the effects of alcohol and drugs on driving and accident rates, and fmally the whole area of biomechanics.

I would like to close by slreSsing that WHO looks forward to seeing the recommendations of this congress, and playing
its full pan in their implementation.
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4.6 MODELS FOR SELF·FINANCING OF ROAD SAFETY WORK IN
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
H-J. Frobose, Ministry of Transport, Federal Republic of Gennany.

1. THE EFFECT OF TRAmC ACCIDENTS ON THE NATIONAL ECONOMY

For about 40 years uaffic accidents have been one of the main causes of deaIhs and injuries in industrialized COWltries. In
this time considernble amounts of money were spent for accident resean:h and the implementation of road safety measures
which led to a considernble reduction of accident rates in the industrialized countries in the meantime.

In the developing countries with their high death 131es, however, accident rese3ICh and road safety hardly seem to be
relevant matters. Bill since the end of the seventies the awareness of insufficient road safety and of the high economic costs
of ttaflic accidents has been increasing also in these countries. This is noticeable from the fact that the developing countries
ask the industrialized countries in increasing manner to assist !hem in measures for the improvement of road traffJc safety.
In this context the question of financing such measures is also raised very quickly.

Apan from the hwnan grief which is impossible to be expressed in quantillltive terms, the consequences of ttaflic accidents
also have an economic dimension. Many industrialized countries have started to calcuiale the ovemll economic costs of
accidents. In the Federal Republic of Germany, f~ example, the accident costs which amount to approximately 50 thousand
million OM per year account for about 2 per cent of the gross national prodUCL Traffic accidents· ap1lt from human grief
- are causing the destruction of ll18Ierial. loss of working time, expenditure for medical treatment and thus on the whole
a reduction of economic resowces which could otherwise be used to better effect for the society and the individual.

As we have heard at this Congress, mQ';1 of the developing countries often have only inadequate statistics on traffic
accidents. Only the number of persons killed in traffIC accidents seems to be recorded more precisely, since in these cases
legal proceedings are normally initialed. Tbe nwnber of persons killed in traffIC accidents per registered vehicle is often
more than twenty times higher than the figure h western Europe. In this context it is particularly aIatming that in many
developing countries the accident rates have an upward trend which • from the economic point of view - leads to a further
increase in the diminution of ovemll economic resources.

Z. ORGANIZATIONAL APPROACHES TO THE PREVENTION OF TRAmC ACCIDENTS

Before dealing with the question as to how road safety measures in developing countries could and should be financed,
the orgnnizationaJ approaches to the prevention of tramc accidents are to be considered.

In most developing countries road safety measures are the responsibility of the Transpon Ministry in cooperation with the
Planning Ministry frequently eslablished for infrastructure matters, or with the Ministry of the Interior responsible for the
traffic police.

The predominance of the State in the field of road safety is due to the fact that essenual measures such as

the preconditions for participation in tramc (training and examination to obUlin a driving licence).
the planning, construCtion and maintenance of the trnffic infrastructure (road construction and road trnffic engineering),
the regulations to be observed by road users (permissible speed. technical requirements to be met by vehicles, the
compulsory wearing of safety belts and helmets, the road traffic regulations as a whole) and

- traffic control (surveillance of moving tramc, IeChnicai control of vehicles)

are decided and carried out by the State. This does not mean that these measures must necessarily be 'implemented by the
State; their realization may be left to or conferred on other bodies.
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Road safety work also lies within the sphere of interest of private ftrms engaged in the transpon sector. These are above
all motor vehicle insurance companies, as well as road construction ftrrns and automobile manufacturers (including
imponers and the accessories trade). These ftrrns could possibly be induced to make an active, even a fmancial, connibution
to road safety work. This could be achieved, for example, by a combination of safety measures and sponsorships.
Sponsoring moreover offers the possibility of committing financially strong ftrrns without direct relations to the traIlspon
sector (e.g. banks, life insurance companies) to road safety work, for instance by the adoption of sponsorships for traffic
education programmes or by providing programmes for training "village blacksmiths" in vehicle repair.

In addition to business companies, it would also be possible to activate occupational groups concerned with road transpon
for road safety work. In urban areas this would primarily be drivers of taXi cabs, lorries and motor coaches.They are the
most likely to be confronted with traffic problems and may help to recognize and solve these problems. By tnking over tasks
of information and assistance they could point out faults in the trnflic system, and they could also help to prevent the
consequences of accidents.

An essential pan of road safety work, above all in rural areas, should be adopted by the local tribal or village communities.
They often already have the task of maintaining the local roads and tracks. The municipal vehicle flee~ if any, could take
over various functions for the regional transpon system, for example the maintenance of vehicles, the supply of spare pans
and the training of drivers and mechanics. Local communities could also serve as reporting points for traffic-related
information about road conditions, accidents, etc., and in their medical facilities they could provide a ftrSt aid service for
the victims of traffic accidents.

First aid could also be a task of the various religious and/or church communities, since they often have mission and medical
care units. The information and enlightenment of the population on road safety issues could also be tasks to be conferred
on the chwehes.

Since it is very imponant for road safety work that the relevant measures are understood and appreciated by the population
or more particularly by the road users, mass media like radio and television - irrespectively of whether they are privately
or state-owned - should be used to suppon and explain the programmes of road safety measures.

[mponant tasks related with the planning and realization of road safety measures should also be effected by non
governmental organizations. Organizations of this type have been working in the developing counnies for many years.
But their activities in the domain of road safety need to be extended yeL It is also conceivable, however, that organizations
which up to now have been working in the field of road safety in industrialized counnies only will extend their activities
in this specific sphere also to developing counnies. FIrSt initiatives have already been taken by the Prevention Routiere
lnternationale (pRJ) with its worldwide activities, which has its headquaners in Luxembourg.

3. THE FlNA.'1CING OF ROAD SAFETY WORK

3.1 Fundamental considerations
The above-mentioned agencies or organizations suitable for carrying out road safety measures normally do not have a
special budget for financing the measures concerned. It is absolutely necessary, however, that such a budget is available,
since road safety campaigns. the control of the road worthiness of vehicles,the maintenance work required to keep roads
in safe condition, the installation of trnflic lights and road signs and signals, ele. cost a lot of money.

Projects of Ibis kind could in general be fmanced from own resources or outside funds. SeJf-fmancing means that the funds
are provided by the developing counnies themselves or - more precisely . by the road users in these counnies, who are
profiting from these measures. Outside fmancing is the proviSIon of funds by others, that is to say normally within the
framework of the development aid granted by the industrialized counnies.

In general it may be said that the major portion of the costS of road consauction, for example, is financed from outside funds,
whereas maintenance and operating costs, including road safety measures, are not covered by these funds, thus causing
a budgetary gap if own resources are not available. For financing road safety measures it should as a general rule, be aimed
at ensuring that the costs of a programme are borne - either completely or at least panly - by those persons or groups of
persons who are benefiting from this programme. This means, however, that the sphere of road safety is to be fully
integrated into the road traffic se~tor, which must be an indivisible entity and consequently has to cover the consauction
of roads, their mainrenance, as well as the operational service and the safety of traffic on these roads.

Therefore, the State should nOl - in view of the often unsolved financing problem - assign road safety matters 10 ministries



that are unconnected with this field, as, for example, the Ministty of the Environment or the IvlinistrY of Health. As a long
term objective road transport - and this also includes road safety - should finance itself from own earnings. The provision
of fmancial means must be reconsidered. Road safety measures should by no means be regarded as social welfare benefits
which thus receive only meagre funds from the social welfare budgets that are already heavily burdened anyway. Road
transport has a real chance of paying its way, and it will thus be capable of also financing road safety as an integral part
of the system.

When opening up revenue sources for the financing of road safety measures the following criteria should be taken into
account
· as little administration as possible for the collection of fees,
· the fewest possible exemptions for the payers,
• high, long-term productivity of the source and
· eannarking of the fees.
How carl this be achieved?

3.2 The mineral oU tax as financing source
One source that could be used for financing the road traffic infrasuucwre is the tax which is to be paid in all States by the
drivers of mOtor vehicles: the mineral oil tax. Examples of such a fmancing system are to be found in the industrialized
countries, which, in my opinion, carl very well be applied also by the developing counaies, Let me explain this type of
fmancing, taking the Federal Republic of Germany as an example, In the Federal Republic of Germany, the share of the
mineral oil tax in the current average petrol price of 1.20 OM per litre amounts to 57 pfenningSllitre for lead-free petrol
and to 65 pfenningsllitre for leaded petrol, that is to say the petrol price contains a mineral oil tax rate of roughly 50 per
cenL In the seventies, the revenues from the mineral oil tax were strictly earmarked for specific purposes in our countty.
50 per cenL of the revenues had to be used for road construction and public shon-distance passenger transport. whereas
the remaining 50 per cent were made available to the general budgeL This strict appropriation of funds has been abolished
in the meantime, but from the 1988 mineral oil tax revenues in the amount of 27 thousand million OM, as much as about
9 thousand million OM, or approximately 33 per cent, were again allotted to road construction (6.2 thousand million OM)
and public shon-distanee passenger transport (2.7 thousand million OM). The road construction funds are also used for
the financing of road safety measures, such as traffic lights, road signs and signals, crash barriers, road markings, and
measures of traffic education and enlightenment including road safety campaigns, traffic education programmes for
children, etc...

Thus, this system does not only ensure the long-term availability of funds for fmancing infrastrucwre projects such as the
construction, maintenance and management of roads, it also allows the long-term planning of road safety measures whose
realization is ensured by a financing source which is available for a long time, It would therefore be advisable to use a certain
percentage or a fixed amount of the mineral oil tax imposed on the price of petrol exclusively for road transport projects
and thus also for road traffic safety.

3.3 Financing from motor insurance premiums
As another fmancing source, which, however, should be reserved exclusively for road safety projects, the motor insurance
premiums could be taken into consideration. Since motor insurances are compulsory in most developing counaies, it would
be possible to establish such a system, examples of which are also existing in industrialized counaies. As an example, I
would like to describe the system applied in Switzerland.

The third-party motor insurance relieves the owner of a vehicle from the risk of having to pay for a damage which he causes
another pelSOn with his insured vehicle.The insurance conlnlCt enables the owner to operate his vehicle without running
the risk of having to pay possibly exorbitant damages to a claimant after an accident To cover this risk the owner has to
pay a premium to the insurance company.

ince the premiums of third-party motor insurances are directly related to the occurrence of accidents - high accident rateS,
high premiums .. low accident rates, low premiums· it would seem appropriate .. as in Switzerland - to earmark a certain
percentage of the premium for the improvement of road safety, [n Switzerland the insurance companies transfer 1 per cent
of the third-party liability premium to be plid by each motorist for his vehicle to a fund for the prevention of accidents.
This fund "promotes, coordinateS or takes measures for the prevention of road traffic accidents", This fund fmances, for
example, the detection of "black spars" in the road networlc, training courses in traffic education for te<1chers, measures
to enhance safety on the way to school, information campaigns on road safety, etc...

This fmancing source, which is available and calculable for a long time, would provide a possibility of planning road safety
measures for a longer term and of implementing them continUOUSly,
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4. FINAL RE:'<IARK

The described models for fmancing road safety measures by using proportionate amounts of the mineral oil tax or of thin!
party liability premiums to be paid by motorists meet the financial criteria mentioned at the beginning.

In addition to that, the road safety costs are borne directly by motor vehicle traffic, the main causer of road accidents. Since
these amOunts are not made available to the general budget but are specifically used for the improvement of road safety
they are also of dir""t benefit to all road users.

The above fmancing models show that road safety does not have to tum to the health and social welfare budgets as a
petitioner, but that the road transpon system as such is quite able to fmance the necessary road safety measures from own
resources.

Road transpon is a sector which C3Il, to a large extent, suslain itself in the long term through its users. Such a concept would
enable the developing counlries to use their general budgets to a larger extent for financing projects in fields of medical
care, education and social welfare, since these spheres will never be in a position, not even in the longer term, to pay their
way by own earnings.

Only if sources of self.fmancing C3Il be found for road safety work in the developing countries - and I hope that with my
conlribution I have shown that this is possible - will activities in this field be successful in the future and thus capable of
overcoming another scourge in the third World, which has already grown to alarming dimensions • namely death on the
road.
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4.1 THE ECONOMY OF ROAD SAFETY IN BOTSWANA
G. Nystrom, Senior Transport Economist, Ministry of Transport and
Communications, Sweden
G. Karlsson, Project Manager, SweRoad, Sweden.

ABSTRACT
The cost of road accidenlS in Bolswana is analysed. A prqlOSa1 for funding road safety activities through levies, fees and
fuel laX is outlined The analysis and proposa1 have been wcrl<ed out in connection with a Road Safety Improvement Project.
which has been funded by the Swedish lnremational Development AUIhority (SIDA).

The cost analysis indicates iIlat the tolaI cost to the BOISW3IIll community from road accidenlS amOlDlIS to close to two per
cent of the Gross Domestic Product Several shon-term and long-term proposals for funding, based on principles of
transpOn economics are presented.

1. BACKGROUND

In the following, figures will be quoted relating to the conditions in Botswana, and expressed in Pula Today (October,
1989) I Pula is approximately equal to 0.5 US dollar.;.

On request from the BOlSWana Government to the Swedish Govemmen~ SweRoad was appoimed at the end of 1983 to
conduct a nationwide road safety improvement project in BoISwana.

The programme proposed in the study was approved in 1985 as guidance for future road safety activities. SweRoad was
appcinted to suppon the implementation of the programme and, as pan of that projec~ to investigate cenain SlIlllegic issues.
One of these crucial questions is the economy of road safely. Implemenlalion of safety activities demands financial
resoUlCes. At the same time improved road safety can be highly profitable to the community.

In order to study this question a senior economist from the Swedish Ministry of Transpon and Communications, Mr Gilran
Nystrom, was assigned as an expert. He spent two weeks in Botswana collecting information and listening to opinions on
the mauer. The Project Manager, Mr. Gllsta Karlsson, assisted him in his studies. and the following is a summary of the
result.

2. INTRODUCTION

Botswana is developing at a rapid pace, unmatched by any non-oil producing CDunay in Africa For instance, between 1977(
78 and 1982183 the real Gross Domestic Product (GDp) grew at an average annual rale of 124 per cent and in 1986187 the
growth rare was 10.6 per cent.

The Transpon and Communication sector is recognized to be of crucial imponance to fulfIl the nation's four development
planning objectives.
I. Rapid economic growth
2. Social justice
3. Economic independence
4. Sustained development

Substantial resoUlCes have therefore been invested in, for example, constnJcting a modem road network. Since 1966 at
least 260 million pula have been invested in road development The number of privale ffiOIOr vehicles has also soared from
5000 vehicles in the early seventies to over 60000 in 1988. There is no evidence of any. reduction in growth rale during last
year.

The impressive road bUIlding and the increasing number of new vehicles have, however, also been followed by an
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alarmingly rapid rise in the number of accidents. Since 1981 the number of fatalities has rocketed from 93 to 238 in 1988,
which means a growth of more than 150 per cent This m~s not only human tragedy with suffering and faialities but alsc
considerable costs to the community.

For a fast developing country like Botswana it is important to know the magniOJde of this cost. It is alsc important to know
how much it is reasonable to spend in order to rectifY the situation.

3. WHAT IS THE COST OF ROAD ACCIDENTS ?

Road Safety is often measured by the number of killed and injured in relation to the numer of motor vehicles.Road safety
in the developing countries is poor compared with the siOJation in the more industrialized countries.

Road safety has also deteriorated in many developing countries in recent years due to a sharp increase in the number of
vehicles while, at the same time, insufficient resources have been allocated to road building and safety measures. The
number of fatalities has also increased faster than the corresponding growth of the vehicle fleet in Botswana in spite of an
impressive programme of road building.
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F1GURE 1: Number of fataUties In road acddents per 100 000 motor vehicles
SOURCES: International Road Federation; W,orld Road Statistics 1980-1984.

This alarming development of road accidents does not only mean the tragedy of people being killed or severely injured but
also several costs to the community. It is interesting to estimate these costs for two reasons, namely:
a) to decide a socio-economic cost responsibility attributable to road users (the price problem), and
b) tD decide how much money to allocate for road safety measures (the invesunent problem).
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The price problem is relevant because. according to trnnspOrt economy theory, fees and taxes sIiould be used to achieve
an effICient utilization of resources in the aansport market. This means that the revenue from fees and taxes must be
suffIcient 10 cover all costs road user.; cause the community. This point of view is also refleclell in the cunent national
development plan, which declares that mocorisls shall bear all the costs of road maintenance and road safety measures.
However. the project's main purpose in this COlltel<t was to examine the invesunent lXOblem. Improved road safety demands
resources (cost) but will also generate a IIUfIt as and when the number of accidents deceases (benefIt). In order 10 decide
the an10unt of resources 10 allocale 10 road safety, it is important to have as accurate an estimale as possible of the COSIS
of road accidenlS.

[n the following • brief survey will be given of the different cost componenrs in connection with road accidenrs and an
overall estimate of the total cost in BOISWana.

3.1 Damage to property
Road accidenlS are primarily a health problem but they also have a restrictive effect on a country's development due 10

damage 10 property. In many cases accidenlS mean that resources that are already severely strained. such as vehicle fleelS
and transport capacity, hospilll1 care, etc. are further restricted.

* Property damage coolS
* Administration cosrs
* Medical costs
* Loss of outpUt ele.

The main cost component in damage to property is the value represented by crashed vehicles. Property damage, however,
also mcludes damage caused 10 objecrs inside the vehicles, such as cargo. and damage 10 objeCrs ourside the vehicles, such
as road-side furniture (signpoSIS, guardrnils, ele.) and fIXed property (fences, houses, ele.).

In BOlSwana. which does not yet have any substantial lI"Oduction of vehicles or componenlS. road accidenrs mean mainly
that new vehichiles or componenrs have 10 be imponed. Road occidenlS therefore mean • heavy burden on the Balance of
Trade.

In order to esum.1e vchicle damage COOlS, information has been collected from insurance companies about the average
cost of car accident ciauns.
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For cars belonging to me Government's car loan scheme me average accident claim has soared during the past few years
to more ihan 4 000 pula according to information received. If this amount of money is multiplied by the number of vehicles
involved in accidents in 1985 the toral cost amounts to nearly 18 million pula.

However, there are some factors that may indicate a lower figure. For instance the cars belonging to this insurance scheme
are probably more modem and therefore more expensive to replace in comparison with other vehicles. But there are alsc
some facts that indicate the opposite. This specific insurance scheme does not, for example, include lorries and buses which
are usually more expensive to replace. The number of accidents calculated from the statistics are also not the whole truth
because many minor accidents involve only vehicle damage and are, as in most counlries, not reflected in official statistics.
Taking all this into consideration and adjusting it to the estimated number of accidents in 1986, the total cost can be
estimated to be at least 16 million pula.

When it comes to other propeny damage costs, such as cargo, a rough estimate has been made according to international
experience in this field. A funher addition of 1 million pula to the accident costs has therefore been made.

The toral propeny damage costs have, according to this rather uncenain information, been conservatively estimated to be
at least 17 million pula in 1986.

3.2 Administrative costs
Administrative costs arising from road accidents consist of the cost of police investigations, legal procedures and insurance
administration.

From discussions with senior police officers it seems that each reported accident which leads to prosecution requires an
average of 2-3 man-days of policewoIk. The reason for this substantial time is that police officers alsc act as prosecutors.
This means that police officers can be tied up in coun procedures for a considerable time.

In 1985 the toral number of prosecuted cases was over 2500. A multiplication of this sum, adjusted to the expected number
in 1986, wilh the averge number of man-<lays and lhe salary of a police officer, indicates a cost of roughly 200 000 pula.
To this cost should be added not only compensation for some social costs, administrative overheads and use of police cars,
but also the cost of investigations of accidents which are not brought to court. The total cost to the traffic police in connection
wilh rood accidents could then be estimated to be at least 400 000 pula in 1986.

The cost of legal proceedings at lhe Magistrates couns and lhe administrative costS of the lhree operating motor insurance
companies can be estimated to be at least of the same magnimde in this context The toral administrative cost is lherefore
at least 800 000 pula.

3.3 Medical costs
Medical costs connected wilh accidents comprise lhe cost of treatment, lhe cost of supplies and medications purchased by
accident victims and ambulance costs.

The hea1lh expenditure in Botswana has shown a steady increase over the years. In 1983/84 The Ministry of Heallh spent
over 18 million pula on current items. In addition to this expendiwre the local aulhorities spent nearly 9 million pula on
current items such as running clinics, health posts and mobile stops. To this should also be added me expendiwres of olher
Minislries on healm- related matters. Thus, me total amount was nearly 40 million pula in 1983/84. The corresponding
amount for heallh development expenditure was almost 9 million pula This means that approximately 1.9 per cent of lhe
GDP was devoted to health care.

The present information and statistics system makes it impossible to detennine easily how much of this amount is spent
on victims of road accidents. Nor was it possible, due to the limited time, to estimate how many days victims spend in
hospital on an average, and the corresponding mean cost for treatment

Even if the number of people injured in road accidents is a rather low proportion of all patients they neverlheless represent
a heavy burden on the Health service. The reason for this is that severely injured victims of road accidents demand qualified
personnel as well as expensive hospital facilities.

This makes it ralher difficult to estimate the true amount spent on treatment of road accident vic times. Using comparisons
wilh other counnies a rough guess has been made, which indicates lhat the amount could be arou~d 5 million pula in 1986.
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3.4 loss of OUtpUI

This componenl in the COSI of road accidents is what the community loses when a person meets an untimely death through
a road accident or is so severely injured that he or she can no longer work. This component should nol be measured by a
gross OUipUl method. because when a person is killed. his or her future demands on the community also disappe3t.

The average age of 20 for accidental death and seriously injured persons in Botswana. is rather low. This means th:lt the
loss of remaining working life becomes rather long. To calculate the cost of lost output to the community. severnl
assumptions have been made such as:

* 25 per cenl of persons reponed as seriously injured will die prematurely or have been so severely disabled that they can
no longer work.

* In the absence of road accidents 5 per cent of all persons who were injured in road accidents would in any event have
been prevented from working normally for other reasons.

* 60 per cent of the loss of output from fatalities would have been consumed by the person if he or she had lived longer.
* 20 per cent of all people killed or disabled by injuries would not have worked anyway, due to unemployment
* The average income for persons involved in traffic accidents is estimated to be around 1 700 pula and will increase in

real tem1S by 4 per cent annually.

Using these assumptions a rough estimate has been made that the cost of loss of output was at least 10 million pula in 1986.

However, severnl objections can be directed towards this rough calculation. It may, for instance, be argued from a callous
viewpoint that fatalities can be a profit for the community as long as the rate of unemployment is high.

On the other hand it may also be argued that vehicle accident victims are often well educated. The community has invested
large sums in educating these people in order to get a contribution for the future. Skilled and well educated people are also
in short supply. Road accidents can therefore have an additionally restrictive effect on development

FW1hermore, of all road accidents. more than 113 occur in Gaborone and its surroundings. The rate of unemployment is
substantially lower in this region and the average income is considerably higher than for the country as whole.

This means that there are severnl unclear questions but the total cost mentioned should not be too far from the true amount

3.5 Loss of human value
Rood accidents do not only involve material costs but also human suffering and pain. These consequen= are usually
summarized in the concept of the value of human life. If this component is not added to the total cost of road accidents the
resull could be very unethical, such as from a callous viewpoint that a killed senior-citizen is profitable to the community.

This figure is usually estimated using the "implicit public sector valuation" method. This means that it is based on the costs
and values that are implicit in accident-prevention in safety legislation or in public sector decisions taken either in favour
of or against investment programmes that affect safety. Naturally the figure for this concept differs in different situations.
If, for example, people in a region are threatened with death by a severe drought the Government is prepared to direct
substantial resour= U1 order to save lives.

Due to lack of statistical infonnation in Botswana and a limited period for investigations it has not been possible to calculate
a figure for this component For that reason the comesponding figure for Sweden has been used as a basis and transfonned
to the conditions in Botswana by relating the figures to GNP per inhabitanL This means that the figure has been reduced
considerably according to the difference in economic development. The result of this calculation indicates that the figure
for the value of human lives lost in road accidents in Botswana is something like 3 milllion pula.

For comparison, the following method was IeSted. In Sweden the human life cost component represents about 60 per cent
of the tola! value of the other components of accident costs. If this is directly converted to conditions in Botswana the figure
should be approximately 18 million pula.

3.6 Miscellaneous costs
Miscellanecus costs connected with accidents comprise loss of time, traffic congestion, vehicie-lDwing, loss of transport
capacity, funeral costs, costs to road safety organization, eIC.

It has not been possible to calculate these different costs. A rough estimate indicates costs around 500 000 pula.
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3.7 Conclusion
The total CDSt of road accidents in 1986 can. Ce estImated to Ce at least 35 million pula This amount can Ce divided into
the following components.

Property damage
Administrative costs
Medical costs
Loss of output
Loss of human lives
Miscellaneous costs

Total

Pula (million)
17
0.8
5

10
2·18

0.5

35-51

The many assumptions and uncertainties in connection with the calcul8tions means that these figures should not Ce regarded
as an absolute value of the total cost of road accidents. The estimates have Ceen made rather conservatively, and the total
cost may in fact Ce higher. However, the estimates indicate that road accidents are not only a continuing tragedy but also
a severe economic burden on the community. We are talking about COSts representing about 2 per cent of GDP. This also
indicates the great potential profits represented by road safety improvements. The situation can Ce illustrated by this figure
showing a huge stone almost entirely buried in the ground. Visible results from road accidents are only a few statistical
components while the major and serious consequences are hidden from direct observation.
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FIGURE 3 Consequences o( road accidents

The current national development plan contains a statement that road safety must Ce improved. Corresponding targets are
also included in the statement of objectives for the Roads Department However. no clear targets have been presented. And
there is a lack of efficient information feed-back systems, making it difficult to follow up development This also means
that it is impossible to measure the efficiency of safety activities designed to combat road accidents. Thus, there is very
little information on which to base decisions as regard the amount of resources that should Ce directed to road safety.

In order to improve the situation road safety targets should Ce stated in more measurable terms. Also, there is reason to

funther develop the economic reporting and statistical systems, so that it will Ce possible to make more accurate esomares.
Special attention should Ce paid to developing systems that can make the relevant information available more rapidly.
BneHy - the reporting system should Ce computerized.
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~. FlNANCING ROAD SAFETY WORK

The main direct work in the road safety field is fmanced through a special fund - The National Road Safety Fund. This can
according to the regulations receive income in three different ways:
* Special grants given by the Parliament,
* Contributions from different organizations, like insurance companies,
* A levy of 1 pula paid annually by all users or owners of cars living in or visiting Botswana.

So far the only source of income has been through the levy. The yearly income is approximately 100 C(;() pula (50 C(;() US
Dollars). So far expendiOJre from the fund has genernlly been lower than the annual revenue. The fund has theretore
increased steadily. The regulations give a wide range of possibilities to fund activities to promote rood safety.

Road safety measures outside the Fund's obligations are mainly fmanced by the Government Because road safety in this
case is only a small indirect effect of, for example, conslruCting new and benet roads, it is nOl possible to clarify what amount
is set aside for safety purposes. Without any doubt however, this sum can be considered to be far more than the National
Road Safety Fund levy.
There are of course also severnl other ways in which the Government receives income from road users, the most importlnt
of which are:
* motor vehicle licences,
* road transport licences,
* driving licences,
• fuel rax.

The income from fuel rax for the fiscal year 1985186, for example, was 12 million pula.

Even if all these different fees and raxes are taken into consideration, the charges rood users have to pay bears no relation
to the true costs of providing the road system.

With the knowledge of the present road safety siwation and the !rends, it can be seen that the activities to improve road
safety must be increased considerably. The National Road Safety Committee has also decided to increase its activities to
a level of about :JOC(X) Pula per annum. With the current income of the Ftmd this means that it will be completely depleted
in a few years' time.

Of course road safety cannOl improve simply with measures funded by the Road Safety Fund. Road Safety also demands
a road network that can meet the demands of ever increasing traffic. So far the soaring traffic has been matched by an
impressive road construction programme. But, the future will also be a great economic and political challenge as Botswana
transforms into a motorist society.
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ROAD EXPENDITURE

const:ruct:ion

- maintenance

REVENUE

- road transport: licences

- fuel taxes

- drivers licences

FIGURE ~ Revenue and expenditure for road lransport 1985186.

There is consequently a financial problem and there are several iocome sources that can be considered. 11le following
principles could be considered when discussing this:

* Minimize the need for Government funding
The economy of Botswana is at present healthy. A tight budget policy is, however, necessary as
different needs in the future demand increasing resources from the Government budgeL This means
that other monetary sources should be considered flISt.

* A stable and reliable income
Efficient road safety war!< requires action over a long-tenn planning period The JIllount of money
allocated to road safety must therefore be predictable.

* Related to demand
Even if there are many components in a programme that can be decided for a longer period there is also
a large pan that is directly related to the level of trnffic. In order to achieve a smooth connection between
demand and resources the funding system should be automatically related to the trnffic volume.

* Harmony with transport po6cy
According [0 the trnnsport policy guidelines the beneficiaries of better roads and road safety should
bear the cost, which should also be fairly disttibuted among different categories of motorist in order
10 ensure that everybody lXlys his share of the COsL

,. Easy to administer
The income should be easy 10 administer and the red tape and bureaocracy should be mmimized. The
possibility of escapmg t:lX should also be considered.



In conclusion it can be said that Borswana has a good foundation for funding road safety work. The National Road Safety
Committee and its fund is an efficient tool to follow road safety and take necessary action. There are also other ways in
which the Government can obtain income from motorists. There are, however, several ways in which the system can be
further developed. The following are the ways which have been prolXlsed through the proje<:t.

I. Increase the Road Safety Fund
The fund arrangement is considered to be an efficient tool to direct money to different needs. The
level of the fund has not been raised since its introduction. To restore the levy to its original value
it should be raised to at least J pula It may also be argued that the levy must depend on the defmition
of the Fund's obligations and that a further increase may be justified.

2. Administrative fees for Government services
A number of different fees already exist. However, it is also important that these fees be scrutinized
regularly to ensure that they are just.

3. Fuel tax for the future
It has been calculated that the motorists today do not bear the real cost of Government expenditure
for ttaffic IXllice, medical lreatmen~ road consuuction. ell:. Even if it is against the principle that
the motorist should pay all costs, it is probably healthy for a developing country to promote
economic growth and welfare by building up an efficient infrasUUctuIe at a fast pace.

The huge amount of money spent solely on road maintenance indicates, however, that in the fuwre the income must be
increased considerably. To meet this demand by imposing very high vehicle license charges would be unrealistic and also
unfair to those who use their cars less than average. Instead the right thing, according to transpon economics, would be
to impose a variable fee according to the use of the vehicle. This can be done by a special fuel tax. This would also mean
that the conoibution from transit ttaffic would be increased significantly.

The right time to introduce a special fuel tax for motorists depends on the sicuation of the national economy. With the present
healthy sicuation it may not be needed for the time being. For the fuwre it must be remembered for its potential to generate
resowces for the Government to construet better and safer roads, improve ttaffic surveillance and offer better medical
treatment for road accident victims.

5. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Road accidents are a severe problem. In 1986 nearly 200 fatalities and 2300 injuries were reponed. This means not only
an immense lI'3gedy but also implies a heavy fmandal burden which is unacceptable in the long term. A rough estimate
of this cost shows that it is in the order of 35-50 million pula annually or 2 per cent of the GDP. This means that better road
safety not only saves lives but also has strongly beneficial effects on the economy of the community.

Botswana already has a well developed system for financing road safety activities. There are, however, several ways in
which this system can become more effective. It is important to make full use of available knowledge in view of the fact
that road ttaffic must be permitted to grow, otherwise the country's economy cannot develop. By applying sensible road
safety actions the ttaffic can be permitted to increase without the heavy losses our studies have shown. The costibenefit
potential of road safety improvements is very high.



4.8. THE ROLE OF INSURANCE COMPANIES IN ROAD SAFETY WORK
R. Muskaug. Senior Research Officer, Departtnent of Traffic Safety and Traffic
Engineering, Institute of Transpon Economics, Norway.

1. INTRODUCTION

Distinguished delegateS, ladies and gentlemen, lhank you Mr. Chainnan for allowing me to say some brief words on the
role of the illSlllllI1Ce companies CI" insurance industry in mad safely worle.

lrJsur:m:e is playing an imJXll'Ulll~ but invisible pan of every day life and of business life. Moot property and most human
activities are covered by insurance in one way of another. Insurance is present everywhere, and therefore it has great
potentials, Generally speaking insurance is covering private property and activities where the insured parties are
responsible for their actions and for potential damage. In ihat sense modem road It'3tf1C is somewhat different Road
building and maintenance are irnJXXl3lll faclOIS in accident c:ausasion. whereas the insurance contraets are established
between the road user and the insurance company. Society on the other hand is paying much of the price for accidems
through loss of lives, disablement and loss of production, These are just a few reasons why insurance companies might be
called upon to play a different and extended role in road traffic than in other pans of social life in the fuwre.

2. WHY HAVE INSURANCE COMPANIES BEEN RELUCTANT IN DEAUNG wrm ROAD SAFElY
WORK?

It will not be pos51ble to go into this subject in any great depdl, but I will briefly indicate some of the factors ihat may
influence the involvement of insurance companies in a negative way.

In most OECD counnies automobile insurers are competitive, privately held corporations. Even if they would like to

penalise certain actions or situations their main objective is to 3W3Ct policy holders.

The insurance Companies do of course not have police powers, and at best they can only influence the road users but not
enforce.

In principle one must admit that the insurance companies are dependent on the unsafety on !he roads. It is therefore believed
that if the accident risk were dramatically reduced 50 would the amount of inslB'3l1Ce and subsequently the financial siUJation
of lhe insurance companies could be influenced negatively.

The insw"3Iu;e companies are competing. Some potential road safety activities relevant for these companies may be felt
as restrictive and negative by !he road users and hence be profitable to other companies. Similarly, if a company succeeds
in reducing the accident risk and therefore lhe accident COSIS in general, this would equally be profitable for other
companies. Normally that would mean an economic benefit for other companies without having shared !he costs, and
consequently they would be more competitive.

The fundamental principle of realistic pricing is often considered in illSlllllI1Ce. Than would make "the polluter pay", and
this principle is used to a certain extent The problem of course is that this goes against the very principle of insurance lhat
lhe fInancial burden of risk should be shared.

What are the potentials for road safety involvement by insurance companies?
Despite all the diffIculties mentioned above, involvement in road safely work by insurance companies has increas¢ during
the last Decade. It does actually seem to give lhe companies an increasingly positive image, it gIves lhem a more soctal
role.

There are actually several ways in which !he insurance companies may be involved in road safety activities directly and
indirectly and In which !hey may be used for road safety purposes by lhe national or local au!horities.
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,
Accident prevention
The insurance companies may be used to fmance road safety work in general. This can be done in many ways. There are
examples of countries where the insurance company pays a certain percentage of the premium to the national road safety
authorities. This money can then be used to finance either the national road safety organization or current road safety work.
In Africa there is legal provision for such a system in Swaziland, and may be in other countries.

Through their pricing policy the insurance companies may influence the road users in their choice of a vehicle. Vehicles
that are involved in a high number of accidents, like for example heavy motorbikes or small rapid turbo-style cars, may
have a higber premium than what would be the straight forward calculation of accident costs.

On the other hand the insurance companies may respond positively to vehicle types that are involved in few accidents, or
vehicles that proteCt their occupants when an accident occurs. These types of vehicles will of course have lower accident
costs, and for policy reasons it may be lowered even more.

Through their pricing policy the companies may also encourage vehicles with low maintenance and repair costs, which
is also contributing to reduced accident costs and to safer vehicles.

Post accident improvement
Through pricing policy and through cooperation with public and private bodies it is possible to improve the post accident
services.

In the Canadian province of Quebec, for example, the private insurance companies are still involved in material damage.
The insurance of personal injury is, however, taken over by "Le Regie d'Assurance de Quebec", which is a public insurance
company within the province of Quebec.

By doing this they are fim of all showing that personal injury is a maner for the society as a whole. And surprisingly for
many experts, their efforts in reducing the consequences of personal injury and their focussing on rehabilitation has
increased the profit of the insurance company. At the same time they have of course reduced the human suffering.

Provision of data
The insurance companies are sitting on an enormous amount of data on drivers, vehicles and accidents, whereas the road
safety authorities are desperately in need of more and better data.

The companies have access to a range of data and reports on the circumstances of road accidents, on the state of accident
victims, on the state of vehicles and on the medical treatment of accident victims. These data could be made available 10

the relevant public bodies in order to draw the appropriate lessons for road user behaviour, for highway infraslrUCture and
for a whole range of elements in road safety.

Some of these data could certainly be improved, and some of them are not immediately useful for current road safety work.
Further rese=h on road safety, which is badly needed in industrialized countries and most certainly in Africa and other
developing regions is, however, seriously hampered by the scarcity of data.

This kind of studies or research will not be considered directly relevant for the main function of the insurance compani
es. The road safety authorities could however cooperate with the companies and 'define research and development
programmes by analysing in more detail the information contained in the company dossiers without infringing personal
liberties.

Independent road safety work
Some companies involve themselves directly in different types of road safety work, in particular when this is considered
beneficial for the company image, but also in order to reduce the accident costs. There is a long list of such activities, and
1 will just mention some of the subjects.
- Financing research
- Cooperation with driving schools
- Development and production of teaching and training material.
- Training of children
- Distribution of reflectorized tags 10 pedestrians, cyclists
- Running or fmancing information campaigns.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

It has not been my intention to indicate that the insurance companies have the answer to all our problems. They are, however,
a resource which could be used much more extensively than today. I dare say that in Africa today the main function of the
insurance companies, which is to compensate accident victims and to share the burden of accident costs amoung
policeholders, certlinly needs to be further developed, While doing so one should. however, keep in mind that the insurance
companies may playa much larger role in improving road safety.

The private competitive character of the insurance companies with a long history behind i~ may be difficult to move. The
recent development of public involvement in Quebec shows, however, that these difficulties may be overcome if there is
political willingness and clairvoyance, and if the respect for human lives makes us want to reduce the killing on the roads,
not only share the economic burdens.

I feel that this subject is innportan~ that it has to be !reated dwing a Road Safety Congress, and I have wanted to stress that
the insurance companies are in the posession of an eoormous amount of dalll which could be used for safety research. They
have the possibility of influencing road users and they may be used as a fInancial source for a long range of activities. If
all these elements are considered as nawral elements of the comprehensive national road safety work and road safety
plarming, much better use can be made of existing data and existing instituuons,for the benefit of all road users.
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4.9 THE ROLE OF VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS AND THEIR
CONTRIBUTION TO ROAD SAFETY IN AFRICA
P. Chitando, Managing Director, DAFlLeyland, Zimbabwe.

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Before I talk aboot the feanues and actions that we as vehicle manufactures can introduce, which may assist in improving
road safety, I would like 10 give you one thought which I think is very important, and it is irrespective of whaJever actions
are taken by legislative bodies and manufactures regarding the subject of road safely.

I believe, that Ibe most important aspect of this subject and perhaps this congress, is the committnent of a Nation 10 decide,
that a high proportion of deaths and injury amibutable 10 road ttaffic accidents, is unacceptable. Once this principle is
acceprro, it must be introduced as a concept to the whole of society. It is only by inlroducing a holistic approach 10 this
matter that we will bring about sweeping reductions in this current socially and economically unacceptable situation.

I will now look at some aspects that vehicle manufacturers can assist with, regarding Ibis subject. These aspects can be sub
divided inlO several categories.

First of all, vehicle design. Within Leyland OAF we are very conscious of designing safely aspects inlO our products. Some
of lhese aspects are nOl as apparent as one would initially think. FIrstly, but perhaps notlbe most important issue that we
lake inlO account when designing a product foc use in Africa, is the dWllbiIity of Ibe vehicle. We have 10 recognise that for
a vast proportion of Ibis continent, many of the roads are in a poor condition. Therefore, as such we ensure that this faclOr
is taken inlD account, in the initial design of a product Thus ensuring that the struewra.l inlegrity of all the SYSlems and
components within the product are designed in such a manner 10 withstand the arduous duty cycle imposed on Ibem.

Now, let us look at some specific ilems which are relaled 10 Ibis. It is important 10 recognise that many of the journeys lake
a considerable time, and Iberefore we must look at the ergonomic factors relating 10 Ibe driver, which will help reduce driver
fatigue. This is important because if a driver is tired and not alen the possibility of the vehicle which he is driving being
involved in an accident is increased several fold. Specifically we look at driver comfort. This can be improved by reducing
the effon that he has 10 put inlO Ibe controls, for example full air braking SYSlems, power assisled sleering, power assisred
clUll:h. The arrangement and location of controls and swill:hes must be in such a manner that Ibe driver does not have to
stfell:h across the cab to engage rhem. The seat is Vely important It must be designed in such a way 10 allow adjustment
for rhe driver, 10 enable him to obtain the optimum position to carty out his task.

Seat belts for the driver and passenger are now an option on nearly all manufacturers products, yet it is very few customers
who request Ibeir f1unent

There has been a tendency over rhe last few years to move away from bonneled trucks. This can be seen as an important
development in safely. as Ibe drivers visibility is improved. Anolber important aspect is Ibe design and location of vehicle
lights. The vehicle lights must be mounred in a position where rhey will be least vunerable to accidental damage, as can
be appreciated if damage occurs 10 Ibese components it may be some time before they are replxed. During which the
vehicle is being driven with defective lights. making it difficult for both the driver and pedestrians 10 see at night

Speed
There has been a tendency over the last few years 10 increase Ibe power on commercial vehicles. This has both positive
and negative aspects. Firstly llIe positive points. Higher power can reduce journey times, is ideal for altitude operations
and can help reduce driver fatigue as less gear changes are required.

However. high power in some cases will result in higher road speeds which. coupled willI less !han ideal roads. can have
a detrimental effect on llIe overall safety of llIe vehicle. We as vehicle manufacturers can overcome Ibis by offering some
method of ,-peed restriction. There are several ways of achieving this. such as a carefully matched drive line or a speed
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rescriction device, which shuts Off fuel to the engine at a pre-detennined speed. One example of the use of such devices
is within the United Kingdom, all passenger coaches are speed rescricted to 70 mph, this is achieved without sacrificing
the benefits of higher powered engines.

We at Leyland DAF are continually researching the above aspects and others as pan of our test and evaluation programmes,
which are carried out at out researcMechnicaJ centres at Leyland in the UK and 5t Oedenroden in the Netheriads.

l\laintenance
Maintenance, or lack of it, as far as the manufacturer is concerned is one of the most important aspects in the safe operation
of motor vehicles. Badly adjusted brakes, lights and steering are potentially lethal. Yet all too often accidents are caused
due to a lack of maintenance on these components. I cannot emphasise strongly enough the importance of correct
maintenance. I think we all recognise that the worst condition is a badly maintained and possibly overloaded passenger
vehicle. As manufacturers it is extremely important, when we are selling vehicles ,that we ensure that the operator receives
as much assistanCe in this field as possible. This assistance can Illi<e <;l:veral forms. Mechanic training, workshop training,
maintenance manuals, emphasising the importance of regular prevenlative maintenance, and identifying to the operalDr
the importanee of adhering ID the manufacturers recommended maintenance schedules.

Overloading of vehicles
It is obvious from an operators point of view the benefits of overloading vehicles, the more passengers or payload he can
get on his vehicles the better profits he will make. However overloaded vehicles can be dangerous on the highway to both
passengers and pedestrians.

Overloaded buses with a lot of goods on the roof can, if they are driven at high speed into a bend, become unstable and
roll over. Overloading increases the wear of certain important components on the vehicle such as brakes and steering.
Overloading can also be considered to be one of the prime causes in damaging road surfaces, and a poor road surface is
not conducive to good road safety. Also we see incorrectly loaded vehicles. These are not only unsafe for the driver but
can possibly spill their load onto pedestrians.

To overcome these factors we as manufacturers are constantly trying to edocate operators and drivers regarding these
aspects. The situation could be improved by stricter enforcement of transpoI1 laws regarding overloading which are
currently on the smillte books.

Driver Training
This is another aspect where a vehicle manufacturer can play a role. As vehicles have now become more sophisticated, it
is important that driver training is properly conducted. He must be made aware of the capabilities of his vehicle and the
correct method of using it Driver training is not needed just in Africa, but in all councries in the world. When a new vehicle
is introduced to a driver, the driver must be trained to use his vehicle correctly, and also be made aware of the moral and
social duty he has, in undertaking his job. He must constantly be vigilant when driving in urban and rural areas, and also
be aware of changes in road and weather conditions.

Changes without Authorisation to manufacturers specifications
This also is important, and it is something which we as manufacwrers find very difficult to contrel and at times very
worrying. The message to operators is that they are not to modify vehicles, without consulting the manufacturer.
Modifications to braking systems, steering and items such as these, can make a vehicle potentially very dangerous on the
road. This practice must be discouraged at all levels, in particular by our depanments of transporL
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5. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE FUTURE
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5.1 TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS IN THE IVORY COAST: APPROACHES TO
ANAlYSIS AND RESEARCH
D. R. Kouabenan, Professor, Department of Psycology, Universire National de
Cote d1voire, Cote d1voire.

1. INTRODUcnON: THE IMPORTANCE OF ROAD ACCIDENTS IN THE IVORY COAST

Road Accidents are a majer preoccupation in the Ivery Coast. Not a day goes past without at least one 1Iaffic accident being
mentioned in the press (for example in the two riaIionai daily newspapers, "Fraremilt Malin" or "Ivoire Soit"). The fact
that the press usually only repons dramatic accidents gives an initial impression of the scale of the problem.

For a variety of reasons accident statistics in the Ivory Coast are very urueliable, both incomplete and gready under
estimated. This has been pointed out in an impatant smdy carried out between 15 April 1983 and 15 December 1984 for
the Road Safety Office (Office de secunlt Routiere - OSER) by a team of Cllpens drawn from three organisations
(ECEOM, ONSER and SCETIVOIRE).

In spite of this problem estimates show that at times the rate of increase in the number of accident greatly exceeds the rate

of increase in the number of vehicles. For example, in 1974 the number of vehicles increased by 13.3% and the number
of accidents by 36.02% (nearly three times the rate of increase), in 1975 the number of vehicles increased by 124% and
the number of accidents by 56.67% (nearly 4 times the rate of increase), in 1976 the number of vehicles rose by 11.14%
and the number of accidents by 107.84% (roughly 10 times the rate of increase).

It should also be noted that the increase in accidents is not as regular as that of the number of vehicles, at times it is marked
by fluctuations. For example, there was a neduction in accident raleS and casualties per 10,000 vehicles between 1978 and
1982. These both began to rise again in 1983.

The latest OSER statistics repon 7,259 personal injury accidents in 1987, an increase of 71.44% on 1986. These accidents
resulted in 1.019 fatalities (I) and 15.321 persons injured. Pedesaians, in particular children,seem to be the most vulnerable
(pedestrians account for a third of all fatalities, and at least half of these pedestrians are children). There was a slight
reduction in 1988 (-16%. i.e. 6,071 accidents resulting in 14,681 peISons injured and 1,071 faralities).

Road accidents cost the Ivery Coast 27.7 billion African Financial Community francs in 1983 (1% of GNP) and 35 billion
African Fmancial Community francs in 1987 (an increase in fmancial cost of about 26.35%). The cost of a death in 1983
has been estimated at over 9 million African Fmancial Community francs and that of an injury at 70,000 African Financial
Community francs (BCEOM·ONSER·SCETIVOIRE, 1984 Appendix B).

A few international comparisons enable the imponance of Il'affic accidents in the Ivary Coast to be better understOOd. If
we examine the number of accidents per 10,000 vehicles we observe that the Ivory Coast, although exhibiting accident
frequencies much higher than' developed countries such as France, Germany and Sweden, has a greater level of safety than
some other developing countries (258 accidents per 10,000 vehicles in the Ivory Coast, as oppposed to 914 per 10,000 in
Nigeria, 505.6 in Gabon, 366.6 in Morocco, 343.3 in Senegal, 327 in Cameroon and 273.4 per 10,000 vehicles in Tunisia).
However, the accidents in the Ivory Coast are among the most serious. Only two African countries, Nigeria and Cameroon,
have worse figures (43.4 fatalities per 10,000 vehicles in the Ivory Coast) (See BCEOM-CNSER-SCETIVOIRE Study,
1984, Appendix A p. 10).

A recent Road Safety Office publication (1986) which was concerned with classifying 38 eountries from various continents
on the basis of the number of fatalities per 10,000 vehicles confurns these figures almost completely. Nigeria has the highest
number of fatalities with more than 230 deaths per 10,000 vehicles and is foUowed by several other developing countries.
The Ivory Coast is in 18th position with aboUl40 fatalities per 10.000 vehicles. i.e. 8 times more fatalities than Great Britain
(5 fatalities per 10.000 vehicles) or France (5.4 Ul 1984) and 13 times more than the United State, (3 deaths per 10.lXXl
vehicles).
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It should also te noted that while the Ivory Coast is one of those developing countries which show a degree of interest in
accident prevention this has had little practical effect Although the available figures are incomplete they are very
expressive of the problem. This explains why the author feels that in conjunction with the campaigns to increase awareness
conducted by the Road Safety Office (and even prior to such campaigns) systematic studies should te undertaken to
examine the particular nature of accidents in the Ivory Coast in relation to the menlality peculiar to the population of the
Ivory Coast - both natives and those born elsewhere (2). It is mainly towards this end that the author will channel his resemch
on the Ivory Coast as he is convinced not only that most of the accidents which occur in the country result from the way
users perceive vehicles and safety but also that the success of preventive measures depends on a teller knowledge of this
mentality and the accident-provoking attitudes which stem from it.

2. THE MENTALITY OF THE IVORY COAST: A CAUSE OF ACCIDENTS

The BCEOM-ONSER-SCETIVOIRE Study (1984) listed a nurnter of factors which tend to produce accidents, and
divided them into three main groups depending on whether they are connected with the driver (excessive speed, dangerous
manoeuvres, inexperience etc.), the vehicle (mechanical failure, overloading etc.), or the infiastructure (narrowness of the
carriageway, inadequate signing, deterioration of the pavement surface, etc.).

Other likely factors could te added to this list; those connected with aunospheric conditions and bad weather (wind, rain,
fog - especially during the harmattan), to the constraints and demands for profitability imposed by the eccnomic system
(obligation to start work at a particular time, to complete a task within a limited time, to have so many takings in a given
time- taxis etc.) and also to a very rapid increase in mobility and the difficulties of acquiring and increasingly sophisticated
and increasingly rapid means of transport (3).

These various causes of accidents usually internet, rnrely occurring in isolation as an accident is the result of a combina
tion of cin:umsrances. The author feels that in the Ivory Coast this combination of accident-provoking cin:umsrances is
favoured by prevailing mentalities, not only among drivers and road users but also probably among the officials who design
and manage road systems. These menlalities are based on the population's mental perception of vehicles, themselves, and
other road users and also their causal attribution of accidents.

Unlike industrial accidents which take place in a fairly closed or limited system (often a finn), traffic accidents occur in
an open system which allows a great variety of factors and individual personalities to come into play. Drivers not only have
to control their own tehaviour but also anticipate the reactions of other road users.

These reactions are all the more difficult to forecast in as much as they depend on individuals - their personalities, personal
experiences and mental perception of objects and relationships. Some characteristics of this mentality or these mentalities
become apparent from everyday observations in the Ivory Coast.

These factors are all potentially capable of explaining or increasing the occurrence of accidents in the Ivory Coast Their
actual importance should te assessed in more systematic studies. They are therefore mentioned here as hypotheses and
approaches to analysis. They are, in random order:

2.1 Indiscipline, Failure to comply with regulations
It appears that some drivers, with a disregard for safety, use trickery to evade regulations such as those dealing with the
following areas; the issue of driving licences, inspections to check the ma:hanical state of vehicles and take the least
roadworthy off the road, routine cha:ks by the police or road squads, the enforcement of penalties in the event of an offence
or failure to observe regulations, etc. In all these situations Pe£ple seem systematically to adopt certain types of almOSt
unconscious tehaviour to speed up processes and get themselves out of trouble. What is most disturbing is that even those
who denounce such tehaviour sometimes end up by accepting it as the nonn (by a process of contagion or conformity).
These practices, which naturally produce a defensive reaction among those who feel themselves to te involved, should not
te tolerated and deserve serious study in view of the prominence they take in everyday conversations and in interviews
in the national press.

An inquiry among the departments affected would undoubtedly provide a means of establishing the scale such activities,
the existence of which (if proved) poses a defmite threat to rood safety in the Ivory Coast

Another aspect of this menlality which is harmful to safety is concerned with pedestrians in trallic. Some drivers tre.1t them
WIth contemp~ and some pedestrians are ignorant of the basic rules of the highway code.
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1.2 Drivers' contempt for pedestrians
The study alreqdy mentioned by the BCEOM-ONSER-SCETIYOlRE team (1984) showed that pedestrinns are the most
vulnerable category of road user in traffic, particularly in Abidjan where they account for a third of those involved in
accidents and three-quarrers of fatalities. It is the author's view that these accidents are largely due to the contempt some
drivers show for pedestrians. TIlis is evidenced by the desire ID intimidate them by accelerating or revving up when one
is in view, sounding horns, driving on footpaths (especially in congestion), verbal insults and an almost systematic refusal
ID give way ID pedestrians even if they have a green light or if they are already on the road (including pedestrian crossings).

The resulting confusion' for pedestrians WITtS crossing a road inID a highly testing experience. In order ID cross, pedestrians
rely entirely on their own assessment of the siwation and their own capabilities.

From this it is apparent why the majority of accident victims are children or the elderly. Children's perceptive framework
and physical capabilities are not yet sufficiently developed, and the elderly suffer from a loss of visual acuity and vigour.
With no cooperation from motorists pedestrians end up by crossing anywhere, in any way with an "every man for himself'
attitude. The contempt which this group of motorists has for pedestrians takes no account of the fact that they may be
ignorant of the rules of the road or the inadequacy of the infrasaucwre for their protection. Above all it ignores the often
st3led fact that every motorist is a potential pedestrian.

Yarious Road Safety Office campaigns on the subject of pedestrians do not appear to have noticeably altered this anitude,
the precise extent and deep-seared motivation of which should be the subject of a systematic study.

23 A false perception of vehicles and traffic among pedestrians
A number of accidents can be blamed on the ignorance, naivety and inattention of some pedestrians. Unlike drivers,
a considerable section of pedestrians never learn the basic rules of the road, except through observation. There are four
dangerous ani tudes typical of pedestrians:

i) the hesitant and unsure attitude of the utterly confused rural population ("Bushmen" as they are known), or the
occasionally overcautious, hesitant attitude of elderly people;

ii) the overconfident and daring attiwde of "townsmen" who believe they understand traffic better than others and linger
on the carriageway while crossing, thread their way between vehicles or act the policeman to clear a path for
themselves: a "townsman" does not run while crossing a road;

iii) naive attitudes among children who do nO! always perceive danger and sometimes play on the carriageway crossing
and re-<:rossing the road. They are also often unwilling to abandon an object they have dropped on the carriageway.

iv) the inattentive and sometimes ignorant attitude of some pedestrians who cross or follow roads without taking any care
at all.

The presence of these attitudes indicates that pedestrian road education (currently non-existent) should be seriously
considered.

2A Overprizing of vehicles and under~mation of ha•.ards
The increasing rise in the number of vehicles in the Ivory Coast, even during an economic crisis (+8.3% in 1986) shows
that motor cars represent something important to people in the Ivory Coast The answers to questions like "What do they
represent 0", "What is their purpose 7" and "How are they perceived by people in the Ivory Coast ?" would defmitely help
to explain some typeS of behaviour.

A study carried out by a student of this deparunent shows that while people in the Ivory Coast are well aware of the
usefulness of cars (100%) they are less aware of their danger (60%) (S. LASME 1984).

ill relation to the usefulness of vehicles everyday obeservation shows that in addition to their role in transport from one
place to another, vehicles have other purposes of varying degress of clarity. For example, for some people a vehicle
provides social imponance • it is a status symbol. This aspect of the motor car, as a creator of social distinctions. is clearly
not restricted to the Ivory Coast, and is doubtless reasonable. However, it is difficult ID accep~ because of the danger
involved, that drivers expect others to respect this temporary StalUS and give way to them. "At the wheel drivers too often
think of themselves as "the king" ID whom all others should give way..." (BCEOM-DNSER-SCETIVOIRE 1984, fmal
report p. 71).
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Lasme's interviews (1984) on the image of vehicles reveal that 56.52% of his subjects compare their vehicle to their wife
- a faithful companion which must be coaxed and jealously guarded. It is therefore not surprising frequently to hear remarks
such as the following addressed to pedestrians ''be careful with the car", "get off the road can't you see there's a car
coming?", "Bushman!" etc.

This lack of humility in conjunction with the sometimes excessive prizing of vehicles indicates a degree of contempt for
human life.

Another mentality-related phenomenon which results from a suiking lack of awareness and is equally dangerous is the use
of vehicles for hunting game. Particularly on quiet roads through savanna or forests animals cross the road at the wrong
time or play on the carriageway at certain times of day (at dawn and occasionally at midday). The "hunter-drivers"
sometimes end up by driving off the road. Unfortunately it is difficult to have precise statistics on accidents of this type
due to their location and the low level of motivation and resources of the safety department officers who are meant to collect
such data. It is, however, this case that accidents like this, even if few in number, indicate a particular perception of vehicles
and profound ignorance of the danger involved.

2.5 Lack of awareness on the part of drivers of their respOflSibilities
The attitudes we have examined so far and the majority of those to follow result from a lack of awareness on the pan of
drivers of their responsibilities and an astonishing under-estimation of danger. It is as though they rely above all on other
drivers to avoid accidents. When they notice danger, for example, they would rather sound their hom than reduce speed.
At that point in time they appear to lose sight of the consequences of a collision on their passengers, other road users and
themselves.

The avoidance of responsibility often takes the form of blaming fate or other people. For example, many drivers believe
that it is pedesnians who throw themselves at their car rather than they who collide with pedestrians (see BCEOM-ONSER·
SCETIVOIRE study (1984), p. 58), or that other drivers who are not sufficiently atIentive drive into them. When these
drivers are asked to give an account of the accidents they have had, a high proportion of them (47.82%) describe accidents
in which the other driver crashed into them. (Lasme 1984, compiled interviews). This is what is known as defensive
attribution - accidents are almost always caused by other people. This attitude is so widespread in the Ivory Coast that after
an accident it is practically impossible to make an amicably agreed statement as is commonly done in Europe (4).

[t is impossible for people to have a satisfactory understanding of the problems of safety and avoid their responsibilities
in this way.

The following description of a recent accident (3 October 1988) illustrates the lack of awareness of danger. The driver of
a bus belonging to SOTRA (the Abidjan bus company) tried to hand over the steering wheel to one of his colleagues
claiming to be tired while the bus was driving at high speed along the Northbound Mototway (Yopougon Road, in the
oulSkirlS of Abidjan). The bus, out of control, left its lane and collided with a passenger coach which was wrecked instantly.
There were many casulaties: 15 killed and 86 injured, some critically.

Another example of thoughtless risk-taking is the use of unequipped lorries or vans for passenger transport. These vehicles
have no seats, bars for passengers to hold or reinforcement Mostly these are firms vehicles taking employees to work or
lorries taking young people from one village to another for a football match or a party. Similar conditions have been
observed for agriculwraJ workers in Mexico (Vanackere, 1988) and are extremely dangerous,as shown in the BCEOM
ONSER-SCETIVOIRE study already mentioned (p. 78 ) 15% of accidents on low cost roads with significant levels of
personal injuries. They reveal a certain state of mind or mentality.

2.6 Overestimation of personal capabilities, lack of humullly and politeness
Some drivers are convinced that they always know more than others and count on their experience, skill and knowledge
of the road ele. to avoid accidents. They therefore take considerable risks and pose a major threat to other road users.

Such individuals are very sensitive and refuse to accept any criticism of their driving. Their pride prevents them from
noticing the smallest personal error and they rely on their belief that they understand ,their vehicle mechanically.

It is also worth drawing anention here to those drivers who show particular irritation when a vehicle tries to overtake them
and either accelerate to avoid being overtaken or themselves overtake the "cheeky" vehicle that has overtaken them
(whatever the layout of the road).
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Those drivers who drive in the left-hand lane on a carriageway with several lanes and refuse to move to the right to let a
faster vehicle or more hurried driver ovenake them can also be put in the same category. They become very irritated when
their behaviour is pointed out to them and direct remarks like the following at the driver who informs them; "hop over me
if you're in such a hurry!". "get stuffed!" etc... Obviously this forces the driver to ovenake to the righ~ which is dangerous
and infringes the highway code. This kind of attitude is unfonunate1y common on the roads of the Ivory Coast, especially
in towns, and persists depite the press campaigns on the subject It is as though people feel they are losing face or obeying
the orders of a stranger by giving way or pulling over.

Attitudes like ,this amount to a lack of humility, politeness and common sense. The lack of politeness and common sense
is panicularly serious in traffic conflicts where it is sometimes advisable to forego right of way in order to free the traffic.
In the Ivory Coast some drivers would rather cause a IIaflic jam than give up their right of way, even a little. Intolerance
like this produces ever-increasing aggression and irritability both of which are deleterious to safety. The idea that one
should occasionally relinquish priority for the sake of safety is a long way from being accepted by this sizeable section of
drivers.

2.7 Impatience and irritability behind the wheel
Another factor which conDibutes to the accident-provoking mentality is the impatience, irritability and striking lack of
discipline encountered panicularly in the streets of Abidjan. As in Paris everybody is in a hurry, especially when behind
the wheel of a car. As in Paris too, many people rush simply because they are propelled by the crowd. It appears to be very
difficult to behave as an individual in such an environment either incessant horns force a less-hurried vehicle immediately
to conform or other vehicles collide with it It is, for example, essential not to lose an instant at traffic signals; cars do not
wait for the signal on their own lane to change to green, they start as soon as the signal on the transverse road changes to
red. The "conformist" careful driver runs the risk of the penalties mentioned above (sounding of horns, rear end collisions
or lateral collision as a result of forced overtaking).

Traffic conditions are thus very difficult for new drivers and pedestrians who are intimidated and put under stress by
incessan~ unexpected and irritating horns. New drivers press the wrong pedal or stall; terrified pedestrians are distressed
and confused and have no idea how to C!OSS (paragraph II-3). Everybody is on edge and tense in IIaflic, which inevitably
tends to lead to accidents.

The drivers of buses, taxis and "gbakas" (5) are the least disciplined and the least patient They all stop and start when and
where they want (even on the carriageway when special stoppingplaces away from the IIaflic have been provided). The
difference between them is that whereas taxis and "gbakas" stop suddenly anywhere in order to avoid losing custom to a
competitor who is behind them, buses stop before or after the stops so as to avoid what they regard as an excessive number
of passengers (especially at peak periods).

Without reason some bus drivers simply avoid bus stops, or when they do stop at one hardly open the doors and are ready
to leave immediately. The conductors continually press the door closure buttons giving rise to rushing and pushing and
encouraging people on the opposite pavement who do not wish to miss a bus (which are not regular) to cross the road
dangerously.

Another common feamre of these groups of drivers is their intimidating behaviour when they pull out into the traffic after
stopping. They practically compel other road users to stop to let them into the stream.

To this should be added forced and dangerous overtaking (particularly of stationary buses) and the flashing of dazzling
headlamps or the anarchic sounding of horns by taxi drivers seeking customers.

These factors combine 10 make the traffic in Abidjan seem aggressive, chaotic, stressful and testing. To illustrate the point,
in 1987 Abidjan accounted for 40.32% of accidents, 24.41% of injuries and 12.26% of fatalities. Perversely, this negative
image plays an indirect role in establishing inappropriate behaviour in traffic, as will be seen later (paragraph II -9).

2.8 Attribution of accidents to fate and belief in supernatural forces
Despite the advances of science the mentality of many people is still influenced by fatalism and mystical beliefs. This is
very clearly shown by Laplat (1980): "our modem outlook remains permeated by a fatalistic attitude IOwards accidents.
How many times does one hem an accident attributed to bad luck or chance? When discussing an accident people often
say 'his number came up'" (p.14).

This \;ew of the world exists both in developed and developmg countries and seems more prevalent among those belonging
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to low socio-economic groups. Many clrivers in the Ivory Coast display fatalistic attitudes towards road accidents
(BCEOM-ONSER-SCETIVOIRE Study, 1984 p. 119). This seems inevitable in a population still marked by animist
beliefs such as that rivers; trees, mounlJlins, forests, rocks, animals eIC. possess proleCtive or malevolent cap3Cities which
can beused by evil-minded people to make an atrempt on a person's life, or that the death, particularly of an imponant
person, is never accidental. An accident is seen either as the result of a spell cast by a third party who is jealous, envious
or who had been wronged by the victim. or as the vengeance of an offended supernatural power or even, as remarked by
Haddon and Coli (1964), a punishment by God or the Gods for misdeeds. The fact that there can be survivors afrer accidents
strengtherts some people's belief in chance or good and bad luck.

Such a belief is not confmed to Africans, still less to the population of the Ivory Coast and is so sttong that a journey,
particularly a long one, is the subject of special preparations. The gods (the spirits) and mediums are consulted, prayers
are said and animals are sacrificed if consultations predict a bad or fatal outcome etc. Belief in this son of thing is SO strong
in Africa that people sometimes avoid mentioning a journey to some of their associates.

Some clrivers who are On the road continuously possess objects which "prorect" them permanently as "grigris" (or St
ChriSlDpher medallions in Europe). These may be worn around the neck the or arm, on a belt, in a pocket or attached to
the front of the vehicle or hung up in the cab of a lorry.

In the misaken belief that they are prorected by their charms these clrivers may tend ignore the rules of safety and expose
both themselves and others to considerable risks.

It is obvious that this fatalistic aspect of our mentality and the beliefs associated with it may reduce safety.

2.9 The negative image of traffic in the country, especially in large towns such as Abidjan
The factors discussed in this article paint a grim picwre of traffic on the roads and streets of the Ivory Coast Those liVing
in the country do not fail to notice this, and use this fact as a way of justifying their dagerous behaviour behind the wee!.
Their attitude is basically the following: "everyone clrives like that in Abidjan, and you will have an accident if you don't
too". Those who obtain their clriving licence outside Abidjan have vinualIy to relearn how to clrive and spend a period of
time adapting to the town before clriving,as though the highway code were different It is, of course, the same, but enforced
differently as is shown by the following unofficial rule: it is nonnal in Abidjan to overtake to the right on a carriageway
with two or more lanes. Only new arrivals are surprised and it is a waste of effort to try asking the slow-moving clriver in
the left-hand lane to move over so he can be overtaken.

The negative image of traffic, especially in Abidjan, seems to justify, or at least authorize, individuals breaking the basic
rules of the road because they consider that other users do not comply with them. This perverse result of people's perception
of traffic in Abidjan was highlighted in the BCEOM-0NSER-SCE1lVOIRE study mentioned above: "the negative image
of traffic in the Ivory Coast desttoys the credibility of the rules that are meant to govern it and also people's confidence
in them (...). It also encourages a reserved reaction to safety measures" (final report, p. 119). This also applies to taxi clrivers,
on whom (rightly or wrongly) most accidents are blamed. They appear simply to accept that they have a bad reputation
as drivers and resign themselves to the fact

This is a real vicious circle formed because of a cenain type of attitude towards cars, other road users and safety.

3. A POSSIBLE DIRECTION FOR RESEARCH: THE EXPERThIENTAL EXAMINATION OF THE PER.
CEPTION Al'ID CAUSAL AITRIBUTION OF ACODENTS.

A) The basis of activities
The foregoing exploratiorts reveal an imponant aim for research - the study of the Ivory Coast mentality in relation to safety
by an experimental examination of the perception and causal attribution of accidents. However, an approach which failed
10 use "traditional" methods of accident investigation would be incomplete. For this reason accidents will be analysed
epidemologically, statistically and clinically (the last for some particularly serious or striking accidents). The systemic
method will also be applied. All these methods, which incidentally are complementary, may be exceptionally fruitful in
the Ivory Coast due 10 the rarity of studies in the field.

Statistical and epidemological analyses are useful as a means of dicovering the Frequency, type, distribution and main
characteristics of accidents. They also serve to show broad trends, give an indication of the causes and impact of accidents
and direct the fIrst preventive steps. It is essential for the data collection system to become more effective, more widely
used and more reliable.
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Detailed analysis of cenain particularly serious or unusual accidents and the examination of on-site evidence and statement
with a view to reconstruction could playa vital pan in causal explanation of accidents in the Ivory Coast.

Lastly. although this text stresses behaviowal analysis we should not forget that road accidents are the result of several
interacting variables - a causal chain. The author feels that in order to undersUlIld thoroughly the causes of accidents in the
Ivory Coast an integrated approach is necessary which examines the interactions between all variables (driver/vehicle/road
environment/institutional and eccnomic context).

However good the behaviour of drivers. accidents will still occur if the physical conditions and environment are poor.

For example. studies have shown that pedestrian crossings are practically non-existent in the Ivory Coast (it is therefore
hardly surprising that drivers are unaware of their meaning and pedestrians do nor use them even when they are available).
Also traffic lanes are not always marked on major roads, being left to the judgment of drivers (e.g. Boulevard Giscard
d'Estaing in Abidjan). Directional signs and turning lanes are very fare, and some roads have no street name sign (which
leads to indecision and sudden changes of behaviour). Traffic signals often fail to function simultaneously (tempting drivers
to ignore them) and some major junctions are poorly designed (which encourages disorderly behaviour or short cuts).
Priority at some large intersections (especially crossroads) has nor been clearly defined or was once marked by signs which
have disappeared (a fact which is only discovered after an accident At these interSeCtions drivers are guided solely by their
knowledge of their route). Finally, eccnomic competition makes everyone seem in a hurry (especially professional drivers
. Iaris. lorries, coaches etc.)

Furthermore, a road network designed with the greateSt care is no guarantee of safety if users do not comply with
instructions. Such a failure may be due 10 the way safety is perceived and the causal attributions made concerning accidents.
For this reason a degree of importance should be given to analysing the perception and causal attribution of accidents. The
results of this research would cenainly enable road users' behaviour in traffic to be improved.

According to atmbution theory (Heider, 1958; Kelley, 1967; Jones and Davis. 1965) people tend to behave in accordan
ce with their attributions, whether these are true or false. Therefore false attributions of road accidents may lead to drivers
taking considerable risks and exposing other road users to danger. Anributions of this type also have important
consequences for accident prevention and safe behaviour in traffic. Thus the attribution of accidents to fate assumes that
prevention measures are pointless and therefore encourages the ignoring of any safety measures which are intro:luced. The
author has dealt with this process at length in various publications (Kouabenan 1982 a and b. 1985 a and b, 1988).

This theory is based on the fact that the driver, the passenger, other road users, witnesses, members of the victims' families,
insurance company employees etc. produce causal explanations, which mayor may nor be stated. for any accident. This
causal explanation depends on the subjects' degree of involvement in the accident, their personal experiences, level of
driving skill and mental perceptions of accidents and vehicles. It also depends on the type of accident (seriousness,
singularity, similarity to others etc.), the type of people involved (both casualties and uninjured) and the degree of similarity
the analyst perceives between them and himself as well as the road infrastructure and surroundings etc. Causal artribution
is not always rational or neutral and may sometimes be biased, only taking partial account of some factors and/or
accentuating others of perhaps less importance. A number of studies indicate. for example, that when an accident occurs
people tend to Iry to show that they were not responsible rather than look for causes objectively (Kouabanan D. R. 19813).

The author has anempted, with the help of some of his research students, to apply this sort of theoretical framework to traffic
accidents in the Ivory Coast. The paragraphs which follow srate the main results of this research.

B) A selection of research results
a) Causal attribution and social group
According to Deschamps (1974) individuals belooging to the same social group "tend to attribute their behaviour to the
same thing when they fmd themselves in the same situatioo".

In previous research (1982) the author showed how those at the top of a hierarchy and those in subordinate possitions
attribute the cause of accidents differently and blame members of the other group when accidents occur.

A sllldy carried out under the author's supervisioo by K Nguessoo (1987) attempted to discover the causal alIribution of
accidents among two categories of road user, drivers and non-drivers (pedestrians or those without driving licences who
do not drive). The sllldy identified two groups of drivers, professional and "occasional" drivers ( the laner are those who
use their vehicle to go to work, for shopping or recreational use etc.). There were, therefore, three groups each containing
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40 subjects thus constituting a sample of 120 subjects randomly chosen among the driving and non-driving population of
Abidjan enCOlllltered at various points in the city.

The working hypothesis was that (in general) motor car drivers usually attribute road accidents to external causes,
particularly technical and atmospheric factors and those related to the road infrasltUcture. Non-drivers, on the other hand,
blame internal factors (inattention, poor manouevring, excessive speed, failure to comply with the rule of the road, fatigue,
alcohol consumption etC.). Each of the 120 subjects received a questionnaire comprising 28 accident-provoking factors (14
external and 14 internal) drawn from road accident literature and interviews with drivers. They were insltUcted to indicate
with a yes or no response whether each factor played a major role in causing accidents in the Ivory Coast

The results were in line with the study's predictions. There is a significant difference between the internal and external
atnibutions of the different categories of subjects. Non-«ivers made more internal than external attributions (p<. 01),
whereas drivers (both professional and occasional) made more external attributions (p<.01). The causal atnibutions of the
two groups of drivers (professional or other) do not differ significantly but are in complete disagreement with non-drivers
(P<.01). It is as though all drivers wanted to defend themselves against the accusation of causing accidents and non-drivers
wanted to blame them (table 1).

There were some factors on which all seem agreed, some rarely mentioned (poor Slreet lighting, lack of information on the
st:lteof roads), others frequently mentioned (driver inanention, poor overtaking, demands of business). However, the
results as a whole demonstrate defensive attribution and confIrm the observations made elsewhere, namely that those
involved in accidents tend to give an account which absolves them from personal responsibility rather than one which nies
to discover the causes objectively. Naturally, this type of anitude impedes the fmding of the ltUe causes of an accident and
therefore impedes accident prevention.

b) Causal attribution and personality
AnOlher study supervised by the author (1. Adouko, 1988) attempts to fInd a relationship between "locus of control" and
the causal atInbution of an accident Rotter (1966), basing his work on learning theory, identified two groups of individuals;
those who perceive events as being the result of their own actions, therefore under their control, and those who perceive
them as being unconnected with their own behaviour and therefore out of their control. The flISt group are known as internal
and the second as external. According to Rotter external subjects perceive events as the result of exterior forces such as
chance, luck or fate or as the unpredictable outcome of the interaction of complex forces.

Our aim in forming two groups of individuals occupying extreme positions on Rotter's internality/externality scale was
to verify if those subjects classed external, attribute accidents to external causes and if internal subjects attribute them more
to internal causes than external ones.

The studied population consisted of all SOTRA (the Abidjan bus Company) bus personnel with 6 or more years service
aged between 26 and 29 in possession of a BEPC (Schools FIrst Certificate) who had occupied successively the post of
driver and conducler in compliance with a lraining programme.

Following a test to establish their position on Rotter's I-E scale, 20 subjects were randomly selected from those positioned
at the extreme ends of the scale (internals and externals). This gave a total of 60 subjects. Subsequently each group received
a questionnaire compiled from an account of a real accident which pro\Xlsed eight probable causes for the accident (four
internal and four external). Each student was asked to select a single cause from these. The causes had previously been
selected from the account by 5 srudent judges who agreed .by consensus as to their internal and external nature.

The results failed to confIrm the predictions. Whether external or internal, in general all subjects made more atnibutions
which are internal to the driver involved in the accident (83.33% internal attributions as opposed to only 16.66% external
attributions). So, although it is ltUe that internal subjects make internal attributions, it is not at all ltUe that external subjects
make external atnibutions (80% of them make internal atnibutions). Both categories, independently of their locus of
control, atnibuted the accident to factors which incriminate the driver.

While expressing reserves of a methodological nature as to the suitability of the accident used for the study for these
particular subjects the hYJXlthesis can still be advanced that as a personality variable, locus of control does not in itself affect
causal atnibution in the case of an accident and that other factors such as common sense or personal involvement in the
accident are defmitely more influenual (Kouabenan D. R., 1982 a, 1985 a). Further research is required to confirm or refute
these findings.
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c) Causal attribution and behaviour
In Kelley's opinion (1971) individuals behave in aa:onJance with the attributions they make, irrespective of whether these
are rrue or false. There is a way in which allIibution determines (or guides) the behaviour of individuals.

,
An attempt to verify this theory with regard 10 road accidents has been made in a sUJdy callied out under the author's
supervision by D. Kovadio and M. Nkon (1986). Their starting hypothesis was that the behaviour of individuals in the street
or in a vehicle depends on their perception of the causes of accidents. If this were verified one would expect 10 fmd !hat
fatalistic individuals t:lke greater risks and ignore safety measures, that individuals who allIibute accidents to a disorder
in the road system suggest that this system be changed, that.the view that accidents are connected with mechanical failure
encouiages more regular and comprehensive vehicle maintenance, that the aaribution of accidents to drivers leads to more
careful driving and better compliance with the rules of the road etc.

This study used 60 sUJdents at the same technical school drawn at random from the occupants of one hall of residence. Their
!aSk was to indicate the major cause for five accident accounts presented to them (taken from OSER documentation). A
number of possible causes were suggested for each accident The subjects were then asked 10 indicate the type of behaviour
they themselves recommend in the same situation (supposed and variable Slarus).

Overall. allIibution and recommended behaviour concur. There appears to be a kind of logic which encourages the subject
to modify his behaviour in acconJance with the causal inference he has made beforehand.

This agneement berween allIibution and behaviour is not however systematic:
i) Fatalistic indiviudals (very few in number) do not adopt an attiwde of resignation and on the cOnlrary recommend that
road users behave carefully.
ii) Similarly. those who allIibure accidents to factors which are related to the road infraslIUCwre do not advocate modifying
it, but rather, careful behaviour among road users. It is as though the road infrastrucwre was an unchangeable fact which
drivers have to make do with. This attiwde doubtless reflects an overall understanding of the road network and the
possibilities of changing or improving it In this respect it can be seen as realistic.
iii) Fmally, subjects who react as pedestriarts, while blaming motorists, adopt a realistic and careful attitude as can be seen
in the following example. When the causal aaribution was given as follows: "TItis accident was caused by the motorist
failing to comply with the traffic signals", the recommended method of avoiding such an accident was "Pedestrians should
wait until moterists stop before crossing."

The following conclusions about accidents can be drawn from this studY: Slated behaviour conforms with causal aaribution
when the subject is not aware of a conflict with established values or the basic rules of safety.

Other studies examine the influence of educational level on determining aaribution and, indirectly, the role training might
play in trnrlsforming perceptions and mentalities. The special case of causal attnbution among children and among adults
where children are involved in accidents has also been studied. We have already seen this group as being very highly
represented in accidents involving pedestrians (study in progness). The author his restricted himself here to these few
examples which he feels clearly illustrate the advanlages of this approach which he advocates in addition to more
conventional approaches.

4. CONCLUSION

This document shows that road accidents are a major preoccupation in the Ivory Coast Preventive measures should, of
course, use the example of developed counlries but should also, more importantly, be based on sysrematic sUJdies which
bring out specifically local feaUJres.

One factor seems essential to the author in determining the nawre of accidents in the Ivory Coast· the mentalities present
among the population, in particular the way users perceive vehicles, themselves, other road users and their causal allIibution
of accidents. These mentalities act in combination with rechnical factors connected with vehicles, rood infrastrucwre and
external conditions (weather or other) and equally well deserve to be included in accident studies. It is for this reason thai
in addition to "traditional" studies (epidemiological, clinical or systemic analyses) the author advOcates a thorough study
of the mental perceptions and causal allIibution of accidents for the various groups of road users in the Ivory Coast (drivers,
pedestrians, instructors, road managers, road safety officers ere.) A beaer understanding of these mentalities would
defmitely improve our ability to discover the .causes of accidents. It would also provide valuable information for future road
safety campaigns. This knowledge of mentalities could also be used in training to improve attitudes towards safety. The
fmdings of an investigatIon of this type could also lead to modifications in practices in several fields (road network, highway
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code, melhods of conlIol and penalization etc.) as road users could reveal shortcomings which would otherwise have gone
unnoticed. Also. as the causal atlTibution of road users would have been taken into account they would perhaps feel that
the resulting preventive measures had more relevance.

It should also be noted that this line of research does not only have promise on the Ivory Coast or other developing counlTies.
It could also be a applied with validity to developed counlTies where perceptions and behaviour similar to those described
above exist too. It should be mentioned in passing that the author's flfSt work in this field dealt with the French
telecommunications system (Kouabenan, 1982). Swdies carried out in pamllel in both developing and developed counlTies
could be an interesting way of examining the cultural dimension of perceptions and causal attribution, or indeed their
universaIity. Would the results be the same in two developing countries? Would they be similar in a developed counlTy?
What would the common features and differences be?

Research of this type would enable countries to develop common or individual prevention programmes.

Finally, a study of the origins of causaI attribution could provide valuable infonnation about the formation of the causal
attribution of accidents and the way it has changed over the ages. 11lis in tum would be a solid and useful document:lry
basis for the ITansformation of mentalities.

FACTORS DRIVERS

(PROFESSIONAL AND OCCASIONAL)

NON-DRIVER~

(PEDESTRIANS:

Local Authority failing to provide

pedestrian crossings

Pedestrian inattention while crossing

Pedestrians not using crossings provided

Unforseeable mechanical failure

Poor condition of roads

Unsigned intersections

Drivers ignoring pedestrian crossings

Excessive driver confidence

Exceeding maximum payloads

Inadequate knowledge of highway code

Drug use

Contempt for the rules of road safety

62,00"10

94,50"10

98,50"10
44,50"10
80,00"10
71,00"10
58,00"10

9,500/0
11.000/0
14,000/0
25,000/0
41,000/0
45,000/0

12,00"10

52,00"10

12,000/0
7,000/0
12.000/0
47,000/0
5,000/0

85.00"10
62.000/0
65,000/0
95,00%
90,00"10
70,000/0

TABLE I. EXA\IPLES OF DRIVER A:-;D PEDESTRL\:-/ CALSAL ATTRIBLTIO:-;
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:-;OTES
(I) These figures are far from reflecting the real situation as they only include personal injuries and those killed outright,
ignoring those who die in hospila! as a result of their injuries. In European countries, however, those dying 6 or even 30
days after the accident are counted as road fatalities.
(2) It appears that by a process of social influence those who live in the Ivory Coast for a cenain period behave no differently
while driving from native population. One is oc=ionally surprised to see drivers from coumries with high stm1dards of
safety behaving as though there were no rules for driving or safety at all.
(3) This·last factor reveals an extraordinary paradox' that of the obvious conflict between the commercial interests of the
motor vehicle industry (increased speeds) and driving and safety regulations (speed limits). Vehicles are now so powerful
they implicitly encourage speeding.
(4) Insurance companies in the Ivory Coast do not produce forms for agreed stalements of facts. All accident reports are
made by the police whose limited resources are as a result overstretched The slightest accident disturbs the flow of traffic.
Very occasionally adversaries do, however, reach verbal agreements,
(5) "Gbakas" are vans which have been fitted out to trnnsport 15 - 20 passengers in the outskirts of Abidjan (Yopougon,
Abo-gare, LocdjOIO. etc.) and Bingerville.
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5.2 TOWARDS A SAfE ROAD CULTURE IN NIGERIA: SymMS
APPROACH
O. Agunloye, Director, Chief Executive, Federal Road Safety Commission,
Nigeria.

1. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Previously, the responsibilities of paII'OUing the highways and COIIIroI of lr3IilC ID cwb road traffic accidents in Nigeria
had always rested solely on the Nigeria Police. This body had had ID suing along this task wi1h its with nwnerous Olher
fwx:tions. In a bid to cope with such a task effectively, the Nigeria Police es1ablished special Highway Patrol Units and
the Motor Traffic DepanmenlS. Faced with the primaIy responsibilities of mainmining peace. law and order - prevention
of crimes, crirninal investigations and prosecution, prolllClion of lives and property, and this without sufficient fWlding and
spesialised resources required to deal properly with road safety interventions - the Nigeria Police Wlll over-sttelChed ID
un-imaginable limits over the years. Road ll'affic accidents in Nigeria continued at very dislllJ'bing rateS with aggravating
consequences.

The very first deliberate and organised effon aimed at reducing road ll'affic accidents in Nigeria was staned by the Nigerian
Anny in 1972 shonly after the civil war. This exercise which was inilially aimed at re-training Anny drivers Wlll later
extended ID the public in fonn of annual Road Safety Week progrnmmes. As a matter of fact, this had been, until recently,
the only enduring road safety programme in Nigeria.

In 1974 the Military Government in Nigeria established the Nationai Road Safety Commission with a mission ID curb the
menace of road accidents. The Ccrnmission's effons were largely focussed at making recommendations, and lacked proper
necessary implemenllllion and enforcement required to effect any observable changes in the growing carnage on Nigeria
roads.

In 1978, the Oyo State Road Safety Corps was established by Oyo State Government in Nigeria The COfllS was properly
equipped and geared ID reducing road accidents within the parent State only. It worked so well that other States venwred
in ID similar projects. But these did not last as all the regional auempts to stern the tide of human and material wastage on
the roads were successfully stifled and abolished between 1982 and 1983 on purely political grounds.

In 1988, the present Mililary regime under the administration of General Ibrahim B. Bahangida dishanded the National
Road Safety Commission and, in its place, established the Federal Road Safety Commission under the Otairmanship of
Professor Wole Soyinka, the 1986 Nobel Prize Laureate for Literature. who had served in the fonner Oyo State Road Safety
COflls as member of its Governing Council and its Chairman.

2. OVERVIEW OF ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS IN NIGERIA

Preamble .
It is generally accepted that road traffic accidents world wide have reached an epidemic stage. (See Friesen 1974, Golding,
1974 and Ross 1988). This is pulicularly unfortunate when viewed against the background that thIS very much un-natural
phenomenon is caused by circwnstanees which are mostly avoidable.

Also, it is well known that the primary victims of road Inlffic accidents - road users and Governments, alike do not not
always pay the necessary attention to preventive measures needed to drastically reduce the tragic and economic waste
associated wilh road accidents. In most cases, especially in African countries, only superficial interest signifying good
intention is shown. Such interest is usually not malChed with adequate grants or legislation. (See also Reid 1988 and Ross
1988.)

In all countries of the world, road traffic accidents have been causes of instant grief, and agony to families as well as a big
drain on human lives and propeny. This trend has reached a chronic level in Africa and in Nigeria in pulicular.
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The state of road traffic accidents in the latter has been described in various ways.

According to members of "the safety community"' based outside of Nigeria who are involved mostly in comparative studies.
road traffic accidents in Nigeria have been classified as the worst in the world. They support this account sometimes with
very conflicting figures. For instance, Schram (1970) reponed that the number of persons killed per 10,000 vehicles is 20
times greater in Nigeria than in United Kingdom. Slagnes (1984) reponed 265 deaths per 10,000 vehicles for an unspecified
year. Yerrell (1984) gave the corresponding value of 145 for 1980, while Lauridsen and Muskaug (1984) quoted 240 for
1978.

Since the fatalities recorded in Nigeria for 1978 and 1980 are 9,252 and 8,736, it follows by simple arithmetic that the
number of vehicles in Nigeria in 1978, according to Lauridsen and Muskaug was 385,500 and in 1980, according to Yerrell,
this was 602,480.

Mackay (1984), in his own case, dismissed all road accident data from Nigeria as being tmreliable since, according to him,
only 30% of the road accident deaths are reported, implying a fatality rate of 800 and 480 per 10,000 vehicles for the years
1978 and 1980 respectively.

Herein lies the source of conflicting estimates and projections. We know however, that although figures of road accidents
according to Nigeria Police records are lower limits only, representing mainly casualty accidents, this is not so with the
figures of "persons killed". Deaths, in the Nigerian cultural context, are taken very seriously and with great reverence. When
these are associated with road accidents, they are invariably reponed to the Police. The tmreponed cases of road accident
deaths have been estimated at between 5-10% and cerotinly not over 69% as Mackay attempted to portray.

Also, it is a fact that in Nigeria, Government vehicles, Armed Forces vehicles, Diplomats' vehicles and Police vehicles
which account for significant pan of the vehicles in Nigeria are not among those classified as "registered vehicles". In
addition to this category, there are some defaulters who still manage not to have their vehicles registered as demanded by
law. The same may be true for other countries in Africa or elsewhere.

Actual Data from Nigeria
However, the factual data and !rends of road traffic accidents in Nigeria over the last 29 years, even in their absolute forms
have been of great concern and matler of social and economic disttess for Nigeria (See Agunloy, 1988) It will suffice in
this repon to give a brief summary of the !rends. In this regard, I have discarded the use of "deaths per 10,000 vehicles"
because of its erroneous intent and until dependable estimates of the figures of vehicles in the transponation system in
Nigeria become available.

The road traffic accident data from 1960 - 1988 are presented in Table I showing the reponed accident cases, persons killed
and injured, and the total casualty rates. The fatalities per 100 accidents, the casualty per accident and the severity index
are also provided. These last three parameters of relative fatality measures have been graphically presented in Figure l.
The significant points of inflexion in 1963/64 and 1975/76 in the graph of fatalities per 100 accidents plotted with square
boxes can be attributed to sudden increase in mobility and overall vehicles-distance within Nigeria resulting from wide
ranging increases in wages, salary awards, in the periods. The war-time effects will account for the abnormal increase in
1968.

The casualty per accident, magnified by a factor of 10, for diagramatic effect, is plotted with circles while the severity index
is plotted with triangles in the same Figure I Both parameters show gradual rise towards stability within the first IS years
from Independence, 1960 and have shown remarkable stability since the "Udoji award" of 1975.

We find in the characteristics of thise two parameters, especially in the last ten years, a very good demonstration of "risk
homeostnsis" (risk compensation). It is evident that road users have taken nearly well measured risks to ensure that a cerotin
ratio of them die relative to the total casualty rate whate~er the variations in road accident rates.

A close inspection of the later years, especially 1988, shows an increase in the fatality per accident even though the absolute
number of the accidents decreased for that year. The evidence for this feature is further emphasised in Figure 2 where the
fatalities per accident shown in bar charts have been superimposed on the rates of accidents plotted in line graph. The
beginning of this dangerous !rend can be traeed to about 1983184 which marked the dawn of observable effects of the
depression in the Nigerian economy. This has steadily resulted in higher number of un-roadworthy vehicles and persons
travelling in such vehicles on poor quality roads.
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As the National SlructuraJ Adjustment Programme con·rinues to forge more realistic re-orientation of the socio-economic
fabric of the nation for a better future, more persons per vehicle will, in the interim, Conrinue to slruggle to meet strenuous
mobility demands within the over-strained road transpott system. The deteriorating conditions of the roads, most of which
are at the rail end of their design life-spans, is bound to conaibute to a further increase in the morbidity and mortality
associated with road traffic.

With a daily average of 25 fatalities and 92 casualties and 8.2 deaths per lOO,OCO population for the year 1988 from road
traffic accidents, Nigeria has become unwilling to continue to take such high level of risk. This is why the Federal Military
Government resolved to take defmite and decisive action to set up the Federal Road Safety Commission with the sole
objective to reduce the rate and severity of road accidents in Nigeria.

3. NEW EFFORTS TO EVOLVE A SAFE ROAD CULTURE

Introduction
Immediately after the establishment of the Federal Road Safety Commission and inauguration of its nine-man Governing
Council on the 18th of February 1988, the new body set out to evolve a scientifIC and culwraIly relevant programme to meet
the objectives of its role.

The entire systems approach to ensure a long lasting safe road culture in Nigeria is schematically presented in the form
of a flow diagram, Figure 3. The rest of this paper will be devOled to giving brief outline of this system and the stages
of its physical implementation. The Commission is set up under the Office of the President and has been funded solely by
the Federal Military Government of Nigeria.

Preliminary Works
During the preliminary stages, between February 1988 and August 1988, the Commission carried out various studies and
researches to articulate its programmes and set the stage for physical implementation. The following were accomplished:

Provision of distinctive colours, appropriate logo or symbol. The vehicles and ambulances are painted in high visibility
aqua marine and saiped with retro-reflective lines.

Determination of Command levels, ranks and uniforms for a cotpS of men and women who would serve as the law
enforcement arm of the Commission. These persons are designated Road Marshals and Route Commanders.

Morritoring of roads and road conditions in Nigeria.

Study of psychology of drivers, passengers and road users in general in Nigeria.

Study of patterns and mechanism of road traffic accidents in Nigeria Drafting of the legislation document which later
served as the enabling oct for the Commission. This was promulgated into law as Decree 45 of 1988 by the Federal Military
Government in December 1988.

Evolving a public enlightenment strategy that cuts across culwraI differences, language barriers, social and religious
values.

Structure of the Commission
In Table 2, are shown the annual averages for the occidents reported and fatalities for half decades starting from 1960 to

1988. These have been graphically presented in Figure 4 which shows the histogram of the rates of fatalities per 1,000
accidents and the accident cases in line graph. The latter have been plotted with a scale factor of 10 for graphical etTecL
We have looked into long term trends from various smoothened or filtered patterns of road accidents in Nigeria sueh as
this to be able to ascertain, fairly correctly, the disaibution of accidenrs and traffic volumes in Nigeria The fmdings have
shown very conclusively that accidents in Nigeria are not uniformly distributed in time or space.

It is the results of such analysis of traffic densities and incidence of road accidents that prompted the division of Nigeria
into six zones, called Area or Zonal Commands. These Area Commands are soch that they completely disegard the
geographical boundaries of the 21 States and the Federal Capital Territory of Nigeria. They have been conceived as
aggregates of highways and routes which naturally cut across the State boundaries. The Zonal Commands are therefore
unequal in areal extents but are approximately equal in terms of traffic volume and incidence of road traffic accidents. Each
Area Command is headed by a Zonal Commander.
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In order 10 ensure that road safety measures percolate through to the "gross-roots", the Zonal Commands are further sub
divided inlO an unequal number of smaller units called Sector Commands headed by Route Commanders. These Sector
Commands mainly cover selected highways and roads, again pre-determined from occurrence of road traffic accidents and
traffic densities. They have their head offices in Slate Capitals to ensure optimised Slate and Local Governments'
involvement.

Operational Strategy
The main straregy for efficient and effective operations has been 10 evolve a three tier system and a four point approach
briefly described below:

THREE TIER SYSTEM:
The Commission operates at the rollowing levels:
1st Tier. This involves the youth in schools and colleges by encouraging and organising them inlO Road
Safety Oubs at the primary, secondary and tertiary levels. They are not expected to patrol the highways or
control traffic. Instead they are encouraged to imbibe, from early ages, road safety measures and precautions.
They opernte in the mode of the traditional "Boys Brigade", "Literary and Debating Societies" etc but with
guide-lines provided by the Commission. This move was SO well received that some Slate Governors made
them mandalOry in both primary and secondary schools in their Slate.

The Commission intends to use this as a prelude to formal introduction of road safety practice into school
curricula.

2nd Tier: These are uniformed Road Ivlarshals and Commanders who are in the employment of the Federal
Road Safety Commission. They are obliged by Decree 45 to perform duties assigned them by the
Commission to reduce road accidents.

3rd Tier. This is a novel and unique aspect of the method adopted by the Commission. The third tier consists
of volunteers who are men and women of proven integrity and have considerable interest and expertise in
road safety or related fields. They are called SPECIAL MARSHALS. They do not wear uniform but they
are empowered by Decree 45 to arrest and prosecute traffic offenders. They also assist the Commission by
giving free lectures, research services and advice in their areas of expertise.

As of September 30th \989 there were already 1,200 Special Marshals, out-numbering the uniformed
Marshals.

FOUR POINT APPROACH
After thorough analysis and understanding of the psychology and characteristics of road users in Nigeria,
the following elements are the components of the method adopted to implement the aims and objectives of
the Commission:
* Persuasion.
• Education and re-orienlation
• Subtle punishmenL
• Fmes and prosecution.

These component elements are used in various combinations depending on the particular event or condition. Although more
~mphasis is placed on the frrst three components, recalcilraJ1t offenders are being fmed varying sums from :-<\00 10 N 700
or prosecuted before Special Courts where they could be sentenced 10 up to six months in prison.

In all endeavours of the Commission, it has strived 10 be identified as an extension of the social will and determination of
the Community to save their own lives rather be seen as yet another Government revenue collector or "law enforcement
agent" .

Public Enlightenment programme
In broad terms, the style of public enlightenment programme adopted by the Commission to educate and re-orient the road
users consists of the following elements:
• Shock treaunem
• Information
* Instruction
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This method is expected to "cure" and prevent futher spceOO of what has been coined as R-A-I-D-S. This is the acronym
for ROAD ACCIDENTS IlvlMUNTIY DELUSION SYNDROME. (Soyinka, 1988). It is that deeply rooted delusive
feeling embedded in the pysche of Nigerian road users which makes them think and act as if accidents only happen to the
other persons.

The Commission believes that RAlDS is the biggest killer in Nigeria, more potent than the fearsome AlDS. Unlike effoltS
to fight AlDS, the Commission starts with the assumption that "all rood users are RAIDS infected to different degrees"
and therefore stans its operations trying to destroy or stop futher growth of this "virus". (See Soyinka, 1988).

In Figure 5. we show the results of studies of causes of road accidents in the man-vehicle-road transport environment in
Nigeria This shows that over 70 percent of the accidents can correctly be allributed to RAIDS. In fact, we may even further
allribute significant part of the remainder to this deadly "disease", koowing fully well how much risk Nigerian road users
normally take.

The Commission has jettisioned common slogans such as "DRIVE CAREFULLY", "YOUR LIFE IS PRECIOUS", etc.
and evolved a host of new slogans compiled by Soyinka (1988a). A few examples are:

• DO Nor OVERTAKE AT BENDS. IF YOU DO, YOU MAY BE KlI.l..ED OR ARRESTED
• SLOW DOWN YOUR DRNER BEroRE HE KlU...S YOU
• RYE PERSONS DIED HERE LAST WEEK
• rnOOSE: ARRIVE AT HOME OR AT THE MORTUARY
• ACCIDENTS Kll.L MORE PASSENGERS
• DRIVE TO STAY ALIVE. ONLY THE LIVING CELEBRATE

A few samples of campaign leaflets are attaChed as Appendix to this paper.

The focus of the Commission has been decided from our finding that about 82% of drivers in Nigeria are semi-iUiternte
or oulright illiterate in the western sense.

The following specific campaigns aimed at the general public and selected targets are routinely carried out

- Public enlightenment workshops and seminars especially on Drivers' improvement courses. One of such
courses is being adopted as a diploma course in the Adult Education Department of Ahmadu BeHo
University, Zaria. Nigeria.

- Motor Park Rallies involving the drivers' associations and passengers teaching them how to avoid
occidents and what to do in case of one.

- Use of drama sketches. a popular medium of communication in Nigeria. These utilise local artistes as
well as staff of the Commission who drnmatise common causes of accidents and how to avoid them. The
sketches employ a great deal of mime to cUI through the language barriers.

- Literacy Campaigns emphasising Highway Code literacy and the understanding of vehicle pans and
functions.
Free eye tests and medical advice.

- The use of leaflets, posters, bill boards and advertisement in elecuonic and print media.

- Participants observation methods in which Road Marshals in groups of three travel in mufti as regular
passengers paying full fares but later stan to intervene to correct bad and unsafe driving habits. Where
necessary they disclose their identities and may proceed to arrest the driver and/or impound his vehicle.

Special Campaigns
Often special campaigns are set for selected targets such as IrUck drivers, mass trnnsportation bus drivers and drivers of
organisations with fleet of vehicles such as minislries, institutions, banks, media houses and other road related industries.

With the knowledge of the time and areal distribution of road traffic and accidents, the Commission has been able to
concentrate its efforts in selected areas at selected periods of the year. For instance, massive large scale campaigns are
geared up before, during and :>iter festive seasons.
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Also a lot of attention has also been focussed on passengers who tend to be unaware that occidents claim more passengers
than drivers. One of the findings which show the ratio of drivers to passengers killed in road accidents have been made
public, see Figure 6. Because of this fmding also, special attentions are being paid to drivers of articulated trucks and 4()..

60 seater buses locally called "trailers" and "luxury buses" respectively in Nigeria.

Highway Patrols and Traffic Control
As pan of enforcing road safety measures the Commission has been patrolling the highways and controlling traffic.
Although the Commission's resources for effective patrol are still far from being adequate, the patrol of highways which
are usually enhanced around festival seasons have risen steadily from 2OO,COO Ian at the inception, September 1988 to
23OO,COO Ian in September 1989. See Figure 7. This tool! distance covered includes multiple nips from 07.00 hours to
19.00 hours every day of the week.

This however, is a long shot from the estimated 12,COO,COO Ian patrol target needed to effectively cover the country of nearly
940,COO sq. Ian with 115,COO Ian of major roads designated as "Federal highways". Only 30,COO Ian of these have
bituminous surface.

In addition to causing interventions in the traffic system to ensure safety, the Commission has enacted the following safety
laws:

Speed limits for all vehicles and all categories of roads ounight maximum speed of 100 km/hr for all vehicles has been
imposed. Other speed limits are 90 km/hr for all commercial vehicles and 60 km/hr for trucks.

Abolishing the use of high decibel horns in large buses.

The mandatory installation of speed governors in commercial vehicles especially those carrying more than nine passengers.
(The enforcement of this law is being delayed because of the absence of local supplies)

The introduction of the penalty points system whereby an erring driver continues to accumulate points until he fmally loses
the privilege of owing a driver's licence. This will come into effect with the new computerised National Driver's Licence
project.

The effons of the Commission to patrol more efficiently and cause more effective control will be greatly enhanced with
rhe use of more communication equipment and orher road safety devices.

Improving Existing Schemes
The Federal Road Safety Commission has, as pan of its effons 10 attain a lasting solution to rhe problems of road accidents,
undertaken rhe following:

Computerisation of all files and records relating to road accidents, traffic offenders, roads and road conditions. The Area
Commands are equipped with micro computers while the National Headquarters presently operate wirh four micro
computers while waiting for the installation of a super-micro and mini-computer network. Road accident dala collection
procedure has been improved but only to rhe level which rhe "field" officers could cope.

Work has been completed on the Uniform Licensing Scheme for Drivers and Vehicles in Nigeria. This will involve rhe
use of fully computerised, high security laminated drivers' licences wirh unique personalised numbers, vehicle registra
tion plates rhal are retro-reflective, road-worthiness certificate and so on. The National Drivers' Licence has been approved
by Government and will soon be issued nation-wide.

The 1972 edition of rhe Highway Code has finally been revised. The revised edition, in English only, is culture related and
a complete departure from rhe "foreign" highway code hirherto in use. It is well illustrated. A simplified, even more
illustrated version of the Highway Code which highlights 21 common causes of accidents has been published and released
to rhe public. This is being translated into five main Nigerian languages and Arabic.

Effons are going on at rhe moment to revise and unify rhe diverse Slate Traffic Laws into a Federal Traffic Law fOf rhe
whole country. Also the Commission has started to work wirh some Slate Governments to re-activate the Government
Driving Schools in rhe Country.
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CooOrdinating Existing Resources
The Commission has been dire<:ted into the following areas to co-ordinate existing resources:
Providing minimum standards for privately owned driving schools.

Setting up a network of towing vehicles belonging to private companies and associations so that these can be optimally
deployed to assist road safety effons. The same is being done with regards to ambulances belonging to private ond
Government Hospitals. (This is a joint venture with Automobile Association of Nigeria).

Popularising road safety schemes
As a maner of style, the Commission has never intended to carry out road safety works alone. In this regard therefore, the
Commissoo has actively collaborated with other bodies and involved several others. Notable among these are:

The setting up of Slate and Local Government Committees on road safety.
Joint ventures with organisations and establishments that have experience and motivation in road safety and allied
fields.

For instance:
Joint trnining programme with St John's Ambulance pam-medical team.
Joint projects with Automobile Association and Automobile Gub of Nigeria.

Organising the 2nd International Conference on road traffic accidents in developing countries in conjunction with
Large Scale Research Unit of the University of Benin.

Joint road safety projects are presently being planned with the Nigerian Army, some banks and media hoU5Cs.

It is noteworthy to mention also, that the Commission has always involved some very important and special categories of
persons classified as "Shepherds of men". These are the various religious leaders in Nigeria who have very strong influence
on the minds of their flock, who incidentially are alJ road users. The Commission regularly requests them in carefully
worded letters and through personal visits to enjoin them to "preach" road safety in their own way to their congregation.
Where possible relevant Statistics of recent accidents are made available for reinforrement

Control'! in the system
The Commission has effected the following controls, checks and balances in the system:
Setting up of Special Complaints Committees in every Slate for those with grievances and who elect not use the regular
channels such as the Police or the coons.

Road Marshals and officers are adequately remunerated and are entitled to additional extended shift duty allowances. They
are also comprehensively insured against possible work hazards, Paaol Motorcycle riders are covered by extra insurance.

All vehicles are well marked and Marshals and Commanders are expected to display name lags and Identity Cards always.

The Commission has within its frame-work means of receiving and evaluating feed-backs and reactions from the public
arising from its actions, policies and has continued to use such to improve on its methods.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The Federal Road Safety Commission has merely sranted to implement its programme for only one year. It is "an experiment
in Preventive Medicine" as Professor Wale Soyinka, Chairman of the Commission and brain behind the experiment puts
it This repon represents the progress made in the flTSt year of operation. The experiment, if given a fair chance, will mature
to a full project which will IIln1 around the present of un-necessary wanton killings on Nigerian roads.

There have been problems as well as some achievements since inception of this "experiment". FIrst, I will present the
problems SO as to end this repon on a less discouraging note.

The Problems
I classify the problems into two categories. The flTSt are the routine problems which are well anticipated. They are
problems, burdensome as they may be, which we know we have [0 surmount in order to be effective and which we are
working to overcome at reasonable pace These are broadly listed as follows:
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• Logistics problems relating to how to organise and motivaJe staff. Purely administrative, but could be an uphill task
considering the socio-economic status and anitude of Nigerians.

• Effective coverage of a vast nation such as Nigeria.
• Modifying the behaviour of adults and especially Nigerians who have for at least five years not had anyone interfering

with their freedom of mobility and infrigements of highway codes.
• Insufficient and grossly inadequate funding for a project which had to start from the scralCh.
• Inadequate local existing infrasoucture to suppon road safety project, like training facilities, library, and techniC.1l

materials
• Working out a road safety project in an environment with poor road network, inadequate road markings and signs.
• Coping with obstacles and set bocks laid by those who think a road safety project is not in their favour.
• How to press a road safety project which relies primarily on modification of behaviour, when one is fully aware that other

engineering solutions and highway improvement are nearly beyond the reoch of Government, at least at the initial stages
of the "experiment".

The other category of problems is different in nature and charncter. The problems are a reflection of the system in which
we find ourselves and unfortunately have very little control on. These may eventually determine the pace of the
Commission and the where "experiment" will end up.

These are:
• The abnormally high level of cynicism within the Nigerian society. That which makes the average Nigerian somewhat

reluctant to occept changes but too quick to attack new projects. It reduces the maximisation of benefits from other
persons not directly involved in such projects.

• The level of apathy among the victims of road traffic accidents - the pecple and Government alike. This makes even more
difficult getting necessary cooperation and fun¢ing.

The gains
In one year of operation of the Federal Road Safety Commission the following positive results have been observed:
• Substantial increase in the level of awareness and consciousness in terms of road safety measures. This is evident from

the sudden increase in road safety related columns in newspapers, road safety related magazines, lectures and symposia
organised by other persons. Only recently, a social organisation, the Lion's Club offered to build three road side
prehospital care clinics along three major highways in Nigeria The project is estimated to cost N 1,500,000. At the
launching ceremony of the project, the members raised N 5oo,<XXl.

• There has been noticeable change in the anitude of road users even when the Marshals are not seen on parmI. It is,
however, too early to ascertain any significant change in behaviour.

• Speed reduction has been observed. 1bis has been recorded by officials of the Commission in mufti who measured
vehicle speed using radar guns on "fast" highways where parmi men are not on duty. The average speeds for vehicles
travelling at over 100 kmihr has reduced from 140 kmihr to lIS kmihr. "Luxury buses" which usually carry 60 - 80
passengers and speed at 130 - 145 kmihr have been forced to operate at capacity stipulated for the vehicles and travel
at no more than 90 kmihr. The measured average speeds for such vehicles have been recorded as 110 kmihr.

• There has been noticeable reduction in the rate and severity of occidents although yet to be quantified. However, the
repons from highway parmI records and Hospitals do confmn this !rend.
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ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS IN NIGERIA: 1960 - 1988

CASES PERSONS PERSONS CASUA- OEms CASUALH SEVERITY
YEAR REPORTED mm INJURED TIES PER ACCD! PER ACCDT - INDEX

X100
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1960 14.130 1,083 10,m l1,m 1.1 0.80 9.58
1961 15,963 I, JlJ 10,614 ll,9l1 8.l 0.15 11.01
1961 16,m 1,511 10,341 11.919 9.1 0.13 lU4
1963 19,835 1,51l 1,111 9,101 1.7 0.41 16.47
1964 15,9l1 1,169 Il,581 14,350 11.l 0.90 Il.33
1965 16,904 1.918 Il,Oll !l,lIl 11.J o.8l !l.16
1966 14,000 l,OOO !l,OOO 15,000 ILl 1.01 !l. JJ
1961 !l,OOO l,400 10,000 lUOO 18.5 0.95 19.35
1161 Il,l6J. l.I08 9,414 1l,l8l l3.1 1.01 lU6
1969 Il,998 l,m 8,80 4 !l,151 18.1 0.86 21.05
1910 16,666 l,89J !l,154 16,041 11.4 0.96 18.0J
1911 11,145 J,l06 14,59l 11,798 18 .1 1.00 18.01
1971 lJ,l87 Ull 16,161 lO,08l 16.8 o.86 19.5l
1913 lI,844 4,m 18,154 2l,691 18.3 0.91 19.99
1914 n,89J 4,991 18,660 13,65l 11.3 0.8l lUI
1915 31,651 5,55l 10,!ll 15,684 - 17.0 0.79 21.6l
1916 40,881 6,761 l8,155 J4,916 16.5 0.85 IU6
1911 35,J51 8,000 JO,Ol3 J!,OlJ ll.6 1.08 ll.O4
1m J6;1ll U51 18,854 38,106 lU 1.06 lU8
1979 19,m 8,0Il ll,20J 29,115 21.4 UO 11.45
-1980 Jl,1J8 8,716 15,484 34, llO l1.2 1.06 25.5J

- 1981 - JJ,771 • 10,101 l6,m J6,5J9 10.l 1.08 l7.91
1981 Jl,094 - !l, J81 18,m J9,911 JO .1 1.08 28.51
198J JU09 10,161 16,866 Jl,m Jl.6 1.16 18.0J
1981 18, III 8,8JO lJ,861 Jl,691 30.6 I.lJ lUI
1985 28,m 9,111 ll,85J JJ,014 31.8 1.14 lU8
1986 15,183 8,154 11,176 lO,llO 32.4 1.l0 16.88
1981 16,lIS 7,m 12,147 lO,659 JO.l 1.11 2UI
1988 15,m 9,077 ll,m JJ ,190 l5.1 1.J0 17.10

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOUL/AV m,m 150,183 513,116 664,559 19.1 0.9l lO. 0J •

total total total total averaq! average averaqe
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TAm 1.0
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STATE

ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS WITHIN NIGERIA
(1985 - 1988)

CASUALTY FATALITY
RATES RATES

CASES per 100 per 100
REPORTED accidents accidents

--------------------------------------------------
ABUJA 795 58 33
AKWA-IBOM • 524 127 10
ANAMBRA 7,838 114 23
BAUCH I 3,910 50 45
BENDEL 9,665 110 26
BENUE 4,222 77 29
BORNO 3,850 74 40
CROSS RIVER 4,762 79 27
GONGOLA 3,402 75 33
IMO 4,792 86 29
KADUNA 7,458 83 37
KANO 8,464 87 35
KATSINA •• 339 52 66
KWARA 3,174 79 37
LAGOS 12,349 168 18
NIGER 3,251 48 47
OGUN 6,106 80 33
ONDO 3,949 85 28
OYO 6,576 75 34
PLATEAU 3,496 99 34
RIVERS 3,303 115 20
SOKOTO 3,117 54 52

• - Data for 1/1/88 - 31/12/88 only
•• - Data for 1/6/88 - 31/12/88 only

TABLE 2.0
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ROAD 1RAFFIC ACCIDENT TRENDS : ANNUA~ AVERAGESfHA~P DECADE
11960 - 1988)

CASES PKRSONS PERSONS CASUA- DEATHS CASUALT'{ SmRrTY
YEAR REPORTED m~ED INJURED TIES PER ACCDT PER ACCDT INDEX

X100
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1960-64 16,434 1,455 10,305 11,760 8.9 0.73 12.53
1965-69 1),813 1,295 10,660 12,955 17.0 Ul 18.07
1970-74 22,287 J,910 16,144 20,054 17.6 0.91 19.33
1975-79 34,853 1,517 25,613 )),191 21.8 0.95 22.15
1980-84 32,802 . 9,m 26,217 36,140 30.2 1.10 'lUO
1985-88 26,543 8,591 23,297 31,888 32.4 1.20 26.92

TAB~E 3.0
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5.3 A symMATlC APPROACH TO ROAD SAFm IN DEVELOPING
.COUNTRIES
G. Carlsson and K-O. Hedman, Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute.
Sweden.

This paper presei1lS a study prepared for !he World Bank by the same aUlha's. The full report (Report INU 63) can be
obtained from the World Bank. Policy Planning and Researt:h Staff. Infrastructure and Urban Development Depanmenl,
1818- H. Street N.W.• WashingtOll OC. 20433 USA.

ABSTRACT

Road uaffic accidenlS constitute a gmve and growing problem in developing COWllries. The magnilUde of me problem is
now recognized in most coWllries. and authorities have stalled to show an increasing concern to reduce accidenlS and their
severity.

Safety improvemenlS consume SC3I'ce resolllCes. It is important to develop cost-<:ffective approaches and memods for
allocating a suilllble level of resources for road safely programs in developing COWllries.

This swdy. initiared by !he World Bank in 1986. describes a systematic approach to address me road accident problem and
reduce !he heavy toll of accidenlS. The study identifIeS information and analylical methods needed for efficient road safely
work and provides a ftamework for road safety activities. InstilUtionai aspeclS of road safely are discussed including
organization and staffing. infonnation sysrems. and resean:h and development.

The slUdy proposes a series of studies and guidelines to provide a suilable knowledge base for organizing road safely
activities in developing COWllries. It is suggesred lhat the World Bank. the World Health Organization. concerned UN
organizations, and olber research and academic institutions working on road safety issues in developing COWllries
cooperare lD improve the road safety silUalion in developing c<iunlries.

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO ROAD SAFETY IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Road traffic accidenlS constilUre a serious and growing problem in many developing COWllries. When compared lD me
developed counlries accident risks are higher and the effects of accidenlS are much more serious. In me developing
COWllries one deaih per annum is recorded for every 50 to 500 molDr vehicles. whereas the corresponding runge in me
induslrialized coWllries is 2.000 lD 5.000 mOIOr vehicles. The direcdy quantifUlble cost of road accidenlS in !he developing
counlries is about one percent of the GNP. which implies a significant loss of efficiency in road transpon. apan from human
grief and suffering. Developing COWllries must reduce the fa1lllity risk at a faster rare as compared lD developed coWllries
during meir early phase of motorization. Failure lD do so will increase fatalities between 50 and 100 percent above present
levels by the year 2000.

The magnilUde of the problem is now recognized in most developing COWllries and government authorities have started
lD take measures lD reduce accidenlS and their severity. Safety measures will inevitably consume scarce resources. It is
therefore important 10 develop cost-<:ffective approaches and methods and lD provide information and knowledge which
can be used in derennining !he most efficient safety measures and !he most appropriate level of resources needed for their
implementation.

The main purpose of this study is lD present an ovemll. sysrematic approach on how lD attack the accident problem and
improve the present situation. The sUldy provides a basis for identification of infonnation and methods needed for efficient
road safety work. It should be seen as the first of a series of studies and guidelines which togelher will form a suitable base
for supporting road salety imtiatives in developing counlries.

It IS Important 10 recognize that road trnnSport acuvities inevilably generare road accidenls resulting in fallltities. injuries.
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and propeny damage. Accidents and their consequences cannot be fully eliminated, only reduced. The selection of safety
measures, in principle, should be based on appra~al of all relevant effects. If only some of the effects and costs of road
accidents are taken into accoun~ the measures selected may lead to sutHlptimal allocation of resources.

To choose efficient safety measures it is important to know the causes of accidents and how people are killed and injured.
It has been common practice to try to isolate the main component responsible for the accidents (the road, the vehicle or
the road user) and to improve that componen~ Extensive r=h in the developed countries has, however, shown that this
approach alone is not sufficien~ In almost every accident there are several contributing factors which interacl Many of
these factors have been identified in statistical investigations and countermeasures shave been designed to reduce their
impacl A substantial pan of the knowledge and experience about safety measures should be transferable from the
developed to the developing countries, even though conditions among them vary.

There are three principal ways to reduce the incidence of road accidents: controlling road traffic; reducing the risk of
accidents; and reducing the severity and consequences of accidents. Practical measures to reduce traffic accidents include
improvements in land use; road planning, design, maintenance and operation; road user education; training and
information; vehicle design, utilization, and inspection; medical care services; and traffic legislation, regulations and
enforcemenl Safety can also be enhanced by 'institutional' measures, such as improvements in coordination of safety
activities, staff education and training, and safety research and developmenl In addressing the road safety problem, all these
measures need to be examined and assessed comprehensively.

The complexity of the subjec~ the wide array of available countermeasures, the need to take all relevant effects into
consideration, and the level of coordination requined among the many parties involved call for the development of a broad
and systematic approach, Although difficult to implement at fl!S~ because of the lack of basic information and methods,
it is still recommended that road safety work in developing countries should be based on a comprehensive, inter
disciplinary process, as shown below.
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Road safety activities must be adapted to the cultuIal, social; economic and technological environment in a given country,
the educational level of the population. and the safety organization,The state of the road system (road network and the
vehicle fleet) to a large extent influences the scope and extent of road safety improvements.

The flrst step in the road safety process is the setting of goals. They must be based on the present aaident situation. and
the resources and oppornmities available for improving safety.

The setting of safety goals is important if effective coordination among the various parties involved in the safety process
is to be achieved. Quantitative goals, sometimes called larget values, facilitate the management and control of a safety
program.

After gctals have been set. planning of safety measures can follow. The purpose of planning is to detennine the problems
to be remedied, the measures to be used, their priority and timing. Planning consists mainly of the following activities:

(a) dara collection and analysis;
(b) identification of safety measures;
(c) setting of priorities; and
(d) design of safety programs.

• Date collection and analysis is an important step in safety work. From collected data, it is possible to assess the magnitude
and the nature of the accident problem and to identify specific troublesome areas. Resources can then be targeted to those
areas and thus used most efficiently. ACCident analysis nonnally involves the study of accident statistics, and in some C3SeS

proxy variables. It should also involve, particularly if accident data are lacking, a general sllJdy of existing conditions and
activities concerning important safety-related areas. for example, the safety organization.

• Identif"ocation of safety measures involves a more ino{iepth analysis of the accident patterns, their causes, preliminary
choice of a number of potential countenneasures, estimation of their benefits and costs, and final selection of the best
remedial actions for each problem. This problem-oriented approach should be supplemented by a sllJdy of other safety
related areas, such as road and vehicle conditions, and driver education. The choice of road safety measures should be based
on estimates of benefits and costs.

• Prioritisation or selected measures involves choosing safety initiatives that should be carried out ftrst, based on
available funds and the cost-effectiveness of such measures relative to established safety goals.

• Design and organization of a safety program involves development of an integrated program to improve safety more
rapidly and more efficiently than would have been otherwise possible. Safety experts believe that the design and
implementation of effIcient safety programs requires a multio{jisciplinary approach. The success of such an integrated effon
demands an input from many disciplines to be incorporated in the work of the various entities involved in the program.
?refembly, overall coordination should be entrusted to a special unit with me ability and authority to integrate me work
of established institutional SlructureS. In developing counuies, where data and expertise are often scarce and coordination
among authorities and organi7.ation difficult to achieve, it is often necessary to begin with a more modest approach,
involving a limited number of key 'technical' improvements, together with some basic 'institutiOllal' changes.

The rmancing of safety programs IS often a constraint in developing counuies where road safety may be perceived as a
luxury compared to other urgent needs. It is thus important to. show the benefits to be derived from the suggested safety
measures. During =ent years the prospects of foreign fmancing through bilateral and international sources have Increased.

The irnplementltion of a safety program should include monitoring as well as normal implementation activities, such as
the designation of the competent agency responsible for safety programs; the appoinunent of staff and managers;
assignment of authority, responsibility, and resources; and the design of detailed action plans, and their execution.
MOnitoring is intended to help program management to assess progress and to take appropriate action in order to complete
the program in the best possible way.

Evaluation aims to'assess the overall results of the measures undenaken during the program in teons of direct outputs,
effects and COSts, aod, to the extent possible, the C'lusal links and long-term impacL The results of evaluation provide
valuable insights for future programs. Evaluation serves as an important planning tOOl and provides inputs for the
development of the safety process.
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To follow the approach outlined above it is necessary to have: procedures and knowledge, to cru:ry out the different safety
activities in an effective way; information systems to have access to the information needed; and safety research and
development to improve existing systems and procedures.

Areas of research and development requiring urgent attention are: measures of road safety; appraisal methods; effects of
safety measures; monelary accident values; and evaluation methods.

• Measures of safety have to be defmed and it is important that they can be measured with sufficient accuracy. There are
many measures possible: number of accidents and casualties; risk of accidents and casualties; and number of accidents
weighted according to their severity and expressed in terms of accident costs or severity indices. Safety could also be
determined by safety-proxies, such as conflicts and other measures of road user behavior and auitudes.
• It is important to use appropriate methods for the apprai<;al of different safety measures. If the overall objective is the
efficient use of scarce economic resources, then cost-benefit analysis is suitable. If the only objective is the effective use
of a specified safety budget, then cost-effectiveness analysis could be used. In most cases, however, when all effects have
to be laken into account and when there is no specific safety budget, cost-benefit analysis, combined with a multi-criteria
analysis for intangibles, is probably the most suitable appraisal method.

Knowledge of the effects of safety measures is needed to appntise different improvement options and to design effective
safety projects and programs. It is therefore important to compile and analyze information from different sources to make
reliable estimates of the effects of safety measures under different circumstances. Such information should be a=mbled
in special handbooks, to be updated as new information becomes available. A state of the an compilation of current practice
and its applicability to conditions in developing countries would be valuable in determining more reliable estimates of the
effects of safety improvements.

Cost-benefitanalysis requires explicit monetary values attributed to accident prevention or risk reduction. Counaies
whose policies are oriented towards output objectives can best determine such values by using the gross output approach.
Another possibility is to use the willingness-to-pay approach. This method, however, is not easy to apply because of the
lack of data. It is therefDre suggested that gross output values be used as a IDwer limit, as long as relevant data are lacking.

There are different statistical methods for evaluation of the effects of safety measures: statistical experiments, before-and
after studies, and regression and correlatiDn studies. From a theoretical point of view, statistical experiments offer the best
method, but in practice they are very difficult to implemenl A reliable evaluation of a safety program is a difficult task
which requires careful planning and experienced, highly qualified staff. Evaluation is closely connected to research and
there is a need to develop evaluation methods adapted to specific situations in different developing countries.

TD carry out efficient safety work, it is necessary to have access to reliable information on accidents, traffic, and factors
conaibuting to road accidents. Appropriate safety information systems can provide an effective means Df collection,
storage, processing, analysis and presentatiDn of data. The infDrmation is needed fDr describing the safety situation, setting
goals, analyzing safety problems, evaluating safety measures, and for research and developmenl Developing such systems,
therefore, should be one of the fmt steps in safety work. Initially, the systems cDuld be rather simple and contain basic
SGltistics about accidents and casualties. In the following stages, however, the systems should be develDped into more
complete information systems, incDrporating informatiDn Dn traffic, roads, vehicles, road users and other factors
influencing road safety.

Research and Development (R&D) is an integral part Df safety work. R&D generally aims to improve knowledge about
accident-con01buting factors, the effects Df different countermeasures, and new and mDre effective 'safety measures. Safety
R&D should be interdisciplinary, involving engineers, statisticians, behavioral and social scientists, and economists. In the
develDped countries, extensive safety R&D has been carried out, and there is a need to analyze what results are rransferable
to the developig countries. It is, hDwever, perhaps even more imporumt for the develDping countries to build up their own
road safety R&D resources because the applicability of research results from develDped cDuntries can always be
questiDned, and because dDmestic R&D is essential fDr understanding and generating interest in safety.
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This report has identified a number of areas where there is an urgent need for sllldies and guidelines adapted to the specific
conditions in developing counaies. The most important are:

• information systems for road safety;
• effeclS of road safety measures;
• determination of monet:lIy values of accident prevention;
• evaluation of road safety measures and progrnms;
• road safety organization, management and staff;
• review of guidelines and s1al1dards concerning safety-relaled areas; and
• road safety research and developmenL

This is an extensive agenda and it is important that available resoom:es be used in an efficient way. The United Nations,
rhe World Health Organization, national aid organization and research instillltions have shown increasing concern for the
road accident problem in the developing COlIDa1es. It is suggested that the Bank actively seek to improve cooperation and
coordination among rhe parties concerned. The Bank is in an ideal position to promote road safety given ilS long-standing
support for highway projeclS and ilS close association with road tnInSport development in developing COlIDaies. The Bank
should also strengthen ilS institutional contaclS on road safety mauers with rhe UN organizations and other international
(e.g. OEeD), regional (e.g. Asian Development Bank) and national organizations, as well as the academic commlIDity.
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5.4 TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
G. M. Shrieves, Director, National Highway Institute, Federal Highway
Administration, Department of Transportation, USA.

1. INTRODUcnON

This year Americans will drive their vehicles approximarety 2.0 trillion miles, a number too IaIge to comprehend. Another
way to express the mileage figure is to explain tha1 each of the approximarely 250 million Americans will drive 8,000 miles,
one·third the way arowxI the earth. These ca1culalions help visualize another hard to imagine measurement - f:wilities per
100 million vehicle miles. In the United Stares we have a rate of 2.4 f:wilities per 100 million vehicle miles. This tlllIIslares
into one dealh each time the cumulative driving of about 5,200 drivers drive the equivalent of 1,736 times aroWld the earth.

Our new President and my more immediate superior the Secretary of Transportation recently announced a new goal of 22
fatalities per 100 million vehicle miles. This reduction is a lIUe challenge. In !his analogy it means about 3,792.000 fatality
free miles cr 158 more f:wility free trips around the earth.

A number of methods exist tha1 can be used to reduce !his rate and meet the President's goal. New research results provide
new ways to help our effons. One critical pan of our efforts is transferring this technology to the thousands of Federal, State,
and local highway officials, and the millions of drivers involved. This critical procedure, whelher it applies to highway
satety or other topics, we now Iabe1 as leciulOlogy transfer. This imponant lX08I3"1 can serve to link safety technologists
and users. Some of !his material has been inaoduced at other forums. However, today's paper will serve to update earlier
presentations and provide you with the knowledge to use technology transfer as a formal strategy in your accident
prevention worle:.

There is no doubt that technology transfer programs will save lives and save needed highway fWlds. It is parnmount to note
that a good technology transfer program must be designed for a particular highway authority (or group of authorities), in
the same way tha1 an accident record system is tailored to the needs of the specific user. The concept of sharing includes
all highway authorities both large and small.

In the context of the Second Africa Road Safety Congress, this paper mentions technology transfer methods being used
in the United States, discusses the new regional International Technology Transfer Center for Central and South America,
and reviews in summary fashion the details of a recently established Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) project on Technology Transfer and Adaptability.

2. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER METHODS

A discussion of technology tlllIIsfer methods requires a delinition of Technology Transfer:

Technology transfer refers to all the activities leading to the appropriate adoption of a new product or procedure by any
group of users. "New" is used in a special sense: it means any improvement over existing technologies or processes, not
necessarily a chronologically recent invention. (1)

It is interesting ro note that technology transfer in the United Stares is not new. The early turnpikes in the United Stares were
paved and maintained acccrding to recommendations of J.P.M. Tresaguet, Director General of French Roads, 1775·1785.
In 1820 the ideas of the Scotsman, John L McAdam, dominated American road building. In 1897 the United Stares
conslIUcted the first Object Lesson Road which demonstrated the practical side of road building. Since these carly times
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has been active in technology tlllIIsfer.

The transfer methods presented are in general use within the FHWA. A review group is used to select the proper tlllIIsfer
techniques. As resuilS are obtained the matrix of possible techniques is reviewed and technology transfer goals are
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established, usually on an annual basis. As an example, the need to improve work zone traffic control is provided a very
high priority rating and ail technology transfer methods are used simultmleously (e.g. training, experiment:li projects,
demonstration projects, implemenUltion projects, rural technical assistmlce). However, a new glass bead specification
dealing with ways LO prevent "mold in the bead sockets" might be more appropriately incorporated within just one program.

The programs that follow are currently being used 1O transfer technology in the United States.

2.1 Training
Training is a tried and proven method of transferring technology. Under this approach, the Short Course program of the
FHWA's National Highway Institute offers a series of l-day to I-week training opportunities in new and evolving technical
areas that are geared LO practicing engineers. The majority of the courses are directed primarily to SUIte highway employees,
but some are also available to local road agencies. Selected in-{jepth courses ranging in length from 3 LO 6 weeks are also
offered. Approximately 75 different courses are available at any given time covering subject areas such as civil engineering
(33 courses); right-of-way (5 courses); environment (10 courses); planning (17 courses); and highway safety (6 courses).
(2) National experts are oblained to leaCh the shoo courses. The experts are oblained from the staff of Slate highway
departments and from the FHWA. In addition, consultmlts are sometimes employed to present the training. The most
common leaChing method used is the classroom lecture. Less tradiLOnal methods include interactive graphics and expert
system self teaching techniques. The success of the shan course program has been overwhelming, as the growth in
attendance shows. (Table I)

.., ••r Pl'"uentltions Psrt i c:i pants Te.r Prnent'tion! P,rtic;pants

1971 !lO 2,500 1981 368 '1,782
19n n 2, lOa 1982 388 11,514
1973 98 2,400 1983 444 13,996
1974 122 3,700 1984 478 15,547
19~ 147 4,500 1985 212 7,017
1976 ,~ 4,!lOO 1986 238 8,222
1977 <40 7,000 1987 244 7,961
1978 300 8,300 1988 357 9,618
1979 350 12,200 1989 415 11 oeo
1980 337 13,056 TotaLs 5,065 157,213

TABLE 1. SHORT COURSES 1971 TO 1989

The National Highway Institute Shon Course training concept is structured LO encourage Slate and local agencies LO use
the training materials to start their own follow-on training. In this way, one training presenUltion is multiplied many times.
The Work Zone Traffic Control course is a good example of using training LO address a major transportation problem. In
the United StaleS the number of highway work zone fat:liities rose 55 percent from 489 in 1982 1O 756 in 1988. in 1988
an intensive training program was implemented by the National Highway InstiUJte to supplement the existing programs
already available in many States. In 2 years the institute has presented over 75 training courses in 25 Slates, re:lching over
3,CXXl highway personnel with information on how to improve safety through construction zones. This national training
is supplemented by 19 StaleS that have their own intensive training programs. As a resul~ the rate of increase of work zone
fatalities has been slowed.

2.2 Experimental Projects
The Experimental Projects Program is another method LO transfer technology, especially LO promote the use of new or
experimental features and products. The program affords the opportunity to evaluate new materials, equipment, and
innovative construetion techniques under acUJal field conditions. Technical assistance is made available for the evaluation
of specific new technologies that promise polenual for high payoff if successfully implemented on a national basis. This
program also serves as FHWA's industry focal point for new highway teehnology developed in the private seCLOr. The
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success of this "tty it, you might like it" program rises primarily from a design which reduces the risk associated with the
use of something new. The titles of several Experimental Projects that deal with highway safety follow:

* Evaluation of Rubber Railroad Grade Crossing Surfaces.
* Evaluation of Deer Proof Fencing.
* Tunnel Icing Waming Signs Testing.
* Ice-Retardant Overlays.

It should be made clear that in the United States the Experimental Projects Program makes it possible for the States lD use
new leChniques and nOl follow the normal Federal Specifications.

2.3 Demonstration Projects
A third technology transfer method is the Demonstration Projects Program under which new or improved highway
technologies are demonstrated directly lD the users in a highway authority. The demonstration activity is based on the
"seeing is believing" philosophy and offers the opportunity for "hands on" exposwe. Three relatively distinct types of
demonstration mediums are used: (1) onsite equipment demonstrations, (2) workshop type seminars, and (3) demonslTa
tion installations. Several safety related demonstration projects follow:

* Traffic Barrier Systems.
* Epoxy Pavement Markings.
* Ice DeteclDrs.
* Bridge Inspection Techniques.
* Railroad Crossing Corridor Improvements.

A typical presentation may include manuals, specifications, and other how-to-do-it guides. As an example, the Epoxy
Pavement Marking project includes the actual installation of the marking on a highway, and the Bridge Inspection
Techniques Demonstration incorporates a field visit lD the bridge using a smail boat equipped with under water inspection
equipment and divers.

2.4 Implementation Program
Our Implementation Program is anolher program involved in technology ITansfer. Under the program, the FHWA develops,
field tests, packages, distributes, and promotes the adoption of new leChnology. This program serves as the bridge between
rese=h and practical application of new leChnology. Research fmdings are received from FHWA's in-house rese=h
staff, State highway agencies, other programs in and outside of government, or private contraclDrs. Unlike the
Demonstration Projects Program which specializes in on-site demonslTations, this program specializes in refming rese=h
fmdings and translating the new technologies into formats for general distribution.

Methods used lD pass technology lD potential users may involve active participation by the user, such as conferences,
workshops, and seminars; contracts with State highway agencies lD field test and evaluate rese=h products; and technical
assistance by FHWA's Research, Development, and Technology staff. Distribution may be through active promotional
materials such as films, videotapes, slide-tape presentations, and computer programs. Written materials may include
implementation packages, technology sharing reports, user manuals, handbooks or guidebooks, technical advisories, and
brochures.

The results are provided as Implementation Packages and Technology Sharing reports. An lrnplementation Catalog is
available that describes several hundred leChnology sharing efforts completed during the period 1974-1988. (3)

A sampling of some of the handbooks of special interest lD safety engineers follows:

* Roadway Lighting Handbook
* Roadway Delineation Practices Handbook
* Railroad-Highway Guide Crossing Handbook
* Post Mounted DelinealDrs

2.5 Rural Technical Assistance Program
The Rural Technical Assistance Program (RTAP), a relatively new program, specifically addresses the leChnology tr:lI1sfer
needs of our rural highway agencies. Highway mileage in the United States lDtals 3.9 million miles; of this, RTAP is aimed
at the 3.2 million miles of low-volume rural roads, most of which are nOl on the United States Federal-aid highway system.
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The RTAP aids the small (local) highway authorities that administer roads that are not pan of any Slale or Federal system.
The RTAP target is the economical improvement of rural roads and bridges. This is achieved through fltSt identifying and
packaging for local use approlrilte teelmology that is then delivered through a program of technical assistance designed
ro improve the transport of people and goods within rural atea'i. A national system of center.> described and discussed in
the following pilrngl3phs is a major pan of the delivery program.

Local Cent.ers • RTAP Cemers are tl:Chnology IIlIIISfer lXUgrarns located at Slale Universities and in a few cases at Slale
highway departments. As of 1lll1e 1989. 45 StaleS and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico were ope<ating teelmology
IIlIIISfer centers. The figures that follow show the lI'emendous growth of u:chnology transfer cenrer operations starting in
1982 and carrying on ID the present lime.

1916 1917 1981 1989 1990

Calendu' Yean

~o

40

Number 30

of 20
Centers

10

0 1

1982 1913 1914 1m

GrowtlI 0( Technology Transfer

In addition ro the centeIS. a subcenter to lJ'aIlSlate highway teelmology inID Spanish is located at the University of Texas
in El Paso. and a small subcenrer is in operation within the United StaleS ViIgin Islands.

While each center is unique and responsible for iLS own program all operate under the terms of similar agreements. As a
minimum. each teehonolgy transfer cenrer performs the seven taslcs that foUow.

1. Maintain a mailing list of trnnsportation officials.
2. Publish a quanerly newsletter.
3. Provide Technology Transfer material.
4. Provide an infonmation service.
5. Conduct at least 10 seminars per year.
6. Perform a self-evaluation.
7. Complete rural road technical projects.

Nal/onaJ System of Technology Transfer Centers· The overall objectives of the National System of Technology Transfer
CenteIS are to:
• Establish a system for trnnsferring highway teehnology 10 rural IraIlsportation officials.
• Improve the flow of technical infonrnation telWeen the FHWA. Slale depanments of transportation. univmiti05. and

rural trnnsponation officials.
• Encourage the use of new cost-effective technology by rural transponation officials.
• Synthesize the successful application of new technology in one center so that it can te used by centers in other 501105.

Cetller OU/pUIS . Since 1982, the centers have conducted 4,864 seminars - over double the 10 per year required - and taught
ro over 150,800 students.
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Centers carry out a multitude of innovative 1'2 <¥:uvities. Several have traveling vans that take training and technology on
the rood to the small (local) highway authorities. Some have engineers who travel to help locals gel the latest know-how
firsthand Many have developed "how-lO" manuals. technical bulletins, videot:lpe libraries. and special telephone lines.

2.6 International Visitors Program
Finally, the United States is involved in transferring highway technology internationally. The International Visitors
Program offers training and orientation for foreign officials interested in highway practices in the United Stales. This
includes visits to the FHWA. Stale highway agencies, and other organizations in the transportation field. Annually the
program provides a:ademic or on-the-job observational training for 400 to '500 foreign highway officials. This program
allows foreign highway professionals and their American colleagues to exchange ideas and experiences on technical
subjects of common interest In some cases. visitors arrange their own travel, and, in other instances, help is provided by
the FHWA. International Highway Programs Office (400 Seventh Street, S. W., Washington. DC 20590).

3. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PAYS OFF

We are totally convinced that technology transfer programs payoff in big ways. Feedba:k indicates that for every dollar
invested by the Federal Government in the United States, return on the invesanent exceeds 8 to 1. A few illustrative
examples of cost-saving projects from the last few years follow:

• The State and Local Highway Training and Technolngy Resources Catalog was produced and distributed to State training
officers. (4) This "directory" of training provides technology transfer center personnel the opponunity to be aware of and
to utilize training developed by others. It is estimated that annual savings in training costs obtained through use of the
caralog may average $50,000 per Stale - or approximately $2.5 million nationally ea:h year.

• Presentations of the RTAP courses "Maintenance Management System" and ''Equipment Management System" are
proving beneficial. Benefits of the Maintenance Management System include increased crew productivity. improved work
methods. increased service levels. and cost savings of 6 to IS percent in the annual maintenance budget Benefits of the
Equipment Management System include reduced ownership costs, reduced operating costs, reduced maintenance and
repair costs. and a savings of 6 to 13 percent of toral equipment costs.

• With the publication "Geotechnical Fabric on Rural Roads Manual," benefits of using geotechnical fabric on gravel roads
include reduced maintenance at problem locations, improved level of service, and cost savings of 33 to 67 percent over
normal maintenance at problem locations.

• With the development of a videot:lpe on timber bridge fundamenrals, which was distnbuted throughout the United St:ltes,
5400,000 was saved by constructing replacement bridges of timber in one State. It is conservatively estimated thar this State
is saving over $10 million annually through the application of timber bridge technology.

• A short manual ''When to Pave a Gravel Road" was produced to explain in nontechnical language the steps necessary
to implement a sound rural road management program and how to choose between alternative paving options. For the
example presented, savings of $ 1,000 per mile per year are obtained by making improved decisions about when "not to
pave and conversely, when to pave." Use of the cost-effective solutions can easily save local officials $1,000 per mile. If
.applied nationally projects savings could exceed millions per year.

• Two examples of recent Demonstration Projects that have been very successful in saving money are a project on recycling
asphalt pavement and one on geotextiles. The recycling demonstration has been conducted approximately 75 times wiL1
50 percent cost savings. During the energy crisis in the United Stales, this technology alone saved millions of dollars.
Likewise, a geotextile demonstration, which has been conducted SO times, has also saved up to SO percent of what would
have been the project costs had geotextiles nOl been used.

3.1 Annual Benefits
It is estimated that direct cost savings resulting from the technology transferred through the RTAP will exceed 525 million
for 1988. It is imponant to note that many of these savings will repeat again and again in subsequent years. in addition,
numerous non-<juantifJable improvements also resull in significant cost savings. It is estimated that the total yearly benefiLS
may exceed S40 million annually. The year benefit to cost ratio is approximately 8 ID 1.

Another way to descnbe technology transfer payoff is by the old proverb - "When you help a man by giving him a fish,
he gains a dinner, but when you teach him how to fish, he gains a profession."
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I. There can be no doubt that a modem Technology Transfer System is a sound invesonent necessary to obtain high quality,
safe, economical transponation.

~. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

At the 18th World Road Congress sp:msored by the Permanent International Association of Road Congresses (pIARe)
in Brussels during September 1987, the FHWA suggestf'.d the cr""tion of multi-national highway teChnology tr.msfer
centers. (5) The new centers would operate as independent institutions. that could ttanscend political change by being
organized under governing boards representing the highway authorities of the counlries served. In October 1987 the Pan
American Highway Congress (pARe) passed a resolution to establish the fIrst Regional International Technology Transfer
Center. The new Regional Center is modeled after the RTAP described earlier. The goal is to ttansfer teChnology between
the Americas. The regional technology ttansfer system has a central organization which supports country or satellite
centers. The pwpose of the central organization is to facilitate the activires of the individual technology ttansfer centers
by

• Coordinating activities with other world-wide, regional, and local organizations.
• Locating and dislributing technical data and infonnation to the regional Technology Transfer Centers.
• Assisting local staffs in establishing, promoting, and administering their centers.
• Lo:ating technology transfer resources.

The central organization is now in operation in the fonn of the recently created Pan American Instilute of Highways (P[H).
[t is temporarily headquartered within the International Highway Programs Office of the FHWA. (6)

The member technology transfer centers are located at educational facilities. highway agencies, or other accessible
locations. The pwpose of the Center is to provide:
• A means for more experienced road organizations and individuals to directly assist their counterparts.
• A newsletter infonning all members of new and existing technology applicable to the region.
• Technical publications and audio visual materials for use by irs members.
• Workshops and seminars in response to the needs of irs members.
• Communication between its members and the engineers. managers, technicians, and organizations who can provide

support and assistance.
• Support, teChnical experts, seminars. and training infonnation to other centers.

Member centers are now being established within the Americas. Argentina is currently developing a twin technology
ttansfer system for their country. Two centers are being established· a general technology transfer center and a specialized
Techno[ogy Transfer Center for Highway Safety.

The RTAP and Pili technology transfer programs provide good examples that can be tailored and improve to provide a
technology transfer system for Africa. Delegates to this conference should promote efforts to create a regional international
technology IrnI1sfer center for Africa. An active teChnology transfer program will help your country obtain your "moneys
worth" from highway expendilllres • including reducing deaths on roads, streets. and highways.

5, ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO·OPERATION AND .DEVELOPMENT ''TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER AND ADAPTABILITY" PROJECf

Technology transfer is currently of interest throughout the imemational community. The Pan American Highway Congress
established a regional technology IrnI1sfer center. The Pennanent International Assa:iation of Road Congresses included
technology transfer as a major topic in irs 18th World Congress. Now ihe Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (GECD) has organized a new initiative on Techno[ogy Transfer and Adaptability. The Tenns of Reference
for this new project have been prepared and the flISt meeting of the Working Group is scheduled to take place in October
1989.

5.1 Project Summary
The early material being developed for this effor! makes the case that existing ways of IrnI1sferring technology from
originators to users are often ineffIcient and ineffecuve. Once the technology is mnde available many potential users are
unable or unwilling to implement technology improvements, These failings apply within developed COllilaies between the
developed and developing nations, and among developing counlries. New technology does eventually fInd its way into use,
but the rate of adopnon is slow and the resulnng delay is costly.
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Using their own funds and outside aid, governments are commimng large and growing resources to the diffusion of
technical infonnation. Through an abundance of courses, conferences. seminars, newsletters, journals, elC, information is
made available on improved solutions to recwring problems. In the everyday workings of road agencies, however, too few
of these solutions are put into prnctice. The OECD Project will Iry to fInd out why, and recommend strategies, techniques,
and tools, that may be used to improve the general application of new technology, prnctices, and procedures in both OECD
members and developing countries.

Often, change in practice will not occur until the need for change is acute. While growing IIaffIc and diminished allocations
of funds in many countries have contributed to road deteriorntion, they also make rOOd authorities receptive to new
solutions. This project is, therefore, quite timely. The following is a brief description of the project tasks.

5.2 Project Tasks
• A major pan of the effon will be to document and analyze examples of successful technology transfer and implemen
ration. Questions to be explored concern, for example, what helps technology providers better perceive and meet users'
needs and what helps users successfully receive and implement new technology.
• Technology transfer means and policies for overall cost-effectiveness, including appropriateness to the needs of the
various technology providers and technology users, to the types of information to be transferred, and the form in which
it should be transferred will be examined. A review of the existing literature in the fIeld of technology transfer methods
and its application to road technology will be included.
• The question of why some potential users are unable or unwilling to use better technologies will be addressed and
strategies for overcoming these problems evaluated. The study will look at non-technical reasons for reluctance to accept
new technologies including cultural factors, as well as the effectiveness of current retrieval systems, the printed word, and
libraries.
• The results of the study will be disseminated in ways that exemplify the sWdy's findings on good technology transfer
processes. The swdy results will be presented in a written repon and in other media as appropriate and feasible. Special
are will be taken to ensure that the results of the study are brought to the attention of decision makers world wide.

The sWdy will cover road technology transfer with respect to: both developed and developing countries, transfers within
countries, and transfers among countries.

5.3 Participation Needed
Two seminars will be used in carrying out the tasks generating peninent infonnation about technology transfer and
adaptability, one in developed countries and the other in developing countries. The information developed in the seminars
will be synthesized in one written repon with conclusions and recommendations relating to technology transfer issues of
interest to all countries. It is anticipated that the written repon will be supplemented with a video formaL At the writing
of this paper, it is further anticipated the fIrst of the two seminars will be held in the United States in November 1990. The
second seminar will be held in Morocco in April 1991 (adjacent to the next PIARC World Congress).

Success of the project design depends on the ability to draw adequate information about the technology transfer issued from
a broad cross-section of the international community. It is therefore imponant for all countries to be represented at the two
seminars to the extent possible. Many will be requested to prepare and present papers on assigned topics and other will be
requested to provide comments and discussion. All of the countries represented at the Second Congress on Road Safety
need to pull together in this imponant effon toward the availability of safer and more effIcient road tranwon and to
encourage countries not represented to do likewise.

6. THE FUTURE

It is likely that within the next decade several regional technology transfer centers will be in operation. This will create a
need to provide linkage between the regional cemers. The opportunity to create a World Highway Technology Tmnsfer
center will present itself. Conceivably such a function might be housed within the OECD, PIARC. or other international
organizations. Options appear unlimited. Ideas for the improved sharing of highway technology and success stories should
be identifIed, documented, and exposed in the various international forums available.

Another emerging tool involves the use of expen system training techniques. This new technique provides a mechanism
for the latest highway technology to be provided to an engineer anywhere in the world. All that is required is a personal
computer. Computer progrnms are designed to include a simulation of the reasoning and decision making process of
highway expens. (7) At present there are over 50 highway expen systems under development within the United Stales.
Using this concept the knowledge of an entire specialty may be transferred to another person - econo;nically and quickly.
Several typical expen systems dealing with highway safety are listed below.
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An Expert System for Analyzing Roadway Hazards, Department of Transportation and Safety Engineering, Polytechnic
University, Brooklyn, NY, 1989.
Expert System for lhe Evaluation of Rail/Highway Crossings, Virginia Transportation Res=h Council, Charlonesville,
Virginia, 1988.
Analysis of High Hazard UJCalwns, University of Massachuseus, Amherst, Massachuseus, 1988.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The United Siales is looking to a Technology Transfer Program to help reduce our 2.4 per 100 million mile faIa!ity role,
and it is also a technique to enhance highway safety in Africa. BenefilS that exceed COSIS, probably in the range of 8 to I
are very probable, In fact the use of a well designed transfer system as part of an overall safety effort is something that a
country can no longer afford to do without. The insrallation of a Technology Transfer System will prove to be a cost
effective expendiwre that will save money.

Specifically, it is suggested that an Africa Technology Transfer Center be considered with member centers provided within
each country. The new centers should be designed lO serve the special problems of Africa and take ilS place among the other
world programs.

Ideas for the improved sharing of highway technology and success slOries should be identified, documented, and exposed
in the various international forums available.
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5.5 ROAD SAFETY RESEARCH IN AFRICA
G. S. Agoki, Road Safety Research Laboratory, Faculty of Engineering,
University of Nairobi, Kenya.

ABSTRACT:

- This paper attempts review rood safelY research in Africa and makes recanmendalions for its strengt/1ening in order to
cope with the rood accident silWllion in Africa. The studies reviewed were those fllUlld in lilCralure available to the author
covering the work done by: Transport and Road Resean:h Laboratory, French National Organisalion for Traffic Safety et
aI. University of Nairobi and the Kenyan experience. Nigeria, Libya and the Egyplian experience. The reslllls from those
studies are summarised. The need for resean:h. organisation, funding, aaining, docwnenration and dissemination is shown.
The lessons learnt from past experience are iOOicaIed and recommendations are made for the strengthening of road safety
research in Africa. African countties cannot and should nOt rely mainly and solely on exrernal researcher.; to carry out road
safety resean:h in their own countties. Indigenous professionals should be given the necessary mareriaI. moral and political
suppon in order to adequarely cope with the challenges posed by road accidents in their countries.

1. INTRODUcnON

At the First African Road SafelY Congress held in Nairobi. Kenya in August 1984. it was noted that road safety research
is closely linked to the whole range of govemmenllli road safelY policies. is essenlially multidisciplinary and should be
aimed at reducing the nwnber of accidents and lessening their consequences. The naIUre and the scale of sWdies that had
been or were being canied out in Africa, were reviewed. Also reviewed was the exrent of implementation of ensuing
recommendations and the effectiveness of measures already implemenred.It was hoped that effons would be directed
towards coordinating research and harmonizing future road safelY research and programmes.
This paper attempts to review road safety research in Africa and malces recommendations for its strengthening in order to
cope with the road acident situation in Africa.

2. STUDIES CARRIED OUT AND RFSULTS

2.1 Transport and Road Research Laboratory
In the early 1970s the developing countries (DCs) recognized the worsening road safety silWllion in their countties. In 1972.
following the nwnerotlS requests made by the DCs for assislllJlce in the rood safety field, a sma1l research ream was formed
within the Overseas Unit of the Transpon and Road Research Laboratory (TRRL). The objective of lhis ream was to
undenalce research in the DCs in order to establish the nature and exrent of their traffic accident problems. recommend
remedIal measures and assess their effectiveness.

A smdy on rood accident data collection and analysis in DCs was canied out (Jacobs. Bardsley and Sayer. 1975). A
questionnaire was sent to 42 DCS to derermine what metholds were used 10 collect and analyse road accident data. Of the
34 replies. it was found that over 60 per cent used a police booklet or form 10 repon accidents "on-the-spot". Few of these
were found sufficiendy comprehensive or incaIBble of improvement in design. A sysrem for reponing and coding road
accidents was suggested for use in DCs considering ease of completion and simplicity of design. Advice was also given
on methods of data processing that could be adopted by DCs. The African counaies studied included Botswana. Ghana.
Kenya. Malawi. Swaziland and Zambia.

Using published dilla (Jacobs and Bardsley, 1977) a comparison was made, in ftfteen DCs. of the number of deaths from
road accidents and the deaths from specific diseases normally associated with the DCs. It was found thal road accidents
accounted for some 17 per cent of the IOIlIi deaths studied. This value was exceeded only by deaths from enreritis and other
diarrhoeal diseases. The trends in the number of deaths per population over the period 1960-72 were calculated. It was found
!hat the rates of infectious, intestinal and respirnlory diseases decreased whilst the death "lre for road accidents increased
over the ""!'e period. An analysis of the medical record of three major hospilllis in Nairobi, Kenya showed that there were
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more in-patients receiving treaunent for road accidents in 1974 than for all but one of Ihe groups of disroses thought to be
of concern in the DCs. The African countries included in the study were Egypt. Kenya, Malagasy and South Africa.

Using published data a sWdy (Jacobs and Hutchinson. (973) was made of changes in accident rates with time in a number
of DCs. It was found tha~ in ahnost all the countries. there was a continuing downward trend in death and injury rates per
vehicle except for Kenya and zambia. It was further found that the lower the vehicle ownership level the higher the fatality
rate per vehicle. Fatality rates for the DCs for the year 1968 were found 10 be similar in pattern to those for Britain between
1909 and 1938. Further. the number of deaths as a proportion of total casualties (severity index) was found to be correlated
with vehicle ownership. The lower Ihe vehicle ownership level the higher the severity index. The severity index was found
to be closely affected by the extent of medical facilities inthe DCs. and the proportion of motor cycles and scooters in each
country. Further research was recommended on accident recording methods. accident costs and remedial measures and
lheir economic benefits. The African countries covered in Ihe sWdy included Kenya, Malawi. Mauritius. Uganda and
Zambia.

An investigation (Jacobs. (976). into Ihe relatiOl\ship between personal injury rates on rural roads in Kenya and Jamaica
and factors such as vehicle flow and rood geometry, was carried ou~ Through regression analysis. equations were derived
which could be used to estimate changes in accident rates following improvements to the geometric design of roads. The
accident rate per kilometre per annum was found to be significantly related to vehicle flow whilst Ihe rate per million
vehicle-kilomelreS was found to be significantly related to the physical characteristics of the road tested (such as junctions
per kilometre. surface irnegularity and road width). Comparing the results with those from developed countries. !he accident
rates in Kenya and Jamaica were found to be consistently greater for similar values of vehicle flow and geometric design.

Using published data. further research (Jacobs and Fouracre. (977) was made of changes in road accident rates over the
ten year period 1961-71 in a number of DCs. The African countries swdied included Botswana, Dahomey. E!hiopia.
Gambia, Ivory Coas~ Kenya. Malagasy. Malawi. Mauritius. Morocco. Niger, Nigeria, Swaziland, Tunisia and zambia. It
was found that in the majority of cases there was a continuing downward trend in fatality and injury rates per licensed
vehicles. Kenya, Jamaica, zambia, Malawi and Nigeria were found to be exceptions. It was futher found !hat increases in
fatality rates were related to increasing ownership of mOllJr cycles and other two-wheeled motor vehicles. Also, unlike
developed countries, pedestrian accident rates per licensed vehicle did not decrease over time in lhese countries. The
number of casualties per accident showed a marked increase in Kenya between 1968 and 1972 as did the accidents occurring
in the darlc.

A sWdy (Fourncre and Jacobs. 1976) on comparative accident costs in DCs was carried out for Kenya (1965). Ivory Coast
(1970). Southern Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) (1961), South Africa (1963), and Ghana (1970) among others. The methodology
of analysis was discussed and the comparative analysis of the different swdies were given and their related problems
Identified. It was noted that an attempt 10 place a value on human life continues to be a contentious subject for which no
defmitive methodology for conducting such an analysis. can be set ou~ However, some conclusions were drawn on the
ments of particular poinlS of methodology and on the usefulness of such cost analysis.

An analysis (Jacobs and Sayer. 1976) of the road accidents involving personal injury that occurred in Kenya in 1972 was
carried out with the following results:

- .Nairobi Province was found to have the greatest number of accidenlS and casualties but the lowest rates per million
vehicle-kilometres;

- 14 per cent of all casualties were fatal (a high fatality rate compared with Ihe developed counoies).
the proportion of all casualties !hat were occupants of commercial vehicles was found to be very much higher in Kenya
than in Europa;
Ihe number of accidents involving two vehicles was proportionately lower than in Great Britain whilst there were
proportionately more vehicle - pedestrians and single-vehicle accidents in Kenya than in Great Britain. Also the
incidence of single-vehicle accidents was notably high in rural areas;
accident rates on murram roads were found to be very high relative to the volume of traffic carried by these roods.

A sWdy (Abaynayaka, Howe. Jacobs and Morosiuk 1974) (related to road safety) was carried out in Kenya to develop a
technique for estimating vehicle speeds on rum] roads in IX::s. This study was necessary since conventional methods are
impractical due to low levels of traffic flow. Bimmen surfaced roads and gravel or earth surfaced roads were used for the
speed study. Regression analysis was used to derive equations for estimating the speeds of both light and he<lvy vehicles.
Speeds were found to be signIficantly affected by the physical characteristics of the roads tested. with vertical and
horizontal curvature and road width having the most intluence.
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A comparison of occidenlS taking place in cities in developed and OCs was carried out fqr Nairobi and Mombasa (Kenya),
Surabaya (Indonesia) and Kingston (Jamaica) (Jacobs and Sayer, 1977). Whereas in Great Britain 20 per cent of all
accidenlS occurred in the central area of each town, in the cities of the OCs the equivalent values ranged from 24 to nearly
60 per cent The differences were attributed to land use and social activity. In most of the OCs the proporuon of pedestrian
casualties in the .cities was considerably higher than in European countries.

Studies of behaviour in OCs (Jacobs, Sayer and Downing, 1981) have observed the behaviour of drivers at traffic signals
and pedestrian crossings in selected cities in BolSwana, Ghana (Jamaica, Malaysia and Hong Kong). It was observed that
road safety counter-measures are less effective in OCs compared with developed countries. It was deduced that the use of
computer controlled lIaffic signal systems may be less effective in reducing lIaffic congestion in 0Cs cities than is the case
in Europe and North America.

2.2 French National Organisation for TraITlC Safety et aI
The French National Organisation for Traffic Safety (ONSER) and the Institut National de Recherche sur les TransporlS
et leur Securite (lNRETS) in cooperation with the Centtai Office for Overseas SllIdies (BCEOM) and the World Health
Organisation (WHO) have carried out research on lIaffic safety in OCs between 1979 and 1986 (Mulhard, 1987). The OCs
included Cote D'Ivoire, Morocco (Philippines and Turkey). Within the framework of intersectorial and integrated safety
programmes, at regional and national levels, methodologies were provided for the following !aSks:

- analysis of the existing siwation in relation to data availability and safety organisation;
- design of the action programmes on the tasis of an "extended" safety diagnosis (accidenlS or surrogates, institutional

framework, past safety measure, accident-related behaviour, allitudes or opinions of the road-users). Methodological
indications were also given for the evaluation of experimental safety measures and action programmes, as well as for
the design of training programmes for safety professionals and decision-makers.The sllldies identified common features
as follows;

- the difficulties encountered when trying to coordinate the major sectors of action related to accident prevention
(infrasll'Ucture and road maintenance, trnIIspon management, education, enforcement ere.,): instillltional problems and
lack of motivation of some of the decision-makers are often made more acute by inadequate traffic legislation;

- the lack of exhaustive, precise and reliable accident data on which to base safety studies and action programmes; national
accident data collection systems, when they have already been initiated, usually need upgrading;

- the specific target groups for action; pedestrians (particularly children) are mostly at risk, as well as two-wheelers where
this means of conveyance is currently used; professional drivers and goods or public transpon vehicles are also at the
hean of the safety problem.

The main accident factors related to behaviour,vehicles or the road environment and identified in the studies carried out
were summarized as well as their implications for safety action.

From these sllldies it is recommended that in the shan and metliurn terms road safety research should go on along the same
lines, with emphasis on evaluation methodology, countermeasure implementation, and professional training programmes.
The methodologies for corrective safety already developed should also be complemented through a new preventive
approach with the aim of promoting ''built-in'' safety within the design of urban road or lIaffic systems.

It was observed that while accident data systems are now being initiated in many OCs, at the national or local level. the
feasibility of an intemational data bank for research purposes is also being tested.

It was further noted that there is no ready made solution to the road safety problem in OCs. This means that research has
definitely a part to play in designing relevant methodologies and training programmes and providing background of
transferable knowledge, in order to make future field work possible, operational and efficient.

The basic orientations adopted, in research at ONSER and INRETS, can be summarized as follows;

l. Focussing on integrated safety programmes at the national level. This seems to be the most rational approach to
"corrective safety" in the OCs and necessitates a multidisciplinary approach.

2. Finding methods and criteria to describe as accurately as possible the accident situation as, well as ilS instillltional,
psychosociological, and economical background, in order to make the design of specific, acceptable, and efficient safety
programmes possible. This implies providing methodologies for an extended safety diagnosis.
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,
3. Analysing in-depth accident causation processes and rbe relevant behavioural paaems as a means 10 propose tailor-made
coumermeasures and identify rbe conditions for a transfer of knowledge and of future evaluation.

4. Identifying the best organisation("octors'') 10 take charge of safety action, and in particular to coordinate and promote
it, in line with rbe historical and scio-economical background in the country studied. This "institutional" approach is
essential to ensure continuing safety work in the counllies where research has been carried out, and therefore to create a
field-laboratory for observation, experimentation, and evaluation.

5. Evaluating safety schemes implemented according to test merbodologies, in order to check that the Iaaer are indeed sound
and applicable, and to accumulate knowledge on the actual effects of coordinated safety meastrreS in DCs. This necessiLateS
designing realistic evaluation schemes barb for individual measures and for integrated safety programmes, taking into
consideration rbe characteristics of local data and rbe time, skills and manpower available.

6. Gathering all the transferable knowledge and merbodologies built up or added to in this research, as a basis for the design
of training programmes for safety professionals or local administrntive offices in DCs.

7. Gradually integrating traffic safety measures into orber activities' such as urban planning, transport management,
education etc, in order to move from "corrective" safety action 10 a more preventive approach, likely to be efficient and
less costly in rbe long term. This approach has not yet been mastered in Europe.

Orientations 1-6 have been considered in rbe research carried out Evaluation, training and long-term accident preventi
on require fwther experimenla! field work. and involve following up safety projects rbrough their implementation phase.
Most safety programmes in Des have not completed this phase yet

Traffic safety research for DCs would certainly be unrbinkab1e without applied work and field experimentation.

2.3 Road Safety Research at the University of Nairobi
The University of Nairobi has played a key role in road safety research in Kenya The projects have been carried out mainly
in the departmenlS of Civil Engineering, as well as Surveying and Photogrammetry by under graduates, postgraduateS and
staff. The Faculty of Medicine has also carried out some studies related to road safety.

In studies related to children safety (Miyanji, 1975, 1976) it was found that
- road accidents ranked 14th among the top killers in all age groups of children and 2nd in rbe older more exposed

school age group of 5-12 years;
among the adullS, road accident fatalities accounted for 10.3 per cent of all deaths, and for all ages the deaths
accounted for 5.9 per cent;
there appeared to be a male preponderance consistem with findings in the rest of the world;
60 per cent of the children involved were unaccompanied at the time of rbe accident of whom 60 per cem were school
children;
for every death rbere were 5 serious injuries and 8-19 slight injuries;
accident cases accounted for 7 per cent of all surgical admissions..

An epidemiological review of road accidents in Kenya for the period 1968-1973 (Kwamirta, Noel and Soin, 1975) found
that the main factorS were behavioural in nature and related to rbe drivers who accounted for 24.3 per cent, vehiCle defects
which accounted for 5.3 per cent and road defecl-'i which accounted for 2 per cent of the lOla!.

In a review of road accidenlS in Nairobi for rbe period 1%8 - 1972 (Kwamina, Noel and Soin, \975) it was found that
- rbe severity index was 8.9 per cen~

the fatality rate per 10,000 persons was 3.44;
seasonal variation of road accidenlS appeaned to be related to rbe climatic seasons by month of rbe year, day of rbe
week and time of day;
children, students and civil servants were greatly involved in road accidenlS and their casualties resulted in 29 per
cent of all accident dearl1s;
the fatality figure for the males was 5 times the figure recorded for the females;
vehicle drivers were responsible for 48 per cent of all accidents and the pedestrians were responsible for 36.2 per
cent of all accidents;
93.9 per cent of all accidenlS were caused by road users.
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A study undertaken to esmblish the level of tIaffic laws violation in selected roads in Nairobi (Gichaga and Kipkore, 1980)
indicated how unsafe it is to travel in Nairobi, with 3-5.8 per cent of the drivers failing to conform to the tIaffic lights
requiremenlS, 2.8 per cent of the drivers fail ing to stop at a mandatory stop sign and 24 per cent of the drivers failing to
keep to the proper lanes on a roundaboul

The relationship between road tIaffic accidenlS and the horizontal and vertical curves has been sUJdied (Murugu and Agoki,
1984 and Ndirangu and Agoki 1984). The parameters considered were rndii of curvature, super-elevation, gradient of
upslopes and downslopes. The relationship between these parameters and tIaffic accident data was studied using smtistical
methods, graphical depiction and empirical e~pressions. The results obtained showed that the rate of accident occurrence
decreases with increase in radius. Accident frequency showed a marked decrease with increase in super-elevation.
Accidents were found to increase with decreasing vertical gradienl

A study has also been initiated in the development of a system for locating and ploning road tIaffic accidenlS (Mwangi &
Agoki 1986). Chainages and offsets of accident ,-pots were used to lOCale accidents and plot them on road plans along Jogoo
Road in Nairobi, Kenya. Police sketch plans help greatly in the knowledge of the location of accidents but they are at times
vague.

Research in monitoring the effectiveness and efficiency of countermeasures plays a key role in road safety improvement
schemes. The effect of geometric changes of a typical cross-road junction has been studied with very encouraging results
(Muriithi and Agoki, 1986). The parameters considered included entry and exit angles, radii, widths, length and width of
the weaving section and the diameter of the central island Also considered were proportions of weaving vehicles and
Junction capacity. The relationship of these parameters and the traffic accident frequency was analysed. The results
obtained showed that change of a junction from a signal-controlled junction to a roundabout reduced accidenlS by 37 per
cenl The tests showed that accident occurrence is less dependent on time than other significant factors such as geometry.

The feasibility of measuring the deformations of accident vehicles using surveying and terrestrial photogrammetric
techniques has also been studied (Wafula and Agoki, 1988). Profiles of a deformed vehicle were obtained and compared
with a new identical make of vehicle to assess the defomation and thereby the damage.

within the framework of the Nairobi Demonstration project smrted in 1986 (on the development of accident counter
measures) on T-junctions, resean:h ha-> been smrted on the monitoring of the proposed improvements. In particular a study
(Kimori and Agoki 1989) has been carried out to analyse accidents and conflicts on some T-junctions with a view to
understanding the problems of these junctions. Predictive models relating conflicts to tIaffic flow were developed and an
evaluation made of the vehicle types which contribute the largest number of conflicts. The conflict sUJdies showed that
mamtus (small and medium public transpon vehicles) initiated more confiicts than any other vehicle type. ConfliclS were
found 10 be closely related to tIaffic flow. The cubic polynomial best suited the prediction of confliclS in relation to tIaffic
flow. Mamtu operators were found to be highly influenced by the fmancial pressure placed on them to repay loans fOr
vehicle purchases and meet their operating COSlS. This financial pressure compels matatus to overload, operate at high
speeds and igoore tIaffic regulations. This in some situations results in matalus initiating and/or causing ccnsiderable
ccnflicts and hence accidents.

Road tIaffic accidents in Kenya have been studied comprehensively (Agoki, 1988) with a view to determining where
possible their fundamental characteristics and causal factors related to their occurrence, and to develop predictive models
for Kenya at the National (macro) level to be used for the monitoring of accidents and the perfonnance of road safety
improvement programmes. Through the studies, predictive models, through some selected Kenyan roads, have been
developed at the road level (micro) to assist tn monitoring and tn understanding the behaviour of accidents in relation 10
the road design elements. In order to develop these predictive models, various mathematical models were used. ~lacro level
data for Kenya were collected from the Kenya Police records and the statisucal abstracts of the Central Bureau of Statistics
of Kenya. Micro level dam were collected through tIaffic volume counts, study of road geometry and pavement defects
and by specially coded forms used for e~tracting data from the Traffic Police accident reccrds relevant to the roads smdied.
The data were analysed to provide characteristic patterns and evidence of the mathematical techniques to be used in model
developmenl The major findings at the macro level were: the logistic model is well suited in predicting the growth of
accidents and related phenomena with time, the logarithmic trend curve is well suited in predicting the distribution of
accident responsibility and involvement whilst the polynomial function is suited in predicting the trend in accidents in
relation to motorization. The major fmdings at the micro level were: the rclynomial functions are suited in predicting the
effects of road factors on accident rates, the logistic curve is well suited in predicting the ,,-rowth of accidents in relation
to vehicle now, harmonic functions are suimble for predicting variations in aCCidents and vehicle now with time of day
and the generalized linear model is beneficial when sUJdying the elTeets of tralfic and geometrical deSign clements on road
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accidents on an interactive basis. IL was recommended Lhat there be continuous data collection in the form of a data base.
Such data will then be used on a continuous basis for model calibration and monitoring of road safety improvement
measures.

Fundamental investigations which endeavour La blli Id up an understanding of the phenomenon of road accidents wilh "
view to developing the theory of road traffic accidents based on the Kenyan situation have been started (Agoki. 1984).

Using data for the period 1949-1983 for Kenya, and data on Kenyan roads and near-accident pedestrian conflicts on some
selected streelS in the capital city Nairobi, major characteristics of accidents in Kenya have been determined, forming the
basis for theory formulation (Agoki, 1986). The main tentative finding is lhat accidents exhibit a wave phenomenon. Man
who does not opernte as a fIXed variant constant is the main cause of accidents and the electromagnetic nature of his brain
activity is the greateSt influence in accident causation. Road and vehicular factors act as accelerators or decelerators of the
accident chains. Remedial measures must be directed towards a restoration of harmony in the man-vehicle·road system.
IL was further cautioned that negativity in man will increase with time as postivity decreases; two aspects which are
externally influenced. In such a scenario iL will be more and more difficult to realize fully the goals of road safety in
particular and transportation safety in general without ultimate external inlerVention!

2.4 Road Safety Research in Nigeria
Road accident data for the Federation and the various states of Nigeria have been analysed (Akoto and Wiredu, 1986) for
the period 1976 to 1985 inclusive. Some of the parameters examined were motor accident fatalities, population rate and
severity index. Oyo and Bendel States were found to have the highest fatalities whilst Ondo and Rivers StaleS had the
lowest Eight Slates in Nigeria were found with severity indices greater than 30 per cent No direct relationship was found
between fatalities and population. A weak correlation of 0.5 was obtained for the Federation with lower values for the
Slates. Smeed's equation was also found to be unsuitable for predicting fatalities.

A number of causes of road accidents in Nigeria have been identified, natnely the conditions of roads and vehicles, the
procedures for the award of vehicle and driving licenses, the attiOJdes of drivers and law enforcement agents and the vehicle
insurance scheme. A road safety data base has been described and a technique for its implementation presented (AJadesulu
and Akinyokun, 1986).

Road accidents in Kaduna Slate of Nigeria have been analysed for the period 1975-1985 (Mukoro, 1986). Accident data
have been analysed for the main arterial highways in the Slate (the Kaduna- zaria highway).

The main contributions were:
- the determination of the main causes of accidents in the State;
- the suggestion of safety and regulatory measures to reduce the number and severity of accidents;
- the derivation of a relationship between the number of accidents along Kaduna-Zaria highway to the total number

of accidents.

In realization of the need for a road accident monitoring programme, joint research effon has been made by the Nigeria
Building and Road Research InstiOJle (NBRRI) and lhe Civil Engineering Dcparunent, Ahmadu Bello University, zaria
with the help from the Nigerian Police. The programme was conceptualized as a series of multi-stage sequential projects
involving the development of an accident registration form, data compilation and analysis through computer use. The
factors inhibiting the achievement of road accident monitoring programmes have been outlined (Olugbemi and Adebisi,
1986). Among the major obstacles are the lack of appreciation by the police of the multi-faceted use of accident data and
the inadequacy of communication facilities in Nigeria.

Using available data, the contribution of vehicle types to road accidents (in Bomo Slate, Nigeria 1979-1982) have been
studied (Ogunjemilua, 1986). Findings showed that passenger-earrying motor vehicles, such as mOlor cycles. taxis, private
cars and buses were more involved in road accidents and casualties than heavy motor vehicles like lorries. trailers and
tankers. It was suggested that the existing system of data collection on road accidents in Nigeria be reviewed with a view
to adopting a comprehensive and uniform syslem of data collection.

Road accident trends in Nigeria 1980-1984 have been studied (Olu Sawyerr, 1986). It was observed that there had been
a gradual decline in the number of reponed accidents since 1981. Also since the same year there had been a gradual
reduction in the Lotal number of persons killed annually. In spile of this, however, there had been a gradual increase in the
total number of persons killed and injured per 100 accidents. This trend was also evident in the analysis of accidents state
by state. It was also found that some of the states with the lowest number of accidents had the highest rates of death and
injuries.
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An international comparison of the accident situation in Nigeria has been made (Maurer. 1986). Comparing the Nigeria
curve, of the fatality of road accidents, to the "international standard curve" it has been demonstrated that Nigeria:

- has one of the typical curves;
_ concerning road tIaffic is not a developing country, -but only a "late developer" in the European view;
- has a good tIaffic safety forecast.

An auempt has been made to design an accident recording system for injury and crash accidents in Nigeria (Oluwole, 1986).
The recording system was intended for use in both urban and rural Nigerian Police offi= and hospitals. The newly
designed forms have been tested and found to be better than any other then existing me:ms of recording accident
information.

A case study has been carried out (Anyata, 1986) of Benin City, Nigeria aimed at eJGllllining sign systems suited to the
cui lUre and educational levels of the majority of Nigerians, who are ill-trained on road usage and who neither recognise
nor obey the few existing tIaffic signs, signals and markings. It was found that

_ drivers previously uninsuucted on road usage made more mistakes than those who had been insuucted;
_ the levels of information processing can be related to the envirorunental complexity by an invented U-shaped per

fo=ce curve;
_ different performance and accident curves represent drivers of different educational and insuuctional profIles.

Optimal locations of tIaffic sign systems along road sections and intersections in Benin City were determined, A panel
of experts related various criteria affecting accidents and sign systems according to imporumce and degree of confiden
ce in the assessmenL Results obtained gave the priorities for sign installation at locations.

An analysis of road accidents that occurred in Bendel State of Nigeria during 1980 - 1985 has been ca:rried out (Weridu
and Akoto, 1986). Regressing population on accident fatalities produced a weak inverse relationship: somewhat similar
to obervations in most counnies. The total number of accidents, fatal accidents, serious and minor accidents, and persons
killed and injured all took a rising trend from 1980-1981. They peaked around 1982 and feU steadily towards 1985. A large
proponion of the accidents occurred on rural highways. Seventy per cent of the death victims were found to be men. People
in the age bracket 15-44 were found to have a high accident mortality index (1.9) and the 1-4 age group had the least (0.9).
About 40 per cent of the recorded deaths in Bandel State hospitals were found to be accounted for by road accidents (that
is, 2(3 of those who die through other diseases).

An investigation has been ca:rried out (Onibere, Asalor and Ovuworie, 1986) on accident patterns in ten Nigerian cities for
the years 1980 and 1983. The cities were mostly state capitals. The study showed that when accidents are aggregated over
an entire road network of sufficient magnitude, the pattern that emerges appears to foUow the Gaussian disuibution. [t was
funher found that while three of the cities had mostly two-vehicle accidents, the others experienced predominantly one
vehicle accidents. One of the three cities involved, consistently, had the lowest number of victims mJured in road accidents.

The degree of reliability of the police for the collection of basic data on road accidents in Nigeria was asceruined (Asogwa.
1982) by comparing the data on ceruin basic road accident features obtained from this source with the accident disuibutions
of a smaller sample using hospital in-patients as sources of information. It was found that, on the whole, a great deal of
agreement existed between the two. This confirmed the thinking that unless and until there are established in Nigeria (as
indeed in other OCs) special centres for in-depth srudies on road crashes, the police remams the only body which, with a
little coaching, can be relied on to obtain basic accident statistics on which the muchneeded counter-measures can be based.

Most of the re=h activities on road accidents have been carried out in various departments within universities in Nigeria.
The various deparunents represented cover a number of disciplines. Ths emphasizes the mulu-clisciplinary approach taken
in road safety re=h in many counnies,

2.5 Road Safety Research in Libya
Road safety research in Libya has been carried out at the Garyounis University. Department of Civil Engineering,
Benghazi. The factors which affect accident rates and severity have been divided into behavioural and suuetural and
investigated (lvlekky. 1984). It is noted that Libya is a rich developing counlI)' which suffers the consequences of explosions
m both human and vehicle population. Ths has been accompanied by a heavy toll of deaths. In this study it was found that

- in 1977 roa~ accidents were the cause of 10 per cent of all deaths and 62 pcr cent of male d"'lths in the age group
15-25;

- the rates (per hundred million vehicle - kilometres) of fatalities, injuries and accidents (1980) were 35.202 and .)16
respectively;



- the ped~trian fatality and casualty rates (1977) were high (20,134/100,000 population) especially among the old
males over 64 (89,384/100,000 population), In the age group 20-24, the casualty rate of drivers wos 1256/100,000
driver (1977);

- accidents were severe;
- between 1970 and 1980 the severity index was increasing with time and almost doubled by the end of the period,

reaching 13;
- road accidents in Libya do not only represent an important social problem but also an economic one, In 1978, ac

cidents were estimated to cost Dollars 160 million,

It was recommended that a comprehensive Il'affic safety programme be urgently started.

F:uality rates in Libya and olher rich developing countries (RDCs) have been studid and compared with those of some
industrializro counlries ICFs during lhe fifties when lheir motorization levels and rates are comparable (Mekky, 1985).
It was found that fatalities per vehicle in bolh the RDCs and IDFs relate inversely to motorization levels (vehicles per
population). It was fwther found that the power of the inverse relation correlates with motorization rates. Specifically, slow
decreases in fatality rates are associated wilh rapid increases in motorization levels, the strength of lhe association being
greater in the case of lhe ROCs.

3. ACODENT DATA SYSTEM (ADS)

3,1 The Egyptian Experience
A co-operative programme of road safety resean::h between TRRL and the Egyptian Government was initiated in 1980.
The programme involved three components (Hills, 1984):

- police accident booklet design;
- microcomputer analysis;
- accident investigation and low cost countenneasures on bolh urban and rural roads,

The accident investigation work followed broadly the "Local Authority" approach adopted in the U.K. Progress was
initially hampered by lhe need for manual analysis of data. Preliminary results indicated that two "concentrated signing"
schemes (one warning of ped~triansand the second warning of a 90° bend) appeared to have been successful in reducing
accidents. The third scheme aimed at nose-to-taiI accidents was unsuccessful. A package of enforcement measures to
reduce speeds was introduced on the Cairo-Alexandria Agricultural Road and proved highly successful, reporting an
accident rate reduction by half. The measures included the introductiOll of police radar, higher penalties and increased
pacrols. The new police booklet was also introduced into ten sWdy areas and lhe data stored and analysed on the
microcomputer system.

32 The Kenyan Experience
In 1979 the governments of Fmland and Kenya agreed to collaborate OIl a road safety improvment project within their
development co-operation programme. One of the proposals in the programme of countermeasures was that the accident
repon form used by lhe police be altered so as to facilitate the collection of additional basic infonnation serving the needs
of road safety work. The Road Safety Unit (RSU) in the ministry was supposed to get copies of the fonn directly from the
police and to keep a nationwide accident Statistics data base. It was proposed that an adequate accident location system be
included in the revised accident repon form.

A National Road Safety Council (NRSC) statistical subcommiuee was established to examine and organise the coUection
of accident data so that a national data base could be created for research and design of remedial measures. A subcommittee
considered the maller and agreement was reached with the Kenya Police in 1982 to introduce a new accident repon fonn.
After many proposals, the new replacement Accident Repon Fonn was approved by the Commissioner of Police in
November, 1984. The new fonn contains particular infonnation concerning road condition and other relevant data
necessary for research. The new form was fInal Iy printed in May 1985 for the pilOl trials to test the new fonn at selected
police stations and evenwal introduction of the fonn into all police stations. It was anticipated that with the completion of
the system user manual by December 1987 and fwther training on the whole system, the local Kenyan staff in the RSU
would be competent enough to operate the whole system without any further assistance. The major problem experienced
in the development of the ADS is the supply and very low rewms from the proVIncial Tmffic Police. At present it is
estimated that around 25 per cent of the accident fonns are being sent to the RSU. The data coding and storage systems
are working and data is being stored and retrieved. '

The commencement of the improvement of an ADS should be one of the highest priorities in any road safety programme
becluse of the time lags involved before any improved output becomes available. In the Ker,yan experience priority had
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unfortunately been placed on the accident reponing form which is only one aspect of an ADS. If the task is ag"rrressively
undertnken at commencement of a safety programme. the improved output can be realized in 2 or 3 years in line with the
training of staff. Any improvement in this area should incorporate the whole system and not juSt one of the components.
Attention needs to be given to the whole process of accident data. collection. storage. retrieval. analysis and dissemination.
and the individual needs of consuming organisations who need to use the data particularly for research. In the Kenyan
experience it might have been more prudent to have taken an existing proven ADS and to have adapted it as necessary for
use in Kenya This approach would lead to a quicker realization of the objectives of an ADS at reasonable costs as opposed
to starting a brand new ADS from scratch!

~. ROAD SAFETY RESEARCH

~.l Need for Research
Rood Safety research is necessary in order to derme specifically the road safety problem in each counoy. R=h is further
needed to provide the necessary framework of knowledge within which policy can be made. Basic research is essential in
order to develop the requisite theoretical knowledge and backgrowxi fOl applied research.

The objective of research is to propose suitable remedial measures (countermeasure). lines of action and guidelines or
strategies of meeting road safety wgets. It is also the responsibility of researchers to monitor the effectiveness and
efficiency of countermeasures for funher action and modification where necessary.

It is vitally imponant for each counay to start its own road safety research activities so that they can support closely the
practical aspects of implementation of countermeasures. transfer road safety technology from international experiences
and research results and to enhance the training and e.perience of local researchers.

Road safety research may be divided into short-term. medium-term and long-term activities. Short-term research should
be directed towards urgent practical actions and issues relating to road safety. Long-term road safety research is directed
towards the more theoretical aspects in order to create (over time) the valuable knowledge and skills for short-term as well
as medium term research activities. In the absence of research results of long-term research it is not possible to get reliable
results for policy and decision-making. and the creation of the need for basic research.

~.2 Need for Research Organisation
As observed earlier. road safety research is of necessity multidisciplinary and dependent on the support of many specialists.
It is imponant therefore to organise and coordinate research activities and give them a sense of direction at the national
level. This role of coordination. deriving from deliberate policy action, can be fulfilled by an active National Road Safety
Council which has sufficient financial resources and one that operates freely and independently of government ministries'
budgetary constraints and control.

In order to e.ecute research in road safety there has to be a research cenae or laboratory with various sections dealing with
the various aspects of the road safety problem. Such a laboratory or cenae could initially start as a Road Safety Research
Laboratory like the one initiated at the University of Nairobi, Kenya The Laboratory would then grow into a full-fledged
research centre capable of attrJcting financial support locally and extemally as well as contracted (commissioned) research.
Such a laboratory/centre will initiate and sustain research on the basis of qualified expenise.

4.3 Need for Research Funding
Lack of financial resources is one of the major and critical problems being faced by road safety researchers in AJiica.
Without regular and sustained funding to meet the procurement of equipmen~ running costs and remuneration for
researches it is impossible LO sustain resean:h and retain qualified and skilled researchers within their own African
countries. This lack of funds has led to frustration and bewilderment of AJiican researchers. Research funds are further
needed for: the implemenllltion of countermeasures and their monitoring, scholarships for postgraduate and researcher
training both locally and e.ternally, the transfer of appropriate technology and the establishment of international linkages
through acquisition of literature and participation in international and national conferences, workshops, seminars,
documenllltion, publication and dissemination, inter alia.

Funding can be arranged through a number of ways such as: having an annual reservation (vote) in the national budge~

by commissioned projects, insurance, loll collection and similar arrangements.

The justification of spending financial resources should be weighed against savings from reduced accidents and reductions
10 medical, hospital bills and accident claims.
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oJ.oJ Need for Research Training
Ultimately. the most optimal siwation is for exh African country to develop and have its own indigenous researchers. At
the initial stages a national road safety research team should be set up with local staff their skill and expertise
notwithstanding provided they have the potential to learn and carry out useful research in road safety. Such a team would
then require further lJaining through possibilities to worle with other researt:hers. Training can also be obtained through
contacts with research organisations in other countries and access to international researt:h results. There is of course scope
for overseas researt:her training. The experience of the Road Safety Research Laboratory (RSRL) at the University of
Nairobi and the cooperation with the FinniSh-Kenya Road Safety Improvement Project is pertinent (Agoki, 1987). The
RSRL was the initiator of road safety research and responsible for data collection. analysis, proposal of the design solutions
and the monitoring of the countermeasures in the Nairobi DemonSlTation Project (Agoki, 1987). Through this collaborative
arrangement the University of Nairobi provided a scholarship for postgraduate lTaining and a senior researcher. Through
exchange visits a researcher from the Technical Research Centre of Finland worleed at the RSRL and the senior researcher
at the RSRL had research lTaining at the Finnish research centre.

4.5 Need for Documentation, Publication and Dissemination
Hitherto, considerable resources have been directed to road safety particularly in the developed world. The results and
experiences are beneficial to other countries. Road lTaffic and accident cbar:rteristics together with geographical, culwral
and environmental conditions differ from country to country (particularly in the Des). These differences are also exhibited
in the lTaffic behaviour. As a result it is not always possible to lTansfer road safety technologies wholesale and directly from
country to country. The experiences of other countries have to be used judiciously within the local road safety situation.
Fresh approaches and remedial measures must be oblained from original experiences gained in each country. In Africa there
is need to share these experiences through coordinated documentation, publication and dissemination of road safety
research results and activities.

It is important, therefore, to start an International Journal for Road Safety in Africa. Such a journal will facilitate
communciation on road safety matters in the African continent and help to foster scientific fraternity amongst road safety
researchers in Africa.

5. STRENGTHENING ROAD SAFETY RESEARCH IN AFRICA

5,1 Lessons Learnt
Road safety research carried out by external agencies (coming from outside the African countries) has undoubtedly
increased public awareness and activity within the counmes researched. However, due to the shoo-term nature of interests
of the consultant or other group needs the researt:h is often not sufficiently comprehensive for longer-term needs. As such,
the general state of knowledge of the road safety issues in Africa continues to remain lamentably low. In particular if such
researches are not followed promptly with the implementation, the effectiveness and efficiency of remedial measures
remain largely unknown. Therefore, road safety research in Africa carried out by outside groups cannot adequately meet
the individual country's needs. It can ortly supplement and complement indigenous research. Road safety research carried
out by indigenous African researchers is crucial to the success of road safety programmes in African countries.

There is glaring slowness and apathy by African countries in applying research findings of proven countermeasures
emanating from either own country research or elsewhere. It should be noted that the impact of road safety countermeasures
takes time to be felL Much talk without action will not help! Therefore, prompt action in the implementation of
countermeasures is necessary, before the relevant circumstances change drastically and render the proposals ineffective.
Considering that the Des' road safety siwation is 20-30 years behind the situation prevailing in developed countries and
the fact that road safety programmes may take 15-20 years to bear fruit, the inertia experienced in implementation coupled
with the rapidly changing technology are likely to set the road safely situation (in DCs particularly in Africa) back by 35
50 years. This scenario should raise much concern.

The lTaffic police in DCs will for some time to come continue to be the key agency in dala collection for any ADS. Since
their purpose of data collection is mainly juridical the low rate of supply and submission of accident dala forms is likely
to continue to plague ADSs and thus adversely affect resemt:h.

Although relevant government ministries undenake studies on road safety issues directly or indirectly through various
desIgn projects (by ensuring that a component of funding be directed to road safety improvement) due to lack of regular
fmancial allocation to road safety activities (in particular research) such government bodies are not likely to carry out any
significant road safety research.
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5.2 Recommendations
Road safety research is crucial to the success of road safety programmes in Africa and elsewhere. Consequently it is

recommended that:
• national txxlies charged with organising and coordinating road safety activities (e.g. NRSC) be given financial resources

on a regular and susutined basis in order to support road safety research in a tangible way;
• national road safety research cenues (laboratories) institutes be set upl strengthened with local and international linkages

for fInancing, training, collaborative research, documentation, publication, dissemination etc.;
• technical offIcers (engineers etc.) be recruited into the traffIc police or seconded to the ro1ice force to ensure the adequacy

of the quantity and quality of accident data;
• funding be made available for prompt implementation and monitoring of countermeasures;
• an International Journal for Road Safety in Africa be started;
• a road safety coordinating offIce be started at international level for African counnies.

6. CONCLUSION

African counnies cannot and shooId not rely mainly and solely on external researchers to carry out road safety research
in their own counnies. Indigenous professionals should be given the necessary material, moral and political support in order
to adequately cope with the challenges posed by road accidents in their counnies.
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6.1 CONCLUSIONS ON ROAD SAFETY WORK IN AFRICA (AGENDA
ITEM 4)
Rapporteur. A. Downing, Senior Research Officer, Overseas Unit, Transport and
Road Research Laboratory, UK.

In this session twenty one papers were presented (ECA. 1RRL (UK). Ethiopia. SATCC. World Bank. INRETS (France).
Cote d'lvoire, Egyp~ Nigeria, Niger, Ghana. Cameroun and Algeria). The issues addressed in these papers covered
national and regional matters pertaining to road salety.

The aim of this session was to examine the current road accident silUation in Africa and to determine what actions had been
taken since the fIrst Congress in 1984. The session began with Regional and Sub-regional contributions and these were
followed by a series of country papers. To help clarify the main points made overall this report has been presented in two
parts. The first summarises the informatioo presented on the seriousness of the accident problem and the vulnerable groups
and the second describes the main feamres of the actioos taken and the problems encountered.

l. THE ROAD ACCIDENT SITUATION IN AFRICA (1989)

1.1 The Magnitude of the problem
From the statistics presented it was evident that the road accident problem in Africa was still very serious and deaths per
vehicle registered on the road were from 8 to 50 times higher in African countries than in industrialized countries. Also
hO''Pital statistics from Ethiopia showed that road accidents were the biggest single cause of death for the physically active
section of the population. In addition it was demonsttaTed tha~ since the previous congress five years ago, road accident
futalities had on average increased by 9 per cent. However. although the problem had grown in absolute terms, there were
some grounds for optimism as vehicle fleets had, on average. grown considerably more in the same period, that is by 34
per cenL Also. it was stressed that these average fIgures should be used with some caution as they hid considerable national
variations within Africa Thus in Algeria a reverse trend was reported. that is fatalities had dropped in recent years.
Consequently it was recommended that national analyses and trends were essential in order for countries to plan their own
roud salety actions.

1.2 Pedestrians and young road users
Pedestrians and young road users were invariably identifIed as highly vulnerable groups. For example the proportion of
casualties who were pedestrians ranged from 66 per cent in Abidjan (data from police reports) to 90 per cent in Addis Ababa
(data from medical reports) and the involvement of children under 15 varied from 40 per cent in Abidjan to 32 per cent
in Addis Ababa.

IL wa" recommended that the problem of child accidents should be given some priority particularly in the IighL of the
continuing high proponion of young people in the population of Africa of which 50 per cent were less than 16 years of age.

I.3 Urban problems
Several papers highlighted the growth in urbanisation (up to I I per cent) and the consequent serious implications for road
safety. It was shown that the proportioo of accidents occurring in urban areas was very high with fIgures ranging from 50
LO 80 per cent of the national totals. Also it was pointed out that it was typically the major cities and a few main roads in
these cities which accounted for a considerable share of countries' accidents. Therefore it was recommended that remedial
measures should be focused on these relatively few locations.

1.4 The human factor
The imponance of the human factor in road accidents was widely emphasised and in particular the country papers stressed
the problems of speeding and drinking and driving.
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2. ROAD SAFETY ACTIONS

2.1 Regional and Sub·regional activities
The UN Ecooomic Commissioo for Africa (ECA) outlined three of its most imponant cootributions to road safety made
since the fIrst Coogress. These were the development of a guide for auek drivers, the linking of the OECD's Intemational
Road Research Documentation System with the ECA's Pan African Documentation and Information System. and the
development of a manual on low cost engineering.

The ECA reiterated its concern for road safely and announced that priority would be given to road safety in the fonhcoming
Second Transpon and Communication Decade in Africa. Also the Commission offered to help any country requiring
assist:lJ1ce with the establishment of National road safety coordinating bodies.

At the Sub-regional level it was clear from the Southern Africa Transport and Communication Commission (SATCC)
repon that considerable progress had been made in promoting road safety in the SADCC Sub-region. For example, SATCe
had issued a number of policies on road safely actioos. it had defined National road safety projects for 6 member countries
and 3 manuals were under preparatioo. SATCC indicated Ihat, in the fU1lJre. emphasis would be placed on the procurement
of equipment, training of personnel. development of manuals, monitoring and research.

2.2 National activities
i) Data collection and analysis
From the country papers it was evident that about half of those represented had improved their police road accident data
collection and analysis systems and five reponed microcomputer systems. Countries such as Niger and the Ivory Coast
made pleas for assist:lJ1ce with data analysis and it was recommended that the cOlmtries which needed such help should,
wherever possible. adopt existing systems which were available in other countries.

Egypt indicated that it was linking medical data with police data and also that it was collocting information about accident
costs. More countries were recommended to adopt accident costing procedures and to carry out cost benefit analyses of
road safely improvements so that funds for road safely could be moo: efficiently allocated. Also the participants were
informed that the Overseas Unit of the TRRL had prepared a manual On the costing of road accidents.

In Niger and the IvOly Coast it was reponed that additional data on road user behaviour and attitudes had been collected
and successfully used for planning improvements. It was recommended that such data was necessary to ensure that
measures selected were appropriate for the cultural and socio oconomic conditions prevailing in countries.

ii) Road safety improvements
A questionnaire on road safety activities was circulated to countries before the Congress and the results were summarised
in the session. Of the twenty three countries which had responded, it was reponed that eight had active national coordinating
committees and that most countries had taken action on a number of fronts. These fmdings were supponed by the National
contributions to the session and it was clear that all countries were working hard to improve road safety in the fields of
legislation. education and engineering.

However. there were also many repons of diffIculties experienced in implementation because of a lack of resourccs
including funds, expenise and equipment For example speeding and drinking and driving had been unenforceable in some
countries because of the Iaek of appropriate equipment or spare pans.

It was evident that to make such actions more effoctive there was a need to increase the awareness and commiunent to road
safety in order to gain suppon at the highest political level and thus gain more resources. A number of countries indicated
that they had benefitted from the funding of road safely components of projects by development agencies and it was
recommended that road safety improvements should be regularly included in urban trnJIspon projects.

In addition. the imponance of integrated approaches was emphasised and. as in the fIrst Congress, it was again stressed
that there should be a scientific approach to the wide range of road safety actions required. with the emphasis on data
collection, rational analysis and research and evaluation.
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6.2 CONCLUSIONS ON THE VARIOUS ELEMENTS OF ROAD SAFETY
WORK AND THEIR INTEGRATION (AGENDA ITEM 5)
Rapporteur: N. Muhlrad, Research Director, Institut National de Recherche sur les
Transports et leur Securire, France.

This session was very important as sevenleen papers were presented, by teams or personalities from Botswana, Kenya,
Malawi, Zimbabwe, Togo, Nigeria as well as from the World Bank, TO! (Norway), 1RRL (Great Britain), ENCER
(Frnnce), !NRETS (Frnnce), VTI (Sweden), and HNNCONSULT (Finland).
The state of the art of a number of sectoral safety actions has fIrst been examined in four main areas, then the possibili
ties of integration have been analyaed.

1. ACCIDENT DATA COLLECTION AND TREATMENT

Two counlries (Botswana and Kenya) and the World Bank have illustrated this problem which had also been considered
in previous sessions, in particular by Egyp~ Ethiopia, COle d'Ivoire and Niger.

A lot of progress has been made over the last few years in accident data collection and treattnent in African counlries.
Several systems, including a coding sheet, a centralization procedure and computer programmes are now working in
several counlries, and one is even available from the World Bank.

It seems that there is an opponunity for counlries which are not yet equipped in reliable accident data systems, to use
experience from other counlries and computer packages already tested, in order to stan their own accident base.

Most of the systems now available are run on micro-computers. It is clear that in order to get proper equipment and maintain
it, some funding is necessary, although not considerable. Counlries which have not yet been able to get computers have
to lreat accident data manually, which is time and manpower consuming, somewhat unreliable, and redu= diagnostic
possibilities for safety action.

An effIcient data collection and trealment system is based on objective and precisely defmed information. Moreover, a
procedure of accident location is essential, so that data can be used to identify blackspots and accident accumulation areas
and treat them, according to recommendation by the World Bank and many road safety expens. Existing computer
packages meet these requirements, and some even include automatic cartography of accidents.

2. LOW-COST PHYSICAL MEASURES

This fIeld of action was particularly emphasized by Kenya (as well as by Egypt in earlier sessions).

Implementation of low-cost countermeasures relies on the identifIcation of blackspots (in urban and in rural areas), and
on an in-depth diagnosis of the causes of accident accumulation that enables the design of countermeasures to focus on a
very precise element of the traffIc system.

The measures applied may include road marlcings, signing, or more sophisticated facilities such as speed-reducing devi=.
In general, the design of low-<;ost physical measures involves initiative and imagination from the engineers in charge, so
as LO adapt as much as possible to the human and physical environment

It is still too early to recommend any particular low-cost countermeasures, as their evalutaion is only just staning, and the
conditions of their transferability to other counlries or other surroundings than those in which they have been experimented
are not known. There are slrong reasons to believe, however, that this type of safety action, which is more demanding on
human ingenuity than on heavy fInancing, is likely to be very cost-effective.

Although measures cannot be exponed, the methodologies used to design them can be transferred. Some safety Learns with
,m experience in the fIeld have already published manuals which could help others to S!mt similar work.
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3. TRAFFIC REGULATIONS AND ENFORCEMENT

Papers on this topic have been presenled by SAOCC countries (especially Malawi),as well as by Kenya and Nigeria; it
has also been mentioned within other papers on driver training.

The need to harmonize regulations over a sub-region where neighbouring countries keep regular conUlCts is strongly felt.
It seems particularly important to harmonize the leading principles (relative importance of the different rules) and the way
they are understood by road-users, while some delails of appreciation may still vary from country to country (penalities
for uaffic offenders for instance).

nforcement by the police requires specialized technical equipment (radars, breathalizers, ele.) and proper maintenance, but
also trained personnel to use it. It is also important that police officers in charge of uaffic control and law enforcement
should be well aware of the logics of accident causation and prevention. In accordance, there are strong needs for efficient
training and re-training systems within the (Xllice forces. It seems that home-based systems would be more efficient than
training carried out abroad.

It is obvious that enforcement requires very important means. This is why some countries still experience so much difficulty
in implementing efficient regulatory policies.

4. TRAINING, EDUCATION AND INFORMATION

There were papers on this topic from Zimbabwe, Botswana. Togo as well as from ENCER (France) and TRRL (Great
Britain).

A first principle that surfaces is the need to consider all education problems within the broader framework of mobility
patterns: uaflic education participates in the assimilation by human beings of new technical tools, and in hwnan adapllltion
10 new modes of transport.

Emphasis was also laid on the training of ''trainers'', for ins1Jlnce teacbers (in the field of school education) or driving
instructors (as far as driver training is concerned).

Several speakers have stressed the need to follow-up and evaluate education and infonnation measures. Appropriate
methodologies have still 10 be developed. This is a new orientation in the history of educative measures.

inally, it is to be noted that concrete action is now being carried out in African countries, and that know-how is developing.
The measures applied, whether dealing with uaffic education for children, driver training, or infonnation campaigns, are
now more and more designed with the active participation of all actors involved (teachers and pupils, driver instructors,
etc.). Another new development is the implementation of pilot actions, which are evaluated prior to wide-scale
implementation of similar measures.

orne countries have already underiJlken some types of evaluation (for instance. Zimbabwe, with infonnation campaigns).
More progress still expecled in this area.

5. INTEGRATION OF SAFETY MEASURES

The bases for integration were introduced by lNRETS and illustrated by examples from Botswana and Niger.

Integration of safety measures. which means both intersectoral coordination of measures supporting each other, and
introduction of accident prevention aspects in other policies, is presenled as the key factor to progress in road safety.

An integrated approach to safety action appears as the best way to rank problems, to articulate measures aimed at the same
wgets, to avoid possible contradictions between measures applied in different sectors, and fmally to lJlke opportunity of
all sources of funding.

Integration requires decision-making stJU:tures allowing the key people in different sectors of activity 10 communicate,
to participate in strategical choices, and to implement decisions.

Such structures need the backing of a technical organization, in charge of diagnosis and evaluation. Such an institutional
structure is complex, and several African countries still experience difficulties in getting one to work. Some examples of
achievements (for instance in Botswana) are encouraging however, and show that integraled safety policies are not a ulOpia.
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6.3 CONCLUSIONS ON INInAnON, FINANCING AND ORGANIZATION
OF ROAD SAFETY WORK (AGENDA ITEM 6)
Rapporteur. R. Barrett, Senior Urban Transport Specialist, InfrasOUcture Division,
Technical Department, Africa Region, World Bank, USA.

The principal themes of the papers presented in this session were financing, training and technology lransfer. These topics
were examined from the point of view of the roles played by various types of organizations. The roles of vehicle
manufacturers and insurance companies were also discussed. The following countries and organizations presented papers:
- Zimbabwe, INRETS (France), OECD, ESAMI, PIARC, Federal Republic of Gennany, SWEROAD (Sweden), TOI,
(Norway), DAF/Leyland, Cote d'Ivoire, Nigeria, VTI (Sweden), USA, Kenya, Fmland, Togo, Botswana and Switzerland.

I. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND TRAINING

A wide range of national, international and Non-Govemement agencies are able to provide assislance to African nations
in developing road safety programs.

PIARC can provide technical literature compiled by international experts to assist policy and decision
makers. It can also facilitate contacts with engineering experts through its working groups, seminars and
congresses.

PRI can provide documentation and traffic safety expertise derived from its large network of members. It
is also attempting to develop a program of assislance for developing countries.

WHO is concerned with the health aspects of road safety and can provide assistance in developing health
care and emergency facilities.

OECD can provide access to research documentation through the lRRD data base. It is also playing a lead
role in raising the awareness of road safety problems, facilititing technical exchanges and orienting research.

Each of these organizations presented papers describing their roles in road safety and the assislance they can provide to
developing countries.

Training in road safety is available for English speaking Africans. A regular two-week course on the Design and
Management of Road Safety Programs has been developed by ESAMI.

The role of vehicle manufacturers is essentially one of providing a safe, dwable and well designed vehicle. Considerable
efforts are made and large sums of money are spent to ensure that vehicle drivers can operate their vehicles as safely as
possible.

The role of insurance companies is still in a fledgling state. Some companies recognize that they have a social role and try

to project a positive image by taking part in road safety activities. These activities include financing research, cooperation
with driving schools, development and production of teaching materials, training of children, financing information
campaigns etc.

2. FINANONG ROAD SAFETY ACTIONS

Financing road safety operations is a fundamental issue which was raised by speakers in this session and many of the earlier
sessions. Two basic ways of financing road safety operations are used in African countries. These are; (a) self-financing;
and (b) development aid financing.
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Self-fmancing: The most common method of self-financing is by earmarking funds. Three types of earmarking were
discussed. In Botswana a levy of I Pula (US cents 50) is (Xlid annually by all users or owners of cars living in or visiting
Botswana This system raises about US$50,OOO annually. These monies are paid into a separate National Road Safety Fund.
So far, the revenues for road safety have always exceeded the expendiwres. In the Federal Republic of Germany a
proportion of the Government fuel tax was used for road safety action. In Switzerland I per cent of motor vehicle insurance
premiums are collected by Goverrunent and used for road safety.

Developmem Aid Financing: There are two typeS of aid financing: <a) bilateral aid; and (b) multilateral aid. These modes
of finJlIlcing were not discussed in the session, but previous speakers often referred to the assisUlnce given to road safety
organizations by individual Governments and the World Bank. Bilateral assistance most often takes the form of technology
transfer through technical assistance and training to develop local road safety agencies. A limited amount of equipment
is sometimes provided. Assistance from the World Bank involves teclmical assistance for training, studies, and institution
building, and finance for equipment and infraslructure improvements. Because of its project programs in almost all African
countries and the fmancial resources it has available, the Bank is willing to suppon road safety programs in all African
member countries. These programs must however by subject to the normal Bank appraisal procedures prior In acceptance
for funding. Co-fmancing of programs with bilateral or other multi-lateral agencies can also be undenaken.

3. RECOMMENDATION

Significant technical and financial resowces are needed to improve road safety in Africa. The Second African Transport
Decade provides an opponunity for making a major impact This impact can be great if the roles of the various international,
government and non-government agencies can be coordinated. The OECDjECA initiative in road safety provides a
practical vehicle for coordinating technology transfer and putting Ingether sound and responsive projects which can be
funded by bilateral and international agencies. All the agencies concerned with road safety should be encouraged In pool
their resources to suppon the OECD/ECA initiative.
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6.4 CONCLUSIONS ON THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE FUTURE
(AGENDA ITEM 7)
Rapporteur: R. Muskaug, Senior Research Officer, Department of Traffic Safety
and Traffic Engineering, Institute of Transport Economics, Norway.

In this session five papers were presented addressing the requirements for the fulUre in road safety . The papers were
presented by: COle d'!voire, Nigeria,VTI (Sweden), USA, Kenya and OECD.

1. ROAD SAFETY RESEARCH IN THE PAST

The basis of present knowledge goes back to research carried out by the 1RRL of Great Britain in the early nineleen
scventies on the initiative of the developing countries themselves. The objective of this first phase of research was to
eslablish the nature and exlent of the tmffic safety problem in Africa and in other developing regions. The first projects
included data from more than twenty African countries, and were combined with projects in other regions of the world.

Laler studies, especially at INRETS from France, focused on in-depth swdies of accidents and road users, analysis of
institutional aspects and integrated road traffic and road safety schemes.

Since the middle of the seventies a long list of research projects have been carried out by African instiwtions, like the
University of Nairobi, and by instiwtions in other African countries, like Nigeria and Cote d'lvoire. The results from this
research are, however, not widely known, due to problems with publication and limited recognition both in the counlry itself
and espe<;ially abroad.

A number of useful safety research projects have been perfonned in various African countries in the past. The results of
lJ1is work along with aU future research results should be shared and coordinated.

Z. ROAD SAFETY AND AFRICAN CULTURE

African roads and streets are the natural scene for a range of different activities. Despile the large, and increasing, number
of accidents, the average road user complelely disregards ihe possibility of being involved in an accident The road user
does not seem concerned by road accidents and when they occur they are oflen attributed to fate or to other imltional factors
or processes.

Such road users have the tendency of disregarding even ihe most elementary safety requirements. Rules and limits are
consmntly disregarded in complete ignorance of the dangers encountered. All safety measures introduced to proleCt the
road users are disregarded by a larger proportion of the road users, both drivers, pedestrians and cyclist, and thereby
reducing the potential benefits.

There is an impormnt discrepancy between the level of knowledge of African road safety researchers and the knowledgc
of lJ1ase who are involved in practical road safety planning and implementation. Efficient road safety work is also to a
ccruin degree incompatible with African traditions and belief. An effort is therefore needed to overcome lJ1ese cultural
difficulties in order to oblain a substantial improvement in the accident situation.

3. NEED FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

There is a great need for continued and increased road safety research in Africa, both basic research to develop the
prerequisite theoretical background specific for Africa and applied research combined with short and medium-term
planning and implemenlation of the most urgent issues. There is a need for organization of African research road safety
research in order to coordinate results from ihe few institutions that are actively involved in such research today in order
to increase the total value of their work. These efforts need to be accompanied by increased training facilities for African
researchers and increased fmancial assistance to research institutions and research projects.
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4. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND ASSISTANCE POLICY

Parallel 10 continued and extended African research on road safety, there is an immediate need for knowledge from other
parts of the world, both for research, planning and implemenmtion purposes. There are examples lOday of highly profitable
schemes for technology uansfer. There are examples of passive documentation systems like the IRRD run by the GECD,
which is an extensive base for literature available to all members. There are also examples of active technology transfer
schemes from the USA, where local information centres are actively fed with infonnation from a central institution on a
regolar basis. Such savings by utilizing the more cost-effective methods, procedures and products have exceeded the cost
of the program by more than 8 to I.

During the congress a questionaire covering research needs was distributed to the congress participants. Based on the needs
explicitly expressed by the participants through this questionnaire and on the needs expressed by the different speakers
during session 5 of the congress, the following conclusions may be drawn:

* The existing research institutions should be strengthened.

* New institutions should be encouraged to take up road safety research

* Cooperation between research institutions should be encouraged

* A technology transfer scheme designed to maximize the use of these findings is the practical next step and should be
considered.

* Regional and sub-regional cooperation should be encouraged for all phases in the process leading to safer road I1affic,
i.e. planning, financing, research, monitoring and evaluation.

* Training in road safety should be encouraged. Special emphasis should be put on training of road safety researchers
through cooperation and coordination with research instiwtions in all parts of the world.

S. PRIORITY ITEMS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Research on the different items covered by road safety should be encouraged. There is a need for fundamental research
and more applied research and development.

Priority items are:

· Research on accident data collection, treatment of dam and dam analysis
- Research on the interaction between different elements of road infrasttucwre and safety
· Research on the efficiency of low cost trnffic management
· Research on comprehensive and integrated road safety schemes
- Research on law enforcement of different inliingements and law enforcement of different road user groups
- Research on high risk groups
- Research on road user behaviour, mental conditions, social acceplance, road user psychology.
· Research on paratransit
- Research on training, education and camllrigns.
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6.5 RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Con«a!ves, Director, Road Safety Service, Cape Verde.

I. THE NEED FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

The number of road accidents and their economic and social impact is a heavy burden for all countries. Road safety work
should therefore be given high priority at both national and regional levels. International coordination and cooperation
should be encouraged in dealing with road safety. International institutions like the ECA, the OECD, donor agencies and
other international organizations should cooperate between themselves and with the African nations in order improve the
road safety situation in Africa.

2. GENERAL TOPICS

2a. Road safety should be a priority item for the Second African Transport and Communication Decade (UNTACDA
2). Objectives and slrntegies for road safety development in Africa should be developed as an integral pan of the overall
objectives and strategies for UNTACDA 2. The OECD group on research on road safety in developing countries (DC2)
should be called upon to assist the ECA in developing a road safety slrntegy for UNTACDA 2.

2b. The development of subregional cooperation should be encouraged. The system of cooperation and coordination
within the Irnnsport sector. including road safety work, in the SADCC countries, could be a model for other African
countries when it comes to institution building, legislation and planning.

For the development of subregional efforts on implementation, monitoring and evaluation, the advanced stage of planning
in the SADCC subregion would make it a natural candidate for such efforts.

2c. A limited number of existing research centres, universities and other national and sub-regional institutions, such as
ESAMI, should be further developed and strengthened to serve as distribution centers for research and technology transfer.
Additional centers could be added to the network as appropriate; in the future cooperation between these key venters and
with research centres in developed countries should be expanded.

2d, A technology transfer programme should be designed for the African countries to maximize the use of research
findings and other items io the area of road safety and other transportation areas. A structure involving OECD/ECA would
offer a practical vehicle for coordinating this program.

2e. There are several model., for financing road safety work and road safety research.
- The different African nations should consider the possibility of developing a system for self fmancing of road safety

octivities through ear-marked levies or taxes.
- The different donor agencies should strengthen their support to road safety activities and also cooperate to increase the

efficiency of the fmancial assistance to road safety. Road safety compooents should be introduced as integrated parts
of all projects dealing with urban transport, in general, and road maintenance and rehabilitation in particular.

2f. The health sector has an important role in road safety. WHO is in a position to make major contributions to road safety
in Africa especially in the areas of data collection, education and Irnining for communities and in improving rescue services
in urban areas.

3. SPECIAL TOPICS

3a. Data collection and analysis systems arc essential for the planning and monitoring of national road safety actions and
for research. Countries should ensure that iIley have adequate systems for this purpose and, if improvements are required,
they should wherever possible adopt appropriate systems available in other countries.
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3b. In spite of the diverse nature of the road accident problem througbout Africa it was possible to identify three groups
which gave particular cause for concern. 1lJere were the young road users, pedestrians and paratransit vehicles. Priority
should be given to these groups as appropriate when drawing up (national) road safety action plans and canying oul
research.

3c. Deficiencies in national institutional structures have resulted in difficulties in implementation. Government and non
govemment organisations with a role to play in road safety should be slrengthened. In particular the actitivites of the
appropriate sectors should be coordinated and countries should set up national road safety bodies for this purpose.

3d Because of the shortage of road safety expertise, training for road safety personnel at all levels is a continuing priority.
To improve and increase both the frequency and range of training progrnmmes available, selected national cenlreS sbould
be slrengthened so that they can provide such courses on a Sub-regional basis.

3e. With the rapidly increasing urban development and population expansion in many pans of Africa the problem of road
safety has become a major concern. As the concerns of tJrbarlmttion are addressed, road safety measures should be
incorporated and given full attention in all urban development schemes.

Many international organizations have expertise and have current activities within the field of road safety. Some of these
will also be represented on a regional and/or a national level.

When regional, sub-regional or national road safety action plans are developed it is important that the field of action and
the responsibility of the different national and international bodies are identified and recognized.

The list below identifies some of these organizations and indicates the sub-sectors in which they have special competence
and in which they could be called upon to playa leading role in national and international road safety work:

ORGANIZATION

World Health Organisation (WHO)
20, Avenue Appia
CH - 1211
Geneva 27
Switzerland

WHO Regional Office for Africa
POBox 6
Brazzaville
Congo

Prevention Routiere Internationale (PRI)
75, rue de Marner
BP 40
L - 8058
Luxembourg - Benrange

International Union of Public Transport (UITP)
Avenue de l'Uruguay 19
B - 1050 Brussels
Belgium
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SUB.SECTORS

Road accidents as public health problem; health
statistics and general health care. First aid and
medical tmining; rescue services. Fitness to
drive (alcohol, drugs)

Road safety campaigns; tmining, public
education, propaganda, publicity materials.
Acts as international focus for national road
safety organisations (NGO's) and has several
African members.

International focus for national public transport
undertakings, authorities and associations;
Safety of travelling public and reduction of
public service vehicle accidents.



World Bank
1818 H Street N. W.
Washington D. e. 20433
U.S.A.

Offices in many African Countries

Permanent International
Association of Road Congress
(PI ARC)
27, rue Guenegaud
7506 Paris.
France

International Road Federation (lRF)
525 School St S. W.
Washington D. C. 20024
U.S.A.

Federation Internationale de I'Automobne (FIA)
8, Place de Ia Concorde
75008 Paris
France

Alliance International de Tourisme (A1T)
2, quai Gustave-Ador
1207 Geneva
Switzerland

Major funder of transport and road sector
projects, which can have safety components
within them. Road safety policies; economics of
accident savings; technical measures and their
effectiveness.

General highway policy and engineering matters
predominantly from viewpoint of national public
sector interests.
Organises major "World Road Congress" every
four years; currently has ad hoc sllJdy group on
road safety, probably full technical committee on
subject arter 1992.

Represents interests of private sector in road
building worldwide. Similar concerns for road
safety as PIARC; organises quadrennial meetings
which interleave with PlARC's.

PIA and AIT are umbrella organisations for
national motoring organisations, pressing for
better and safer trnvel and tourism.
They organise regular "International Study
Weeks" on trnffic engineering and safety, in
cooperation with IRF and PlARe.
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7. CLOSING SESSION
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PER FOSSBERG: AN APPRECIATION

It is with a deep sense of sorrow that we recall the death of Per Fossberg since we met at the First
African Safety Congress in Nairobi. Many of US have lost a personal friend, but the cause of road safety
in Africa has also lost a uue friend and supporter.

Per was a professional engineer, and brought his skills and experience to bear on a wide range of
highway engineering problems during his career in the World Bank. But road safety was one of his
particular concerns, and he was active within the Bank in bringing the subject to life and ensuring that
it played a part in the Bank's overall policies in the transport sector. Much remains to be done, but
it was Per Fossberg who pressed successfully for Bank appraisals to accept road safety components
in Africa without prior guarantees of their economic success. He thus helped us break out of the
vicious circle that only proven measures could be adopted, and unproven ideas would always remain
so.

This of course was not Per's only conuibution. Had he lived, he would have been active at this Second
Congress in a myriad of ways - encouraging, advising, cajoling and persuading. He would have been
encouraged to see the large number of different counuies represented here, and to have heard the
conuibutions of the various speakers. He would have shared in the collective hope for a safer Africa,
and we all grieve that he is not here to play his part in achieving it.

May his soul rest in eternal peace.
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MOTION OF THANKS

THE SECOND ROAD SAFETY CONGRESS HELD IN ADDIS ABABA FROM 16 TO 20 OCTOBER 1989

Considering the warmth wim which all the delegates have been received and conducted since their arrival in Addis Ababa
to participate in the Second Road Safety Congress;

Considering further that mis warm hospitality penetmtes deep down into me legendary African hospitality;

Expresses, on behalf of all panicipants of the Second Road Safety Congress, its sincere gratitude to me Government of
me Peoples Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, to His Excellency the President of the Peoples Democratic Republic of
Ethiopia, Secrelary General of me Workers Party and Commander-in-<:hief of the Armed Forces, Comrade Mengisu Haile
Mariam and through him to the people of Ethiopia.

The panicipants are unanimous mal African coumries in the development of roads and road tmnspon in me region. give
special emphasis to all the aspects of roads safety work, to arrest and reverse the ever worsening problem of traffic accidents
in me Region.
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ANNEX 1

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS,

ALGERIA

BENIN

BOTSWANA

CAMEROUN

CAPE VERDE

COMOROS

CONGO

CoTE D'IVOIRE

DJIBOUTI

EGYPT

ETHIOPIA

Mr. M. Laabas
Mr. A. BenghezaI

Mr. J. Prodjinotho

Mr. B. S. Tsayang
Mr. G. Karlsson
Mr. B. Nthobatsang
Ms. F. Leburn
Mr. G. Mphinyane

Mr. J. B. Sindeu

Mr. Y. COll\'a1ves

Mr. S. Said Omar

Mr. F. Elenga Ognimba
Mr. J. C. Mabiala
Mr. L. Eustache
Mr. A. Ngoteni
Mr. D. Nkounkou

Mr. T. Keita
Mr. D. Kouabenan
Mr. Kablan Assie

Mr. M. Abdaulah

Mr. M G. Gouda
Gen. W. Boutros
Mr. S. Allam
Mr. E. A. Sharaf
Gen. A. M. Gaber

Com. Zewdu G. Mariam
Mr. Abebe Mandefro
Mr. Abdo Jemal
Mr. AIemlSehay Getaneh
Mr. Asfaw Belay
Mr. Belay Wakjira
Mr. Berhane Giday
Mr. Bogale Tekle
Mr. Taddele Dessie
Mr. Girma Darnte
Mr. Zegeye HaiImariarn
Mr. Aberra Fulle
Mr. Tefera MengisUl
Mr. Woldemeskel Haileyesus
Mr. Jebessa Teferra
Mr. Seifu Woldegiorgis
Mr. Wubishel Assefa
Mr. Worku Taffesse
Mr. Lakew Zeleke
Mr. Balcha G/Mariam
Capt. AIemayehu Hailu
Mr. Taye EsheUl
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GABON

GHANA

GUlNEE

Mr. Tayech Ourgicho
Mr. Beme Ticabo
Mr. Atnafseged Kille
Mr. Yemane Eshete
Mr. Ephrem GetJlChew
Mr. Fantu Asfaw
Mr. Tsehaynesh Tefera
Mr. Binu Terfa
Mr. Asrat Demissie
Mr. Aberra W. Mariam
Mr. Berhane Zewdie
Mr. Sitolaw Belay

Ms. A. Mamgoumbi
Ms. Boulanga Ngoye

Mr. Justice Amegashie

Mr. I. Soumah

GUlNEE EQUATORIAL Mr. J. Mbomio Manana

KENYA

LESOTHO

LIBERIA

MADAGASCAR

MALAWI

MAURITIUS

MOZAMBIQUE

NIGER

NIGERIA

RWANDA

SIERRA LEONE

SUDAN

TANZANIA

TCHAD

Mr. D. Musila
Mr. N. N. Gekonge
Mr.E.O.OmaIa
Dr. G. S. Agoki
Mr. 0.0. Martin

Mr. E. K. Morojele

Mr. D. Saryee
Mr. M Capran

Mr. L. R. Ramaromanana

Mr. L. T. MwamIima

Mr. 1. K. Haulkory

Mr. Zacarias Cossa
Ms. M. Lucas

Mr. A. Hama

Mr. A. Colcer
Dr. O. Agunloye
Mr. D. Lula
Dr. J. O. Asalor

Mr. C. Nsengiyumva
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ANNEX 2.

CONGRESS AGENDA
I. Opening of the Congress

2. Election of Officers

3. Adoption of the Agenda
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